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This military techmical training course has been selected and adapted by
The Center for Vozational Education for "Trial Implementation of a Model System
to Provide Military Curriculum Materials for Use in Vocational and Technical
Education," a project sponsored by' the bureau of Occupational and Adult Education,
U.S. Department of Reda, Education, and Welfare. 4



MILITARY CURRICULUM MAI'ERIALS

The military-developed curriculum materials in this course
package were selected by the National Center for-Research in
Vocational Education Military CUrriculum Project for dissent-
ination to the six regional Curriculum Coordination Centers and
other instructional materials agencies. The purpose of
disseminating these courses was to make curriculum materials
developed by the military more accessible to vockional
educators in the ciyilian setiing.

The course materiaL were acquired, evaluated by project
staff and practitioners in the field, and prepared for
dissemination. Materials which were specific to the military
were deleted, copyrighted materials were either anitted or apprO-
val for their use was obtained. These course packages contain
curriculum resource matrexials which can be adapted to support
vocational instructioe'ahd curriculum development.
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The National Center fot Research in
Vocational Education's misbion is to increase
the ability of diverse agenci , Institutions,
and organizationeto solve educational prob-
lems relating to individual career planning,
preparation, and progression. The National
Center fulfills its mission by:

Generating knowledge through research

Developing educational programs and
products

Evaluating individual program needs
and Outcomes

installing educational programs and
products

Operating information systems and
services .

Conducting leadership development and
training programs

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT
Military Curriculum Materials

WRITE OR CALL
Program information Office
The National Center for Research in Vocational

Education
The Ohio State University
1960 Kenny Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210
Telephone: 614/486-3605 or Toll Free 800/

848-4815 within the continental U.S.
- (except Ohio)

ry Curriculum
Materials for

Vocational and
Technical Education

Information arld Field
Services Division

The Nationi; CPnter for Research
in Vocotiermi Education
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Military
_Curriculum Materials What Materials
Dissemination Is Are Available?

an- activity to increase the accessibility of
military-developed curriculum materials to
vocational and technical educators.

This project, funded by the U.S. Office of
Education, includes the idernification and
acquisition of curriculum materials in print
form from the Coast Guard, Air Force,
Army, Marine Corps and Navy.

Access to military curriculum materials is
provided through a "Joint Memorandum of
Understanding" between the U.S. Office of
Education and the Department of Defense.

The ccquired materials are reviewed by staff
and subject matter specialists, and courses
deemed applicable to vocational and tech-
nical education are selected for dissimination.

The National Center for Research in
Vocationil Education is the. U.S. Office of
Education's designated representative to
acquire the materials and conduct the project
activities.

Project Staff:

Wesley E. Budke, Ph.D., Director
National Center Clearinghouse

Shirley A. Chase, Ph.D.
Project Director

One hundred twenty courses on microfiche
(thirteen in paper form) and descriptions of
each have been provided to ttieyocational
Curriculirti-toordination Centers and other
instructional materials -agencies for dissemi-
nation.

'4 Course materials include programmed
instruttion, curriculum outlines, instructor
guides, student workbooks and technical
manuals.

The 120 courses ,represent the following'
sixteen vocational subject areas:

Agriculture
Aviation
Building &
Construction
Trades

Clerical
Occupations

Communications
Drafting
Electronics
Engine Mechanics

Food Service
Health
Heating & Air
Gond itioning

Machine Shop
Management &

Supervision
Meteorology &

Navigation
Photography
Public Service

The number of courses Mid the subject areas
represented will expand, as additional mate-
rials with application to vocational and
technical education are identified and selected
for dissemination.

How Cah These
Materials Be Obtained?

", .

Contact the Curriculum Coordination Center
in your region for information on obtaining
materials (e.g., availability and cost). They
will respond to your request directly or refer
you to an instructional materials agency
closer to you.

CURRICULUM COORDINATION CENTERS

EAST CENTRAL
Rebecca S. Douglass
Director
100North First Street
Springfield, IL 62777
217/782-0759

MIDWEST
Robert Patton
Director
1515 West Sixth Ave.
Stillwater, OK 74704
405/377-2000

NORTHEAST
Joseph F. Kelly, Ph.D.
Director
225 West State Street
Trenton, NJ 08625
609/292.6562

4%4

NORTHWEST
William Daniels
Director
Building 17
Airdustrial Park
Olympia, WA 98504
206/753-0879

SOUTHEAST
James F. Shill, Ph.D.
Director
Mississippi State University

Drawer DX
Missi,ipPi State, MS 39762
601/325-2510

WESTERN
Lawrence F. H. Zane, Ph.D.
Director
1776 University Ave.
Honolulu, HI 96822
808/948-7834
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A-433-0022

Cows. theorishen:

This course is designed to provide training necessary to perform operational activitiesand maintaih open circuit SCUBA surface supplied air diving equipsent and relatedaccessories/equipmmnt as a member-of a team. The course consists of 12 units requiring425 hours of instruction.

Unit 1.0- Physical Cohditioning contains one lesson covering 60 hours of instruction.Unit 2.0- Diviwc Physics consists of 2 lessons covering 30 hours of instruction.
Decompression Charting (24 hours)
Diving Formulas (6 hours)

Unit 3.0,Medical Aspects of Diving is composed of 6 lessons requiring 30 hours of
instruction.

Resuscitation (1 hour)
Hemmorhage and Shock Treatment (11/2 hours)
First Aid Treatment (51/2 hours)
Diving Disease/Injury Treatment (21 hours)
Dangerous Marine Life (1 hour)

Unit 4.0-Open Circuit Scuba Diving includes'10 lessons Covering 62 hours of instruction.
Visual Signals (1/2.hour)

SCUBA Inspection and Maintenance (14 hours)
Open Circuit scum Charging (11/2 hours)
Planning (1 hour)
Surface and Compass Swims (10 hours)
Olearing, Ditching, and Donning Open Circuit SCUBA (17 hours)
Night Bottom Search (8 hours)
Underwater Hull Inspection (7'hours)
General Safpty Precautions (31/2 hours)

Unit 5.0- Diving Orientation contains 3 lessons requiring 30 hours of instruction.
MK"V Deep Sea Diving System (5 hours)
MK V Deep Sea Diving System Diver (11 hours)
MK V Deep Sea Diving System Tender (13 hours)

Unit. 6.0- Underwater Basic consists of 3 lessons covering 30 hours of instruction.
MK V Deep Sea Diving System (5 hours)
MK V Deep Sea Diving System Diver (121/2 hours)
MK V Deep Sea Diving System Tender (121/2 hours)

Unit ..0- Underwater Advanced has 3 lessons requiring 30 hours of instruction.
Pre-Dive Check List (9 hours)
MK V Deep Sea Diving System Diver (1: hours)
MK V Deep Sea Diving System Tender (10 hour)

Unit 8.0- Lightweight Divina contains 3 lessons coverinel0 hours of instruction.
Lightweighc Diving System and Diver (18 hours)
Clayton Diving Heater System (12 hours)

Unit 9.0- Underwater Tuols consists of one lesson covering 30 hours of instruction.
Unit 10.0- Underwater '..:utting and Welding contains one lesson requiring 30 hoiirs of

instructton.
Unit 11.0-1 Di.-ing Equipment.Repair cont 4ms 5 lessons concerning the MK V Deep Sea

Diving System which require 30 hours of instruction.
Helmet and Dress (14 hours)
Umbilical (5 hours)
Non-Return Valve (51/2 hours)
Air Control Valve (51/2 hours)

Unit 12.0- Hyperbaric Chamber has one lesson requiring 30 hours of instruction.

11=11111IN.
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A-433-0022

..01.10.
Ce lane Deseroptiot ( c On t inUed )

This course contains both teacher and student-materials. The printed iniiructor
materials iriclude a curriculum outline describing objectives and lessoneduration,,,
and an instruct:tonal guide containing objectives, outline of iastruction, ana stuaent
and instructor activities. The studnt guide contains information, assignment, job,
and notetaking sheets.

An additional military divAig manual ls recommended but not provided. This course
could be used in a group siMaation or adapted for indiviUual study.
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Diver SecOad Class A0433-0022 Classroom Course 15-3
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TABU OF COMETS

Curriculum.Outline
Student Guide
Instructor Guide

Topic

Curriculum

1

99
770

Student
Guide

Student
Workbook

Uhit 1.0 Physical Conditioaing 8 100 770
A.

Unit 2.0 Diving Physics 9 159 789

Unit -3.0 Medical Aspects of Diving 14 258 866

Unit 4.0 Open Circuit SCUBA Diving 24 369 1053
6

.

Unit 5.0 Diving Orientation 40 105* 1289

Unit 6.0 Underwater Basic 45 220* 1341

Unit 7.0 Umlerwater Aduanced 51 510 1402

Unit 8.0 Lightweight Diving 55 529 1435

Unit 9.0 Underwater Tools 63 614 1519

Unit 10.0 Underwater Cutting &Welding 64 680 1573

Unit 11.0 Diving Equipment Repair 68 719 1609

Unit 12.0 Hyperbaric Chamber 74 749 1654

* The studkInt guide is arranged in Volumes A to L which generally
.correspond to the sequence of the units. However, ,Volume A contains

Units 1.0 and 5.0. Uhit 6.0 is contained in Volume C.

7 0



INFORMATTON SHEET*

Suppor,t Neterials for Diver Second Class, 15-3

U. . Navy Diving -anual (Air Divinell. Vol. 1 NAVSHIPS 0994-001-9010.
Reprint 1977 (10.00)

U.S. Namillving Manual (Mixed-Cas Diving). Vol. 2 NAVSHIPS 0994-001-9010.
Reprint 1977 (18.00)

For gale by SuperinterOent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. (Also availabl,e at regional GPO
Bookstores.)

Please attac4 to paper copy of the course.
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COVER AGE

1. qourse Title

Diver Second Class

2. Course Length:

425 Contact Hours

12 Weeks

3. Locations at which taught:

Service Schools Lommand, San Diego, CA

Naval Submarine Training Canter, Pacific
Pearl Harbor, Hawaii

Harbor Clearance Unit Two, Norfolk, VA

U.S. Navy Ship Repair Faciliry,.Subic Bay,
Republic of Philippines

4. Class capacity:

Normal 16

Maximum 30

Minimum 8

5. Instructors required per class based
on normal capacity:

4 for Laboratory Units

6. Activity Preparing Curriculum Outline

Naval School, Diving and Salvage, Washington

1

1.



QUALIFICATION FACTORS FOR DIVER SECOND CLASS:

1. _Knowledge of diving physics; effects uf prussure;
underwater physiology and medicine, including lirst.
aid.

2. Understand the theory and practice of decompression
and use of the decompression tables.

3. Know the nomenclature of air diving iqu.ipment and the
function of component parts.

4. cress and tend divers properly.

5. Know all diving signals.

6. ::aintain all diving logs and sheets.

7. Test, repair and adjust all air diving equipment and
determine whether it is saf& for use.

8. Know the operation of and preventive maintenance
concerning all air diving equipment such as, com-
pressors, hoses, helmets, suits, and open circuit
SCVEA. (PMS)

9. Know the methods and procedures employed in searching
for and recovering objects from th4 ocean.

10. Know the nomenclature of and be able to operate pro-
perly a recompression chamber.

11. Demonstrate practical application of marlinspike
seamanship to diving operations.

12. Know the contents and.use of Volume 1, U.S.Navy
Diving Manual.

13. Prnperly use underwater cutting and welding procedures.

a viAlilied !:cultit nryrr.
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COURSE missiam!

The Diver Second Class Caurse is designed to Provtde personnel with the
training necessary to Perform operational acttvities and maintain open
circuit SCUM surface ;mooned air diving eouipment and related

accessories'eouiament as'a =Mbar of a team Onerations may be performed

from surface or subsurftce vessels ship repair facilities or other selected
shore installations as necessary dependent unon organisational missions
and commander's reouirements.
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TERMINAL OBJECTIVES:

PHYSICAL CONDIT10NING

Contact Huurs. knottier, this Unit

Clnencoom LAburatory
2 Hours 2! Hours *

Supported Entirely by this Unit:

1 . When the student completes this course he will have
achieved and maintained a' level of physical conditioning
sufficient to allow him to participate, withiput undue
stress, in diving ttaining activities.

LESSON TOPIC 1.1 PHYSICAL CONDITIONING

Contact Hours Allotted this Lesson Topic:

Classroom
2 Hours

Laboratory
58 Hours

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES:

Supported entirely by this lesson topic:

1. From previous page.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

When the student completes this lesson topic, he will.be
able to:

1. During the first week of physical training RUN con-
tinuously for five mirutes and PERFORM five repeti-
tions of each of the exercises contained in the
terminal objective.

2.. During the second week of physical training, RUN con-
tinuously for ten minutes and PERFORM ten repetitions
of each of the exercises contained in the terminal
objective.

3. During the third week of physical training RUN con-
tinuously for fifteen minutes and PERFORM fifteen
repetitions of each of the exercises contained in
the terminal objective.

4. During the fourtil and sUbsequent weoks "of physical
training, RUN 'continuously ror twenty minute4 and
PERFORM twenty repetitions of each of the exercises
contained in the terminal objectives.

21



UNIT 2.0 DIVING PHYSICS

Contact Hours Allotted this Unit:

Classroom
36 .Hours

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES:

Laboratory
0 Hours

Supported Entirely by this Unit:

1. When the student completes this course he will be abli
to, given the following diving situations: Normal
working diva to include depth, job, bottom time and
water decompression; normal working dive to include
depth, job, bottom time, and surface decompression;
and normal working dive to include depth, job, bottom
time and surface decompression, 02. Perform necessary
computations correctly, select proper descent/asce t
rates, select proper decompression schedules and,
using the information, complete the Diving Chart and,
if applicable, repetitive dive worksheet.

2. 1.hen the Student completes this course he will be able
to, given a diving situation and a sheet r:ontaining
for-lulas used in diving, select the applicable formula(s)
and solve the problem posed in the situation.



/0

LESSON TOPIC 2.1 DECOMPRESSION CHARTING

Contact Hours Allotted this Lesson Topic:

Classroom Laboratory
24 Hours 0 flours

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES,

Supported entirely by this Lesson Topic:

1. When the student completes 'this course, he will be able
to, given the following diving situation: Normal working
dive to include depth, job, bottom time, and water de-
compression; Normal workint dive to include depth, job,
bottom time and surface decompression; and normal work-
log dive to include depth, jab, bottom time and surface
decompression, 02. Perform necessary computations
correctly, select proper descent/ascent rates, selact
decompression schedules and, using the in.formation,
complete the Diving Chart and, if applicable, Repetitive
Dive Worksheet.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

When the student completes this Lesion Topic, he will be able to:

1. DEFINE and DESCRIBE, in writing, terms used in Diving Physics.

2. DESCRIBE, in writing, the following as to how they affect the
diver underwater:

a. Boyle's Law
b. Charles' Law
c. Dalton's Law
d. Henry's Law
e. Heat transfer
f. Sound transmission
g. Light refraction

3. Decompression schedules:

urally LIST.the name of each table in air and 02
decompression.

3. Qrally EXPLAIN'the application of the Repetitive
Dive Worksheet, recompression chamber, breathing
mediai, depth gauges and time pieces.

c. DESCRIBE, in writing, how the use of various divini
equipment affects decompression.

4 23



LESSON TOPIC 2.1 (Continued)

ENABLTNG OBJECTTVIS

d. 'DEFINE, in writing, selected terms as usrd to air
decompression.

. DESCRIBE, orally, the sequence of computation for
determining the decompression schedule for a repe-
titive dive.

f. DESCRIBE, orally, the sequence of computation for
determining the selection of the proper decompres-
sion schedule and the rate of ascent to the first
stop.

g. Orally EXPLAIN the need for decompression and
decompression schedules.

h. Orally DESCRIBE the conditions under which the
need for additional decompression other than that
computed would be used.

i. Orally EXPLAIN the limits imposed by the utiliza-
tion of oxygen for decompression.

j. Orally DESCRIBE the fundamentals involved in de-.

compression when high altitude diving.

k. DESCRIBE, in writing, the most vital requirement
of breathing media composition, depth and time.

1. Orally DESCRIBE the basic types of decompression
tables.

m. Navy Decompression Tables (Air) System.

(1) For the following:

(a) Decompression Procedures.
(b) Standard Air Decompression Schedules.
(c) No-Decompression Limits.
(d) Surface Interval Credit.
(e) Repetitive Dive Time Table.
(f) Exceptional/Extreme Exposure.
(g) Surface Decompression Using Air.
(h) Nitrogen-Oxygen Equivalent Air Depth TAble.
(0 Nitrogen-Oxygen Equivalent Exceptional Exposure.



LESSON TOPIC 2.1 (Continued)

(j) Surface Decompression Using 02.
(k) Oxygen Depth Time Limits.
(1) Diving Charts.

(2) Orally EXPLAIN the function(s), source of
information required for use, and a descrip-
tion of the component.

(3) Orally DESCRIBE the physical location of each
component part (section) within the major com-
ponent pert.

(4) Orally DESCRIBE how each component contributes
to the control ---nmplished by the use of the
decompression . Ile system.

(5) WORK, in wri:ing, a hypothetical dive using
the Standard Decompression Schedule.

(6) WORK, in writing, a repetitive dive using the
Repetitive Dive.Worksheet.

(7) WORK, in writing, a surface decompression dive
using oxygen.

(8) WORK, in writing, a surface decompression dive
using air.

(9) Ortlly DESCRIBE the use of the Nitrogen Air
Equivalent Air Depth Table.

(10) Orally DESCRIBE the use of the Oxygen Partial
Limits and Oxygen Depth Time Limit.

(11) Given t,he maximum depth/time limits for each
component and the maximum partial pressure
limits, STATE, in writing, the set point(s)
in terms of the effects of operating above
or below them.

9
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LESSON,TaP/C 2.2 DIVING FORMULAS

c Contact Hours Allotted This
Lesson Topic:

Classroom
6 Hours

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Laboratory
0 Hours

/3

Supported entirely by this lesson topic:

1. When the student completes this course he will be able
to, given a diving situation and -aAshemig containing
formulas used in diving, select the applicable formula(s)
and solve the problem posed in the situation.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

When t:i student completes this lesson topic, he will be
able to:

1. Orally EXPLAIN the meaning of all slmbols used in diving
formulas.

2. Orally EXPLAIN the application and use of all diying
formulas.

3. DESCRIBE, in writing, the sequence of computation forji
determining:

a. The area of a square/rectangle.
b. The area of a circle.
c. The volume of a cube.
d. The volume of a sphere.
e. The volume of a cylinder.
f. Lifting-capacitycin fresh wster (in pounds).
g. Lifting capacity in salt water (in pounds.)
h. Compressot Output (minimum).
i. Over bottom pressure requirements.-
j. Cut off depth.*
k. Maximum oxygen percent.

- 1. Filfective atmosphere.
m. Partial pressuxe ot a slis (in PSI).
n. Volume left after falling (squeete).-/ o. Volume increase after blow up (embolism).
p. Emergency hose test.



UNIT 3.0 MEDICAL.ASPECTS OF DIVING

Contact Hours Allotted this Unit:

Classroom Laboratory
28 Hours 2 Hours

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES:

Suppoited Entirely By This Unit

1. When tho stuAent completes this course he will be
able to demonstrate proper proceduras for the appli-
cation of mciuth-to..mmuth and mechanical (AMBIT)
resuscitation.

2. Whed the srudent coMpIetes this course he will be
able to demonstrate the tseatment 'of hemorrhage.
through the utilization of direct pressure met.hods.

3. When tile student completes this course he'will be
able to demonstrate the first aid tretment for
viC-tims of shock.

4) Wheil the student completes this courie he will be
able to., given a hypothetical case requiring first
aid treatment, describe, in a' sequence of steps,
appropriate action. Include, as a minimui, name of
injuryiconditlon, treatment eild post-treatment.actioas.

5. When the student zompletes this course he will be
able to, given a hypothetical case involving a disease
injury/condition common to diving, describe in a se-
quence of steps, appropriate action. Include, al a
minimum, name of,diseasa/injury conditions, selection
of proper treatment table, if-appropriate, treatment
and post-treatment actions. If treatment tables are
necessary, make correct log entries.

6. When the student compleies this course he will' be
able to, given pictures/illustrations of marine life,
identify with"correct name, describe danger (if any)
ec divers, nnd describe, in a sequence of steps,
.appropri'ilte medical actions and precautions to avoid'
4 on tac t .
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LESSON TOPIC 3.1 RESUSCITATION

Contact Hours Allotted This Lesson Topic:

Clissroom Laboratory
la Hours 1/2 Hours

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES,

Supported Entirely by this Lesson Topic:

1. When the student completes this course he will be able
to demonstrate proper procedures for the application of
mouth-eto-mouth and mechanical (AMBU) resuscitation.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

When the student completes this lesson topic, he will be
able to:

1. Orally DESCRIBE emergency lituations in which artificial
respiration/resuscitation would be used.

2. Orally EXPLAIN the necessity for maintaining free un-
obstructed airway _while administering artificial re-
spiration/resuscitation,

3. Orally EXPLAIN th% procedures for proper administration
of artificial respiration/resascitation.

4. Orally DESCRIBE the use of tke mouth-to-mouth method
of artificial respiration/resuscitation using a plas-tic
airway.



LESSON TOPIC 3.2 HEMORRHAGE TREATMENT °

Contact Hours Allotted This Lesson TopiC:

Classroom
121 Hours

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Laboratory
0 Hours

Supported Entirely By This Lesson Topic:

1. When the student completes this course, he will be ible
to demonstrate the treatment of hemorrhage through theutilization direct pressure methods.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

When the student completes this lesson topic, he will be ableto:

1. SHOW, by pointing,the major pressure points on the body.

2. Orally EXPLAIN the conditions that warrant the use of a
tourniquet.

3. Orally STATE the danger of loosening a tourniquet.

4. Orally EXPLAIN tho pressure point methods of treatmentfor a hemorrage stressing areas of the llody where themethod is apIlicpble.

5. Crally EXPLAIN the direct pressure method of treatmentof hemorrhage stressing areas of.,the body where the
method is applicaole.

9 9
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LESSON TOPIC 3.3 SHOCK TREATMENT

Coiltact Hours Allotted This Lesson
topic:

Classroom
1/2-Hours

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Supported Entirely By This Lesson Topic:

Laboratory
l/2 Hours

1. When the student completes this course, he will be
able to demonstrate the first aid treatment for
victims of shock.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

When the student completes this lesson topd.c, he will
be able to:

1. Orally STATE the most common cause of shock.

2. Oracly DESCRIBE the symptoms of shock.

3. Orally EXPLAIN tht procedures for treatment of vIctims
of shock.
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LESSON TOPIC 3.4 FIRST AID TREATMENT

Contact Hours Allotted This Lesson
Topic:

4

Classroom
,5 1/2 Hours

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Supported Entirely,By This Lesson Topic:

Laboratory
0 Hours

1. When the student completes this course, he will be able
to, given a hypothetical case requiring first aid treat-ment, describe, in a sequence of steps, appropriate
action. Include, as a minimum, name of injury/conditions,
treatment and post-treatment actions.

ENABLIiG OBJECTIVES

When the student completes this lesson topic, he will be ableto:

1. Orally STATE the three purposes of first aid.

2. Orally DESCRIBE the conditions that necessitate the rescueof an injured person prior to the administration of first
aid.

3. Orally STATE the general first aid rule.

4. DEFINE, in writing, terms used in first aid.

5. Wounds:

a. Orally STATE the three basic rules in treating
wounds.

b. Orally DESCRIBE the principles involved in dressing
wounds of the head, neck, chest, abdomen and limbs.

6. Fractures:

a. EXPLAIN, in writing, how to immobilize the following
types of fractures:

(1) Simple
(2) Compound
(3) Greenstick
(4) Comminuted
(5) Impacted

12
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LESSON TOPIC 3.4 (Continued)

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

A. b. DESCRIBE, in writing, the immobilization and
transportation of a person with a fractured spine.

7. Heat Victims:

a. urally, DESCRIBE the treatment for heat exhaustion.
b. Orally DESCRIBE the treatment for a victim suffering

a haat stroke.

8. Burns:

a. DESCRIBE, in writing, the three degrees of burns
and how they are determined.

b. DESCRIBE, in writing, the immediate first aid
treatment for burn victims.

9. Cold Injuries:

a. Orally DESCRIBE the categories of cold injuries.
b. DESCRIBE, in writing, the treatment for various

degrees of cold injuries.

10. Persornel Rescue:

a. Orally, DESCRIBE each of the following stretchers
and their uses:

(1) NeilRobertson
(2) Stokes
(3) Army Litter

b. Orally, DESCRIBE the procedures to be followed to
remove a victim of electrical shock in terms of
your own safety. /

c. Orally, DESCRIBE the procedures :o be followed to
remove a victim overcome by toxic fumes in terms
of your own safety.

11. Poisoned Wounds:

a. JESCRIBE, in writing, the procedures fottreatment
of snake bite.

3 f)
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LESSON TOPIC 3.4 (Continuad)

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

12. Animal Bites:

a. Orally, DESCRIBE the major concern in all
animal bites.

b. DESCRIBE, in writing, the treatment for animal
bites.

33
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LESSON TOPIC .3.5 DIVING DISEASE/INJURY TREATMENT

Contact Nauru Allotted Thlo Lesson Tupl:

Classroom
20 Hours

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Supported Entirely By This LASSOU Topic:

Laboratory
1 ,Hours

1. When the student completes this course he will be able
to, given a hypothetit,tal case involving a dissise/
injury/condition common to diving, describe, in a
sequence of steps, appropriate action. Include, as
a minimum,name of disease/injury/condition, selection
proper treatment table, if appropriate, treatment and
post-treatment actions. If treatment tables are
necessary, make correct log entries.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

When the student completes this lesson topic, he will be
able to:

1. Circulatory and Respiratory System:

a. LIST, in writing, the major organs in each system.
b. Given au illustration of the systems, TRACE, 4

drop of blood and a molecule of air through the
applicable system.

c. Orally DESCRIBE the interface of the two systems
and their importance to diving.

d. DESCRIBE, in writing, the manner in which selected
conditions hinder normal operation of the systems.

2. DESCRIBE, in writing, the symptoms, causes and proper
methods of prevention/treatment for selected diverrs
diseases and injuries.

3. Treatment Tables:

a. Orally, LIST the tables used in recompression 4
treatments (except saturation).

b. EXPLAIN, Ln writing, the application of selected
equipment and devices used in recompression
treatment.

c. DEFINE, in writing, selected terms used in recom-
pression treatment.

34
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LESSON TOPIC 3.5 (Continued)

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

3. d. Given selected conditions, DESCRIBE, in writing,
the sequence of steps for treatment.

e. EXPLAIN, orally, the need for recompression
treatment and treatment tables.

f. Orally, DESCRIBE the fundamentals in'volved in
selecting the proper treatment tablas.

g. DESCRIBE, in writing, the symptoms of oxygen
poisoning.

al DESCRIBE, in writing, the moit frequent error
related to treatment.

i. Orally, DESCRIBE the fundamentals involved in
recompression treatment in the water.

1. DESCRIBE, in writing, the most vital features of
hyperbaric chamber use.

k. Orally, DESCRIBE the two basic types of treatment
tables.

1. LESCRIBE, in writing, the pre.cautions that must
be taken when transporting divers requiring de-
compression treatment.

m. Orally, DESCRIBE the decompression on treatment
tenders.

n. EXPLAIN, in writing, the function(s) of components
below in terms of what it does for the system;
source of information required for its use; de-
scribe the components and explain the application
or uses:

(1) Treatment table for decompression sickness
and air embolism.

(2) Treatment table for minimal recompression
02 breathing.

o. For each treatment table component (,iection)
DESCRIBE, orally, the physical location and
application or use.

p. Given the following, orally STATE the setpoint and
reasons for the setpoint(s) in terms of the effects
of operating above or below them.

(1) Rate of ascent of each table.
(2) Raze of descent for each table.
(3) Time/depth limits for each table.

q. Orally, DESCRIBE the effect on the treatment table
system due to the Hyperbaric Chamber system.

r. Orally, DESCRIBE the safety precautions unique to
the treatment table system.

(1) Accurate time and record keeping.

35
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LESSON TOPIC 3.6 DANGEROUS MARINE LIFE

Contact Hours Allotted This
Lesson Topic:

Classroom
1 Hours

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Supported Entirely By This Lesson Topic:

Laboratory
0 Hours

023

1. When the student completes this course, 441 will be
able to, given pictures/illustrations of marine life1identify with correct name, describe danger (if any)
to divers, describe in a sequence of steps appropriatemedical actions and precautions to avoid contact.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

When the student completes this lesson topic, he will beable to:

I. For each of the following species, DESCRIBE, in writing,
the physical characteristics, habitat and precautionsto ,avoid contact, danger to divers (if any).

a. Sharks
b. Barracuda
c. Groupers
d. Moray Eels

Killer whales
f. Sea lions
g. Barnacles and Mussels
h. Giant clams
i. Jelly fish
j. Corals
k. Octopus

3

1. Cone shells
m. Sea Urchins
n. Stringrays
o. Venomous fish
p. Sea snakes

2. DESCRIBE, in writing, the procedures for treatment of
snake bite, venomous fish stings, stingray wounds and
jelly fish stings.

3. DESCRIBE, in writing, the treatment for bites from shark
and barracuda.

36
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UNIT 4.0 OPtN CIRCUIT SCUBA DIVING

Contact Hours Allotted.thio Unit:

Classropm
15 Hours

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES:

Supported Entirely By This Unit:

Laboratory
49 Hourd

1. When the student completes this course he will demon
strate, without error, all visual signals used while
diving open circuit SCUBA.

2. When the student completes this course he will demon
strate proper inspection and maintenance procedures
(in accordance with Planned Maintenance System Require
ments) for the following open circuit SCUBA equipment
and related underwater accessories: Open circuit SCUBA
cylinder and manifold assembly, single hose regulator
system, double hose regulator system, life ja t, diver's
light and wet suit.

3. When the student completes this course he will demonstrate
open circuit SCUBA charging procedures without error.

4. When the student completes this course he will, given a
typical fleet SCUBA diving task, illustrate proper
planning procedures by outlining steps necessary for a
successful completion of the task.

5. When the student completes this course he will be able tp
demonstrate proficiency in the use of open dircuit SCUBA
equipment and complete Bureau of Naval Personnel SCUBA
Diver (5345) qualification factors by:

a . In open water, surface swim 1000 yards within twenty
minutes using mask, fins and life jacket.

b. In open water, swim 500 yards underwater with open
circuit SCUBA as a member of a team, on a compass
course, arriving at a designated point.

c. In open water, swim to a depth of 130 feet using open
circuit SCUBA.

d. Demonstrate procedures for clearing open circuit SCUBA
without error.

37
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UNIT 4.0 (Continued)

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

e. Demonstrate procedures for ditching and douning
open circuit SCUBA, in accordance with the U.S.
Navy Diving Manual.

f. In a Escape Training Tank, complete a positive
buoyancy and a free ascent from a depth of at
least 35 feet.

g. In opsn water; at night, using open circuit SCUBA,
as a member of a rwo-man teas, recover a specified
object from a depth of at least 30 feet using a
circling line, within thirty minutes.

h. As a member of a team, in open water.at night, using
open circuit SCUBA, conduct a detailed underwater
hull inspection of a designated craft. File a
written report with the instructor which specifies
propellors, shafting, rudders, sonar equipment,
underwater fittings, and general hull conditions
to include applicable measurements, marine growth
and other specifics as instructed.

6. When the student completes this course he will be able
to demonstrate a knowledge and understanding of safety
precautions applicable to the open circuit SCUBA diving
training activities.

39
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LESSON TOPIC 4.1 VISUAL SIGNALS

Contact Hours Allotted This Lesson
Topic:

Classroom
1/2 flours

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Supported Entirely By This Lesson ,Topic:

Laboratory
0 Hour*

1. When the student completes this course he will be
able to demonstrate, without error, all visual
signals used while diving open circuit SCUBA.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

When the student completes this lesson topic, he will
be-'able to:

1. LIST all visual signals used when diving open circuit
SCUBA.

2. DEFINE, in writing, all visual signals used when diving
open circuit SCUBA.

3. USE appropriate visual signals.during open water diving
training activities using open circuit SCUBA.

39



LESSON TOPIC 4.2 SCUBA INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE
PROJECT

contact Hours AllcNted Thts Lesson
Topic:

Classroom
B. Hours

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Labcratory
6 Hours

027

1. When the student completes this course he will demon-
strate proper inspection and maintenance procedures
(in accordance with Planned MaintenaneetSystem require-
ments) for the following open circuit SCUBA equipment
and related underwater accessories: Open circuit SCUBA
cylinder and manifold assembly, single hoe* regulator
system, double hose reiulator system, life jacket,
diver's light and wet suit.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

When the student completes this lesson topic,she will be
able to:

1. Orally EXPLAIN the function(s) of each component and the
component parts for each piece of equipment and under-
water accessory.

2. Given a standard print of each component, SHOW the
physical loCation of each component and component part.

3. LIST, in writing, thip major materials used, EXPLAINING
why, for each component and selected coMpOnent parts.

4. LIST, orally, the protective device(s) found on the
open circuit SCUBA cylinder and manifold assembly,
single and double hose regulator, and lif jacket
and DESCRIBE the protection provided by,(tach.

Orally LIST the position(*) and function(*) of each
position for the Air Reserve Assembly and Block/Shut Off
valve of the cylinder and mdnifold assembly system.

6. Orally DESCRIBE the nominal pipe or valve size for the
elbow assembly and block/shut off va1v0(..

7. Given a standerd print of the component's, DESCRIBE,
orally, the flow path of the breathing media through
the cylinder and manifold assembly and single/double
hose regulator systems.

4()
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LESSON TOPIC: 4.2 (Continued)

ENABLING UBJECT1VES

8. For cylinder operating pressure, reserve air supply,
safety discs and plugs, and over bottom pressure,
STATE, orally, the major parameters and reasons for
them, in terms of effect(s) of operating above/
below them.

9. Orally DESCR/BE the interrelation of the systems.

10. Orally DESCRIBE inspection/maintenance procedures
for each component and component part within each
piece of equipm,ent.

11. "c.RFORM, under instructor guidance, inspection/
maintenance (ine4accordance with Planned Maintenance
System requirements) on the equipment listed in the
Terminal Objective so that it may be used in open
circuit SCUBA diving training activities.

22
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LESSON TOPIC 4.3 OPEN CIRCUIT SCUBA CHARGING

Contact }lours Allotted This Lesson
Topic:

Classroom
,4_ RoUrs

TERMINAL OBJE1TIVES

Laboratory
11.1_ Hours

1. When the student completes this course he will be
able to demonstrate open circuit SCUBA chargIng
procedures without error.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

When the student completes this topic, he will be able to:

1. Orally DESCRIBE a typical dryer's breathing air system
by tracing it from the compresscpr/flask through the
charging lines to the open circuit SCUBA cylinders.

2. Given a standard print of a typical diver's breathing
air system, LABEL the physical location of the major
comlonents using the proper nomenclature.

3. Orally DESCRIBE the interrelation of Charles' Law
with charging open circuit SCUBA.

4. Given an open circuit SCUBA charging checklist 'for
the available system) PREPARE, ACTIVATE and SECJEE
(after charging cylinders) the air supply delivery
system.

0
Aw
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LESSON, TOPIC 4.4 PLANNING

Contact Hours Allotted This
Lesson Topic:

Classroom
1 Hours

Laboratory
0 Hours

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

I. When the student completes this course he will be able
to, given a typical fleet SCUBA diving task, illustrate
proper planning procedures by outlining steps necessary
for a successful completion of the task.

ENABLTNG 'OBJECTIVES

When the student completes this lesson topic, he will be
able to:

1. Orally STATE the main advantages/disadvantages of using
open circuit SCUBA.

2. Orally DESCRIBE the application and/or use of open
circuit SCUBA equipment.

3. DEFINE, orally and in writing, terms used in open
circuit SCUBA diving.

4. Orally DISCUSS, with class members, procedures nec-
essary for proper planning of the 130 foot qualifi-
cation dive.

5. USE the pre-dive checklist contained in the U.S. Navy
Diving Manual for planning the 130 foot qualification
dive.

13
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LESSON TOPIC 4.5 BnRFACE SWIM

Contact Hours Allotted This
Lesson Topic:

Classroom Laboratory
0 Hours 4 Hours

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Supported Entirely By This Lesson Topic:

I. When the student completes this course he will be able
to, in open water, surface swim 1000 yards within
twenty minutes using mask, fins and life jacket.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

When the student completes this lesson topic, he will be
'able to:

1. In a swimming pool, demonstrate equipment confidence
and proficiency by surface swimming twenty minutes
with a mask, snorkel, fins, and a life jacket.

2. In open water, surface SI/IX 1000 yards using a maSk,
fins and life jacket.

2 5



LESSON TOPIC 4.6 COMPASS SWIM

Contact Hours Allotted This
Lesson Topic:

Classroom
1 Hours

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Supported Entirely By This Lesson Topic:

Laboratory
5 Hours

1. When the student completes this course he will be
able to, in open water, SWIM 500 yards underwater
with open circuit SCUBA, as a member of a team, on
a compass course, arriving at a designated point.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

When the student completes this les5 . topic, he will
be able to:

1. DEMONSTRATE the setting and use of an underwater
compari:,

SW-IA 500 yards underwater with open circuit SCUBA,
as a member of a team, on a compaas course,
arriving at a designated area.

15
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LESSON TOPIC 4.7 CLEAR/NG, DITCHING & DONNING OPEN

CIRCUIT SCUBA

Contact Hours AllOtted Thia Lesson
Topic

Classroom Laboratory
0 Hours 17 Hours

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Supported Entirely By nil' Lesson Topic:

1. When the studunt completes this course he will be able
to demonstrate procedures for clearing open circuit
SCUBA without error.

2. When the student completes this course he will be able
to demonstrate proper procedures for ditching and donning
open circuit SCUBA, in accordance with the U.S.Navy
Diving Manual.

3. When the student completes this course he will be able
to, in open water, SWIM to a depth of 130 feet using
open circuit SCUBA.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

When the student completes this lesson topic, he will be able to:

1. In a swimming pool, first at a depth of four feet and then
at a depth of at least nine feet, using open circuit SCUBA,
DEMONSTRATE:

a. The ability to breathe underwater.
b. The top pressure face mask clearing procedure.
c. The side pressure face mask clearing procedure.
d. Single/double hose regulator clearing procedures.
e. Buddy breathing.

2. At a swimming pool, first at poolside, then at a depth of
four feet and finally at a depth of at least nine feet,
using open circuit SCUBA, demonstrate ditching and donning
procedures in accordance with the U.S.Navy Diving Manual.

3. In a swimming pool, at a depth of at least nine feet,
using open circuit SCUBA, DEMONSTRATE the front step
method of water entry



LESSON TOPIC: 4.7 (Continued)

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

4. In a swimming pool, at a depth of at least nine feet,
using open circuit SCUBA, DEMONSTRATE the ability to
remain submerged under adverse conditions by properly
responding to instructor imposed emergency situations
(i.e. elimination of air supply, removal of equipment,
etc.)

5. In open water, at a depth of at least twenty feet,
using open circuit SCUBA, DEMONSTRATE:

a. The ability to breathe underwater.
b. The top pressure face mask clearing procedure.
c. The side pressure face mask clearing procedure.
d. Regulator clearing procedure.
e. Buddy breathing.

6. In open water, at a depth of at least twenty feet,
us'lq open circuit SCUBA, DEMONSTRATE the front step
methocl of water entry.

7. In cdpen at a depth of at least twenty' feet,
using open circuit SCUBA, and proper tools, COMPLETE
the Stngle Flange project in accordance with Diving
Training Stindards.

8. In open water, at a depth of at least twenty feet,
as a member of a two-man team using open circuit SCUBA
and proper tools, complete the Two-Man Flange project
in accordance with Diving Training Standards.



LESSON TOPIC: 4.8 POSITIVE BUOYANCY AND FREE ASCENT
TRAINTNG

Contact Hours Allotted This Lasron
Topic:

Classro
0 Hots:

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Supported Entirely By This Lesson Topic:

Laboratory
2 Hours

1. When the student completes this course he will have,
in an Escape Training Tank, completed a positive
buoyancy and a free ascent from a depth of at least
35 fest.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

When the student completes this lesson topic, he will be
able to:

1. Orally, EXPLAIN the application of positive buoyancy
and free ascent training to an actual underwater
condition/situation.

2. Orally DESCRIBE procedures, including safety pre-
cautions, involved in positive buoyancy and free
ascent training.

3. In a swimming pool, at a depth of at least nine feet,
after ditching open circuit SCUBA equipment, DEMONSTRATE
positive buoyancy and free ascent procedures.

9
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LESSON TOPIC 4.9 NIGHT BOTTOM SEARCH

Contact Hours Allotted This Lesson
Topic:

Classroom
1 Hours

TERMINAL OBJECTIVLS

Supported Entirely By This Lesson Topic:

Laboratory
7 Hours

1. Wnen the student completes this course he will, in
open water, at night, using open circuit SCUBA, as
a member of a two-man team, recover a specified
object from a depth Jf at least 30 feet Lsing a
circling line, within thirty minutes.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

When the student completes this lesson topic, he will be
able to:

1. Orally, DEFINE,terms used ip circling line,jack stay
and surface tended methods of bottom searching using
open circuit SCUBA.

2. Orally, EXPLAIN the usage of the circling line, jack
stay and surface tended method of searching.

3. DEMONSTRATE procedures for assembling equipment and
setting a circling line and jack stay for use in
bottom searches.

4. Using circling line and jack stii7 tcchniques, CONDUCT
searching exercises during daylight hours, recovering
a specified object from the bottom.

5. USE proper surface tended searching procedures and
signals during open circuit SCUBA training activities.

30



LESSON TOPIC: 4.10 UNDERWATER HULL INSPECT/ON

Contact Hours Allotted This
Lesson Topic

Classruom
2 Hours

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Supported Entirely By This Lesson Topic:

Laboratory
5 Hours

37

1. When the student completes this course he will be able
to, 411 a member of a team, in open water, at night,
using open circuit SCUBA, conduct a 4tailed underwater
hull inspection of a designated crafk. File a written
report with the instructor which spec fies propellors,
shafting, rudders, sonar equipment, underwater fittings,
and general hull conditions to include applicable
measurements, marine growth and other specifics as
instructed.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

'When the student completes this Lesson Topic, he will be
able to:

1. Orally,EXPLAIN the function(s) of a aetailed underwater
hull inspection.

2. Given an illustration of a typical Navy submarine and
surface vessel, LOCATE points included in a detailed
underwater hull inspection, DESCRIBING measurements
taken and conditions observed during such an inspection.

3. Given a description of a typical surface vessel hull,
WRITE an inspection report using proper terminology,
measurement data and organization.

4. In open water, in daylight, as a member of a team and
using open circuit SCUBA, CONDUCT a detailed underwater
hull inspection on an available craft. Provide a verbal
report to the instructor.
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LESSON TOPIC: 4.11 GENERAL SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

Contact Hours Allotted This
Lesson Topic:

Classroom
1 Hours

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Supported Entirely By This Lesson Topic:

Laboratory
2 1/2 Hours

1. When the student completes this course he will be able,
to demonstrate a knowledge and dnderstanding of safety
precautions required in the use of open circuit SCUBA
thv'ough the strict adheran. nd usage of safety
precautions applicable to the p n circuit SCUBA diving
training activities.

NOTE: Safety is an integral phase of all diving theory,
systems and practical activity. It is difficult
to separate items in order to enumerate specific
safety precautions as Enabling Objectives for this
Terminal Objective. Therefore, many important items
of safety will be found in their respective sections
concerning theory, systems and practical diving opera-
tions. The following safety items are those not
specifically elaborated upon elsewhere.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES.

When the student completes this lesson topic, he will be
able to:

1. Orally, STATE the most common and second most common
diving accidents in the use of open circuit SCUBA.

2. Orally, DESCRIBE the minimum number of personnel re-
quired when dIving open circuit SCUBA.

3. Orally, DESCRIBE normal ind maximum working depth limita-
tions for open circuit SCUBA.

4. orilly, DESCRTBE the reason for using the buddy system
orrn cireult SCUPA.

). 01411Y, DESCRIBE the safety precautions to be z'llowed
when diving open circuit SCUBA:

a. Planning the dive (use of checklist included).
b. Dressing the diver.

51
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LESSON TWIC 4.11 (Cont ued)

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

c. During the dive ecific items not covered
,

elsewhere).
d. Decompression (ptcific SCUBA application).. Charging SCUBA (mention specific safe* items).
f. Reserve valve.

6. Orally, DESCRIBE the specific safety preciuiions in-
volved in the following possible diving situations
using open circuit SCUBA:

a. Diving on slkpe in a nest.
b. Diving using explosives.
c. Diving on a submarine hull.
d. During a propellor changes.
e. Diving in heavy currents.
f. Diving in extreme cold water.
g. Diving in polluted water.
h. DiVing in enclosed spaces (specifically to

elaborate upon tho dangers of toxic gases.),.
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UNIT 5.0

-

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

.1

D/VINC URI,BiNTATIOi
,

/#
Cottavt Hours Allotyed this Unit:

Classroom. Laboratory
9 Hours 21 Hours

Supported Entirely By This Unit

1. When the student completes this course he will be able
to, given an illustration of the MK V Deep Sea Diving 4

System, label all major components correctly and explain
the function(s) of each.

2. When the student completes this course he will be able
to, as a diver, using the MK V Deep Sea Diving System
ia an open tank with a minimum of 8' of water:

a. Demonstrate an ability to use the MK V Deep Sea
Diving System in the underwater environment.

b. Demonstrate all line-pull signals except those
used in searching.

3, When the student completes this course, he will be able
to, as a member of a team tending a diver using a MK V
Deep Sea Diving System 1..11 an open tank:

a. Delsonstrats all tender-to-diver Line-pull signals
,(except searching).

h. Dress a diver in a MK V Deep Sea Diving System,
within 15 minqtes so that he may safely enter the
water.

c. Demonstrate proper telephone communication proce-
dures and phraseology, in accordance with Diving
Training Standards, under instructor guidance.

d. Demonstrate proper insps ion procedures for ex-
haust and non-return valves to insure safe operation.

e. Demonstrate maintenance of the diving log(including
OPNAV Form 9940-1) under instructrdr guidance.
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'LESSON TOPIC 5.1

TERM/NAL OBJECTIVES

MK V DEEP SEA DIVING SILI7IN

ContaCt Hours Allotted This Lesson
Topic: .

Classroom
Hours

Laboratory
0 Hours

Supported Entirely By This Lesson Topic:

1. When the studvnt completes this course he will be able
to, given an.iilustration of the MK V Deep Sea Diiing
System, label all major components correctly and ex-
plain the function of each.

ENAALING OBJECTIVES

Mhen the student completes thii lesson topic, he will be able to:

1. EXPLAIN, in writing, the function(s) of the.major components
of the MK V Deep Sea Diving System in terms of vhat they do
for the system.

2. DESCRIBE, in writing, the functional and physical location
of each of the major Components of tho MK V Deep Sea
Diving System.

3. LIST, in writing, the protectiqe devices for the major
components of the MK V Deep Sea Diving System.

4. DESCRIBE,,through illustration, the flow path of the
breathing media through the MI V Deep Sea Diving Syntem.

S. Orally,DESCRIBE the three types of surface supplied
diving rigs.

6. Orally, EXPLAIN the application of the MK V Dep Sea
Diving System.

7. STATE, in writing, the minimum number of personnel
necessary to dive the MK V Deep Sea Diving System.

8. LIST, in writing, the advantages and disadvantages of
the MK V Deep Sa. Divtng System.

9. STATE, orally, the maxtmum and working depths for the
MK V Deep Sea Diving System.

10..STATE, in writing, the methods of communication used with
the MK V Deep Sea Diving System.
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LESSON TOPIC 5.2 MK V DEEP SEA DIVING SYSTEM DIVER

Contavt Hours Allotted this Lesson
Topic:

Classroom
0 Hours

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Supported Entirely By This Lesson Topic:

Laboratory
11 Hours

1. When tne student completes this course he will be able
to, is a diver, using the MK V Dee? Sea Diving System
in an open tank with a minimum of eight feet of water:

a. Demonstrate an ability to use the MK V Deep Sea
Diving System in the underwater environment.

b. Demonstrate all line-pull signals except those
used in searching.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

When the student completes this lesson topic, he will be able to:

1. DESCRIBE, orally, the application of equipment associated
with the MK V Deep Sea Diving System.

2. Orally, DEFINE the terms ventilate and circulate.

3. Orally, SrATE the safety precautions associated with the
MK V Deep Sea Diving System.

4. LIST, in writin,, all line-pull signals (except searching)
and EXPLAIN the use of each signal.

5. Use the proper line-pull signals in all training dives.

6. In an open tank, at a depth of at least eight feet, using
the MK V Deep Sea Diving System, PERFORM functions/actions
comprising the MK V orientation dive (as described in
Diving Training Standards) as directed by the instructor
through the phone talker.

7 In an open tank, at a depth of at least eight feet, using
the MK V Deep Sea Diving System, COMPLETE the Pipe Square
Project in accordance with Diving Training Standards.

8. In an open tank, at a depth of at least eight feet, usirg
rhe MK V Deep Sea Diving System, COMPLETE the Single Flange
Proiecr in accordance with Diving Training Standards.
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LESSON TOPIC 5.3 MK V DEEP SEA DIVING SYSTEM TENDER

Contact Hours Allotted this Lesson
Topic:

Classroom
2 Hours

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Supported Entirely by this Lesson Topic:

Laboratory
11 !ours

1. When the student completes this course, he will be able
to, as a member of a team tending a diver using a MK V
Deep Sea Diving System in an open tank:

a. Demonstrate all tender-to-diver line-pull signals
(except searching).

b. Dress a diver in a MK V Deep Sea Diving System,
within 15 minutes, so that he may safely enter
the water.

c. Demonstrate proper telephone communication pro-
cedures and phraseology, in accordance with Diving
Training Standards, under instructor guidance.

d. Demonstrate propei inspection procedures for ex-
haust and non-return valves to insure safe operation.

e. Demonstrate maintenance of the diving.log (including
OPNAV Form 9940-1) under instructor guidance.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

When the student completes this lesson topic, he will be able to:

1. LIST, in writing, all line-pull signals (except searching).

2. EXPLAIN, in writing, the use of all line-pull signals
(except searching).

3. EXPLAIN, orally, proper phraseology of voice communication
used when diving.

4. EXPLAIN, orally, proper operation of the diving telephone
used for voice communication when diving.

5. Drolly EXPLAIN, the proper procedures for dressing a diver
in a MK V Deep Sea Diving System, so that he may safely
enter che water.

6. As a member of a team, PRACTICE dressing a diver in a
MK V Deep Sea Diving System.
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LessoN TOPIC 5.3 (Continued)

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

7. Orally, EXPLAIN the inspection procedures for the ex-
haust and non-return valves on the MK V Deep Sea Diving
System including the importande of the operation and
frequency.

8. PRACTICE the operation of _the telephone used in voice
communication during diving operations. PRACTICE
proper phraseology.

9. PRACTICE, under instructor guidance, inspecting the
exhaust and non-return valves on the MK V Deep Sea
Diving System.

10. Orally, EXPLAIN the reason for maintaining a log of
diving operations (including OPNAV Form 9940-1).

11. Orally, EXPLAIN the procedures for completing the log
containing information on diving activities (including
OPNAV Form 9940-1).

12. PRACTICE, under instructor guidance, entering informa-
tion in a typical diving log and OPNAV Form 9940-1.
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UNIT 6.0 UNDERWATER BASIC

ContaCt Hours Allotted This Unit:

Classroom Laboratory
8 Hours 22 Hours

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES:

Supported Entirely by This Unit:

101.
1. When the student completes this course he will be able

to, as a diver, using the MK V Deep Sea Diving System,
in open water at a depth of at least twenty feet:

a Demonstrate all searching line-pull signals and
proper response to tender's searching line-pull
signals during the execution of the Searching
Project in accordance with Diving Training
Standards.

b. Demonstrate a proficiency in the use of the MK V
Deep Sea Diving System, by successfully completing,
in accordance with Diving Training Standards, any
two of the following projects: Single Flange,
Seventeen Stud Pontoon, or Tooker Patch.

c. Use proper voice and line-pull communications during
all training dives.

2. When the student completes this course he will be able
to, as a member of a team tending a diver, using a
MK V Deep Sea Diving System in open water:

a. Given directions by the topside supervisor (Instructor),
guide the diver through the Searching Project (in
accordance with Diving Training Standards) by using
correct searching line-pull signals.

b. Use correct telephone and line-pull communications
procedures throughout all training dives.

c. Dress a diver in a MK V Deep Sea Diving System,
within twelve minutes, so that he may safely enter
the water.

d. Under instructor guidance, prepare the MK V Deep Sea
Diving System for daily use and secure the gear upon
completion of the daily diving activities.

e. Demonstrate correct maintenance of the diving log
(including OPNAV Form 9940-1) without error.

3. When the student completes this course, he will be able
to, given a list of MK V Deep Sea Diving System component
parts, demonstrate a knowledge of the function of each,
by matching the component part with its functional
description.
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LESSON TOPIC 6.1 MK V DEEP SEA DIVINC SYSTEM

Contact Hours Allotted this
Lesson Topic:

Classroom Laboratory
5 Hours 0 Hours

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Supported Entirely by this Lesson Topic:

1. When the student completes this course he will be able
to, given a list of MK V Deep Sea Diving System component
parts, demonstrate a knowledge of the function of each,
by matching the component part with its functional de-
scription.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

When the student completes this Lesson Topic, he will be
able to:

1. EXPLAIN, in writing, the function(s) of the component
parts of the MK V Deep Sea Diving System in terms of
what they do for the system.

2. DESCRIBE, by illustrating, the functional and physical
location of the component parts within the major
components.

3. EXPLAIN, in writing, how the component parts carry out
their function(a).

Orally, DESCRIBE the major materials used to construct
selected component parts and EXPLAIN why the particular
material is used.
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LESSON TOPIC 6.2 MK V DEEP SEA DIVING SYSTEM DIVER

Contact Hours Allotted this Lesscin
Topic:

Classroom Laboratory
1 1/2 flours 11 Hours

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Supported entirely by this Lesson Topic:

.1. When the student completes this course he will be able
to, as a diver using the MK V Deep Sea Diving System,
in open water at a depth of at least twenty feet:

a. Demonstrate all searching line-pull signals and
proper response to tender's searching line-pull
signals during the execution of ihe Searching
Project in accordance with Diving Training Standards.

b. Demonstrate a proficiency in the use of the MK V
Deep Sea Diving System by suCcessfully completing,
in accordance with Diving Training Standards, any
two of the following projects: Single Flange,
Seventeen Stud Pontoon, or Tooker Patch.

C. Use proper voice and line-pull communications during
all training dives.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

When the student completes this Lesson Topic, he will be
able to:

1. LIST, in writing, all searching line-pull signals and
EXPLAIN the use of each.

2. Using a short line between two persons, DZHONSTRATE all
searching line-pull signals.

3. Using a short line between two persons, DEMONSTRATE the
correct response (movement) to the tender's searching
line-pullFsignals.

4. Orally EXPLAIN the Searching, Single Flange, Seventeen
Stud Pontoon, and Tooker Patch Projects in accordance
with Diving Training Standards.

5. Orally, DESCRIBE operation and communication procedures
for use on the MK V .Desp Sea Diving System Phone during
normal operations (monitoring the dive, underwater cutting
and welding and monitoring the Pteumo Fathometer).



LESSON TOPIC 6.2 (Continued)

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

6. Orally, DESCRIBE operation and communication procedures
for use on the MK V Deep Sea Diving System Phone during
abnormal operations (i.e. loss of power, loss of communi-
cations, loss of gauge readings).
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LE!:SON TOPIC h.) MK V DEEP SEA DIVING !;YSTKM TENDER

Contact Hours Allotted this Lesson
Topic:

Classroom
1 112, Hours

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Supported Entirely By This Lesson Topic:

Laboratory
11 Hours

1. When the student co-pletes this course, he will "-e able
to, as a member of a team tending a diver using a MK V
Deep Sea Diving System in open water:

a. Given directions by the topside supervisor (instructcr),
guide the diver through the Starching Project (in
acc,..rdance with Diving Training Standards) by using
correct searching line-pull signals.

b. Use correct telephone and line-pull communication
procedures throughout ail training dives.

c. Dress a diver in a MK V Deep Sea Diving System,
within twelve minutes, so that he may, safely enter
the water.

d. Under instructor guidance, prepare the MK V Deep
:Sea Diving System for daily use and secure the gear
upon completion of ihe daily diving activities.

C. Demonstrate correct maintenance of the diving log
(including OPNAV Form 9940-1) without error.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

When the student completes this Lesson Topic, he will be able to:

1. LIST,. in writing, all searching line-pull signals and
EXPLAIN their use.

2. Using a short line between two persons DEMONSTRATE all
searching line-pull signals.

3. DESCRIBE, orally, operation and communication procedures
for the use of the MK V Deep Sea Diving System Phone
during normal operations (moni:oring the dive, underwater
cutting and welding, and monitoring the Pneumo Fathometer).

1
4. DESCRIBE, orally, operation and communication prociedures

foruse on the MK V Deep Sea Diving System Phone during
abnoreSal operations (i.e. loss of power, loss of communi-
cations, loss of gauge readings).
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LESSON TOPIC 6.3 (Continued)

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

5. DESCRIBE, in writing, correct procedures for maintain-
ing a diving log during normal/abnormal operations as
described in 3 and 4 above.

6. Orally, EXPLAIN the function of the OPNAV Form 9940-1.

7. Orally, EXPLAIN the function of the Report Overlay and
Report Form of the OPNAV Form 9940-1.

DESCRIBE, in writing, the proper completion of the
OPNAV Form 9940-1, during normal operations, without
error.

9. Orally, EXPLAIN the steps and equipment checkout in-
volved in securing the MK V Deep Sea Diving System
from daily use (Particular attention to cleaning
and stowage).
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UN1T 7.0 UNDERWATER ADVANCED

Contact Hours Allotted This Unit:

Classroom
4 Hours

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Laboratory
26 flours

5/

Supported Entirely By This Unit

1. When tha student completes this course he will be able
to, as a diver, using a MK V Deep Sea Diving,System in
open water at a depth of at least twenty fest, DEMON,-
STRATE increased proficiency in the use of the MIC V
Deep Sea Diving System by successfully completing, in
accordance with Diving Training Standards, any three
of the following projects: Angle Descent, Tunneling,
Hogging Line, and Two Man Pontoon.

2. When the student completes this course he will be able
to, as a member of a four man team, complete the appli-
cable items of the Surface Supplied Diving Operations
Pre-Dive Checklist to prepare the MK V Deep Sea Diving
System for daily use and secure the gear upon completion
of daily activities.

3. When the student completes tilis course he will be able
to, as a member of a team te,ding a diver using a MK V
Deep Sea Diving System:

a. Use correct linw-pull and telephone communication
procedures throughout all training dives.

b. Dress a diver in a MK V Deep Sea Diving System,
within twelve minutes, so that he may safely enter
the water.

c. Demonstrate correct maintenance of the Diving Log
and OPNAV Form 9940-1.



LESSON TOPIC: 7.1 SURFACE SUPPLIED DIVING OPERATIONS
PRE...DIVE CHECKLIST

Contact Hours Allotted This Lesson
Topic:

Classroom
3 Hours

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Supported Entirely By This Lesson Topic:

Laboratory
6 Hours

1. When the student completes this course he will be able
to, as a member of a four man team, complete the appli-
cable items of the Surface Supplied Diving Operations

. Pre-Dive Checklist to prepare the MK V Deep Sea Diving
System for daily use and secure the gear upon completion
of the daily activities.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

When the student completes this lesson topic, he will be able to:

1. Orally, EXPLAIN the use of the Surface Supplied Diving
Operations Pre-Dive Checklist.

2. DEMONSTRATE the correct procedures for completing the
items necessary for preparation of the MK V Deep Sea
Diving System for daily use.

3. Using a standard print (illustration) of the school's
diver's breathing air system:

a. LABEL the print with correct symbols to show all
major components.

b. For the major components:

(1) EXPLAIN, in writing, their function.
(2) LIST, in writing, the protective devices within

the system.
(3) DESCRIBE, in writing, the protection provided

by each device.
(4) List, in writing, the ratings of applicable

major components and materials used in theirconstruction.
4. Orally, DESCRIBE the maximum standards for breathing

air and the reasons for the standards.

5. Orally, STATE the setpoint(s) for cleaning, test and
calibration of gauges.
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LESSON TOPIC: 7.1 (Continued)

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

OP 6. STATE, in writing, the safety precautions necessary to
insure air purity.

7. DEMONSTRATE the correct procedures for completion of
items necessary to secure the Mk V Deep Sea Diving
System from daily dIving activities.

LESSON TOPIC: 7.2

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

MK V DEEP SEA DIVING SYSTEM DIVER

Contact Hours Allotted This Lesson
Topic:

Classroom
1 Hours

Supported entirely by this Lesson Topic:

Laboratory
10 Hours

1. When the student completes this course he will be able
to,as a diver, using a MK V Deep Sea Diving system in
open water at a depth of at least twenty feet, DEMON-
STRATE increased proficiency in the use of the MK V
Deep Sea Diving System by successfully completing, in
accordance with Diving Training Standards, any three
of the following projects: Angle Descent, Tunneling,
Hogginb line, and Two Man Pontoon.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

When the student completes this lesson topic, he will be
able to:

1. Given a job analysis sheet on each project to be con-
plete0 during this unit, orally EXPLAIN the following
aspects of the project:

a. What the project is.
b. The conditions under which the project is to be

completed.
c. Standards which will determine success.
d. How to perform the project succrssfully.
e. How each proje'ct relates to a fleet diviLig job.
f. Particular skills necessary for successful com-

pletion of the project.

Mare: ORIGINAL 1)fr4E. %.14 HAt BEEN DeLerreb, HotaGOEP4.
ALL. MATSCal AL IS 1/4CLUbeb.
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"LESSON TOPIC: 7.3

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

V DEE? SEA DIVING SYSTEM TENDER

Contact Sours Allotted This Lesson
Topic:

Classroom Laboratory
0 Hours 10 Bourg

Supported Entirely By This Lesson Topic:

1. When the student completes this course ha will be able
to, as a member of team tending a diver Rising a MX V
Deep Sea Diving System:

a. Use correct line-pull and telephone communication
procedures throughout all training dives.

b. Dress a diver in a MI V Deep Sea Diving System,
within twelve minutes, so that he may safely enter
the water.

c. Demonstrate proper maintenance of.the Diving Log-,
and OPNAV Form 9940-1.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

This is'a continuation of %kills And knowledgeideveloped
ducing other Terminal/Enabling Objectives.

4 9
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CESSON TOPIC: 8.0 LIGHT WEIGHT IVING

Contact Hours llotted TWis Unit:

ClassrAom
1211.1pHours

Laboratory
18 Hours

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Supported Entirely By This Lesson Topic:

1. When the tudent completes this course he will be able
to, as a diver, perform the following functions:

a. In an open tank, with a iinimum of eight feet of
water, using the Light Weiat Diving.System (Jack
Browns), demonstrate dieching and donning procedure's.b. In an.open tank, with a minimul of eight feet of
water, using the Murk I Mask, demonstrate emergency
air change-over procedures.

c. In open water, at a minimum depth of twenty feet,
using the Mark I and Hot*Vater Suit, complete the
Searching Project in accordance with Diving Train-
ing Standards.

' 2. When the student completes this course he will be able
to, given Planned Maintenance System (PMS) requirements
for the Light Weight Diving System, Mark I Mask, and
Hot Water Sult, correctly perform the necessary mainten-
ance.

When the student coapletes this course he will be able
co, as a member of a team tending a diver in open water,
using a Mark I Mask ond Hot Water Suit Systems, demon-
strate/explain start-up/shut-down procedures (as appl:.-
cable) and operate the Clayton Diving Heater System
(or other Navy approved locally available similar equip-
ment.

RI
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LESSON TOPEC 8.1 LIGHTWEIGHT DIVING SYSTEM DIVER

Contact Hours Allottud Thls Lesson Topic:

Classroom
0 Hours

-TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Supported Entirely By This Lesson Topic:

Laboratory
10 Hours

1. When the student completes this course he will be able
to, as a diver, perform the following functions:

a In an open tank, with a minimum of eight feet of
water, using the Light Weight Diving System (Jack
Browne), demonstrate ditching and donning procedures.

b. In an open tank, with a minimum of eight feet of
water, using the Mark I Mask, demonstrate emergency
air change-over procedures.

c. In open water, at a minimum depth of twenty feet,
using the Mark I Mask and Hot Water Suit, complete
the Searching Project in accordan,:e with Diving
Training Standards.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

When the student completes this lesson topic, he will be
able to:

1. Orally, EXPLAIN the correct procedures for dressing a

diver using the Light Weight Diving System (Jack Browne).

2. Orally, DESCRIBE the_prevailing conditions which would
prompt a diver using che Light Weight Diving System to
use the procedures of ditching and donning.

3. DEMONSTRATE correct procedures for ditching, claring
the mask, and donning for continued work, the Light
Weight Diving System.

4. Orally, EXPLAIN the procedure3 for dressing a diver
using the Mark I Mask.

5. DFSCRIBE, orally, the prevailing conditions (including
indications received by the diver) which would prompt
a diver using the Mark I Mask to use the procedures
for emergency air change-over.
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LESSON 8.1 (Continued)

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

b. DEMONSTRATE correct procedures for emergency air
changeover, using the Mark I Mask.

7. Orally, EXPLAIN the correct procedures for dressing
a diver in a Hot Water Suit.

8. DEMONSTRATE correct procedures for dressing a diver
in a Hot Water Suit.

9. EXPLAIN, orally, the Searching Project, in accordance
with Diving Training Standards, to include standards,
how to perform the project, and particular skills
needed for the successful completion of the project.
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L4SSON TOPIC 8.2 LIGHT WEIGHT DIVING SYSTEM

Contact Hours Allotted This Lesson
Topic:

Classroom
6 Hours

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Supported Entirely By This Lesson Topic:

Laboratory
2 Hours

1. When the student completes this course, he will be
able to, given the Planned Maintenance System (PMS)
requirements for the Light Weight Diving System,
Mark I Mask, and Hot Water Suit, correctly perform
the necessary maintenance.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

When the student completes this lesson topic, he will be
able to:

1. Orally, EXPLAIN the maintenance requirements (periodic
and usage) of the PMS.

2. Orally, EXPLAIN the documentation necessary for the PM'S

forms management.

3. For the Light Weight Diving System (Jack Browne).

a. Orally, EXPLAIN the function(s) of the major com-
ponents in terms of what they do for the system.

b. Given a standard print (illustration) of the Light
Weight Diving System, DESCRIBE, by labeling, the
physical location of the major components and
component parts.

c. LIST, orally, the protective devices for the major
components.

d. LiSTo in writing, the correct ratings of the umbilical.
e. Orally, DESCRIBE the nominal valve size for the Air

Control Valve.
f. LIST, in writing, the major materials used in the

major components and component parts and EXPLAIN why.
g. EXPLAIN, orally, che function(s) of the component

parts in terms of what they do for the components.
h. Orally EXPLAIN how the component parts carry out

their function(s).
i. DESCRIBE, through illustration, the flow path of the

breathing media through the system.

1
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LESSON TOPIC 8.2 (Continued)

j. Orally STATE the setpoint(s) and reasons for the
setpoint(s) in terms of the effects of operating
above/below them as pertains to maximum depths
and age of air hose in using the Light Weight
Diving System.

k. Orally, DESCRIBE the effect of the Light Weight
Diving System due to the breathing media source.

1. Orally, DESCRIBE the correct installation of the
non-return valve on to the air control valve.

4. For the Mark I Mask:

a. Orally, EXPLAIN the functiou(s) of the major com-
ponents in terms of what they do for the system.

b. Given a standard print of the MK I Mask, DESCRIBE
by labeling, the physical location of the major
components and their component parts.

c. Orally, DESCRIBE the sources of power for communi-
cations used with the MK I Mask System.

d. DEMONSTRATE and orally DESCRIBE the modes of con-
trol for the side valve and second state dial-a-
breath.

e. LIST, in writing, the ratings for the umbilical
and emergency bottle assembly.

f. DESCRIBE, in writing, the major materials used,
EXPLAINING why, for the major components and their
component parts.

g. Orally EXPLAIN the function(s) of the component
parts in terms of what they do for the components.

h. EXPLAIN, orally, how the component parts carry out
their function(s).

i. DEMONSTRATE and orally DESCRIBE the modes of oper-
ation and the flow path of the breathing media
through the MK I Mask in each mode.

j. STATE, in writing, the maximum depth without come
home bottle, without open bell, and diving on air
using the MK I Mask, and the reasons for these
maximums.

k. Orally DESCRIBE the effect on this MK I Mask System
due to the umbilical, emergency botrle assembly,
diver heating system, open diving bell system and
breathing media source.

1. EXPLAIN, orally, the unique safety precautions of
using only 120 VAC for recharging battery if ampli-
fier is equipped with a rechargeable battery.
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/ LESSON TOPIC 8.2 (Continued)

5. For the Hot Water Suit:

a Orally EXPLAIN the function(s) of the major components
in terms of what they do for the system.

b. Given a standard print of the Hot Water Suit, DESCRIBE,
by labeling, the physical location of the major compon-
ents and their component parts.

c. DEMONSTRATE the operation of the velco strips.
d . LIST, in writing, the rating(s) of the tubing within

the Hot Water Suit.
e . LIST, in writing, the major materials used in the major

components and their component parts and EXPLAIN why.
f. Orally EXPLAIN their function(s) of the component parts

in terms of what they do for the components.
g. Orally EXPLAIN. how the component parts carry out their

function(s).
h . DEMONSTRATE how and where the control function is

accomplished.
i. Orally, DESCRIBE the effect on the Hot Water Suit due

to the Clayton Diving Heater System and the MK I Mask
System.

6. For the Open Diving Bell:

a. Orally, EXPLAIN the function(s) of the major compon-
ents and their component parts.

b. Given an illustration of a typical open diving bell,
LOCATE, by labeling, the luajor components.

c. EXPLAIN, in writing, how the major components carry
out their function(s).

d. LIST, in wriLing, the major materials used in con-
structing and open diving bell and EXPLAIN why.

e . Orally DESCRIBE the flow path of the breathine media
through the system and the pressurization of the hull
body.

E. Orally EXPLAIN the safety aspects of maintaining the
bell in an upright position during operation.

3
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LE,SSON TOPIC 8.3

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

CLAYTON DIVING HEATER SYSTEM

Contact Hours Allotted this Lesson
Topic:

Classroom Laboratory
4 Hours 8 Hours

Supported Entirely By This Lesson Topic:

1. When the student completes this course, he will be able
to, as a member of a team tending a diver in open water,
using MK I Mask and Hot Water Suit Systems, demonstrate/
explain startup/shutdown procedures (as applicable) and
operate the Clayton Diving Heater System (or other Navy
approved locally available similar equipment).

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

When the student completes this lesson topic, he will be able
to:

4

1. For the Clayton Diving Heater System:

a. Orally EXPLAIN the function(s) of the major components
and component parts in terms of what they do for the
system.

b. Given a standard print of the Clayton Diving Heater
System, DESCRIBE, by labeling, the physical location
of the major components and their component parts.

c. Describe by illustration, the sources of power for
the major components.

d. Describe, orally, the protection provided and the
ratings of each of the major components.

e. Orally EXPLAIN how the component parts carry otit
their function(s).

f. DESCRIBE, in writing, the major materials used in
the component parts and explain why.

g. DESCRIBE, by illustration, the flow path of sea water
through the sea water supply system.

o. DESCRIBE, by illustration, the flow path of steam from
the auxiliary steam inlet to the auxiliary outlet.

i. DESCRIBE, by illustration, the flow path of fresh
oater through the fresh water and szeam systems.

j. DESCRIBE, by illustration, the fuel flow through the
fuel system to the burner.
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LESSON TOPIC 8.3 (Continued) .

k. Orally DESCRIBE lighting off/securing procedures.
1. DESCRIBE, by illustration, the location at which

the following is monitored: operating steam pressure,
maximum temperature to the diver, and seawater
inlet pressure and flow.

m. Orally DESCRIBE the effect on this system due to a
ship's auxiliary steam/condensate system, fire main
system and electrical source.

n. Orally DESCRIBE the effect on the Diver's Hot Water
Suit due to the operation of the Clayton Diving
Heating System.

UNIT 9.0

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

UNDERWATER TOOLS

Contact Hours Allotted this Unit:

Classroom
4 Hours

Supported Entirely by this Unit:

Laboratory
26 Hours

1. When the student completes this course, he will be
able to, in an open tank, with at least eight feet
of water, using the MK I Mask System and appropriate
underwater tools, complete the f011owing projects in
accordance with Diving Training Standards: Three
Hole Flange, Drill and Tap, and Underwater Piling
Saw (Hydraulic).

NI= ORIGINAL PAGE 511 HAs Seahl bef-I-Tet; HoWeVER ALL
MA-reRIAL Is iNcLuDE.b.
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LESSON TOPIC 9.1 UNDERWATER TOOLS

Contact Hours Allotted this Lesson Topic:

Classroom
4 Hours

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Supported entirely by this Lesson Topic:

Laboratory
26 Hours

1. When the student completes this course, he will be able
to, in an open tank, with at least eight feet of water,
using the MR I Mask and appropriate underwater tools,
complete the following projects in accordance with Diving
Training Standards: Three Hole Flange, Drill and Tap, and
Underwater Piling Saw (Hyraulic).

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

When the student completes this lesson topic, he will be
able to:

1. Orally DEFINE/EXPLAIN terms relative to the use of
underwater tools.

2. Orally DESCRIBE a surface supplied hydraulic set-up
and the basic operation of selected underwater tools.

3. Orally DESCRIBE how the underwater tools work with
selected attachments.

4. Orally DESCRIBE the special insulating and safety re-
quirements for underwater electric tools and lights.

5. Orally DESCRIBE loading and firing procedures and tech-
niques for using the velocity power driver.

6. For the velocity power driver, pneumohydraulic grinder
and drill:

a. Orally EXPLAIN the function(s) of each tool in terms
of what they do for the aystem.

b. DESCRIBE, in writing, the source(s) of power.
c. Orally DESCRIBE the modes of control.
d. Orally LIST the protective devices and ratings

for each tool.
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LESSON TOPIC 9.1 (Continued)

7. Given a job analysis sheet on each project to be
completed during this unit, orally EXPLAIN the following
aspects of the project:

a. What the project is.
b. Conditions under which the project is to be completed.
c. Standards which will determine success.
d. How to perform the project successfully.
e. How each project relates to a fleet diving job.
f. Particular skills necessary for the successful

completion of the project.

UNIT 10.0 UNDERWATER CUTTING AND WELDING

Contact Hours Allotted This Unit:

Classroom Laboratory
6 Hours 24 Hburs

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Supported Entirely by this Unit:

1. When the student completes this course, he will be able
to, in an open tank with at least eight feet of water,
using the MK V Deep Sea Diving System, successfully com-
plete any three of the following projects in accordance
with Diving Trainirg Standards: Oxygen Arc Cutting
(Ceramic Rod), Oxygen Arc Cutting (Steel Tubular Rod),
Shielded Metal Arc Cutting, and Shielded Metal Arc
Welding.

NOTE.: 0;21(01141AL PAGE. (01 WV& %%EN DELW16-1); FiCWevek
AU- ri1PereRrAL H'As 11GEt INCu)bEb.
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LESSON TOPIC 10.1 UNDERWATER CUTTING AND WELDING

Contact Hours Allotted this Lesson ToPic:

Classroom
6 Hours

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Supported Entirely by this Lesson Topic:

Laboratory
24 Hours

1. When th student completes this course, he will be able.
to, in an open tank with at least eight feet of water,
using the MX V Deep Seta Diving System, successfully
complete any three of the following projects in accord-
ance with Diving Training Standards: Oxygen Arc Cutting
(Ceramic Rod), Oxygen Arc Cutting (Steel Tubular Rod),
Shielded Metal Arc Cutting, Shielded Metal Arc Welding.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

When the student completts this lesson topic, he will be
able to:

1. DEFINE/EXPLAIN, in writing, terms relative to underwater
cutting aad welding.

2. Orally DESZRIBE the types of cutting and welding that
will be used in completion of the projects during this

3. DESCRIBE, in writing, the various materials used in
underwater cutting and welding.

4. Orally EXPLAIN the function(s) of the various methods
of underwater cutting and welding used in completion
of the projects for this unit.

5. For each of the types of underwater cutting and welding
used in completion of the projects during this unit:

a. EXPLAIN, in writing, the function(s) of the component
parts in terms of what they do for the individual
components.

b. DESCRIBE, by illustration, the physical location of
the component parts within each of the major components.

c. Orally EXPLAIN how the component parts carry out their
function(s).
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LESSON TOPIC 10.1 (Continued)

d. LIST, in writing, the ratings and specifications of
selected component parts.

e. DESCRIBE, by illustration, the source(s) of power
for selected component parts.

f, Orally DESCRIBE the protection provided the system
by applicable component parts.

g. DESCRIBE, in writing, the major materials used in
construction of selected component parts, and
EXPLAIN why the particular materials are used.

6. DESCRIBE, in writing, the important features of each of the
various cutting processes used to complete the projects of
this unit.

7. Orally DESCRIBE the procedure for determining the polarity
of a welding generator if polarity markings are illegible.

8 Orally EXPLAIN a simple schematic diagram of a typical
arrangement for oxygen arc cutting.

9. DESCRIBE, in writing, the advantages of steel tubular
electrodes versus the advantages of ceramic tubular
electrodes.

10. Orally EXPLAIN the preparation of an emergency tubular
electrode.

11. Orally DESCRIBE cutting techniques for oxygen arc for
thick and thin steel plate using the steel tubular and
ceramic tubular electrodes.

12. DESCRIBE, in writing, the principle of operation for
shielded metal arc cutting.

13. DESCR;BE, in writins, the proper metallic arc cutting
technique for steel plate less than 1/4 inch thick and
for plates greater than 1/4 inch thick;

14. EXPLAIN, in writing, the advantages of oxygen hydrogen
cutting.

15. Orally EXPLAIN why hydrogen, and not acetylene used
as a fue' gas.

16. DESCRIBE, in writing, the principle of operation in
oxygen hydrogen cutting.
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6 7
hvssom TOPIC 10.1 (Cuntinued)

17. EXPLAIN, orally and in writing, procedures for lighting
the oxygen hyarogen torch underwater.

18. EXPLAIN, orally and in writing, the techniques for
starting and advancing the cut with an oxygen hydrogen
torch.

19. DESCRIBE, in writing, the principle of operation for
shielded metal arc welding.

20. DESCRIBE, in writing, the largest diameter electrode
recommended for shielded metal arc welding operations.

21. DESCRIBE and DEMONSTRATE the preparation of an under-
water surface for welding.

22. DESCRIBE, orally and in writing, the importance of the
welding current setting.

23. STATE, in writing, the setpoint(s) and reasons for rhe
setpoint(S) in terms of operating above or below them,for:

a. Figuring correct gas pressure at depth.
b. Polarity.

24. DESCRIBE, in writing, and DEMONSTRATE safety precautions
unique to underwater cutting and weAing.

a. Trapped explosive gases.
b. Placing the diver between the ground and electrode.

25. Gi-en a job analysis sheet for each project to be com-
pleted during this unit, orally EXPLAIN the following
aspects of the project:

a. What the project is.
b. The conditions under which the project will be

completed.
c. Standards which will determine success.
d. How to perform the project successfully.
e. How each project relates to a fleet diving job.
f. Particular skills necessary for the successful

completion of the project.

26. In ,an open tank with at least eight feat of water, using
tht MK V Deep Sea Diving Systems, PRACTICE each of the
underwatar cutting methods used in completion of the pro-
jects for this unit. As many as three electrodes (one
ceramic) may be used for practice(determined by the student).
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UNIT 11.0 DIViNG EQUIPMENT REPAIR

Contact Hours Allotted this Unit:

Classroom
6 Hours

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Supported Entirely by this Unit:

Laboratory
24 Hdurs

1. When the student completes this course, he will be able to,
given a MK V Deep Sea Diving System Helmet, perform the
followint maintnance so that the equipment may be used in
diving operations: Replace port glass, replace breast
plate gasket, and replace breast plate stud. Additional
maintenance items are to be accomplished dependent upon
time fnd equipUent requirements.

2. When the student completes this course, he will be able
to, given a MK V Deep Sea Diving Systek Dress, perform
the following maintenance so that the equipment may be
used in diving operations: Placidb/replacing gloves,
patching a hole, air test dress before/after patching.
Additional maintenance items are to be accomplished
dependent upon time and equipment requirements.

3. When the student completes this course, he will be able
to, given components of the MK V Deep Sea Diving System
Umbilical, perform the following maintenance so that the
equipment may be used in diving activities: Marry life
line/air hose, and repair or replace jack plug on life
line, telephone cable. Additional maintenance items are
to be accomplished dependent upon time and equipment
requirements.

4 . When the student completes this course, he will be able
to, given a MK V Deep Sea Diving System NonReturn valve
perform the following maintenance so that the equipment
may be used in diving operations: Replace the stem and
seat, replace the spring and gasket.

5. When the student completes this course, he will be able
co, given a MK V Deep Sea Diving System air control valve,,

.)

perform the following maintenanc so that the equipment
may be used in diving operations Lap in the needle valve,
renew flax packing in packing

0
and, and adjust packing

gland.
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LESSON TOPIC 11.1

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

(09
MK V DEEP SEA DIVING SYSTEM HELMET

Contact Hors Allotted this Lesson Topic:

Classroom \ Laboratory
2 Hours 5 Hours

Supported Entirely By this Lesson Topic:

1. When the student completes this course, he will be able
to, given a MK V Deep Sea Diving System Helmet, perform
the following maintenanle so that the equipment may be
used In diving operations: Replace port glass, replace
breast plate gasket, and replace breast plate stud.
Additional maintenance items are to be accomplished.
dependent upon time and equipment requirements.

a. Replace breast plate padeyo.
b. Replace telephone jack in gooseneck.
c. Replace repfoducer.
d. Chase threads on the Air Gooseneck, Telephone Goose-

neck and breast plate studs.
e. Replace safety locking device.
f. Replace or lap in the supplementary exhaust valve.
g. Lap in and adjust the exhaust valve.
h. Replace face plate and gasket.
i. Test communications.
j. Make new lanyards for the breast plate eyelets an.4

install them.

ENABLING' OBJECTIVES

When the'"student completes this lesson topic, he will be able
to:

1. For each of the repairs/maintenance requirements listed

a. Orally STATE the common causa(s) of the equipment
damage/failure/leak which would lead to repairing
or replacing the specific piece of equipment.

b. -LIST, in writing, the tools needed for ,the specific
repair.

c. EXPLAIN, in writing, step-by-step procedures for
effecting the repair or rerlacement.

4. Orally EXPLAIN the importance of doing proper repairs -
including results if repair procedures are not.carried
out properly.
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L1 TOPIC,11.2 MARK V DEEP SEA DIVING SYSTEM DRESS

Contact Hours Allotted this Lesson Topic:

Classroom
2 Hours

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Laboratory
5 Hours

Supootted Entirely by this Lesson Topic:

1. When the student completes this course, he will be able
to, given a MK V Deep Sea Diving System Dross, perform
tha following maintenance so that the equipment may be
used in diving operations: Placing/replacing gloves,
.Stching a hole, air test dress before/after patching.
Additional maintenance items are to be accomplished de-

e pendent upon time and equipment requirements.

a. Replacing lacing flap.
b. Replace cratch patch.
c. Repair and patch torn rubber gasket on collar.
d. Renew lead weights on MK V Deep Sea Diving System

weigilit belt.
e. Renew straps and.buckles on MK V Deep Sea Diving

System shoes.
f. Clean and preserve _A V Deep Sea Diving shoe leather.
g. Renew grommets on Mark V Deep Sea Diving System shoes.

ENABLING OnJECTIVES

When-the student completes this lesson topic, he will be able
to:

I. For each of the repairs/maintenance.requirements listed
above:

a. Orally STATE the common cause(s) of the equipment
damage/failure/leak which would lead to repairing or
replacing the specific piece of equipment.

b. LIST, in writing, the tools needed for the specific
repair.
EXPLAIN, in writing, step-by-step procedures for
effecting the repair or replacement.

d. Orally EXPLAIN the importance of doing proper main-
tenance to include results if repair procedures are
not carried out properly.

S3
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LESSON TOPIC 11.3 MARK V DEEP SEA DIVING SYSTEM UMBILICAL

Contact Hours allotted this Lesson Topic:

Classroom Laboratory
1 Hours 4 Hours-

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Supported Entirely by this Lesson Topie:

1. When the student completes this course, he will be able
to, given components of the MX V Deep Sea Diving System
umbilical, perform the following maintenance so that
the equipment may be used in diving activities: Marry
life line/air hose, and repair or replace jack plug on
life line, telephone cable. Additional maintenance
items are to be accomplished dependent upon time and
equipment requirements.

a. Insert fitting in light weight hose.
b. Place/replace boot.
c. Paint boot.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

When the student completes is lesson topic, he will be
able to:

1. For each of the repairs/maintenance requirements lista(
above:

a. Orally STATE the common cause(s) of the equipment
damage/failure/leak which would lead to repairing
or replac!ng the specific piec:i of equipment.

b. LIST, in writing, the tools needed for the specific
repair.
EXPLAIN, in writing, step-by-step procedures for
effecting the repair or replacement.

d. Orally EXPLAIN the importance of doing proper main-
tenance to include results if repair procedures are
not carried out properly.
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LESSON TOPIC 11.4 MK V DEEP SEA DIVING SYSTEM NON-RETURN

VALVE

Contact Hours Allotted this Lesson Topic:

Classroom
la Hours

TERMINAL OBJECTIVE

Laboratory
5 Hours

Supported Entirely by this Lesson Topic:

1. When the student completes this course, he will be able
to, given a MX V Deep Sea Diving System non-return valve,
perform the following maintenance so that the equipment
may be used in diving operations: Replace the stem and
seat, and replace the spring and gasket.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

When the student completes this lesson topic he will be
able to:

1. For each of the repairs/maintenance requirements listed
above:

a. 'Orally STATE the common cause(s) of the equipMent
damage failure/leak which would lead to repair/
replacement of the specific piece of equipment.

b. LIST, in writing, the ,:ools needed for the specific
repair.

c. EXPLAIN, in writing, step-by-step procedures for
effecting the repair or replacement. -

d. Orally EXPLAIN the importance of doing proper
maintenance to include results if procedures are
not carried out properly.
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LESSON TOPIC 11.5 MARK V DEEP SEA DIVING SYSTEM AIR

CONTROL VALVE

Contact Hours Allotted this Lesson Topic:

Classroom
1/2 Hours

tERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Laboratory
5 Hours

Supported Entirely by this Lesson Topic:

1. When the student completes this course, he'will be able
to, given a MK V Deep Sea Diving System air control
valve, perform the following maintenance so that the
equipment may be ased in diving operations: Lap in
needle valve, renew flax packing in packing gland and
adjust packing gland.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

When the student completes this lesson topic, he will be
able to:

1. For each of the repairs/maintenance requirements listed
above:

a. Orally STATE the common cause(s) of the equipment
damage/failure/leak which would lead to repair/
replacement of the specific piece of equipment.

b. LIST, in writing, the tools needed for the specific
repair.

c. EXPLAIN, in writing, step-by-step procedures for
effecting the repair or replacement.

d. Orally EXPLAIN the importance of doing proper
maintenance to include results if procedures are
aot cartied out pioperly.
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UNIT 12.0 HYPERBARIC CHAMBER

Contact Hours Allotted this Unit:

Classroom
6 Hours

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Supported Entirely by this Unit:

Laboratory
24 Hours

1. When the student completes this course, he.will be ible
to, given hisnottstical divine accidents requiring .

treatment in the Hyperbaric Chamber, perform the functions
of an outiide Hyperbaric Chamber Operator undei the
guidance of a Diving Supervisor.

7
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LESSON TOPIC 12.1 HYPERBARIC CHAMBER

Contact Hours Allotted this Lesson Topic:

Classroom
6 Hours

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Supported Entirely by chi.; Lesson Topic:

Laboratory
24 Hours

1. When the student completes this course, he ell be able
to-, given hypothetical diving accidents requiring treat-
ment in the Hyperbaric Chamber, perform the functions of
an outside Hyperbaric Chamber Operator under the guidance
of a Diving Supervisor.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

When the student completes this lesson topic, he will be able
to:

1. Given a standard print of the Hyperbaric Chamber System:

a. EXPLAIN, in writing, the function(s) of the major
components in terms of what they do for the system.

b. DESCRIBE/SHOW, by labeling, the physical location
of the major components and their component parts.

c. DESCRIBE, in writing, the sources of power for the
supply ,piping arrangement and communication compon-
ents.

d. Orally DESCRIBE the modes of control.
e. List, in writing,the protective devices for the

major components.
f. LIST, orally, the ratings of the major components.
g. DESCRIBE, in writing, the nominal pipe or valve size

used througnout the ,Hyperbaric Chamber System.
,. LIST, la wilt:lug, the uiAJ a & matecialo uand in Lhe

major components and their component parts, and
EXPLAIN why.

t i. Orally EXPLAIN how the components and component
parts carry out their function(s).

j. DESCRIBE, in writing, proceduTes .fo l. pressurization
and depressurization of the recompression chamber,

k. DESCRIBE, in writing, the administration of He02/
02 to the recompression chamber..

1. DESCRIBE, in writing, procedures for ventilation of
the recompression chamber.
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LESSON TOPIC 12.1 (Continued)

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

m. Orally STATE the setpoint(s) and reasons for the
setpoint(s) in terms of operating above or below
them, for:

(I) The maximum working pressure of the chamber.
(2) Ventilation rate, 02, air.

n. DESCRIBE, in writing, the effect on this system due
to the pir and electrical sources.

o. Orally EXPLAIN the safety precartions unique to the
operation of the linerbaric Chamber, to include the
following.

(1) Use of fire retardant material inside the
chamber.

(2) Release of dogs prior to depressurization of
the chamber.

2. Under the guidance of the instructor, DEMONSTRATE proceduresfor,pressurization of the chamber, checking for leaks, enc .normal operation of gauges.

3. LIST situations common to diving, in writing, where theHyperbaric Chamber.would be required for medical treatment.

5,9
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77
ANNEX T - EQUIPMENT

TYPE FEDERAL QNTY PER
DESIGNATOR NOMENCLATURE STOCK NtNBER REQ 'ITEM COST

Deep-Sea Diving outfit, Air

Sufficient quantities of the belowlisted components to establish
and maintain two working and one standby diver.

Amplifier
Belt, Weight
Cable, combination
amplifier & lifeline

200 feet
600 feet

Clamps, airhose
Coupling, airhose

Female
Male

Coupling, diving
cable, telephone

New Style
Cuffs, Diver's Dress
Cushion, Diver's

Helmet
Dress, Diving

Size 01, small
Size #2, medium
'Size #3, large

Faceplate, clear
Faceplate, welding
Gasket, faceplate
Gasket, helmet,

leather
Glass, helmet, side

window
4aass, helmet, top

window
Glove, diver's

Left Hand
Right Hand

Gloves, wooled, pr
Hose, assembly, air
High Pressure

3 feet
50 feet

200 feet (as avail-
able)

-5830-184-1787
H-4220-223-6670

G-5995-184-0096
G-5995-240-3225
C-4730-289-5912

C-4730-369-4589
.C-4730-224-7325

5935-188-5844
H-4220-223-6667

H-4220-223-6659

H-4220-223-6660
H-4220-223-6661
H-4220-223-6662
.H-4220-351-2295
1174220-351-2296
Z-5220-197-8423

C-4220-194-4834

H-4220-355-5459

H-4220-355-5458

C-4220-640-152'
H-4220-640-1530
D-8415-682-6575
MIL-H-2815

C-4220-230-6531
C-4220-230-6533

SAVE MILSPEC

75

9t)

$1,120.00
212.00

669.00
1,487.00

.27

5.94
10.10

3.70
4.80

4.22

220.00
195.00
200.00
63.00
44.50

.13

4:20

2.45

2.39

38.00
7940
1.24

64.00
139.'00
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ANNEX I - EQUIPMENT

TYPE
DESIGNATOR NOMENCLATURE

LEDERAL
STOCK NUMBER

QNTY PER
ma. ITEM COST_

Deep-Sea Diving outfit, Air (contld)

Helmet, deep sea
diver, M3. 1 C-4220-223-6605

Jackbox, amplifier
coilspring(new
style) N-5935-243-5974
flatspring(old
style) 0-5935-184-1790

$ 695.00

21.00

23.00
Lens, welding faceplate
No. 4 11-4220-369-4538 2.22No. 6 11-4220-369-4539 4.30No. 8 11-4220-369-4540 1.10manifold, air C-4220-142-1073 207.00

Nutewing,breastplate
large 11-5310-388-3438 .32small Z-5310-388-3439. 27

Safety latchthelmet 11-4220-155-5461 1.10Shoes diver's
light (26 lbs) C-4220-2784954 82.00heavy (40 LW C-4220-223-6669 235.0D

Springsrprimary $
secondary regulating
ascape valve H-4220-270-3087 3.00'

Strap, cuff,divers
dress with buckle 11-4220-371-8068 1.58

Stud, breastplate
'long 11-4220-351-9152 .11
short 11-4220-351-9153 .48

Trousers,overalls C-4220-223-6666 15.70
Valvetair control
angle C-4220-265-6953 57.50

Valve,regulating air
escape (exhaust) C-4220-371-8070 44.70

Valverairenon-return
ndW C-4220-49-4806

washer,copper,for,
breastplate straps Z-5310-194-7252

48.00

.04
Washer,airhose 11-4220-250-2130 .13
Washer,non-return

valve seat Z-5330-239-18SA .07
Washerfamplifier, Z-5330-93-6613 .20



ANNEX I - EQUIPMENT

TYPE FFnERAL ONTY PER
DESIGNATOR NCMENCLATURE STOCX MEER REQ ITEM COST

Diving Outfit, Lightweight (ik Set, FSN 1 H-4220-300-9929)

79

Sufficient quantities of the below listed components to
and maintain two working and one standby diver.

Belteleather
Dress, swimmers
wet suit

Gloves,divers
left hand
right hand

Glovestwoolen,pr
Harness,heademask
Hosepassembly 300ft.
Knife and sheath

divers
Mask,divers
Shoes,diverselight

(26 lbs)
Trousers,divers
Tubing, elastic
Valvelcontrologlobo
Valve,flappermask
Valve,non-return
Mk I KMB-9 Mask
Hot Water Suit
Hot Water Hose
Airhose/Communica-

tions Line,KMB-9
Halle Phone
Clayton Hot Water
Boiler

Box 12 StuAs
Stud nun
Mine SafAy ATpli-'.'-, . a

Hydraulic Tool
Package

C-4220-223-6671

Open P1L -chase

C-4220-640-1529
H-4220-640-1530
D-(4415-682-6575
H-4220-369-4535
C-4720-293-7997

C-4220-372-0665
C-4220-223-6665
C-4220-278-9954

H-4220-223-6666
G-4720-221-2454
H-4220-369-4547
H-4220-369-4549
C-4220-383-3825
Open Purchase
Open Purchase
Open Purchase

Open Purchase
Open Purchase

Open Purchase

77

establish

$ 149.00

38.00
79.00
1.24
3.50

26.00

80.00
96.00
82.00

15.7Q
6.50
2.20
.84

11.80

33.00

1,800.00
**15,000.00---

25,000.00



a)
ANNEX I - EQUIPMENT

TYPE
DESIGNATOR NOMENCLATURE

SCUBA Diving, Open Circuit

Wet Suits (comp.)
SCUBA Face Mask
SCUBA Swim Fins,pr
Life Vest
_Knif
Compass
Depth Gauge
Snorkel
SCUBA Cylinders,
71.2 Steelepr
Single Hose
Regulator
CO2 Cartridge
Buoy and Line
Buddy Line, 10'
Strobe Light
Strobe Light

Batteries
Workboat
Inflatdble Safety
Boat
Outboard Motor, 25hp
Jackstay Searching

Rig
Slate, Underwater
Calipers
Circling Line

Searching Rig
Recompression

Chamber
Stopwatch

FEDERAL
STOCX NUMBER

2H A200-051-3078

1H 6605-079-0007
211 4220-639-8999

9C 4220-965-0595

9G 6230-067-5209

9A 6115-073-8939
1095-764-1585

QNTY PERgs. ITEM COST

16
16
16
16
16

16

16

16
16
8

a
16

16
1

1
1

16
2

1

$ 143.00

105.00
343.00

6.25

18.10

1.94
30,000.00

8-4220-540-2785 1 8,000,00
6645-00-126--0286 2 68.00

a



ANNEX I - EQUIPMENT

TYPE
DESIGNATOR

Cutting and

'FEDERAL QNTY PElt

81

NOMENCLATURE STOCK NUMER REQ ITEM _OST

Welding Equipment

D-C Generator,
Welding 300 amp
Capacity
Knife Switch, Type K
Infusible/Single
Pole,Single Throw
200 amp, 250 volts.
Welding Cable,

1

1

Size 2/0 9G-5995-184-0096 as req 669.00
* Welding Cable size 1/0 as req

TypetTRXF,10ft 3433-372-0655 1 101.00
* Male tonnector as req
* Female Connector as req

Grounding Clamp 9Q-5120-180-0908 1 3.76
* Weighted Wire Brush 2

Chipping Rammer 4875-555-17829 2 1.70
Scraper 5110-240-3094 2 .56
Electrodes 1E-3439-866-2855 Q0

* Electrode Water-
proofing material as req
Steel Tubular
Electrodes 1N-3439-255-7711 80 1.33
Waterproofing Material
1. Celluoid dissolved
in acetone (1/2 Ib per
gallon)
Celluiod
Acetone
2. Waterproof

Laquer
Oxy-hydrogen Under-*

wateridutting torch
wit4/tips
(Hose (5/16" ID)
red-acetylene
green-oxygen
black-air

Oxygen Regulator
Hydrogen Regulio-or
Underwater Oxy-hydro-
gen Cutting-torch,
Igniter

Valve Wrench

223-2739
as req
as req

as req

1

as req
9C-4720 230-6536 as req

a- req
1

1

1
1

1.06



,ANNEX I - EQUIPMENT

TYPE
DESIGNATOR NOMENCLATME

4

FEDERAL
STOCK N

Cutting and Welding Equipment (cont'd)

Protective Clothing
Oxygen-Cylinders
Hydrogen-Cylinders
Tool Bag
Steel Plate
Stel Plate
02 Manifold
Workbench w/clamp
3/4" Chain
Jetting
2 1/2" A Hose
Falcon.Nozzle
Screwdriver,
Slotted 8"
Litharge
Glycerin
Brekstplate Gasket
Mand.rel
Sanding Block
Knife
50/50 Soft Solder
tropane Torch Set
Flux

-',1/2" Die
Files
Center. Punch
Hammer, Rubber
Hammer, Hide
Hammer,Stsel,Claw
Adjustable Wrench
Solduing Iron
PlieM, Needle Nose
#4 Goodrich Glue
Roller '

Trichloretholene
Scissors
S28 Grommets
028 Grommet Die
Gasket Punch, 3/8"
Neets Foot Oil
Needle
116 Canvas
Sewing Palm

.01

ONTY PER
ER REP ITEM COST

as req
9G-8120-151-9758 16 25 00
9G-6120-151-9154 25.00
9C-4220-268-9801 '2 27.80
9Z-9515-153-3236 1 272.00
9Z-9515-223-6498 1 69.00

1

1
200 ft

1
3
1

1
6810-247-4310 1 1.38
6505-153-8220 as req 1.12
91-4220-194-4834 4.20

1
1

as req
1

as req
1

1 set
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

90-U40-285,-1572 as req
1

1

SO

95

as req
1

as req
as req

1

as req
1

as req
1

1.44



ANNEX I - EQUIPMENT

TYPE
DESIGNATOR NOMENCLATURE

Cutting and Welding Equipment

T Wrench
Scribe

_Flax Packing
"Bright Work Polish

FEDERAL QNTY PER%
STCCK NUMBER EEL ITEM COST

(cont'd)

9C-4220-369-4552 1 13.30
3.

9Z-5330-290-5806 as req .03

Open Purchase/Local Construction-Required
* price Menenelent unon attachments (tools) nurchased.

dB req

93.

96

r



ANNEX I - TRAINING AIDS

DEVICE
DESIGVATOR QNTYNOMENCLATURE FEDETCAL STOCX NUMBER =GER REQ

Cutaway of Mk V Equipment
Non-Return Valve C-4220-604-68r' 1Air Control Valve C-4220-265-69 1Airhoae C-4220-230-6531 2Lifeline C-5995-184-0096 1Deep Sea Shoes C-4220-278-9954 prExhaust Valve C-4220-371-8070 1Chart, Hyperbaric

Chamber System
1Chart, Hyperbaric

Chamber Piping System 116mm Film, Swimming for
Survival MN198 116mm Film, Oxy-Bydrogen
Cutting MN7851C 116mm Film, Oxy Arc MN7851B 116mm Film, Underwater
Welding MN7851A 116mm Film, Lightweight
Diving MN9915D

1.Chart/Transparency,
Lightweight Mask
Mk I Mask
OPNAV Form 9940/1

16mm Film
16mm Film
16mm Film
Single 90 Cutaway
Single 72 Cutaway
Manifold Cutaway
Double Hose Regulator
Cutaway

Single Hose Regulator
Cutaway

Movie Projector 16mm
Slide Projector
Vugraph
Chalkboard
Swimming Pool
SCUBA Slide Presenta-
tion
Vugraph Open Circuit

N/A
KN9915A
KN9915B
KN9915C

6730-530-4692
6730-000-1607
6730-527-1916
7110-132-6651

* "f./

4A1
5406
1BC6

1

1
16
1

1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1

1
1

1SCUBA Principal

82



ANNEX I - TRAINING AIDS 85
DEVICE

DESIGNATOR QNTY
NOMENCLATURE FEDERAL STOCK NUMBER NUMBER REQ,

Vugraph Semi-closed Cir-
emit SCUBA Principal
Vugraph Closed Circuit 1
SCUBA PrinciOal
35mm Slides 16
Transparencies . 16
"Dangerous Marine
Life* 16mm Movie MN10697

Medical Aspects of
Diving, Mech. Effects
of Pressure, 16 mm Movie MN8749 AAB
Medicine View Graphs 2
(set of 19)

* Local Purchase/Construction Required

83

99



86
ANNEX I - TRAININGS AIDS EQUIPMENT

NOMENCLATURE

35mm Slide Projector
16mm Movie Projector
Overhead Projector
Resusi -Rano Respira-
tion Trainer

Chalkboard Easel
Material for Projects
(as described in

DEVICE
DESIGNATOR aNTY

FEDERAL STOCK NUMBER NUMBER REQ

B730-000-1607 5006 1
6730-530-4692 4A1 1
6730-527-1916 13C6 1

1
1

Diving Training
Standards)
Single Flange

1Pipe Square
1Two-Man Flange
1Seventeen Stud Pontoon
1Tooker Patch Project
1Three-Hole Flange
1120X12" Lumber

6'Angle Descent
1Hogging Line
1

* Local Purchase/Construction Required

99
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ANNEX II - TEXT MA.TERIALS

mnorrARY PUBLICATIONS
NUMBER (MUMS)

NAVSHIPS 0994-001-9010

NAVSHIPS 0929-000-8010

NAVSHIPS 0994-007-5010

Commercial Diving Division,
U.S. Divers Co.

COMPLETE' TITLE

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Vol. /8III

Underwater Cutting and Welding
Technical Manual

Instruction Manual, Clayton
Diving Heater Model HD-550

Kirby Morga.A KMB-9 Rand Mask
Technical Manual

The U.S. Nsry Diving Manual (2 volumes) (NAVSEIPS 0994-001-90100
September 1973) can be ardered directly from:

Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402

Stock number: C 846-00072

The cost W24 listed as $16.70 per volume in 1979.

86
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ANNEX II - REFERENCES

MILITARY PUBLICATIONS
NUMBER (PaLPUBI)

NAVSRIPS 0994-001-9010

NUC TP 34

NAVSRIPS 0283-206-5405

NAVMED P 5004

NAVSHIPS 0994-008-0100

Unknown

NAVSHIPS 0929-000-8010

NAVSHIPS Tech Manual 9940

NAVPERS 10838A

BUPERS Article 0-250Z

COMMERCTAL/CIV7.LIAN PUBLICATIONS

AUTHOR

U.S. Divers Company

Halstead, B.W.

Goldberg, Alan H.

COMPLETE TITLE

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Vol.I

Handbook of Dangerous Animals
for Field Personnel

U.S. Navy Diving Manual (1963)

Handbook of the Zosipital Corps

Self-Contained Underwater
Breathing Apparatus Demand Type,
Double-Tank Non-Magnetic Aluminum

Underuater Work Techniques
Manual, Vol. I

Underwater Cutting and Welding
Technical Manual

9940 Section 2

Submarine Medical Practice

SUPERS MANUAL

COMPLETE TITLE, PUBLISHING
COMPANY, EDITION, DATE

1975 Dealers Parts Price List;
U.S. Divers Co.; 75; Sept. 25,

Poisonous and Venomous Marine
Animais of the World, Vols. I,
II, and III; U.S. Government
Printing Office; First Edition
1965

1974

Cardio-pulmonary Arest; New
England Journal cf Medicime, Vol.
290, No. 7, pp 381-385, 1974

87
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ANNEX II - RUPERENCES

AUTHOR

Bennett and Elliot

Proceedings of Symposium of
Underwater Physiology

U.S. DiversCommercial
Diving Division

Perry Ocean Engineering

COMPUTE TITLE, PUBLISHING
COMM EDITION', DATE

The Physiology and Medicine
of Diving; Williams and Wilkins;
First Edition, 1969

Human Performance and SCUBA
Diving Scripts Institute of
Oceanography, 1970

Kirby Morgan KMB-9 Band Mask
Manual, U.S. Divers Co., First
Edition, 1973.

Manual for the U.S. Navy
Two Man Open Diving Bell,
Perry Ocean Engineering, 1975
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INFORMATION SHEET 1-1-1I

TITLE: Physical Conditioning

INTRODUCTION

Diving, all typos of diving, is a strenuous activity andthose engaged in diving must be in excellent physical condition.Not only does diving require strength, as in the cast of deepsea diving operations whcre the equipment may weigh as muchas 300 pounds, but diving requires endurance as well. Thisfactor comes into play during SCUBA and deep sea diving activitiAs.There is also the psychological reality that if a person is ingood physical condition, you have more confidence in your abilityto accomplish tasks whether or not they require physical dexterity.
For these reasons, then, it's important ttat divers get in shapeand maintain a high level of conditioning - during and aftertraining.

This study assignment is designed to acquaint you with the basicphysical conditioning program you will be engaged in during yourtime in training. Maintaining the level is up to you.
ASSIGNMENT SHEET 1-1-1A

TITLE: Physical Conditioning

LESSON TOPIC OBJECTIVES

Terminal Objective
1. When the student completes this course he will haveachieved and maintained a level of physical conditioningsufficient to allow him to participate, without unduephysical strsss, in diving training activities.

Enabling objectives
1. During first week of physical training, run continuouslyfor five minutes and perform five repetitions of each of theexercises included in the program. ;
2. During the second week of physical training, run contin-uously for ten minutes and perform ten repetitions of eachof the exercises included in the program.

3. During the thrid week of physical training, run continuouslyfor fifteen minutes and perform fifteen repetitions of each ofthe exercised included in the program

4. DutIng the fourth and succeeding weeks of physical training,run continuously for twenty minutes and perform twenty repeti-tions of each of the exercises included in the program.
1 /Q1
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INFORMATION SHEET 5-1-11

TITLE: Mk V Deep Sea Diving System (Orientation)

INTRODUCTION

Welcome to the diving community! On Monday morning, you will
begin a training course designed to qualify you for an exciting
career in diving. The course will offer instruction in the
Medical Aspects of Diving, Diving Physics (including decompres-
sion), as well as instruction and experience in the Deep Sea,
Lightweight and SCUBA Diving Systems.

An important facet of diving is, of course, the equipment and
each diver should know and understand every aspect of his equip-
ment - what it is, where it is, how it works, what it does,
what it's made of, and how to repair/replace it, Your training
course begins with the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System, and this
initial assignment is designed to acquaint you the major
components of the system - where 'they are and what they do.
The drawing included with this information sheet shows the
physical location of the components, while your reading assign-
ment and related study questions will aid you in learning the
function of each component.

REFERENCES

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume I
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET 5-1-1A

TITLE: Mk V Dee, Sea Diving System (Orientation)

LESSON TOPIC OBJECTIVES

/07

Terminal Objectives
1. When tho student completes this course he will be able to,given an illustration of the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System, labelall major components correctly and explain the function of each.

Enabling Objectives
1. Explain, in writing, the funcLion(s) of the major componentsof the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System, in terms of what they do fotthe system.
2. Describe, in tr-iting, the functional and physical locationof each of the m& omponents of the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System.
3. List, in vriti.6, the protective devices for the major compon-ents of the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System.
4. Describe, through illustration, the flow path of the breathing
media through the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System.
5. Orally describe the three types of surface supplied divingrigs.
6. Orally explain the application of the Mk V Deep Sea DivingSystem.
7. State, in writing, the minimum number of personnel necessaryto dive the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System.
8. List, in writing, the advantages and disadvantages of the MkV Deep Sea Diving System.
9. Orally state the maximum and working depths for the Mk V DeepSea Diving System.
10. State, in writing, the methods of communication used with theMk V Deep Sea Diving System.

STUDY ASSIGNMENT

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume I, Chapter 1; Chapter 4, paragraph4.4 and 4.4.1; and Chapter 6, Introduction, and Paragraph 6.1.1

STUDY QUESTIONS

1. Based upon the Diving Manual's discussion of SCUBA/LiOtweight/Deep Sea Diving gear, what would you say is the single most impor-
tant advantage of the Mk V Deep Sea Diving Syste.m? Disadvantage?
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2. Define the term, "Surface supplied air diving".

3. The Air Control Valve is a part of which of the following
groups?

a. Helmet Group
b. Diving Dress Group
C. Bose Group

4. Describe the function of the Non-Return Valve.

5. what two purposes are served by the Exhaust Valve?

6. At what psi will the Exhaust Valve open fully so that air
will be exhausted at a maximum rate?

7. What three purposes are served by the Spitcock (Supplementary
Exhaust)?

8. What size diving dress would a person 6'2", 200 lbs wear?
How would the dress be distinguishable from others?

9. Where is the jockstrap located on the Mk V Deep Sea Diving
System? What is its function?

10. Eow is the depth determined on the oneumoftthometer?

NOTE : ASSIAlkleArr 5-1-3A HAS eteEm 1.16LE-rep; HOWEVeg.
ALL. MATERIM- IS iAJCLIJbeti.
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MK V DEEP SEA
DIVING SYSTEM

LABEL THE FOLLOWING MAJOR COM-
PONENTS OF THE MK V DEEP SEA
DIVING SYSTEM: Helmet, Breast
Plate, Non-Return Valve, Hose
Leader, Exhaust Valve, Weigh
Belt, Diving Dress, Shoes, sna
Air Control Valve.
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Mk V Deep Sea Diving System Diver (Orientation)

tNTRODUCTION

The first time you suit up in a Mk V Deep Sea Diving rig will
be like nothing you've experienced before. On the surface,
it's cumbersome, terribly awkward and extremely heavy. You'll
feelkthat the guy who invented the thing must have really hateddivers. Once in the water, though, the suit's weight is negli-
gible and the only problem for the novice diver is one of dex-
terity - trying to move and perform work.

With practice and diving experience, it will come to the diver
who wants to master the rig. Id Your training, you'll progress
through three units designed to make you relatively proficient
in the use of the Mk V System. From that point, you will be
able to use the system in other units, such as Cutting and
Welding.

The first wait, Orientation, will allow you to gat accustomed
to the Diving System in a highly controlled environment - the
open tank. In ten feet of water, you, as a diver, will complete
the Mk V Orientation Dive and some work projects.

The second unit, Underwater Basic, will be your first time in
open water and at a depth of at least 30 feet. You'll begin
using the Mk Vs fine buoyancy adjustments to move along the
bottom in the Searching Project and perform several work pro-
jects to improve your dexterity.

Then, you will go through Underwater Advanced wherein you will
begin to refine your skills and techniques to become proficient.
Tunneling, the Hogging Line, and Angle Descent and the Two-Man
Pontoon are the projects encountered.

By the time you successfully complete these units, you'll be
sufficiently able to use the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System in
operational tasks in the fleet. Through the experience gained
in the school and the fleet diving operations, you can become
a master in the use of the Mk V. GOOD LUCK!!

REFERENCES

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume I
Diving Training Standards

1 'Iv
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TITLE: Mk V Deep Sea Diving System Diver (Orientation)

LESSON TOPIC OBJECTIVES

Terminal Objectives
1. When the student completes this course he will be able to,
as a diver using the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System in an open tank
with a minimum of eight feet of water:

a. Demonstrate an ability to use the Mk V Deep Sea Diving
System in the underwater environment.

b. Demonstrate all line-pull signals except those used in
searching.

Enabling Objectives
1. Describe, orally, the application of equipment associated
with the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System.
2. Orally define the terms ventilate and circulate.
3. Orally state the safety precautions associated with the Mk
V Deep Sea Diving System.
4. List, in writing, all line-pull signals (except searching)
and explain the use of each signal.
5. Use the proper line-pull signals in all training dives.
5. In an open tank, at a depth of at least eight feet, using
the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System, perform functions/actions com-
prising the Mk V Orientation Dive (as described in Diving Train-
ing Standards) as directed by the instructor through the phone
talker.
7. In an open tank, at a depth of at least eight feet, using
the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System, complete the Pipe Square Project
in accordance with Diving Training Standards.
8. In an open tank, at a depth of at least eight feet, using
the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System, complete the Single Flange Pro-
ject in accordance with Diving Training Standards.

sTUDY ASSIGNMENT

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume I, Paragraph 4.6.3, 4.6.7, 6.1.3,
6.4.3, 6.4.4 and Table 6-3.

STUDY QUESTIONS

1. In an operational dive, the diver must meet three qualifi-
cations. List them.

a.

b.

C.

1 ?6'
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2. The diver ia responsible for the diving gear he will useand must be sure that it is
, in

and for anyt me.

3. Define the following:

a. Standby Diver:

b. Buddy Diver:

4. The descending line is made of
cable-laid to: 1=Mon rope,

5. All underwater lights must be turned on/off underwater.Why?

6. What is the first thing a diver does upon entering the water?

7. Is it possible to swim in a Mk V Deep Sea Diving Rig? Explain.

8. In a current or tideway, what special precautions should betaken ',)37 the diver during descent? Why?

9. rho maximum rate of descent is feet per minute.
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10. Write the following line-pull signals:

a. From diver to tender:

(1) 1 Pull-

(2) 2 Pulls-

(3) 3 Pulls-

(4) 4 Pulls-

(5) 2-1 Pulls-

(6) 3.2 Pulls-

(7) 4-3 Pulls-

b. Special Signals from the Diver

(1) 1-2-3 Pulls-

(2) 5 Pulls-

(3) 2-1-2 Pulls-

c. Emergency Signals

(1) 2-2-2 Pulls-

(2) 3-3-3 Pulls-

(3) 4-4-4 Pulls-
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TITLE: Mk V Deep Sea Diving System Tender (Orientation)

INTRODUCTION

In any surface supplied diving activity, there are two important
groups of workers, and it's really difficult to determine which
is more important. The two groups are divers and tenders. Per-
haps it's not really important to determine which group is on
top of the priority list since both are mutually dependent upon
the other.

Tenders are responsible for the safety of the diver and to re-
spond to any requesr for assistance. For training purposes,
we'll define the tender as any member of the on-station diving
crew except the diver and diving supervisor. In this capacity,
tenders keep a written log of the dive, communicate by voice
and line-pull signals, standby the diver's umbilical And pro-
vide assistance dressing/undressing the diver and getting him
in/out of the water.

Those are awesome responsibilities. Because the diver is alone
and, at increased depths, decompression stops are necessary,
tenders are his only link with the surface world. With them in
place properly doing their job, the diver is relatively safe
and "the diving team" can respond to au emergency. The impor-
tant thing is that the tender be aware of his job - how to do
it and how important it is to do the job correctly and conscien-
tiously.

The information contained in this assignment will fulfill two
functions. First, it will introduce you to tending and teach
you some vitally important facets of the job - line-pull signals,
phone talking, log-keeping, etc. Secondly, the assignment will
provide you an estimate of the importance placed on tending at
the school by listing the grading standards.

Your actual tending will be done in stages so that, hopefully,
in a short period of time you will be sufficiently adept to
properly tend a diver on your own. For example, in this initial
week, you will receive instruction and be graded on all line-
pull signals except searching, and you will ba required to dress
a diver within 15 minutes. The other tending functions will be
under instructor guidance - in other words, the instructor will
tell you what to do or say and you, as tender, simply follow in-
structions. Ln later units, you will receive instructions and
be graded on the remaining functions.

ONCE YOU RAVE BEEN GRADED SATISFACTORY ON A PARTICULAR TENDING

1 ?
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FUNCTION, YOU ARE EXPECTED TO PERFORM THAT kACTION SATISFAC-
TORILY THROUGHOUT TRAINING. This is a rule that will be follow-
ad in all classes. Should you deviate from a Satisfactory per-
formance on any function (tending, diving, otherwise), once
graded, the instructor will indicate such on a Student Evaluarion
Sheet and you will be subject to re-evaluation on that particular
Terminal Objective. Should you have any questions, please direct
them to your Class Proctor or Instructor.

REFERENCES

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume I
Diving Training Standards

DIVING COMMUNICATION STANDARDS

Following are the standards to be used when grading, observing
and/or teaching Diving Communications.

LINE-PULL SIGNALS

1. In accordance with the U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume I, line-
pull signals should be:

a. Sharp, distinct pulls.
b. Strong enough to be felt by the diver.
c. Not so strong as to pull the diver away from his work.
d. Given after all slack has been taken from the line.

NOTE: If the instructor is in doubt as to whether or not tenders
are giving proper line-pull signals (as above), place your hand
on the line and check for slack, distinctness, etc.

VOICE COMMUNICATIONS

As a Phone Talker

1. Color code first at all times with the exception of telling
the diver to circulate.

EXAMPLE: "Red Diver. Coming to your first stop."
EXAMPLE: "Circulate, Red, Circulate."

2. Insure that the diver repeats the given orders verbatim to
the phone talker. Repeat the order if not given back verbatim.
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3. Repeat, to the diver, any communication from the diver, verbatim.

4. Speak slowly and distinctly. Lower the normal pitch of the
voice.

5. Keep conversations brief and simple.

6. Avoid other radio terminology (i.e. Roger, Over and Out,
Wilco, etc.)

7. No profanity.

As a diver:

1. Relay information to topside on status of diver and/or task
when change occurs.

2. Communications initiated by the diver begins with "Topside,
this is (color code) 11

EXAMPLE: "Topside, this is Red Diver. On the bottom."

3. Repeat orders given by topside verbatim.

4. Speak slowly and distinctly. Lower the pitch of your voice.

5. Keep conversations brief and simple.

6. Avoid other radio terminology (i.e. Roger, Over and Out, etc.)

7. No profanity.
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TITLE: Mk V Deep Sea Diving System Tender (Orientation)

LESSON TOPIC OBJECTIVES

Terminal Objectives
1. When the student completes this course, he will be able to,
as a member of a team tending a diver using A Mk V Deep Sea Div-
ing System in an open tank:

a. Demonstrate all tender-to-diver line-pull signals (except
searching).

b. Dress a diver in a Mk V Deep Sea Diving System, within 15
minutes, so that he may safely enter the water.

c. Demonstrate proper telephone communication procedures and
phraseology, in accordance with Diving Training Standards, under
instructor guidance.

d. Demonstrate proper inspection procedures for Exhaust and
Non-Return Valves to insure safe operation.

. Demonstrate maintenance of the Diving Log (including
OPNAV Form 9940/1) under instructor guidance.

Enabling Objectives
1. List, in writing, all line-pull signals (except searching).

2. Explain, in writing, the use of all line-pull signals (except
searching).

3. Explain, orally, proper phraseology of voice communications
used when diving.

4. Explain, orally, proper operation of the diving telephone
used for voice communication when diving.

5. Orally explain the proper procedures for dressing a diver
in a Mk V Deep Sea Diving System so that he may safely enter
the water.

6. As a member of a team of two tenders, practice dressing a
diver in a Mk V Deep Sea Diving System.

7. Orally explain the inspection procedures for the Exhaust
and Non-Return Valves on the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System, in-
cluding the importance of the operation and frequency.

8. Practice the operation of the telephone used in voice commun-
ication during diving operations. Practice proper phraseology.
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9. Practice, under instructor guidance, inspecting the Exhaust
and Non-Return Valves on t:ia Mk V Deep Sea Diving System.

10. Orally explain the reason for maintaining a log of diving
operations (including OPNAV Form 9940/1).

11..Oral1y explain the procedures for completing the DivingLog of information on diving activities (including OPNAV Form9940/1).

12. Practice, under instructor guidance, entering informationin a typical diving log and OPNAV Form 9940/1.

STUDY ASSIGNMENT

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume I, Paragraph 4.6.4, 6.3.2,
6.4.1, 6.4.8, Table 6-3 and Figure 6-36.

STUDY QUESTIONS

1. List the tenders' functions before the diver enters the water.

a.

b.

2. The tender should be:

a. a qualified diver
b. thoroughly briefed by the Diving Officer and Supervisorif a non-diver.
c. either a or b above.

3. The timekeeper is required to have on hand, a copy of the

4. Who could assume the duties of timeke'per for SCUBA Diving
operations? Is it necessary that he be a qualified diver?

5. Describe "line-pull signals".

113
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6. If a tender gives a line-pull signal that is not answerdby the diver, what could possibly be wrong?

a.

b.

C.

7. List tvo line-pull signals which do not have to be answered
immediately.

a.

b.

S. How can the tenders prevent the diver from failing when
assisting him from the dressing bench to the stage/ladder?

9. The tender should handle the lines from a point at least
from the descent line.

10. How much slack should t4e diver be given throughout a dive?

11. Too much slack in the line will:

a.

b.

C.

12. What actions occur if the diver has not ttsponded to line-pull
signals or voice communications?

13. How could you tell, from his bubbles, that a diver has fallen?
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14. Write all tender-to-diver line-pull signals.

a. 1 Pull:

b. 2 Pulls:

c. 3 Pulls:

d. 4 Pulls:

a. 2-1 Pulls:

P9
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TITLE: Mk V Deep Sea Diving System Tender

Dressing/Undressing the Diver

INTRODUCTION

4"1`

The Mk V Deep Sea Dtving sear is so large
heavy and awkward that it's impossible fo_
the diver to dress himself. It falls to
the tenders, then, to assist the divers
from the time be steps into the Diving
Dress until he steps out of it again fol-
lowing his dive. There are two important
items to remember as you go through this
process - diver comfort and SAFETY. It's
extremely important that the dress, heleet,
breast plate, shoes, weight bolt and wrist
straps be put on properly. It's important
that the air fittings be properly
tightened and functioning. The safet
of the diver is in your hands. Tenders
function as a team, so check each other's work.
BE CERTAIN THE DIVER IS SAFE BEFORE LETTING HIM ENTER TEE
WATER.

ba/

When undressing the diver, speed, as well as diver safety, is the
key. The diver is tired, having been working, and the suit seems
heavier than ever. Later, in training, speed becomes even more
important because of the possibility that the diver may require
treatment in a Recompression Chamber. That means getting the
diver on the surface, up to the diving station, undressed, in
the chamber and to depth within five (5) minutes. Although
you should direct your practice to this goal, during this Orien-
tation week, concentrate on proper procedures. Don't delay,
though, you still have a tired diver who wants that suit OFF!

REFERENCES

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume I

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIAL

Diver, dreesed in Diving Underwear and Socks, and Mk V Deep Sea
Diving System.
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JOB STEPS

I. Dressing - team of two tenders, one diver.

a. Assist diver into Diving Dress.

b. Lace flaps on back of legs.

(1) Have diver face away from tenders, pull dress upfrom area of legs by placing hand in crotch, taking any slackout of dress and then leaning on dressing bench with both hands.

(2) Laces should not be tight enough to cut circulationor too loose to permit dead air spaces.

c. Support-diver and hold shces while diver steps into them.

(1) Buckles to the outside.

d. Diver sits on bench while tenders lace, tie, and buckle shoes.

e. Tender in front of the diver brings breastplate over thediver's head and positions it between the diving dress Fib andrubber gasket.

f. Place brass'shims on studs where straps join. Stow lan-yards out of the way behind the diver's neck.

g. Place the four breastplate straps over the breastplatestuds. Insure that straps are properly located. (They are markedfront, tack)

h. Install lug nuts hand tight on all studs. Lug nuts withflanges at strap joints.

i. Using wrench, one tender tighten all lug nuts usingAlternate tightening sequence. When tightening, tender willkeep his hand between breastplate collar and divers chiu.
Second tender check tightness of all lug nuts. Insure thatthe rib of rubber gisket is outside of the straps.

j. Remove lug nut from the Bastard Stud and place it, handtight, on the stud above.

k. Put wrist-straps on diver.

137
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1. With diver sitting, tenders position weight belt. One

tender buckles strap on back. Insure correct position of
shoulder straps (should come across the top outside of the
topmost lug nut on either shoulder of the breastplate). Insure
jock strap is positioned.

m. Diver stands, placing hand over bastard stud. Tender be-
hind feeds jock strap through the divers logs to front tender.
Diver bends forward for buckling of jock strap. Not too tight
(voice change) or too loose (able to lift breastplate off
shoulders a good distance).

n. Diver sits on bench. Put lanyards down on breastplate
away from the collar. One tender steadies diver (from the rear)
while lecond puts helmet into position.

(1) Insure faceplate is closed; lower over head carefully,
insure proper alignment.

o. Tender in rear braces the diver (by holding breastplate
at shoulders) while front tender turns helmet into correct
position.

p. Tender in rear secures Safety Lock. Front tender opens
fsceplate.

q. Front tender secures Air Control Valve to bastard stud.
Tighten lug nut with wrench.

r. Secure air hose and lifeline/telephone cable to breast-
plate by tying off with lanyards. Take two turns around hose
and cable Each direction from padeye and secure with a square
knot.

s. Set Exhaust Valve 2 1/2 turns from fully closed position.
Open Supplementary 7xhaust. Inform diver the Exhaust Valve is
set and Supplementary Exhaust is open.

t. Close and secure faceplate.

u. Front tender holds umbilical as close as possible to
the breastplate. Rear tender holds helmet goosenecks. Front
tender pat divers helmet two times as signal to stand. Lead
diver to ladder or stage.
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2. Undressing - team of two tenders, one diver

a. Front tender holds umbilical as close to breastplate aspossible. Rear tender holds helmet goosenecks as diver stepson dock. Lead diver to dressing bench, pat helmet two timesas signal to sit.

b. Front tender open faceplate.

(1) Diver reports, "Faceplate open! Diver O.K.!"

c. Front tender loosens both knots on Air Hose and Lifeline/Telephone Cable.

cL Front tender removes lug nut from Bastard Stud to removeAir Control Valve. Rear tender unlocks Safety Lock by removingcotter pin and opening hasp.

e. Rear tender braces diver by holding shoulders of breast-plate. Front tender closes faceplate and removes helmet by turn-ing it counter-clockwise 114 turn and lifting it carefully offdiver's head.

f. As soon as the helmet is clear, rear tender unbucklesthe four buckles on the weight belt.

g. Both tenders (one on each side of the diver) grasp theweight belt at the shoulder strap-belt junction and at bitterend; (remove jock strap eye). Diver raises slightly to freejock strap as tenders take weight belt forward and away.

h. With one tender in front and one in rear, begin looseninglug nuts.

i. Remove lug nuts, straps, and shims.

j. Both tenders begin in front and remove diving dress gasketfrom breastplate studs by pulling the gasket up and over thestuds evenly on each side so that both tenders end togetherat the rear. The gasket should now be under ehe breastplate.

k. Front tender remove breastplate by lifting it over diver'shead carefully.

1. Tenders unbuckle, untie and remove diver's shoes.

m. Remove wrist straps.

n. Diver stands, turns around and bends over bench. Tendersunlace diving dress legs. Remove laces completely.
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_

o. EUver stands upright. One tender on each side pulls
gloves off diver's hands and arms. Once dress is clear of
arms, one tender holds diver under the arms while the other
removes the diving dress by pulling on the dress boots.

p. Stow equipment properly or prepare it for the next
dive.

SELF TEST ITEMS

1. Are you and your partner coordinating your efforts so that
there is little or no wasted motion and both are working?

2. Are you thorough in completing your procedures?

3. Are you keeping the safety of the diver uppermost in your
mind?



JOB SHEET 5-3-6J /125, -.-TITLE: Mk V Deep Sea Diving System Tender (Orientation)
Exhaust and Non-Return Valve Inspection Procedures

INTRODUCTION

To insure the safety of the diver while on the bottom, it's
necessary that his equinment be functioning properly and thatthere is a strong pcobability that it will nct malfunction.An important part of this insurance are the routine inspections
performed prior to each day's diving. This Job Sheet provides
detailed instructions regarding the inspection of two important
components of the Mk V System. The Exhaust Valve keeps air
circulating through the system by maintaining 1/2 pound pressureIn the diving dress unless manually over-ridden by the diverusing the chin button. The Non-Return Valve does not allowair to escape from the helmet/dress back up the umbilical shouldit be severed or something happen to disrupt the topside sourceof air. This could have extremely adverse effects should theNon-Return Valve malfunction and the air supply be disrupted.

It's important that these inspections be performed conscientiously
and thoroughly because the diver's life is literally dependentupon your work. It's also important that you cultivate the habitof inspecting the components of the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System-all the components- as you're working with them. Should youfind something needing repair or replacement, do it then.Should the repair necessitate holding up the dive for an exten-
ded period of time, replace the affected component and, at thefirst opportunity, fix it! Don't put it off!

REFERENCES

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume 1

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

Mk V Deep Sea Diving System, Common Screw Driver, Adjustablewrench, bucket, cleaning cloth
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JOB STEPS

1. Exhaust Valve Inspection

a. Before each day's diving

(1) Remove two screws from bonnet guard.

(2) Remove bonnet guard.

(3) Using an adjustable wrench, remove bonnet.

(4) Hold valve stem and unscrew chin button, removing it.

(5) Lift.out valve stem assembly.

(6) Inspect valve disc and seat for dirt, scratches,
growth, etc. Clean, lap in, or replace as necessary.

(7) Inspect primary and secondary springs for tension.
Replace as necessary.

(8) Reassemble in reverse order of disassembly. Be sure
parts are prope'rly placed. If in doubt, check diagram in U.S.
Navy Diving Manual,.Volume I, Page 6-46.

(9) Set Adjusting Handwheel at fully closed posiiion.

(10) Open Adjusting Handwheel 1/8 turn.

(11) Gently tap chin button with one finger. If the valve
is properly assembled, you should feel a slight travel before
the chin button assembly stops against the secondary spring
follower disc.

(12) If the above inspection indicates improper assembly,
the valve must be disassembled and the adjusting sleeve reset.
This will be done only with guidance from the instructor.

b. Prior to each dive:

(1) Set Adjusting Handwheel at fully closed position.

(2) Perform inspection as in (10) and (11) above.

(3) Open Exhaust Valve 2 1/2 turns from fully closed
position as indicated in Mk V Deep Sea Diving System Dressing
procedures.
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2. Non-Return Valve

a. Prior to each day's diving:

(1).High Pressure Test

(a) Install valve backwards in an air hose.

(b) Pressurise to at least 100 psi.

(c) Submerge the valve in a bucket of clean water.

(d) Check for any signs of leaking air (bubbles).

(e) If leak is indicated:

Spring and Stem Type - disassemble and replace
spring and/or seat as necessary.

Cartridge Type - replace cartridge and 0-ring.

(2) Low Pressure Test

(a) Blow smoke through the valve in both directions.

(b) It should flow easily in the proper direction
(to the helmet)

(c) There should be no smoke emerging when blown
in the opposite direction.

(d) If a leak is indicated, take action as in (e) ,above.

SELF TEST ITEMS

1. Are you being thorough in your inspection of the valves,
looking for scratches, dirt, growth, etc. which may impair
the functioning?
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TITLE: Mk V Deep Sea Diving System Orientation Dive

ENTRODUCTION

This initial dive using the Mk V Deep Sea Diving
System is designed to acquaint you with the feel
and operation of the equipment. You'll have
the opportunity to perform functions and man-
euvers that will possibly seem strange and not
very useful, but it's only to demonstrate the
capability of the gear and to build some con-
fidence in your ability to use it.

REFERENCES

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume 1
Diving Training Standards

/25'

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIAL

Diving Underwear, Diving Socks, Mk V Deep Sea Diving System

JOB STEPS

1. Primary

a. Diver enters water via ladder.
b. Diver stops descent when water is at faceplate level to

close the Supplementary Exhaust.
c. Diver reports (line-pull signal and voice communication)

leaving the surface and arrival on bottom.

2. System Checkout - remainder of the operation will be performed
at the direction of the instructor through the phone talker or
tenders (line-pull signals).

a. Ventilate - open Air Control Valve and depress Chin Button.
b. Circulate - Reset Air Control Valve to normal rate and re-

lease Chin Button.
c. Stand in the center of the open tank facing the instructor.
d. Open Supplementary Exhaust (Spitcock).
e. Close Supplementary Exhaust.
f. Secure Air Control Valve
g. Open and reset Air Control Valve.
h. Lie down on back, roll to stomach, and then to right side.

(1) While on right side, open and secure Supplementary
Exhaust.

i. Crawl around the open tank on hands and knees twice.
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1. Lie down in the center of the tank on your back.

k. Using your mouth, pull in chin button so that you cometo a standing position without using your hands.
1. Make controlled ascent.

(1) Pull in chin button using mouth.
(2) Increase air by opening Air Control Valve slowly.
(3) Break surface with helmet and remain in a vertical

position for 30 seconds.
m. Secure from system checkout.

(1) Release chin button.
(2) Reset Air Control Valve to normal flow rate.n. Line-Pull Signals
(1) Diver will initiate or respond to all line-pullsignals (except searching) not previously used at the directionof the instructor.

o. Diver vill give proper line-pull signals and ascend theladder.
p. On the surface, with water at faceplate level, stop toopen Supplementary Exhaust.
q. Secure Air Control Valve.
r. Proceed up ladder and out of open tank.

SELF TEST ITEMS

1. Prior to descent, while on the ladder, diver should insurethat everything feels relatively comfortable (i.e. toes aren'tcramped, helmet isn't at an awkward augla, etc.).2. Check for proper air flow - adjust by open/closing Air
Control Valve.

a. Underinflated
(1) Diving dress will be "squeezing" arms, legs, etc.
(2) Helmet will seem heavy.
(3) Faceplate fogging

b. Overinflated
(1) Inability to grasp anything or to move arms.
(2) Positive Buoyancy

3. Communications
a. It may be necessary to partially close Air Control Valveto hear voice communications.
b. Diver line-pulls should be sharp, distinct pulls (seeInformation Sheet 5-3-11)
c. B. aware of the tender's line-pull signals.
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TITLE: Mk V Deep Sza Diving System Orientation Single Flange

Project

INTRODUCTION

This vill be your first experience at performing work in the Mk
V Deep Sea rig. It's difficult and, sometimes, frustrating, but
not impossible. It does require an adjustment by the diver be-
cause a task that seems simple on the surface becomes difficult
in a heavy awkward suit in tan feet of water. You have to adjust
to the suit by making yourself think through the problems you
encounter, making your movements and mechanical actions deliberate
as yell as learning to vork in the diving gloves. Working under-
water is somewhat a problem due to refraction - things will seem
closer than they actually are. So take your time, and be patient.
It can be done in the time allotted.

By the way . working in the open tank will seem relatively easy
later in your training. At least you can see what you're work-
ing with unlike lpen water diving where you'll be working with
little or no visibility. So, enjoy it now!

REFERENCES

Diving Training Standards

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

Diving Underwear, Diving Socks, ; Open End Wrenches, Tool Bag,
Mk V Deep Sea Diving System, and.Single Flange Project.

4-.

JOB STEPS

1. Diver uses correct line-pull/vdice communications and descends
to the bottom of the open tank via ladder.
2. Got equipment squared away and standby project.
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3. Disassembly

a. Remove nuts, bolts and gasket.
(1) Put nuts and bolts in tool bag.

b. Send for square mark (via line-pull signals).c. Secure gasket to square mark and send it topside.d. Recover gasket from topside.
4. Reassembly

a. Replace nuts and bolts after putting gasket in place.5. Use proper line-pull/voice communications and come tosurface via ladder.

SELF TEST ITEMS

1. Is the air flow properly adjusted?

2. Prior to securing nuts and bolts during reassembly, are thebench marks properly aligned?

3. Are at least six nuts and bolts wrench tight?
4. Underwater work should be done as quickly, thoroughly anddeliberatly as possible. Although the project completion timescan be met by a majority of students without a great deal ofstrain, each individual should strive to perform the task asefficiently (fast) and effectively (all parts properly in place)as he possibly can. By doing this from the beginning, he formsa habit of working quickly and thoroughly, thus becoming a muchbetter diver.
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TITLE: Mk V Deep Sea Diving System Orientation Pipe Square Project '

INTRODUCTION

This project is designed to require a bit more manual dexterity
than the Single Flange Project. You will be putting the.pieces
of an object together underwater using only your hands. Like
all the projects in your training, you should work as quickly
as possible, but be thorough.

REFERENCE

Diving Training StatAiards

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIAL

Diving Underwear, Diving Socks, Tool Bag, Mk V Deep Sea Diving
System, and Pipe Square Project mat:Arial.

JOB STEPS

1. Diver gives proper line-pull/voice communication and descends
to bottom of tank, via ladder, with pieces of Pipe Square Project
in tool bag.
2. Place three long pipe pieces along side each other on deck.
3. Place four elbows in similar area.
4. Hold one long pipe piece and secure an elbow to each end,
then back the elbows off one complete turn.
5. Screw remaining long pipe pieces (2) into secured elbows.
6. Secure the remaining elbows (2) to the two pipes, beiag sure
that the elbows are aligned.
7. Remove short pip. pieces from tool bag and screw into open
elbows.
8. Screw union end on one short pipe.
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9. Place union ring on remaining short pipe piece vith threads
facing the center of the joint.
10. Screv tail piece onto same pipe as union ring with seatfacing joint.
11. Screw union ring onto union end of opposite pipe.
U. Give proper line-pull signals/voice cousunications andascend via ladder, bringing tool bag and assembled Pipe SquareProject to urface.

SELF TEST ITEMS

1. Is the project together hand tight?
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TITLE: Mk V Deep Sea Diving System (Orientation)

REFERENCES

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume I

NOTETAKING OUTLINE

I. Introduction

A. Types of Surface Supplied Diving Rigs

1.

2,

3.

4. Surface Supplied means:

B. Flow Path of Breathing Media

1. Low Pressure Air Compressor

a. through a

umm1M1011MM=.1.

/35

(removes impurities) to the

b. tank - air is

until needed - through a

2. High Pressure Air Compressor

a. through a o a

S.

3. Diver's Air must meet:

a. established standards of

S. adequate

tank

and

- filtered.
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C. adequate
(cfm)

(1) proper of helmet or mask

d. Overbottom Pressure

(1) up to ft. - lbs over

(2) over ft. - lbs over

e.
.1.MINIMMIII SysteM

C. Application of Mk V Deep Sea Diving System

1. Operations in Deep Water

a. Normal Working Dlpth ft for minutes.

b. Maximum Working Depth- ft for

minute: (exceptional exposure)

2. High degree of and

a. Heavy wurk.

b. Underwater

D. Advantages

1. Unlimited

2. Maximum and protection.
3. and communication.

A. Wot.s in current up to

5. Variable

E. Disadvantages

1. Slow

ANNEtM=

2. Poor

knots.

3. Large and requirement

4. lbs)

151
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Urnbi kcal
(Orken ed)

1. Hose

a. provides surface supplied to

b. fitt!.ags are secured vith hose clamps.

(1) fittings are threads per inch

c. end is secured to diver's vith
d. ft. lengths inch outside diameter,

/3

inch inside diameter.

e. made of type, vulcanised tube

reinforced.

2. Lifeline and Telephone Cable

a. provides safety to diver

(1) means of diver up

(2) means of between diver and

152
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b. runs from surface to diver's

is secured with a and connected to the

of helmet.

(1) Takes off air howl

(2) Tied (
) to air hose

c. Breaking strain lbs. and, with coupling

where it

.mwmgwriMEMI~F.

installed, lbs.

d. Core consists of inch corrosive resisting
cable coated with high grade cover.

(1) a electrical wires for communications

(2) Cover is resistant jacket.
e. ft and ft lengths

0
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AiiirCarkrol Wve

(darifened)
1. Function

/39

a. Provides a means for diver to control air into

the at a he

b. Turn toward diver - air.

c. Turn away from diver - air.

2. Location

a. Above the on the front of the diver.

b. Within easy reach by hand.

c. Connected to the end of the

the three foot of hose to

d. Secured to =1. 111MIIIIM

hose from the surface and

with flexible on valve.

3. Protective Devices

a. Hand wheel is provided with a securing with a cotter

going through and valve stem.
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b. Securing bracket to hold nut in place.

d. With valve all the way open, 4 minimum of threads

will be engaged.

4. Material

a. - because of use in salt water.

fittings for hose connectors.b. Two
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Nose Leader
(darkened)

10 Function

a. Connects supply from =111
to aon-return valve on

2. Ratings

a. length,

inch inside diameter.

/4/

inch outside diameter,

b. female fittings with hose clamps.

3. Material - same as

a. sinking type

b. vulcanized rubber tubing reinforced
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mon-ikturn Valve
(darkened)

1. Function

a. Prevents loss of from diving and

in case of air supply or hose

b. Prevents possible to the diver.

c. One-way for helmet.

2. Location

a. Attached to (air hose fitting),

3. Two Types - bodies are made of ; female end has a

washer.

a. and - leather washer seat and a

spring.

b. - has a cartridge and seal.
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HkdrinIrt

1. Function

a. Fits o,--er divers head to provide protection.

b. Air Supply enters through on

rear side of helmet and is circulated around diver's

c. Houses for communication with topside.

Located of helmet.

d. Secured to breastplate by

at base.

2. Protective Devices

a. Ports

(1) , heat treated view ports

(a) front port is on a

In closed position, it is secured with

(b)

forms a water-tight seal.

(2) Ports have

/43

pin and can be

and

b. Safety Lock (

nut.

01
guards to prevent

(1) Prevents helmet from on breastplate.

159
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(2) Located on f helmet.

(3) Fits into recess on and locked into

position. Held closed by swing and

....IIMI.,111mEllM. of breastplate.
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Exhaust Valve
(darkened)

1. Function

a. release

2. Maintains at least

......11...... from helmet and diving dress.

pound
......

in the suit when the valve is opened turns.

3. Handwheel cannot be opened more than

fully closed position.

4. Provides a controlled

to expell air without allowing

pressure

turns from

valve

5. Chin Button on ----------- of helmet is controlled:

a. rull in to

b. push out co

6. Made of

air.

air.
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Supplementdrj
Sams+
Valve

(dar kened)

1. Function

a. minor

b. auxilliary when diver is working on his

=r1M.M.I.mmr

c. Used for of water collecting in the bib of

the diving dress.

2. Located on lower the helmet.

3. turn type

4. while diver is on the surface.

1 t
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... .

x ,

'NA.s.

Brensk Plate
(darkened)

/4/17

1. Function

a. Secures to

(1) fits over diver's head and rests on his shoulders.

(2) helmet is screwed on and fort.s a water-tight seal by

a recessed in the top of the

breastplate.

b. padeyes are located on the with

signal halyard through each.

(1) is secured on the left.

(2) is secured

on right.

2. inch evenly spaced around the breast -

plate to accept the of the diving dress.

a. bronze are used to make a water-tight

seal between breastplate and diving dress.

(1) THESE ARE SERIALIZED AND ARE NOT IgTERCHANGEABLE WITH

OTHER BREASTPLATES.
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3. Wing Nuts - ach, bronze.

a.
IMMImat flanged wing nuts' are used a breastplate

b. regular wing nuts. One on v stud is

used to secure flexible link of

to breastplate.

5. Material

a. Helmet/Breastplate made of

and

(1) Gives and weight

b. Fittings mads of

metal

to helmet.
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I

Diving Dres5
(ciarkeneci)

/49

1. Function - provides a working environment and

fzom underwater
. Used with diving

underweal-, provides protection from

2. Reinforced at areas of stress:

and

3. sizIs marked by the number of

in the back part 0: the

to

a. No. ..Mvw.i.... mew

b. No.

to-----------_

C. O.

to

is small ( grommet) - for divers

located

..M1

is medium ( grommets) - for divers

is large (

1

grommets) - for divers
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4. Have either er....1=11,11111. cemented to dress.

Dress, with gloves, is held to diver's wrists by

a. decrease in the gloves, easier to

5. Top ot dress has a sewn and cemented

to it, fitted with holes to accept the

6. is to catch small amounts of and allow

it to be expelled through the

7. Lacing flaps are located on the of

to prevent accumulation of in the

of the diving dress.

a. Always laced with prior to entry into the water.

8. Dress is made of

layers.

a.

b.

c. Relatively

between
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.1

---LJ

Wei ght Belt
(clarkened)

pounds,

1,Function

a. Provides

Worn

ten pound weights.

around waist.

2. Held in place by and

=illimIldmt

/5 /

a. is used to hold the weight down on

the diver's shoulders, thus holding the down also.

b. is tested each day before use by

applytng a strain of at least pounds.

3. Made of leather.

a. Belt and jock strap must be wiped down after

diving with to

preserve leather.
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DivinO. Shoes
(clanened)

1. Function

a. Provide

venting the diver's

than his

2. ---------- size - weight is

from

and assist in pre-

3. safety toe,

inner sole and

pounds per pair.

bottom sole,

cops.

,
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TITLE: Mk V Deep Sea Diving System Diver (Orientation)

REFERENCES

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume 1

NOTETAKING OUTLINE

A. Equipment associated with the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System

1. Descending Line

a. rope

(1) Left-laid cable - prevents diver from
around descent line.

(2) Used to:

(3) May be tied to underwater object or

2. Distance Line

a. feet of thread.II

153

b. Tied to and of descent line.

C. Used for and descant line.

3. Stage

a. Used to divers in the water or bring them out.

b. or man models.

4. Stage Line

a. or inch manila or nylon.

b. Marked at feet intervals

c. Used to:
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5. Diving Ladder

a. Used when entering/exiting water along side a small

boat.

b. Made of

6. Descending Weights

A. Place on the bottom of the descending line to

of

....1111,11

b. and lb cast iron.

7. Underwater Lights

a. May increase of vision.

b. Hand held, operated.

(1) Medium pressure up to feet.

c. Electric

(1) 150 feet - watt photo bulb

(2) 500 feet - watt lamp

d. Lights must be turned on and off because

8. Tool Bag

to bulb.

a. Made of with drain holes.=11.

b. Looped over the diver's arm or sent down descent line

9. Air Wrenches

a. open end

b. required

zt. Used to connect diver's

and

.m.sm.1101.-.=. 16
=11wElrObliNI..1=

1')
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10. Telephone Wrench

a. open end.

b. Connects

11. Horse Collar

a. for breastplate

b. Fits over diver's

15.5

to helmet gooseneck.

c. Helps prevent on shoulders.

B. Ventilate/Circulate

1. Ventilate

a. Allows of air inside

(1) Air Control Valve and depress

2. Circulate

a. Return to

3. When used:

a. When diver first reaches the

b. At when diver is working.

c. In the event of a

d. Normally directed by

C. General Safety Precautions

1. Must have a

ready to go.

2. If diving

and Diving available.

but taken as needed.

dressed topside and

feet and over, must have a
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3. Take air samples
.

4. air system.

5. Do not dive a man who does not

6. dives thoroughtly.

7. Must have adequate for

dive.
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TITLE: Mk V Deep Sea Diving System Tender (Orientation)

REFERENCES

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume I

NOTETAKING OUTLINE

A. Standard Line-Pull Signals

1. From tender to diver

a. 1 Pull -

(1) On descent -

b. 2 Pulls -

(1) On ascent -

c. 3 Pulls -

d. 4 Pulls -

e. 2-1 Pulls -

2. From diver to tender

a. 1 Pull -

b. 2 Pulls -

c. 3 Pulls -

d. 4 Pulls -

e. 2-1 Pulls -

f. 3-2 Pulls -

g. 4-3 Pulls -

3. Emergency Signals

a. 2-2-2 Pulls -

b. 3-3-3 Pulls -

c. 4-4-4 Pulls -

/57

d. RULE: ALL LINE-PULL SIGNALS WILL BE ANSWERED AS GIVEN
EXCEPT THE EMERGENCY SI(,NAL
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4. Special Signals from the diver

a. 1-2-3 Pulls -

b. 5 Pulls -

c. 2-1-2 Pulls -

B. Valve Inspections

1. Exhaust Valve

a. Sat

b. Correct setting is:

c. Check chili button for:

d. Tell diver prior to closing the faceplate that:

2. Not-Return Valve

a. Check before diving.

b. Smoke Test - blow cigarete smoke through

end. Watch for:

c. Low Pressure Air Test - use to lbs

of air pressure through end of valve and place it in a

bucket of water. Check for:
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TITLE: Diving Physics/Decompression Charting

LESSON TOPIC OBJECTIVIS

Terminal Objectives
1. When the student completes this course, he will be able to,given the following diving situations:

Normal working dive to include depth, job, bottom timeand water decompression.

Normal working dive to include depth, job bottom timeand surface decompression.

Normal working dive to include depth, job, bottom timeand surface decompression, 02.

Perform necessary computations correctly, select proper descent/ascent rates, select proper decompression schedules and, usingthe information, complete the Diving Chart and, if applicable,
Repetitive Dive Worksheet.

Enabling Objectives.
1. Define and describe, in writing, terms used in diving physics.

2. Describe, in writing, the following as to how they affectthe diver underwater:

a. Boyle's Law
b. Charles' Law
c. Dalton's Law
d. Henry's Law
a. Heat Transfer
f. Sound Transmission
g. Light Refraction

3. Decompression Schedules:

a. Orally list the name of each table in Air and 02decompression.
b. Orally explain the application of the Repetitive Dive

Worksheet, recompression chamber, breathing medias, depthgauges, and time pieces.
c. Describe, in writing, how the use of various divingequipment affects decompression.
d. Define, In writing, selected terms as used in air

decompression.
e. Describe, orally, the sequence of computation for

determining the decompression schedule for a repetitive dive.
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f. Describe, orally, the sequence of computation for
determining the selection of the proper decompression
schedule and the rate of ascent to the first stop.

g. Orally explain the need for decompression and
decompression schedules.

h. Orally explain the limits imposed by the utiliztion
of oxygen for decompression.

i. Orally describe the conditions under which the need
for additional decompression other than that computed would

.be used.
f- j. Orally describe.the fundamentals involved in decom-
pression when high altitude diving.

k. Describe, in writing, the most vital requirement of
breathing media composition, depth and time.

1. Orally describe the basic types of decompression tables.
m. Navy Decompression Tables (Air) Systems

(1) For the following:

(a) Decompression Procedures
(b) Standard Air Decompression Schedules
(c) No-decompression limits
(d) Surface Interval Credit
(e) Repetitive Dive Time Table
(f) Exceptional/Extrema Exposure
(g) Surface Decompression Using 02
(h) Surface Decompresiion Using Air
(i) Nitrogen-Oxygen Equivalent Air Depth Table
(j) NitrrJgen-Oxygen Equivalent Exceptional Exposure
(k) Oxygen Depth Time Limits
(1) Diving Charts

(2) Orally explaia the function(s), source of infor-
mation required for use, application or use and a description
of the component.

(3) Orally describe the physical location of each
component part (section) within the major component and explain
the application or use of the component part.

(4) Orally describe how each component contributes to
the control accomplished by the use of the decompression schedule
system.

(5) Work, in writing, a hypothetical dive using the
Standard Decompression Schedule.

(6) Work, in writing, a repetitive dive using the
Repetitive Dive Worksheet.

(7) Work, in writing, a surface decompression dive
using oxygen.
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(8) Work, in writing, a surface decompression diveusing Air.
(9) Orally describe the use of the Nitrogen Air

Equivalent Air Depth Table.
(10) Orally describe the use of the Oxygen PartialLimits and Oxygen Depth Time Limits.
(11) Given the maximum depth/time limits for each

component and the maximum partial pressure limits, state, inwriting, the set point(s) in terms of the effects of operatingabove or below them.
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TITLE: Diving Physics (Phase I)

STUDY ASSIGNMENT

/63

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Vol. I, Chap. 2

STUDY QUESTIONS

1. Define the following terms applicable to diving physics:

a. Kinetic energy

b. Atmospheric Pressure

c. Energy-

d. Nitrogen Narcosis

e. Radiant energy

f. Atoms

g. Work

h. Wet-bulb temperature

i. Potential energy

j. Matter

k. GAge pressure

1. Power

m. Rydrostatic pressure
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n. Turbidity

o . Molecules

. Heat

q. Humidity

. Convection

S . Atomic energy

t. I)wpoint

u . Element

v. Chemical energy

w. H7perbaric

x. Specific heat

Pressure gradient

z. Absolute pressure
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2. Define the differences between solids, liquids and gases.

3. What is the primary advantage of the metric system of
measurement?

4. What are the four units of length used in the metric system?
Which is the principle unit?

5. What are the units of weight associated with the metric
system?

6. Convert the following:

a. 730 Fahrenheit to celsius

b. 160 celsiu -o fahrenheit

c. 730 Fahrenheit to degrees Rankine

d. 16° Celsius to degrcas Kelvin

7. Under the sea, pressure is a result of two factors. Whatare they?
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8. What happens when outside pressure is applied to water?

9. Write Archimedes Principle.

10. Describe:

a. Positive Buoyancy:

b. Neutral Buoyancy:

c. Negative Buoyancy:

11. At what approximate depth will a breathholding diver
reach a state of neutral buoyancy?

12. When would 100% Oxygen be used in diving operations?

13. Helium is almost totally 1.-..ert. What does this mean?

14. What are the disadvantages of using Helium in diving
operations?

15. Hydrogen is highly explosive when mixed with
in proportions that include a presence of more than
oxygen.

16. What are the two major concerns with Carbon Dioxide for
div.ers?
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17. What are the first symptoms of Carbon Monoxide Poisonins?

18. Write the Kinetic Theory of gases.

19. The General Gas Law in a combination of which two laws?

20. Hov does the nixing of gases within a container occut?

21. Describe partial pressure.

22. What is refraction? Why does it occur?

23. Sound travels faster in water than in air.

a. True
b. False
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TITLE: Diving Physics/Decompression Charting (PHASE 11)
STUDY ASSIGNMENT

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume I, Chapter 7

STUDY QUESTIONS

1. Complete the following statement: Variations in
decompression procedures are permissible only

in

of a

2. Define the following as they apply to decompression tables:

a. Bottom time -

b. Residual nitrogen

c. Repetitive dive

3. With the exception of the Surface Decompression Table
using oxygen, the rate of ascent for all dives is

. What is the rate of ascent according
to the Surface Decompression Table using oxygen?

4. State the rules for selection of depth and bottom time
for decompression schedules.

a.
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b.

5. What allowances should be made for divers working
strenously?

6. When does time for a deccmpression stop begin?

7. Why should a Diving Officer fully justify the need
for conducting an exceptional exposure dive?

S. What is meant by "equivalent single dive"?

9. Define surface decompresion.
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10. In the following dives, circle those that are considered
exceptional exposure dives.

a. 140 feet for
b. 180 feet for
c. 60 feet for
d. 240 feet for
e. 120 feet for
f. 70 feet for

80 minutes
60 minutes
180 minutes
10 minutes
180 minutes
10 minutes

11. For the dives below, pro7ide the following information:
Time to first stop, depth of first stop, time spent at first
stop, total ascent

a. 70 ft/130 min

b. 130 ft/30 min

c. 190 ft/10 min

d. 180 ft/50 min

e. 40 ft/210 min

Time to

lf-L.a9-2.-...-.1---..g2-1

r

Depth of
Time Spent
at 1st

Total
Ascent Repet.

4
, . - -

r

,41.....
12. What. is the Repetitive Dive Group Detignation for the
foilowing no-decompression dives?

a. 10 ft for 210 minutes -
b. 80 ft for 20 minutes -
c. 120 ft for 12 minutes -
d. 190 ft for 5 minutes -

13. What would be the residual nitrogen time for the
f,llowing cases?

a. Dive of 40 ft for 60 min. Surface interval of
8 minutes.

b. Dive of 180 ft for 20 min. Surface interval of
13 hours 23 minutes.
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14. A repetitive dive is to be made to 90 ft. for an
estimated 10 minutes. He made a previous dive of 123 feet
for 20 minutes. The surface interval time has been 4 hours
and 15 minutes. What decompression schedule should be used
for the repetitive dive?

15. What is the ascent rate used in the Surface Decompression
Table using oxygen from 30 feet to the surface?

16. What are the advantages of using the Surface Decompression
Table using oxygen?

17. What is the total allowable elapsed time from a diver
reaching rhe surface on ascent to his first descent stop in
the deconapression chamber?
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TITLE: Diving Physics/Decompression Charting (Phase III)
STUDY ASSIGNMENT

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume 1, Chapter 7

STUDY QUESTIONS

1. A dive was made to 230 feet with a TBT of 30 minutes. Ifthe diver LS at 093C, what time should he surface? Whatwould his TDT and TTD be?

2. Using a shedule of 140'/:70 Surface Decompression onOxygen, what time does the diver reach his 40 feetChamber stop? Compute TDT and TTD. LS at 1115.

3. Using a schedule of 180'/:30 Surface Decompression onAir, what time should the diver reach his first water stopif he LS at 1300? What time should he reach his zirstchamber stop? Compute his TDT and TTD.

4. Red diver left surface at 0947 on a dive to 133 feet.His TBT was :46. What time should he reach the surface?Determine his TDT and TTD. What is his Repetitive GroupLetter?

5. The same diver from #4 makes a repetitive dive on airafter a 1:03 surface interval. What is the equivalentsingle dive time? Depth of the repetitive dive is 142'.What is the correct decompression schedule if this isan air dive? TBT :27.

6. According to #4 and 5, above, what time should red diverleave the surface to start the repetitive dive? Whileattempting to leave the bottom, red diver wzs fouled for3 :18 at 142'. What should be done with this additionaltine? Compute the TDT and TTD for this repetitive dive.
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7. A dive was made to 121' with a :53 bottom time, leaving

the surface at 2341. After a 1 hour 49 minute surface
interval, the same dtver re-entered the water to a depth
of 147' for 28 minutes. what time should he reach the
surface from the repetitive dive if a Sur D 02 schedule
was to recompress him for the repetitive dive? What is
his nr and TTD for the repetitive dive?

8. Leave the surface at 1642; depth of dive is 159' with a
TBT of :28. What iss the correct travel time to the first
stop? What is the TDT and TTD?

9. The diver in #8 has a 2:28 surface interval before making
a repetitive dive to 141' for :15. Whit is his res'-'ual
nitrogen time from the previous dive? What time should he
surface if decompression is surface decompression using
air as the media? Compute his TDT and TTD.
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DIVING CHART
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REPETITIVE DIVE WORKSHEET

I. PREVIOUS DIVE:
...minutes see table i-5 or 1-6 for

feet repetitive group designation I

II. SURFACE INTERVAL:
_hours...minutes on surface see table 1-7

.),

Group_ (from I.) for new group

III. RESIDUAL NITROGEN TIME:
....feet (depth of repetitive dive) see table

Group (from IL) 1-8

Group.

Group.

IV. EQUIVALENT SINGLE DIVE TIME:
...minutes (residual nitrcgen time from EL)

(add)....minutes (actual bottom time of repetitive dive)

(sum)__minutes

minutes

V. DECOMPRESSION FOR REPETITIVE DIVE:

__minutes (equivalent single dive I see table
time from IV.)

feet (depth of repetitive dive) 1-5 or 1-6
1-17or 1-18

No decompression required
or

Decompression stops:... feet...minutes
....feet.. minutes

Table Used feet...minutes
Repot . Group__ _feet...minutes

feet sinut es

P - DSOS I S

/1. 3
GPO 11,3.7115
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DIVING CHART
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REPETITIVE DIVE WORKSHEET

I. PREVIOUS DIVE:
.minutes see table 1-5 or 1-6 for

feet repetitive group designation

SURFACE INIERVAL:
_.hours.....minutes on surface see table 1-7

Group.
Group.(from I.) for new group

't
RESIDUAL NITROGEN TIME:

....feet (depth of repetitive dive) see table
__minutes

Group..(from 1-8

Group...

IV. EQUIVALENT SINGLE DIVE TIME:
__minutes (residual nitrogen time from M.)

(add) __minutes (actual bottom time of repetitive dive)

(sum) __minutes

V. DECOMPRESS ION FOR REPETITIVE DIVE:

_minutes (equivalent single dive see table
time from IV.)

__feet (depth of repetitive dive)
J

1-5 or 1-6
1-17 or 1-18

0 No decompression required
or

Decompression stops:_. feet 1...,minutes

Table Used
Repot . Croup... feet-- minutes

f act minutes

1

PNC.O$Ds is
196
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DIVING CHART
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REPETITIVE DIVE WORKSHEET

I. PREVIOUS DIVE:
....minutes .,siee table 1-5 or 1-6 for

repetitive group designation
Group.

II. SURFACE INTERVAL:
_,..hourt...mieutes on surface 1 see table 1-7:} Group.
Group.(from for new group

ill. RESIDUAL NITROGEN TIME:
-... feet (depth of repetitive dive) j see table

Group..(from II.) I 1-8

IV. EQUIVALENT SINGLE DIVE TIME:
__minutes (residual nitrogen time from M.)

(add)...minutes (actual bottom time of repetitive dive)

(sum)._..minutes

V. DECOMPRESSION FOR REPETITIVE DIVE:

minutes (equivalent single dive 1 see table
time from W.)

.feet (depth of repetitive dive) J 1-5 or 1-6
1-17or 1-18 )

0 No decompression required
or -

Decompression stopA:....feet..minutes
__Jett minutes

Table Used feet...minutes
feet..minutes

feet 'dilutes

PRPIC.IMS 13 199
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IGIIMINT SUIT 2-2-1A

Diving prmulas

UMW TOPIC 011.71CTIVES

Terminal Objective
1. When the student completes this course he will be able ,

to, given a diving situation and a sheet containing formulas
used in diving, select the applicable formula(s) and solve the
Problem posed in the situation.

Enabling Objective
1. Orally explain the meaning.of all symbols used in diving
formulas.
2. Orally explain the applicatia And LIAO of all diving

5

formulas.
3. Describe, in writing: the sequence of computation for
determining:

a. The area of a square/rectangle.
b. The area of a circle.
c. The volume of a cube.
d. The volume of a sphere.
e. The volume of a cylinder.
f. Lifting capacity in fresh water (in pounds),
g. Liftiug capacity in salt water (in pounds).

'h. Compressor Output;
i. Over bottom pressure requirements.
j. Cut off depth.
'k. maximum oxygen percent.
1. Effective atmosphere.
m. Partial pressure of a gas (in psi).
n. Volume left after falling (squeeze).
o. Volume increase after blow up (embolism).
p. Emergency Hose Test.

STUDY ASSIGNMENT
U.S.Navy Diving Manuall.Volume 1, Appeadix A

STUDY QUESTIONS

1. If a diver falls', which of the following falls would
cause the gruatest amount of injury?

a. Surface to 33 feet.
b. 33 feet to 99 feet.
c. 66 feet to 165 feet.
d. Volume lost is the same in each case

21
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STUDT QUISTIONS
2. What is ths partial pressure of oxygen at 296'?

3. What would .be the increase in volume in the divers'
alress if he llowsLup from 221' to 164'?

4. _What is the desired overbottom pressure at 196'?

5. What is the lifting capacity of a sphere that is 30"
in diameter and weighs 40 pounds?

6. What is the compressor out put required for three
divers ai 165'?

7. What Is the gage pxessura at 173'?

8. What is the minimum air supply required for a 157' dive?

9. What woqld bs the emergency hose test for a planned
dive not to exceed 131 feet?.

/8 7

10. What is the lifting capacity, in salt water, of a straight
end pontoon havi g an overall length of 8", a diameter of 4'6"
and weighs 336 p unds?

11. Convert 850 F krenheit to celsius (centigrade).
,

\ 012. Convert the fal14ling:

\
a. 907.2 kilograil pounds .... tons(short)-

b. 10 square chain acres 0 squar,s meters

c. 1 mile 10 kilometers 1,760

d. 1 kilowatt hour B.T.U. Joules

92
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e. 1.852 kilometers per hour

knots

f. 1 atmosphere feet (fresh water)

feet (sea water) = 1.0133

111.em feet per einute.
g. 3,088 foot-pounds per second = kilowatts

h.'\ 78.80 F =

13." Wha is the area of a ciTcle with a radius of 5"?

14. What 'is the area of a rectangle 4 feet°6 inches long
and 3 feet 10 inches wide?
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Trrut: Diving !Physics

ISPIRENCIS

U.S. levy Diving Manual, Vol. I

NOTETAKING OUTLINE

A. Basic Concept of Matter

1. Physics is the cience of end

/89

2.

their

posed.

,

is the substance of vtich the is com-

3. is the force which works upon and within the substance.

4. An Is the simplist form of matter which exhibits dis-
tinct and properties,And
cannot be broken up into other, more basic forms, bv
MUMS

5. The is the smallest particle of matter which carries the
speJ71rties of am .

6. are formed from groups of atoms, and usually exhibit
than any of :he contrii.

buting atoms.
A m.

7. Three States of Matter

a. Solids: Rave definite . end
A... .EIMMIMMIliM.

b. Liquids: Nave definite and .

c. Gases: Ras definite

I. The state in which a particular substance exist depends upon:

a.

b.

S. Units of Measure

1. Mettle System 7

A. Principle unit of length -
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1. One meter = inches

2. 1000 meters = kilometer (about miles)

3. For measuring smaller lengths, ( ) or

) are used.

b.The metric system 'Ines its units of to
measure area.

1. One square.meter

-c.Units of are units of length

1. 1000 dentimeters = 1 liter (1000 cc)

2. 1 liter = cubic meters.

d.The is the standard metric unit of weight and

MIM=Y11.1..11=11M . For smaller m4sses, the and

1. 1000 gms =

2. 1000

are used.

1 c-ram

e.The most commonly' used metric unit of pressure is

pounds

2. Fahrehheit and Celskie Temperatures

a. Countries that use the English measurement system generally

employ the scale.

1. Water boils at --------._ and freezes at

b. Countries that use the metric mmisurement system use the

scale.

'1. Water boils at and freezes at

c. Conversion to Tempero ure Scales

1. FahrenheA to Celsius

c = 5/9 (F - 32)

2 Ti
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EXAMPLE:

liAMPLE:

a. Subtract from the Fahrenheit reading.

b. Multiply the result by

2. Celsius to Fahrenheit
(9/5xC) + 32

a. Multiply by Celsius reading.

b. Add to the result.

3. Heat energy is measured in Or

the amount of heat needed to raise the temperature
pound of water degrfe fahrenheit.

4. Heat Transfer

of

MI

a, ib the direct transmission of heat from
to , or through materials that are

in direct contact with each other.

b.

of a

c.

is the transmission of heat by the movement
or a , asin an auto engine.

1011111 un.011111M.P.M. is the transmission of heat by
of energy. Heat from the sun,

electric heaths and fireplaces are examples.

C. Pressure in Diving

1, Kay Faints

a. Pressure is a --.......... acting upon a particular area of .

It is measured in pomds per in the metric
system. (KG/cm2)

296
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b.

C.

is push or pull meraured in pounds.

s the surface that force is exerted upon.

d. Any diver, at any depth must be in
with the forces at that depth.

4

e. Any consideration of pressure must always be thought of tn terms of
and pressure

J. 2. Types of Pressure

a. Atmospheric:

1. Considered to be at sea level.

2. Acts on things in directions.

3. At sea level, weight is psi or 1

b. Gage

1. Pressure exerted on any object.

2. at sea level.

3. Measured in

c. Barometric

1. Essentially the ase as
conditions.

but varies with

2. Expressed in terms of the weight of a column of
(standard pressure ins, of mercury or
limeters of mercury (mmhe).

d. Absolute

1, The pressure being exerted, plus one

2. Measured as ibsolute
(psia).

D. Composition of Dry Air

1. Component

a. Nitrogen

!: by Volume

207
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b. Oxygen. .

C. Carbon Dioxide

d. Rare Gases

L. Neon

2. Helium

3. Krypton

4. Hydrogen

S. Xenon

6. Radon

7. Carbon Monoxide

e. Commonly simplified as:

1. Nitrogen -

2. Ci.:Irgen

2. Oxygen (02)

A. Colorless,

111111

AINDMM=1-

-and tasteless.

b. Readily with other elements

c. Only gas that car
MIM

d. % minimum required to sustain life at

e. Prolonged exposure to oxygen is

/93

.11.ilMINNIMEM

f. Supports bUt does not

3. Nitrogen (N2)

a. Colorless, odorless and

b. is a disorder resulting

from the anesthetic properties of nitrogen breathed

under

299
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Can result in a loss of
by the diver.

4. Hell:Um (He)

5

a. Colorless, odorless and tasteless.

b. Almost totally

C.
"NNW

and

and in water.

times lighter than air. fr

Used in diving to eliminate in deep
diving operations.

e. Disadvantages

1. Voice - Donald Duck effect

2. High conductivity

Hydrogen (H2)

a. Colorless, and tasteless

b. Rarely found in free state on
throughout the rest of the universe.

c. of all elements.IIIII=16

but abundant

d. Violently is the prsence of more than

% oxygen.

e. Hydrogen has been used in diving, but its hazards have
limited its use to little more than experimentation.

6. Neon (Ne)

a. Colorless, odorless and tasteless

b. Good of at very low pressures.

c. Has been used experimentally in diving.

7. Carbon Dioxide (CO2)

a. Colorless, odorless and tasteless in percentages:

Has an taste and odor in greater concentrations.

b. Natural by-product of

1,

2 J.
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c. For divers, the two main concerns with CO2 are:

1. Control of in the breathing supply.

2. ReMoval of the after breathing.

d. In high ,concentrations, CO2 can bp extremely

8. Carbon Monoxide (CO)

a. Does not occur in in the air.

b. Most commonly found in the exhaust of

c. Highly to man

d. Colorless, odorless and tasteless

9. Water Vapor (H20)

a. contains water vapor, which is considered a

gas, and is responsible for in the diver's air.

b. Problems with too much water vapor:

1.

2.

3.

faceplate

air lines

of body

c. Problems with too little water vapor

1. Irritated

2. Irritated

3. Dried out in pumps and air lines.

E. Gas Laws

1. Kinetic Theory of Gases

a. The basic" explaination of the behavior of gases under all

variations ot and
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b. Two Related Factors

1. Molecular Speed - a function

2. Gas - Type gas function

3. A change in oneof these factors must result in some

in the other factor.,I=.
c. The kinetic energy of any gas at a given is the

same as the kinetic energy of any other at the

same . Consequently, the of all

gases resulting from kinetic energy are affected by the

2. Boyle's Law- / relationship (P/V)

a. If the remains constant, the of a

gas will vary inversely as the while..... ..........

the will vary directly as the ......----------

1. P1 V1 a P2 V2

1 , 2

b. Deals with and

c. Pressure - Volume - squeeze results,

if is controlled.

d. Pressure - Volume - results in

e. Density

..MINVIIIrJrMINIPitMIMI=O

if ascent is uncontrolled.

with pressure up to a point, at

density increase slows, but generally, if the

pressure on a gas is , the density is

3. Charles' Law - Relationship

211
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a. If the pressure is kept constant, the

vary directly as the

1. V1 an T2

/97
of a $4111 will

b. Deals with

1 SCUBA

2 and breathing mediae.

3. operations .

c. Volume with increase.

d. Volume with temperature

NOTE: It follows that if volume rather than pressure is kept constant, the ab-

solute pressure will increase in proportion to the absolute temperature.

4. General Gas Law - Combination of and

Laws.

a. With any gas, the factors of and

wore so interrelated that a change in any of these

factors must be balanced by a Change in one or

both of the others.

S. Dalton's Law .

a. The pressure exerted by a
the ITG-1:717;71bressure that would be exerted by
if it alone were present and occupied the

of gases is
of the gases

b. To illustrate, all cylinders are assumed to he of equal size.

1. 80/20 $2 02 Mix Z M2 % 02 0

2. At sea level (atmosphere
0.8 ATM psi (N2)
0.2 ATM psI. (02)

1.0 ATM 0, psi Total pressure exerted.

3. At 5 atmosphere absolute
4.0 ATM psi Total pressure exerted.

4. Total pressure exerted by 02 at 5 ATM is approximately

--Grt-hirir pressure at

2t2
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6. Henry's Lew - Law

a. The amount of gas that will dissolve in a
temperature is almost directly propertiunal-Zrthe

of that gas.

at a given

b. Three factors affect gas absorption by human tissues.

1. of dive.

2. of dive at depth.

3. Condition of the to supply and return to and
from the lungs.

c. Gas and dissolves in blood bcause of differences in par
tiaill1;;;Wrgiirieen and air.

7. Archimedes' Principle - Law of and

a. Any object or partially immersed in a liquid is
up by a force to the weight of the

liquid

b. Nulls with:

1.

2.

3. capacitiaa

4.

c. The laws of Floatation:

1. A floating body displaces a
to its own weight.

of liquid

2. A body when the weight of the dis-
placed is than the weight of the dody.

3. A submerged body remains in equilibrium when the of
the liquid displaced the
of the body.

4. A submerged booy will float-when ehe body weighs than
the volume of the
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P. Energy in Diving

1. Effects of Light Rays in diving.

a. Intensity of light underwater altered byt

1. reduction due to 11111M.M.M111.14,

2. The of light.

3. As the diver descends, the
but not_ necessarily in regular amounts because of

b. Caior Abuorption

/99

of light decreases

and changes.

1. with depth.

2. colors are absorbed out of the visible spectrum as the

diver descends.

a. In clean water, is removed first. objects ep-

pear black.

b. is next. Objects appear blue.

ce ...=r4*.rmmm and finally
sivey increasing depth.

c. Light Diff'Jsion

1. Light rays are
directions.

are removed with progres-

and in all

2. Diffusion contributes to the in total illumine-

tion, but at the same time tends to vision by

the light evenly through the water at any given
111.1

d. Light Refraction

1. Refraction causes
objects underwater.

and of

2. Distance% s'pear underwater due to refraction.

a. Objects appeJr

b. In tur5id water, dims, causing an apparent

in the distance, which becomes
inriurther away the object is.

214
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2. Sound travels faster in than in

a. The speed of sound in air is feet per second.

b. In wateresound travels as fast.

c. Sound energy is greatly reduced when it passes from one
to

1. Divers cannot / to each other easily underwater.

d. Appreciable amounts of or air
cam alter vocal quality to produce a ef-
feet in diver's speech.

Application

I.

TV.

V.
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TITLI: Decompression Charting

IITERINCES

U.S. Navy Diving Manual , Vol. I

NOTITAKING MUNI

A. Air Decompression

1. Discussion:

Nitrogen absorption during a dive is directly related to the
of the inspired , with partio=7;

pheis on and do=umtio77-1171 prevent the development
of special tables take into conaidera.
tion the amount of eitroimileraWaramgy the 1111

coeds a certain critical amount. The diver's must be delayed
to allow the rmaoval of excess nitrogen through normal

. Decompression sickness results from
the and to allow this process ;71-17:74rarw

to take place.

2. Definitions:

a. Single Dive - Any dive conducted after period of an
previous dive.

b. Repetitive Dive - Any dive conducted within a period of
a dive.

c. Depth - When used to indicate the depth of a dive, means the
depth the dive. Measured in

d. Dive Schedule - Specific procedure for a given com-
bination of and . tas listed in the decom-

pression table. Normally indicated in and

a. Decompression Stop - Specified at which a diver met rmaain
for a specified length of tine to
from his body tissues.

f. Surface Interval The time which a diver has spent on the
following a Begins upon and ending when he
starts his

g. Residual Nitrogen - Nitrogen gas, that is still in a

diver's tissues afier he has
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h. Repetitive Group
to the amount of

=tm i I

Designator - a which relates directly
a diyer's body for a

"milEriff a dive .

i. Residual Nitrogen Time - An amount of in
which must be added to the of i-FIREir
tive dive to compensate for-EEr.- ---1-EnT.in solution
in a diver's tissues from a

Equivalent Single Dive Timm - A single dive for which thee
is the sum of time

and &ctual time of the FailaTir-

k. Single Repetitive Dive - A dive for which the
used to select the

is the sum of the residual nitrogirrarriathe actual
of the dive.

al IM1.

3. Diving Records AbbreviatIons

a. LS -
b. RB
C. LB -
d. R -
e. L -
f. RS -
g. TBT

Na moimmisbtim

1. Computed from

h. TDT

1. Computed from
the surface.

to

the bottom to

i. TTD - Total Time of Dive

1. Computed from leaving the surface to reaching the surface.

4. Table Selection

a. The following are decompression tables

1. Decompression Tables

2. No Decompression Limits and Repetitive Group Designation
Table.

3. Surface Decompression Table Using Oxygen
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4. Surface Decompression Table Using Air.

b. Conditions for Selection

1.

2. of the dive

3 ility of

4. Availability of an
within the

3. Specific conditions

a. tate

b. temperature

c. ResidL41 Nitrogen Time Table for Repetitive Air Divl: proVides informa
ti ou relating to the of repetitive ves.

d. °omitted Decompression - an situation requiring
treatment.

e. Equipment
00.

1. Use a diving for all water decoipression.

3. General Use of Decompression Tables

a. Rate of Descent

1. feet per minute

2. Rounded off to next greater

b. Rate of Ascent

1. feet per minute (except table.

6. Variations in Rate of Ascent

a. Condition - Rate of ascent less than 60 VPIK, delay occurs greater than.
feet sea water...M111110

1. Procedure Increase by adding to it the total....11WIM, .160, am I1111EM
time of

ft111=11101==Mfoo

s
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2. Decoaprese according to new 4.11111=111
b. Coaditios Rage of ascent lees tnan .R1 FPN, delay occurs

4flums SO Feet Sea Water.

I. Procedure Increase tbs4 stop by the amount ot

4 aami
ConditiOn - Rate of ascent than, 60 FPN, io decompression

' required. Bottom time places dtver within 10 sinutes of decompres-
sion schedule requiring decompression.

1: Procddure Stop at ft. for the amount of

d. Condition Rate of ascent
required.

1. Procedure - Stop ft. below scheduled water stop
for amount of

than 60 FYN, decompression

7. Oxygen Dee During Decompression

a. Provides significant- in decompression time.

b. Oxygen partial pressure limits must pot be it symptoms
of are to be avoiNT7--------

-work is performed by the diver when decompressing on oxygen.

S. Selection of Decompression Schedules

a. Given in depth increments.

, b. Bottom times in increments.

c. and combined fos ac-
tual dive.

d. Always select exact or depth.

e. Always select exact or time.

f. Do not between decompression schedules.

g. Do not alter or modify a decompression schedule without prior approval
of a

h. Diver's should be located as near as possibl to the
depth.

2 1 9
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j. Do net include as part of the stop time.

k. If the diver is ''Aimely cold or showed signs of extreme fatigue
during the divf, or if his4work load was strenuous, the

decouirossiin schedule should be selected. This
arriZEi- only. Retain same
schedule.

(Rog'

9. Exceptioral Exposure

a. Shown in. -- on the USN Standard Air Decompression Table.

b.-To be used for exceptionsil e"r cases only.

c. No
posurs.

diving following decompression for exceptional ex-

d. Use of exceptional exposure schedules requires the authorization of
the

10. Repetitive Dives

a. Any dive performed within hours of a previous dive.

b. The period between dives is the surface interval:

1.
ommimdmm.

2.

macsiam

c. Decompression requires special consideration due ro the
from the previous dive.

d. Refer to assigned by
either standard air table or not ducompression table.

e. Determine residual nitrogen time by using
table.

f. Determine Equivalent Single Dive lime

1. Residual nitrogen time and total bottom tinem ININM.M.1

g. is selected according to new equiva-
lent single dive time.

h. Equivalent single dive times which require the use of exceptional ex-
posure aecompressicm schedules, shoud be

i. If still.another repetitive dive is to take place, the equivalent
.

220
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single dive time from the
be used I. determine proper schedule 17:171a7171Z---

11. Surface Decompression

a. Definition:

should

1. Desiregble under the following conditions:

a. Extrane diMIMmEMII.1

b. Rough

c. Physical

b. Advantages

1.

2. control

3. observation

time in water.

c. There is no surface decompression schedule for use following sn
dive.

d. No is allowed following surface decom-
pression.

2?1
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REPETITIVE DIVE WORKSHEET

I. PREVIOUS DIVE:
minutes see table 1-5 or 1-6 for

repetitive group designation

II. SURFACE INTERVAL:
...boura.minutes on surface see table 1-7

Group..(from I.) f for new group

c2/3

Group.

Group..

III. RESIDUAL NITROGEN TIME:
--feet (depth of repetitive dive) see table

minutes
Group..(from IL) I 1-8

IV. EQUIVALENT SINGLE DIVE TIME:
-.minutes (residual nitrogen time from M.)

(add)--minutes (actual bottom time of repetitive dive)

(sum)_,....minutes

V. DECOMPRESSION FOR REPETITIVE DIVE:

minutes (equivalent single dive see table
time from IV.)

---,feet (depth of repetitive dive) 1-5 or 1-6
1-17or 1-18

0 No decompression required
or

Decompression stops:...feet..minutes
...feet minutes

Table Used , ...feet minutesRepot. Group.--
feet...minutes
feet minut es

4MONIIMMIM

FMK NOS 13 2?s
GPO 4173.713
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( REPETITIVE DIVE WORKSHEET

I. PREVIOUS DIVE:
.minutes see table 1-5 or 14 for

.feat repetitive group designation
Group...

II. SURFACE INTERVAL:
..hcurs....minutes on surfacb 1 see table 1-7 1

Group.(from I.) j for new group

III. RESIDUAL NITROGEN TIME:
feet (depth of repetitive dive) 1 see table

.minutes
Group....(from II.) I 1-8

IV. EQUIVALENT SINGLE DIVE TIME:

...minutes (residual nitrogen time from M.)

(add)......minutes (actual bottom time of repetitive dive)

(sum)..minutes

V. DECOMPRESSION FOR REPETITIVIE DIVE:

...minutes (equivalent single dive see table
time from IV.)

...feet (depth of repetitive dive) J 14 or 14
147or 148

CI No decompression required
or

Decompression stops: featminutes
.....feet.. minutes

Table Used ....... feet minutesRepot. Group... ...feetminutes
2?()

feet minutes

1

PRIPIC.OSDS IS
GPO 117 3. 7 115
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REPETITIVE DIVE WORKSHEET

I. PREVIOUS DIVE:
.rninutes seelable 14 or 14 for
....feet repetitive group designation

II. SURFACE INTERVAL:
...baars......mimites on surface

Group.(from I.)
see table 1-7

for new group

Group.

Group...

III. RESIDUAL NITROGEN TIME:
...feet (depth of repetitive see

...minutes
14

IV. EQUIVALENT SINGLE DIVE TIME:
.minutes (residual nitrogen time from M.)

(add)...minutes (actual bottom time of repetitive dive)

(sum).minutes

V. DECOMPRESSION FOR REPETITIVE DIVE:

....minutes (equivalent single dive see table
time from IV.)

...feet (depth of repetitive dive) 14 or 14
1-17 or 1-1$ 1

No decompression required
or

Decompression stops:....feet..minuies
__minutes

Table Used ,

Repot. Group...
....foot..otinutes

foot ainut4

FOC. NOS ii
230 GPO 47 7 GS
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REPETITIVE DIVE WORKSHEET

I. PREVIOUS DIVE:

1

-.minutes see table 1-5 or 1-4 for

.feet repetitive group designation

II. SURFACE INTERVAL:
__hours...minutes on surface

Group_ (from 1.)

see table 1-7

for new group

III. RESIDUAL NITROGEN TIME:,
-.feet (depth of repetitive dive) see table

Group_ (from IL) I 1-8

Group

Group...

IV. EQUIVALENT SINGLE DIVE TIME:
_minutes (residual nitrogen time from IlL)

(add)......minutes (actual bottom time of repetitive dive)

(sum)..minutes

'minutes

V. DECOMPRESSION FOR REPETITIVE DIVE:

__minutes (equivalent single dive see table
time from IV.)

...feet (depth of repetitive dive) 1-5 or 14
1-17or 1-18 1

0 No decompression required
or

Decompression stops:..... feet...minutes
__feet_minutes

Table Used ms
Repot Group

f,set lammed

231
PIM. INDS 1$
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REPETITIVE DIVE WORKSHEET

I. PREVIOUS DIVE:

Modes 1 see table 1.5 or 14 fort'

.feet repetitive group designation

I. 'SURFACt INTERVAL:

.boura.aninotos as surface I see table 1-7
Group..(from I,)

J for new group

07/7

Group.

III. RESIDUAL NITROGEN TIME:
--feet (depth of repetitive dive) see table

minutes
Group.....(from II.) I 14 .

IV. EQUIVALENT SINGLE DIVE TIME:--minutes (residual nitrogen time from W.)

(add)..minutes (actual bottom time of repetitive dive)

(Num) minutes

V. DECOMPREiSION FOR REPETITIVE DIVE:'

1.17 or 1.48 )

__,minutes (upivilent single dive see table
time from IV.)

--feet (depth of repetitive dive) 14 or 14
No decompression required

or
Decompression stops: feet.....minutee

Table Mood minutes*tepee. Group..
fast minutes

40/0 07 S. 7 1111
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FORMULAS FOR ALL UNITS

SYMBOLS AND NOTES USED rm TRE FOLLOWING PORMULAS:

1. A a Area
_1

13. Dia3 a Diameter Cubed
2. C = Circumference 14. (pi) a 3.1416
3. Ce = Celsius 15. 1/4 .7854
4. D Depth 16. 1/6 a .5236
5. F a Fahrenheit 17. P.P. = Partial Pressure
6. H = Height 18.. psi pressure per square inch
7. L a Length 19. psig a gauge pressure
R. N Number of divers 20. psia = absolute pressure
9. R a Radius 21. PPM a Feet Per Minute

10. T a Tons 22. B.S. = Breaking Strain
11. Dia = Diameter 23. S.V. a Safe Working Load
12. Dia2 = Diameter squared

NOTES:

1. Always compute in feet or pounds.
2. 3ne atmosphere a 14.7 psi or 33 feet of sea watem.
3. One foot of sea water exerts .445 psig.
4. One cubic foot of fresh water displaces 62.4 pounds.
5. One cubic foot of salt water displaces 64 pounds.
6. 6.0 cubic feet of air per minute absolute required for diver

breathing and ventilation requirements.

FORMULAS FOR AREA

1. Square or Rectangle: AaLxw
2. Circle: A a 1/4 X Dia2, or A a R2

rORMUIAS FOR VOLUMES

1. Cube (compartment) V=LXWXH
2. Sphere (balloon) V (1/6 ) X 03

3. Cylinder (pontoon) v a(1/4 ) X.,Dia2 X L
4. Round End,Pontoon V =(1/6 X DiaJ) + [1/4 X Dia2 X (L

LIFTING CAPACITY (IN POUNDS)

1. Fresh Water: (V X 62.4) - Weight of the Lifting Unit
2. Salt Water: (V X 64) - Weight of the Lifting Unit

TEMPERATURES

1. Fahrenheit F a (9/5C) + 32
2. Celsius C a 5/9 (F - 32)

233

3. Rankine F° + 460°
4. Kelvin C° + 273°
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FORMULAS FOR PaR REQuInvenns

1. Compressor Output (minimum) = ( -77 + 1) X 6.0 X N

2. Over-bottom Pressure Requirements = 25 + .71D (Deep Sea System)
50 + D (Mark I System)
Maintain 50 psi (Jack Browne)

- 1 X 33

02/9

CFM3. ,Depth, if arm is known 147

4. Number of divers on given CFM m CFM
Aft x 6.0

FORMULAS FOR He02

1, Partial Pressure Table PPT = (D + 33) X 11.00 - (02% - .02)1
2. Cmt-off Depth for 02 = 02 Limitir5 Factor X 33

02%
3. Maximum 02 = 02 Limiting Factor X 33

b + 31

4. Effective Atmosphere la D + 33 ,
W21

.
A

33

M/SCELLANEOUL FORMULAS

1. Partial Pressure of a gas (P.P.) = [(D + 33) X .445] X % of gas

2. Time between stops in seconds (T) (D left D arrived) X 60

3. volume of Decrease (squeeze)
volume of Air Remaining
volume of Lncrease (Gas Embolism)

V D left + 33
D arrived X 100+ 33

4. Emergency Hose Test = [(D + 33) X .445 +-SO] X 2 (Hold pressure for
10 minutes)

FORMULAS FOR SEAMANSUIP

1. Breaking Strain of Natural Fiber ;ilia c2 X 9001bs
2. Breaking Stiiin of Nylon Live C4' X 900 X 2.5
3. Breaking Strain of Wire C4 X 8,0001bs
4. Safe Working Load for 1 and 3 above:

A. 1/5 B.S. = S.W. for new line and wire
B. 1/10 B.S. S.W. for average line or wire
C. 1/15 B.S. = S.W. for old or worst line or wire

5. Safe Working Load for 2, above (Nylon)
A. 1/3 B.S. = S.W. for new line
B. 1/4 B.S. = S.W. for average line
C. 1/6 B.S. = SW for old or worst'linel

6. Safe Working Load for a shackle 3 X Die = S.W. in tans
7. sat Working Load for a hook 2/3 X Diaz = S.W. in tons
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TITLE: Mk V Deep Sea Diving System (Underwater Basic)

INTRODUCTICM

In your second phase of iquipment training, the major components
are broken down into their individual component parts so that
you can better understand the operation of the entire system
as well as being able to make repairs/replacements properly.

This information sheet contains detailed drawings of the major
components and their component parts. Any items not understood
should be directed to the instructor.

REFERENCES

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume 1

?
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MK V DIVING DRESS 0 SHOES
6
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Flaps
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Vi ew
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MK V SYSTEM
COMPONENT test'

PARTS
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TITLE: Mk V Deep Sea Diving System (Underwater Basic)

LESSON TOPIC OBJECTIVES

Terminal Objectives
1. When the student completes this course he will be able to,
given a list of the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System component parts,
temonstrate a knowledge of the function of each, by matching the
component part vith it's functional description.

Enabling Objectives
1. Explain, in writing, the function(s) of the component parts
of the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System in terms of what they do for
the system.
2. Describe, by illustrating, the functional and physical lo-
cation of the component parts within the major components.
3. Explain, in writing, how the component parts carry out their
function(s).
4. Orally describe the major materials used to conttruct selected
component parts and explain why the particular material is used.

STUDY ASSIGNMENT

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume I, Reread Paragraph 6.1.1, Figure
6-45 and answer the following:

STUDY QUESTIONS

1. All viawports, including the faceplate, are protected by

2. What-is the function of the air channel?

3. Breastplate Straps are serialized. Why?

241)
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4. Describe the construction of the diving dress.

5. What is the function of the bib?

.2.2 e.

6. A set of Flaps and Lacings are along the rear of each leg
of ',ne diving dress. What is their function?

7. According to the manual, it is not necessary to wear diving
underwear when using the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System in 73S water.

a. True b. False

8. What is the disadvantage of wearing the helmet cushion?

9. The weight belt weighs approximately pounds.

10. The 50 feet of hose closest the helmet is covered with canvas.
What is the proper name of this covering and why is it used?

11. The air hose is tested to supply air at a maximum vorking
pressure of psig.

12. What is the standardized diver's air hose thread?

13. The life line/amplifier cable has a
steel cable core which provides a tensile strength of

pounds.

14. If two lengths of life line/amplifier cable are joined,
the overall strength is a statis load of 1000 pounds. Why?

EMIR
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TITLE: Mk V Deep Sea hiving System Diver (Underwater Basic)

LESSON TOPIC OBJECTIVEL

Terminal Objectives
1. When the student completes this course he will be able to,
as a diver using the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System, in open water
at a depth of at least twenty feet:

a. Demonstrate all searching line-pull signals and propel
response to tender's searching line-pull signals during the
execution of the Searching Project in accordance with Diving
Training Stan4ards.

b. Demonstrate a proficiency in the use of the Mk V Deep
Sea Diving System by successfully completing, in accordance with
Diving Training Standards, any tvo of the following projects:
Single ?lenge, Seventeen Stud Pontoon, or Tooker Patch.

C. Use proper voice and line-pull communications during all
training dives.

Enabling Objectives
1. List, in writing, all searching line-pull signals and explain
the use of each.
2. Using a short line between'two persons, demonstrate all search-
ing line-pull signals.
3. Using a short line between two persons, demonstrate the correct
response (movement) to the tender's searching line-pull signals.
4. Orally explain the Searching, Single Flange, Seventeen Stud
Pontoon and Tooker Patch Projects in accordance with Diving Train-
ing Standards,
3. Orally describe operation and communication procedures for use
on the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System during normal operations (i.e.
monitoring the dive, underwater cutting and welding, and monitor-
ing the pneumofathometer).
6. Orally describe operation and communication procedures for use
on the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System during abnormal situations
(i.e. loss of power, loss of communications, loss of guage readings).

STUDY ASSIGNMENT

U.S.Nav7 Diving Manual, Volume I, Paragraph 6.4.5, 6.4.6, 6.4.7,
6.4.9, 8.5.1.2, and 8.5.1.3

3TUDY QUESTIONS

1. Upon reaching the bottom, and before leaving the area of the
itage or descending line, the diver should to

and to make certain that his
is

212
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2. If obstructions ate encouatered on the bottom, the diver
"should:

a. Go around them_ ,
b. Ca over them
c. Go seder them
d; None of the above

3. The Air Control Valve should never br fully closed except:

b.

4. What is the primary hasard with land bottoes?

5. When would a diver act as tender?

a.

b.

6. Never cut a line unless:

7. What are the rules governing the placesent and removal of
power tools at the diving job site?

8. What is the diver's first action when he discovers his lines
are fouled?

9. There is enough air in this Mk V helmet to support
to einutes of breathing.

10. Whim is more dangerous, falling in shallow water or deep water?,
Why?
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11. When a diver finds himself in trouble uadervater, he should:

a.
b.
C.
d.

12. What can the diver do to counter 11act the effects of a blow-up?

a.

b.

C.

13. Define the following Searching Line...pull signals:

a. 4 Pulis -

b. 2 Pulls-

C. 7 Pulls-

d. 1 Pull-

s. 3 Pulls-
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TITLE: Mk V Deep Sea Diving System Diver Searching Project

1004.

INTRODUCTION

This project is important for three reasona. First, this will
be your first experience in open water using the Mk V Deep Sea
Diving System will all the inherent dangers of open water -
visibility (lack of it), bottom conditions, etc. Secondly,
this project requires more movement by the diver than almost
any other project in your training. It's difficult to move
around in the Mk V - especially on a muddy bottom. What it
takes is buoyancy control so you can "tip-toe" along the bottom.
Not tuo light that you have trouble staying one the bottom, nor
too heavy that you're sinking. Just right. Proper control may
take practice, but it will coma. Finally, this will be the
first dive you'll be completing searching activities and using
snarching line-pull signals.

REFERENCES

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume I
Diving Training Standards

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIAL

Diving Underwear, Diving Socks, Mk V Deep Sea Diving System and
Searching Project Material.

JOB STEPS

1. Diver uses correct line-pull signals/voice communications
and descends to the bottom (at least 20 fest) via ladder and
descent line. At ladder, before going to descent line, diver
will stop to close Supplementary Exhaust.

2. Diver reports he is on the bottom via lino-pull signals and
voice communications.

.,
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3. Diver responds to tender's searchingline-pull signals by:

J°5 SHEET 6-2-2J

a, duplicating the signals received and,
iv. moving in the direction indicated or stopping, as ap-

plicable to the lino-pull signal received.

4. Object of the,search is for the diver to find the portable
buoy line and, pulling it, submerge the buoy two times.

5. After locating the buoy line and submerging it twice, the
tenders vill take you off searching signals and lead you back
to the area of the descent line.

6. Diver vill give proper line-pall signals and voice comiuni-
cations and come to the surface.

7. On the surface, go to ladder, open Supplementary Exhaust,
close Air Control Valve, coma up the ladder and begin undressing
procedure.

SELF TEST ITEMS

1. Ara you maintaining proper buoyancy control so that you're
neither too light or too heavy?

2. Are you responding to tender's signals properly?

3. Are you moving as quickly as possible?

2 6
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TITLE: hk V Deep Sea Diving System Diver Single Flange Project,

Seventeen Stud Pontoon Project, and Tooker Patch Project

INTRODUCT:ON

The projects in this unit of instruction require a degree of
mechanical ability and manual dexterity. From the now familar
Single Flange Project (as in Orientation) to the Tooker Patch
(used in Salvage Operations), success will be dependent upon
your.hands and ability to use tools. Remember, as in Orienta-
tion, vork as quickly as you can, but be thorough. You must
successfully complete at least two of these projvcts to satis-
factorily complete the unit.

If possible, each student should practice the projects on the
surface whn time'permits - either during on-duty or off-duty
hours when you're not required to be elsewhere. A meaningful
way to practice is to blindfold yourself and, wearing a pair
of diving gloves, perform the steps of disassembling/reassembl-

, ing the projeL°.

REFERENCES

Diving Training Stanards

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

Diving Underwear, Diving Socks, Tool Bag, Mk V Deep Sea Diving
System, Single Flange, Seventeen Stud Pontoon and Tooker Patch
Projects Material
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1. SINGLE FLANGE PROJECT (Picture on Pteceeding Page)

a. Diver uses proper line-pull signals and descends to
the bottom (at least 20 feet) via ladder and descent line.

b. Gat equipment squared away and, when ready, report to
the instructor that you're ready to begin the pcoject. Begin
project.

c. Disassembly:

(1) Remove nuts, bolts and gasket.

(a) Put nuts and bolts in the tool bag.

d. Send for a square mark (via line-pull signals).

e. Secure gasket to square mark and send it topside.

f. Recover gasket from topsidt.

8. Reassemble in reverse order from disassembly.

h. Use proper line-pull signals and voice communications
and come to the surface.

SELF TEST /TEL.;

1. Are you working as quickly as possible?

2. Are you working as thoroughly as possible?

3. Are the bench marks properly aligned upon reassembly?

4. Are at least six nuts and bolts wrench tight?

21s
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2. Seventeen Stud Pontoon Project

a. Diver U41041 proper line-pull signals and descends to
bottom.

b. Project has been placed on the bottom via project whip.

C. Loosen all nuts.

d. Remove all nuts except those on the four corners. Place
nuts in tool bag as they are removed.

e. Remove three of the remaining four nuts and place them
in the tool bag.

f. Back off the remaining nut to within two threads and

request square mark from topside (via line-pull signals).

g. Secure the square mark to the rubber gasket, remove
final nut and patch.

h. Sand the gasket to the surface.

i. Recover gasket, set in place, and put four corner nuts
in place. Screw down hand tight.

j. Place remaining nuts on studs hand tight.

k. Secure all nuts wrench tight beginning with center aut
on each side and working to corners.

1. Request air hose from topside.

m. Secure air hose to air fitting on the project.
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n . U. proper linepull signals/voice communications
and coma to the surface.

o . After diver is on the surface being undressed, the
instructor will raise project by floating.

SELF TEST ITEMS

1. Are you working as quickly am possible?

2. Are you working as thoroughly as possible?

3. Are at least thirteen nuts wrench tight?
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3. Tooker Patch Project

a. Diver uses proper line-pull signals/voice communication
and descends to the bottom.

b. Project has been placed on the bottom via project whip.

c. Diver removes two wing nuts from patch studs. Place in
tool bag.

d. Diver removes the strong back.

e. Diver requests square mark.

f. Secure strong back to square mark and send it topside.

g. Receive strong back from topside.

h. Reassemble project in reverse order of disassembly.

i. Give proper line-pull signals/voice communications and
come to the surface.

j. Once diver is on the surface being undressed, instructor
will raise the project via project whip.

SELF TEST ITEMS

1. Ara the wing nuts tight?

2. Is the patch properly seated?
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TITLE: Mk V Deep Set Diving System Tender (UnderWater Basic)

LESSON TOPIC OBJECTIVES

Terminal Objectiv
1. When the student completes this course, he will be able to,
as a member of a team tending a diver using the Mk V Deep Sea
Diving System in open water:

a. Given directions by the topside supervisor (instructor)
guide the diver through the Searching Project (in accordance
with Diving Training Staudards) by using correct searching line-
pull signals.

b. Use correct telephone and line-pull communications pro-
cedures throughout all training dives.

c. Dress a diver in a Mk V Deep Sea Diving System, within
twelve minutes, so that hw- may safely enter the water.

d. Under instructor guidance, prepare the Mk V Deep Sea
Diving System for daily use a1d secure the gear upon completion
of daily ;living activities.

e. Demonstrate correct maintenance of the Diving Log (inclu-
ding OPNAV Form 9940/1)- without error.

Enabling Objectives
1. List, in writing, all,,searching line-pull signals.

2. Using a short line between two persons, demonstrate all search-
ing line-pull signals.

3. Describe, orally, operation and communication procedures for
the use of the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System Phone during normal
operations (monitoring the dive, underwater cutting and welding,
and monitoring the pneumofathometer).

4. Describe, orally, operation and communication procedures for
use on the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System Phone during abnormal op-
erations (i.e. loss of power, loss of communications, loss of
gage readings).

5. Describe, in writing, correct procedures for maintaining a
diving log during normal/abnormal operations as described in 3
and 4 above.

6. Orally explain the function of the OPNAV Form 9940/1.

7. Orally explain the function of the Report Overlay and Report
Form of the OPNAV Form 9940/1.

2'J '
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8. Describe, in writing, the proper completion of the OPNAV
Form 9940/1, during normal operations, without error.

9. Orally explain tha steps and equipment checkout involved
in securing the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System from daily use
(particular attention to cleaning and stowing).

STUDY ASSIGNMENT

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume I, Paragraphs 6.3, 8.5.1.6,
Appendix B and Table 6-3

STUDY QUESTIONS

1. If a diver has both voice and line-pull communication
capability, which is the primary system?

2. Are diver-to-diver communication possible in Mk V gear?
Explain.

3. How can the phone talker minimize the sound of hissing air
from the diver when using the Model 1 Intercommunication System?

4. During use of the Model 1 Intercommunication System on a
Mk V Deep Sea Diving System station, would there e'ver be an
occasion when radio terminology such as "over" would be used?
If yes, when?

5. What is the major difference between the Model 1 and Model
2 Intercommunication Systems?

6. List the steps for correct procedures should telephone commun-
ications fail while using the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System.

a.
b.

C.

d.
C.

f.
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7. Ono objective of the diving record system is to provide
data for analysis. What does this mean in terms of fleet
operations?

8. Where are completed OPNAV Forms 9940/1 sent?

9. When would 1 narrative be required on the OPNAV Form 9940/1?

10. What is the purpose of a persona:. diving record?

11. Who is responsible for the currency of the Diver's Personal
Diving Record and Diving Duty Summary Form?

12. Should an individual fail to retain diving qualifications or
separate from active duty, what is the disposition of the Diving
Duty Summary Form?

13. T1 drawing on the next page is to test your knowledge of
Searching Lins-pull Signals. The situation is that the diver
has just entered the water and is on the bottom. In order to
get him to the objective, list the signal (or signals) in the
spaces provided at the bottom of the page ihat you, as the
tender, would give the diver at the numbered points ( 1 , 2 ,

etc) along his path. Note: The dotted line indicates the diver's
actual path of travel, including direction (arrows).

254
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SEARCHING LINEN-PULL
SIGNALS

drillP

01111.
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Tender

Diver

Actual path to direction

Objective .
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-TITLE: Mk V Deep Sea Diving System (Underwater Easic)

REFERENCES

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume

NOTETAKING OUTLINE

A. Umbilical

1. Standard Deep Sea Hose - carries

to diver.

a. Air Nose Fittings

(1) Male/Female to secure two lengths of

or scure hose to supply.

(2) Made of to prevent corrosion.

b. Hose Washer - used when securing hoses together or to

helmet for a

(1) Made of

(2) Chock when

(3) used to preserve

washer and to aid in making

2. Lifeline/Telephone Cable - voice and line-pull communications.

a. Secured to by lanyards.

3. Pneumohose measuring device; records

of

a. inside diameter hose.

4. Siesing Stops - used to marry

a. Uses

and

every feet.
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5. Hose Covr - ptotects the first feek of umbilical

from and

a. Made from sewn with

stitch.

B. Air Control Valve

1. Rand Wheel

a. Used to or

b. Made of to prevent corrosion.

2. Bracket

a. Secures in place.

b. Made of

3. Cap Nut

a. Applies pressure on the gland.

b. Made of

4. Stuffing Box Gland
)1,

a. Applies pressure on

b. Made of

5. Packing

a. Forms seal.

b. Made from

6. Packing Rings

a. Forms water/air-tight seal.

b. Made of

7. Stuffing Box

a. Accepts

b. Made of
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8. Ring Washer

a. Helps form

b. Made of

better to the stuffing box.

9. Valve Sten

a. and

at

10,Body

a. Houses

b. Has

c. Has the

air passage.

11.Securing Pad-eye

conforms

for hose and hose leader.

a. Secures to breastplate

12.Valve Jamming

a. Explanation: Jammet open or closed due to:

(1) the hand wheel.

(2)

b. X-Valve

(1) be jammed

C. Hose Leader - carries breathing media from

to

1. Standard Deep Sea Hose

a. feet and feet iinches

lengths.

2 5 53
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b. Double fittings.

c. at each and.

D. Hon-Return Valve - prevents

1. Cartridge Type

a. Body - houses ; contains fittings for

connecting to' and air

b. Valve Cartridge - holds

non-return

c. 0-Ring forms seal

2. Stem and Spring Type

a. Body - houses

in place to form

parts; contains fittings

for connecting to helmet and air hose leader.

b. Valve Guide - keeps valve

c. Stem Guide (upper) - keeps aligned.

d. Spring - returns and to seat when

air pressure

e. Valve Stem - guides to seat

f. Stem Washer

(1) Forms

(2) Made of

g. Washer - forms

h. Locknut keeps washer in

i. Stem Guide (lower) - keeps stem-in line.

E. Helmet

1. Body

a. Protects the diver.
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b. Acts as a compartment for the

c. A body to which other component parts are attached.

2. Swing Bolt and Wing Nut

a. Secures during dive

3. Faceplate

a. Allows diver to see out front of helmet

b. Open while diver is toeing

c. Made of and glass.

4. Viewports

a. Allows diver to see out of sides &nd top of helmet.

b. Made of brass and heat treated glass

c. Guards help hold glass in place and prevent accidental

breakage. Made of Brass.

5. Supplementary Exhaust (Spitcr.ck)

a. Allows for in buoyancy

b. Allows diver to take in a small amount of water to

spit on

c. Secondary Exhaust when working on diver's

d. Located on of helmet.

e. A wl.ich moves up ( ) or down ( ).

f. Made of

6. Helmet Locking Device (Dumbell)

a. Placed in position and locked with

once helmet is in place on

b. Prevents helmet from turning of

c. Made of

7. Air Hose Gooseneck

a. Attachment for

b. Allows to enter helmet

26

40"
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8. Communication Gooseneck

a. Attachmmmt for

9. Transceiver lactase

a. Bolds transceiver in place in a position where it will

not the

10.Exhaust Valve Body

a. Houses the Exhaust Valve

11.Zinks

a. Prevents

b. Next to

12.Air Deflector Channel

n

of metal on helmet.

1 I eatam, I .1 I t

a. Channels air over ports to prevent and

13.Breastplate

a. Distributes of helmet over diver's

and provides a means for a

between helmet and

(1) Studs - serve to breastplate to diving

(s) Made of

(2) Straps - fits over at the studs, for seal.

(3) Washer - used at of straps.

(a) Prevents of dress.

(b) Aids in producing an even

(c) Made of malabla and corrosion resistant
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(4) Gasket - keeps joint between helmet and breastplate..11
(a) Made of

(b) Shims - may be needed to make minor

adjustments on gasket; made of

(5) Wingnuts - assure a watertight seal.

(6) Eyelets - devices used to secure

breastplate.

(7) Lanyards - used to secure

to breastplate.

(a) Made of

(b) long.

14. Reproducer

a. Provides

between diver and topslide.

b. Located

and left port.

c. Speaker is made of

tO

and

the helmet - uppor left between top

and transfer sound vibrations.

13.Exhaust Valve

a. Adjusting Hand Wheel

(1) Adjusts

and a

of air remaining in the

(2) Located between and slightly below right

to collect

and faceplate.

b. Secondary Spring

(1) for normal operations.

(2) Begins to open at lbs pressure.

2r '
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c. Secondary Spring Following Disc

(1) Enables the secondary spring to be depressed when

over lb pressure is applied.

d. Adjusting Sleeve Set Screw

(1) Holds adjusting sleeve in proper

e. Retainer Ring

(1) Prevents adjusting from unscrewing

from exhaust valve

f. Bonnet

(1) Inside for hand wheel

(2) Prevents hand wheel from

g. Bonnet Guard

(1) Secures bo-"net in place.

h. Primary Valve Spring

(1) Allows psi to remain in dress.

(2) Tal-es 1/2 psi to

i. Adjusting Sleeve

(1) Allows adjustment of

when closed

j. Stem Valve Disc
4

(1) Acts as to valve body, keeping in

dress.

k. Valve Stem

(1) Carries the

springs are

away from seat when
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1. Chin Button

(1) Allows diver to adjust inside the helmet.

(2) Helps prevent accidental

F. Diving Dress

1. Rubber Gasket

a. Forms junction with

2. Cuffs

a. Made of

b. Provide around wrists.

3. Gloves

a. Prevent and guard against

4. Wrfst Straps

a. Used to:

(1) prevent hands from

(2) adjust

pair of

of sleeve.

from

(3) can be used with to temporarily secure a

b. Made of

5. Laces

a. Used to tie

b. Made of

6. Grommets

a. Prevents laces from

b. Made of

s

of dress to prevent excess

2q/1
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7. Body

a. Protects the diver

b. Aids in forming a watertight environment for diver.

8. Chafing Patches

a. Protects dress at areas.

9. Bib

a. Serves to any water that may enter the

through the

G. Weight Belt

1. Belt

a. A means of placing

b. Made of

2. Weights

a. Provide

b.

a=ound diver uniformly.

weights of pounds each.

3. Shoulder Straps

a. Prevents weight belt from

4. Jock Strap

a. Prevents and

dlver's

b. Made of

H. Utility Tool

1. Used for

cutting.

from rising off

or
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I. Shoes

1. Load Sole

a. Used to overcome

b. Aids the diver in remaining

2. Hardwood Upper Sole

a. A means of securing lead sole to

3. Uppers

a. A means of securing

4. Lacing

a. Assists in securing

b. Made of

in water.

to diver's foot securely.

viramm*Aled,M11.MMIFINPm1=0,

5. Leather Straps

a. Assists in securing shoe to foot.

b. Aids in preventtng laces from becoming

6. Toe Guard

a. Protects diver

OCLIjo
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TITLE: Mk V Deep Sea Diving System Tender (Underwater Basic)

REFERENCES

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume I

NOTETAKING OUTLINE 6

A. Communication Procedures

1. Normal Conditions

a. Monitoring the Dive

(1) Tender will normally the diver by taking

up getting the feel of the
IMINI

and then giving more slack.

OMI11

(2) Phone Talker will initiate conversations with the

diver at the

the

f the

(3) Line-pull Tenders and Phone Talkers will

(4) Both will to diver as necessary.

b. Cutting and Welding

(1) Safety precautions make it desirsable to have as much

with the diver as possible during the time the

is "on".

(a) Possibility of diver being

(b) As a rule, should the tender have no communication

from the diver for minutes after " 9

he should query diver after placing knife switch in "off" position.
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c. Monitoring the Pneumofathometer

(1) Constant monitoring during

(2)

monitoring is required during the dive

2. Abnormal Conditions

a. Loss of power/communications

(1) Go IMMEDIATELY to

(2) Check the rising

(3) Listen for

and

will dictate how much

.IMMITPIPO

(4) If sounds are not hetrd, circuit may be out of order.

If the flow of bubbles seems normal, diver may be alright.

(5) If sounds are heard, but diver does not rcapond,

assume:

(6) If another diver is on the bottom, have him

, or send down the

(7) If there is doubt abcut the diver's condition:

begin

IMMEDIA/ELY.

b. Loss of Gauge Readings

(1) Most serious when:

dive require

(2) Actions

and of.m.

---17t7:41

(a) If using a diving stage: use marks on

(b) Lengths of

(Marked by joints eyery

could be used
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(c) Best method is to a measured

to diver. Sliding shackle on held in

position at level, or let diver hold

during ascent, or any other like method as directed by

the

3. Procedures

a. As a Phone Talker: refer to Diving Training Standards

for Communications

b. Line-Pull Signals

(1) Searching Line-Pull Signals

(a).7 Pulls -

(b) I Pull -

(c) 2 Pu113 -

(d) 3 Pulls -

(e) 4 Pulls -

(2) Searching Signals (with circling line)

(a) 7 Pulls and I Pull -

(b) 3 Pulls - the weight and move

(c) 4 Pulls - the wiight and move

(3) Review of Special Signals from the Diver

(a) 1-2-3 Pulls - Send me a
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(b) 5 Pulls - Send me a

(c) 2-1-2 Pulls'- Sand me a

(4) Grading Standards for Line-Pull Signals

(a) Cider to Diving Training Standards for Communi-

cations.

B. Diving Log

1. Normal Diving Operations

a. Kept onfidiving station in regular

notebook.

b. Left Coluen:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6) For School Only

(a)

(b)

(c)

Right Column

(1) L

(2) RB -

(3) LB -

(4) RS -

2
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(5) TDT

(6) TET

(7) TD -

(8) For School Only:

(e)

as6

d. First Dive of the Day will also have the following entry

written across the top: and Tested by:".-

2. Abnormal Operations

a. Accidents, incidents, etc. should be entered in the

section.111,

(1)

(2)

C. OPNAV FORM 9940/1 - Combined Diving Log - Accident/Injury Report

1. Background

a. Formal report for reporting diving information for

b. Completed by all Navy diving activities, military and

civilian, excluding submarine school students in estape training,

unless an

c. Forwarded to:

or is incurred.

Attn: Code 86
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d. Must bs sent within days of dive.

S. In Ci30 of death, forward fora. to:

Arsed Forces Institute of Pathology

Was ton, D.C. 20012

Attn: Marine Bropathology Branch

plus one copy to: AOMIINI=

. 0-
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T:TLE: Resuscitation

r.NTRODUCTION

This information sheet and subsequent assignment sheet will
provide background knowledge for you to perform resuscitation.
Hopefully, your total practical resuscitation experience
will be with "Annie" - a mechanical dummy used for practice,
but you never know. On a diving station, you never know when
one diver will surface briuging his bdddy, an unconscious
diver, in. Or, you never knoll when someone will choke on a
piece of food - even his own saliva. Whatever the situation,
if breathing stops, it's time to begin resuscitation. It's
an extremely important skill to develop.

REFERENCE

U.S.Navy DivinvManual, VOL. I

2 e;
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TITLE: Resuscitation

LESSON TOPIC OBJECTIVES

Terminal Objective
1. When the student completes this course he will be able
to demonstrate proper procedures for the application of
mouch-to-mouch lid mechanical (MBE resuscitation.

Lnabling Objectives
1. Orally describe emergency situations in which artificial
respiration/resuscitation would be used.

2. 07.-ally explain the necessity for maintaining free
unobstructed airway while administering artificial respiration/
resuscitation.

3. 07aLly explain the procedures for proper admi-listratioo
of artificial respiration/resuscitation.

4. Orally describe the usa of the mouth-to-mouth method
of artificial respiration/resuscitation using a plastic arway.

STUDY ASSIGNMENT

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, VOL. I, Paragraph 8.1.1

STUDY QUESIi.ONS

Define the ter= reuscitation.

resuscitation restores breathing

and resuscitation is to re-establish heart action.

3. What is the first action taken by someone administering
resuscitation?

:outh-to-mouth resuscitation is one form of:
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5. When administering mouthtomouth resuscitation, what is
che normal rate of the breathing cycle for adults?

6. :outhtomouth resuscitation must be continued

7. qhat does AMBU mean?

8. How long can the heart beat be interrupted before
irreversible damage occurs?

9. Closedchest cardiac massage is a method for:

10. How long should cardiac massage be continued?
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TITLE: Hemmorrhage Treatment

LESSON TOP/C OBJECTIVES

Terminal Objective
1. Wheu the student completes this course, he will be able
to demonstrate the treatment of hemmorrhage through the utili
zation of direct pressure methods.

Enabling objectives

Orally explain the conditions that warrant the use of a
turniquet.

Orally state the danger of loosening a turniquet.

Orally explain the'direct pressure method of treatment of
hemmorrhage stressing areas of the body where the method is
applicable.

STUDY ASSIGNMENT

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, VOL. I, paragraph 8.1.2

STUDY QUESTIONS
1. How is arterial bleeding identifiable?

What are the first aid procedures for internal bleeding?

3. 'What is the best way to control ext'erna,1 artexial hemmorrhage?
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4. :Olat are the disadvantages of the pressure point method
of controlling hemmorrhage?

5. When should a tourniquet be used to control arterial
hemmorrhaging? Why?

ASSIGNMENT SHEET 3-3-1A

TITLE: Shock

LESSON TOPIC OBJECTIVES

Terminal objectives
1. When the student completes this course he will be able
to demonstrate the first aid treatment for victims oi shock.

Enabling Objectives.
1. Orally state the most common cause of shock.

2. Orally describe the symptoms of,shock.

3. Orally explain the procedures of treatment of victims
of shock.

STUDY ASSIGNMENT

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, VOL. I, paragraph 3.3.6

STUDY QUESTIONS
1. Define the term "shock"tas it applies to medical emergency
situations. 4

;. In victims of shock, only the brain is affected?

TrUe/False

9'74
:
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TITLE: Diving Disease/Injury Treatment

LESSON TOPIC OBJECTIVES

Terminal Objectives
1. When the student completes this course, he will be
able to, given a hypothetical case involving a disease/
injury/condition common to diving, describe, in a sequence
of steps, appropriate action. Include, as a minimum,
name of disease/injury/condition, selection of proper
treatment table, if appropriate, treatment and post
treatment actions. If treatment tables are necessary,
make (7orrect log entries.

Enabling Objectives.
1. Circulatory/Respiratnry Systems.

a. List, in writing, the major organs in each system.
.b. Given an illustration of the Systems, trace a drop

of blood and a molecule of air through the applicable
system.

c. Orally describe the interface-.of the two systems and
their importance to diving.

d. Describe, in wriging, the manner in which selected
conditions hinder normal operations of the systems.

2. Describe, in writing, the symptoms, causes, and proper
methods ot prevention/treatment for selected diver's diseases
and injuries.

3. Treatment Tables.

a. Orally list the tables used in recompression
breathing (except saturatio0.

b. Explain, in writing, the application of selected
equiPment and devices used in recompression trdifment.

C. Define, inwriting, selected terms used in recompression
treatment'.

d. Given selected conditions, describe, in writing, the
sequence of steps for treatment.

e. Explain, orally, the need for recompression treatment
and treatment tables.

f. Orally describe the fundamentala involved in selecting
the proper treatment tables.
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g. Describe, in writing, the symptqms of oxygen
poisoning.

h. Der.cribe, in writing, the tiltst frequent errors
related to treatment.

t. Orally describe the fundamentals involved in
recompression treatment in the water.

j. Describe,vin Writing, the most vital features
of hyperbaric chamber use.

k. Orally describe the two basic types er treatment
tables.

1. Describe, in writing, the precautions that must
be taken when transporting divers requiring de-
compression treatment.

al. Orally describe the decompression of treatment
tenders.

n . Explain, in writing, the function(s) of the
components below in terms of what it does for the
system; source of info.rmation required for its use;
describe the components; and explain the lplication
or uses:

(1) Treitment table for decompression sickness and
air embolism.

(2) Treatment table for minimal recompression 02
breathing.

o . P'ar,each treatment table component (section) describ,
orally, the physical location and application or use.

P. Given the following, state, the set point(s) in terms
of the effects of operating above or below them.

(1) Rate of ascent of each table.
(2) Rate of descent for each table.
(3) Time/depth limits, for each table.

q. Orally describe the effect on the treatment table
system due to the Hyperbaric Chamber System.

r. Orally describe the safety precautions unique to the
treatment table system.

(1) Accurate time and record keeping.

NOTE: 'The CoURSE -DOES Mar inle.L.Utc 145514014ra1ENT SHBET 3-4-IA.

2
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TITLE: Diving Disease/tnjury Treatment (PHASE 1)
(Circulatory and Respiratory Systems)

STUDY ASSIGNMENT

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, VOL. I, Pages 3-1 through 3-13

STUDY QUESTIONS.
1. Define the following terms:

.a. Anatomy:

b. Neuron:

c. Metabolism:

d. Respiratory System:

e. Vena Cava:

f. Venules:

g. Atr:.um:

h. Hemoglobin:

Platelet:

1. Cardiac Output:

k. Diastolic Pressure:
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1. Inspiratory Reserve Volume:

m. Vital Capacity:

n. Alveoli:

o. Hyperventilation:

p. Peripheral Chemoreceptors:

2. List the major organs in the following systems:

a- .vervous System: 1.
2.
3.

b. Respiratory System: 1.
9.
3.

c. Circulatory System: 1.
2.

3. What are the functions of the skeletal system:

1.

2.

4. Yetabolism is influenced by:

5. Cells in the normally use 20% of the entire
blood's oxygen supply. Without oxygen they will begin to die
within

S 2
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6. The are the largest and strongest of
the blood vsssels, and always carry blood being pumped

7. The capillaries mark:

1.

Z.

S. List the four main components of blood, what percentage
of the whole each is, and a brief description of each.

9. Describe the function of the sinus node.

10. Explain the terms "external" and "internal" respiration.

11. What is the residual volume of the lungs after exhaling?

12. Explain the relationship between Bcyle's Law and oxygen
consumption.

Nam: AwslaNrviem7 smerT 3-5- 4A t+As Be Et4 DeLETED,) HOWEVER-
MATMe) A L Is INCLupeD.
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THE

STRUCTURE

OF THE

BODY

{ Label -the major
sysiems oF the kw&
and -the 'rajas- Companmis
of' ench system
FOP el*e OF icieniiPicaion,

would be good to
"eoIce- code" each 59364.
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TITLE: Diving Disease/Injury Treatment (PHASE 11)
(Diving Disease/Injury Recognition)

STUDY ASSIGNMENT

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, VOL. I. Page 3-14 thru 3-24 and
page 8-1, 8-5 thru 8-13.

6

STUDY QUESTIONS.
1. What is the first part of the body affected by Hypoxia?
How is it affected?

2. At what level must the partial pressure of oxygen at
operating depth be maintained: What would
hap-Ran if the partial pressure of oxygen at operating
depth dropped below 0.6?

3. What is the best method for preventing Hypoxia?

4. What is the most common source and cause of hyper capnia?

ra

5. Define Asphyxia.

6. What is the most common cause of carbon monoxide poisoning?

7. What Is the difference in symptoms displayed by a victim
of hypoxia apd one of carbon monoxide poisoning?

8. What is the treatment of choice for carbon monoxide
poisoning?

fr
Aor
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9. Describe tvo methods by which the body loses excess heat.

10. How long would an average built unclothed man survive
in water 42°F?

.1111=1111MMIIIIIMMIIMINImM,

11. What is the most efficient method of recovering body
temperature rapidly?

12. Squeeze affects only spaces which have
whether inside the body or in a piece'of equipment.

13. Describe the eustafhian tube.

14. How can the effects of squeeze during a dive be limited?

15. Describe thoracic (lung) squeeze.

16. Why should you not wear goggles when diving SCUBA?

17. What is the greatest hazard of nitragen narcosis?

18. What is the reason for divers submitting to an oxygen
tolerance test?

293
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19. What is the diver's greatest opportunity for being
txposed to potential oxygen poisouing?

a. During an operational dive using air at a depth
of 180 feet.

b. During recompression treat,ment using oxygen.

20. Which is 'the clearest warning of Oxygen toxicity?

21. What is the most important consequenLe of oxygen
toxicity? How is it treated?

22: Fatty "..sues will absorb more or less nitrogen' as
watery tissues? ,How much?

23. What is the major difference betweem_saturation and
desaturation?

24. Describe decompression sickness.
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25. Hoy does the use of oxygen during decomp2ogion reducethe time required for controlled decompressio

26. Gas embolism is caused by:

0

27. List three specific instances when-a gas embolism
could occur.

a.

b.
C.

28. Describe the following:

a. Interstital Emphysema -

b. Subcutaneous Rmphysema

c. Mediastinal Emphysema -

d. Pneumothorai4r-

29. A shock wave moves mare quickly, and is more pronounCed
, in water than in air. Why?

4

r

2S5
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30. What factors would affect the amount of damage to
a diver from an xplosion?

a.

C.

d.

e .

f .
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PAST II

1. Diving personnel requiring emergency medical treatmentfall into one of two categories. Name them

a.

b.

2. List the four immediate actions taken in any diving
medical emergency.

a.

b.

C.

d.

3. should be given in almost every case
of unconsciousness simply because it is seldom possible to be
certain that it is

The prevention of drowing is best insured by:

a.

b.

5. List the two phases of treatment of drowning and neardrowning.

a.

b.

6. At water temperatures below 770F, exercise will
the loss of body heat.

7. In a case where a person has been exposed to cold water
and is apparently dead, what treatment would be appropriate?

2,
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8. Hect exhaustion is always a possibility when working
in waters above

9. As a basic rule, any diver who may have obtained a
bread, from any source at depth whether from diving
apparatus or from a diving bell and who is unconscious
or soon loses consciousness upon reaching the surfa.;e, must
be assumed to:

10. Complete the following: Any doubt as to correct diagnosis

must be resolved

11111

.....Malmbli.m1

11. List ways to prevent decompression sickness.

a.

C.

d.

C.

f.

MM.

The most common symptom of decompression stckness is

which has occured in
the cases.

13. 'valy should abdominal pain be treated as a serious symptom?
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14. If there are any signs of nervous system involvementin decompression sickness, the diver should be

15. While attempting to complete the searching project,che diver inadvertently blows up to the surface from 30 feet.He is pulled to the ladder by his tenders, comes up and is
being undreesed. He reports that he feels weak and thinkshe's going to faint. His breathing is labored and he com-plains of pain around the heart. Within 4 minutes of
reaching the surface, he passes out. Vhat,would be yourdia7nosia?

16. During a working dive at 150 feet, the diver begins
singing, but his voice is heavy and words are slurred,
what is your diagnosis? How would you treat him?

17. During ascent from a working dive at 120 feet, the divercomplains of sharp pain in his lower abdomen. What is yourdiagnosis? What is the immediate treatment?

18. A SCUBA diver is on the surface after swimming 500 yards
on a compass course at a,depth of 35 feet. During removal
of his SCUBA cylinders, the diver collapses, unconscious.
".4hat is your diagnosis? Treatment?

19. Describe how one prevents gas embolism during an emergencyor frsee ascenC

20. During recompression treatment using 100% oxygen, thevictLm becomes nauseous and begins twitching. What is yourdiagnosis? Treatment?

NOTE: CMG/MAL PAGG.b.r-i bA 4AS BMA DEL%-rft, Hotlxvok.MAS teeN1 INct.ubeu.

2 01)
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TITLE: Diving Disease/Injury Treatm.nt (PHASE III)
(Treatment Tables)

STUDY ASSIGNMENT

U.S. navy Diving Manual, VLL. I, Pages 8-13 through 8-26

STUDY QUESTIONS.
1. What are the six most important facets of recompression
treatment?

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

2. If the diving facility is not equirped with a recompression
chamber, what two alternatives are available to the diving
supelvir:or?

a.

b.

3. When preparing a victim for recompression chamber treat-
ment, why is it irportant to keep him lying down, feet
slightly higher than his head, with his body tilted 200 to
the left 3ide?

4. What precautions should be taken if transporting a victim
to a recompression chamber by air? Why?

a.

b.
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5. never recompress a diver in the water fusing a

with a

b. That action is taken if, during water recompression
treatment, the depth available is inadequate for t'ull
treatment according to the tables?

1.

3.

7. The preferred procedure for recompression treatment are

the

8. Explain the acronym "VEATID".

9. The maximum recompression depth employed in treatment is
based upon:

10. What action is taken if after a oattent has been maintained at the
depth and time repaired by the selected table the symptoms persist?

rfium ORIC.INAL Pft4E. 3-1.5-19A HAS B GENI DE LI-Mb 14o u.) EVE R.

A LL Are Ri A L HAS bschnl it4C..t..t) Deb .
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CASE #1

After :22 at 119', a diver comes to tha surface. His
decompressIon was uneventful. One hour and 10 minutes
after surfacing, he complains of a mild rash and some
discomfort in both knees. After 06 minutes at treat-
ment depth, all of his symptoms are gone.

What physiological phenomenon is the probable cause of the
diver's symptoms?

What diagnosis would you make in this case?

What is the course of treatment you would recommend?

What post-treatment action is indicated for this accident?
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CASE #2

SCUBA divers came to the surface after :08 on the
uUttOm at 48'. They both complained-of severe headaches,
and they both stated that their air "tasted funny". After
prJper treatment, both divers were asymptomatic.

a. What is the most likely cause of the divers symptoms?

b. What facts Lead you to this conclusion?

What is the correct course of treatment for this injury?

..M..yffiyi/MMy

d. Why did you elect this table?

4.1
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CASE #3

25 minutes after surfacing from a dive to 148' for 36 minutes,
one of the divers complains to thq supervisor of pain, itching
and numbness in his right forearm. Physical. exam reveals no
other symptoms, and the symptoms are completely relieved at
33' during descent in the chamber.

441) a. What is the correct diagnosis in this case?

b. What physiological activity is probably occuring in
the divers body to cause these symptoms?

c. What is the correct method of treating this diver?

1100..
d. What is the correct post-treatment action to take?

Why is this action taken?

2
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An He02 Diver surfaces from a dive to 210' after-14 minutes
on the bottom. He experienced no difficulty on the dive.
0:ai1 e he is being undressed on the stool, he kecomes un-
consciJus. He revives after :03 at treatment depth. He
has no ozher symptoms, except that he complained of pain
on coughing and expectorated a small amount of sputum
tinged with blood.

a. What is the correct diagnosis for this man's 4njury?

b. What is the correct action to be taken in managing
the situation?

What was the physiological effect of this action?

AMR,

What anatomical area of the body was most likely
involved to cause such sudden and dramatic events?

e. What treatment table should be used in treating the
liver?

f. What fact led you to this conclusion?
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CASE #5

:15 after surfacing from a deep air dive (236/23), the diver
complains to the supervisor of pain, swelling and a pins and
needles snsation in his left elbow. Physical examlnation
reveals a mild degree of skin rash in the asme area. The
diver experiences complete relief at 42' during descent.
Oxygen is NOT available. After :38 at the 30' stop, the
diver complains that the pain has returned and is located in
his right knee. The pain is gone upon return to veatment
depth.

What is the nature of the diver's original 'llness?

What is you clinical diagnosis of his problem?

Row would yo%. treat this problem?

What went wrong with the treatment?

How would you treat the subsequent symptoms?
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CAS! 06

=Q86

A smnA river is tethered to the surface with a piece of "6-thread". He is

wnrking in 614 feet .f water. Upnn completion of his task, he gave proper

line-pull signals and began his ascent. At approximately 10 feet, the tenders ,

felt the diver "get heavy". As they continued to pull the diver to the sur-
face, the mmall tending line parted. The Stendby Diver entered the waterr
quickly lo,:ated the stricken diver and brought him to the surface. From the

tire the line parted until the diver was brought to the surface unconscious
was ll:1/2 minutes. Ill', respirAtions were rapid and shallow, and there was

a distinct pink color to his lips. The diver regained consciousness as he

was being hrnught aboared the diving platform, and had no ether Symptoms.

What is your explanation for the diver "getting heavy"? (List all possibilities)

What mistakes were made by personnel that may have contributed to the diver's

condition?

What would he the correct way to handle this man when .-te got to the surface?

Vhat ts the hest diagnosis you can make of the cause of the incident?

,«
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Fix hobrs after surfacing from a dive to 132 feet for :43, with normal de-
compression, one of the divers complains of pain and swelling of his left
knee. Re gets relief of the pain at 36 feet on Aescent in the chamber,_but the swelling persists for :12 after he resales treatment depth. 1 1/2hours after completing Oe treatment, he complains shat the swelling has
returned, and there is 'tome numbness, but no pain. All his s., tom are
relieved after :06 at treatment depth. There is no oxygen availa le.

lat ts the diagnosis of the original problem?

Vhat table should he he treated on?

Vhat is the diagnosis of the second set of symptoms?

gnu shoula the second set of symptoms be treated?
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TITLE: Dangerous Marine Life

INTRODUCTION

As a diver, you spend much of your working ti.ze in an en
vironment where man is an unwelcome alien. The creatures
in the sea exist in a natural cycle involving a perpetual
struggle for survival. Big creatures feed off smaller
creatures, smaller creatures use both natural offensive
and defensive weapons to kill or survive, and so it con
tinues. The diver is a guest in this world of the sea, and
he must be continually alert for potential danger from
seemingly harmless creatures. A shark, a relatively large
fish, can kill. A cone shell, a relatively small animal,
can kill. This assignment is designed to help you become
aware of the dangers associated with marine life, but the
most important thing for you to remember is to respect the
sea and the creatures who reside therein. They do not in
tentionally harm or kill humans, but if threatened, will do
so with no thought whatsoever.
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TITLE: Dangerous Marine Life

LESSON TOPIC OBJECTIVES

Terminal Objective
1. :1,.en the student completes this course, he will be able
to, given pictures/illustrations of marina life, identify
with correct name, describe danger (if any) to divers, de
scribe, in a sequence of steps, appropriate medical actions
and precautIons to avoid contact.

Enabling objectives
1. For each of the following species, describe, in writing,
the physical 64..acteristics, habitat and precautions to
avoid contact, danger to divers (if any).

a. Sharks
b. Sarracuda
L. Grouper
d. A)ray Eel
e . Killer Whales
f. Sea Lions
g. Barnacles and mussels
h. Giant clams
i. Jelly fish
i. Corals
k. Octopus
1. Cone shells
m. Sea urchins
n . Sting rays
o . Venomous snakes
b. Sea snakes

2. Describe, in wrtting, the procedures for treatment of
snake bites, venomous fish stings, stingray wounds and jelly
fish stings.

3. Describe, in writing, the treatment for .bites from shark
and barracuda.

ST'L:DY ASSIGNMENT

U.S. :;avy Diving Manual, VOL. I, Appendix I

.UDY QUESTIONS

1. List below those sharks not dangerous to humans.
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STUDY ASSIGNMENT STUDY QUESTIONS

2. List below those methods of preventing shark attacks
which have proven useful.

4
a.

b.

C.

3. What is the fatality rate from shark bites?

4. Describe a barracuda. Row does their bite differ from
a shark?

5. Where are likker whales found? What is the best method
of preventing attack?

6. List the hazards for the following poisonous fish:

a. Catfish

b. Scorpionfish

c. Ratfish

7. ;;hat is the crPatment for jellyfish stings?

8. What is the hazard of annelids?
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TITLE: Resuscitation

REFERENCES

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Vol. I

NOTETAXING OUTLINE

I. General Considerations.

A. Terms

1. ECM -

2. MMR

3. CPR -

4. Cardiopulmonary Arrest - the absence of functional
and in an individual not expected to ...1.=1.1.

5. Resuscitation - Action taken to restore cardiopulmonary vital signs
of and

B. Both and lack of
may occur in the same victim.

1. When both conditions exist in the same person,
be restored first.

MIS t

a. If is not started within minutes,
cerebral anoxia:-/r---- "- that cannot
be reversed begins.

clear 1-.45 beeo2. E.M.C. can be delayed untilAairwayAzvtioitsmkt and ventilation have been re-
stored.

II. Pulmonary Resumitation

A. Causes of Pulmonsary failure

1. blockage of airway.

h. water

b.

C.

d. Foreign bodies (i.e.

3 '1
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2.

a. damage to

1.,_

2.

of respiratory system.

or spinal

trauma.

action (poisoning).

b, shock,

.29.2

3. Disruption of respiratory action due to

4. Reactions to medicine, food, etc. ( ).

B. Pulmonary Resumitation - Restoring

1. ARC's of Resusitation

a. A - maintain

b. B - - insure respiratory exchange.

c. C- output - check for pulse.

2. Mouth to Mouth Rescseitation Procedure

a. Open Victim's mouth

b. Extend head backward at the same time.

c. Check mouth for foreign matter.

1. If matter cannot be reached with forceps, Turn patient an one
side and strike sharply between shoulder blades wrO, ;Lk paiftlaCkand..

d. Pinch victim's nostri1s.

e. Apply mouth to victim's mouth.

1. Cover mouth and nose of a small child.

2. Insure a seal.

f. Exhale into victim's mouth.

1. Watch for chest rise.

2. 800-1000cc is minimum amount required fir adequate ventilation.

g. Repeat 10-12 times per minute for an adult, 20 time per minute for
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a child.

h. Continue without interruption.

1. If victim revives, watch for further need of respirator,. assist -
MO!.

2. May he relieved by another person so long as procedure is not
disrupted.

3. Continue until medical aid arrives.
4. Oe -r.or 3 /a. or 4 hcAlm,

3. Muchanical Resusitation "AMU".

a. Preferable to Mouth-to-Mouth Method.

1. More positive

2. Provides better

3. Superior esthetic qualities.

4. Can be utilized with au

b. Operated by manual of a pliable

c. Valuable tool for diving lockers.

1. Should be on diving platforms/boats and near the c' amber.

C. Cardiac It4;sueitation

1. Causes

a. shock.

b. ------- shock

c.

d. Combination of injuries or conditions.

1. Pitypomia and

2. Shock and

3. Trauma, shock and

4. Almost any other combination, if severe
enough.

3 nS
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2. Recognition

a. absence of a

1. Check

in a major

at the side of the

a49

2. pulse is most commonly used. but can be difficult
1-1171;;;R:---

b. Cyanosis - the condition of skin, lips,
and indicate circulation failure or lack...aft:Ayr).

c. If heart action has been disrupted for minutes,
damage to the will result.

1. Revival after minutes wIll probably display some
damage.

2. ExtInt of brain damage is directly related to the
heart action was stopped.

3. Cardiac Resuattation

a. External Cardiac Massage

ev+rcicially

1. Can
A
maintain of blood flow to brain and vital organs.

2. Should be continued until:
3. Revival.
k. Stopped by

c. Carotid pulse has been absent for minutes. 1143-er
3 /a. -3-0 1- hours.

b. Procedures

1. Check for carotid pulse.

2. If cardiac arrest vas witnessed, one sharp blow to the sternal
area may restore heart action(per-cov-mala by emeatc,51 persovioei ceN4

3. Place victim on rigid surface.

4. Kneel an either side of victim.

5. Place heel of one hand on the limier half of the sternum, with
fingers pointing towards opposite armpit.

3 9
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6. Place other hand over the first to gin, added force in ovsvi.
coming rib cage resistance.

7. Get shoulders over wrists and lock your lbows.

8. Exert force downward, using body weight to depress the rib
cage about 1 1/2 inches.

9. Release pressure.

10. Repeat the compression - release cycle.

11. Frequency should be apprJxisately one cycle per second.

4, when both respiratory and cardiac arrest exist in the ame victim.

a. Procedures

1. Provide 3 quick ventilations.

3. Begin external cardiac massage.

4. Altnrnate ECM and Mouth-ro-eouth Reauxitation on a ratio of eight
compressions to two ventilations.

5. Recheck for carotid pulse every 3 minutes.

6. Maintain rhythm until:

a. victim revives.

b. victim is pronounced dead.

c. no pulse is detected for 15 minutes, cr 3 V2 tO 4-

7. Send for madical assistance.

:CO
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TITLE: Hemorrhage Treatment

REFERENCES

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Vol. I

NOTETAKINC OUTLINE

I. Control of Massive Hemorrhage

A. Types

1. Arterial Bleeding

a. Bright color

b. or spurts of blood coinciding with

2. Veinous Bleeding

a. Dark color

b.
3. Cap*III.ari Blebecilvt swayieLts.

B. Location

1. External bleeding - easily seen

2. Internal bleeding

a. Signs

1. pale skin.

2. pulse.

3. Depressed, blood

4. Possible

5. Presence of blood in

or in coughed up mucous.

b. Control is best left to

c. Control

1. Direct Pressure Method
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a. Apply pressure directly over the injury and apply firmly.

b. Use sterile bandage material, if available.

Z. Touiniquet Application

a. Applied above injury on e..xi-rerrici-l'es pniT

b. Closes blood supply below anplication.

c. Should be reserved for situations when later amputation is
a likely possibility.

1
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TITLE: Shock Treatment

REFERENCES

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Vol I

NOTETAKING OUTLINE

I. Shock Syndrome

A. Shock is the rapid

1.

2. Resultar-A- lose of =11 N111111

.292

body centers.

and SOON retention.

B. Types

1. Oligemic Shock:

2. Emotional Shock:

3. Traumatic Shock:

4. Electrical Shock:

5. Toxic Shock:

C. Symptoms

1. Eyes:

rm.mimErrIllne

2. Breathing:

3. Skin/lips:

4. Other:

D. Treatment

1. Lay victim down and elevate feet.

2. Deep warm.

3. Give small sips of 1;quids by mouth, if consciouo.

4. Reassure victim aid prevent them from viewing their injuries.

313
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TITLE: First Aid Treatment''

REFERENCE

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Vol.
Handbook of the Hospital Corps

NOTETAKING OUTLIE

T. General Principles

A. Purposes

1. Savo

2. Prevention of

3. Preservation of

AWANI

in au

B. General Rules for Administration.

utP

victim.

wok

A

1. Keep victim in position unless indicates other-
wise.

2. Determine the extent of injury.
cv,

a. Carefully remove
..101.100.1.1.

NNW

from aroUnd the wound.

b. Visually check for further (or other) and priority

c. Examine extremeties for

3. Do not attempt to the victim until you have fully

4. Do not give en unconscious victim

a. May block

b. May induce or

11-.1=.1.1Mil.=

=0
5. Try to prevent the victim from his injury.

a. May induce or deepen

b. May make further examination

6. Reassure the victim

a. Allay his

1-1,1
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b. Provide a

7. Act

C. Definition of Terns

1. First Aid -..

influence.

and efficiently.

2. Wound -

3. Fracture
=11M.M114111110..111.11=111111"

4. Trauma

D. Priorities

Sertota5 am
2. resusitation

). Mrnive and/o..r C.arci t acs reirst

4. Treat for

S.

6.

a. Present in trauma.

b. have occured as a result of seemingly inconsequL
tial injuries.

II. Wounds and their Management

A. Three Basic Rules

1. Step

2. Reassure

a. App Ay a dress, ,e1c.

b._ =MINNIO.

- close Wound-

jrs
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c. Wound

3. Prevent

B. Typos of Wounds.

I. Incision -

-

.or

2. Laceration -

3. Contusion -

4. Abrasion -

5. Puncture -

..m....mgmmgm= -,lommllam.mr
.miNommoy..1.=11

A. Crush Wound !

......MMIYI11=111M1.11,

In. Fractures - Broken Bones

A. Classification

1. Closed or Simple -

2. Open or Compound -

1. Greenstick -

4. Comminuted -

5. Impacted -
.=.11m...111=MNI.11.

B. Management

1. Check for

2.

a.

the break

b. Avoid

3. Treat for
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IV. Burns

A. Classification - made according to of burned surface and

the of the lesion.

1. Total amount of surface involved is calculated roughly by the
of

2. induces schock ( for children)

a. involvement endangers life.

b. is usually fatal.

3. Depth of lesion is referred to in

a. 1st degree

b. 2nd degree -

1111..
c. 3rd degree -

B. First Aid

1. Relieve , if possible.

2. Treat for

3. Prevent

a. Remove carefully.

b. Avoid and

4.

a. alleviates

V. Heat Casualties

=lom.11011MMII

baths for areas of involvement less then

A. Hot environments require increased
cool the body. Failure to meet this demand, causes:

1. Heat

2. Heat

to the skin to
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B. Hest Stroke - emergency needing

1. Symptoms

a. Cessation of

b. Weakness,

c. Mental

d.

C.

f.

g.

h.

i. Death

attention.

collapse

gait.

2. Temperature can rise dramatically - as high as . Above this,
daMage to the occurs.

3. Treatment is aimed at reducing temperature

A. Total in ice water.

b. Cool with fine or

c. Massage during cooling.

d. Wrap in cool or

e. Get attention.

C. Heat exhaustion (not as severe)

1. Symtoms

a. and

S. Profuse

C.

d. PENWOMIMMWM46101mIN

2. First Aid

3 I_

& headache.
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a.'Remove to

b. Give cool (0.17)

C. Use added salt in diet as nreventative measure.

VI. Cold Casualties

A. Generally result from slowed/impeded , and the
severity of the injury is directly related to the and

of exposure, and other complicating factors such as
and

B. Types

1.

2.

C. Degrees of Cold Injulcies

1. First Degree -

a. Symptoms

I. and 01browirmi
2. ac.4 dermatitis

3. and, possibly, a deep

b. Treatment

1. and the victim.

2. Examine for more serious injury.

2. Second Degree - foot and trenchfoot.

a. Immersion foot occurs from exposure to water
or less for Or more.

b. Trenchfoot results from exposure to
for days.

c. Symptoms (similar to both)

1. Affected part tingles and gets

2. and cyanosis
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3.

4. Intense pain

5. changes

d. Treatment (same for both)

1. Unless tissue is darnale.ci.

2. During transport, bandage

3. Do not rupture

111111ilill

4. Seek assistance.

3. Third Degree -

a. Occurs after exposure to
F and below).

b. Symptoms

i. Burning, stinging, and

2. or

3.

is not r2luiLed.

if possible tissue loss.

cold. (

color to affected part.

4. Deep aching pain.

5. Limitation of

6. Possible subsequent and loss.

c. Treatment

1. Rapid thawing in water to F.

2. Allay

3. Prevent to injured part.

4. Fourth Degree -

a. Occurs after exposure to temperatures below F.

b. Symptoms

1. Pallid color of affected part,
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2. Skin will not move over prominences.

3. and deep

4. Loss of

5. and loss.

c. Treatment is the same as for

5. Avoid thawing a freesing casualty if the part will be
to .M.

VII. Transportation and Personnel Rescue.

A. Types of Stretcher/Litters

1. Neil - Robertson

a. Semi - rigid

b. In use, It patient.

c. Main use is transporting victim out of a space or
through a opening.

2. Stokes

a. Rigid,

b.

type

for injured victim

C. to carry

d. Difficult to get through a hatch or a recompression chamber.

3. Army Litter

a. Rigid,

b, Good for field use because of portability.

B. Personnel Reacue in Hazardous Environments.
1. Electrical Shock Victims
a. remove by non-conductive materials; rote, brnom/swab handles belt

b. secure

c. Do not come into direct contact with the victim until
is secured.
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2. Toxic Gas or Smoke Casualties

a. Do not enter until or

b. If necessary, use a breathing apparatus.

VIII. Poison wounds and animal bites

A. Snake Bites

1. Try to ascertain type of

2. Use appropriate if available.

3. affected part.

4. Apply a above the bite.

5. Treat for

6. Get to assistance.

B. Animal Bites

1. With mammal bites, the Chief concern is

a. the animal alive if possible,

b. Observe days.

c. If animal connot be found, rabies must begin.

2. Non-rabid animal bites can be treated as

a.

b.

c. Seek medical attention.
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TITLE: Diving Disease/Injury Treatment (Circulatory and Respiratory Systems)

REFERENCES

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Vol.

NOTTTAKINC OUTLINE

I. Circulatory System

A. Anatom7

1. Heart

a. Situated behind

b. Consists of pumps.

1. Punps blood from the body to the lungs. Known as

the oulmonarv circuit.

308

2. Left side pump propels the blood from the out

into the (known as the

2. Blood Vessels - carries to the various

and through the body.

a. Arteries -

1. Largest Artery -

2. As they get further from the heart, arteries
size and in number.

3. Small arteries -

b. CApillaries are the and most

of the blood vessels.

1. All body cells are close to at least

2. Can be as small as the

c. Veins are blood vessels that serve to

1. Smallest veins are called

of one red blood cell.

of the heart.

which

blood to the
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in else and

capillaries toward the heart.
2. Largest vein:

into the

.1=0.Mffille

3. Some larger veins have
prevent

in number going from the

which carries blood directly
of the heart.

3. Blood

a. 4 components

1.

2.

3.

4.

b. 502 of the blood is
and

tO

, 502 (cells

c. About in the average body.

4. Rad blood cells (RISC) - comprise about of total blood volume.

a. Carry cost of the to cells and tissues.

b. Transport from cells aud tissues to the

c. on th RBC molecule binds with and re-

leases it to the cells where it is utilizd in the oxidation of'
to produce and by the

cell.

1. 02 rich s color -

2. 02 poor - color -

5. Whits Blood Cells (WBC)

a. Fight

b. Body ten White Blood Cells.

c. Normal RBC/WBC ratio is

6. Plasma

a. portion of the blood.
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b. the tissues.

c. Vehicle for end

d. Carries other to the cells.

7. Platelets - involved in the process in the blood.
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,

THE CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
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II. Respiratory System

A. Pisssgeway Leading to the bags.

I. Oral - nasal cavity.

a. Consists of the

h. Funnel air to lungs,
it.

and

3/cZ

and either or

2. Trachea - cartiliginous tube that contains the and dirft

ects air into the
4

a. begins at the bottom of the trachea and branches
out into smaller, numerous

1. Become reduced in size until they become
which feed air to the

B. The Lungs

1. Divided into containing aiveoli.

a. Left lung has lobes.

b. Right lung has lobes.

=11,..mit.~1110=M

2. The alveoli is a tiny at the end of the brow.
chiole.

a. About in the lungs.

b. Present a large surface area to inhaled area.

c. Site of gas

C. Accessory Organs and Structures

D. Respiratory Physiology

1. Mechanics of Breathing

a.

tha

and

, the major breathing muscle, moves end
moves up and outward, creating *

in the lungs.

b. Air rushes in to
the lunts.

. _

c. The
falls, creating
air rushes out.

the pressure,

relaxes, moves up, d the r=mom.

NoT. CRseofklAL PAGE 3-S-taN 1446. aeSki DeLE;Tab 40(46valt.
ALL. mkrEgIAL 41k4. 15S111$ 441..UDIb

0

and the
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ME RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
NOMAXING SHEET

TTTLE: Diving Disease/Injury Treatment (Symptoms, Causes mmd Prevention..

REZERENCES,

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Vol. I.

Physiology and )isdigne of Diving.

MOTETAKING OUTLINE

I. In- water Emergencies
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NAME OF DISEASE GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Gas Esbolism

CAUSE
1.

A

4MIIMMIN that has been trapped during

a. With sufficient expansion (

b.

membrane.

/Irmidld.

the gas rupture the

esEppe into the capillary bed that surrounds the

c. This blood/b4bble aixture must go directly to the
heart, from where the bubbles may travel rapidly to the
rapid symptoms.

of the..

, producing

SYMPTOMS

1. Unconsciousness: may occur in or out (within minutes) of water.

2.

3. Paralysis Or in the extremities.

4. of vision.

S. bloody, frothy,

6. Diver may have felt a *blow to the chest", signifying

TREATMENT
1. Immediate

2.

symptoms. Utilize
to

PREVENTTON

if available.
feet to resolve

may he required after recompression.

causing

1. screening of personnel with disease.

2. Proper
3. Evaluation of diver's

OTHER

RULE: Any diver, who has had a source of gas at depth, that surfaces unconscious or
becomes unconscious within S minutas after arriving on the surface, must be
assumed to have gas embolism regardless of Amy factor that may explain the con-
dition.

3 9 9
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A. Other Gas Expansion Injuries

-

There are three injuris other than gas embolism which may
result from the expansion of gases trapped in the lungs during
ascent. Thos injuries may appear either alone, or in various
combinations with each other and/or gas embolism.

1. Fnuemothorax - rupture of the lung wall

a. indicated by a complaint of a "blow* to the chest.
b. allows gas to escape from the lung into the chest

cavity.
c. The s escaping into the chest cavity may cause

di7r1ffi ty in breathing, and collapse the 1
d. chie danger is In the expansion of the tfit , gas

on ascent FROM A TREATMENT SCHEDULE, making
symptoms more severe. Therefore, treatment of choice
is hospitalization, MOT RECOMPRESSION.

2. Mediastinal Emphysema - expanding gases trapped in the
middle of the chest, around the hiart, the trachea, *and
major blood vessels.

a. usual symptoms are a dull ache or tightness under the
breastbone, which is made worse by taking a deep breath.

b. hospitalization is the treatment of choice unless the
victim shows signs of gas embolism.

3. Subcutaneous Emphysema - expanding gases i the subcutaneous
tissues (skin layers), which rise upward from the chest
to the shoulder and .:leck region.

a. recognizable by possible swelling and cr-apitus (a
cracking sound).

b. hospitalization is the treatnent of choice unless
the victim shows signs of gas embolism.
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4AME OF DISEASE

Drownineor neer-drow-
ming)

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

CAUSE

"Fatal or near fatal hypoxia caused by:
a. or over exertion of a swimmer.

b. Accidental loss of

SYMPTOMS

7-AZATMENT

I. Restore via

2. Resters by closed Chest
3. the victim.

.=1=....1* (111Outh=t1,,MOuth or mechanica

INIMW

?REI/ENTION
1. Observe

2.

3

fitnesa.

in ro r uis 0 ut sent.

OTHER

,01
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SAME 01 DESEASE

Lung &Neese

GENERAL DESCRIPTLON

CAUSE
1. Toc deep descent during skindive.

2. Breath

3. Failure of

441°

during descent.

during descent.

S14.1,TOMS
1. Sensation of chest

2. Pain in (sometimes)

3. Dif ficulty on return to surface.

sputua.

during descent.

7:ZZA:MENT
1. Bring diver to
2. Place in
3. Give
4. Give
5. Get

position; try to clear

if necessary.
help.

if nOt bresPhing.
fro* mouth.

?REVENTION
1. Controlled

a. Stop if
b.

2. Proper

(not exceeding
occurs,

if it fails to clear.
FPM)
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:;AME Ji JISEA5F. CENER.%L. DESCRIPTION

Results in deep-tea diving dress vhen the
lady Squeeze to the diver inside the dress fails to bat;;;;--arWaraor

C.AUSE
1.

2.
RIIMMIIIRII.1111n11IMIN

a. Tends to

failure or cut-ilY hose and no --------

o: diver without compensation.

diver into helmet end breastplate.

SYMPTOMS
4,

1. More severe: bleeding from nose, lungs or eyes; swelling of tissues of head, neck
and shoulders; bleeding into the skin and membranes.

. Unconsciousness.

TREATMENT
1. Increase in suit.
2. Cold packirailriqa7C71-1171;71I;rskin.
3. As for lung squeeze.

PREVENTION

1. Check velvet berme each dive.
2. Use volmma tea on ccmpreasor.
3. Use controlled descent.
4. Take precautions not to fall.

OTHER

1. Such a squeeze producing fall can occur following a with rupture of
the dress, if the tender's fail to take iu the diver s as ha
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O'i DUE ;.,..-.k

VI
Middle Ear Squeeze

WZNERAL DESCRIPTION

I. Result of a blocked

a. Air space formed
closure in the

between (tympanic membrane) end the ite of

b. Fluid, and fill the specs behind the drum to-------

c. if descent is not
ear drmm could result.

-..........-.

stopped, or not cleared, a

S7M:17(4S

1. Pain that increases

2. Ruptured drum could
and

with
.

allow a rush of which csn cause
momentary osmium.

when
.

. Pain normally stops --------

TREATMENT

PRZ7:NTION

1, Abillity to
2. Use or before divine.
3. Use controlled

.

4. dive if necessary.

OTBER



No:a: 11 Ihdret
L3EA3F.

Extrnal Ear Squeeze

CAL'S!.
1. Tight !itting

external

4N

GOE3AL DESCRtn LON

A result of blockage of the external

or cause an air pocket in the

a. El,/ ated pressure that is equalized through the
creates an ores of pressure between the ear plug and drum, forcing the
drum and, thus, pain.

717MPT.1:45

1. Pain on descent.

2. Feels much the same as middle ear squeeze.

TRZA 7:1E17

4.14=MIR.P=,d
PREVENT704
1. Don't wear
2. Vent tight-TTIFIW-
3. Assure ability to

-Imwm..wonliMEMPandEmlp

before diving.

)71:::1
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07. jCiErk.i.:
rac Mask Squeeze

GZNERAL DESCRIPTION

I. Failure to equalize preseure in th SOMA facenask by

2. Loss of
or malfunctioning/mishandling of the

, in Lightweight Diving Equipment.

7M?TOMS

I. Sensation of

2. Pain

3. Inability to

applied to face.

TREATMENT
1. Administr artificial respiration if diver is not breathing.2. AA for Lung Squeeze.
3. Apply cold packs to bruised or bleeding areas.4. Give sedatives And pain - relieving drugs.

?RE7ENTION

07:RE R
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Suit Squeeze

GENERAL DESCREPTtON

CAUSE
1.. In dry-84dt diving, and air pocket is trapped in the of the suit.

LYM?TOMS

1. Pinching sensatioo f the kin.
2. As external ear squeeze.

TaKATMENT

1. Cold applications where bleedin.

2. As for external ear squeeze.

PRE7ENTION
1. Equalize suit.
2. Stop descent when pain develops.
3. Equalise by getting air from facomask to go past face meal into hood.

.)TRER
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Sinus Squeeze

-- 17N

7.EN4RAL DESCRInION

Sinuses are
losated within the bones of the

lined.leth
and connected to the

through marrow openings ( ). In upper respiratory
infections, sinuses nay become , ind the bloCkd, thusforming air pockets which react to The mucosa 'weal, filling

. The pain is intense.
the cavities with and..m.11M11..m =11111

ir!?-0:4S +=m1MIMMIrrms...ssommir..r=11o.nonnismMI

7REA:MENT

FREVZNTION

1. Halt come up al few feet end clear.
2. Use of descent.
3. Utilize or before diving.

OTRER

3
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::AME u DtSEAE

Tooth Squeese

GENERAL DESCitl?TION

CAUS:

1. Improper or pocket in the useth,

3YMPTOS

TREATMENT

PREV7.NTtON

1. Inform dentist that you are a diver and to insure against possible air pockets when
teeth.

074ER
lilme
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Inert Cas Narcosis

94

c.ENERAL DESLAIPTIO1
Physical phenomenon exhibited by SOSO inert vises under increas-
d pressure, characterised by en condition inthe diver.

:AUSE

1. Increase with depth:
a. 100' - 150':
b. 150' - 200':
c. 200' - 250':
d. 250' - 300':
fa. 300' - 350'.

2. r
r_xtreme sleepiness is comma.

7REA:AENT

-7-471

1. Perth of occurence is dependent upon specific diver
and concentration of

2. Argon has demonstrated increased narcosis tendencies.

3. Helium narcosis has not been seen at even 2000.
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,AA... UF DISCAZE

Pulmonary Oxygen
Toxicity

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

..,

CAUS
1. Prolnnged exposure

a. High

to of oxygrn.

concentration.
using air.

/

b. Excessive
c. A combination of the above,

-.------
-,YMPTONS

1: Proceeded by that varies with individuals,
and pressure.

2. Occurs at depths of
3. Physical Symptoms:

a. irritation

to

S. production
c. damage.

TRZATMENT
1. Reduce the of 02.

a. Remove the .

S. Decrease the

PREVENTION

1. Knowledge of .

2. Proper .

3. Adherence to

OTTIER
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Central Nervous
Sysaem Toxicity

GENE(AL DESCRIPTION

1- S. as pulmonary toxicity.
2. Occurs in depths in excess of
3. Normally occurs before are *QV.

S7,-A.P7r)MS

1. Can be entirely absent or unnoticed and the diver go directly into

Acronym:

seizure).

TREATMENT

1. As for Pulmonary Oxygen Toxicity.
2. For convulsions, reduce the partial pressure sad prevent diver from

himself.

?REVZNTION
1. As far Pulmonary Oxygen Toxicity.

OTHER,
....M.,1.1M.M111MIW111100M1M11111,

'1 A
, -
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'IF DISEASE GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Carbon Dioxide Toxicitt 1. An of CO2 in the

.4111111=M1=11.11
CAUSE.
1. Insufficient in surface supplied air dird.ng and

in SCUBA.
2. Increased of CO2 due to
3. Contaminstion of the
. Feilure of the cn2

a. Re02 - .b.

Mal=11
or ..M. circuit SCUBAs.

..;;YM?TOMS
1. Rapid

2.

.i.l.m.mM111m====mm1.

3. Loss of

S. Death can result from

6. Sign
a. face plAte.

an the bottom.

TREATMEAT

1. Removal cf
2. with 02 in severe Clines.
3. Consider a

PREVENTION

110=11111100m
07:HER

I. Increased susceptability to
sis.

2. Danger of initiating

/11IMIW

and nitrogen narco-
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Mypoxia

chcc-4C - 5 --ai
DESGULPILON

A general term for a condition resulting from a lack of
to the tissues; a breakdown in the transport

; or a failure to use the 02
transported to the tissues.

::.k US
1.

Mwm1.

obstruction or restriction.

2. Insufficicnt in the diver's breathing media.
a. 02 partial pressure to the diver must be A2M

3. Diseases of the

4. diseass and interference with

5. Toxic conditions within the body tissues.

:;r1?T145
1. 07 partial pressure of will produce:

a.

b.

c. Mild
d. Loss of fine

2. Any par' al pressure below 0.6 will be rapidly

3. Rapid, pulse; Elevated ; RapidRespiratory ; rale Blue color in lips, skin and fingernails -

TREAT:4,ENT

1. Artificial
2. Maintain
3. Administer
4. Consider

?RF-TEN7ION

1. Alertness to conditions and ituations capable of depriving the diver of oxygen.

4)7'177
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Carbon Monoxide
Toxicity

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

1. Carbon monoxide combines with ElenloglolDin in blood end

keeps it from carrying Oxygen Insufficient
oxygen reachea the tissues.

CAUSc.

1. Contamination of diver's air from:

a. too close to exhaust.

b. Flashing of in compressor.

1. Frequently noted; without warning.

2. Occasionally have tightness across the
nausea and weakness.

3. Confusion snd other changes similar to anoxia.

Signs: Failure to respond, clumsinss, bad judgement, and the like may be noted by tendes
or buddy. Unconsciousness, death, Abnormal redness of or skin.

7RF.ArMENT

1. Fresh

2. Treatment Table

, if available.

17.NTTION

1. Place exhaust downwind as far from compressor intake as possible.

2. Adequate maintenance and proper operation of compressors.
3. Test air periodically.

IO77.17?
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i
CAUSE

1. Loss or inadequacy of

NAME OF DISSAS,:-.

Aaphysia

11==.1.1011114.01.0.........
CENERAL DESCRLPTION

1. Involves both hypoxia and exces

1

2. Obstructed
111

SYMPTOMS
1. As for hypoxia

TREATMENT

Resuscitation coupled with removing
causative factors.

1. S. as. for hypoxia

OTHER
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II. Decompression Sidkness

A. Defined as a condition resulting from insufficient
following exposure to

B. Causes of Decompression Sickness

1. At sea Level, the human blood and tissue level of nitrogen from the
air is about ATA (partial pressure).

2. With the application of higher partial pressures of N2, as in diving
or hyperberic chamber activities, more nitrogen is dissolved into the
blood and tissues. ( Law).

a. Rata of absorbtion dependent upon and

b. Other factors influencing amount of gas absorbed:

1.

2. Diver

3. Diver

3. As long as the diver remains an the bottom, there is no danger from the
bends.

4. Upon ascent, Henry's Law is reversed - the absorbed inert gas in the tis-
sues, has a partial pressure than the circulating gas, and
forces the absorbed out of the tissues.

a. Normally exits the body via the

b. In ascent is to rapid, or decompression is omitted, the gas may fo
in

c. The bubbles cm clump together ( ) grow
larger and venous flow to the luigs becomes

d. Tends to accelerate the further formation and growth of bubbles,
whidh may then lodge in a p starve

, and cause symptoms.

e. Most common site of bubble location is in the

5. (7enerally, the seriousness of decompression sickness Is dependent upon
the and location of the bubbles.

C. Diagnosis

1. Usually occurs shortly after the diver reaches the surface.

3
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a. 502 within

b. t within an

c. OSX within

d. 1% delayed more than hours.

2. Frequency of symptoms follow a pattein - although it is almost imr
possible to p7edict the onset and location of decompression sickness.

a. Local pain symptoms -

1. - 302

2. - 702

h. Central Nervous System -

1. Dizziness - 5.32

2. - 2%

3. Chokes (Respiratory Distress) -

4. Extreme and pain - 1.32

5. and - 0.57

c. Brain involvement in decompression sickness is rare.

3. Since decompression sickness and have many
of the same synptoms, the biggest factor seperating the twe is
of

D. Pain - only Decompression Sickness

1. Progresses from mild to unbearable pain.

2. Feels as if it is the

3. Pain is usually

or deep within the

by massage or mild movement.

4. Can be aggravat-dd by soaks,
or localized

5. Other symptoms

Pain

.,
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6. Treatment

a. no not administer

b. Always resolve and doubt about treatment in favor or

c. Abdominal or Trunk pain is mt. simple bends.

1. Easily confused with

2. May be involvement, so treat as a

F. Central Nervous System Decompression Sickness.

1. Symptoms

33/4

a. Cenerally include any presented once has

been ruled out.

b. May progress to incapacitation or permanent injury.

c. Symptoms include:

1. of muscles

2.

4.

5. disturbances.

a. vision
101=1.411.,

b. vision

6. Hearing disturbances

a.

b. Hearing loss

7.

R. nifficulty in

sensation

in the ears

allomplimnE
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2. Treatment - must be started as soon as possible.

a. Involves application of , administration of
end slow

I. Initial recompression is to:

2. Oxygen the blood and tissues.

a. Air reatment may be used only if:

1. 02 is not available

2. Casualty to 02 system during treatment.

3. 02 tolerance test has not been given or victim has trouble
with oxygen.

b. General treatment rules:
1/41

1. Treat

2. If in doubt,

3. Follow

4. Hold diver hours after treatment;
if prompt return cannot be assured.

II/. The Unconscious Diver

A. Three periods of occurence

1. While an the

2. From leaving the
after surfacing.

3.

B. On the Aottom

1. Causes

a. Loss of

to within minutes

hours

minutes to hours after reaching the surface.

..m.=11.1

h. Hypercapnia

c. toxicity

.
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d.

e.

toxicity

f.

2. Action

a. Deep Sea Gear

1. Try signals, look for

2. Use another diver.

33(c.

3. Bring diver to 1st stop at FFM and attempt to regain
communication. If he remains unconscious, consider:

a.

b. at depth.

h. SCUBA Diver

1. Bring diver to

2,

at 60 FFM.

with oxygen or mouth-to-mouth method.

3. Observe for signs of

c. Light Weight Diving.

1. Same as

C. 7nconscious

1. Causes

a.

e.

f .

or

2. Treatment

poisoning

poisoning
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problem,

bottom.

to

a. at once to a depth appropriate to the

presented.

1. Much safer to treat for the

D. Unconscious 15 minutes to 24 hours after surfacing.

1. Cause

a. Gas

b. Central Nervous System

c. suffered while on

2. Gas embolism must be considered as a possibility up

minutes after surfacing.

3. Moor likely cause of unconsciousness is
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TITLE: Diver Disease/Injury Treatment (Treatment Tables)

RETTRENCES

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Vol. I
Physioloey and Medicine of Diving

NOTETAKING ourLINE

/I. General

A. is the preferred breathing media for treatments requiring
recompression.

1. 10 yrs research

2. Treatment Tables have a high rata of failure.

338

3. Two Phase Treatment Approach

a. Initial to eliminate or reduce

h. Removal of all absorbed by slow

c. The oxygen Tables featusethe return to for use of oxygen.

1. Eliminates additional inert gas or

. 2. Increases outward gradient of tis
sue and blood inert gas.

3. Encourages normal elimination of dissolved gases.
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Oxygen Breaching Treatment Tables

Table 5 - Minutes

1. Used fors e
2. Start 0-.gen breathing:

3. Descent rate:

4. Oxygen Areathing Time; Two minutes periods separated by

minutes of

5. If Oxygen Toxicity develops:

a. Remove the mask, wait for all symptoms to

b. Wait an additional

c. Resume schedule at point:

d. Repeat, as necessary.

6. Rate of Ascent:

minutots.

7. If Patient displayed 02 Symptoms at 60', upon arrival at 30', utilize the
for Table

8. Travel ram 30'to surface:

9. Retain patient near chamber for

10. Tenders used during trearment

a. Must be or Class Diver.

b. Tender breaths;
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CmygenAlreathing Treatment Tables

Table 6 - minutes

I. Deed for:

b.

.=.MEm.M
AIIM=MSilPMa

2. Descent Tine:

3. Start breathing OTygent
=1.0=110.

4. Randle Oxygen Toxicity-SYmptons:

5. Ascent time: 1111MOM.

6. Rules for tenders:

7. Table 6 may be lengthened:

a.

IIIM.11111MM

b.

c.

3 57-i
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Oxygen Breathing Treatment Table

Tablt 5A - dinutes

1. Used for:

2. Rate of Descent: 1111 .1.111000.r

3. Remain at 165' for minutes.

5Nfl ',leptons must be clear before selecting Table 5A.

4. Ascen rom 165'to 60't Wm, .
3 a. At 60':

5. From 60' to 30' and from 30' to surface:

6. 02 Toxicity Symptoms

a. Same as far Table

b. Switch to at 30' for any 02 symptoms encountered at 60' on 5A.

7. Tenders fonclosame rules as for Table 5.
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Oxygen Breathing Treatment Table

Table 6A -

1. Used for:

minutes

2. Rate of descent: .1111m...M

3442

,M..1M.

3. Symptoms must show positive signs of clearing prior to minutes at
165'.

a. No moderation of symptoms commits patient to Table

4. Rate of ascent:

a. 165' to 60"

1. Upon arrival at 60', go on oxygen.

b. Remainder of treatment is as Table 6,

5. Tenders - same procedures/rules as Table 5.

6. Oxygen Toxicity Symptoms as for Table 5

7. Table may be lengthened.

a. minutes n2 and minutes air at feet.

b. minutes 02 and minutes air at feet.

c. Either or both may be used is necessary.
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ti. Air Treatment Tablos

A. General

1. Not effective in treating .MI!!

2. Use in place of oxygen only if:

a. Patient is known to tolerate oxygen

b. Patient has not had:

c. Failure of Oxygensystemduring treatment.

d. treatment

. Treatments when 02 therapy have failed to relieved

3. Table selection depends upon

a. Pain only bends

1. Selection depends upon

NOTETAKING SHEET 1-5-38N

Air Rreathing Treatment Table

71hle IA -

1. Depth of relief:

2. nescent rate:

1. Ascent rate:

of relief.

____-----

4. Time at lOW:

Also used for

F.,. 7:ot Ised for

il
4011Ir
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Air Breathing Treatment Tables

Table ZA

1. Treatment depth:

2. Descant rate:

3. Ascent rate:

4. Time at 165' includes

5. Not used for

time.

6. Used when symptoms do not clear prior to feet.

.3 44,

7. If pain only symptoms are not relieved after minutes at 165',

complete Table ZA.

a. Do not extend time at

b. Patient may nut have decompression sickness.

c. There may be

NOTr7A.KING SHEET 3-5- 40N

or permanent causing the pain.

Air Breathing Treatment Tables

Table 3 - Serious

1. Treatment depth:

2. Descent rate:

3. Ascent rate:

or gas

4. Used if symptams are relieved within minutes at 165'.

5. Time at 165' includes

A. SymTitoms not relieved after 30 minutes at 165', use
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Air Beeathing Treacmemt Tables

Table 4 - Serious

1. Treatment depth:

2. Descent rats:

3. Ascent rata:

or gas

4. Time at 165' includes descent time.

5. Time spent at 165' is

a. Must be at least

b. MUst not exceed

minutes.

minutes.

c. Patient may be brought up after minimum time, providing

6. If symptoms are not relieved,
bring patient out on Table

a. May not have bends.

b. May have permanent damage that vill not benefit by more time tt 1651.

A

or relief is incomplete after

.3 "

minutes,
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III. Omitted Decompression

A. Occurs when the divur surfaces faster than

1. Could be caused hy:

a.

b. Loss of

c. Injured or unconscious diver.

B. Procedures

1. On a dive requiring decompression stops:

h. Use Table

c. Use Table LA if is not available.

d. Observe diver for symptoms of the

34/6

PPM, missing scheduled

2. If the diver has symptoms upon arrival, treat him accordingly.

1. If no chamber is avsalable, use Table

a. treatment is the last resort.

h. Seek the nearest

4. If water depth is insufficient for Table 1A:

in the

a. Use standard air decompression table for and

of dive.

b. Repeat all stops deeper than feet.

c. Take minute between stops.

d. At 40' remain stop time.

e. At 30' remain for of stop time.
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f. At 20' remain for of stop time.

g.,At 10' remain for of stop time.

S. Use
(1.167)

TV. Use of Helium - Oxygen Mixtures in Treatment -cc.- i4eC2 d.;v:vIcsi

A. Desirable when:

1. Symptoms are to

2. Patient has difficulty

B. He02 mix may be used in place of

C. Use mix only.

V. Recurrences - the of any
sickness or gas emholism, either during or after treatment.

A. Ceneral

1. Considered evidence that original treatment was

a. Wrong selection.

h. Wrong on Table selected.

C. Possible error in

1. in reporting symptoms.

2. Failure to report

1. Failure to recognize

4. Delay in starting.

5. Failure to treat

syrnpi.ohis
of decompression

symptoms.

2. Recurrences are rare in the Navy.

A. Physical condition of divers.

1. Training

C. Activities conducted in proximity of adequate treatment facilities.

B. Management of Recurrences
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1. n2 available, treat recurrences, during and after treatment,

on Table

2. n2 not available, treat on Table .., based on

onset.

a. Recurrence during treatment - go to use full Table

b. Recurrence following treatment - go to or

(165' maximum) and bring patient out on Table from that
point.

3. Bring patient out an Table 6 (or 4) regardless of of

symptoms. Further delay in getting the patient hospitalized is de-
trimental.

4. Do not take patient from Table 6 to Table 4 to treat
recurrence.
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TITLE* ANCEROUS MARINE LIFE

S eig

5NIRV.e

REFERENrES

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Vol. I
NVCTP324, Handbook of Dangerous Animals for Field Personnel
Poisonous and Venomous Marine Animals

NnTETAKINn OuTLINE

I. Sea Snakes

A. Central

1. Over

a. All are

species identified.

354

L. Usually found in western , hut one species ranges from
East Africa to and Central America.

3. To date, none have been found in the or Mediterra-
nean.

R. Physical Characteristics

1. Flat - like tail.

2. snd must surface.

3. Usually

4. Extremely

5. Very few species are

C. Symptoms of Bite

1. 1/2 - 1 Hour -

2. 1 - 2 Hours -

=..m.
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3. rhsnge in-71ctims color due to destrcution of

4.

s.

A. nenth

rirst Aid

1.

Collapse

the victim and the affected part.

2. Apply

1. / the snake, if possible

4. About of those bitten show srlptoms. Wait
hefnre beginning antivenom therapy.

5. r,et attention immediately.
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II. Sharks

A. General

351

1. species, of which are known dangerous.

2. Exiszs in oceans and attacks are
predominate in waters '6-1-itatwi and latitudes
(water :emperature

B. More Dangerous Species

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

,il=1111,1=.1MMIP..

6.

7. Hammerhead

C. Precautions Avoid Contact

1.

2. wear
does aot resemble the

repellants: marginally effective

clothing or cic-_hin .Lhat

shark's natural food of the area.

3. a bag-like con ner has proven
most effective.

D. F...Lsc A.J.L1

1. Handle as for a

are likely.

3. Treat for

4. Get medical attention.

v41-6
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III. Cone Shells

A. Several species have caused death.

I. Conus Geograpicus

2. Conus Striatus

3. Conus Texti

=00. 001011111101010011101V

B. Location

1. -

I. Priaarily

C. Symptoms

1. Similar to

or.

area

.00.0000100.

2. around mouth.s0=11.0100101000010

3. paralysis

4. Total paralysis

5. collapse

6. Death

D. First Aid

1. Mostly

2. No available.

3. Treat foz

inhabitants.

.11
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4.

5. (let medical attention.

respiration.

358
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0
i(./etrir.ti 7,

.44

ScorplawCIsh

rv. Poisonous Marine Life

A, Methods of Poisoning- (toxi fication)

1. of poisnnous flesh.

h. species involved.

c. Certain fish may he dangerous to eat only:

I. anu rine animals also.

a.

c. Certain species.

/. Mechanical Poisoning

a. Usually a result of
or near the animal.

'1. Usually the poison is a weapon of the animal.'

1.

Certain animals can inflict painful wounds hy just brushing against
them.

B. Poisonous Fish
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orpolocPis

1. Many species are capable of poisoning humans, usually through
at the base of projecting from the

fish

fish

fish

fish

e. fish

f. fish

g. Some species of

. others have poisonous
or dangerous to humans.

a.

secretions that may render their

C.

d. fish

3. Treatment of this type of toxicity consists of:

a. ------- sosks to delay aosorbtion.

h. Apply , if severe case.

c. Treat for

d. r.et -ledical attention.
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C. Stingrays

1. General

a. Miry themselves in

b. Most victims are

4,95,

bottoms.

who step on the ray and are
in the lower leg or foot.

2. Symptoms

a. or

b. Pale,

C.

akin, later

&Severe pain

111.41..01=1

, diarrhea,

f. MtAtcle paralysis and

3. First Aid

a. Do not remove barb.

b.
affected part

C. App1y

d. Treat for
411

(Rare)

e. Transport victim to medical attention.



D. Jellyfish - A general term applied to several species

1.

a

h. Portugese

c. Various

species can be harmful and a few have caused fatalities.

.111.11

2. Mechanise of invenomation is via many smail stinging cells contained
in the long trailing that come in contact
with the victim and poison on contact.

3. Found in ...111. waters.

4. Portugese Man - of - ;Tar has an inflated bladder that floats and the ten-.

tacles may trail

Kerieral pattarn.

a. sensation.

b, which may form blisters, at point3 of contact with

tentacles.

C.

C. Loss of

and cramps

rigidity

of and temperlture.
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f.

g. distrogss.

h.
, and Death.

S. First Aid no 'pacific antecdote.

a- vinegar, tea, isopropyl alcohol may provide temporary relief.
h. Meet

C.

d4 Treat for
1111111111w

e. Get to medical attention.
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octopus

E. Poisonous Coral

364

1. A few varieties are known to inflict painful stings in victtms that merely
touch or brush against them.

2. Wnunds ire

3. Varieties

a.

b.

to heal.

4. Symptoms

a. tmmediate sensation

b. formation

C.

S. Left untreated, wound may , and arise.

6. Pain is often out of proportion to the injury.

7 First Aid

a. wound with antiseptic.

b. Get medical attention.

F. Sea rtrChins

1. About species that possess a venouous apparatus.

2. Prevention don't handle sea urchins

3. Found in almost oceans, but especially seas.
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..---\

lillr,"..

evomorune",

A. svmptoms

a. Intense burning and
b. Partial
d.

c. General
e. Some

5. First Aid

OckopuS

paralysis
distress

up to hours.

have been reported.

a. mostly
h. Do not attempt to remove
c. Remove victim to Aedical aid.

G. Octopus

1. Most species possess a venom apparatus in their

2. Inhbbit almost all oceans.

3. Normally shv and

a. Most bites occur as a result of +

4. Most bites are in nature producing follc)wiug symptumi:

a. sensation

b. and

c. of mouth and tongue

d. vision

e. Complete
f. Healing is and

5. First Aid

of arms and legs in a few cases.

a. Thoroughly wound.

h. Cet medical attention.
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M. Barnacles and Mussels

13Arr pcucl

1. Barnacles will grow on almost

2. Should provide protection from cuts .(wet suits).

364

a. cuts carefully to avoid infection.

3. Mussels ean also a diver easily and, at certain times of the
year, they can be to eat.

I. Giant Clams

1. 7nund in

2. May weigh

or

pounds.

waters.

3. Been known to trap divers by closing halves on a hand or foot.

4. Victim may be released by that
holds the halves together.

J. Barracuda

1. Found in all
""1111111.1

2. can bite, but the

.-.0111....m.

and waters.

1. Bite is usually straight line

barracuda is most dangerous.

type of

4. Attracted by anything entering the water. Extremely

a. Most likely strike
",RNMI1.

5. Handle bites tne same as bites.

objects.

fish.
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e ..r
e . Ar ......

... ,..:'.4- ,.. . . ... - .4,
-

r-
,

K. Groupers - Sea Bass

1. Present a hazard because of

161Ier
toihRle

1111..Mi.1MMMIIRIRM.

2. Inhabit tropical and subtropical waters.

3. Bold, very and ravenous F.m2..rs.

4. Handle as for bites.

L. Moray Eels

1. Large, viscious eel.

2. Fxtremely powerful jaws inflict a
be until eel is killed.

MMEWIMI1..

1. Hide in crevices, and bottom

bite that itly nog.:

4. attack if provoked.

5. Treat ar for bite.

M. Killer Whales

1. Large, and mammal.

2. Inhabits alL c,ceans but prefers

3. No record of attack.

4. Known to travel in

S. If sighted, water.
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N. Sea Lions

1. Large mammals mormally found in climates.

2. Ver7 curious, and

1. Rave been known to at swimmers/divers during their
season....w.normilrmniir

4. A..d contact during or if
are in the water.

4.3
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TITLE: SCUBA Theory

INTRODUCTION

This Information sheet, assignment theist and notetaking outlinewill provide you with essential irOormation in your introductoryphare of SCUBA Diving. A thorough une--standing of the informa-tion contained herein will aid the st it in planning-SCUBA
divols, using visual hand signals and t,--11arize you with sone ofthe general safety precautions applicable to SCUBA Diving.

SCUBA Diving is, for a variety of reasons, the most dangerousform of diving engaged in by the U.S.Navy. It is imperativethat you, the new student, appreciate and respect this faceand adhere to the safety procedures/practices taught duringthis unit.

REFERENCES

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume 1
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TITLE: SCUBA Theory

LESSON TOPIC OBJECTWES

Terminal Oljectives
Partial attainment of the following:

Z7/

1. When the student completes this course he will be able to demonstrate,

without error, all visual signals used while diving open circuit SCUBA.

2. Tlhen the student completes this course he will he abae to, given s

typical fleet SCUBA diving task, illustrate proper planning procedures by

outlining steps necessary for a successful completion of the task.

3. When the student completes this course he will be able to demonstrate

a knowledge and understanding of safety precautions applicalle to the open

cirnuit SCUBA diving training activites.

Enabling Objectives
1. List all visual signals used when diving open circuit SCUBA.

2. Define, in writing, all visual signals used when diving open circuit SCUBA.

3. Use appropriate visual signals during diving training activities using

open circuit SCVRA.

4. Orally state the main advantages and disadvantages of using open circuit

sau.

5. Orally describe the application and/or use of open circuit SCUBA diving.

6. nefine_ ()rally and in writing, terms used in open circuit scrBA diving.

7. Orally state the most coma.= and second most common diving accidents in

the use of open circuit SCUBA.

R. Orally describe the minimum number of personnel required when diving

open circuit SCUBA.

9. Orally describe normal and maximum working depth limitations for open

circuit SCUBA.

10. Orally describe the reasons for using the Buddy System when diving open

circuit SCUBA.

11. Orally describe the safety precautions to be followed when: drmssing the

diver, during the dive, and decompression, as they apply to open circuit SCUBA.
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USS.Navy Diving Manual, Volume 1, Figure 5-41-and paragraphs 5.3.3, 5.3.3.4,

5.3.3.5, 5.3.3.6, and 5.3.6

STUrf OUESTIONS

1. The SCUBA diver must always remember that:

a. his time is limited.

h, his supply is limited.

c. he has certain assigned which must be accomplished if

.1i
2. ne greatest single safety factor in Navy scrm operations is:

a. the Planned ItAintenance System
b. proper use of the equipment
c. the Imddy system

a -ell trained ?Aver

3. ;,:hen SarTIA niving with a buddy, in good visibility, keep him in sight.

In poor visibility, use

4. Faillire of a buddy to responc to a signal must be considered an

5. 7Tever leave a buddy unless he has hecome trapped or entangled and cannot
be freed without additional assistance. If surface assistance must be sought,

makk the of the distressed diver with a

and

A. if one member of a buddy pair aborts a dive, the other member will

7. ne primary means of communications for open circuit SCCBA diving is by

1. -lenever possitle, scrm operations will te conducted so that no

is required.
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TITLE: SOMA Inspection and Maintenance Procedures

rmumucTion

a 73

Each diver should know and be able to maintain his own equipment. This
is true of all types of diving. The diver who doesn't know how his equips.
sent functions or neglects the regular maintenance of his equipment is
headed for disaster. Either his gear will fail because of neglect, thus
causing injury or death, "or he will find himself in a situation dependent
upon his knowledge of his system, and it'won't be there. This too could
cause a death. Equally important to knowing what to do and when to do
it is "how to do it". Equipment "Jury Rigged" to work because proper
parts weren't available is just as dangerous as not accorplishim the
work at ail.

This particular lesson topic, then, is very important and should receive
your utmost attention. Literally - what you learn here may save your life.

REFERENCE

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume I

NAVSTUPS INST. 9940.16A
NAVSPIPS 0994-00R-0100
NAVSRIPS 394-0065
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T/TLE: Open Circuit SCUBA Inspection and Maintenance Procedures

LESSON TOPIC OBJECTIVES

Terminal Objective
1. When the student completes this course he will be able to demonstrate
proper inspection and maintesance procedures (in accordance with planned
aintenence System requirements) for the following open circuit SCUBA
equipment and related underwater accessories: Open Circuit SCUBA Cylinder
and Yanifold Assembly, Single Hose Regulator, Double Hose Regulator, Life
Jacket, Diver's Light and Wet Suit.

Enabling Objectives
1. Orally explain the function(s) of each corponent and the component parts
)r each piece of equipment and underwater accessory.

2. Civen a standard print of each component, shim, the physical location of
each caeponent and corpanent part.

3. List in writing, the major materials used, explaining why, for each
componenc and selected component parts.

4. List, orally, the protective device(s) found an the open circuit SCUBA
cylinders and manifold assemblyy single hose regulator and double hose
regulator, and life jacket and describe the protecs;ion provided by eadh.

5. Orally list the position(s) and functian(s) of,l'ach position for the
Air-,Peserve assembly and Block/Shut Off 7alve ',/the cylinder and manifold
assembly .,.ysten.

6. Orally describe the nominal pipe or valve size for the elbow assekhly
aystem.

7. Given a standard print of the components, describe, orally, the flow
path of t'e ,reathing riedia through the c7l1nder and manifold assembly and
single/double holm regulator systems.

8. ror cylinder operating pressure, reserve air sppply, safety discs and
plugs, and over bottom pressure, state, orally, the major parameters and
reasons for them, in terms of effects of operating above/below them.

9 Ili-ally describe the interrelation of the systems.

10. Orelly describe inspection/maintenance procedures far each component part
eech piece of equipment.

11. Perform, under instructor guidance. inspectioa/maintenance (in accordance
with Planned Maintenance System Requirements) on the couipment listed in the
Terminal Oblective so that it may be used in open circuit SCUBA divtng
trei4ng activities.

NOTE* AssI(,4 mal-r s4EE1 4-2-aA N AS EE rEj
nIATeR AL NA S. BeE).) IMCLLZEZb,

9
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TITLE: Open *Circuit SCUM' Undervater Accessories

STUDY ASSIGnmENT

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, volume I, para. 5.1.1.2, 5.1.1.3, 5.1.1.4, 5.1.1.5,
5.1.1.6, 5.1.1.-, 5.1.1.8, and 5.1.2

sTurt oursTioNs

1. The two functions of the face mask awe:

a.

b.

2. One firm requirement to he met hy a..= face mask is:

3. Define the following, as they apply to SCUBA fatemasks:

a. Oneway purge valve:

b. Indents:

4. The principle function of the life vest (preserver) is:

5. The Modified MI Lilt-, Preserver is designed for use prinaely:

6. The III Life Preserver has a lifting capacity of
feet.

7. Care must e taken to ensure that the proper
installed in ';he life preserver.

8. A SCUBA unit with full tanks tends to have

pounds at

have been

buoyancy.

9. What are the three standards for weight be1t5 used in SCUBA?

a.

b.

c.
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ln. Cartridge or pistol belts must not be used as weight belts. Why?

11. What art the three types of knives available to divers?

a.

b.

c .

12. Wh7 is it not advisable to have a knife with a cork handle?

13. The diver must not secure the knife to his

14. YLme the tvo basic types 111 swim fins.

a.

b.

15. Which type swimfin.would tend to cause leg cramps sooner? Why?

16. Diver's watches must be:

a.

b.

C.

17. The watch should be worn:

IA. The depth guage measures the created by the
above the diver and is calibrated to provide a direct reading of

depth in

19. A depth guage must be checked for accuracy:

a.

b.

'0
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20. The election of the type of.wet suit is determined by:

21. Explain the principle of the wet suit in providing warmth for the diTer.

22. What is the advantage of a non-compressible wet suit over others?

23. What are the advantages of using a uni suit?

24. Each signal of the !!,ark 13, od rs Flare lasts for approximately

25. The night end of the nark 13, ?Tod n rlare is identifiable by:

26. Name three tupes of lifelines used in SCUBA and describe each.

a.

b.

C.

27. Tllat is the conpass approved for use by Navy Divers?

77

2. what types of wrist bands are not acceptable for wrist devices worn in SCUBA?

a.

b.

29. Name four kinds of hazardous equipment that should not be used in diving
sruu, and explain why.
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TITLE: Open Circuit SCUBA Cylinder and ranifold Assembly

STUDY ASSIGMENT

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, 7olume I, page 5-5 through 5-7

..317F1

Student Guide Information Sheet, 4-2, IAVSHIPS 0994-0O84100, Chapter 1,
Chapter 2, para. 2-2, 2-4, 2-5, 2-6, 2-10, 2-11, 2-13, Chapter 3, pert
3-2, 3-3, 1-4, 3-5, 3-6, 3.-7, 3-8, 3-9, 3-10, Chapter 4, Chapter 5, Chapter
6, Section III, para. 2-5, 2-6, 2-7, 2-8* 2-9, 2-10, 2-15, 2-16, 2,18, 2-21,
2-22, 2-23, 2-24, 2-25

STUDY QUESTIONS

1. What two types of cylinder' are approved for U.S.Navy use? Mutt are the
pressure ratings for each?

2. Non7magnetic (aluminum) cylinders, manufactured under special Navy cantract
for use by r.xplosive Ordnance Disposal Teams, will not hear markings.

3. Uhat is the fiequency of hydrostatic testint for aluminum cylinders?

4. The volume of a cylinder is:

5. The capacit7 of a cylinder is:

5. Vhat function does the manifold perform?

7. tZhnt purposes are served by the air reserve mechanism?

a,

b.

1. A Jive must be terminated viten:

1. All straps used an cylinder harness must have:
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10. What are the two controls on the air cylinder assembly?

U. The normal position of the reserve air supply pull rod i :

12. The reserve air proVides
air.

13. The manifold consists of:

a.

b.

C.

to minutes of breathing

14. The alr reserve valve is a valve with a
override.
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TITLE: Double Rose Regulator

STrDT ASSIGNMENT

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume I, pages 5-3, through 5-5

Student Guide Information Sheet 4-2, NAVSITIPS 344-0065

STUDTAUESTIONS

1. Why would a diver using a double hoes regulator findlthat his facial

muaclea Start to fatigue during a dive?

2. vhat is the major advantage of the double hose system?

ASSIGNMENT SHEET 4-2-10A

TITLE: Single Hose Regulator

STUDY ASSIGNVENT

U.S. Navy DIving Manual Volume 1 oege 5-2 and 5-3

Student Guide Information Sheet 4-2 NAVSHITS 0994-008-0100 All sections

concerning regulators.

STUDY QUESTIONS

1. List some advantages of the single hose regulator

a

b.

2. What is the orinciple disadvantage of the single hose rftgulator?

/
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SaF CONTAINED Oa-AWN& 8REATHING
APPARATUS

1.ocate and label the following:

l Purge lutton

Intermediate Pressure Pose
1. Air Cylinders
4. r,ylinder clock !!anifold Assembly

t'egulator Strap

Protection rap Assembly

11 2nd tacre rAgulator
"out!-T_Ice

7eserve Air Fuppi
q. ronnetion Tee
9: Harness Assembly

10. lAt Stage regulator
11. Yoke
12. Air Shutoff "llve
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TITLE: Open Circuit SCUBA f!harging

r/770DUCTION

Open circuit SCUBA cylinders must be refilled or "topped off" following

every dive. The procedure for doing this is called "charging". In this

lesson topic, you will be given the chagging air system and Charging

checklist for use at this school. This informaticn will piibabWnot
be applicable to your duty assignment diving loCker. True, there rall

be similarities (a shipa air rystam will have many or all of the com-

ponents of the school's rystem), but it's likely that it will not be

arranged the same. What ve want you to learn, then, is (1) how to

charge open circuit SCUBA cylinders here at this school, (2) general

rules regarding open circuit SCUBA cylinder charging,.and (3) the

major components of a typical diver's air system used to charge open

circuit SCUBA.

REMENCE S

U.S.Navy Oiving Manual, Volimm, I
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NAVAL SCHOOL DrvING AND SALVAGE SCUBA CHARGING AIR SYSTEM

1 - High Presshre Compressor
2 - High Pressure Compressor
3 - High Ptessure Air Manifold
4 - To High Pressure Air Flasks
5 - High Pressure Cut-off (Pierside)

AIR STATION (BARGE)

6 - High Pressure Cut-off
7 High Pressure Cut-off
8 - MIcron Filter
9 - High Pressure Cut-off SCUBA Room
10- Low Pressure System

SCUBA CHARGING STATION (SCUBA LOCKER)

11-High Pressure Cut-oif (to H.P. Reducer)
12-High Pressure Cut-off (to charging station)
13-Figh Pressure Reducer Hand Loaded
14-High Pressure Cut-off (to H.P. Reducer)
15-High Pressure Charging Valves
16-SCUBA Charging Yoke
17-Bleed Valve
18,-High Pressure Hose
19-High Pressure quick nisconnect
21-High Pressure Charging Gauge
21-Bleed Valve

4 01

385
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NSDS OPT?? cncurr scum CHARGIN0 CHECKLIST

1. Two men are required for a chargirg detail.

2. Insure thera is sufficient pressure in the High Pressure Banks - minimum
of 2000ps1. reading on the master gauge.

3. Determine what type of cylinders will be charged (2250 psi or )100 psi).
NEVER MIX BOTH TYPES 0? CYLINDERS IN TRE SAME CRARGI1G

4. Insure all charging hoses are securely locked in the Iligh Pressure
rittings, and that the hoses are attached to the cylinders to be filled.
All secondary relief valves closed.

5. All reserve valves an the cylinder manifolds in the DOWN position.

6. Main relief valve on the Cylinder Rack closed.

7. Open all an/off manifold valves.

8. Position an* man at the main charging valve, the other at the main
relief valve.

9. Insure that all other personnel are kept rway fram the immediate
vicinity of the Charging hoses and fittings.

10. Slowly open the main charging valve and hesin charging. no NOT EXCEED
400 psi per minute.

11. Upon reaching the maximum rated psi for the cylinders, main charging
valve is secured.

12. All on/off manifold valves are closed. Reserve handles are placed in
the UP position.

13. Relief Valve Man will sound off with "BLEEDING DOWN" and open the relief
valve slowly, insuring that his body is sway fram the outlet side of thwvalve.

14. All Charging hoses are disconnected fram the SCUBA cylinders mnd masking
taps is placed oier the inlet orifice on the manifolds.

15. Charging procedures are secured.

0
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TITLE: Open Circuit SCUBA Charging

LESSON TOPIC ORJECTIVE

,537

Terminal Objective
1. When the student completes this course he will be able to demonstrate the
open circuit SCUBA charging procedures without error.

Enabling-Objectives
1. Orally describe a typical diver's breathing air system by tracing it from
the compressor/flask through the Charging lines to the open circuit SCUBA

cylintlers.

2. Given a standard print of a typical diver's breathing air system, label

the physical location of the major components using the proper nomenclature.

3. Orally describe the interrelation of Charles' Law with Charging open
circuit SCUM.

4. Given an open circuit SCUBA dharging chedklist (for the available system)
prepare, ectfvate and secure (after charging) the air supply delivery system.

STUDY ASSICNMENT

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume I, Table 5-2, para. 5.2.1, 5.2.1.1, 5.2.1.2,
5.2.1.3, and 5.2.1.4

sTrny QuEsTrins

1. !Then filling SCUBA cylinders, never use:

a. compressed air
b. oxygen
c. hydrogen
d. none of the above

2. Never leave filled tanks in direct

3. Always use reliable,
to measure tank pressure.

,
4. Steel cylinders must be inspected every
cylinders every years.

5. The duration of air supply of any
is dependent upon:

11! and aluminum

cylinder or combination of cylinders

a. b. c.

.1.
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-388
6. According to Table 5-3, U.S.Xavy flying anual, Volume I, what is the
air supply duration of a set of mkrim Aluminum 110 - SCF scuaA cylinders
used hy a diver swimming at 0.85 knot at a depth of 60 feet?

7. Determine the duration of air supply to a diver doing light work at
9n feet using rwi* "90" cubic foot cylinders charged to 2500 psig.

8. o matter what the source of air or method used in charging SCUBA
cylinders, the air used must brat purity standards established by the

q. Air supplied through a high pressure air compressor should be analyzed

10. In the absence of appropriate naval sources, air for SCUBA diving oper-
ations may be procured from

11. Cylinders used in SCUBA operations must contain the following markings:

a.

h.

12.

C.

d.

open circuit SCUBA.

13. When Charging
must be controlled
does not exceed
preient

is the fastest and most effective method for charging

SCUBA cylinders using the cascading system, the air flow
so that the rate of pressure increase (in the SCtBA cylinder)

psig per This control will

14. Engine-driven compressors used for charging SCUBA cylinder must he mounted
so that there is not danger of:
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TITLE: Open Circuit SCUBA Charging

INTRODUCTION

3S9

The important thing to remember when completing this practical evolution and,
in fact, the entire lesson topic, are, first, charging open circuit SCUBA is
dangerous and safety precautions must bo observed at all times and, secmad,
the system in use is for this school only. Tour ship board charging systan
may be different although there will be similarities in equipment cmxponents.

REFERENCES

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Volume I

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIAL

Open Circuit SCUBA Cylinders req*iring Charging and open circuit SCUBA
dharging system.

JOB STEPS

1.Complete all iters on the School's Charging Checklist.

SELF TEST ITEMS

1. What is the maximum Charging rate? Are you exceeding it?

INFORMATION SHEET 4-4-lI

TITLE: Planning

INTRODUCTION

The success of any diving operation is directly related to the planning
that want into it. The information contained in this lesson topic will
provide you with the basic data and references necessary to plan your
dives before a diver enters the water. Later, you will be req.:Arad to
use this information in planning a practical evolution for your class.

REFERENCES

U.S.Naving Diving Manual, Volume I
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TITLE: Planning

LESSON TOPIC OBJECTIVES

Terminal Objective
1. When the student completes this course he will be able to, Oven a
typical fleet SCUBA diving task, illustrate proper planning procedsmes
by outlining steps necessary for a successful completion of the task.

!nabling Objectives
1. Orally describe the application and/or use of open circuit SCUBA diviig.

2. Orally discuss, with class members, procedures necessary for proper
planning of the 130 feet dive for qualification.

3. U. the pre-dive chedklist contained in the U.S.Nary Diving Manual,
Volume I, for planning the 130 feet qualification dive.

STUDY ASSIONMETT

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume I, Chapter 4 and Appendix F

STUDY QUESTIONS

1. What are the two main facets of the statement defining the objective
of a diving mission?

2. The extent and type of information gathered for planning a dive is
depcndent upon three factors. What are they?

3. For operations involving a search for an object underwater, hoc, can
advance data help?

4, Most of the data gathered for planning will come from:

5. What is the most critical weather factor?

6. Extremes of temperature are more of a problem for tha diver or topside
personnel?

7. Wh.0! is the Equivalent Chill Temperature, if the temperature is n6 and
thert are 15 mph winds?
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8. nrilti the Signal nags necessary to convey the message, "A diver

be sent as soon as possible."

39/

9. What is the prime consideration in determining whether surface visibility
is adequate or not?

10. nepth must be carefully measured by
to insure accuracy.

11. What is the probable visibility and diver mobility cf water with a

sand bottom?

12. What apparatus is used to protect the diver against the hazards of

unusually warm water?

13. !or any diving operation, the planning effort must idenzify resources
known to be available, which include:

14. What ana action, when properly completed, will insure that any member
of the diving team could take prompt action in the event of an emergency?

15. What are rwo common failures in planning diving operations?

1.

2.

16. Good planning mast carry the diving team through the objective,
and the proper filing of all and

17. What is the maximum bottom time allowable, which would not require decom-
pression for a dive of 9' fest?

18. Except in an emergency, scru diving operatians should never require

19. What are the disadvantages of Deep Sea Diving not present in scrap, diving?
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20. What are rwo prime factors determining choice of technique fdr
particular diving operation?

21. What specific limitation is placed an dives in excess of 170 feet?

22. No matter how logical they may seem at the time, unauthorized
to diving equipment are not permitted,

23. Of the following equipment, circle that which is required to be
Aboard a diving boat:

Boat Hook Matches Flares Heaving Line Grease

Tank Rack, SCUBA Pencils

24. The ultimate responsibility for
all diving operations rests with:

a. the divers
b. the Mister Diver on board
c. the.Commanding Officer
d. the Topside Diving Officer

Tide Tables

the safe and effective conduct of

25. The Diving Officer has to be a qualified diver.

True False

26. Who is responsible for gathering appropriate data for analyzing the
results of the diving mission, and for preparing reports for submission
to higher authority?

27. 'lame the members (by position) of the diving crew.

28. Insofar as possible, each member of the teem should be qualified toact in any on the
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TITLE: Surface Swim

INTRODUCTION

This particular practical evolution is an extension of the work you have

done in the swimming pool during the first week of SCUBA training. It is

also a BUMPS Qualification Factor that a SCUBA diver be able to swim 1000

yards on the surface using mask, fins and life vest.

For review, it may be wise to read paragraph 5.3.1, U.S.Navy Diving Manual,

Volume I, which offers basic simple surface swimming techniques.

REFEPENC!

U.S.Navy riving Manual, Volume I

EgrIpmm AND MILTERLV

Bathing Suit, scrm Fate Mask, Swim Fins, Life Vest, Snorkel, Knife and Flare.

Tet Suit Tops mey be worn if water temperature is below 78 or water is polluted.

JOB STEPS

1. Enter the water using the front step method.

2. Tread water until all students have entered the water and formed a line.

3. Begin swimming toward the objective (indicated by the instructor) at "GO".

4. Complete the total 1000 yards within 20 minutes.

SELF TEST ITT=

1. Are you using a strong, steady kick fram the hips? This achieves maximum

benefits from the swim fins.
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TITLE: Underwater Compass Swim

nkrnomminoN

Knowing hoe to use a cempass underwater is a skill necessary for a,diver
using SCUPA. Whethur involved in clandestine operations, night operations
or open see work where taking bearings on fixed objects on the surface is
difficult or impossible, the use of a compass may be the only means avail-
able to the diver for navigation to and from his objective. The informer.
tion contained in this lesson topic is designed to acquaint you with the
compams and its use. Following the clasaroom portion, you aq4 your buddy
will complete at least one son yeed compasi swim for practicil experience.

PrTERTNC7

V.S.:Tavy niving snual, Volume I
Instructions for LS-1 rompass
rnT Handbook

'757-1r'- 1.'757 r)nlv1.1'' A

1

it
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HOW TO USE THE LS-1 COMPASg

To get a particular bearing, aim the bold lubber's line at
'the target (or desired direction) and rotate the bezel until
the arrow point is aligned with the "North" arrow on the float-
ing compass card. You will-note by looking into the side window
of the compass that this action also aligns thesside numbers of
..ne bezel with corresponding side numbers on the compass card.
With this accurate Dual Diget reference, it is only necessary
to keep the corresponding numbers aligned to follow a predeter-
mined course. Any course deviation by the diver will be immedi-
ately apparent as the aligned reference numbers move out of the
exact register.

For less critical top-reading reference it is only necessary to
swim the desired course while keeping the "North" arrow point
of the compass card aligned with the corresponding preset
luminous arrow point of the bezel.

DRIFT CALCULATION: There is no set formula for drift compensation
because of the incalculable variations of current speed and
swimming speed of the diver. Even these two factors cannot be
assumed to remain constant on the return or on subsequent swims.
Drift compensation is therefore left to the experience and
common sense of the diver as applied to his individual needs.

RETURN BEARING: The following section explains swimming a reciprocal
or direct-return course. However, if the diver strays any
considerable distance after reaching his destination, he shrild
take a new bearing on his water-entry point and proceed din tly
on the new return couzse.

HOW TO SWIM A RECIPROCAL COURSE WITH THE LS-,_

It is often necessary for the diver to swim a considerable
distance to reach his objective. Because of possible unavoidable
limitations.due to diminishing air supply and cold-water exposure
it may be imperative that the diver return to his water-entry
point by elle most direct route. The direct return.course is ex-
actly 1800 opposite the original course and is referred to as the
"Reciprocal Course".

The LS-1 eliminates the need for numerical calculations in estab-
lishing the reciprocal course. The DlIal Digit reading of the
reciprocal course can be brought into register by rotating the

bezel 180°. If the bezel is rotated 180° while on the orig,inal

couzse, the luminous bezel arrow point will align with the

compass "S". As the diver assumes the reciprocal course, the

North arrow will move under the arrow of the bezel and the two

arrow points will realign. This will automatically align the
reciprocal Dual Digit Readout numbers in the viewing window.
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For a more precise realignment of the compass bezel in setting the
reciprocal course, use the luminous lubber's line and the peripheral
bezel degree numbers. For example: if the 'original course is
30 (300°), the lubber's line mill be pointed toward the 30 and
on the window side it will be pointing at 12 (120°). Using
this 180° reference, turn the bezel until the positions of the
two numbers are exactly reversed, with the lubber's line pointing
toward the 12 (away from the diver) and pointing at the 30 on the
window side (toward the diver).

For a more casual top-rading reference in assuming a reciprocal
course (without moving the bezel), simply change direction until
the compass "S" is aligned with the bezel arrow point.

Sometimes under the pressure of depth and circumstances, a certain
amount of confustion is unavoidable. Remember that the numerical
compass bearing of the original course is the constant and un-
changing factor (discountinc drift and course deviation). Keeping
this in mind, it is always possible to reestablish the desired
compass bearing even though the bezel has been rotated off the
original or intended course.

Where light and bottom conditions permit, it is possible to es-
tablish a visual reference which may be advantageous in initial
compass orientation dives. This is done simply by dragging a
discernable furrow in the bottom before terminating the original
compass course. This in-line furrow gives the diver a "third-
party" reference while familiarizing himself with the simple
mechanics of the compass.
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TTrLE: 7nderwater Compass Swim

LESSoN TOP/C OBJECTI77S

.397

Terminal Objective
1. When the student completes this course he will be able to, in open water,

swim 500 yards, underwater, with,open circuit SCUBA, as a member-Of a team,

an a compass course, arriving at a designated point.

Enabling Objectives
1. Demonstrate the setting and use of au underwater compass.

2. Swim 500 yards underwater with open circuit SCUBA, as a member of a team,

an a compass course, arriving at a designated area.

STUDY ASSIMMIT

Student Guide Information Sheet 4-6-21 and 4-A-31, Underwater Compass Swim.

U.S.Navy Diving 7anual, Volume I, para. 5.1,2.6

STUDY QUEST/ONS

1. What is the formula for drift calculation?

2. What is meant by the term "reciprocal course"?

3. During a reciprocal course WiM, what is the constant! factor?

4. During compass fami/arization dives, what is ane suggested method of

securing a "third-party" reference?
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inn!: Underwater Compass Swirl-

nrntotacnin

Completion of this practical'evolution brings you one step closer .to- becoming
a certified Navy SCUBA Diver, for not only are compass svims important for
their experience value, but a Bureau of Personnel qualification ?actor for
SCUBA Divers is to be able to vvim 500'7-aids on a compass course.

,

Important things to remember during your vvim are to keep everything in line;
the lubber's line and your body, the lubber's line mnd the objective and
the bezel mark and magnetic north. Perhaps a rryiev of your Notetaking.
Outline would be wis as this time.

REFERMICES

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume I
instructions for LS-1 Compass

FpUIPKENT AND MATERIAL

Bashing Suit, Open Circuit SCUBA Face ?Task, Swim Fins, Life seat, Knife, Flare,
SCUBA Cylinders, Aegulator, Watch, Depth Guage, and Compass. Wet Suits may be
worn if the water temperature is below 78 or the water is polluted.

JOR STEPS

1. Dress in open circuit SCUBA equipment.

2. Secure a buoy to the diver of the team without the compass.

3. Reveive objective from the instructor.

4. Enter the water.

5. Take initial bearing on the objective 4,.fore leaving the surface.
Align compass.

6. Leave surface and commence mwioming toward objective.

a. Keep lubber's line and body aligned

b. Keep bezel mark and magnet north aligned.

c. Keep compass level
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7. Upon arrival at objective, surface and await umrkboat, If

is not close by, orally inflate the life vest and rmmain close

objective until picked up.

SELF TEST 7TEM3

1. Do you keep your body,
alignment during the swim?

2. Are you having to make
stops?

399
workboat
to the

the lubber's line and bezel marki in proper

large corrections at your compass reading
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TITLE: Clearing, Ditching, and Donning Open Circuit SCUBA

Phase I

LESSON TOPIC OBJECTIVES

Terminal Objectives
1. When the student completes this course, he will be able to demonstrate
procedures for clearing open circuit SCUBA without error.

2. When the student completes this course he will be able to demonstrate
proper procedures for ditching and donning open circuit SCUBA, in accordance
with the U.S. Navy Diving Manual.

3. When the student completes this course, he will be able to, in open
water, swim to a depth of 130 feet using open circuit SCUBA.

Enabling Objectives
1. In a swimming pool, first at a depth of four feet and then at a depth of
at least nine feet, using open circuit SCUBA, demonstrate:

a. the ability tu breathe underwater.
b. the top pressure face mask clearing procedure.
c. the side pressure face mask clearing procedure.
d. single/double house clearing procedures.
e. buddy breathing

2. At a swimming pool, first at a depth of four feet and then at a depth of
at least nine feet, using open circuit SCUBA, demonstrate ditching and donning
procedures in accordance with the U.S. Nwry Diving Manual, Volume I.

3. In a swimming pool, first at a depth of four feet and then at a depth of
at least nine feet, using open circuit SCUBA, demonstrate ditching and donning
procedures in accordance with the U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Volume I.

3. In a swimming pool, at a depth of at least nine feet, esing open circuit
SCUBA, demonstrate the front step method of water entry.

4. In a swimming pool, at a depth of at least nine feet, using open circuit
SCUBA, demonstrate the ability to remain submerged under adverse conditions by
properly responding tr instructor imposed emergency situations (i.e., elimination
of air supply, removal of equipment. etc.) in accordance with Diving Training
S~.andards.

5. In open water, at a depth of at least ten feet, using open circuit SCUBA,
demonstrate:

a. the ability to breath underwater.
b. th top pressure face mask clearing procedure.
c. the side pressure face mask clearing procedure.
c. regulator clearing procedures.

6. In open water, at a depth of at least ten feet, using open circuit SCUBA,
demonstrate the front step method of watqr entry.

q 1 6
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7. In open water, at a depth of at least twenty feet, using open circuit
SCUBA and proper tools, complete the Single. Flange project in accordance
with Diving Training Standards.

3. In open water, at a depth of at least twenty feet, as a member of a
zup-man team, using open circuit SCUBA and proper tools, complete the
Twe-NMan Flange project in accordance with Diving Training Standards,

4
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TITLE: Clearing; Ditching and Donning Open Circuit SCUBA

PHASE I Swimming Pool

sm.,' ASSIGNMENT

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume /, para. 5.1.2.5, 5.2.3.2, 5.1.1, and 5.3.3.2

STUDY QUtSTIONS

1. Whenever possible, whan using open circuit SCUBA, entry into the water
should be made by .

2. Several basic rulte upply to all methods of entering tha water. Complete
the following:

a. LOOK

b. TUCK

3. The most frequently used mithod of entering the water using open circuit
SCUBA is the Or

4. The rear jump or step-in water entry method is used when:

5. The rear roll is normally used when entering the water from:

6. If a diver is entering a high to moderate surf from the beadh, what entry
method should be used?

7. Why should the dive boat be moored as close to the dive site as possible?

S. What is the single most important factor in surface swimming with SCURA?

9. What stroke should be used foe short swims on the surface when diving SCUBA?

I I S
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TITLE: Clearing Snorkel

InRODUCTION

.903

This practical evolution and subsequent mwimming pool evolutions ars designed
to acquaint you with the snorkel. The snorkel allows the diver to swim oil
the surface while keeping his face in the water, thus enabling him,to search
shallow depths and conairve the SCUBA air supply.

REFERENCES

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume I

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIAL

Open Circuit SCUBA Face Mask, Swim Pins, Life Vest, Snorkel, and Bathing Suit.
Wet Suit taps may be worn if water temperature is below 78°.

JOB STEPS

1. In shallow (4') end of the pool, take a breath and submerge until the
snorkel fills with water.

2. Surface and exhale through snorkel blowing water out.

3. Continue to breathe through the snorkel.

4. Repeat procedure.

SELF TEST ITEMS

1. Perform the snorkel clearing exercise three (3) times without taking
your face from the water.

4
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JOB SHEET 4-7-23
TITLE:. Clearing the Face Mask

INTRODUCTION

The mastery of clearing one's face mask is an important skill to
develop and one that is basic to using SCUBA. Some water seepage
into the mask is a normal situation and is often useful in defogging
the lens. However, too much water can be harmful, or, at least, un-
comfortable, so clearing procedures are necessary. This particular
practical evolution is concerned with the front and side-pressure
methods of clearing and doesn not train in clearing masks with
purge valves.

REFERENCES

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume 1

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

Open Circuit SCUBA Face Mask, Swim Fins, Life Vest, Snorkel, and
Bathing Suit. Wet suit tops may be worn if the water temperature
is below 780.

JOB STEPS

Front Pressure Method of Clearing the Face mask

1. In the shallow (4') end of the Taimming pool, with head submerged,
break the seal and ells-4 water to enter the face mask.

2. Leaning the head back, apply pressure to top front of face mask,
while exhaling through the nose.

3. Continua procedure until mask is free of water.

Side Pressure Method of Clearing the Face Mask

1. In shallow (4') end of the swimming pool, with head submerged,
break the seal and allow water to enter the face mask.

2. Leaning head to one gide, apply pressure to the side of the face
mask nearest the surface, while exhaling through the nose.

3. Continua the procedure until the mask is free of water.

SELZ TEST ITEMS

1. Perform the front and side pressure methods of face mask clearing
at varying depths. Place mask on bottom of pool4 recover, don, clear
and return to the surface.



Jnis SHEET 4-7-33

TITLE: Surface Swimming with Snorkel

INTRODUCTION

Swimming with a snorkel is valuable to a SCUBA diver for rwo important reasons.
Rirst, a diver, in relatively clear water, can seardh shallow depths using a
snorkel, thereby conserving the SCUBA air supply. Secondly, when surface swii-
ming, using the snorkel allows the diver to keep his head down and is less
tiring. The evolution of swimming with a snorkel but w1::hout facemask
forces the diver to breathe through his mouth and is an excellent pre-training
for using scrim.

RFFERENCES

USS. Navy Diving rlanual, Volume I

EQUIPMENT AND MATPTIAL

npen circuit SCUBA Face 1Task, Swim Fins, Life Vest, Snorkel, and Bathing Suit.
Wet suit tops may be used if the water temperature is below 78'.

JOB STEPS

1. in the swimming pool, with face mask around the diver's neck, keep face
down while surface swimming, around pool, using a snorkel. Swim using the

legs only. Repeat as necessai:y.

2. in the swimming pool, using face mask and snorkel, keep face down while
surface swimming around pool. Swim using legs only. Repeat as necessary.

SELF TEST ITEMS

1. Perform the surface swimming, using snorkel, evolutions without facemask
until you feel comfortable. This is an excellent training aid for diving
SCURA using a regulator, as the diver is forced to breathe thr4gh his mouth.



4067
ASSIMYNT SPEET 4-7-lA

TITLE: Clearing, Ditching and nonninp npen rircuit SCUBA

Pl'aze II - Swimming Pool

sr. Try ASSImyerr

7.5.Navy Diving anual, Volume I, para. 5.2.1.3, 5.3.2, 5.1.3, 5.3.3.1.,5.1.3.ln, and 5.3.4

swrw mr.STIONS

1. In the water, and prior to descent, the diver makes final checks ofand his buddy's equipment. 14e must:

a. !ake a check of the SCUBA;
should be easv, without resistance and without evidence or

into the systen .

h. check his buddy's system for
especially at

, -hoses at
( regul tator a

and at -
).40=010^ 4.1=.

c. Cheek.his buddy for loose or entangled

1. rheck his
seal.

e. Check Iwo7ancy. A SCUBA !liver should strive for

2. "hat is the danger of relying on the rotating bezel on the diving we:c1,thirinp a srr7A dive?

1. T.Ilat are two methods used to counter the danger above?

4. 7he rate of descent should never exceed
l'ow should the rate of descent be governed?

11.116. feet per minute.

5. If observed conditions call for any major change in tl'e dive plan, th.edive should be:

continued under the sere plan
continued under an alternate plan
aborted

aborted until discussed with the niving Supervisor

.7



ASS/GNMEVT SHEIT 4-7-2A (Phase II) -17407
6. Diver' must learn to breathe in in 4,

and at a steady pace When using scrim., -1s;-77.N777- should be

paced to the cycle.

7. What fs meant by "skip-breathing". Row does it pertain to SCUBA dtving?

8. What are the dangers of skip-breathing and breath holding whin diving SCUBA?

9. A marked increase in breathing resistance, when diving SCUBA, is the diverts
signal to:

ln. When working in an area with a muddy bottom, what three actions should be
taken by the diver?

a.

h.

C.

U. Depth perception underwater is altered an a basis of 3 to 4. Explain.what

this means.

12. If practical, swim the current to appreich a job site.

13. For a normal ascent, the rate should be approximately feet

per minute,

14. Divers should NEVER hold their breath euring ascent because of the danger
of

15. What rwo actions should be taken by the diver to prevent his head striking
an object during ascent?

a.

b.



JOB SHEET 4-7-11 (Phase II) 17408

TTTLE: Broething Underiiater with SCD1A Equipment

INTRODUCTION

This will be your first time in the water using open circuit SCUBA. Of coursi4
the first skill to master is breathing underwater using the tilgulator. Once
this has been mastered, we will proceed through more difficult volution's.

REFERENCES

U.S.Nevy nivinr Manual; Volume I

WTI/MT:MT AND MATEPIAL

Bathing Suit, Open Cirmiit SCUBA Face Mask, Swim Fins, Life Vegi, Weight',Belt,
Double Hose Rigulator, Double 90's or 72's Cylinders. Wet suit toPs may be worn

11 if the water temperature is below 78'.

JOB STEPS

1. Student dons open circuit SCUBA gear. Place face mask around neck and swim
fins will be carried on one arm.

2. Enter the shallow (4') end of the swimming Pool by'baCking down the ladder.

3. Stand by the edge of the pool forming a semi-circle.

4. Place mask on face.

5. Put regulator mouthpiece in mouth.

6. Take a breath to insure proper operation.

7. Submerge, sitting an the pool bottom with back to the side of the pool.

8. Continue to breathe at a slow steady rate until signalled by the instructor
to surface.

SELF TEST ITEMS

1. 1,0 you feel comfortable breathing with the regulator undermater?

64,



103 SHEETS 4-7-2J (Phase II)

TITLE: Single/Double Hose Regulator Clearing Procedures

INTRODUCTION

When diving SCUBA, there may be instances when the mouthpiece of the regulator
is removed from the diver's mouth. It may be accidentally removed, as in the

case of snaigging tha hose and pulling the regulator out, or removal may be

necessary as in buddy breathing, a skill to be developed later. In any case,

before the diver can continue breathing with the regulator, it is necessary
to "clear" it or remove tha water from the system. In using a double hose

regulator, it is necessary to develop a physical skill. The single hose regu-

lator with its purge button makes clering a\dimple process. Both methods are

important skills for the SCUBA Diver.

REFERENCES

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume I

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIAL

Bathing Suit, Open Circuit SCUBA Face Mask, Swim Fins, Life Vest, Veght Belt,
Double/Single Hose Regulator, Cylinders, Knife and Flare. Wet Suit tops may

be worn if the water temperature is below 786.

JOB STEPS (DOUBLE HOSE REGULATOR)

1. Student dons open circuit SCUBA equipment. Stand in shAllow (4') end of
the swimming pool with back to the side of the pool forming a semi-circle
around the instructor.

2. Submerge, sitting on the pool bottom, breathing through the SCUBA regulator.

3. Take a breath.

4. Remove regulator mouthpiece from mouth, allowing it to flood.

5. Place regulator mouthpiece in mouth.

6. Rnll to the/left side.

7. Squeeze off the inhalation (right) hose of the regulator.

8. Blow through the regulator mouthpiece forcing the water out the exhaust
(left) hose.

9. Release the inhalation hose.

10. Take a shallow breath. (Water may still be trapped in the mouthpiece).
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11. If there is water trapped in the mouthpiece, repeat the process. If
not, resume normal breathing.

JOB STEPS (STNGLE ROSF REGULATOR)

1. Perform steps 1 through 4 above.

2. Press purge button an front of regulator.

3. Iv3ert mouthpiece in mouth. (Steps 2 and 3 should be one S;otion)

4. Resume normal breathing.

Sa.F TEST rrEms

1. Both single and double hose regulator clearing procedures should feel
comfortable.

2. Are you panicky until you zer through the pr2ceddre and resume normalbreathing?



JOB SHEET 4-7-43 (Phut II)
6

TITLE: Water Entry

rTrRoDucTlom

WI

This is the final lesson in water entry mnd will be accomplished with open

circuit SCUBA equipment in place. Again, throughout training, unless other

wise directed, you will use the frontstep method of entering the_water,in

SCUBA gear.

REFERENCES

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume I.

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIAL

Bathing Suit, Open Circuit SCUBA Face Mask, Life Vest, Swim Fins, Weight Belt,

Double Rose Regulator; Cylinders, Knife and Flare. Wet Suit tops may be worn

if the water temperature is below 784.

JOB STEPS

I. Student stands at the side of the pool (deepest end) dressed in open circuit

SCUBA equipment.

2. Place one hand over the face mask and regulator, holding them in place

against the face.

3. Place the other hand on the waist strap of the SCUBA cylinder harness.

Push downward with slight pressure.

4. Lean slightly forward.

5. Take a large step forward into the water.

S. Check out your buddy upon surfacing.

7. Signal the diving supervisor "O.K."

SELF TEST ITEMS

1. Face mask and regulatur should not be dislodged. Cylinders should not

strike the back of the diver's headu



1-71/T2,.JOB STET 4-7-53 (Phase II)

TTTLE: Swimming with Open Circuit SCUBA

INTRODUCTION

paving developed skills in clearing open circuit SCUBA eluipment, water entryAnd, most important, breathing underwater, it's now time to put them together
end swim underwater using open circuit SCUBA.

RFFERENCES

U.S.Navy niving 4anual, Volume

EQUIrAINT AND MATMRIAL

Bathing Suit, Open Circuit SCUBA Face Mask, Swim Fins, Life Vest, Weight Belt,
Double 4ose Regulator, Cylinders, Knife, and Flare. Wet Suit tops may be wornif water temperature is below 78..

JOB STFPS

1. With your buddy, use the front-step entry method to enter the deep end
of the swimming pool.

2. Surface.

3. Check out your buddy from proper implacement of equipment.

4. Sigpel supervisor "O.K."

5. Descend to bottom of the pool and begin swimming. (Legs straight, arms atsides) Swim around the pool staying near the sides.

i. Continue until signaled by the instructor to surface, or one of the diving
pair goes an his reserve air supT.ly.

MT' TEST ITTMS

1. Are you breathing at a slow, steady pace?

2. Can you clear your equipment without disrupting your swimming progress?

3. Are you comfortable?

)



ASSIGNMENT SHEET 4-7-LA

TITZE: Clearing, Ditching and Donning Opest[tircuit SCUBA

Phase III - Swimming Pool

srarry ASSIGNMENT

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume I, para. 5.3.3.7 and 5.3.5;-rIgure 5,45

STUDY QUFSTIONS

1. Buddy Breathing is strictly and

2. When buddy breathing, each diver should take
hand the mouthpiece baCk to the buddy.

breaths ane.

3. During buddy breathing, how could divers drift away from each other?

4. If tiling a double hose regulator in buddy breathing, the mouthpiece

should be kept slightly higher than the regulator. Why?

5. When a situation requiring buddy breatheg occurs, no attempt should

be made to surface until:

6. During ascent, what must the diver without the mouthpiece do? Why?

7. WIlat are the first and second actions of a SCUBA diver in a situation

requiring an emergency ascent?

a.

B.

8. Why should la diver not ditch his regulator and

nedessary?

Q. In an emergency ascent situation, when a diver
should his buddy take? What should he never do?

ln. In an emergency ascent, what must the diver do
he reaches the surface? Why?

171/3

cylinders unless absolutely

is unconscious, what actions

from leaving the bottom until



JOB SHEET 4...7-LJ (Phase III)

hill
TITLE: Buddy Breathing

rmoDucTu5g

One of the prime reasons for stressing and using the buddy system La SCUBA
diving is so that the divers can help each other in the event of equipment
malfunction or other emergency. Buddy breathing is an important function
Of the buddy system and, therefore, a skill to be developed. To emphasize-
Buddy breathing is important. You may never need it, but ieyou
appreciate your experience during this practical evolution.

REFERENCES

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume I

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIAL

Bathing Suit, Open Circuit SCUBA Face Mask, Swim Fins, Life Vest, Weight Belt,
DoubleRose Regulator, Cylinders, Knife and Flare. Wet Suit tops may be worn
if the water temperature is below 71r.

JOB STEPS

There are three (3) positions for buddy breathing; front-to-front, side-by-
side and piggy back. Essentially, they are the same procedure, the difference
being the position of the divers in relation to eadh other.

The following procedures will be accomplished in the following sequence:

a. In the shallow
divers heads are out of

b. In the shallow
so that both divers are

(4') end of the swimming pool, standing, so that both
the water.

(4') end of the swimming pool, sitting or kneeling,
submerged.

In the deep (9-0) end of the swimming pool or swimming around the
pool with both divers submerged.

I. One diver remove his mouthpiece. 7sing double hose regulator, slip one arm
through the hose to keep it out of the way.

2. The diver places his hand an the hand which the buddy is using to hold his
mouthpiece. livers maintain contact by grasping a strap or free arm with their
other hand.

3. The buddy takes the Reuthpiece from his mouth (after taking a breath) and
passes it to the other diver.

4. The diver will guide it to his mouth. Both divers maintain direct contact
vith the mouthpiece.
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JOB SHEET 4-7-2J (Phase III)

5. The diver takes two full breaths.

6. Hand the mouthpiece back to the buddy.

7. The buddy takes two breaths and begins the cycle again.

S. Repeat these procedures for front-to-front, side-by-side (single hose
only) and piggy back positions.

SELF.TEST ITEMS

1. Are you panicky waiting for your buddy to get the mouthpiece back to you?

2. Can you and your buddy establish a s ooth rhythm?

3. Are you comfortable during this evolution?



JOB SREET 4-7-33 (Phese III) 4/4
TITLE: Ditch end Don Open Circuit SCUBA Equipment and Emergency Ascent

Training

ETTRODUCTIO1

If a diver suddenly finds himself without air, or if his SCUBA becomes so
entangled that he cannot free it, it will be necessary for him to make an
emergency ascent, consisting of ditching his equipment and swimming to the
surface. In a reel situation, it would not be wise to ditch all SCUBA
equipment (i.e. cylinders, fins) unless absolutely necessary. For this
evolution, however, you will ditch all equipment, except the life vest,
second under emergency conditions, and then return to the equipment, don
it, clear it and swim off. Again, this is a natural progression of
reviemsly learned skills.

REFERENCES

U.S.Navy Diving Manual; Volume I

EQUIPMFITT AND MATERIAL
I.

Bathing suit, Open Circuit SCUBA Face Yask, Swim Fine, Life Vest, Weight Belt,
DoUble Hose Regulator, Cylinders, Knife and Flare. Wet Suit tops may be wornif the water temperature is below 78..

JOB =Ps

1. Dressed in open circuit SCUBA equipment, descend to the bottom of the pool.

2. Sit on the bottom.

3. Remove the weight belt and lay it across your lap.

4. Pull the quick release straps on the SCUBA harness.

5. Holding the manifold with one hand, the diver pulls the SCUBA cylinders !_lpand over his head while guiding the tanks with the other hand.

6. Once over the diver's head, shift the grip to the center of the cylinders
and lower them between your legs. no not release the mouthpiece. Continue tobreather

7. Remove the weight belt from your lap and place it across the SCUBA cylinders.

8. Shift to a face-down position with legs and body extended way from the
cylinders.

9. While holdipg to cylinders with one hand, remove swim fins and place them
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under the cylinders (to prevent them framlfloating away).

ln. Remove the face mask, tucking it away beneath the cylinders.

11. Take a half-breath and remove the mouthpiece, placing it under the cylinders.

12. Secure the air at the manifold.

11. Clear of the SCUBA, the diver assumes an upright position and raises one ate

above his head.

14. Begin exhaling and continue until you reach the surface.

15. Upon a signal from the Topside Supervisor (instructor), take a breath end

rwim to the equipment on the bottom.

16. To don the SCrBA equipment, reverse the ditching procedures, making sure
the gear (regulator and face mask) is properly cleared befose use.

SELF TEST I'M'S

1. litching and donning should be done as fast as possible. Are you progressing

at a reasonably steady rate?



4341IPSREET 4-7 -5.1 (rhene In)

TITLE: Open Circuit SCUD/. Barrassment

urrRoDucrum

A. has been stressed throughout your tmaining, SCUBA diving is the most
dangerous of all the types of diving used in the Navy. This is because
of a lack of direct contact vith topside and a lack of communications -
in other words, the two divers (buddies) are "on their own" (-his the,.
name, Self Contained Underwater Breathing Apparatus). It is - icessary,
therefore, that the instructors insure your proficiency prior to alloying
you to enter the open water phase of SCUBA training. Although this is
not a Terminal Objective and will not, therefore, appear an your grade
card, it is a most important check. If the instructor does not feel Lou
are sufficientlz. proficient or comforrailairielm S3A, In not
proceed, tato ihe second week.

During training, the instructors have been harrassigg you as your skills
increase. You can look upon this evolution as a "final exam" for the week's
practical work.

REFERENCES

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIAL

Bathing Sutt, Open Circuit SCIM Face Mask, Swim Fins, Life Vest, Weight Belt,
Double Rose Regulator, Cylinders, Knife and Flare. WIt Suit tops may be worn
if the water temperature is below 78e.

JOB STEPS

1. Teams will make a normal front-step method water entry - air valve secured
at the stop valve, face mask on the bottom of the I:tool at the deepest end.

2. After entry, divers turn air on, clear regulator.

3. Recover. clear and don face mask.

4. Teem members (buddies) check each other for equipment alignmefit and oper-
ation. Make adjustments as necessary.

5. After determining everything is "Go", both team members signal the instructor
"O.K." and swim off.

6. Teams will circle the swimming pool in a counter-clockwise diraction remain-
ing sublierged.
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7, Team members will ignore any activity regarding other teams. At no tire

will team members engage in harrassment of other teams.

8. Team members will assist each other during them emergency situations which

will be imposed by the instructors.

9. Tease will *remain ubmerged and continuo swimming until both team membsrs

are on reserve air supply. At this time, divers will surface, ora/ly inflate

their life vests and !swim on the surface until the harrasament exercise is

completed. STUDENT DIVERS APE NOT ALLOWED TO REST ON Tic SIDE 0? THE Sigrilfr7;
MOL AT ANT TIME DURING FARRASSMENT.

REMEMBER, this is a culmination of your SCUM training during this first week,

and, am suth, is testing you on your acquired knowledge and skills in the use

of ehe open circuit SCUBA equipment and your understanding of emergency pro-
cedures.
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TITLE: Single Flange and Two-Hen Flange Projects

Pheme IV - Open Water

INTRODUCTION

The completion of the Single Flange and Two-Man Flauge Projects will provide
you with experience in performing mechanical work, using open circuit
in a stationary position. It also provides situations where, (1) you CA
he working alone, surface tended, and (2) you will be working with a partner
on a project that requires a degree of teamwork to be ommpleted auccessfully.

REFEIENCES

U.S.Navy Piving Manual

EOUIPMEYT AND '!2..TETIAL

I`

lathing Suit, (3an Circuit SCUBA Face Mask, Swim 7ins, Life Vest, Weight Belt,
'Regulator, Cylinders, Knife, and Flare. Wet Suit tops may be worlitif the water
temperature is below 78.

JOB STEPS (srrau FLAME)

1. Diver dresses i wen circuit scrim equipment. Secure a tending line
around his waist.

2. Diver will use proper line-pull signals through'ut this evolution.

3. Use front-step method of water entry.

4. Surface, check equi7ment, signal instrIctor, "O.K." and descend to
bottom.

5. Diver removes nuts, bolts and gasket. (Put nuts and bolts in tool bag)

A. Use line-pull signals and Send for square mark.

7. Secure gasket to squard mark and send it topside.

Pecover gasket from topside.

9. reassemble flange in reverse order making sure bench marks are aligned
and gasket is in place.

ln. Come to surface.

er3C



JOB SHUT 4.-7,*2.1 (Phase rv) \-17107/

JOB STEPS CTUO-KCI FLANGE)

1. TV* divers dress in open circuit SCUPA equipment. Secure a tedding line

around both diver's waists.

2. Both divers will use proper linompull signals during this evolution .

3. Use front-step method of water entry.

4. Surface, Check equipment, signal instructor, "O.K." and descend to bottom.

5. Eath diver disassembles a flange and removes the rubber gasket.

6. Diver al requeots a square mark.

7. Diver #1 secures both gaskets to the square mark and sends it topside.

1. Recover gaskets.

1. Both divers replace their respective gaskets and secure them with
nuts and bolts.

10. Come to surface.

INFORYATION SHEET 4-9-11

TITLE: Night Bottom Search

INTRODUCTION

BeCause of the mobility and minimum bottom disturbance, SCUBA is ideally
suited for searching operations. As such, it has become important to
law enfornement tr cs as well as the military. The information plus the
practical evolutions contained in this lesson topic will provide you with
the basics needed to become proficient at searchng and searChing techniques
during daylight and dark, using open circuit SCUBA.

REFWNCES

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume I
NAVSPIPS Inst. 9940.16A
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ASSIGIMIT SPEET 4-9-1A

TITLE: Night Bottom Search

LESSON TOP/C OBJECTIVES

442 7

Terminal Objective
1. When the student completes this course, he will, in open water, at night,

using open cirmuit SCUBA, as a member of a two-man team, recover a specified

object from a depth of at least thirty (30) feet using a circling Une, within

thirty (10) minutes.

Enabling Objective!

1. Orally define terms Used in circling line, jack stay Ald surface tended

methods of bottom searching using open circuit 'SCUBA.

2. Orally explain the usage of the circling line, jack stay and surface

tended methods of searching.

3. ")emonstrate procedures for assembling equipment and setting a circling

line.

4. Using circling line and jick stay techniques, canduct searching operations

during daylight hours, recovering a specified object from the bottom.

5. Use proper surface tended searching procedures and signals during open

circuit SCUBA Diving training activities.

STUDY ASSIGN/mrie

U.S. navy Diving Manual, Volume I, para. 6.4.6.2

STUDY QUESTIONS

1. The primary method for searching an the bottom is:

2. If a diver makes a full search using a distance line (circling line), but

has not yet found the object, vhat should be done next?

3. What is done anee the object of the search is located?

fi
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TITLE: Circling Line Search

ononucrlon

This is one of three searching projects you will complete during your SCUBA
zourse. The circling line is a very effective technique for searthing wall
to intermediate size areas using one diver.

REFERYNCES

U.S.Navy Diving !!anual, Volum /

EOUIPMENT AND MATERIAL

Bathing Suit, Open Circuit scru Face "task, Swim rins, Life Vest, Knife, Flare,
Cylinders, Regulator, Depth Guage and Wrist watch. Wet Suits may be worn if
water temperature is below 784 or water is polluted.

Circling Line equipment - one clump, buoy line, buoy and swim line

JOB STEPS

1. Diver dresses in open circuit SCUBA equipment.

2. Enter water and swim to buoy carrying swim line.

3. Give O.K. Signal and descend on buoy line.

4. On arrival at clump, attach swim line.

5. Move to first knotLand complete a 360° sweep.

6. Move to second knot and complete a 36n. sweep.

7. Continue until object is found.

8. Upon finding cdect, attach a line and bring it to the surface.

1. Come out of the water bringing object of search.

snr TEST ITEmS

1. Are you staying on the bottom dring your searching pattern?

2. Are you searching all the area between where you are now and your
previous position?

4



JOB SHEET 4-9-.23

TTTLE: Night Bottom Search (Surface Tended Circling Line)

INTRODUCT/ON

'51(29

This practical evolution is youe-Terminal Objective so far as searching

procedures are concerned and a BUPERS Qualification Factor for SCUBA

Divers as well. It is made even more interesting by adding the psycho-

logical factor of darkness. The procedures are the same, however,}so just

remember what you've learned and you'll have no problems. You will be

tended from the surface during this evolution, so be sensitive to the

signals of your tender, and ANSVTY ALL SIGNALS.

REFERENCES

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume I

EQUIPMENT AND Y.ATERIAL

Bathing Suii, Open Circuit SCUBA Face 'Usk, Swim Fins, Life Vest, Knife, Flare,

Strobe Light, Cylinders, Regulator, Depth Ouage, Wrist Watch and Diving Light.

Vet Suits may be worn if water temperature is below 78 or water is polluted.

Circling Line Equipment - buoy, buoy lin*, clump and swim line. Tending line.

JOB STEPS

1. niver dresses in apen circuit :NBA equipment.

2. Attach tending line around divers waist.

3. rnter water and swin to the buoy, carring swim line.

4. Give%proper signals (O.K.) and line-jall signals, and descend to bottom.

5. On arrival at clump, attach swim line.

6. Move to first knot, and signal tender tf'at you are on.the bottom.

7. Tender will put diver on searching signals (7 pulls).

8. Begin swimming to complete a 16/16 sweep, thus:

/CA VI I ofI%'
4; A : TOW* 60

10
16
III ". 4 7.00

I

SWIM.
PLAWIMMUm
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9. Turning at the top of the 360 sweep does not allow the tending line
and buoy line to become entangled. Be sensitive to tender's signals.

10. Continue swimming and moving out on knots until object is found.

11. Pemove diver from searching signals.

12. Diver attaches a line to-the object, gives proper signals and comes to
the murface.

13. Came out of the water, bringing the object.

SFLF TEST =En

1. Ara you responding quickly to tender's signals?

2. Are you covering the entire area between where you are now and your
previous position?

4
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OP TITLE: Jack Stay Search

INTRODUCTION

'743 /

This final practical searching evolution is best used when searching 4 large
area. In this particular evolution, two divers are used althoughthe jack
stay can he readily used with one diver on a line, or ,several divers on a
line. Thm important thing to remember when completing the jack stay is that
the clumps must be moved in the same direction imLorder to maintain the
rectangular pattern. It is easy to become confused an this, so think!

REFERFNCES

U.S.Navy niving Manual, Volume I

PUIPMENT AND MATERIAL

Bathing Suit, Open Circuit SCUBA Face Mask, Swim Fins, Life Vest, Knife,
Flare, Cylinders, Regulator, Depth Cuage and Wrist Watch. Wet Suits may
be worn if ehe vater temperature is below 78 or water is polluted.

Jack Stay Equipment: 2 buoys, 2 buoy lines, 2 clumps, swim line.

JOB STEPS

1. Diver dresses in open circuit SCUBA equipment.

2. Enter water and swim to buoy #1.

3. Signal O.K. and leave surface.

4. With one diver an each side of the rwim line, holding to swim line,
commence swimming to buoy #2.

5. Upon arrival, move buoy #2 in the direction of the search.

6. Swim back to buoy #1, searching all the way.

7. Move buoy #1 in the direction of the search and the same distance that
buoy #2 has been moved.

S. Swim to buoy #2, searching all the way.

9. Continue this until object iS found.

10. Attach a line to.the project and bring it to the surface.

11. Standby to have the workboat pick up divers.
SELF TEST rTEms
1. Are you moieng both buoys in the d4rect'.on of the search snd sorolOmort
the same distance?

2. Are you commun.c.csting and coordinatina your efforts 10.th your nertner?
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TITLE: Underwater Hull Inspection

INTRODUCTION

This information sheet is des.gned to provide you with informatian c'n
underwater hull inspectian, primary function of apen circuit SCUBA
diving. Material contained nankin has been extracted from Volume 1,
Underwater Work Techniques Manual. A thorough understanding of this
information is essential in order that you can proceed through the
practical evolution associated with it, as well as relate it to fleet
diving jobs you will encounter following graduation fram this course.

REFERENCES

U.S. Navy Underwater work Techniques Manual, Volume 1

INFORMATION

General: Although active fleet ships have a wide variation of hull
sizes and configuration, hull inspections are generally quite similar
in procedure. It is possible to describe a technique for hull inspec-
tions applicable in most respects to all ships. As is true in the case
of all underwater tasks, thorough planning is the key to successful
execution of the job. This is especially important in the case of hull
inspections since the entire underwater hull and all appurtenances are
included, with most of the ship's departments involved. Accordingly,
the preparatfon of the plans in written form is especially desireable.

Task: Underwater hull inspection involves the examination of the entire
exterior underwater hull and appurtenances to determine the condition and
the need for repairs. When available, it includes closed circuit tele-
vision coverage of the inspection to assist the evaluation of the inspec-
tion.

When tidal currents are not a factor, the inspection may start at the
stern or at the bow depending an preferences or physical conditions. When
tidal current is a factor, the direction is chosen on the baais of facili-
tating-the work and providing the best security for the diving team and
the boat. In this description, the inspection is started at the stern
because this is the preference of most tender and repair ship divers. Two
divers are usually used, each inspecting half of the ship from stern to
bow and with ane diver working to port and the other to starboard.

The Jivers will generally take their air supply from the air flasks in the
1Dat, in a fleet job. This is a matter of equipment availability, condition
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of the equipment, boat storage, working space and preferences.

Technique: Prior to beginning inspection, the past underwater hull his-
eery should be reviewed with particular attention to previous paint con-
ditions, gouges, dents, scrapes, appurteniances and any other points re-
quiring.scrutiny.

(1) Tag-out procedure
(2) Provide Lights as required

Rudder:
Take rudder clearance measurements with

son with previous readings to determine sag.
the forward uppermost part of the rudder'and
See illustration for representative examples

Chck:the rudder plugs. Sometimes there are four, sometimes two-
one at'the top and one at the bottom. Insure that the plugs are in place
mid secure

inside calipers for compari-
Measurement is made between
the nearest hull sqrface.
of clearances.

'7133

Check the overall physical appearance for cracks in the welds, craCks'
in rudder surfaces, gouges, scrapes, and any marks which indicate the rudder
has contacted some forei3n object.

Sound the rudder for possible flooding by tapping on the surface.
(Se!!ure plugs and a good physical appearance should indicate that there
haa net been any flooding, but the tapping test provides added Insurances).

Check the1 rudder post retainer ring bolts with their associated safety
wiring. Thesesshould be secure since they retain the ring which supports
the packing gland around the post.

Propellors:

Check the dunce cap to insure that it is secure in place.

Check tl-e cover plate halves aft of the propeller for their physical
appearance rad security.

Locate the eyebolt-fitting plug in the hub of the propeller. Insure
that the plug is in place and secure. Use this plug as a standard or zero
point far nnibering the blades an the propeller. Number each blade in
succession clockwise as the propeller is viewed from the stern towards the
bow. The first blade is 41, the next is 42, and thex. next 03, and so forth,
until all blades are numbered. The purpose of numbering the blades is.to
compare the previous reports on b1ade conditions with the current inspection
findings.

Check te overall physi(7.al appearance of Pach 'lade starting with 41.
Inspect the peripheral edge for nicks, curls, chips, cracks or other apparent
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damage. Use the ruler to measure apparent damage as practicable.

Inspect the face and back for cavitation effects. These effects can
be identified by litt1e pocked holes on the blade surface.

Check the rope guard forward of the propeller for security in place
and corrosion.

Struts to Stern Tubes:
Check the external primary strut housing and primary strut for appar-

ent damage, such as gouges, nicks, cavitations, etc.

Several types of ships have zincs located on the hull above the V
shape of the main strut running fore and aft. A. the inspection progress-
es from the propellers, check the zincs. (Zincs may be bolted an or welded
in place). Deterioration is usually most severe at the after end. Note
the percentage of zincs remaining.

Check the fairwater halves at the forward end of the primary strut
for rigidity, security and any apparent damage. Fairwaters are in two
halves and are usually secured by screws or welded or both.

Swim forward an the shaft taking constant note of the Protective
Rubber Coating (PRC) conditions. This coating may be sprayed rather than
wrapped like tape.

Inspect the fairwater aft of the secondary strut in the same manner
as the inspection of the other fairwater in the step above.

Inspect the external secondary strut housing and secondary strut.
This is a repeat of the first step of strut inspection.

Repeat the step above for inspection of the fairwater f,- Jard of che
secondary strut housing.

Continue up the shaft and check the PRC cone'tion all the way to the
stern tube fairwater.

Check the fairwater on the stern tube, as above.

Inspect the external housing of the stern tube... Check the dead lights
in the stern tube to see if it is clear within the tube. Dead Lights are
oblong holes which have a race track shape. (Some ships do not have dead
lights).

Note:

If ane diver is condecting the inspection, duplicate steps for the
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rudder, propeller, and struts on the opposite.side at this time.

Regardless of the number of propellers (1 or 4), the number of
struts (1 or 2) or even if the propeller is canfigured directly to the

hull, the sequence indicated for the rudder, propeller and struts need
be modified only to the extent of eliminating those Rteps which are not
applicable.

Engineering Underwater Space:
Prior to diving for inspection of engineering underwater spaces,

check again to insure free water around the hull for diver safety. A

minimum positive clearance of rwo feet should be assured. This clear-

ance is not a problem in those situations where a ship is at anchor or
"Med" moored (stern to the pier) or nested together with camel standoffs
between the nested ships.

Inspect the bilge keel. The illustration shows that the bilge keel
is generally located in the center half of the ships, usually extending
from the after most engineering fireroom forward to the area abreast of
the ship's bridge area. Check the bilge keel for apparent damage. The

leading or forward edge usually is the part which is most susceptible to
roll back or dsmage. As the inspection progresses along the bilge keel,
check for the material condition of the zincs. In some cases, zincs may
be at either end, or one end only, or in the middle, or just above the
bilge keel and parallel to it. Note the percentage of zincs remaining.

Next, proceed to the vicinity of the main scoop injection and locate
it by having a member of the ship's force sound the hull with a slow,
steady tapping noise from within. Check for marine growth or anything
whic4 may foul tht gratings. Check the gratings for security.

Repeat the same procedure for the m.in circulation pump suctions.

1/3

Inspect any other hull openings in the engineering spaces as specifi-
cally requested by the ship or which may be seen along the inspection route.
NoteY If only one diver is performing the inspection (not in school situ-
ation) duplicate the Engineering Underwater Inspection for the otherside,
indluding bilge keel and zince. Then proceed forward to the bow area to
inspect the sonar dome, as applicable.

If two divers are inspecting, one diver proceeds to the sonar dome
on-the side he is inspecting. The ocher may secure.

Sonar Dame (As applicable):
While proceeding forward to inspect the sonar dome, locate the draft

markings on the bow. Follow the markings downward to the sona: dame at the
keel. Inspect the dame. Check the face, the bottom, the port and staroard
sides for general freedom from grriwth, scratches, marks and damage. Also
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check the condition of the feiring strip where bolts secure the dome to
the hull. The older types of.sonar era bolted to the hull; the newer
models are either welded to the hull or configured as part of the hull
at the bow. Notei.If the sonar dome is configured to the hull at the bow,
swim forward from the bilge keal to the ship's keel. Inspect the keel for
bad growth, peeling or loose paint forward to the hull configured sonar.

Inspect the hull configured sonar dome. Check the face, the bottom,
the port and starboard sides for general freedom from growth, scratches,
marks, pitting and other apparent damege.

Ship's Reel and Stem
When the keel mounted sonar dome inspection is completed, extend for-

ward and swim alongside the keel, inspecting for bad growth, peeling or
loose paint.

Follow the keel up to the stem. Inspect the stem for any distortion
or other apparent damage. Inspection is completed; clear the water.
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S TERN

Rudder
Post

Hu.1.1

Flush Type
Unstepped

I
J,ii7 Plugs

Rudder

7TERN

S TERN

UN STEPP FD RUODER

]
Measure Clearance
here (ApProx. 9-42")

Measure Clearance
Hare

Measure Clearance

Here (Approx. 11/2" to 31)

STUPET: RUDDER

EXAXPLES OF RUDDER CLZARANCZ3

451;
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PROPELLER STRUT0
ZINCS
(ford)& aft)

SECONDARY

DEAD LIGHTS
(not on all stern

tubes)

FAJRWATER

4
FAIRWATER

SHAFT WITH
PROTECTIVE

FAIRWATERS SECONDARY RUBBER COATING

STRUT e
STRUT
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HOUSING NOTE: Numerals indicate general

(5.)

sequence for inspection

DUNCE ROPE
from stern to bow for any

6
GUARDS

single propeller/shaft with

O.)

two struts.

STERN TUBE

(1)

a()

TYPICAL PPOPELLOR - STPUT ASSEMY

4 r-
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TITLE: Underwater Null Inspection

LESSON TOPIC OBJECTIVES

Terminal Objective
1. When the student completes this course, he will be able to, as a member
of a teem, in open water, at night, using open circuit SCUBA, conduct a
detailed underwater hull inspection of a designated craft. File a written
report with the instructor which specifies 2ropellers, shafting, rudders,
sonar equipment (if applicable), underwater fittings, and general hull
conditions to include applicable measurements, marine growth and other
specifics as instructed.

Enabling Objectives
1. Orally explain the function(s) of a detailed underwater hull inspection.

2. Given an illustration of a typical Navy submarine and surface vessel,
locate points included in a detailed underwater hull inspection, describing
measurements taken and conditions obeerved during such an inspection.

3. Given a description of a typical surface vessel hull, write an inspec-
tion report ening proper terminology, measurement data and organization.

4. In open water, in daylight, as 41 member of a team and using open cir-
cuit SCUBA, conduct a detailed underwater hull inspection on an available
craft. Provide a verbal report '71:1 the instructor.

STUDr ASSIGNMENT

Student ("Wide Iisformation Sheet 4 -10 -II through 4-10-101, Underwater Hull
Inspection.

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume I, Appendix F and .1

Trim QuEsTIONs

1. Underwater hull inspections involve xamination of the entire

and

to determine conditions and the need for

2. An inspection starts at:

a. the stern.

b. the bow.

c. either end when tidal current is not a factor.
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3. When tidal current is a factor, hull inspections are normally

started at the stern. Why?

4. Rudders art inspected for overal" physical appetrance for:

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

5. Describe hpw a diver would determine which blade of a given pro

peller is 42.

1

'l k

?

A prime inspection item on the shaft is the PRC. What is the PRC?

'4ow is it put on :he shaft?

7, WhAt are dead lights?

8. Prior to diving for inspection of engineering underwater spaces,

check to insure free uater around the hull for diver safety. A minimum

positive clearance of feet should be assured. This is not a

problem when a ship is:

a.

b.

9. The bilge keel is generally located in the

of the ship.

10. The of the bilge keel is the part most

susceptible to damage.

11. ghat does signing the Ship Repair Safety Checklist indicate?

1712/3
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Underwater Hull Inspection UNIT: 1. SCUBA

2.

3.

r7TvNialL, DESCItIPTION: Team of divers conduct a detailed underwater hull
inspection of an available craft, taking appropriate
measurements and filing .. n-::4sequent report.

Q9NDTTTONS:

1. ENVTRONMENT

2. :UTE

3. ZO,UTPMENT

ST,A.N7AnS:

1. PERFORMANCL

TrvrT 7

Open Water
--------.----

ac least 20
feet

. Open Circuit
SOnA

. Measurit%

instruments
csee reverse

. Night

one

File an accur-
ate report on
specified
equipment.**

ar* Accuracy may iJe checked with ship's bluepriats.

4°,6
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PROCEDURES

Use the procedures set forth in Student Guide Information Sheet 4-10-
1I through 4-10-101. These are step by step procedures on the conduct of
a detailed underwater hull inspection as set forth in the Underwater Work
Techniques Manual, Volume I.

WHY DO IT

This gives the studant experience in performing a task that he will
be required to perform as a diver as well an building his confidence in
the use of Open Circuit SCUBA gear through its use and the night environ-
ment.

SXILLS NEEDED

1-74 i5

Skill in the use of open circuit SCUBA equipment and measuring instru-
ments.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Dependent upon the size of the class, it may be necessary to give a teem
of t-wo divers a specific portion of the undervate hull inspection as opposed
to the entire inspec on. This does not circumvelt the intent of the project
so long as both divers are requtred to perform measurements and to f i-k -

aport.
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UNDERWATER HULL INSPECTION REPORT

An inspection of the underwater hull of the USS
was performed on -------- with the following conditions noted:

Rudder

Clearance measurement:

Plugs:

Sounding:

Posts:

Surface Condition:

Remarks:

propellea

Condition , aach blade (by nu=ber):

Dunce Cap:

Rope Guard:

Remarks:

3ilge Keel

Condition:

7emar!..z:

4

Struts:

Condition:

Rama rks



,,TIOB SHUT 4-1 (1-4J
rairwacers

Condition:

Remarks:

Stern Tube:

Housing:

Remarks:

Sea Chests-

Remarks:

ZinC5

Missing:

Deteriorated:

Intact:

Remarks:

Sonar Dome (as applicable)

Surface condition:

Welded Seams:

Remarks:

?aint:

Growth:

Dents, damage:

Remarks:

General Re=arks:

si ned:

447
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General Safety Precautions

INTRODUCTION

SCUBA Diving is the most dangerous form of diving engaged in by the U,S.Navy.
This is a simple statement, but one that cannot be overemphasizedv 'SCUBA
Diving is the most dangerous form of diming engaged in by the U.S.Navy.
It is important that you, the diver, keep this thought in mind at all times.
When the time comes that you feel you know the equipment "inside out" and
can use it - "no sweat" - you've lost respect for it and are in grave danger.

Safety, in all -Irypes of diving, is an integral phase of all diving theory,
systems and practical work, it is difficult to separate items in order to
enumerate specific safety items in a classroom situation. Therefore, many
itens have and will be covered during the classroom/practical evolutions
concerned with a particular piece of equipment item or skill. The safety
itens covered in this lesson topic are those not specifically elaborated
upon elsewhere.

REFERENCES

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume I
Diving and Salvage Safety Notes 1971/72

1
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TITLE: scrim Theory

REFERENCES

P.S.Navy niving Manual, Volume
NAVSHIPS mr. 5940.16A
U.S.Navy Operations Handbook

NOTETAKINC °MINE

I. Review

A. Principles Laws of Diving

1. BoTle'm Law

a. Definition:

b. Application to SCUBA:

2. Charles' Law

a. Definition:

b. Application to SCUBA:

3. Dalton's Law

a. Definition:

b. Application:

4. Archimede's Principle

a. Definition:

b. Application to scru:
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R. Review of Diving Terminology

1. Composition of Air

a. Nitrogen -

b. Oxygen -

c. Carbon nioxide -

d. Argon (inert) -

e. Rare Cases-

2. Preesure

3. Atmospheric Pressure -

4. Cauge Pressure -

5. Absolute Pressure -

6. Partial Pressure -

7. Absolute Temperature -

S. P.ottom Time

I. Decompression Tire -

1. Total Tine -

11. surface Interval -

12. P,esidual Nitrogen Time -

13. Equivalent Single Dive Time -

14. Pepetitive Dive -

15. Decompression Stop -

II. scrsA THEORY

A. Advantages

1. deployment
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2.

3. Minimum

4. Excellent and mobility

5.

B. Disadvantages

1.

2. Breathing

3. Limited

bottom disturbance

endurance - both

protectian

4. Influenced by

a. maximum

5. Lack of

O. Mree (1) Types of SCUT'

1.

2.

knot

mlm.m.1.....wdordrft.

with topside

3.

D. Open Circuit SCUBA

1. Definition:

2. Advantages campared to other SCUBA types

a.

b.

3. Disadvantege compared to other SCUBA types

a.

4. Restrictions

a. Pepth

(1) TIorking

4 .1

and duration.

.95/
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(2) Maximum -

(3) Emergency -

(a) Cardinal Rule: NEVER MAKE A DIV! REQUIRING

fl scram.

b. Diving Team Required

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

E. Semiclosed Circuit SCUBA

1. Definition:

2. Adva*Itages compared to other SMBA types

a.

b.

3. nisadvantages compared to other SCUBA types

a.

4. Restrictions

a. Work Limit: - !e4-Y2

(1) :Tormal -

(2) ?f.axirnum

b. Vork Tirtits - N202

(1) normal -

(2) !!aximum
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F. Closed Circuit SCUBA (02 - Emerson)

1. Definition:

2. Advantages compared to other types of SCUBA

a.

b.

3. Disadvantages compared to other types of SCUBA

a.

b.

4. ?estrictions

a. Work Limits

(1) Normal -

(2) Maximum -

G. General Uses of SCUBA

1. Inspections -

2. Searches -

3. Light Underwater Uork

G. Clandestine Operations -

r7ormor, -; erm.m4

1. due to:

a.

b.

C.

453
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I. Buddy System

1. or contact

2. If a single diver is being used, he should be

from dhe surface.

3. lines may also be useci for two divers if

seem particularilv

J. Select Proper necorpression Tables

1. scrim Dives involving decompression are

2. SrrBA'dives involving decompression si7ould

be made except as a

3. 7he total time and depth of a SCUBA dive (including )

must never exceed the of the in use dis--
regarding any .

4 )
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TITLE: Open Circuit Sr:LIM rndervater Accessori4:s

REFEROCES

U.S.Nevy niving anuel, Volume
MAVSPIPS 9940.16A

NOTTTAKINC Or71.17E

A. All equipment used in Navy Open Circuit SCUBA living must he approved
and published in nAVSHIPS

1. 1,7et Suits

a. '!ade of closed cell

b. Protects diver from:

(1)

(2)

(V:

(4)

c. ?raper fit:

d. Principle:

e. After use, should rinse wet suit with

f.

(1)

(1)

PannAna

I.!aakest Points are around

(3) Should apply to zippers regularil7.

4
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2. Life Ves:-.

a. Yodified MIT Life Preserver

(1) gram co/ cartridge

(2) oral tube1M6r11m.101.111....

(1)

(4)

feet.

inflation device

pounds ..11oyancv at

(5) not effective deeper than feet.

(6) main function is to:

(7) the anly item of scrEA not secured with a

b. !41: III Yoke Tyne

,, (1) gram CO2 Cartridges

(2) ,pral inflation tubes

\

(3) 4uromatic inflation devices

(4)

(a) one for each

(7)) two per inflation (ievice.

pounds positive t.ioyancy at feet.

pound:::

4157

on l'!".F1 cUrficP.

(6) /f 18 gram CO2 cartridges used, vest has ?ounds positivP

huoysncy at feet.

1-,,H) 00 release.
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3. Knife

a. ,/ade of

b. Fandle of
01111111

c. Prefer double edged; one knife edge, one

d. Scabbard should hold the knife with a

lock.

e. :Tay be worn:

:Tever on the =1.

or

4. 7,ar!: 11, "od ( Flare cr'sy/"ight): preferred t7pe

1. Med only H case of

FrIonth end (

aMPRIIIMIMIMpyMOIMIP {011!11111M

1=011

11=

1,ut easily

) eritts seconds of redorgange

c. ring of (night) effiitts

seconds of brilliant

!Tever carry the flare by the

5. Strobe Lizht

a. nmitts a hright

7sed only in case of

,111. Ve

amproximately once each
-------

c. covered push switch.

A. r7amprovis

a. Used for

h. !'av be worn on or on

c. Some mode1s are .. 'Iazards.

th rse a good to prevent loss.
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7. Depth Gauge

a. Used to determine of dive.

b. Aist be accurate vithir ft. at 50 ft. amd

50-,nn ft.

c. Checked for accuracy

(1) every months

(2) when a s suspected

(3) before on a dive if

d. rhosphorus dial for easy reading.

(1)

8. Watch

a.

h.

dive.

hazard.

ft.

dial for easy readinc in limited visibility.

4/59

for indicating elapsed time of the

c. watch and should he worn or the same

as they are closely related.

Divine Light

a. need to diver's job or way.

and
AWIMMMINb. Net be

ln. race Mask

a. Primary Purpose:

OEM,I=1==MMIIMIIPI

b. Secondary Purpose:

tested.
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glass.

c. Lens must be made of or safety

d. To insure proper fit, mask to face,

gently and remove hand. rrask should

e. straps are used to secure the mash.

11. Swim Fins

a. Increase the of tbe diver.

b. 7arious degrees of

c. Two basic tvpes of blades

socket.

(1)

(2)

d. Fixed

e. `:ormally wear

of $11ade.

stravand

f. Blades too mnall or too large

1.. .cnorkel

(booties)

1MI.,

a tube which allows the diver to Twin

in t_e water. Less

D. 7se for in depths. (Conserve1101111MMINI ririmror
c. Variety of approved models.
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13. Weight Belt

a. Used to the

divers and the buoyancy of the

either

buoyancy of most

b. rust have a buckle operable by

c. Yade of and fabric.

d. Weights should have edges so as to not

diver's skin or protective gear.

44/

e. Weights came in various d .

f. Take tire to carefully weight belt (for near

buoyancy)

g. Veight belt most often lost during water or

14. Buoy and Buoyline

a. I7ed in or when of the

diver is in question.

b. rever attach co a piece of equipment which may be

c. ''ay be of any material; painted

sealed life or

(1) Should be brightly with a

attaChed.

15. Buddy Line

a. t feet long.

S. A rust at or in conditions of

tube.

f



I
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c. Any Line used in scunA operations should he:

(1)

(2) 'lave or slieltly

16. lig71 Pressure GLage

a. to 3mOn Pt
b. Tlas a fitting to attach to

mm +.1....

securing

c. "as a relief

buoyancy.

co bleed of after

.61Pillb...M.I.MINIMM.WM1011. *

d. 5hou1d he or checked wit!, other

Fauges periodically.
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TITLE: Open Circuit SCV3A Cylinder and ninifdld Assembly System

PIMPENCES

U.S.Navy niving Manual, Volume I

NAVSPIPS n994-AnS-MlOn

MTETAXIVC orTurt

A. Cylinders - Steel, High Pressure

1. Pilled ol.th

a. sever fill with

b.

2. One or more used

3. SJorkl ,4 Pressure - =-
4, Approximate Volume - .

, diver poisoning.

PS/

cu ft at PSI

5. Under Pegulations (formerly T.(.C.)

a. !!ust be hydrostatically tested every years.

443

b. Tested to PSI or tires the working pressure.

6. Information stamped an the bottle neck:

a.

b. number

c. ?!onth/Year of most recent

d. wtar symbol

7. All cylinders are under the System.

a. Annual 7equirement or in u.A1

(1) broken down and internally
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(2) as necessa.

b. Bottles in use inspect

(1) Y.aintain at PST mintmum

B. Crlinders, Aluminum,,Iligh Pressure

1. Filled with

a. rever fill with

b. Explosion, diver

2. One or more used

3. 17orkinF pressure PSI

4 Approximate 7olume cu ft at

5. Tlnder Control

PSI

a. Must be tested ever7 years

h. Tested to PSI or tirer the workinp

pressure.

6. Informati(-: 3t.,..,1ped on cylinder

a. Test

b. Working

c. number

d. tast.date

e. Test

f. Actual measured

g. *4irimum Permitted

7. Crlinders in use inspect

a. 7!aintain at

4c))

7SI minimum
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C. Test/Inspection of Cylinders.

1. All cylinders - in use or storage, brodi down and inspected every

months.

2. if water or'particulate is suspected to hive entered

the cylinder, it must be before

3. Inspection, and testing procedures - !TAVSPIPS

4. Safety Regulations - High Pressure (-as Cylinders

a. nAVRRIPS Tech manual

5

4/4 5

b. SCUBA Cylinders, Table , U.S.ravy !fanual

5. Inspection must be a evolution:

a. down cylinders

S. remove

C.

d. Look for:

(1)

( )

visually

(3) Visual accumulation of a substance

(4) Inspect and 0-ring surface.

6. Cleaning Procddure

a. Place washed and in cylinder.

(1) qts of and 2qts in steel cylirr!er.

(2) qtq of arc' ^ 1/^_ ,,,ts of in

i:11nini1 ay linear.
11=
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b. Poll Cylinder about itS until interior is

(1) Do not try to remove or protrusions.

(a) If are present, cylinder.

(2) If cylinder will not clean up, it.

c. Once clean

(1) Empty and thoroughly

(2) rinse with warm

(3) nry vith clean

7 uydrostatic Test

a. Test racilities

(1) Commercial rirms - qualified to perform -- tests.---------

(2) Authorized

Test is

(1) :"easures

method

c. All failures must be

9. Replacement of Cylinders

..==..114.0.

a. Comprehensive must be kept.

b. Previous

factors in determining replacenent.

r) nanifold, T'igh Pressure

1. ?asses air from

Consist3 of:

history and are important

=000==001110M.

a. valve - on/off valve

4 c `
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b. High Pressure

PSI

(1)

(2)

(3) TUt types

1ST

plugs/discs

on single manifold

on twin manifold

(a) Actual filled plug

1. piece design

2. staeVed on the ,head

(b) Safety disc, plug assembly

1. piece design, safety disc and safety

2. Safety discs - coded

a. 225n PSI Cylinders blows at

b. 3100 PSI ,Cylinder blows at

(c) never use
4411.111MM!,

izto 7

lug

plugs or discq. A

(d) nestroy discs.

(e) PLUGS ALWAYS PO= Tiny ir DT7r7.

c. Reserve 7alve "techanism

(1) Gives warning of

(2) Provides diver wit to afely.

(3) Holds back to PSI

(a) Twin cylinders - cylinder only

(h) loaded check valve.

(c) !tanual
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air.

411.4.%01011

,

-NW

(4) .As air pressure in tank docreasei

(a) valve slowly closes

(b) .causes regulator to

(c) diver pulls down

(d) valve opens supplying remaining to PSI

(5) rever assume the reserve

(a) Could be during the working dive.

(b) Could be accidentally earlier.

immediately if(6) nivers, in pairs, must

goes on air.

(7) Reserve valve must be down for:

(a)

(b)

(c)

d. Trace air flow cylinder to regulator

(1) Pight Cylinder to regulator

(a) Air exits cylinder via

(b) Passes by plug.

(c) Yrom elbow to

(d) Passes up to disc assembly of cylinder

4 ;1i

-
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the

valve.

4169

is controlled rpy.cylinder valve:

(21 Left cylinder via reserve assembly

(a) Air exits cylinder via assembly.,

('b) If PSI or more, it unseats the disc ofA...

(0 Flows hy disc, and safety plugs.

(d) rlovs,through the Channel housing PSI reserve spring.

(e) Through - holds 50n PSI in place.

(f) Exits reserve valve assembly

(1) Enters

(h) Continues to and disc assembly of

(i) Air FLow is contrullad by crlinder valve.

(3) ',!enual override, Rbserve Assembly

(a) At 31(1-5nn PST, spring pushes closed.

(b) To physIcally override disc, push reserve 1;andle

(c) Peserve stem rotates

(d) Pin and Plunger Assembly has arooves.

1.

2.

(0) leserve stem is in groove - reserve

1. This allows spring to ld and

assembly Away from the disc.
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11.

open -

a. son PSI spring dis,c and air flaw.

(f) Potation - Reserve

1. Nmerve tem in groove':

2. Pin and plunger assembly is phystcally bolding disc

3. Diver is on

E. repair of ranifold

1. 'never attmmpt repairs on a

2.,

3. Use

..11EWMInms....... befora startincr, any repairs.

manual and correct

a. ro not attempt repairs by

4. aintain a clean - organized work area.

5. DO NOT rsE OR ror LUBR/CATInN

a. Use only approved lubricants

(1)

(2)

F. Use

7. Use correct

and tools.

parts.

q. Always equipment after repairs.

9. TAKE YOUR TV?. - DO TT RIGPT.
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TITLE: Single Rose Regulator

RETERFNCES

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume I
NAVSTITP$ 0994-008-0100

U.S.nivers Regulator Repair Manual

NOTETAKT:IC ounrrE

A. Principles of Single Rose Regulator

le Reduces

at

2. Two Stage Reducer

a. First Stage

(1) reduces

iz7/

air to pressure useable by diver

air to constant PSI

over bottom pressure.

b. Second Stage

(1) Reduces PSI over bottom to exactly ambient

at operating

(2) Upon demand, delivers air to

.14/0

(a) Diver inhales - produces imbalance between

and ambient

(b) Imbalance acts on opening

valve.

(c) Allows to flow to

4 93
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B. Principle Parts

1. First Stage

a. unit.

b. Fastens to by yoke.

2. Intermediate Pressure Pose

a. Delivers PST air between stages.

b. Male end and o-ring to

c. Perale end and o-ring to

3. Second Stage

a. reducing mechanism

deliver

(1) Low Pressure

(2) Lever

(3)

..IMMINI1.1.1.1MIA1 .1

b. rubber nouthpiece

(1) Snaps for

c. Exhaust Valve - allows
.,...=Ipi.e..11111111111MM

ont, keeps

(1) guilt into of Second Stage box

(2) rxhaust tube or

d. Purge rutton

(1) Located an of Second Stage 7ox

(2) overrides Law Pressure Stage11.M11

(3) 71-lynically 4epresses

Out

(a) causes valve to
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(4) Quickly regulator.

C. Air Plow - Single Rose Regulator

1. "tgh rressure air to Interrediate Air

a. "igh Pressure air enters throue.

b. *Passes by or through:

(1) Figh

(a)

(h)

(c)

(2) nigh Pressure Seat Asserbly

(3) ig1 Pressure Seat Assembly (if

Pressure assembly

(4) Pin and

C. Air now at ..m..mp.

(1) 7igh Pressure depresses

(125PSI)

47173

(2) riaphragm Spring - preset to PSI tension.

(3) This allows High Pressure Seat Assembly to close

"ig,'! Pressure

(4) remains closed until pressure drops below PS/

d. Pressure drops below PST

(1)

linkage.

PST Tpring expands, movinr and

(7) Overrides Seat ksserbly

(7) rushes Figh Pressure seat asserbly

4 95
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(4) Air enters
until PSI

(5) PST diaphragm end are :lepressed.

(6) Pigh Pressure Seat Aspembly is closed by Figh Pressure.Seat

Assembly Spring.

e. Over bottom Pressure

(1) Controlled by
and

screw

(3) Tension set at PSI

(4) Pegulator designed to work at PSI

(5). Attach gauge tn

to set over bottom pressure.

intermediate Pressure to Breathable Air

a. Air exits intermediate pressure hose via

assembly.

or hose - turn

(1) Located in Sox.

h Breathable air now in Low Pressure

c. Low Pressure Valve assembly ( valve)

(1) Inlet nipple - contains Low Pressure
.

(7) Low Pressure disc and disc retainer assembly

(a)

(1.)

(c)

(d)

4 r'
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(3) Low Pressure

(4) Low Pressure

d. Diver inhales

(1) Pulls partial

(2) Low Pressure

in Low Pressure Chamber

collipsesltnward

17475

(3) novement pushes an disc assembly.

(A) Disc retainer assembly lifts disc from

Seat.

(5) Law Pressure flaw valve is - air flows to diver.

(A) niver stops inhaling or exhales

(a) diaphragm to position

(b) Low Pressure spring Law Pressure disc

e. 7xhaust Valve

(1) Located on

(2) Sirple

otherwise.

of Low Pressure Stage box

discs.

(2) during exhalation

(4)

1.1111MMIMP

keeps it closed

f. Purge ralve

(1) button

(2) Overrides diaphragm

(3) Opens Law Pressure , clears,

4 9,i
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D. Advantages/Disadvantages

1. Advent:4as

a. Second Stage is always at approximately the same pressure)us

(1) Does noi have tendency.

h. Purge Valve allows immediate

c. EASIER (purge valve and hose)

d. Reduced

e. Stronger intermediate

f. Cenerally more rugged piece of equipnent.

2. Oisadvantages

a. sometines obscure vision.

b. Susceptible to

r. Pepair of Single Fose regulator

1. Disassenble and repair

a. Use proper

(1) rA7SIPS n9r14-00:1-nlnn

6:2) 7.S. nivers ,,egulator

a. pressure

b. pliers.

as guide

4 c)

11
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TITLE:- Double Pose Regulator

REFTRFACES

U.S.4am7 Diving Manual, Volume
NAVSPIPS 394-11065
U.S.Divers Pegulator Repair tanual

NOTETAKINC OM=

A. Principles of Double Hose regulator

1. Reduces air to a pressure usable by

2. Two Stage Reduction

a. Pirst Stage -

(1) leduces

over bottom pressure.

b. Second Stage - leducing Valve

it77

leducins Valve

air to a constant PSI

(1) "educes PSI aver bottom to exactly

pressure at operating depth.

(2) Upon demand, delivers to divers

(a) Piver inhales, creatins a

(0) Forces to move

(c) Tbis opens

allowing air to

11. Principle Parts

1. regulator

a.

2. Inhalation Ilose

a

to

side

99

valve

located inside regulator 17,ox
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3. Mouthpiece

a. Relatively watertight into diver's mouth.

b. Contains rwo valves

(1) Right Side

(e) Allows into mounpiece
..1..INlom

CO Prevents air from entering into

(c) Opens on

(d) Closes on

(2) Left Side

(a) Hose an left side

(b) Channels

1. ram valve in box/end of

air back to and out.

hose prevents from entering hose.

C. Air Flow - Double nose Regulator

1. High Pressure Air to Intermediate Pressure

a. Fnters

b. Passes by:

(1)

(2) High Pressure

(3) ligh Pressure

(4)

block

Spring

Assemhly

and Support

c. Air is now in chamber.

d. Pressure reaches

(1) Depresses

(2) , Diaphragm depresses

PSI
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(1) Allows High PressLre

Pressure asseMbly.

linkage.

(4) Pemains closed until intermediate pressure

PST

e. Pressure drops belo PST

(1) Diaphragm can no lonFer hold

(2)

1.217?e /
to close Figh

Ilm=14.101.

expands, moving and support

(3) Overrides igh Pressure

pressure seat.

(4) Allows ligh Pressure air to into

opening nigh

Mo.

until PST is reached.

PSI and spring are depressed.

(6) High Pressure closes Pigh Pressure

assembly.

f. Overbottcm Pressure

(1) controlled by

( ) By mean* of an

(3) tension is set.

(4) Designed to !York at lln PST

(5) Attach page to

(9 Turning sets over hAuttam zzessure.
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2. Intermediate Pressure to Breathable Air

a. Air exits intermediate pressure clamber via

assembly.

b.
is now in the chamber.

C.
valve assembly.

elamber.

11MINEMIMIMINA.M0~.1,

(4) Low pressure

!liver inlIales

12ver

(1) Pulls pnrtial

assembly.

in Lny Pressure Chamber

(2) Low Pressure diaphragm collapses toward

(3) pushes

(4) Accuates Low Pressure

(S) Low Pressure Valve , air law pressure

(6)

(7) Low Pressure

n. Advantagestnisadvantoges

1. Advantages

a. Pesistent to

returns to normal positian.

closes Law Press'Ire

b. Air in inhalation hose is at a pressure equal to

preSSUre.
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(1) Should a rupture occur,

instead of rapidly depleted

C.

2. Disadvantages

a. Placing

(1) Affects working position

b. Two hoses offer increamed

to

,I=M1111=111,11117.111.1110

4,74/
would result

exhausted behind diver - doesn't affect

below diver causes

c. Warm weather causes (flapper, Check valves)

d. problems with mouthpiece and hoses.

E. Repair of Double Pose legulator

1. Disassemble and repair

a. rse proper

(1) !TAVSPIPS

(2) U.S.Divers !Tanual

b. Tools

(1) Righ Pressure Guide

(2) Over bottom Pressure

(1) Body 'french

(4) Body wrench/vise

(5) Pliers
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TIME: Planning

REFERENCES

7.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume

NOITTAKIIT: OTTUNE

A. Th eight (1) Steps in Planning

1. objectivesram,

2. and analyze

1. Establish tasks

4. Select technique

5. Select and...IIIMM1.1.11111011Milia=,,.=111M

6. Select and assemble the

7. Mike final preparations and check all

A. operation

B. Define Objectives

1. the operation is being undertaken

2. is to be accomplished

C. Collect and Analyze Data

1. rnvironmental

a. conditions

(1) messages

(2) charts

(3)

(4) ships

books

(5) tables

(6) orders

(7) to mariners

Imo
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b. Underwater Conditions

(1) Influence

(a)

(b)

(c)

(2) Particular attention to:

(a)

(h) type of

(c) tideo

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g) obstacles or

AM.

2. Assistance and Emergencies

..0noml

a. Emergency assistance in the event of an Or

services

b. additional , supplies or

c. authori2ation or from

higher authority

(1) should include time and

a to each of the following:

chamber(a)

transportation

(t) transportation

483
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(d) Hospital

(e) Diving OfficAr

(f)

(s) welYWIN..1.1M~

(h) Diving Units

(i) Co -and

11. Establish Operaticvial Task

1. A

a,

b.

of the operation. Consider:

and eive activities and Witty.

time and to the divine

site.

c. tire

d.
=1.10 and scope of dilfes in aatm//pM.,.. M=10.===.

given period of time

e. nivers should have a going from shallow to

depths.

f. Plan to work while

permits, provIded sufficient are available.

g. Using different divine techniques requires different levels of

h. The number of

kept at 4

working at any one time should be

personnel should he praperly selected and

j. Any schedule must he enough to allow for

,
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k. Diving operation is completed when:

(1) and stowage of equip-

emit is complete

(2) of any materials brought up during the

operation is complete.

(3) of the avers and other

has been accomplished.

(4) Analyze the

and carried out.

(5) and

quired reports.

(6) exrended material.

of the operation, as

all re-

(7) Insuring of,the unit to respond to the next

E. Select Proper niving Technique

1. Information fr7r7 the

work should be considered.

a. If safety factors are against the use of SCUBA,

a

F. Select Equipment and Supplies

1. All equipment must he

2. Pequirements for !kreathing Yedia

a. Conform to of

b. volume available

c. Plow to the must be

and type

YS15.
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d. a

1. Diving Support Craft

a. must be

must be available

h. must be equipped with

and other gear1

in design and

c. must be in good , with a engine.

d.-rust have ample room for the divers to and

and workinr! area for

f. must be able to safely carry all required for

the operation.

?. nust be properly bv a

the

e. rust provide adequate

creu.

crew.

4. ror srTTA nivirr, an boat or

mav he used.

G. 5elect and Assemble the %vine Tean

1. The niving Officer

a. is in charge of all

.1111111111aw.

11. is responsible for the

practices of all dtvers assigned.

c. is responaible for the preparation of -

and

and

for a diving operation, subject to final approval by the
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d. insures a thorough

e. his prire responsibility is the of

all diving operations.

2. The flying Supervisor ' the man in charge of the diving operation.

a. may be an or . Selection is

based an order of seniority.

(1) Diver

(2) niver

(1) Technician

of all personnel involved.

(4) Diver

b. nust he a diver

c. asmists the niving Officer in preparation for the

d. he should he familar with the to evaluate tvle, diver's

and -
e. inspects all to be used

497

f. conducts pre-dive

g. monitors and updates to

working divers

h. analyze the and prepare for

higher headquarters

3. nixing Personnel

a. rust be qualified for being used and

of dive

h, must keep topside personnel advised as to

rnd any developing which may indicate needed change to

50,9
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plans

*1

C. rsing SCUBA, diver must keep track of

d. The diver is responsible for the he will use and

must insure it is in good f r

e. Standby diver must be ready to enter the

f. Buddy must always be used when diving

(1) Each diver keeps track of

or

(7) Myers are jointly

(3) Each should watch.out for the

of the other.

(a) narcosis

and

for the mission-

(b) sickness

rnd

poisoning

(4) Keep buddy in at all times.

4, Surface Crew

a. works most closely with the diver.

(1) Checks diver before he enters the water.

(2) Constantly

(3) rses line pull

(4) Keeps..
the to eliminate

for communication

infocmed of and

(5) Remains alert for any signs of an

(6) Should be a

;
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(7) A must be briefed on

the job prior to taking aver the line.

b. Timekeper

(1) Maintains and fills out the

=11.1,

accurac7.

17'89

(2) Usually operates the communication device, when applicable

(3) Notifies supervisor of

(4) ust have a copy of the TT.S.Nar,

(5) Must be a -11= .11MW-14=011.00.0.

(6) Must not be assigned duties

(7) Viould not keep tine on more than divers for

(9) In srum, the often assumes the duties of e-.e

tirekeeper.

c. %yin? '-!edical Officer and riving "edical Corpsmen

(1) Ft.egularly assigned to provide

and to diving personnel.

(2) Instruct =embers of the diving team on emergency

(3) Medical Officer is mandatory for dives below feet

(4) Certify of divers

(5) Observe of surface support personnel for

and

H. Final Prellaaratiln and Cheek

1 Dt-Ttng Iff4cer mind mat re-lew plan
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_mad TITLE: Underwater Compass Swim

REVERETCES

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume
NAVSH/PS INST 9940.16k
UDT Handbook
Instructions for LS-1 Compass

UNDERWATER COMPASS

r 1 r")
Acr
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NOTETATINC OUTLINE

A. Parts of a Compass

1. Lubbers Line

a.

b. Aligns

fixed on the face of the compass

2. Compass Card

a. Inside

b.

and

points

OMMpartMnt

c. North usually marked by an arrow

d. North arrow always points to

e. Diver under compass card

(1) Example:

f. Allow to for a few seconds

3. Compass Bezel

a. Turntable -

b. Marked by:

C. Reference point shows

4. Compass Case

a. Function:

b. Bearing Circle

(1) increments - total

(2) Reverse numbering system

c. Plastic or material
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5. Wrist Strap

a,

b. one pieta

or material

B. Use

1.

2.

C. buckle

placed an

of the Underwater Compass

Worn on or--
Line up with buoy.. -

3. Line up
- on objective

a. Let compass card

4. rotate Bezel, aligning mark with

(N - compass card)

5. Commende Swimming

a. Keep and body inlline

b. Keep and north in line

c. Keep level

5. Laying Out Course

a. Never to the current,...140,0MI-
b. Cross current explanation:

c. Reciprocal (reverse) Course:

(1) Subtract from original course

5 1_

.
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TITLE: Night Bottom Search

REFERENCES

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume I
NAVSNIFS INST. 9940-16A

NOTETAKINC OUTLINE

A. Three Searching Methods

1. Tended Search -

a. Restricted by of

b. Restricted by placement of the

2. Circling Line

a. to

areas

line

areas

b. tended or

3. Jack Stay

a. to areas

B. Tended Search

area

1. Surface from a diving

a. use standard U.S.Navy living

b. Tending line - long enough to

c. Tending line kept

d. Answer

C. Circling Line

1. Components

a. Buoy:

b. Buoy Line:
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c. Cluny:

d. Cireling Line or

(1) long

(2) Knotted every feet

(3) Must

a. 330. Marker Buoy:

2. Method 1

a. diver descents on

h. locates

c. diver searches sweep on

d, diver moves to knot

(1) searches sveep

freely on

e. continue until is

3. Method 2

a. diver descends on buoy line

b. locates seim line

c. .51-irs to :not

d. crrrancot cl,teer

knot

(1) searchinr and drapFing TWirn line low, atterpting to

e. rove in (toward buoy line) knot after each

sweep until the is found

4. Method 3 - for

a. one diver swims at

one diver swims at

5 ! 7

Only

495'
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c. both divers make

D. JaCk Stay Search

1. Components

a. 2 Buoys:

b. 2 Buoy Lines:

c. 2 Clumps:

d. Jackstay or Search Line

(1) long enough for

(2) conditions, influende length

2. !tethod 1 - !tactangular Search

a. diver descends an buoy

b. searches along

c. movas buoy in direction of

d. search back to buoy

e. move buoy

f. continue until

to buoy

in direction of search

is

g. distance buoy is moved is influenced by:

(1)

(7)

3. tlethod 2 - Circular Search

a. is stationary

b. is mobile

c. diver desands an

d. searches out on Jack stay line to
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. move in direction of search

f. search back to

g. sear4back to

h. 'mow in direction of snare*

made.

i. continue until Object is found or is

49 7
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TITLE: Underwater Hull Inspection

REFERENCES

U.S.4avy Diving Manual, Volume I
Underwater Work Techniques Manuel, Volume I

nnETAxim OUTLINE

A. Hull Inspection

1. Complete examination of

a.

b.

2. Ships hulls have

of hull. 1

to hull.

configurations.

a. Basic hull inspection techniques are

3. Normally involve many

4. May include

survey.

5. Always review

6. Use

underwater

hull inspection report.

a. locate in close proximity to work.

b. take chrrent into consideration as to

location and point.

/. are a must.

p"-* II
`,)
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THREE BLADED PROPELLOR

%IP

ron BLADED PROPELLOR

R177. BLADED PROPELLOR

kTPLZS - BLADE NR,'BFRING
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TITLE: General Safety Precautions

RE/PERENCES

U.S.Navy Diving Hanual, Volume
Diving and Salvage Safety Notts 1971/72

NorrrAxnr: OVTLVE

A. D!,ing on Ships in a Nest

1. Ship Checklist

a. filled out, and adhered to

b. ships will be tagged out

-2. Code Alfa Flag

a. displayed by

b. displayed by

c. as necessa

3. Camels

a. description:

b. must be ships

4. ?erthing or Shifting Berthing

a. ships will shift berth or

during diving operations

5. Access to Surface

a. naintain

b. use

6. Diving Platform - as

area.

access to surface

or descent

as possible to

5 ) 4
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7. timing Stroirvieor

a. must btlef and ships ptrsaanel on

b. communications must he maintained with

wwwftwx.

B. Tiiving Using Expaosives

1, Supervisor must have

a. Accomplished by retaining:

(1) kev

(2) fuse

2. 3on psi shock wave or greater

a. will damage

b. will damage

=11M101.

c. 300 psi shock charge, feet from diver

3. Anticipation of Underwater Explosion

a. leave water if possihle

b. if impossible, float

c. keep

up and out of water

C. Diving el Submarines

1. Nuclear Submarines

a. contact

b. wear

2. All Submarines

e. rse Sh'p

hazard

Officer, plan dive

badge

505
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^ Propellor Ilhanp,e

1. moor is highly desireable

2. secure adequately

3. team and operator must be thoroughly

briefed

4. Chain Fall Method

a.

b.

controls chain fall

stowed in oil bath.

5. ghip Repair Safety Checklist must be used

E. Heavv Currents

1.

2. Use a

- maximum SCUBA operations

3. Rave safety available

4. Divers must be in top

5.. Stay clear of

6. Schedule' work for

7. Rip Tide

a. Ride it out - don't fight i:
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8. Approach a job sight from

F. Open Sea Diving Operations

1. Gather all available

a. charts,

conditions

2. moaitor reports

3.
with base

4.

5. Minimum -

S. First divers down check

7. Divers must be in top

boat

moor

507

8. Emergency for

a. Emergency U.S.Navy Diving Manual, page

G. Cold Water Diving Op., ations

1. Condition

2. Use proper gear

a. U5S. 'Jay? Diving Vanual, page Figure

3. 5hcirt

a. Accustom divers to cold water

4. Respiration Rata than normal

a. increased danger of

5. Water Entry enter

a. increfeed danger of

b, can lead to

IIIM.11011.
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6. Do not neglect

H. Diving Polluted Waters

1. Sources

a.

b.

personnel

discharges

discharges - chemicals/high

clothing

3. Guard against of water

4. Appropriate medical procedures

a. up to data

5, Increased vulnerability to:

a. and infections

6. Extrema Warm Vater Operations

a. be alert for

I. Closed Spaces

1. SCUBA is

2. All closed spaces must be:

used tk enter a

a. before entering

r

s.

b. circulated

c. inspected for

(1) Gas

(2) Produced by material
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ASSIGNMENT C 'TEET 7-1-1A

TITLE: Surface supplied Diving Operations Pre-Dive Checklist
(Underwater Advanced)

LESSON TOPIC OBJECTIVES

Terminal Objectives
1. ',Olen the student completes this course he will be able to,as a member of a four man team, complete the applicable itemsof the Surface Supplied Diving Operations Pre-Dive Checklistto prepare the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System for daily use and
secure the gear upon completion of the daily diving activities.

Enabling Objectives
1. Orally explain the use of the Surface Supplied Diving Opera-tions Pre-Dive Checklist.
2. Demonsttate the correct procedures for completing the items
necessary for preparation of the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System fordaily use.
3. Using a standard print (illustration) of the school's diver'sbreathing air system:

a. Label the print with correct symbols to show all majorcomponents.
D. For the major components:

(I) Explain, in writing, tneir function.
(2) List, in writing, the protective devices within thesystem.
(3) Describe, in writlng, the protection provided by thedevices.

List, in writing, the zatings of applicable major
:.ompcents and material used in their construction.

Orally describe the maximum standards for breathing airand the reasons for the standards.
5. Orally st.:.te the setpoint(s) for cleaning, test and cali-bration of gages.
6. State, in writing, the safety precautions necessary to insureair purity.
7. Demonstrate the correct procedures for completion of items
necessary to secure the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System from dailydiving activities.

STUDY ASSIGNMENT

',:.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume I, Paragraph 6.:
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STUDY QUESTIONS

L. what must diver's breathing air meet, regardless of source?

a.

b.

2. Who is r'esponsible to determine the adequacy of the air system
for a specific dive?

3. Why must care be taken in the placement of diving air
compresaors?

4, What is the primary requirment of an air supply system used,
..:h open-rcuit equipment?

5. Define "Mixing Effectiveness Factor".

t. what is the maximum overbottom pressure requirment for a
dlve of 145 feet?

7. What two ways could be Ised to contrcl the amount of water
-a_?or in tne diver's breataing air?

a.

J.

tne three basic types of air suppLy systems.

a.
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9. Complete the following:

a. All and which directly in-
.

fluence the air supp-y
with the

warning "DIVER'S AIR SUPPLY - DO NOT TOUCH". All personnel,

both diving and non-diving, who may be in the vicinity of

such

must be

so marked.

b. A

or

not to

rar

during an operation

or

any

must be part of the air supply system and be located

the supply source and the diver's

This tank serves to maintaia an immediate, available

should the primary supply source
10. What are the disadvantages of:

a. Centrifugal Compressor:

b. R tary Compressors

11. Why will the actual capacity of a compressor always be lessthan the ideal capacity?

12. Why is the type of lubricant used in air supply systems im-portant?

13. Describe intercoolers and their functior.

flr
,) ",
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14. Why is it important that the compressor always work againsta back pressure?

a.

b.

C.
0 ir

15. How many high pressure air cylinders are needed for a
satisfactory air supply system? At what rating?

16. What actions are to be taken when pressure in a high pressure
air cylinder air supply system reaches 220 psi above the diver's
working pressure?

What is an accumulator?
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Typical Double Acting
Cornpressior

PISTON COMPRESSOR - Label
the ,--omponents_and trace
the air flow through the
system.

COMPRESSOR/AIR CYLINDER
BANK AIR SYSTEMS - Label
the components.

High B-essum Cylinder
Bank Air Supp63 S9stein

Compressor -Eguspp2c3 Air
Supply Sysiem
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TITLE: Mk V Deep Sea System Diver (Underwater Advanced)

LESSON TOPIC'OBJECTIVES

Terminal Objectives
1. When the student completes thi!: course he will be abye to,
as a diver, using a Mk V Deep Sea Diving System ia open water
at a depth of at least twenty feet, demonstrate increased pro-
ficiency in the use of the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System by
successfully completing, in accordance with Diving Training
Standards, any three of the following projects: Angle Descent,
Tunneling, Hogging Line, and Two-Man Pontoon.

Enabling Objectives
1. Given a job analysis sheet on each project tc be accomplished
during this unit, orally explain the following aspects of the
project:

a. What the project is.
b. The conditions under which the project is to be completed.
c. Standards 4hich will determine succes.
d. How to perform the project successfully.
a. How each project relates to a fleet diving job.
f. ?articular skills necessary for successful completion of

the project.

STUDY ASSIGNMENT

Review U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume 1, Chapters 6 and 8
(paragraphs pertaining to diver activites)

STUDY QUESTIONS

None

5
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TITLE: Mk V Deep Sea Diving System Diver (Underwater Advanced)

Hogging Line, Tunneling, Angle Descent, and Two-Man
Pontoon Projects

INTRODUCTION

This will be the final unit devoted to teaching you_to use the
Mk V Deep Sea Diving System. There will be units in your train-
ing when you will be usiag the Mk V System, but, at those times,
you will be concentrating on other phases of your training.
The projects in this unit require knowledge of the diving system
and the ability t use it (i.e. buoyance controls etc.) as
well as mechanical ability and teamwork.

As before, work quickly and thoroughly. Plan your working dive
in your mind before you ever leave the surface so that when you
arrive on the job site, you can begin work immediately, knowing
what ro do and how to do it. In order co successfully complete
this -.lit, you must complete three of the four projects within
the Satisfactory limits of Diving Training Standards.

REFERENCES

Diving Training Standards

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIAL

Diving Underwear, Diving Socks, Tool sag, Mk V Deep Sea Diving
System, Material for Hogging Line. Tunneling, Angle Descent,
and Two-Man Pontoon Projects.
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1. Hogging Line Project

a. Diver nte.:s the water via ladder.

b. Adjust buoyancy (determined by diver) to near neutral.

c. Swim to che hvgging line.

d. Beginning at Poin.: A (on drawing above), proceed along
hogging line hand-over-hand until you reach Point B.

e. Clear surface with helmet enough to make eye contact
with instructor at Point B.

f. Return, in the same fashion, to Point A.

g. Swim to the ladder and come up.
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2.
- -

Tunneling

a. Diver uses proper line-pull signals/voice communications
and descends to the bcctom (at least twenty feet) via ladder and
descenc line. Hose nozzle will be attached to first diver of
the day.

b. Tenders will put the cliver on Searching line-pull sig-
nals. Diver, at direction of tenders, backs away from diving
platform to an area twenty to thirty feet away.

c. Tenders take diver off searching signals.

d. Diver faces away fro- the diving platform, straddle hose
and insert wrists into the _ps secured to the nozzle.

e. Diver request water pressure to the hose and begins ro-
tating tne nozzle in a circular. motion.

f. When diver completes the hole and tunnel, request topside
to secure the water pressure.

S Diver buries nozzle in the bottom of the river/channel.

h. Diver uses proper line-pull si.gnals/voice communications
and returns to the surface.

1. Subsequent divers may use the water hose as a descent line.

5 1
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3. Ang'e Desce t Project

1.011

5,20

a. Diver enters the water via ladder. Receive the bitter end
of shackle pennant. Make yourself slightly positively buoyant
and swim to descent line.

b. Readjust buoyancy and descend on line until you reach
the bottom.

Back out on descent line until you reach the clump.

d. When on the clump, spread feet apart, facing diving plat-
form and plant feet firmly (make yourself slightly heavy by
adjusting Air Control Valve).

e. Pull in shackle pennant until shackle is received,
laying all line received between feet.

f. Do ncc move feet. Tenders will feed shackle on retreiv-
L.:1g line.

g. When the shackle is received, diver will remo';e the pin
from the shackle and secure the shackle on retrieving line.

h. proper line-pull signals for tenders to retrieve
shackle.

i. At word that the shackle is on the surface, diver will
give proper line-pull signals and come to the surface.
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4. Tv -Man Pontoon Project

a. Project is placed on the bottom on project whip.

b. Two divers use proper line-pull signals/voice communica-
tions ana descend to bottom via ladder and project whip.

c. Diver 41 removes "J" bolt patch, requests square mark
and sends the patch topside.

d. Diver 1/2 removes the large end patch and sends gasket
topside on a square mark.

e, Diver #1 begins removing small end patch by reaching
through "J" patch access.

f. Diver #2 ente7s the pontoon through the large end open-
ing and helps remove the small inside patch.

g. Once the patch is removed, Diver #2 removes gasket and
g.-es it to Diver 41 (outside) who, in turn, sends it topside
via square mark.

h. Instructor will immediately return all gaskets to Diver
#1.

i. Small end gasket is given to Diver #2 (inside) for re-
placement.

j. Diver #1 begins replacing "J" bolt patch.

k. Diver #2 exits the pontoon and begins replacing the large
end patch.

1. When all patches are in ?lace and tight, Diver 41 sends
for an air hose and connects it co the air hose fitting on the
pontoon.

=. Both divers, in tur, give proper line-pull signals/voice
,:ommunications and return to the surface.
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TITLE: Mk V Deep Sea Diving System Tender (Underwater AdN;ainced)

LESSON TOPIC OBJECTIVES

Terminal Ubiectives
1. When the student completes this course he will be able to,
as member of a team tending a diver using Mk V Deep Sea Diving
System in open water:

A. Use correct line-pull .nd telephone communications pro-
cedures Clroughout all tra'4ing dives.

b. Dress a diver in a Mk V Deep Sea Diving System, within
twelve minutes, so that he may safely enter the water.

c. Demonstrate proper maintenance of rhe Diving Log and
OPNAV Form 9940/l.

Enabling Objectives
The skills above are a continuation of skills and knowledge

developed during previous units.

STUDY ASSIGNMENT

Review U.S.Navv Diving Manual, Volume I, Chapter 6 (paragraphs,
tables', appendixes concerning tending)
Diving Tr:iining Standards fur Communications

...;7UDY QUESTIUNS

None
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TITLE: Surface Supplied Diving Operations PreDive Checklist

(Underwater Advanced)

REFERENCES

U.I.Navy Diving Manual, Volume I

NOTETAKING OUTLINE

A. Diver's Breaching Air System

1. School's System (for diving bay?)
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2. High Pressure Air Compressors

a. 2 available

b. Made by Pneumatic

Used to maintain in

d. Rated psi

e. Not a

f. driven

R. stages

h. Located in the Compressor Room

sc2 4

compressor

i. High pressure alarm goes off at psi.

-1
lifts at 3300 psi.

3. High Pressure Air Flasks

a. banks

D. flasks per bank

c. Each flask has a valve for .=.

d. Hydrostatically Tested at psi.

e. have Re14f Valves.

Low Pressure Air Compressors

a. Not ia use in school'sAir system.

b. On board YDT 14 and 15 with

(1) psi

(') Manufacrurer, I&R

,. Usually portable or compressor.

compressor.
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5. Low Pressure Volume Tank

a. Used with

b. Used with

6. High Pressure Piping

a. Usually High Pressure

tubing.

(1)

(1) High Pressure

High Pressure Air,

wall thickness

normally used

valve.

c. psi working pressure.

d. Relief Valve installed for 3300 psi.

e . Tested at P$i.
f. Used from compressor to High

Pressure to

",*

,. Low Pressure Piping

a. Carries normal pressure.

b. or tubing.

c. psi normal pLessure.

d. Tested to times working pressure.

e . Relief valve lifts at over working pressure.

3. Filters

a. Function eliminate , etc. from air.

D . Two types

(1) Between Compressor and Banks/Volume Tanks

(a) ,=" MIN.1.11111
(b) element

wwl ro
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9. .essure Reducers

a. Normally type

b. Manufactured by Grove Co.

c. Function high pressure air,..t9 desired

(L) Can be set at:

13.Hand Loader

a. Manufactured by Grove Co.

o. Direct of

5,2 lc)

7,25eid with mixed gas diving to maintain overbottom pressure

U...;ring ascent and descent.

t2r Accessories

a. Moisture

_ moisture from system after

Relief Valves

Re _eves pressure from system when it

Se: a: ID:. over worKing pressures.

Installed in system fo: readings
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(2) Calibrated according to

d. Crow's Foot

(1) For diving

(Maximum,

e. "7" Fitting

(1)

on the other.

(2) Double

f. "S"

Double

(2

requirements

thread on one end, threads

pipe thread on one end,

thread on the other.

g. Double Male

(l) Diver's thread

h. Double Female

(1) Diver's thread

i. Oil Separator

(1) Removes oil from system after compressor.

Heaters and Coolers

(1) Used to

(2) Or

3) type.

3. Diver's Breathing Air Standards

L. Must conform to the following:

a Oxyzen

).;

used.

bv volume
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b. Carbon Dioxide -

by volume.

Carbon Monot-ide -

: by volume.

-5.18

parts per million;

parts per million maximum;

d . 0 :, Mist and Vapor - milligrams per cubic

millimeter maximum.

e . Solid and Liquid Particles - not

as noted above under Oil, Mist and Vapor.

f. Odor - not

:asure :14ality by:

a. Using only U.S.Navy

b. Use only approved

Have air

Insure

regularily.

except

compressors.

is draihed from period-

hjic

e . Air stored in flasks will be drained and

annuall7.

NEVER PUT A DIVER IN THE WATER IF THE
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TITLE: Lightweight Diving System Diver

LESSON TOPIC OBJECTIVES

Terminal Objectives
1. When the student completes this course he w 11 be able
to as a diver, perform the following functions:

a. La an open tank, with a minimum of eight feet-of
water, using the Lightweight Diving System (Jack Browne),
demonstrate ditching and donning procedures.

b. In an open tank, with a minimum of eight feet of
water, using the Mark I Mask, demonstrate emergency air
change-over procedures.

c. Ln open water, at a minimum depth of twenty feet,
using Mk I Mask and Hot Water Suit, complete the Searching
Project in accordance with Diving Training Standards.

Enabling Objectives
1. Orally, explain the correct procedures for dressing a
diver using the Lightweight Diving System (Jack Browne).
2. Orally describe the prevailing conditions which would
prompt a diver using the Lightweight Diving System to use
the procedures of ditching and donning.
3. Demonstrate correct procedures for ditching, clearing
the mask, and donning for continued work, the Lightweight
Diving System.
4. Orally explain the procedures for dressing a d.:_ver using
the Mark I mask.
5. Describe, orally, the prevailing conditions (including
indications received by the diver) which would prompt a
diver using the Mark I Mask to use the procedures for
emergency air change-over.
6. Demonstrate correct procedures for emergency air
change-over, using the Mark I Mask.
7. Orally explain.the correct procedures for dressing a
diver in a Hot Water Suit.
8. Demonstrate correct procedures for dressing a diver
in a Hot Water Suit.
9. Explain, orally,the Searching Project, in accordance
with Diving Training Standards, to include standards,
how to perform the project, and particular skills needed
for the successful completion of the project.

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

'-'eading Assignments for theis Lesson Topic will be in-
cluded in Study Assignments for 8-2 and 9-3.

STUDY OCESTIONS

NONE
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TITLE: Lightweight Diving System Diver--Ditching and
Donning Procedures

INTRODUCTION

This will be your first diving experience in the Jack
Browne Diving Mask and it is important that you learn
emergency procedures immediately. These ditching-and don-
ning procedures are very similar to those practiced in
SCUBA so think back to your experience there. An important
thing to remember during this dive as well as the next dive,
your first with the KMB-9 Mask, is NOT TO- PANIC. The

procedures to deal with emergencies are aviinEle and these
practical dives are designed specifically to teach those
emergency procedures to you and give you the opportunity to
practice them. But many diving students panic the first
time their mask is flooded or their primary air supply is
secured because they are convinced they cannot get the
mask cleared or emertrency air turned on before they have

to breathe. Without the feeling of paric, and individual

can hold his breath for at least one minute. Responding

correctly to the emeygency and getting the mask cleared and

emergency air turned on will take no longer than twenty

seconds. Logically you should not panic--you have plenty

of air to get through the situation. So--relax, enjoy

the dives and become proficient in using the Lightweight
Diving SysEFF eauipment.

REFERENCES

Diving Training Standards

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

Swimmlng Trunks, Chafing Gear (:)r wet suits may be worn

if watr temperature dictates), Jack Browne Mask and Light-

weight Belt.

JOB STEPS

1. Diver uses proper line-pull signals and descends to the

bottom of the open tank wearing the Jack Browne Mask, Chafing

Gear, and Lightweight Belt.

2. Proceed to center of tank. Flood face mask by Pulling

mask from your face (do not remove).

3. Clear water from mask by leaning head to left (expelling

water through the exhaust valve) or back (expelling water

through the seal under the diver's chin).

4. Student uses proper line-pull signals, ascends to

surface and notifies topside instructor that he is going

to ditch and don.
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5. Lnstructor gives OK,student uses proper line-pull
signals and descends to bottom.
6. In the center of the open tank, sit down, mmove weiaht
belt and place it across your thighs.
7. Untie lifeline, making sure lifeline/air hose is not
fouled.
8. Hold mask in place with one hand while loosening-head
straps with the other hand. With all straps loosened, slide
harness over head and mask so that it is now in front of
faceplate.
9. Remove mask, turn air down to a small stream, and place
mask on floor of tank, under weight belt.
10. Expel all air in your lungs and wait for a signal from
the in-tank instructor. Come to the surface.

CAUTION: Not expelling the air in your'lungs before coming
E3=Surface could result in an AIR EMBOLISM. The in-
tank instructor is to act as a safiFf man to 'ftevent you
from doing this.

11. Free dive to the bottom of the tank, following the
small stream of bubbles from the mask.
12. Upon reaching the area of the equipment, sit down,
place the weight belt over your thighs, retreive mask and
place it owr your face.
13. Turn aiz up to normal flow, clear the mask by leaning
the head to the left or back.
14. Put harness in place by taking it over the mask and head.
Tighten straps, starting at the bottom.
13. Tie lifeline/airhose around waist using a slip bowline.
16. Don weight belt.
17. Give proper signals and return to surface.

SELF TEST ITEMS

1. Do you feel panic flooding your mask?
2. Do you have difficulty retaining your composare when
the mask is flooded or when you are diving for the mask?
3. Are you using correct dive procedures?
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TITLE: Lightweight Diving System Diver- -Mark I Mask
(KMB -9) Emergency Air Change-over Procedures

INTRODUCTION

The KMB-9 Diving Mask and associated equipment is the
most sophisticated lightweight diving system in use throughlk
out the Navy. It has distinct advantages over previous
systems and, in fact, a modified version of this system was
used by the U.S. Navy Experimental Diving Unit to make the
deepest open sea'excursion dive (1148 feet) in 1975.

During this first dive, you will be getting acquainted with
the KMB-9 Mask and learning emergency procedures. Unlike
ths Jack Browne, it is not necessary to ditch this system
sizce you carry emergency air with you.

In the next unit, Underwater Tools, you will be using the
KMB-9 Mask as your diving equipment, so now is the time to
ask questj.ons and, so much as possible in two dives, be-
come competent and confident in the use of the gear.

REFERENCES

Diving Training Standards

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

Swimming Trunks, Chafing Gear (or wet suits may be worn if

water temperature dictates), KMB-9 Diving Mask, Lightweight
Belt, Tool Bag, and Pipe Square Project Material.

JOB STEPS

1. Diver gives proper line-pull/voice communications and
descends to bottom of open tank, via ladeer, wi.th piaces
of Pipe Square Project in tool bag.
2. Begin Pipe Square Project as below:

a. Place three long pipe pieces along side each other

on the deck.
b. Place four elbows in a similar area.
c. Hold one long pipe piece and secure an elbow to each

end, then back the elbows off one complete turn.
d. Screw remaining long pipe pieces (two) into secured

elbows.
q. Secure the remaining elbows (2) to the two

being sure that the elbows are aligned.
f. Remove short pipe pieces from tool bag and

open elbows.

pipes,

screw into
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g. Screw union end on one short pipe.
h. Place union ring on remaining short pipe piece with

threads facing the center of the joint.
i. Screw tail piece onto same pipe as union ring with

seat facing joint.
j. Screw union ring onto union end of opposite pipe.
k. Give proper line-pull signals/voice communications

and.ascend, via ladder, bringing tool bag and assembled
Pipe Square Project to surface.
3. At sometime during tKe'completion of the project, the
instructor will secure the primary a!r supply to the diver.
Your reaction should be as follows:

a. At the first indication that you have lost your
primary air supply, you should open the "on/off" or emer-
gency gas supply valve. Turn toward the rear or counter-
clockwise to open. Secure the Steady Flow Valve Knob and
Demand Regulator Adjustment Knob.

b. Use line-pull signals to request more air.
c. Lnform topside, via voice communicaton, that you

have lost the primary air supply.
d. If air is' not forthcoming, request permission to

abort the dive.

SELF TEST ITEMS

1. Are you relatively comfortable in the use of the gear?
2. Do you feel panic when you realize that your primary

air supply is not functioning?
3. Are you using proper diving procedures?
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TTTLE: Lightweight Diving System Diver--Searching Project

INTRODUCTION

Because of time limitations, this will .be the only open

water dive you will have the opFOortunity to make using. the

KMB-9 during this unit. During the dive, however, you

should get a good idea of the use of the gear in shallow water

work. It is maneuverable, comfortable,-and safe.

You will also have the experience of wearing th6 Hot Water'

Suit during this project and, if the weather and water are

cold, you will experience the effectiveness of this unique

piece of equipment.

As you progress through the Searching Project using the

KMB-9, remember the same project in the Underwater Basic

Unit wherein you used the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System.

This will really provide you a basis for comparison and,

as a result, I am sure you, will have an even greater appre-
ciation for the LightWeight Diving System and, in parti-
cular, the KMB-9.

REFERENCES

Diving Training Standards

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

Swimming Trunks, Shirt, Hot Water Suits, Clayton Diving

Heater System, KMB-9 Diving Mask, Searching Project Material.

JOB STEPS

l. Diver uses correct line-pull signals/voice communications

and descends to the bottom (at least twenty feet) via ladder

and descent line.
2. Diver reports he is on the bottom.

3. Diver responds to tenders signal by moving in the correct

direction.
4. rbject of the search is for the diver to find the

portable buoyline and, pulling it, submerge the buoy two

times.
5. After locating the buoy line and submerging the buoy

twice, the tenders will take you off searching signals and

bring you back to the area of the descent line.

6. Diver will give proper signals and come to the surface.

SELF TEST rnns

1 Are you co,lisortable in the use of the enuipment?

2. Are you *wart of the differences between the Lightwei.wht erlu4...rlent

and the nrevtously used Mk V Deep Sea D4.74ng System?

Are you resoondiag Properly to the tender's signals?

Are you using ornoer divtng procedures?
r--,000
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TITLE: Lightweight Diving System

INTRODUCTION

The Lightweight Diving Systems used throughout this unit
is some of the most modern and popular equipment in the U.S.
Navy. Surveys taken by the Naval School Diving,and Salvage
indicate that Lightweight and SCUBA share the popularity
spotlight in fleet diiring operations. This is understand-
able, since Lightweight or "shallow water" diving is de-
signed for maximum depths of 90--190 feet (dependent-
upon equipment) and most of the diving in the fleet is done
in water less than 100 feet.

The newness of the equipment, although there are many
advantages, has two distinct disadvantages--availability and
completeness of information. You will find that many fleet
diving commands do not have the KMB-9 Mask, Hot Water Suits,
or Clayton diving Heaters. At this writing, only four or
five open diving bells have been manufactured, so none are
ourrently available to the fleet commands. Most diving
activities will have the Jack Brikwne Mask.

You, in this Student Guide plus the two manuals issued you
Vol- use during this unit, have in your possession, the
most current information available on the Lightweight Diving
Systems. The open diving bell information,following this
page was extra(yted from the draft of a manual written by
the manufacturer, Perry Ocean Engineering, Inc.

Why, if nobody has the equipment, are you required to know
it? Two reasons, really, that are somewhat related. First,
as a diver, your Personnel Qualification System (PQS) re-
quires that you are knowledgeable of the theory, operation
and maintenance requirements for the equipment and, secondly,
there will undoubtedly be a time when some or all of th,a
equipment will be available to you. Hopefully, there will
be a time when tne gear is available to all diving commandi:.
making the life of the working diver safer and mon. en oyable.
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OPEN
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BELL
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Five subsystems comprise the Diving Bell: 1. Structural,
2. Acrylic Dome 3. !las, 4. Communication, 5. 3allast.

The bell is used as a transfer stage and diver's refuge for
divers working from the surface to a maximum of 300 feet.
The 3e11 provides a semi-dry environment and allows diver
removal of diver'i hats. The system is designed for ship-
board use where a communication system,.source of breath-
ing medium .ei-aher mixed gas or air) , and a crane tor
handling are available. The bell has its cwn umbilical
:onnections for gas and communication lines, which are

S.
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compatible with a standard Navy umbilical.

DESCRIPTION OF ASSEMBLIES

a, Structure: The bell has four major weldments. The frame
structure is the main structural weldment tying the skirt
weldment, deck weldment and ballast support weldment together.
The gas system, communications system and dome are mounted
on the skirt weldmenl_. The deck weldment is a platform
for 1...ae divers. The ballast trays, for containing the lead
ballast bars are attached below the deck.

b. Acrylic Dome: The dome is formed from a sheet of 1/2
inch acrylic plastic providing the diver a partially enclosed
refuge with minimum obstruction to visibility. The clear
bubble also allows available light to-enter the bell.

The bell with the exception of the bolts, plumbing, dome,
and lead is painted with an organic zinc primer and finished
with two ccats of vinyl. All other ite.-s are made from non-
corrosive material to provide for minimum maintenance.

c. Gas: The gas system is arranged in three modules, each
attached to the interior of the skirt. Breathing gas passes
through a skirt penetrator and is distributed to the modules
through 1/2" coppe- tube. The modules 7onAst of a right
dewater and mask, .,eft dewater and mask, and center master
1.1ve and mask with pressure gauge. At four points in th

1.)wer portiln of the skirt there are vent attachments wl-J.re
expelled gas is carried to the exterior apex of the bell dcm, .

d. Communications: The bell cormunications consists of a
waterproof speaker with interconnecting wiring to a commu-
nication connection on the exterior of the skirt. All wiring
is encased in copper tubing and fittings, from the penetrator
to the speaker. The speaker is mounted cn the upper skirt
ring. A vent line is run from the speaker to the top of the
dome for pressure equalization.

e. aallast: The ballast system is made up of twenty four
lead bars with handles. Each bar weighs approximately 130
pounds and is provided with a hole through one ead for a
securing bolt. The bars slide into the ballast trays on
PVC strips and are secured by bolts. Any number can be used
to establish a desired ballast condition.

INSPECTION AND ADJUSTMENT

Upon recelving tne bell and before each
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a. An initial check of the bell should be made to insure
that no major structural damage has occured. Special atten-
tion should be given to inspecting for damage to the dome.

o. 4ith the bell gas and communication systems connected,
set gas pressure at 235 psi and turn on the communication
system.

C. Enter the bell and check all valves and the oral nasal
masks to be certain that they are operating properly. The
dewatering valves and mask valves should be opened one at a
time. When each mask valve is opened the appropriate mask
should be tested for adequate flow.

d. Check the communication system to be certain that there
is clear two way communication between the surface and the
bell.

After extended periods of storage or shipment:

e. Tne bell should be manned by a diver and put in the
water. Lower the bell until the top of the dome is about
one foot below the water.

f. Fill the dome completely with air and with the venting
gas turned off check the flange area visually for leaks.

g. with the bel- ':ack on deck, remove the non-return valve
on the bell exte.J.Qr and test to be certain it will not pass
flow against the check.

h. Inspect the porous filters for excessive corrosion.
Remove them and blow air through them to be certain they
will pass gas freely. If they are blocked they should be
replaced.

OPERATION

FUNCTIONAL OPERATION

The bell is connected to a source of breathing gas and a
topside diver intercommmication system. The interconnec-
tions are made with a standard Navy umbilical. A crane is
'ased to handle the bell while on deck and in the water.
The bell can transport two divers to and from a work site,
providing them with a breathing medium and communication with
the surface.

3":"PPORT E=PMENT AND SERVICES

53?
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A clear working area should be available on deck. A crane
(with a 5 ton capacity; should be provided to move the bell
from the deck area to the water and then handle the bell in
the water. (Precaution: overside clearance of 10 feet is
necessary for handling)

A diving intercommunication system is required for two way
communication between the bell and the surface.

The bell is designed to interface both the intercommunica-
tion system and breathing gas source through a standard Navy
umbilical.

Tac: lines will be needed for handling the bell on the surface.
Shackles should be provided for attacning the bell to the crane
and turnbuckles and chains will be required to make the bell
fast to the deck when not in use.

PREPARATION FOR USE

a. Attach tag lines for handling.

b. Move the bell to the dive station and remove the Herculite
c)ver.

c. Attach the umbilical to the bell (both gas and communi-
oation connections) and set the gas pressure at 100 psi over
the bottom pressure.

d. Tie off the umbilical to the lifting frame to prevont
loading the gas and communication connections.

(I'PERATING PROCEDURES

a. BELL DEWATER SYSTEM: The bell dewater system can be operated
by a.Fin,.-7-fava_two valves just below the porous
'il-ers. th- cn'.4 ';'17Pc ^p,..n, 4-he qyqtom r'an hP nrPr-
ater by the central valve alone. If the central valve is
open the two end valves will operate the dewater system
independently.

As the bell is descending the dewater system can be operated
to keep the water level below the lower skirt ring. On

ascents it will helo to ,liminate fogging in the dome.

While the bell is at th-.2 working depth, if the divers are
breathing the bell atmophere, the dewater system should be
opened slightly to allow a low velocity flow to continuously
enter the tell. When the bell communication system is being

th.:-.3 system should be turned off to eliminate excess
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noise. Whenever the dewater system has been off for a
period of time, (approximately one minute), it should be
turned on again with a high velocity flow for purging the
bell.

b. BALLAST: foith all 24 ballast bars in place the bell has
a neFETTVe7-buoyancy of 1500 pounds. Each bar provides 125
Pound:., of negative buoyancy. The bell can be adjusted from
1500 pounds positive to 1300 pounds negative as desired for
operation.

c. HANDLING: The bell has.a lift eye at the too of the
main structural weldment. This is the major handling point
for the bell. The crane is attached to the eye with non-
rotating wire and appropriate shackles. Bell launch weight
is approximately 4,300 pounds.

The bell also has e,res near the skirt (four) and near the
deck (three) for attaching tag lines. These lines are
attached while the bell is being handled on deck and are
removed as the bell is about to enter the water. Similar
procedures are used for recovery.

As the bell is lowered to the water, it i. attached to the
descending line. This guides the bell to the work site and
prevents it from being moved by currents. The attachnent to
the descending line will also prevent rotation of the bell.

d. ASCENT AND DESCENT: The bell has a maximum ascent rate
of 60 ft./min. and a maximum descent rate of 75ft./min.
Whenever possible the ascent and descent should be made with
a descending lint; attached for guiding the bell.

e. ORAL NASAL MASKS: For emergency breathing, oral nasal
masks are provided, which have individual supply line valves
normally kept in the closed configuration. When the masks
arc used, the centr-1 g-a lve 4z cened mnr3 d-ho

control valves for each mask are then used to pressurize
the masks.

f. TOOL RACK AND LIGHTS: Tht_ bell tool rack will hold

snail -hand- tools and-parts. Large tools should be secured

to deck of the bell or attached to hooks mrovided on t_ne

skirt exterior.

The two 'land held diver's lights are secured in a bracket

spring clamr, assembl-; lccated on the skirt interior.,

°T D7"7 Y.AINTENANCE

;

5*/
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After each dive, the bell should be throughly washed down
with fresh water both inside and out. The oral nasal masks
should be blown dry and ramoved for storage in a dry area.
The diver's lights should be ramoved and placed on their
chargers. The gas system should be blown out. The Herculite
covers should be replaced.

BELL MAINTENANCE

The bell has been designed to be as maintenance free as
possible. Maintenance will be required for the following
items:

a. BOLTS: All bolts should be inspected on a regular
basis to assure a secure attachment. Dome hold down bolts
are particularly critical and should be checked every two
days during regular operations. The hold dowy bolts should
be torcued to 25ft./lbs.

b. DOmE: If desired, small scuff marks can be removed by
polishing with a buffing wheel and a polish such as Du Pont
No. "7" Auto Polish and Cleaner. Attempts to polish larger
scratches will create a thin spot in the acrylic. If any
cracks appear in the dome, the dome should be replaced.

c. PA:NT: Painting should be done as required to alleviate
rust problems, particularly in areas such as the ballast
trays and the lift eye. Touch up should consist of a light
sanding and then a coat of Amercoat *35.

d. MUFFLERS: The porous mufflers in the dewatering system
should be checked on a regular basis for corrosion. Once
a week, during regular use of the bell, the porous filter
mufflers should be removed and then attached to the end of
an air hose and placed in water with,a low pressure flow
through them. If the muffler is clean it will bubble freely,
i' it does not, the muffler should be replaced.

e. CHECK VALVES: The gas system has three check valves.
The main check valve on the exterior of the skirt should be
removed and pressurized in the opposite directions and then
inserted in water to te certain that the flow is checked by
the valves.

f. VENT TUBES: All vent tubes should be securely attached
and free from sharp 3iends. The plug at the top end of the
7,teaker -ent should be inspected each week to assure free flow.

7. 7P7AKER7 Tlle sneaker should be opened once a week during
re,4ular ,Dperations to check for water accummulation in the

r
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base. If the gasket on the front plate dries out or cracks,
it should be replaced.

TROUBLESMOTING PROCEDURE

The following table provides a list of some possible problems
and fixes for the bell:

PROBLEM FIX

Leak in the gas system.

Dome Leak

Dome Scratch

1. Pressurize the gas system.
2. If the leak cannot be

readily located use a leak
detector such as "Snoop"
on all connections until
found.

3. Tighten the fitting.
4. If the fitting needs replac-

ment, remove the appropriate
unit and replace the fitting
then reinsert the unit using
teflon tape and retest.

1. For a minor leak inject a
neoprene adhesive into the
gasket at tl`,e leak point
from the inside of the dome
so that internal pressure
will force it into the leak
area.

3. Tighten the hold d wn bolts
(25ft/lbs.)

3. If these steps do not
eliminate leak, remove the
hold down bolts and the dome.

4. Remove the gasket and clean
with acetone.

5. If the gaskt 4as detei3r-
ated, use a new gasket.

6. Replace the gasket with a
neoprene adhesive such as
Plybond placed on both 'the
gasket and the skirting.

7. Reassemble the dome and hold
down mechanism.

1. If the scratch is a minor
one, such as a scuff, nib it
out with a buffing wheel and
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Dome Crack

No Communication

p polishing compound.
(Such as Du Pont #7 Auto
Polish and Cleaner)

2. If the scratch is deep and
cannot be removed with buf-
fingT do not attemt to
sand it out. ReFira.ce dome.

1. Replace the dome.

1. If communications fail at
depth, check the speaker
vent tube to be certain it
is not blocked.

2. If communication fails at
the surface, the continuity
of the system (including
the umbilical) should be
checked.

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

7,uring 'short term storage, the bell should be covered with
the Herculite covers and stored in a dry area out of the sun.
The bell should be secured to prevent overturning or sliding.

The oral nasal masks should be removed, cleaned, and dried,
and ten stored in a cool dry place. Flashlights should be
cleaned and dried and put on their chargers.

'For long term storage, the bell can be placed in its original
shipping crate and stored enclosed to prevent damage to the
domes.

REMOVAL, REPLACEMENT, AND REPAIR OF PARTS AND ASSEMBLIES

The ass,nriblies in the bell are all bolted together in a
manner o provi,le for ease in detaching and replacement.
The gas system is made up of three modules. Each of these
can be removed by breaking a flared fitting and removing the
hold down bolts.

The dome assembly is held together wi-h 76 3/8 O.D.
To remove the dome, the skirt should be detached from te legs
and lowered to the deck. The legs should be detached from the

and lifted over the dome. Then the 36 hold dome llolts
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shculd be removed. Wi.th these removed and the hold down ring
removed, the dome will come off.

545

The ballast bars are held in by stainless rods running through
the end. By removing the rods, the bars can be slid out of
the trays for ballast adjustment. When a desired ballast
condition is achieved, the rods can be replaced to secure
the bars.

REFERENCE DATA01,E11

Diver Capacity
Design Depth
Maximum Descent Rate
Maximum Ascent Rate
Overall Height
Overall Width
Weight

With Ballast
Without Ballast
Of Ballast

Negative Buoyancy

- 2 (3 emergency)
300 fee

- 75 Ft./Min.
- 60 Ft./Min%
- 108 Inches
- 76 Inches

- 4300 Pounds
- 1400 Pounds
- 2900 Pounds
- 1500 Pounds
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Non-Return
Valve

1. Body
2. Non-Return Disc
3. Spring
4. Adaptor

5. 1/4 Globe Valve,-
6. HandleCcntrol
7. GlandValve
8. Adaptor Nut

547

9. Inhale Body
10. Gasket
11. 1/2"X10-32 RHM Screw (2)

Inhale 12. Flapper Plate
Valve 13. Flapper

14. 410-32 Nut (2)
15. Rivet (2)

16. Short Buckles (4)
17. Mask
18. Channel Seal
19. Lucite Window
20. Lock Nut
21. Extension Buckle
22. Harness Clips (5)
23. Head Harness W/Clips
24. Lead Washer
25. Hex Nut

25. Exhaust Body
27. Flapper Set Screw

Exhaust 28. Rubber Flapper Disc OF
Valve 29. Cover, Exhale Valve

30. 3/8"X#6-32 F.H.M. Screw (4)
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HOT wATER SUIT

Surface-supplied diving employing lightweight equipment often
requires that supplementary heat be supplied to the diver. Cold
water diving and protracted in-water decompression from deep ani/
or long bottom time exposures causes a loss of more heat to the
surrounding water than the body can generate. Reduction-in body
temperature and associated chilling effects can occur even with
the improved passive insulating characteristics of the Unisuit.
In order to compensate for heat loss in demanding circumstances,
a hot water suit is used.

The suit consists of a nylon lined cellular neoprene wet suit
to which has been added perforated hoses along the limbs, chest
and backbone areas. Hot water, supplied by hose from the surface,
enters the suit through a control manifold at the diver's waist.
17alves in the manifold nermit control of the tr,tal watPr flow to
the diver and, if desired, the snlit hetween front and hack flow
to suit the comfort needs of the diver. The water is discharaed in
the areas of greastest therman need and then flows within the suit
to provide a balanced temperature. The water discharges around the
cloves and face and partially throllIgh the zinpers. This type of
thermal protection eliminates theproblers associated with local
hot spots and broken electrodes found with electrically heated
suits.

Extracted from U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Vol. 11, Para. 11.1.3.1

Back
Tube

Front and--
Back
Control

'Pront

Tul-e
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TITLE: Lightweight Diving System

LESSON TOPIC OBJECTIVES

549

Terminal Objective
1. When the student completes this course, he will be able
to, given the Planned Maintenance (PMS) requirements for the
Lightweight Diving System, Mk I Mask and Hot Water Suit,
correctly perfcrM the necessary maintenance.

Enabling Objectives
1. Orally explain; the maintenance requirements (periodic
and usage) of the PMS.
2. Orally explain the documentation necessary for the PMS
forms management.
3. For the Lightweight Diving System (Jack Brown):

a. Orally explain the function(s) of the major components
in terms of what they do for the system.

b. Given a standard print (illustration) of the Light-
weight Diving System, describe, by labeling, the physical
location of the major components and component parts.

c. List, orally, the protective devices for the major
components.

d. List, in writing, the correct ra.e.n.; of the umbilical.
e. Orally describe the nomlnal valve size for the Air

Control Valve.
f. List, in writmg, the major materials used in the

major components :rid component parts and explain why.
g. Explain, orally, the function(s) of the component

parts in terms of what they do for the components.
h. Orally explain how the component parts carry out

their function(s).
i. Describe, ti,,..ough illustration, the flow path of the

breathing media through the system.
j. Orally state the set point(s) and reasons for the set

point(s) in terms of the effects of operating above/below
them as pertains to maximum depths and age of air hose in
using the Lightweight Diving System.

k. Orally describe the effect of the Lightweight
Diving System due to the breathing media source.

1. Orally describe the correct installation of the non-
return valve on to the air control valve.
4. Fpr the Mark I Mask:

a. Orally explain the function(s) of the major cemponents
in terms of what they do for the system.

b. Given a standard print of the Mk I Mask, describe,
by labeling, the physical location of the major components
and their component parts.
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c. Orally describe the sources of p wer for communica-
tions used with. the Mk I Mask System.

d. Demonstrate and orally describe the modes 6f control
for the side valve and second stage dial-a-breath.

e. Li, in writing, the ratings for the umbilical and
emergency '..ottle assembly.

4' Describe, in writing, .the major materials used,
explaining why, for the major components and their component
parts.

g. Orally explain the furIction(s) of the component
parts in terns of what they do for the components.

h. Explain, orally, how the component parts carry out
their function(s).

i. Demonstrate and orally describe the modes of operation
and the flow path of :he breathing media through the Mk I

Nlask in each mode.
j. State, in writing, the maximum depth without come-

home bottle, without open bell, and diving on air using the Mk I
Aask, and the reasons for thesr moximums.

k. Orally describe the effect on this Mk I Mask System
due to the umbilical, emergency bottle assembly, diver heater
system, open diving bell system and breathing media source.

1. Explain, orally, the unique safety precautions of using
only 120 VAC for recharging battery if amplifier is equip-
ned with a rechargeable battery.
5. For the Hot Water Suit:

a. Orally explain the function(s) of the major compo-
nent; in ti.ms of what they do for the system.

-, Given a standard print of the Hot Water 'Suit, des-
cribe, by labeling, the physical location cf the major com-
Inonents and their component parts.

c. Demonstrate the operations of the yeloo strips.
d. List, in writing, the rating(s) of the tubing

wIthin the Hot Water Suit.
e. List, in writing, the major materials in tfte major

components and their component parts and explain why.
f. Orally explaih the function(9) of the compone,lt

parts in terms of what they do for the components.

g. Orally explain how the col'Ironent parts c:arry out
their function(s).

h. Demonstrate how and wilre the control function is

accomplished.
i. Orally describe the effect on the Hot Water Su - due

to the Clayton Diving Heater System and the Mk I Mask System.

6. For the Open Diving Bell:
a. Orally explain the function(s) of the major compo-

nents and their component parts.
b. Given an illustration of a typical oPen div-...ng bell,

locate, by labelina, the mu3or components.

c. 77.xplain, in writing, how the ma'jor components carry
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out their function(s).
d. List, in writing, the major materials used in con-

structing an open divi:14 bell and explain why.
e. Orally describe the flow path of the breathing media

through the system and the pressurization of the hull body.
f. Orally explain the safety aspects of maintaining the

bell in an upright position during operation.

557
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TITLE: Kirby Morgan KMB-9 Band Mask(Mark I) System

STUDY ASSIGNMENT

Kirby Morgan KMB-9 Band Mask, Sections I 7, III, IV, and V.
U.S. Navy Ditiling Manual, Volume I, paragx,,..1 6.1.2; 6.1.2.1,
6.1.2.2, and 6.1.2.3, Figure 6-37.

STUDY QUESTIONS

1. The KMB-9 demand regulator provides a "demand" breathing
system which is adjustable for gas supplies up to

2. List t!eo methods of clearing a flooded KMB-9 Band Mask.

a.

b.

3. How does the design of the KMB-9 Mask eliminate the pro-

blem of face squeeze?

4 nescribe the fiinction of the followina KME-9 components:

a. Main Frame--

b. One Way Valyetikody--

c. Sie Valve Assembly--
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5. The anount of pressure the denand valve will hold back
depends upon:

6. What function is served by the main exhaust besides
discharging gas?

7. How is gas, which may leak by the face seal, exhausted?

8. What precaution is necessary in the equipment used
to make up the Emergency Gas Supply System? Why?

9. Prior to diving, for what are the following items in-
spected?

a. Rubber Components:

b. Nose Clearing Device:

10. Prior to initially donning the KM3-9 Mask, the umbilical
air/gas suoply is turned on, diver places the Mask on to test
the systems. To what is the regulator then adjusted?

11. If use ,pf the emergency gas supply is necessary, the
dive:

12. For the following maintenance requirements put an
"M.." beside those required monthly and a "D" beside those
required daily.

a. Visually inspect the interior and exterior of the
mask.

57.9
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b. Inspect the sponge muffler and replace as necessary.

c. Tett the one-way valve.

d. Lubricate rubber exhaust valve.

e. Check the communications system for proper operation.

13. What two problems could be assumed if a steady flaw
persists no matter how many turns the diver screws in the
adjustment knob?

a.

b.

14. When should the main exhaust, valve be removed from the

main frame?

15. What should be used to clean metal and rubber parts of
the KMB-9 Mask?

1.3. In the illustration on the next page, label the follawing

components:

a. Purge Button
b. Side Valve Assembly
c. One-way Valve Body
d. Demand Regulator Exhaust Outlet
e. Demand Regulator
f. Port Retainer
g. Retainer Band for Hood and Face Seal
h. Emergency Gas Supply Valve
i. Steady Flow Valve Knob
j. Nose Clearing/Equalizing Device
k. Head Harness
1. Rubber Face Seal and Hood Assembly
m. Main Frane
n. Face Seal
-o. Main Gas Supply Inlet P9=to
p. Main Frame Exhaust Outlat
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From the Diving Manual:

17. List the depth limitations for diving the:

a. "Jack Browne" Mask:

b. USN _Mark I Mask:

c. USN Mark I Mask w/open diving bell:

1. What is the capacity of the breathing bag used with the

"Jack Browne" Mask?

19. What are the advantages of the-USN Mark I Mask over the

"Jack Browne" Mask?

a.

b.

C.

d.

f.

20. List the design specifications for the lightweight air hose.

a. Working oressure--

b. Proof pressuxe--
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TITLE: Open Diving iell

STUDY ASSIGNMENT

Student Guide Volume a Information Sheet 8-2-11 through
8-2-101, Open Diving Ball.

STUDY QUESTIONS

1. The structure

2. What is the function of the
portion of the skirt?

557

is the main structural

vent attachments in the lower

3. What is the maximum number of lead blirs that can be
used for ballast?

4. When inspecting the open divinglpell after a long period
of storage, the non-return valve on the bell exterior should
be removed and tested prior to putting the bell in thil

a. True

b. False

5. What is the minim%m capacity of any crane used to move
the open diving bell?

6. During preparation of the open diving bell for use, the

gas pressure should be set at psi over the

7. What function is performed by the dewatering system during
descent? On ascent?
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8. How many eyes are on the openediving bell? Where are they
located? For what are each used?1>,

9. List the maximum ascent and descent rates for the open

diving bell.

10. What could be used to remove snall scratches from the
done of the open diving bell?

11. When the bell is being used regularly, how often should
the porous filter mufflers be renoved and tested?

12. Wtat is the design depth of the open diving bell?
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TITLE: Hot Water Suit

STUDY ASSIGNMENT

Student Guide, Volume H, Information Sheet 8-2-131

STUDY QUESTIONS

1. List Instances when use of a hot water suit is recommended.

a.

b .

2. Hot water, supplied by hose from the surface, enters the suit

through a at the diver's

waist.

3. What are the two main 'concerns of using electrically heated
suits? 5 S3
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TITLE: Clayton Diving Heater System

LESSON TOPIC OBJECTIVES
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Terminal Objectives
1. When the student completes this course, he will be able
to, as a member of a team tending a diver in open slater, .

using a Mk I Mask and Sot WateeSuit Systems, deMcOnstrate/
explain startup/shutdown procedures (as applicable) and
operate the Clayton Diving Heater System (or other Navy
approved locally available similar equipment).

Enabling Objectives
1. For the Clayton Diving Heater System:

a. Orally explain the function(s) of the major compo-
nents and component parts in terms of what they do for the

system.
b. Given a standard print of the Clayton Diving Heater

System, describe, by labeling, the physical location of the

major components and their component parts.

c. Describe, by illustration, theAources of power for

the major components.
d. Describe, orally, the protection provided and the

ratings of each of the major components.
e. Orally explain how the component parts carry out

their function(s).
f. Describe, in writing, the major materials used in

the component parts and azplain why.
g. Describe, by illustration, the flow path of sea

water through the sea water supply system.
h. Describe, by illustration, the flow path of steam

from the auxiliary steaM Inlet to the auxiliary outlet.
i. Describe, by illustration, the flow path of fresh

water through the fresh water and steam systems.
j. Describe, by illustration, the fuel flow through

the fuel system to the burner.
k. Orally describe lighting off/securing procedures.
1. Describe, by illustration, the location at which the

following is monitored: operating steam pressure, maximum

and temperature to the diver, and seawater inlet pressure

and flow.
m. Orally describe the effect on this system due to

a ship's auxiliary steam/condensate system, fire main system

and electrical source.
n. Orally describe the effect on the Diver's Hot Water

Suit due to the operation of the Clayton Diving Heating

System.
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STUDY ASSIGRMENT

NAVSHIPS 0994-007-5010, Instruction Manual, Clayton DivingHeater, Sections I, II, IV, V, VI, and VII.

STUDY QUESTIONS

1. What is the maximum heat output of the Clayton DivingBeater?

2. What is the function of the WaterrPump Snubber?

3. What component governs maximum fuel pressure?

4. If the Burner fails to ignite the fuel, what is theperiod of time before the Safety Switch in the Combustion
Control will shut off fuel to the burner?

S. What is the function of the Temperature Limit Controller?

6. How much water is required to fill the system when cold?

7. At each startup, it is necessary-to open the inspection

valve for seconds to:
.m.miokOMMir

S. What is the adjusted maximum cut-out pressure at which
the Steam Pressure Switch will open &nd shut off the Burner?

9. What are the Intervals for testing the Thermostat in
order to insure continuous operation?
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10. Complete the following:

"If ,inlet sea water temperature is bellow,

press and hold

11. The
chemical
must the

Nk,a.mr, ....=.=.1.,mM

(AS) until sea water temperature rises above

heater water must,be tested weekly for adequate
treatment and total dissolved solids. At what point
heater bop refilled with newly treated water?

12. List the possible cause(s) and remedy for an oil drip
,from the ::;.urner.
Possible Cause Remedy,

13. How often should the Fuel Filter by changed under normal
conditions?

14. DurLig a Thermostat Control test, how can.you tell if
the Thermostat is in correct adjustment?

15. What is the maximum allowable clearanle between Thrust
Plates and outside surface of Main Bearing. What two things
can be done to correct excessive clearance?
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.

16. What could result from leakage from the Water Pump
Relief Valve?

A

17. Approximately how much Block Insulation would be required
to completely insulate the Heating Coil?

18. When adjusting the air damper, what is indicated by
white stroke at the stack outlet? Black smoke?

19. What is the normal fuel pressure range?

20. On the following pages are drawings of (1) the Clayton
Diving Heater and, (2) Sea Water System Control Panel.
Labial them as follows:

(1), Clayton Di'ving Heater Components
a. Sea Water Booster Pump
b. Fuel Pressure Gauge
c. Relief Valve, Safety
d. Fuel Filter
e. Hour Meter
f. Heater Starting Switch
g. Shut-off Valve, Hot Water
h. Burner Control Valve
i. Water Sample Valve
j. Combustion Control Reset Switch
k. Alarm Silence Switch

(2) Sea Water System Control Panel
All valves, gauges, indicators and switches.
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CLAYTON DIVING HEATER STARTING,OPERATING AND SFUT DOWN PROCEDURES

1. Start Heater with Switch (D) on Flectricil rontrols

CAUTION
Be sure fuel lines are open and fuel is circula4ng through
system. If operated without fuel, the Fuel Pump14111 quickly
score and be4amaged beyond repair. On initial start, dis7
connect return line to fuel supply container to check flow
and thus be certain that fuel is circulating.

56.3-

2. Remove pipe plug from Chemical Fill Elbow marked "Add Chemical".

3. Open fresh, softor treated Make-up Water Valve (s).

4. Prime Water Pump Valve Housings by opening Pump Bleed Valve
(P) on Intake Check-valve caps until air is expelled. If Pump
fails to prime, loosen Intake Valve Caps two turns (Check Valve
Wrench furnished) to eliminate air; then tighten. When Plant
is started initially, after storage, or if it has been idle
for a long time, remove Intake and Discharge Valve Caps from
Feedwater Pump Housings and wipe the Discs and Seats with a
clean cloth to insure proper seating. He sure Check-valves are
installed into the same port from which they were removed.

5. If Pump fails to prime upon initial start, or if Plant is started
when completely dry, close-make-up Water valve (S) and remove
Intake Valves from Feedwater PUMID; then open Make-up Nate:* Valve
(s) lust long enough to allow Water Pdmp Columns to fill com-
pletely. When Pump Columns are full, replace ('heck-valve caps
and reopen Water Valve (S).

6. Check 'water Pump for prime by throttling Coil Feed l'alve IA).
If pump is primed, pressure will rise on Heater Feed Pressure
Gauge wher valve is nearly closed. Reopen Coil Feed valve (A)
after check.

7. Allow system to fill with soft, fresh, make-up water until level
is maintained approximately 1/2" in Gauge GlaSs (5). This is the
cold water level, when heated the water level will be maintained
between 1/2 and 3/4 full in Gauge Glass (5). Close inspector's
Gauge Valve (13) after correct level in Heat Exchanger has been
reached and system is balanced.

NOTE
Approximately 9 gallons of water is required to fill the system
when cold.

8. Add 4 ozs of Clayton Manufacturing Comriany water treatment chemi-
cal 1-A dissolved in 1 quart of warm water to the Meat Exchinger
through Pipe Elbow (3) marked "Add Chemical". Replace pipe plug (3).

NOTE
If pressurized fresh water maYe-up line is not available the

necessary amount of water may 1,e introduced into the system
through Pipe Elbow (3).
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CLAYTON DIVING HEATER PROCEDURES (coNT'n)

9. Once per week, add 4 021 of Clayton Manufacturing Company water
treatment chemical A-1 to the system.

IMPORTANT
Follawing correct Chemical treatment instructions will -
insure oxygem, dissolved solids, and alka3inity control.
For treatment details see Feedwater Treatment Sheet
(R-5235) in Clayton Diving Heater Technical Manual.

10. Open at least one Sea Water Supply Valve (J) and start Sea Water
Booster Pump (4) with Switch al.

NOTE
Never operate Pump without adequate supply of sea water
(minimum 12 gpm). Adjust Sea Water Pressure Reducing Valve
(K) for 40 psi delivery.

11. After starting Pump, press Reset Switch (AB) to silence alarm,
and open Safety Shut-off Valve.

STARTING BURNER

NOTE
On initial start, actuate Reset (B) on Combustion Control
before starting Burner. This will insure.that the Control
is set for a normal Burner start.

12. Pe sure the correct cold water level is heina maintained in
the Gauge Glass (5), then fully tlose Burner Control Valve
(17). Burner will ignite when fuel pressure rises above 10 psi.

13. Allow Plant to operate for 3 minutes then check water level
in Heat Exchanger Water Level Gauge (5). Drain excess water
(above 3/4 full) by opening Heat Exchanger Drain Valve (T).
If more water is needed to maintain normal, correct level
in Heat Exchanger (1/2 to 3/4 full), open Make-up Water Supply
Valve (S) and close Shut-off valve (M) between Heat Exchanger
and Water Pump. IMPORTANT: After water level is obtained
open Valve (M) and close Make-up water Supply Valve (S).

14. Open Inspection Valve (13) for 10 seconds to bleed air from
system at each start up.

AUTOMATIC OPERATION

15. The Steam Pressure Switch (SPS) will open and shut off the
Burner when steam pressure rises to the adjusted maximum cut-
out pressure (50 psi). When steam pressure drops to about 10
psi below the maximum, the Steam Pressure Switch will auto-
matically cut in and restart the Burner.

16. Burner failure will actuate the ComtNustion Control to safety
shut off about 45 seconds after failure. To restart Burner,
,Jait 2 or 3 minutes for the thermal element to cool; acutate
the Reset (11) on the Combustion Control.

5")1

or
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CLAYTON DIVING HEATER OPERATING PROCEDURES (CONT'D)

54 7

17. Low water or watar failure will actuate the Thermostat Control
to stop the Burner. If the Burner shuts down due to thermo-
static action find and correct.the cause of insufficient water
before resuming operation.

18. The Reset Batton on the front of the Thermostat Switch CV)
must be pressed to restart the Burner.

CAUTION
B. sure an adequate amount of water is in the system and
thus eliminate any possibility of damage.

PERIODIC, OVERNIGHT, OR WEERIND SHUTDOWN

19. Shut-off Burner by opening Burner Control Valve (R).

20. Set lower temperature limit, on Temperature Limit Controller
(G), to lowest setting.

21. Allow heater to orerate for five minutes then turn off Switch
(D and E).

22. Flush sea water systems with fresh water by usiha fresh water
at the sea water inlet and operating Seawater PuMp.

NOTE
Tt mav be necessary to hold in on Safety Shut-off Valve
Reset Switch (AB) if fresh water temerature is too low.

* Numbers and letters in parentheses refer to Figure 4-1,
Clayton Diving Heater Instruction Manual NAVSHIPS 0994-007-5010
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TITLE: Lightweight Diving System - Jack.Browne

REFERENCE

U.S. Navy nivi,g Manual, Vol. I

NOTETAKING OUTIJNE

A. General Uses and Advantages

1. water dives of

a. Changes.

b. patches.

el

c. Submarine inspections.

d.

2. Advantages over Mk V Deep Sea System and SCUBA.

a. Use of mask

b. Complete

c. Easily in an emergency.

d. Excellent

e. No

3. Safety Precautions.

a. One of the most because of

(1) Tender must belert for accidental

of

(2) Never ditch mask and swim to the surface

except in

(3) If mask ditched or lost,
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(4) Never go

(a) loss of

(b) just to check

(5) Never enter a

4. Limitation.

a. Practical depth feet.

b. Maximum depth feet.

c. Never exceed

..MIMmmal

than necessary.

limits.

54 9

B. Principles of Operation.

1. Flow path of breathing media.

a. Breathing media leaves manifold through

b. Passes through

c. Through

d. Through

e. Through

,111Mmwif,

valve;

valve;

valve

f. Through valve;

g. Circulates throughout the mask;

h. Exits through the valve.

C. Umbilical.

1. Function.

a. Provides from

surface to diver.

b. Means of
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2. Components

a. Supply hose.

(1) Standard ID hose ,

(MIL-H-1142-A).

(2) Manufactured working pressure psi.

(3) Manufactured proof pressure psi

held for minutes.

(5) Use long fittings of both

of hose.

(6) Hose clamps.

(a) never use .01 clamps.

(b) type is used.

b. Lifeline.

(1) Manufactured from

or line of equal strength.

(2) Minimum working load: Lbs.

(3) Three functions:

(a) remove from air hose.

(b) permit of diver.

(c) provides means of

).

(4) Note: Lifeline/Air Hose made up in a similar

manner as Deep Sea Hose.
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(a) marriages (

(b) lifeline'should be

night in

let

D. Non-ReturriTalve.

1. Prevents

apart.

over-

then stretched taut and

before marrying to air hose.

a. Must be tested at

. Log

b. Same test as with Mk V.

2. Construction.

a.

of each

tested.

piece body of chrome plated

.57/

1/4" outlet 9/16" - 02 inlet.

I Contains Non-return and

3. Function.

a. Allows air to flow in

E. Air Control Valve.

1. Modified standard 1/4" valve.

a. Provides the diver with a means of

only.

the of entering the

mask.

b. Located at level on side of mask.

(1) very

(2) unlikely to accidently

wheel.

c. Constructed of chrome plated with
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following components:

(1) Body.

(a) Contains half of

(b) Chamnels air through the valve

1. mounting for

2. contains other of seat.

(d) Bonnet.

1. recess for

2. hold in line with valve

(e) Packing gland nut.

1. holds in place.

2. provides means of tightening or

loosening movement of

(f) Handwheel.

1. provides diver a means of

or valve.

I. Air Control Valve Side Mount.

1. Channels into provides mounting

for

a. sheet rubber - deflects air from

diver's

2. Functions as ma,

.111110104==00...1.

G. Face Mask.

1. Provides a for diver to

and breathing media.Nnawrrow.

r) 7
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2. Covers entire face.

a. Increased

3. Manufactured from

aMilm=r

,11m

heat treated

and frame.

a. Rubber face seal

face, forming

1M....1IMENNINNW.IMIN

to diver's

b. Preformed for comfortable fit.

c. Heat treated plexiglass.

(1) Scratches do not

underwater.

(2) Minimizes

owlMINI

573

(3) Easily , readily

d. Brass frame.

(1) Holds plexiglass port in place.

(2) Provides mounting surface for

and

e. Head harness and harness clips.

(1) Holds firmly to diver's face.

(2) Allows mask to be tightened

(3) Easily

H. Exhaust Valve.

1. Allows of air through mask.

2. Acts as valve - allowing &ir

to escape and preventing from entering.

3. Located on side cf mask at level.
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4. Manufactured of chrome plated

major components.

a. Body - housing for internal parts.

(1)

(a) holds

screw.

with three

in place.

(b) can be adjusted to regulate

of air Leaving mask.

b. Flapper disc.

(1) Preformed

(2) Acts as

c. Cover plate.

(1) internal parts.

(2) Channels

away from diver's line of

I. Maintenance Procedures

1. Perform the following according to PMS requirements:

a. Inspection of all equipment

(1) Perform before each use:

(a) Condition of

(b) Condition of

(c) Test Valve.

b. Clean, Inspect and Lubricate Equipment

(1) Perform after each use:

(a) Wash mask with

rinse, and wipe dry.

solution,

(b) Inspect general condition of components.

7119
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(c) Disassemble valves, inspect, clean and

reassemble.

(d) Rub all leather parts with

from one side only.

(e) equipment properly.

c. Testing Diving Airhose

(1) When years old and every months

after that.

(2) Test

(a) Install test gauge adapter, test gauge, and

hose fitting screw plug to end of hose.

(b) Hydrostatically test hose to psi

for minute.

(c) Inspect the condition of all

(d) Secure from test.

(e) Stow properly.

G.10
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TITLE: Mk I Mask System

REFERENCES

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume I
Kirby Morgan KMB-9 Band Mask Manual (Commercial Diving Division,
U.S.DIvers Co., Publisher)

NOTETAKING OUTLINE

A. Background

1. Mk I Dive Mask is the ninth generation of a commercial Divers

face mask system designed by Bev Morgan and U.S.Divers Co.

2. The system was risk. (1975) used to establish the world's

open sa dive record at 1148 feet. (Experimental Diving Unit, Panama

City, Florida)

3. The Mk I Mask was designed to provid tho diver with extremely

comfortable and durable life supPort and comesmication systems.

4. The Mk I Mask is designed so as to eliminate the possibility

of face squeeze.

S. Depth Limitations:

a. Maximum - feet.

b. Below feet, use of an Open Diving Bell is mandatory.

C. Beltos feet, a cosi, home bottle is mandatory.

d. Depths may be further restricted by:

(1)

(2) Activity

6. KMB.8 6 10 require a side block retrofit and will not be usek

for diving.

a. KMB's 8 & 10 will be called into a central location for

retrofit in the future.(Ref. NAVSEACOM Ltr., Nov. 1975, #1526)
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7. Those KMB-9 fixed and serialized by NAVSEA are the cau version

of the KMB series authorized for use in diving..

a. ,Designation: Mk I, MO T

b. Two other versions:

(1) Mk I, Mod 0 MILSPEC Procurement issue Spring, 1976.

(2) Mk I, Mod S Battell Saturation System Retrofit.

B. Mask Assembly

1. Frame (Main Body)

a. Fabricated of a non-corrosive rigid .(cycolac).

(1) Will not carry hn

b. Function: Supports the seven basic components:

(1) Face Port

(2) Side Valve Assembly

(3) Demend Regulator (Second Stage)

(4) Main Exhaust Assembly

(5) Hood and Face Seel

(6) Communications

(7) Oral-Nasal Mask

2. Lens "0" Ring

a. Made of a

b. Function:to forta a watertight seal for the

c. "0" Ring has a tight fit.

3. Face Port

a. Fabricated of " acrylic plastic.

b. easily.

C. NeverOull or scouring powder paste will remove most scratches.

0
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d, Not

e. Function:

el)

(2) Wide non-distorted field.

4. Port Retainer

a. made of Chiome Plated

b. Secured with 15 chrome plated brass screws.

c. Functions:

(1) Secures and

in place.

(2) Maintains pressure on the "0" Ring for a watertight seal.

(3) Supports the device.

5. Nose Clearing Device

a. Made of chrome plated brass

b. Attached to bottom of port Retainer.

C. that protrudes through the

' frame (main body) into the oral-nasal mask.

d. Padded with rubber.

e. May be bent to fit the nose better.

f. When the mask, always pull out on the'

nose clearing device.

g. Should use lips in conjunction with clearing device for

better seal.

h. Function: to assist diver in his middle ear.

i. Two "0" Rings and a nut form a watertight seal around the

stem.

13
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(1) One "0".Ring goes on before the Port Retainer.

6. Main Exhaust

a. Located at the bottom of the frame (Main Body) under the

Second Stage Regulator.

b. Function: To from the main

cavity of the mask.

c. Main Exhaust Valve

(1) Made of

579

(2) One-way Check valve.

(3) Seat for the valve is molded in the Main Body.

d. Exhaust cover made of chrome plated metal.

e. Removal of this cover permits access to the

Valve.

f. Cover channels exhawt back away from the divers face.

g. Cover is secured in place by two chrome plated brass screws.

7. Communication Posts

a. Located on bottom right hand side of the frame.

b. Components

(1) Two communication posts

(2) Two washers

(3) Four Nuts

c. Connectors for head phones and mikes.

d. Connections for waterproof connectors (Marsh Marine Fittings).
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8. Side Valve Assembly

a. Located: Upper side of frame.

b. for the emergency gas

supply, gas for valve and

supply to.Second Stage Regulator.

c. Contains the on/off valve to supply to the

inside of the mask.

d. Contains three connections:

(1) Regulator Assembly

(2) Valve Body

(3) Valve

e. Contains an unobstructed passage for the gas supply through

the center of the side valve body for all of

9.. Side Valve Body-

a. Upper section of the Side Valve Assembly.

b. Contains gas passages for all modes of operation.

c. Attachment for three fittings:

(1) Regulator Hard Piping Assembly

(2) One-way Valve Body

(3) Emergency Supply Valve

d. Contains on/off valve for the Steady Flow System.

e. Securing device for the and

f. Two threaded fittings secure side valve body to the frame.

g. Side Valve Body is held in place with two bolts.

h. Made of corrosion resistant

3)5
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i. All connections made of.

10, Gasket

a. Located between Side Valve Body and the

58/

b. Forms a watertight seal between Side Valve Body and the ,

frame.

c. Mde of neoprene rubber.
g

11, Muffler Sponge

a. Inside of mask on side.

b. sponge.

C. Function: and muffles noise.

12. Deflector

a. Covers the Muffler Sponge.

b. Made of chrome plated brass.

c. Contains deflection holes and securinc

hole.

d. Deflects air across face port.

13. Regulator Hard Piping Assemmly

a. First connection on the Side Valve Body

b. piping, soldered to the side valve body with

chrome plated brass fitting to the second stage.

14, One-Way Valve Body

a. Middle connection on Side Valve Body.

b. Chrome plated brass.

c. Double fitting.

(1) pipe into Side Valve Body.
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(2) w - 18 male 02 fittings tor umbilical connection.

d. Contains for One-way Viklve

15. One-Way Valve (Non-Asturn)

a. Located inside the one-way valve body.

b. Made by Kepner Prod. Co.

c. Made of brass.

d. type valve.

e . unit if it will not pass functional test.

f. Direction of flow arrow stamped on outside of valve.

g. Tested prior to diving.

h. Procedure for test:

(1) Do not attach the umbilical.

(2) Connect the Emergency Air Supply Valve

(3) Secure valve.

(4) Open Emergency Supply Valve.

(5) CheCk for leaks at the

16. Emergency Air Supply Valve

a. Final connection on Side Valve Body

b. Chrome slated brass

c. On/off valve for Emergency Air Supply.

d. Hookup for the emergency

connection.

cu ft Bail Out Bottle.

e . Drilled out to " ID to receive the hose from the

First Stage Regulator.

17. Demand Regulator
AP

a. Modified

b. Modified to contain the Dial-a-Breath.
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c. Located on the t_nnt of the frame below the Face Port.

d. Chrome plated brass casings.

. CRS Springs

f. Diaphragm made of

g- One-way Valve

h. Rubber channel.

Sg

i. Function: Supplies the diver with the breathing media while

on the mode during the

cycle.

j. Supplies the diver with Steady Flow of air when required

using the -

k. Secondary Exhaust

1. Contains a second means of mask.

18. Operation of Conshelf XII

a. Supplied with from the Side Valve Body.

b. While in or mode.

c. Air Flows through the L.P. Piping to the Second Stage RegW.ator.

d. Air is checked at the Second Stage Regulator by the

and

e. As diver inhales, the diaphragm is drawn against the lever

(horseshoe)

(1) This action the disc and retainer from

the inlet nipple.

(2) The inlet nipple contains the for the disc

and retainer.

(3) Retracting the disc and retainer allows air to flow

to the of the regulator.

62 9
47.
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(4) Air is Inhaled by diver.

(5) Air is xhaled back into the regulator and out the

Secondary Exhaust.

f. Supplied with three standard springs

(1) Light spring is located on the side.

(2) Heavy spring and a lichter spring ars located

- in the Dial-a-breath.

g. All springs exert a force which tend to hold disc and

retainer closed.

(1) Spring tension varies by use of the Dial-a-Breath:

(a)Turning in tension.

Ja)Backing out tension.

h. If Dial-4-Breath is secured, aii will

to the diver.

J. Ideal for surface supply pressures of psl.

1. Purge Button is located in the

Stage Regulator.

m. Purge Button is a

of the Second.1.1=11.1m1M

for the springs.

n. Exhaust Port is located on the bottom of the regulator:

(1) Made of

(2) Secondary Exhaust

(3) Channels away from diver's face.

9
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19. Oral-Nasal Mask

a. Located inside of the frame.

(1) Attached to Second Stage Regulator

(2) Reduces

cavity of mask.

(3) Prevents buildup

-58S

in main

(4) Air is inhated from Second Stage- Regulator into

Oral-Nasal Maak.

(5) Exhaled back through same route.

b. Contains microphones for communications.

c. Contains a one-way tubber check vaive

(1) Air from steady flow valve flows into main part of mask.

(2) Through the one-way valve into the Oral-Nasal Mask.

(3) On exhalation cycle, exhaled gas one-way

valve.

(4) Exhaled gas exhausts out the Secondary Exhaust.

(5) All other air is expelled out the

20. Communications

a. Microphone is located in the Oral-Nasal Mask

b. Right and left headphones are located in the

in their respective sides.

c. Components

(1) Two earphones

(2) Microphone

(3) Two Communication Posts

(4) Two Washers
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(5) Four Nuts

(6) Packing Gland

(7) "0" Ring

(8) Waterproof ConnectDr

d. Waterproof connector is a terminal connector.

e. Marsh Marine Fitting
aid

(1) 4 pin connector

(2) neoprene rdbber covered bronco cable

(3) 4 Cable, No. 16 Wire.

f. Normally only use wires.

g. Rook spares up along side to keep out of the way.

h. Spares are used for a

i. Spare wires can be used with a more complex system.

j. Marsh Marine Fittings are th waterproof

connectors used.

k. Communication can be hooked up with

connections

1. Produces slight loss of signal.

m. Male fittings on diver's mask.

n. FemaLe fitting on uMbilical.

o. Wires go through a packing gland that is secured to main

frame.

p. Packing gland and "0" Rings form the watertight seal.

q. Wires are hooked to communication posts.

r. Topside connectors are bare wire or plugs

to communication box.
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s. Earphones are

21. Hood and Face Seal

a. Made of neoprene and

b. Forms a comfortable cushion that pushes the sealing surface

of the against the diver's faci.

c. Will not compress with pressure.

d. Hood contains pockets which are open to the interior of

the mask.

(1) Retains

(2) Air from mask equalize the older type earphones

(3) New types do not require equalization

e. Hood has a for ease of donning.

22. Retainer Band

a. bands

b. Fit around the hood and fade seal combination.

c. Holds hood and face seal to the

d. screws hold the bands together.

e. Five spider hooks.

f. Chrome plated brass balls.

(1) Small standing on the retainer band hold

the balls in place.

23. Head Harness Spider

a. Five straps

b. Made of =m1...
c. Used to secure the mask to the diver's head.
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24. Emergency Bottle

a. A bottle of compressed gas corresponding to the breathing

mixture being on the

b. Bail-Out system if main system fails.

c. Standard cu ft bottle used.

d. Not required unless deeper than

e. Use standard backpack

feet.

2b. First Stage Regulator

a. From a Conshelf XII Single Hose Regulator

b. Set at psi

c. Safety Valve in the L.P. side will release at psi.

26. Umbilical

a. Gas Supply Hose

(1) Hewitt-Robbins Inc. NO-23-0152

(2) Gdtes Rubber No. 6C3 or eqdivalent.

(3) length.

b. Smooth bore

C. " ID, " OD

d. 9/16" by 18

e. Minimum working pressure paig

3
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FLOW PATH OF GAS THROUGH HE 1 MASK SYSTEM - - PRIMARY MODE

599

Using the drawing above, ira the air flow through the system in

the primary mode as the instructor discusses it.

(1) Air Supply from Topside through the Utbilical;
(2) Enters One-way Valve Body;
(3) Through the One-Way Valve and into the Side Valve Body;

(4) Passes through the Low Pressure Regulator Hose;
(5) Into the Second Stage Regulator;
(6) Passes through the Second Stage Regulator into the Oral-Nasal Mask;

(7) CO2 exhausted out Secondary Exhaust.

On primary mode, the Steady Flow On/Off Valve is secured, Emergency

Supply Valve is in the Closed position, and Bail Out Bottle open.
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FL6W PATH OF GAS THROUGH I MASK SYSTEM - EMERGENCY MODE

Using the drawing above, trac the air flow through the system inthe emergency mode 49 the instructor discusses it.

(1) Air from 71.2 cu ft Bail Out Bottle through First Stage Regulator
, And hose, to the Emergency Supply On/Off Valve:
(2) Through the Side Valve Body (air to both Steady Flow and SecondStart Regulator);
(3) into the Low Pressure Regulator Hose to the Second Stage aegulator;(4) Into the Oral-Nasal Mask:
(5) CO2 is exhausted out Secondary Exhaust.

Steady Flow is an Emergency Mode System, but may be operated onstirface supplied (primary) mode.
Steady Flow used for: Clearing face port (CO2 buildup), Clearing

flooded mask.
When going on Emergency Mode: 1. Notify Topside

2. Stop all work
3. Standby for instructions

t; 1 5
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C. Maintenance

1. Minimum

a. Depends upon type of

2. Daily

a. Visual tnspection

b. Squeeze water from

c. Remove hood and face seal.

d. Remove any sand or dirt

(1) Keep from scratching faceplate..

e. Check all

f. Check communication system.

3. Monthly (or between jobs)

a. Inspect hood and face seal for tears.

b. Inspect spider.

c. Inspect and test:

(1)

(2)

(3)

d. Remove muffler and deflector assembly

e. Remove nose cleiaring device

(1) Lubricae shaftiand "0" Rings

0

f. Lubricate Main

g. Remove ExhaqSt Tube

Valve

(1) Lubricate Second Stage Regulator

h. Remove Seond Stage Roulator Clamp

(1) Remove assembly, unscrew handle.

, valve.

(2) Drop out space, spring &nd piston.

(3) Clean, Lubricate and reassemble.
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TITLE: Lightweight Diving Syitem - Open Diving Bell

REFERENCES

Technical Manual for Open Diving Bell (Preliminary), Perry Ocean
Engineering, Inc., 1975

NOTETAXING OUTLINE

A. Genral Description

1. Fi,!a Subsystems

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

2. Open Diving Bell is used as a

and diver's for divers working from the surface to

a maximum depth of feet.

a. Allows diver to remove diver's

b. Designed for shipboard use where a system,

source of and a

for handling are available.

c. Has connections for gas and communi-

cations lines.

(1) Compatible with Standard Umbilical

B. Description of Assemblies

1. Structure: major weldments

a.

b.

C.

structure

weldment

weldment

r-
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d. trays.

\a. Acrylic nome

a. Formed from a sheet of

b. Partially enclosed

c. Miniftm obstruction-to

3. Gas System

gauge.

tho

acrylic plastic.

for divers.

5.93

a. ----------------- modules attached to interior of

(1)

(2)

and

and

11

(3) Center Valve and Mask with

b. Vents in lower portion of skirt.

(1) Expelled is carried to the exterior

of the bell dome.

4. Communicatiuns

a. Waterproof speaker with interconnecting wiring to a con-

nection on the exterior of the

b. Speaker mounted on upper skirt

c. All wiring encased in tubing and fittings.

d. line from speaker to ton of dome for pressure

S. Ballast

a. bars with handles.

b. Approximately lbs each.

c, Hole in one end for bolt.
=1011.1d

d. can be used to establish a desired

ballast condition.

Tc,

61 9
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C. Inspection and Adjustment

1. Upon receipt and before each dive:

a. Initially check for major damage.

(Special attention given to the ).

b. With the gas and communication systems connected, set gas

pressure at

cation system.

psi and communi-

c. Enter the bell and check all and the

The

iimgmm

to be certain they are operating properly.

valves and valves should be

opened ons at a time. Should be tested for adequate

d. Check for communication between surface and

bell.

2. After extended periods of storage or shipment:

a. Man by diver and put in water. Lower the bell until the top

of the dome is about ft underwater-

b. Fill the completely with

the venting gas turned check for

c. Bring bell back on deck, remove the

7alve on the bell exterior and test to be certain it will nct pass

against the check.

and, with

d. Inspect the V.M fnr excessive

corrosion. Remove them and blow through them to be

certain they will pass gas freely. If they are blocked, they should

be

D. Functional Operation

1. The bell is connected to a source of

9
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and a topside/diver intercommunication system. The interconnections

are mad with a Standard Navy Umbilical. A crane is used to handle

the bell while on dock and in the water. The bell can transport

divers to and from a work sitew'iproviding them with

a breathing medium and communication with the surface.

E. Support Equipment and Services

1. Clear area on deck.

2. Crane: capacity.

3. Standard Navy Umbilical for Communication and Gas Supply.

4. for handling bell.

5. and chains for

moving with crane and securing.

F. Preparations for use:

1. Attach lines.

2. Move bell to dive station and remove cover.

3. Attach

a. Set gas pressure to psi over bottom pressure.

4. Tie umbilical to to prevent

on connections.

G. Operating Procedures:

1. Bell Dewatering System

a. Operated by a (DWV-1) and

two valves below the (DWv-2 and DWV-3).

b. With valves open, the system can be operated

by the valve alone.

c. With the Central Valve open, the two valves will

operate the system independently.
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d. As bell is descending, the dewatering system can be operated

to keep the level below the

(1) On ascent, it will help eliminate in the

dome.

e. At working depth, with the divers breathing the bell atmos-

phere, the dewater system should be slightly to

allow a low flow to continuously enter the"bell.

f. When using communications, turn system off to eliminate

g. When the dewater system has been off for a period of time

(approximately ), it should be turned on again

with a high velocity flow for the bola.

2. ballast

a. All 24 Ballast Bars in place provide negative buoyancy of

lbs.

b. lb each bar.

c. Adjustable

3. Handling

a. Lifting eye at top of structural weldment.

(1) Launch weight approximately lbs.

b. Four padeyes near deck for tag lines.

c. After entering water, bell attaChes to

(1) Guides to wov-k site.

(2) Prevants

(3) Prevents

from current.
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4. Ascent/Dscent

a. Maximum ascent rate: fpm

b. Maximum descent rate: fpm

C. Use descent line whenever possible.

5. Oral Nasal Mask

a. For breathing.

b. Individual lines.

-59 7

c. When in user gas valve is opened the

individual controls valves are used to masks.

6. Tool Rack and Lights

a. Rack for tools :and parts.

b. tools secured to

c. Two hand-held diver's lights secured.

H. Post Dive Maintenance

1. After aech dive:

a. Thoroughly bell down with

b. The Oral Nasal Masks should be

and reroved for storage in a dry area.

c. Rftmove diver's lights and place on

d. Gas System should be

e. should be replaced.

I. Bell Maintenance

1. Bolts: check for secure attachment.

a. Dome hold down bolts checked every two days during regular

operations.
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b. Torque to ft/lbs

2. Dome: remove small scuff marks by with a

buffing wheel and polish such as DuPont No. 7.

a. Attempts to polish larger scratches will create a

in the dome.

b. If any cracks appear, the dome should be

3. Painting: as required to prevent rust.

a. Touch-up by light sanding and a coat of AMERCOAT #35.

4. Mufflers: check regularly for

a. Air test once per

b. Replace if necessary.

5. Check Valves

a. 'lain : Remove and

then insert in water.

in the

6. Very: Tubes: Should be securely attached and free from

..............114...1.=0
a. Plug at top end of the should be

inspected each , to assure free flow.

7. Speaker: opened per during regular

ooeration to check for water

a. If gasket on the front plate dries out or cracks, it should

be
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Title: Hot Water Suit

Refrence: U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Volum II

NOTETARING OUTLINE

A. Introduction

59?

1. A new concept of diving, used by Saturation Diver*, but

will soon be used by all divers in the fleet.

2. Allows divers to enter colder water with longer bottom

times.

3. Advantages

a. Divers stay more

b. More performance.

c. Need not worry about getting cold and not being able

to finish the job.

4. Usage

a. mask

b. Clayton Diving Heater.

B. Construction

1. covered.=11

a. 1/4" thick.

b. On sides for strength.

c. fitting.

(1) Lets water to keep diver warmer.

2. Hood.

a. Built into suit.

b. Difficult to get a seal when using the Mk I Mask.

c. Can be modified.

3. Hot Water Tubing.
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a. Cemented inside of suit.

(1) ID X wall thickness.

b. Tubing has covering.

(1) Holes in the tubing are out the of

the tubing.

(e) Creates better water circulation.

4. Zippers

a. Made of ...11....
(1) Corrosion resistant.

b. On and down of suit.

5. Neoprene Gloves.

a. Elbow length

(1) Tubing on the suit extends to

below arms of suit.

(2) Tucked inside gloves to provide hot water to hands.

b. Glove Hand.

(1) Made of 1/16" material for

6. Neoprene Boots.

a. Knee length.

(1) Tubing extends 6" to 8" below legs of suit.

(2) Tucked inside of boots to provide hot water for

the feet.

7. VELCRO Strips.

a. Hooks are sewn to %Aside of and

b. Pile is sewn Lnside of and

(1) Prevent them slipping off in water.

8. Hot Water Control Valve Manifold.
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a. Main Body is made of (PVC).

(1) Non-corrosive in salt water.

b. Tubing connectors are made of

c. (1) Rust and corrosive resistont.

c. Three Rotary Valves made of PVC.

(1) Non-corrosive.

(2) Used to of hot water to the

suit.

(a) Top Valve is % flaw.

1.

2. Controls flow to

(b) Middle Valve

1. Controls flow to the of the

body.

(c) Lower Valve.

1. Controls flow to the of the body.

9. Harness.

a. Used as a

b. Crosses legs, chest'and back which has lifting eye.

c. Made of sewn and cemented to suit for

10. Hot Water Hose.

a. ID Rubber Hose.

b. Hose is in water.

c. Snaptite fitting on end (Quick

Disconnect).

2. Maintenance
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1. Recommended to hours of operation.

a. Inspect and clean:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

b. Varies due to:

(1) Work being done.

(2) Type of bottom.

(3) Water being pumped through the suit.

c. Inspect and clean Control Valve Manifold.

(1) Check for

(2) LUbricate with as

necessary.

d. Inspect and clean zippers.

(1) Lubricate with silicon grease or Zipper Ei as

necessary.

e. Removal of Crude Oil-- neo-

prene if not removed.

(1) Use detergent solution or Borax°.

(2) thoroughly with fresh water.

f. Removal of Tar.

(1) Any unhibited

applied with cloth.

(2) Scrub with detergent solution.

(3) Rinse with fresh water.

g. Solvents--avoid contact.
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(1) Methyl Ethyl Keton (MEK).

(2) Laquer Thinner.

(3) Acetone.

(4) Toluene.

D. Repair of Hot Water Suit.

1. Sinilar to normal repair.

403

a. After cementing rips or tears, use a

(1) If not used, a inch overlap patch should

be used.
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TITLE: CLAYTON DIVING NEATER SYSTEM

REFERENCE

NAVSNIPS 0994-007-5010f Clayton Diving Heater Instruction Manual

NOTETAKING OUTLINE

A. General Description

1. The Clayton Diving Monter System is a self-contained unit which

includes a closed system heater, sea water pump and heat exchanger.

2. Temperature Control Valves automatically blend the delivery

temperature of sea water for one (1) to four (4) divers.

3. If required, the unit is also equipped to use an alternate

source of heat, such as "ship's steam" instead of the in-

tegral heater.

4. The unit may be separated if desired.

5. The Clayton Diving Heater System will develop its full rated

pressure within minutes from a cold start at the

rated cAoacity of 550,000 BTU/Hr. The diving heater will

deliver 16 Vo gallons per minute of heated sea
4it

water within an adjustable temperature range of to

under all conditions of sea water delivery pressure

(65 to 125 psi) flaw rate.

6. Temperature and pressure gauges are located throughout the

system at various inlets and outlets.

7. The complete assembly , mounted on a'skid frame.

8. Standard equipment includes safety deVices for protection

against water failure, excessive presfure and electrical

overload, however, an must be present

during of the
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FRESH WATER AND STEAM SYSTEM The chart above is a diagram of the Fresh water,steam
and Sea Water Systems of the Clayton Diving Heater. The a,ea Water System has been
darkened to aid you in notetaking. Locate the components of the Fresh water and Steam
System as the instructor discusses them. Using the corresponding letters (below) will
aid in labeling the components.

A. Freshwater Make-up Inlet - Fills the system with properly treated water. Allows the
operator to add water as necessary.

B. Make-up Water Valve - Allows operator to add lake7up water to the system.

C. Heat Exchanger Drain Valve - Allows operator to drain Heat Exchanger.

D. Fresh Water Pump - Diaphragm-type pump, designed to deliver a fixed volume of water
into the system during operation. Electrically powered.

E. Pump Oead Drain Cock - Ubed to drain Fresh Water Pump.

F. Pump Bleed Valve - Used to allow trapped air to escape from pump.

G. Water Sample Valve - Used to obtain water sample for test.

H. Relief Valve Allows excess steam p'ressure to vent off into the atmosphere.

I. Coil Drain Valve - Used to drain heating coil.

J. Coil Feed Valve - Allows steam heated in the boiler to pass into the Heat Exchanger.

K. Wet Tube Heating Coil - Water to be heated passes through this coil.

L. Auxiliary Steam Shut-off Valve - Used to secure steam when unit is being used with
"ship's steam".

M. Auxiliary 5# ,am Reducer Used to regulate steaw pressure.

N. Heat Exchanger Water Heating chamber. Steam from the boiler enters the Heat Ex:-
changer and flows around heating coil, heating the water.

0. fleotExchanger ReLef Valve Allows excess pressure inside Heat Exchanger to vent.
)



FRESH WATER AND STEAM SYSTEM (Cont'd)

P. Heat Exchanger Vent - Used during Lighting Off to allow trapped air to escape.

Q. Heat Exchanger Pressure Gauges Allows operator to monitor pressure inside
of Heat Exchanger.

R. Heat Exchanger Sight Glass Enables operator to see level of water inside
Heat Exchanger.

S. Heat Exchanger Shut Off Valve - Allows water to return to boiler.
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SEA WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM COMPONENTS - The chart above is a diagram of the Sea Water
Supply L:yritem, Fresh Water Supply and Steam System of 'the Clayton DiVing Heater. The
Fresh Water and Steam System haw been darkened to aid you in notetaking. Locate the
components of the Sea Water Supply System as the Instructor discusses them. Using the
corresponding letters (below) will aid in labeling the components.

A. Sea Water Pressure Reducer Valve - Regulates sea 1/1ter pressure.

B. Inlet Temperature Gauge - Allows operator to see temperatore of sea water.

C. Inlet Pressure Gauge - Allows operator to monitor supply pressure.

D. Supply Pump - Used to supply sea water into the sea water system.

F. Heat Exchanger Coil- Sea Water passes through this to be heated.

F. Heat Exchanger Temperature Gauge - Allows operator to monitor temperature of
Heat Exchanger.

G. Temperature Regulator Valves - Used to raise or lower the water temperature to
the diver. Works by allowing cold water to be added
or reduced to the heated water: being pumped to the
diver.

H. Regulator Temperature Gauges Enables-operator to monitor water temperatures being
pumped to the diver(s).

I. Sea Water Outlet Safety Shutoff Valve - Automatically closes when the heated Sea
water temperature is not within set limits.

J. outlet Valve Pressure Gauge Allows operator to monitor hot water pressure to diver.

K. Outlet Valve Manifold Connection for Hot Water Hose
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FUEL SYSTEM - The chart above is a diagram of the Fuel System of the Clayton Diving
Heater System. Locate the components of the Fuel System as the Instructor discusses
them. Using the corresponding letters (below) will aid in labeling the components.

A. Fuel Filter Element type.

B. Fuel Pump - Supplies fuel to the burner.

C. Burner Control Valve - Used to increase or decrease the fuel supply to the Burner.
1

D. Fuel Pressure Switch - Closes and energizes the Combustion Control Switch when
fuel pressure rises.

E. Fuel Pressure Gauge Allows operator to monitor fuel pressure.

F. Burner Manifold Locaition for mixing of fuel and air.

G. Blower - Supplies air under pressure to Burner.

6 3 64(1
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEM COMPONENTS

A. Heater Starting Switch

1. Located on

2. When switch is on, it energizes:

a.

b.

next to Heater.

C.

d.

e. All switches in the system.

B. Thermostat Switch

1. Located on side of Heater.

2. This is a SAFETY SWITCH.

3. When coils inside expand, the switch shuts

off the Burner to prevent damage to the unit.

C. Steam Pressure Switch

1. Located within the Burner.

2. on switch turns Burner controls on/off.

3. Switch goes on when a drop of psi occurs in steam

pressure.

4. Switch shuts off when pteam pressure excedes

D. Heater Motor

1. Located to the rear and to the right of the Heater.

2. Motor has Hp, / V, HZ at

3. Support 3 other components

a.

b. Ml
C.

RPM.
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E. Sea Water Booster Pump

1. Located below Mixing Panel.

2. Drives a centrifugal pump in order to boost sea water

pressure.

3. HP. 115/230 V, 60 HZ

4. Pumps to GPM @ psig-

5. Switch for Pump located above Mixing Panel.

F. High and Low Temperature Limit Controller and Temperature Gauge

1. Located on Mixing Panel

2. Allows operator to select a and temperature.

3. This is a SAFETY nEvICE.

4. If temperature rises or fallr past settings, the Audible

Alarm sounds.

G. Audible Alarm

1. Located within the Electric Panel Box above Mixing Panel.

2. This is a SAFETY DEVICE.

3. Indicates something is wrong.

4. Controls Valve

a. When alarm goes off, Actuator secures going

to diver.

H. Audible Alarm Switch On/Off and Reset Switch

1. Located on same panel as Alarm, above Mixing Panel.

2. These two switches the Actuator valve when

temperature is to

3. Must be operated.
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WORMATIoN SHEET 9-1-11
TITLE: Unddrwater Tools

INTRODUCTION

1 Through technology, underwater work has been made consider-
ablY easier fo:e the diver, faster and more efficient with the
developMent of underwater power tools and equipment. This has
been a-joint venture with the U.S.Navy and the civiliam4community
working hand in hand. Spearheading the effort for the'Navy has
beim the Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory, Port Hueneme, iCali-
foinia. The information contained within these pages provide you
the latest information on the development &nd use of these under-
water power tools.

The unit, as a whole, is designed to provide you a familari-
zation with the equipment currently available. YOU will be pro-

Lnstruction on the various systems as well As the opportunity
ro use some of them. During the completion of your projects for
this unit, you will not only be using the tools doing underwater
work, but yOu will be expected to know how to set the system up
for routine operitions.
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HYDRAULTC TOOLS FOR DIVERS

6/4

NOTE: The following article written by S.A.Black and J.T.Quirt,
Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory (NCEL), has been extracted
from a larger article dealing with hydraulic tools.. It is de-
signed to provide you with an overview of the tools and power
units available. Specific tools and power units will be covered
later in this Student Guide and in class.

INTRODUCTION
In response to the urgent need for improved tools for divers,

NCEL has conducted a research and development program that has con-
sirierably expanded the number of tools available to divers. The
:rogram was jointly sponsored by the Naval Facilities Engineering
Command and the Naval Ship Systems Command through the Supervisor
of Salvage.

These tools are mainly slightly modified versions of hydraulic
tools designed for land use.

PROBLEMS IN DEVELOPMENT
Two basic problems associated with the development of tool

power systems tor diver use are (1) supplying hydraulic power to
the tool in the diver's hand and (2) giving the diver tools and
associated hardware that are safe and easy to operate. Table 1
(at the end of this article) lists the tool power source cate-
gories involved in this development work.

Factors influencing selection of a system are type of power
available, operational costs, requirement for covertness, environ-
mental conditions (current, sea state), operational depths, extent
of work (time requirements) and power requirements of needed tools.

The hydraulic umbilical system has the most applications
because most work will continue to be performed at relatively shal-
low depths (less than 150 feet) where this system is simple and
reliable. As depth increases, hydraulic lines necessarily become

er in diameter and create both a topside and an underwater hand-
l_ s problem. Also, the input power required at the )ump increases
to overcome line losses.

To provide hydraulic power at the greater depths, it becomes
prudent to use the electrical umbilical system which optimizes
power transmissions and reduces handling problems. Use of bottom-
supported systems is presently in the concept stage but presents
no new ideas with respect to the hydraulic power source. The key
point is that this requirement should be included during initial
system design so that reasonable engineering trade-offs can be made.

Diver Safety and Comfort. In conjunction with the second prob-
lem, the diver must have tools that are safe and efficient and do
not result in excessive diver fatigue or discomfort. Diver safety

i3 a primary consideration. Hazards include electric shock, exces-
sive noise and fatigue.
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The tools must be designed to get the job done as quickly and
effectively as possible while meeting fleet requiremints. In ad-
dition, tools should be designed to be compatible with environmen-
tal conditions and equipment of advanced diving systems currently
being developed. Diver work aids such as tethering equipment and
tool holdings and carrying devices must be developed cdncurrently
with the primary tools and acLessories.

Tools are often difficult to use underwater because of poor
visibility, cold, diver buoyancy and lack of adequate footing and
hand holds. Di:/er's muscles have an increased tendency to become
cramped and painful if the triggers and handles are not designed
properly or if the tools produce excessive torque or vibrationlor
are too heavy or bulky. Stiff hoses or cables and the drag of
currents on such power supply lines can increase the difficulty
significantly.

HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT
The hydraulic systems described below are similar in that they .

all consist primarily of (1) a drive unit, (2) a hydraulic pump and
reservoir and (3) dual hydraulic lines. However, there are two
basic types of hydraulic circuits - the open-center and the closed-
center hydraulic systems.

In the open-center system, hydraulic oil is cycled continuous-
ly from the hydraulic pump through the high-pressure hose to the
tool.

In the closed-center system, flow in th.1 hydraulic hoses occurs
only when the tool is in operation. Closed-center hydraulic systems
are normally used when it is necessary to conserve energy, such as
in a battery-powered system. When the too] is not in use, flow by-
passes the hydraulic lines and goes directly from the pump to the
low-pressure reservoir which eliminates power losses caused by flow
through the hydraulic lines as in the open-center system.

Pressure losses in hydraulic lines are a function of the flow
rate and the hydraulic circuit (i.e., size of supply and return
lInes and restrictions such as hose fittings) and may vary from 10
to more than 200 psi. Depending upon the system flow rates, power
losses greater than 2hp may be expected. For example, a hydraulic
system operating a 8 gpm with sufficient hose to reach 120 feet
depths may have a pressure drop as great as 250 psi. Add to this
a 40 psi drop for restrictions from hose fittings, and the total line
pressure loss is 290 psi (1.3 hydraulic hp).

Both systems have advantages and disadvantages. An open-cen-
ter system is better for operating in low temperature water (400
and below). Under this condition, heat generated by frictional
losses of the hose and the fittings tend to reduce the viscosity
of the hydraulic oil, which prevents sluggish action and stalling
of the hydraulic tool. With the closed-center system and cold
water, viscosity of the hydraulic oil can increase sufficiently
to prevent iperation of the hydraulic tool.

One advantage of a closed-center system is that energy-storing

4 0
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accumulators can be used.in conjunction wIth a pump that delivers
less than the required tool power. The system is used when a tool
operates on an intermittent basis such as in drilling and nut-run-
ning operations.

Diesel Hydraulic Power Units. The drive unit for the diesel
hydraulic power unit is normally an air-cooled diesel engine dir-
ectly coupled to a hydraulic pump. The high-pressure side of the
pump is eoueled to an unloading valve set to relieve system pres-
sures in excess of the pump output characteristics.

Other components of the unit should include (1) an "in-line"
oil filter to protect the hydraulic pump from foreign matter and
metallic particles, (2) a manual starting bypass valve to unload
line pressure and provide for easy starting of the engine diesel,
(3) a pressure gauge for monitoring line pressure and (4) flow
control valve and flow meter.

A comrercially available hydraulic power module is presently
under evaluation at NCEL and is equipped with a 20 hp air-cooled
two-cylinder diesel engine as the drive unit. The hydrAulic pump
is directly coupled to the diesel engine and can supply 7 1/2 gpm
at 2,000 psi.

The unit is equipped with pressure gauge, line filter, 20-gal
oil reservoir, pressure relief valve and manual engine spee,4 flow
control. Flow rate is established by connecting a flow meter.in
the hydraulic line and adjusting the engine speed until the desir-
ed flow rate is reae.. The flow is set before connecting the tool
to the system.

A second diesel hydraulic until being designed at NCFL will
be equipped with a 25 hp diesel engine of the type used to drive
fleet salvage pumps and generators. The system will be able to
supply about 10.5 gpm at 2,000 psi. Plans are to equip tie unit
with a manual hydraulic flow control valve and an in-line meter.

Electro-Hydraulic Power Modules differ from diesel iyaraul-!_c
units in that the drive unit is an electric motor. These units
may be either mounted on shipboards, as diesel hydraulic units,
or completely submersible. Where the unit is completely submer-
sible, the electric motor must be of the submersibe type or housed
in a protective container either pressure compensated or designed
to withstand the hydrostatic pressures. The hydraulic pump is
usually enclosed in a pressure-compensated container filled with
hydraulic oil.

Electrical Umbilical Units. The first electro-hydraulic power
module designed and tested by NCEL was a special-purpose unit to
furnish power to a winch located on a tethered lifting device. To

reduce the potential hazard of electrical shock in the diver work
area, hydraulic power was chosen zo drive the winch. Although this
unit was designed fol. operating a winch, it can be used for power-
ing diver tools.

A 440 volt 60 Hz three-phase AC generator supplies power to
an electric motor housed in a nitrogen-purged and pressure compen-
sated enclosure through an electrical umbilical from the surface
support vessel. The hydraui i,:. pump is directly coupled to !:he

electric motor and is hcused in a separate enclosure filled with
hydraulic oil.
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In a system of this type, it is best to install most of the
hydraulic circuitry within the reservoir; in this way, the com-
ponents are protected from the water. The hydraulic circuit
is relatively simple. The hydraulic pump, a variable-volume
piston pump that can supply 15 gpm at 1,800 psi, draws-oil through
a suction strainer from the reservoir. The high-pressure side
is equipped with a relief valve to protect the system in the event
of over-presurization.

An accumulator ia installed on both the high pressure and re-
turn lines. The high-pressure accumulator m./...aimizes pulsation
from the hydraulic pump. Pressure on the low-pressure accumulator
is maintained at 3 to 5 psi over ambient by means of a modified
SCUBA regulator. A 10 to 20-micron filter protects the hydraulic
pump. The system was designed to operate at depths to 600 feet.

A second electric umbilical power unit is being designed and
fabricated under NCEL contract to power diver tools to depths of
850 feet. The lightweight, compact unit will weigh less than 500
pounds in air.and will be able to supply a maximum of 7.5 gpm of
hydraLlic oil at 1,600 psi to the tool being used.

The electric motor that drives the pump and the hydraulic
circuitry will be housed in a pressure-compensated cylindrical
container filled with hydraulic oil. The system will operate from
a shipboard genezator supplying 450-volt 3-phase 60-Hz power.

Self-Contained Units. NCEL has designed, fabricated and eval-
uated a battery-powered closed-center electro-hydraulic power
module. The module consists of battery package, switching circuit
and power unit and can supply 2.2 gpm continuously at 1,500 psi
for three hours. The'power unit incorporates the principle of
using accumulators for energy storage; thus, it can operate tools
requiring flow rates greater than the pump capacities for short,
intermittent periods. Figure 2 (at the end of this article) shows
the approximate running timefor tools requiring flow of 0 to 6
gpm for systems with either a 2.0 or 2.5-gallon storage accumulator.
In this system when the stored energy is depleted, the tool receives
flow at 2.2 gpm.

The battery package consists of two 36-volt arrays of standard
lead acid batteries connected in parallel to provide 240 ampere
hours of energy at the required motor current draw of PO amps. The
batteries are equipped with electrolite reservoirs, immersed in
non-conducting transformer oil and housed in a pressure-compensated
container equipped with a gas eliminating system. Pressure compen-
sation is attained by a rubber bladder filled with transformer oil
and connected to the battery container.

A system on-off switching circuit in the battery box permits
wet connecting and disconnecting of the electric cable, which allows
the diver to change battery boxes as the power is depleted.

The power unit consists of a 36-volc DC electric motor directly
coupled to a hydraulic pump, separtrld by a manifold equipped with a

) S
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rotary shaft seal. The electric motor is housed in a cylindrical
pressure vessel one end of which Is bolted tu the manifold and
sealed with an 0 ring. The hydraulic pump and circuit components
are immersed in hydraulic oil. Table 3 (at the end of this article)
summarizes the hydraulic power units developed at NCEL.

Hydraulic Tools. Several hydraulic tools are available for
diver use - most models in both open and closed-center types.
Impact wrenches can be used for torquing, drilling and tapping.
Although hydraulic drills are available, it is better to use the
impact wrench for drilling because of the possibility of the bit
jamming and injuring the diver.

There are several chain saws for cutting wood under water.
Disc grinders are available and can be used for cleaning surfaces,
grinding nuts and grinding bevels in metal prior to welding.

Several special-purpose tools are commercially available;
and with the wide variety of commercial components on the market,
almost any type ef tool can be converted to hydraulic power.
Hydraulic rams can be used for pushing, pulling and jacking.
Hydraulic cable cutters are available in several different types.
Automatic hydraulic pipe cutters can be obtained to cut pipe most
sizes. There are special-purpose abrasive wheel cutters which
can be built from off-the-shelf hardware.

Other Hydraulic Equipment. In conjunction with hydraulic
tools and equipment for diver use, NCEL is developing an under-
water Construction Assistance Vehicle (CAV) designed to provide
divers with a work platform for handling tools, power sources
and construction equipment.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
The power sources and tools discussed above are by no mLians

end products in diver tool systems. Future work will be directed
toward optimizing the present systems in terms of efficiency,
physical dimensions and increased power output and to developing
diver tools and aids that are compatible with both the diver and
the environment.



TABLE 1 - TOOL POWER SOURCE CATEGORIES

CATEGORIES

SURFACE SUPPORTED

Hydraulic Umbilical

DESCRIPTION

Hydraulic pump & drive
unit on the surface
support ship

PUMP DRIVE GENERAL COMMENTS

Diesel Engine
Electric Motor
Gasoline Engine
Pneumatic Motor

Diesel Drive is present-
ly most commonly used

Electric Umbilical Hydraulic pump & drive
unit located underwater

Electric Motor
(AC or DC)

Pump and motor may be
immersed in sea water,
oil, or gas; tombination
such as motor in gas,
pump in oil

BoTTOM SUPPORTED

Portable

Power supply drive
unit and pump4 pack-
aged as oae unit - may
be manned by diver or
underwater vehicle

Electric Motor
(AC or DC)
Battery or fuel
cell powered

Pump and motor may be
packaged as with elec-
tric umbilical unit.
Unit highly portable.

.

Bottom Insulation Pump and drive unit sub- Electric Motor
mersible. Power supplied AC or DC
by habitat, bottcon instal-
lation, or underwater de-
vice.

Unit not portable ex-
cept within area of
powee supply, i.e.
bottom tethered.
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TABLE 3 - NCEL HYDRAULIC POWER MODULE

DESCRIPTION POWER REQUIRED CAPACITY
DIMENSIONS
LXWXH WEIGHT IN AI DEPTH

Commercial7type
diesel hydraulic
unit

20 hp Diesel 71/2gpm @ 2,000
psi

54x27x36in. 650 lbs 250 ft.

Fleet diesel
hydraulic unit

25 hp Diesel 10.5gpm @ 2,000
psi

66x24x401n. 1,200 lbs 150 ft.

Cable umbilical
electro-hydrauli*
unit

440 Volt 3-
Phase 60-Hz
AC

15 gpm @ 1,800
psi

30x30x481n. 1,500 lbs 600 f .

Cable umbilical
fleet electro-
hydraulic

440 Volt 3-
Phase 60-Hz
AC

71/2gpm @1,800
psi

Combined L
and girth
of -9.5ft.

*500 lbs

1
1,800 lb

.with bat-
teries

850 ft.

120 ft.
Bottom-powered
elecs-ro-hydrauli
unit

36 Volt DC
80 amps

2.2 gpm @ 1,500
psi

40x30x301n.

* Indicates parameters are design goals and may be changed in actual hardware.
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DIESEL HYDRAULIC POWER UNIT -- NAVSHIPS MODEL 1

Tha following information and drawings have been extracted from
NAVSHIPS Technical Manual 0994-013-1010. For additional infor-
mation and maintenance procedures for the Model 1 Diesel Rydraul-
ic Power Unit, please refer to the above manual.

GENERAL INFORMATION

EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

The Model 1, Diesel Hydraulic Power Unit is a self-contained,
steel-framed, skid-mounted assembly designed to provide hydraulic
power up to 15 gpm at 2,000 psig. The rate-of-flow, measured
in gallons per minute (gpm), is variable through the engine rpm,
with',which gro,ss adjustments may be made, and a pressure-compen-
sated flcw,regulator provided for fine adjustments. The maximum
system pressure is variable from 150 to 2,000 psig with a hand-
knob adjustable relief valve.

The unit may be used in v.irtually any out-of-doors environ-
ment, including those aboard ship, provided the unit is operated
on a reasonably level plane. The unit is designed for diver use
and is most suitable for applications where at least 100 feet of
hydraulic hose is in the water. Under normal conditions, the hose
in the water serves to cool the hydraulic fluid. When the uni:
is used without any hose in the water or during unusually hot and
humid weather, it is extremely important to monitor the hydraulic
fluid temperature. Hydraulic fluid temperature must be kept below
150 degrees F. to prevent pump damage. If the unit is to be used
in an enclosure, provision must be made for proper engine cooling
ventilation and the expulsion of engine exhaust.

AIR COOLED DIESEL ENGINE

The prime mover of the Model 1 Diesel Hydraulic Power Unit is
an Onan Model DJM 120 (Spec. letter V) four-cycle vertical, in line
air-cooled diesel engine with overhead valves and featuring integral
crankcase and cylinders. The engine is rated at 23.7 brake horse-
power (bhp) and has a normalengine speed range of up to 2,400 rpm.
Other features of the prime.mover include:

a. A variable-speed governor with manual lever.
b. A control panel.
c. A battery-charging flywheel alternator with rectifier/regu-

lator.
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MODEL 1 DIESEL HYDRAULIC POWER UNIT



INFORMATION SHEET

EQUIPMENT LIST, - MODEL 1 DIESEL HYDRAULIC POWER UNIT

1.- Diesel Engine
2 - Hydraulic Pump .

3 - Hydraulic Flow Regulator
4 - Hydraulic Relief Valve (Adjustable)
5 - Hydraukic Relief Valve
6 - Hydraulic Flow Moter,
7 - Hydraulic Pressure Gauge
8 - Temperature Gauge
9 - Flow Mater Sensor
10 - Suction Hydraulic Oil Filter
11 - Hydraulic Oil Filter Gauge
12 - Muffler
13 - Rain Cap
14 - Storage Battery
15 - Adapter (Coupling Housing)
16 - Suction Hydraulic Oil Filter
17 - Frame Assembly
18 - Pitting
19 - Fuel Tank
20 - Primary Fuel Filter
21 - Secondary Fuel Filter
22 Oil Filter
23 - Pump Odtiet (To Tool)
24 - Pump In4et (From Tool)
25 - ExhaustiManifold,

CoP,Q6
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HYDRAULIC VANE PUMP

The pump portion of the Model 1 System is an efficient,
constant volume, single stage, vane-type hydraulic unit rated
at 15.3 gpm at 2,000 psi and 1,800 rpm. It features a porting
combination No. 00 and a clockwise rotation-keyad shaft,: Basic
components of the pump are:

a. A housing with a plain ball bearing, lip seal, and an
inlet connectiorn.

b. A pumping cartridge consisting of rotor, vane springs,
vanes, spring guides, cam ring, and a floating port plate.

c. A shaft
d. An end cap with a needle beating 'assembly and.an

connection. The shaft is supported by the bearing in theend
cap and the hail bearing in the housing. This maximum sup-port
feature allows applications with high side loading on the shaft.
The pump will support a radial load of 479 pounds at the center
of the keyway.

The port plate is free to move axially within limits. The
output hydraulic pressure is used to counteract internal hydraulic
pressure that tends to separate the elements of the pumping car-
tridge after the pump is primed azd delievering oil wider pressure.
When the pump is idle and there is zero pressure in the circuit,
a light spring provides the necessary clamping force to.facilitate
starting.

FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

a. Denison Model TIC-011-21R Pump*

RPM GALLONS PER MINUTE VS. PRESSURE
,

1200

100
PSI

1-377471:17---,1571-114-17.7=4-77"
16.5

.

500
PSI

16.2

1000
PSI

.
15.4

-1500
PSI

15.6

2000
PSI

15.3

2500
PSI

15.01800

2400 22.0 21.4 21.6, 21.1 20.8
I

20.5
Pump Delivery

Imam

os11111111

IIPMEIM
2400

INPUT VS. PSI

100
PSI
.9

MCI
1.8

500
PSI

1000
PSI

1500
PSI

2000
PSI.

2500
PSI

MINI
MPIVE
implingl

7 0 IIMPLIMUMMFAI
NEWAIMEM

21.5
Fi WMumMHO

36.5

Pump Horsepower Required
*The above tablas are based on the use of fluid with a viscosity
of 200 SSU at 100'F. MIL-H-56063 has a viscosity of 80 SSU at 100.F.
Therefore, pump delivery will be approx. 202 less because of the
lower viscosity.
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RECOMMENDED HYDRAULIC OIL SPECIFICATIONS*

I

150Viscosity Range .. to 300 SSU at 100°F

Viscosity Index 90 orabove
.Maximum Viscosity at starting temperature 7500 SSU

I

10Neutralization Number or below(when using new oil)

Additives Recommend Rust and Oxidation inhibitors

62 8

*Although below the pump manufacturers' viscosity specifications,
MIL-H-56063 hydraulic fluid is recommended (by NCEL) for use
with the Model 1 Power Unit because of its wide-spread availability
in the Federal Supply System. In an emergency, MIL-H-5606A, MIL-
H-5606C or MIL-L-6083C may be used as a substitute. All of the
above fluids may be mixed together.

CAUTION

The hydraulic fluid temperature must never be above 150F
with the above hydraulic fluids. Operation at higher temperatures
will damage the pump.

FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS (CONT'D)

b. Onan Model DJM-120 Diesel Engine

Recommended Fuel: No. 2 diesel fei above 32°F(0°C)
No. 1 diesel fuel below 32°F(0°C)

CAUTION

Kemp fuel clean! Dirty fuel is one of the major causes of engine
failure. Even the smallest amount of contamination in the fuel
injection system may stop the engine.

CRANKCASE OIL GRADES VS. TEMPERATURE*

Above 30°F SAE 30
00 to 30°F SAE 10W or 5W-20
Below 0°F SAE 5W-20

* Note: DM or DG Grade Oil should be used for the first 50
hours of break in; and DS (Series 3) oil thereafter.
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, Goaci
OPERATIONS

INTRODUCTION

All hydraulic controls aad indicators are mounted on two
panels; one on the front of the unit, the other on top.- The
electric controls are mounted on the pump end of the diesel
engine under the top hydraulic panel.

CONTROLS AND INDICATORS

Hydraulic System. A panel containing the hydraulic pressure gauge,
hydraulic t...mperature gauge, and hydraulic flow meter is located on
the front of the unit. The face of each dial is clearly marked
with its function.

The hydraulic pressure gauge is calibrated in pounds per
square inch (psig) with a range from 0 to 3,000 psi. Under nor-
mal operating conditions, the pressure gauge should never exceed
2,000 psig.

The hydraulic temperature gauge is calibrated in degrees
Fahrenneit with a range from 30°F to 240°F. The remote element
sending unit for the temperature gauge is installed in the hydraul-
ic reservoir. Under r :rating conditions, the temperature should
not exceed I50°F.

The hydraulic flow meter is calibrated in gallons per minute
(gpm) with a range from 4 to 20gpm and is used to measure the rate
of flow af the hydraulic fluid as the system is operated. Thr
rate of flow is controlled by the FLOW (GPM) CONTROL knob.

A panel containing the FLOW (GPM) CONWL knob, the PRESSURE
CONTROL knob and the engine hour meter is located on the top of
the unit. Each control and indicator is clearly labeled with its
function.

The rate-of-flow (gpm) of the hydraulic system is controlled
by FLOW (GPM) CONTROL knob and is monitored by the hydraulic flow
meter. The rate-of-flow is increased by turning the knob counter-
clockwise.

The system pressure is controlled by the PRESSURE (PSI) CON-
TROL knob and is monitored by the hydraulic pressure gauge. The
pressure is increased-by turning the knob clockwise.

A sight gauge, mounted on the left side of the hydraulic
reservoir, is provided to measure the level of the fluid in the
reservoir. The unit must be resting on a level surface to ensure
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an accurate level indication. The -evel of the fluid must never
be allowed to fall below the LOW mark on the gauge.

CAUTION
Check the fluid level frequently when using new tools
and lines because of the extra fluid required to fill
them. Add fluid as required.

Electric Control System. The electric controls consist of a glow
plug (PRERLAT) switch, a FUEL SOLENOID switch and a START switch.
These controls are located on the pump end of the diesel engine.
Their functions are described later. An electric hour meter is
located on the top hydroulic control panel.

OPERATING PROCEDURES
CAUTION

The hydraulic reservoir must ilave a sufficient quanity
of hydraulic fluid prior to starting the engine. If
the unit is allowed to operate without fluid, serious
damage to the pump will result.

ENGINE OPERATION

lallingthe_LuEL_ILstat. Remove the fuel return line and operate
the priming level on tha fuel transfer pump until bubbles cease
to appear in the fuel flowing from the bleed hole. Retighten
fuel line. If the pump lobe on the camshaft is up, clank the
engine one revolution to permit hand priming. When finished re-
turn the priming lever to the disengaged position for normal op-
eration.

Break-In Procedure. The diesel engine has been run and tested for
about 3 ro 4 hours at the factory. Additional break-in time is
required and will vary, depending upon load conditions, oil used,
etc. Load during break-in should be between one-half load and
rated load, preferably near the rated load for best results.
This procedure results in fastet break-in time and lower oil
consumption. Apply the load foT a new or reconditioned engine
in four steps, waiting 30 minutes between each step.

Starting..

a. Check level of hydraul.,c oil, diesel fuel and diesel lube
oil (dip stick inside oil fill cover).

b. Connect hydraulic lines to,tool and power unit.
c. Close FLOW CONTROL knob by turning clockwise until it stops.

Be sure locking knob has not engaged before flow control valve is
completely ,closed.
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(03/

d. When starting a cold engine in air temperature above 55°F,
push the PREHEAT button and hold for 20 seconds. NOTE: for air
temperatures below 55°F, refer below (LOW TEMPERATURES).

e . Continue to hold PREHEAT button, push the FUEL SpLENOID
switch to "ON" and press the START switch.

f. Release the START switch after the engine starts and
reaches speed. Lube oil pressure should read at least 20 psi.

g. When the engine is to be restarted after short periods
of shut down, preheating is usually not necessary. NOTE: The
PREHEAT button is part of the starting circuit and must be de-
pressed along with the START switch to provide power to the engine
starter motor.

Stooping.

a. Turn FLOW CONTROL knob and PRESSURE CONTROL knob clock-
wise until closed.

b. Turn off FUEL SOLiNOID switch.
c. Disconnect tool and hydraulic hose.
d. Replace dust caps on all quick condect fittings.
e . Wash all equipment which has been exposed to salt water

or salt spray with fresh water. NOTE: Do not wash down the
diesel unit until it is completely coolecl.

.11.311,_Ilmperatures.

a. See that nothing obstructs the air flow to and from the
engine.

b. Be sure the room is properly ventilated.
c. Keep the cooling fins clean. (See that air housings are

properly installed and undamaged).

Low Temperatures.

a. Use the proOer SAE oil for existing temperature conditions.
Change the oil only when warm from running. If an unexpected temper-
ature drop causes an emergency, mcre the engine to a warm location
or apply heat directly to the oil base until the oil flow freely.

b. PrRheat for 1 minute if the temperature is between 300
and 50°F. Preheat for 2 minutes in ambients below 30°F. If the
engine fails to start after cranking for I minute, preheat for

^ 1 minute more and reattempt the start.
c. Protect fuel from condensation.
d. Keep batteries in a well-charged condition.
e . Reduce room ventilation, but use care to avoid overheating.

Proteccion for Extended Out-of-Service P ds

a. Run engine until thoroughly warm.
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b. Drain the oil base while still warm. Attach a warning
to refill before operating.

c. Service the air cleaner.
d. Lubricate the governor linkage. Protect from dirt by

wrapping with a clean cloth.
e. Plug exhaust outlet to keep out moisture and dirt.
f. Clean the entire unit. Coat parts likely to rust with

light grease or oil.
g. Provide a suitable cover for the entire unit.
h. Disconnect battery and follow standard battery storage

procedures.

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

Setting Maximum Operating Pressure. Most hydraulic-tools are de-
gned for a maximum pressure oT2,000 psig. For these tools the

PRESSURE CONTROL knob should be turned clockwise until it stops.
For hydraulic tools with a maximum pressure below 2,00C psig, use
the f9llowing procedures:

a. Start the diesel engine.
b. Disconnect the high pressure hydraulic line at the power

source.
c. Open the-FLOW CONTROL knob (countertlockwise) one-half turn.
d. Turn the PRESSURE CONTROL knov '(counterclockwise to de-

crease pressure, clockwise to increase pressure) until the pressure
gauge shows the maximum.recommended working pressure of the tool.

e. With the FLOW CONTROL knob still open, turn off the diesel
sr engine by pushing the FUEL SOLENOID switch to its "OFF" position.

When the pressure gauge indicates 0 psi, turn the FLOW CONTROL
knob clockwise until it stops. Reconnect the high pressure hose
and start the diesel engine.

Setting Flow Rate. The ONAN is a constant specd diesel, therefore,
flow rate is controlled by the FLOW CONTROL VALVE. The pump begins
to pump,hydraulic fluid as soon as the engine is started. The rate-
of-flow may further be varied with the FLOW (GPM) CONTROL knob.
To get the correct flow rate for a tool:

a. Connect the tool to the power unit.
b. Start the engine.
c. Open the FLOW CONTROL knob (turn counterclockwise) until

the correct flow rate (from tool manafacturers' handbook) is in-
dicated on the flow gauge on the front control panel.

f; ;:%
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Changing Tools. Before a new tool can be hooked to the power unit,the pressure in the hydraulic lineop must be allowed to drop to0 psi. This mcst easily accomplished by the following procedure:

a. With the diesel sunning, close the FLOWICONTROL knob
completely (turn clockwise).

b. When the pressure has dropped to 0 psi, disconnect thetool from the hydraulic lines and replace with new tool.
c. Reset flow rate. NOTE: If a tool becomes accidentlydisconnected during operation, immediately shut off diesel engine.Leave FLOW CONTROL knob open until pressure drops to 0 psi.Close FLOW CONTROL knob- (turn clockwise) and reconnect tool.

EMERGENCY SHUTOFF

In an emergency, the best way to shut down the hydraulic powerunit is to punch the FUEL SOLENOID switch to the off position.
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FUNC1.IONAL DESCRIPTION

(034

DIESEL HYDRAULIC POWER UNIT, MODEL 1
4

Ihe following components and associated equipment comprise
the Model 1 Diesel Hydraulic Power Uait.

a. An Onan Model DJ120 (Spec Latter V) 24 hp, air cooled,
four cylinder in-line diessi.

b. A Denison Model TIC-011-21R vane type, single stage, con-
stant volume hydraulic pump.

c. A 12-volt commercial storage bettery.
d. A skid-mounted frame assembly.
e. Associated hydraulic equipment, included valves, gauges,

fittings, hoses,. 30-gallon hydraulic il reservoir, and filters.
f. Electrical Engine Controls
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HYDRAULIC CIRCUIT

The diesel engine (1) drives the hydraulic pump (2) which
provides hydraulic power of 15 GPM at 2000 PSIG and 1800 RPM.
A. 33-micron, disposable element type hydraulic oil filter (8)
is installed in the pump suction line. Two relief vaLliis are
installed in the pressure lin2one (4) is a screw adjustable
type and-is pre-set to a maxi m pressure of 2000 PSIG (to pre-
vent the operator from inadvertently setting the system pressure
above the maximum permissable), and the other (5) a hand-knob
adjustable type mounted on the panel and marked PRESSURE (PSI)
CONTROL. With this control the operator may vary the system
pressure from 150 PSIG to the pre-set maximum (2000 PSIG).

Chl
Fil+er

Diouf
Engine

Hydraukc
Rim p

Ncipaullc now
Mefer(GPM)

Flow
Regulator Pr-ewsure

Gauge (P51)

.-LO, Opel
1 Center 1

Tool

L_J

Wiref
Aellef kaki khob A465.
ValVe
Savo, Acki

HYDRAULIC CIRCUIT SCHEMATIC

A variable, pressure-compensated hydraulic flow regulator (3)
is provided to allow the operator to vary the rate-of-flow to the
tool from 0 to 15 GPM. This control _s marked FLOW (GPM) CONTROL.
The rate-of-flow may be monitored by the panel-mounted hydraulir
flow meter (6) . The system pressure may be monitored by the .panel
mounted pressure gauge (7). A valved, quick-disconnect nipple and
coupling are provided fór connection of standard 3/4 inch tool
lines, one for pressure and the other for return.

f'f'r
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HYDRAULIC CIRCUIT (CONT'O)

A. remote-element temp
to 240.F is panel mounted
draulic fluid. The fluid
in nhe hydraulic reservoir

1ycIrauIi c
Plow Meter

Cv3(0

erarure gauge, calibrated from 30.F
to monitor the temperature ot'the hy-
temperature remote element is installed
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ELECTRICAL CIRCUITRY

The diesel engine starting circuit consists of a glow-pLug
(PREHEAT) switch, a FUEL SOLENOID switch, a START switch, a
Prestolite starting motor, a fuel solenoid, four glow Rlugs,and two manifi heaters. The starting sequence is explained
in OPERATING PROCEDURES. The components of the battery charging
circuit are a flywheel alternator, a voltage regulator, and a
full-wave rectifier, A fuse protects the rectifier. On newer
models,, including Spec Letter V, the battery charge voltagefurni3hed by the flywheel alternator is regulated by solid staterectifiers within the combination regulator-rectifier mountedon the blower housing. There is no adjustment in the regulator.
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SUMMARY OF UNDERWATER TOOLS APPROVED FOR USE

TOOL: Diesel Hydraulic Power Source

MANUFACTURER: Naval Coastal Systeme
Laboratory

MODEL: NAVSHIPS Model 1

ENGINE: ONAN Model DJM 120
.23.7 BHP @ 2400 rpm

HYDRAULIC PUMP: DENISON MODEL:
T1C-011-21R
15.3 GPM @ 2000psi
and 1800 rpm

4-2A3.8-

BY U. S. NAVY DIVERS

SIZE: 20" x 36" x 60"

SHIPPING WT: 1300 lbs

FUEL TANK: 5 gals.

HYDRAULIC REVERVOIR: 30 gals.

OIL: MIL-5606-B

ACCESSORIES: Medium Pressure Hydraulic Hose

REMARKS: Designed to tower open centereq hydraulic tools including:
Impact wrenches, Grinders, Sump Pumps, Cutoff Wheels,
Cleaning Brushes, Etc.

MAINTENANCE: Engine: as specified by manufacturer. Hydraulic
System: Change oil and flush every 100 hrs or when
water intrusion is detected./ Hydraulic Filters:
Replace when gauge indicates or after water intrusion.
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TOOL: Grinder

MANUFACTURER: Ackley

MODEL: 24ES-OC

INPUT: 6-12 GPM
800-2000 psi

OUTPUT:

SIZE: 14

WEIGHT:

4750 rpm at 10 gpm

" long x 9" diameter

11 jibs in air.
.

ACCESSORIES: 3/16" hex key on Tee handle. Open end wrench
x 15" x 1/4". Socket head cap screw 1/4-28,
wide shoulder (15/16" washer welded to screw
form shoulder.

11/4"
with
to

REMARRS: NOTE: Grinding wheel composition should have soft grit
or soft bond for underwater use. Various brushes and
wire cups can be used with this grinder.

USAGE: CUp type wheels: removing masses of metal bev-
eling edges, grinding weld beads. Disc type: removing
nut heads or bolts, cutting through wiL., rope or chain
links, removing welded zincs, welded rope guards.

CAUTION: Grinder should never be operated topside without
guard or eye protection. Grinding wheels used underwater
should not subsequently be used topside due to the danger
of fragmentation.

MAINTENANCE: Rinse thorotIghlv in fresh
with WD-40 or equivalent.
handle from motor, clean,

water, wipe dry and spray
For long storage,,separate
lubricate and reassemble.
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TOOL: Impact Wrench with 3/4" OUTPUT: 2 impacts/revolution
Square Drive 1050 rpm at.3 gpm

MANUFACTURER: Ackley SIZE: 17" long x 6" diameter

MODEL: 13 HS-OC WEIGHT: 13 lbs In air

INPUT: 3-4 gpm

ACCESSORIES: Socket Set, 3/4 to 1" bolt capacity

REMARICS: USAGE: Impacting of bolts and nuts 1" - 1 1/2"

CAUTION: Exceeding recommended flow rate (gpm) will
cause metal chipping in impactor. Chips will jam
gears. Excessive impacting or ordinary steel will
strip threads or shear bolts.

MAINTENANCE: Field strip forward portion (impact section). Wipe
clean and replace grease. Spray tool with WD-40 or
equivalent and reassemble.

W71,
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TOOL: Impact Wrench with 5/8" OUTPUT: 2 impacts/revolution
Quick Change Chuck

MANUFACTURER: Ackley SIZE: 17" long x 6" diameter

MODEL: 6HS-OC WEIGHT: 10.5 Lbs in air

INPUT: 4-6 PM
500-1500 psi

ACCESSORIES: Jacob's Chuck 1/8" - 5/8" capacity #3 chuck key.

950 rpm at 5-gpm

REMARKS: NOTE: Jacobs chuck #3/3 recommended for durability.
Chuck modified by addition of 5/8" hex quick cnange
shank and zerk grease fitting. Chuck key modified by
addition of handle.

USAGE: Drill holes up to 3/4" diameter. Tap holes
up to 1/2" diameter (mild steel or softer). Impacting
of bolts and nuts 3/8" - 1". Misc. attachments include
screwdrivers, allen wrenches, wood augers, etc.

CAUTION: Exceeding recommended flow rate (gpm) will
cause metal chipping in impactor. Chips will jam
gears. Excessive impacting or ordinary steel will
strip threads or shear bolts.

MAINTENANCE: Field strip forward portion (impact section) . Wipe
clean and replace grease. Spray tool with WD-40
or equivalent and reassemble.
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TOOL: Sump/Jetting Pump

MANUFACTURER: Ackley

MODEL: 2250H -CC

INPUT: 4-12 gpift

1000-2000 psi

ACCESSORIES: Falcon nozzle, Balancel Tee nomzel

6i02.

0U1.' -: 5500 rpm at 12 gpm
up to 250 gptn water
with an 80 ft. head

SIZE: 13.5" lo. x 12" diameter

;CUNT: 56.5 lbs in air

REMARKS: Pump can be
trenching.
be used tor

located on the seafloor for jetting and
Diver operates on-off control. Pump can
swamped boats, bilges, confined fuels, etc.

MAINTENANCE: Initial-disassemble oompletely and replace existing
grease with waterproof marine grease. Daily - rinse
thoroughly in fresh water and spray wit:t WD -40 or
equivalent. For long term storago - disassemble,
clean out grease and water, regrease and reassemble.

INFORMATION SHEET 9-1-301

TOOL: Diver Operated Pump OUTPUT: High Pressure (3000 -
6000 psL law volune)

MANUFACTURER: ENEPPAC SIZE: 20" x 30"

MODEL: P 80 (modified) WEIGHT: 40 lobs in air

OUTPUT: High Pressure
0000-6000 psi,
low volume)

REMARKS: Basic configuration modified by &edition of pliable
bladder type pressure compensating reservoir. Power
source can be used with a diversity of wire cutters,
barstock cutters, jacks, pull cylinders, etc.

MAINTENANCE: Rinse with fresh water and spray with WD-40 or
equivalent after use. Change oil weekly during
active use, and change oil prior to long term

storage.
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TOOL: Wire Rope Cutter SIZE: 12" long x 5" diameter

MANUFACTURER: H.K. Porter WEIGHT: 22 lbs

MODEL: HRC-118

INPUT: 3000-3500 psi

.REMARKS: Used for wire rope up to 1/8" diameter powered by hand
pump or intensifier.

CAUTION: Attempting to cut solid stock or re-bar will
damage or destroy the cutter.

MAINTENANCE: Rinse with fresh water and spray tool with WD-40 or
equivalent after use. Change oil once, a week duri.7g
periods of daily use or when long term storage is
antialVed. Always store cutter ful.y extended.

INFORMATION SHEET 9-1-321

TOOL: Barstock Cutter SIZE: 12* long x 12" wide

MANUFACTURER: H.K. Porter WEIGHT: 19.5 lbs

MODEL: 1770 MCK

MNPUT: 3500 psi

REMARKS: Used for reinforcing bar up to 5/8" diameter and ACSR
cable up to 1/2"

MAINTENANCE: Daily: Fresh water rinse and spray with WD-40 or
equivalent. Store overnight with cutter jaws cl.osed.
Wipe cylinder clean and cover with light grease.
Long Term Storage: Disassemble completely, clean all
parts, regrease and assemble, fill cylinder with fresh
oil and keep piston extended.
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TOOL: Pull Cylinder

MANUFACTURER: Bruning

UTPUT: Up to 6500 lbs

SIZE: 2" diameter x 20" long
10" stroke weight

644

MODEL: 4000 series

INPUT: Up to 5000 psi

ACCESSORIES: 1/2" alloy steel chain, hooks

REMARKS: Useful for pulling loads. Used two at a time to maintain
tension in chain at all tines.

MAINTENANCE: Rinse with fresh water. Spray with WD-40 or equivalent.
Store with' piston extended and covered with light grease.

INFORMATION SHEET 9-1-341

TOOL: Jack OUTPUT: Up to 5 ton4 lift

MANUFACTURER: ENERPAC SIZE: 10" stroke

MODEL: RC 1010 WEIGHT:. 13.5 Lbs in water

ENPUT: Up to 4500 psi

ACCESSORIES: Saddles, bases, extension tubes.

REMARKS: Useful for a variety of salvage tasks such as liftingi
clamping, jacking, spreading.

MAINTENANCE: Rinse with fresh water, spray with WD-40 or equivalent.
Store with piston extended and covered with light
grease, PVC plastic pipe should also be inserted over
the piston to protect during storage intervals.
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6,45

SUBMERSIBLE HYDRAULIC POWER

MANUFACTURER: SUB-TER, INC.

MODEL: UPS - 14

ELECTRIC MOTOR: 7 1/2 hp Cont., 1800 rpm
220V -3Phase, 60112.(0ther
voltages available).

Nft

PUMPt 7 1/2 gpm, 1500 psi Continuous;
2000 psi intermittent;-positive
displacement 44/rotor type.

OIL SYSTEM: Reservoir capacity 20 gallons.
Standard compensator capacity
1/2 gallon.

WEIGHT: Approximately 850 Lbs in air,
inclusive of hydraulic fluid.
Deck stand removable.

)

t.
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POWER VELOCITY DRrVER (STUD GUN) FIRING PROCEDURES

Introduction

The following procedures will be adhered to at all times while
working with the Power Velocity Driver. The instructor-will
stop any student who is not following safe firing practices.

FIRING PROCEDURES

1. Open barrel and check for obstructions. Use barrel cleaning
rod (piston removing drift).

2. Select proper cartridge for the drivetr and job.

a. Color coded

(1) Yellow - 1/2" plywood to 1/4" steel, 1/2" wood to
concrete, 1/8" metal to concrete.

(2) Green - .1/4" steel to 1/4" steel, 1/2" plywood to
1/2" steel.

(3) Red - 3/8" steel plate to 3/8" steel plate,
1/2" plywood to 5/8" steel plate.

(4) Black - 1/2" steel to 1/2" steel.

3. Place cartridge in barrel.

4. Close barrel and pull barrel safety slide closed. Hold
barrel closed.

5. Select proper area to fire stud.

a. When patching underwater, it is recoMmended that a 3/16
to 1/4 inch thick rubber gasket be sandwiched between
the patch plate,amd the vessel, and.that studs be driven
approximately 4 " apart. Edge distance should be at least
1".

b. Use a centering disc when stud is to be driven into a pre-
drilled hole. Place in the recess o2 the muzzle.

L.

c. Use a head washer in recess of muzzle if fastening thin
or soft material to thicker or harder material.
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5. Barrel muzzle end must be
(Safety device: will not

6. Push driver to work (must

7. Pull trigger straight up
driver).

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

held perpendicular to the work area.
fire tilted over 8 degrees)

have a Minimum down force of 5 lbs).

into the handle (cocks and fires the'

1. Never point a Velocity Pdwer Driver, loaded or unloaded at
anyone. Treat the tool as you would a gun.

2. Never load or fire without checking for obstructions in the
barrel.

3. Select the proper cartridge for the material and the gun.
If the shot is too heavy, it will go through the material.

4. Always check or know how/where' the material is to be studded.

5. Never attempt to drive studs through:

a. Tool or spring steel

b. Brick, glass, glazed tile or other brittle material

c. Any other material you can't positively idcntify
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TITLE: Underwater Tools

LESSON TOPIC OBJECTIVES

Terminal Objective
1. When the student completes this course, he will be ane to,
in an open tank, with at least eight feat of water, usiAg the
Mk I Mask and aporbpriate%underwater tools, complete the
following projects in c.ccordance with"Diving Training Standards:
Three-Hole Flange, Drill and Tap, and Underwater Piling Saw
(Hydraulic).

Enabling Objectives
1. Orally define/explain terms relative to the 4e of underwater.
tools.
2. Orally describe a suAace supplied hydraulic set-up and the
basic operation of selected underwater tools.
3. Orally describe how the underwater tools work with selected
attachments..
4. pbrally describe the special insulating and safety requirements
for underwater electric tools and lights. ,

5. Orally describe loading and firing procedures and techniques,
for using the velocity power driver.
6. For the velocity power driver, pneumo-hydraulic grinder and
drill:

a. Orally explain the function(s) of each tool in terms' of
what they do for the system.

b. Describe, in writing, the source(s) of power.
c. Orally describe the modes of control.
d. Orally list the protective devices and ratings of each tool.

7. Given a job analysis sheet on each project to be completed during
this unit, orally explain the following asnects of each project:

a. What the project is.
b. Conditions under which the project is to be completed.
c. Standards which will determine success.
d. How to perform the project successfully.
e. How each relates to a fleet diving job.
f. Particular skills necessary for the successful completion

of the project.

STUDY ASSIGNMENT

Student Guide Information Sheets 1 through 35, Underwater Tools

7
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STUDY QUESTIONS

1. Why has the hydraulic umbilical system been found to have the
greatest application to the U.S.Navy mission?

2. What are some of the personal diver safety hazards encountered
with underwater power tools?

3. Why is an open-centered hydrauiic system better for use in
400 water than using a closedcenter system?

4. How do Electro-hydraulic Power Modules differ from Diesel
Hydraulic Power Units?

5. Why is it advisable to use a hydraulic impact wrench rather
than a hydraulic drill for drilling operations?

6. List the capacity, weight (in air) and depth capability for
a 25 hp diesel hydraulic unit.

7. What is used to make fine adjustments in the rate-of-flow on
the Model 1 Diesel Hydraulic Power Unit?

(hs)
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8. Why is it ncessary to maintain at least 100' of hvdratulic
line in the water when using the. Model 1 Diesel Power Unit?

9. What oil is recommended for use (by NCEL) in the MOdel 1
Diesel Hydraulic Power Unit? Why? Does it meet the manufacturer's
specifications? Why?

10. Under normal conditions, the pressure gauge should never
exceed psig.

11. Under normal conditions, the hydraulic temperature should
never exceed F.

12. When breaking in a new or reconditioned engine, the load is
applied in four steps. How much time should elapse between each
step?

13. List the components of the model 1 Diesel Hydraulic Power
unit battery charging circuit.

1.

2.

3.

14. Should grinding wheels, once usdd underwater, be used topside?
Why?

15. Complete the following maintenance requirements for the Ackley
Impact Wrench (314" Square Drive):

"Field strip forward portion ( section). Wipe

clean and replace . Spray tool with

or equivalent and reassemble."

tic.3)1
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TITLE Underwater Tools'Three-Hole Flange Project

INTRODUCTION

This project will use the largest combination of tools of .any
of the projects you will complete during this unit. You will
be using the Velocity Power Driver (Stud Gun), wrench and
grinder. It's important that you work as quickly and efficiently
as possible but, remember to oe exacting in your work as well.
One of the staddards for success in this project is that you
have an airtight seal when you're finished.

It is also important, very important, to remember that the
Velocity Power Driver is a dangerous tool and must be handled
accordingly. FOLLOW STRICT SAFETY RRECAUTIONS DURZNG THE TIME
YOU APE USING THIS TOOL.

REFERENCES

Diving Training Standards

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

Swimming Trunks and Chafing Gear (or wet suits may be worn if the
water temperature dictates), diving socks, Mk I 'flask and associated
equipment (including lightweight shoes and belt); 1/2" metal plate,
Velocity Power Driver and studs, adjustable wrench, grinder,
material for three-hole flange project.

JOB STEPS

1. Diver uses correct line-pull signals and descends to the bottom
with centerTunch, hammer, velocity power driver, three hole template
gasket and the mquired nuts in a tool bag.

2. Diver places metal template on 1/2" metal plate and center punches
for required three holes.

6 S F)
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3. Put studs in place using the Velocity Power Driver (follow
firing procedures)

a. Diver will request permission for each of the following
steps:

G5;2

(1) Loading
(2) 'Firing
(3) Checking Bore
(4) Reloading

4. Diver secures gasket and flange to the metal plate with the
nuts and washers, tightening the nuts with an adjustable wrench.

5. Diver requests air hose from topside.

6. Diver secures air hose to flange.

a. Instructor will air test flange for leaks.

7. Diver removes ait hose from the flange upon word from the
instructor.

8. Diver removes flange and gasket from metal plate.

9. Diver requests grinder from topside.

10. Diver removes studs from metal plate with the grinder.

11. Diver sends grinder to the. surface, gathers material and
inserts it into the tool bag and, bringing it, comes to the
surface.

SELF TEST ITEMS

1. Are you using correct line-pull signals and diving procedures?

2. Are you using correct firing and safety procedures for the
Velocity Power Driver?

3. Are you firing the studs into the metal -straight so that your
seal between the flange and the plate will be airtight?

4. Are you working as quickly as possible?

93
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TITLE: Underwater Tools Drill and Tap Project

INTRODUCTION

This project allows you to learn and experience another method
of attaching one object to another underwater. This, too, re7
quires a relatively large assortment of tools.

Diving Training Standards

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

Sc....mming trunks and chafing gear (or wet suits hay be worn if
the water temperature dictates), diving socks, Mk I Mask and
associated equipment (including lightweight belt and shoes),
1/2" metal plate, hydraulic drill, tap and wrench, hammer,
template and tool bag, hydraulic grinder.

JOB STEPS

1. Diver uses proper line-pull signals and descends to bottom
with tool bag containing equipment used for project.

2. Diver places template on 1/2" metal plate and center punches
for two holes.

3. Drill and tap holes.

4. Secure flange to metal plate with bolts.

5. Rmove flange, replace bolts and request grinder from topside.

6 S
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6. Grind c.gf bolts with the grinder.

7. Use proper line-pull signals, gather equipment ind plane
in tool bag and, bringing it, return to the surface.

SELF TEST ITEMS

1. Are pm kecping the drill at a 900 angle to the metal plate
so that your holes will be straight?

2. Did,you start the tap correctly so that your threads will
be clean and straight?

3, Are you working a quickly and efficiently as possible?

4. Are you using correct line-pull signals and diving proce'dures?

CS5
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TITLE: Underwater Tools Hydraulic Chain Saw Project

INTRODUCTION

Because of the sawdust created, and because the sawdust would
be difficult to dispose of in an open tank, this project will
be accomplished in semi-open water atmosphere. The project is
valuable because you'll get the opportunity to use yet another
hydraulic tool, the chain saw, and you'll have the experience
of setting up/securing the Diesel Hydraulic Power Unit.

It is extremely important that you continuously think SAFETY
during this project. The hydraulic chain saw, like it's top-
side counterpart, is powerful and doesn't take a long time to
_cut a timber. It would be wise to take your time and not rush
the saw through the timber so that you maintain control of the
tool at all times. BE CAREFUL. YOU COULD VERY EASILY GET CUT.

REFERENCES

Divina Training Standards

EOUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

Swimming Trunks and Chafing Gear (or wet suits may be worn if
the water temperature dictates), diving socks, MK 1 Mask and
associated equipment (including lightweight belt and shoes),
12" x 12" timber, hydraulic chain saw, and grease pencil.

JOB STEPS

1. Cj.ver uses proper line-pull signals ard-descends to the bottom.

2. Diver uses the grease pencil to draw a line on the timber
approximately one inch from the end of the timber.

3. Diver uses proper line-pull signals to receive saw from
z-.opside.

6 S
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4. 'Diver lines up chain saw with grease pencil line on the
timber.

5. Press trigger on chain saw and begin cutting. CAUTION:
Chain saw blade MUST be moving prior to engaging timber,

6. When timber slab floats free, release trigger and secure
f.rom the project.

7. Use proper line-pull signals and return the chain saw to
the surface.

8. Use proper line-pull signals and return to the surface.

SELF TEST ITEMS

1. Are you taking your
and being cautious?

2. Are you using proper

time, making a clean, straight cut,
/-

line-pull signals and diving prodedures?
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TITLE: Underwater Tools

REFERENCES

U.S.Navy Diving Ianual, Volume I
Naval Civil Engineering Labbratory Research Material
NAVSHIPS Technical Manual 0994-013-1010

NOTETAKING OUTLINE

A. Terms and Definitions

1. Hydraulic: operated by employing or other

type of

2. Pneumatic: operated by

3. Explosive Tool: an device used in con-

junction with an to perform work,

4. Torque: that which tends to

5. Pum: an apparatus used for a

or, aa/a verb, to a

6. Compressor: a machine by which (or

is compressed so that its may be utilized by

a of

7. 3y-Pass.

B. Undelwater Tools

1. Hand Tools

a. Screw Driver

(1) is best type

(a) better

(b) better

(c) sometimes used with an

for loosening or tightening.

or
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b. Hammers

(1) Various sizes required -

would be used on the surface for the same Jo:.

(2) Various types used underwater-

(a)

(b)

(c)

c. Rachet Wrench and Sockets

(1) Used for removing bolts on ."

than

(2) Quicker than an adjustable wrench.

d. Adjustable (Crescent) Wrench

(1) Tendency to bolt heads.

(2) Sometimes used with a

e. Hack Saw

(I) Often works better with

the diver.

.m.1.1

pointed

(2) Useful to have teeth ground on one side to

.1Mim.,,m..

f. Portable Hoists and Chain Falls

(1) Used for

(2) Lowers heavy objects from the

3. Allen Wrenches

h. Files

699
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into place.
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than

2. Pneumatic Tools

a. Best suited for work (less

b.

c. Advantages

(1)

(2)

driven.

than equivalent electric tool.

th4a equivalent hydraulic tool.

(3) through Government Supply System.

(4) Not harmed by rapid or

d. Disadvantages

(1)

(2) hamper visability

(3) Excessive required.

(4) Required and (scfm)

increase with

e. Tools using rotating air motors:

(1) Drills:

(2) Impact Wrenches

(3) Chain and Circular Saws:

(4) Grinder:

(5) Hull Scrubber:

f. Tools using Reciprocating Pistons

(1) Chipping

(2) Saw

(a) Useful for cutting

6J1)

or
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(3) Pavement Breakers and

g. Use and Maintenance

(1) Tools with

(a) May fail to operate if

G60

(b) can sometimes be avoided

through

(2) Tools with control valves on the exhaust side

cf the motor:,

(a) are over those with control

valve on the side.

but not

(b) does not when pressurized

(c) few tools made this way.

(3) InLine Oiler

(a);.7 Should be used

(b) Recommend oil.

(4) Storing Overnight

(a) Operate in a bucket of

or apd leave it in the

running slowly.

(b) Swedish Navy: tools are left in the oil

(5) Before placing in storage after use underwater:

(b)

(c)

(d)

(a)

691
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and

h. Air Required

(1) Most require inlet pressure of psig

scfm on surface.

allowable)

(2) Pressure at compressor ( Z variation

(3) Undersized compressor will not

psig and allow the tool to work efficiently.

(a) tank

(4) Fluid increases with scfm and

Also increases as de-

creases.

3. Hydraulic Tools

a. Characteristics

(1) Tool

(2) Too1

(a)

(measured in

creates pressure.

results from pressure supplied

force

(3) Tool speed results from

(4) Friction losses become

(5) Hydraulic Power of Tool

Hp gpm x psig

1 714

(6) Friction Losses

(a) Hose size and psi available at the tool are

not affected by having components
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(7) Hydraulic Fluids

(a) Thick ( viscosity) fluids

are for good lubrication and efficient

operation.

(b) Thin ( viscosity) fluids minimize

at pump -

in components.

1. Do not mix different types of fluid.

(c) M.L.H.-5606B (Cherry Juice) or M1L24430

1. hydraulic fluid-.

2.

3. Tools
MEM

viscosity.

% efficient

4.

(d) Tool develops hydraulic pressure

1. Lcw pressure at tool and high pressure

must be increased.

(8) Components needed for power source

(a) Reservoir: ompw=0..
(b) Temperature Gauge: records temperature of

(c) Filter: protects and

(d) Pump: displacement,

type.

(e) Diesel Engine:

start.

(f) Relief Valve: Two - one set at psig;

one variable paig.

693
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(g) Flpw Controller: Controls flow to the

gPm

(h) Pressure Gauge: Pressure in

(before hose).

(i) Flow Meter: flow in hose to tool.

(9) Advantages

or pneumatic tool

(a) than equivalent electric

(b) Not harmed by

(c) Less affected by

(d) No little

(e) Low requirement.

(10) Disadvantages

(a) Not in Government Supply (FSN) System

(b)

(11) Open Center Hydraulic Tools: commercially avail-

able (usually require ).

(a) Impact Wrench

1. most useful

2. for bolts up to " diameter

3. also preferred for

(b) Chain Saw

1. effective but

2. Piling Cut - safer if used with a

0 I
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(c) Grinder

1. Abrasive Saw attachments are too

for use underwater.

(d) Drill: not recommended as a
-

because of the when the drill bit binds.

(a) Sump Pump: when used with a pressure-bal-

anced nozzle and fire hose, great

produces gpm. 325 gpm with 12 gpm on power source.

(f) Tamper: has not been evaluated underwater.

64171

May be useful as a large and driver.

(g) Hull Scrubber

(h) Cutters (wire, rope and pipe)

C. Units of Hydraulic Power Tools in Package: drawn from

Emergency Ship Salvage Machinery (ESSM) Pool.

1- Stanley IWOC Imoact Wrench

a. Designed for use underwatsr with impact

up to with proper adapter.

b. Can be used for holes up to

diameter.

c. Specifications:

(1) Chuck , quick change drive, jacob's

type 33.

(2) Maximum chuck speed rpm..

(3) Flow Rate to Tool gpm.

(4) Operating Pressure psig
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(5) Weight pounds

(6) Torque ft. pounds

d. Nut Running

(1) Use hex to

to incorporate standard impact sockets.

(2) Can be used in

7,

4.

square adapter

or for

tightening/loosening bolts. 8 to 12 blows should be enough.

(a) CAUTION: Wrench will heads

and threads in mild steel bolts if excessive

occurs.

e. Drilling and Tapping

(1) Same procedure as used

(a) Drill

drill bits.

first

(0 Follow with drill.
1. Use or high speed steel

2. Do not allow drill to as

this will cause the drill bit edge to

. Start drill to

metal surfaces to be drilled.

a. minimizes drill motor

before

(c) Taps should be run in with short squeezes on

the trigger, and without reversing direction.

1. Taps should be discarded after

uses as they will likely

696
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2. Prior to usage, taps should be

=6.11....1111=. with Mi

f. Maintenance

(1) Daily

(a) with

(b) Spray with

(2) Pre-Storage

(a) Remove ...m..mmr.100ftw.

446

and re-

place on impact

mechanism (n, -isassemble the impact hammer assembly).

(b) Crease the

with water-cesistent grease (

(c) Reassemble And

any

g. Prolonged use Underwater

(1) Never allow the tool to be left in contact with

2.

....==11.00

as excessive and rapid

of the aluminum casing will occur.

Stanley 1wI3 Impact Wrench

a. Designed for use underwater with impact sockets from

b. Used for and

c. Specifications:

(1) Maximum Speed rpm

(2) Flow Rata to Tool - gpm

(3) Operating Pressure psig
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(4) Impact Frequency blows per minUte.

(5) Weight pounds

(6) Torque ft. pounds.

d. Nut Running

(1) Uses wlia.mr.,,dINEM,~. square drive impact sockets

(a) Sockets held in place by piece of fiber or

metal round stock retained in place by a rubber 0Ring.

(b) Very difficult to

underwater.

e. MaintedInce

(1) Same as Stanley IWOC Imoact Wrench

3. Stanley IWO60C Grinderilk

a. T)esigned for use underwater with grinding wheel, wire

brush, abrasive skillsaw and secondary hull cleaner.

b. Specifications:
4

(1) Power Rating hp

(2) Flow Rate to ,Tool SPm

(3) Motor Spied rpm

(4) Weight pounds

(5) Maximum Grinding Wheel diameter

(6) Shaft Size x unc. threads.

Go S
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c. Operating Procedures

(1) May be difficult to handle with

rotating,

',

64E3

(a) flow rate at hydraukiC pump.

(b) Ideal flow rate produces ...111,
psig when grinder is

Decreasing.11ow rate also deczeases avairable

d. Grinding Wheel

at

\;

(1) Specially designe4/4or use underwater.

(a) AbrLsive grainr''`

than on wheels used tolfaide-.

(b) Wheel sharpens itself by

individual grains to expose new sharp edges al1d by

,
off whole dull grains.

will be

and

(c) Surface wheels can be used, but operations

e. Maintenance

(1) Daily and Pre-Storage

(a)

spray with

t. Repair

(1) Seldom neec:Ls repair.

6 99

with fresh water and
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(2) If unit does not operate:

(a) Check.--: to insure

mating and that hydraulic fluid is to tool-.

(b) If still doesn't operate, tool mult- be

1. Refer to Manufacturer's Manual

4. Stanley Mod COS070C Chain Saw

a. Designed for use underwater for cutting

or structures.=111.=111.1=m1=

b. Specifications:

(1) Cutting Capacity inches

(2) Flow Rate to Tool gPm

(3) Chain Speed fpm

(4) Operating Pressure psig

(5) Weight pounds

(6) Automatic and

built in.

c. Operating Procedures

(1) As if you were operating topside.

d. Maintenarce

(1) Daily and Pre-Storagr

(a) Wash off with and

spray with WD-40.

(2) on chain saw should

be with water-resistent grease af'ter

operatiog.

4,
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5. ONAN Powered Hydraulic Pumping Unit

a. cylinder Ariving variable

variable pump.

(1) Mounted on -assembly.

b. Preparation

(1) Refer to Information Sheet in Student Guide.

c." Starting Procedures

(1) Refer to Information Sheet in Student Guide

d. Shutdown Procedures

(1) Refer to Information Sheet in Student Guidg

e. Operation: Setting Maximum Operating Pressure, Flow

Rate and Changing Tools

(1) Refer to Information Sheet in 3tudent Guide

D. Diver-Powered (hand-pump) Hydraulic Tools

1. Are suitable for or

only.

2. System is small, relatively with

work capability.

3. Cutters and jacks small enough to be handled by divers

70

require small (Less than a ) 6f high

pressure ( psig) hydraulic fluid.

4. Components

a. Pump

(1) and compensated

stores fluid.
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(2)

(3)

flow of fluid.

pressurizes fluid.

(4) check valve to guard against

(5)

return to reservoir.

prevents return

allows fluid to

b. Hose: conducts hydraulic fluid to tool.

C. Couplings: connect hose to and

d. Tool does the work; spring or load returns

to pump.

5. Best Power Source is a

pump.

a. Modified to pump on the

b. Pumps used below

a pressure-compensated reservoir.

c. Pump can either be at the

or on the

6. Cutters

a. Wire Rope

b. Steel Bar

c. Copper/Aluminum Wire

/ Cylinders for Pusiag/Pulling

8. Maintenance

a. Change oil (
(MIL- 14- IsOfiie. cv- MIL g 44430)

=,

should have

1...4 110

) regularly..
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b. Store jacks and cutters with cylinders extended to

fill inside with ; must protet from damage.

E. HK Porter MOD HRC 118 Cable Cutter

1. Treated with a and Mdiybbdenum

Disulfide coating to reduce

7.2

2. Will not work with powered

a. Does not produce enough

b. Does not allow cutter to due to

back pressure in the return hose.

c. Must be used with a diver-actuated

3. Operation

a. Range: pst

b. Connect cutter and hand pump on with

hydraulic nose by pass valve on pump and allow

cutter blade to

diameter

c. Send pump and cutter down to diver.

d. Operate as required. Will accomodate up to

e. On return to surface:

(1) Extend

(2) Let cutter blade 1/4 to 1/2 inch.

(3)

(4) Install plugged

in female coupling on cutter.

(5) CAUTION: If above procedure is not followed, the

life of the cutter will be drastically reduced.

pump
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4. Maintenance

a. After each use: Wash with

spray with

b. If cutter is disassembled:

(1) Repack spring cavity

FSN 8030-251-3980

water and

full with

(2) Refill cutter with MIL-H-6083C or Ni/L2430 od.

c. Cutter blade is designed to have flaton

cutting edge. Do not to a

F. HK Porter MOD 1770 MCK Bar Cutter

1. Capacity

a. 11/16" for and mild

steel.

b. 1/2" diameter for

2. Operational Procedures

a. Same as for the cable cutter.

G. ENERPAC RC 106 and RC 1010 10 Ton Jacks and BD 300A 5 Ton

Self Contained Jack

1. RC 106

a. Rated Capacity tons

b. Hydraulic Pressure Applied psi

c. Plunger Stroke inches

701
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2. RC 1010

a. Rated Capacity tons

Hydraulic Pressure Applied

c. Plunger Stroke inches

3. BU 300A

a. Rated Capacity tons

b. Plunger Stroke inches

c. Diver

d.

4. All rams use MIL-H-6083-C oil or /14"- 4244340

5. Various attachments can be used with rams:

a. all rated tons

psi

b. Made of special steels

6. Maintenance

a. Wash off with fresh water

b. Spray any exposed threads with

c. Spray unit with

H. Diver-Operated Hydraulic Pump ENERPAC MOD P-80-2

1. Modified Commercial Pump

a. Pumps on

2. Can be operated at job site, by diver, or on the surface.

a. has lead hose for underwater use

b. has compensator built in.
A..111mEr

c. Use lead hose for topside operation

(1) Takes as many strokes due to

of of 100 ft lead hose.
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3. Installed on aluminum base. Old type has knee rests and toe

holds. Newer types have a different handle allowing upright operation.

I. Hydraulic Pulling Cylinder Bruning MOD 4000

1. Rated at tons

2. Supplied with 10 ft of special alloy

a. by moving after each retraction,

it is possible to mo?& stroke.

3. Depth limit feet due to air pressure in

a. Used to extend after retraction.

b. Maintain charge at psig

c. type tire valve

4. Maintenance (after use)

a. Wash off with fresh water

b. Make sure cylinder rod is

c. Spray with WD-40

J. Electric Tools

1. Limited number available for use underwater

a. Several 5/8 hp tools with adapters for drilling,

impacting, grinding and hole sawing have been developed.

b. Underwater ,are often

used for photography and inspections.

C.

d. Underwater electric

equipment.

e. Submersible Electrohydraulic Power Sources.

7 0

and
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2. Shock Hazard

a. kills

(1) Low Voltage systems are safer because the

is less likely to break down.

(2) If there is an insulation defect, a

6%

volt DC system is as deadly as a .volt three phase system.

b. Safety Circuit Breakers (

detectors)

(1) Device should interrupt the current in

msec in case of a short or at a ma if

the insulation is slowly deteriorating.

(2) for 110VAC equipment.

(3) A. SAFETY DEVICE FOR 3 PHASE AC UNDERWATER DEVICES

IS NOT COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE.

(4) A SAFETY DEVICE FOR DC EQUIPMENT IS NOT AVAILABLE.

c. The chance of a diver receiving a paralyzing or lethal

shock can be reduced by not placing his

between the

(usually the or

and the

K. Power Actuated Projectile Unit (Stud Gun)

1. Two Models Approved for Navy Use:

a. MK 24 or Mk 26 MOD 0 Kit

types

(3) Can be,used to

"197

duty

or his

diameter studs

feet
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(4)

(5)

9-1-21N

Operated in

To be fired uadervater, it must be

b. Mk 25 or Mk 27 MOD 0 Kit

(1) duty

(2) types of studs

(3) Can be used to feet

(4) Operated in position

(5) Has detachable

(6) Loaded only

(7) Barrels may be connected to the drive unit

2. Several power velocity drivers are commercially available.

Most are designed to install a 3/8" diameter or smaller stud.

These are normally limited to 100 feet or less.

3. Use

a. Fast method cf installing

b. Pullout strengths of a single stud have averaged

of manufacturer's rating.

c. Using two may not be stronger than using one to hold

padeyes or patches. Firing vibration tends to loosen previously

driven studs.

d. Studs are normally very

4. Normally, of the studs fail to fire.

f. Completely and clean prior to

4. Operating Procedures

a. Refer to Student Guides

709
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TITLE: Underwater Cutting and Welding

INTRODUCTION

Cutting and welding are important skills to develop for
surface repairs as well as underwater work. As you read
through the Underwater Cutting and Welding Technical Manual
(NAVSHIPS 0029-0006010), you will see example after example
of how cutting and welding have been used in diving
operations.

Unfortunately, there will not be sufficient time within
this unit to provide you with enough instruction and experi-
ence to classify you as a competent welder. We do, however,
introduce you to a variety of cutting and welding tech-
niques used in underwater work. You will also have the
opportunity to practice each of these techniques, although
this too is limited by time. Familiarization with the
techniques plus experience in your fleet diving job will
make you a competent welder.

Perhaps the most important aspect of cutting and welding
is safety and, during this unit, you will hear it stressed
again and again. Safety will be taken into account during
your completion of the prigTiFts for this unit. If you are
in violation of safety rules you will be (at the least)
stopped and reminded and, if the violation is serious
enough (or too frequent) you will terminate the project.
This is not harrassment--THIS IS FOR YOUR PROTECTION! The
best advice is for you to read, remember and PRACTICE the
rules of safety for underwater cutting and welding.
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TITLE: Underwater Cutting and Welding

LESSON TOPIC OBJECTIVES

Terminal Objectives
I. When the student completes this course he will pe 4.ble

to, in an open tank with at least eight feet of wa_terV
using the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System, successfully co -
plete any three of the following projects in accordance
with Diving Training Standards: Oxygen-Arc Catting
(Ceramic Prid), ,Oxygeff..Arc Cutting (Steel Tubular Rod),
Shielded Metal Arc Cutting, Shielded Metal Arc Welding.

Enabling Objectives
1. Define/Explain, in writing, terms relative to under-
water cutting and welding.
2. Orally describe the types of cutting and welding that
will be used in completion of the projects during this unit.
3. Describe, in writing, the various materials used in
underwater cutting and welding.
4. Orally explain the function(s) of the various methods
of underwater cutting and welding used in completion of

,

the projects for this unit.
5. For each of the typei\-et underwater cutting and welding
used in completion of the projects during this unit:

a. Explain, in writing, the function(s) of the com-
ponent parts in terms of what they.do for the individual
componts.

b. Describe, by illustration, the physical location
of the component parts within each of the major components.

c. Orally explain how the component parts carry out ,k
their functraft(d). --

.4 d. List, in writing,_the ratings and specifications
of selected component/parts.

fe
e. Describe, by ill

l

stration, the sour (s) ot power
for selected componen rts.

f. Orally descr e the protestion provided the system
by applicable component parts

g. Describe, In writing,-2-Efiji73igijor materials used in

construction of selected dompomine\sarts, and explain why
the particular matetials are used.
6. Describe, In writing, the important festures used to
complete the projects of this unit.
7. Orally describe the procedures for determining the
polarity of a welding generator if polarity markings are

illegible.
8. Orally explain a simple schematic diagram of a typical
arrangement for oxygen arc cutting.
9. Ora1ly explain the preparation of an'emergency tubu-
lar elec4trode.
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10. Describe, in Writing, the advantages of steel tubular
electrodes versus the advantages of ceramic tubular elec-
trodes.
11. Orally describe cutting techniques for oxygen arc
for thick and thin steel plate using the steel tubular
electrodes. ,

12. Describe, in writing, the principle of operation for
shielded metal arc cutting.
13. Describe, in writingthe proper metallic arc cutting
technique for steel plate less than,1/4 inches thick.
14. Explain, in writing, the advantages of oxygen hy-
drogen cutting.'
15. Orally explain why hydrogen and not acetylene is
used as a fuel gas. 1
16. Describe, in writing, the principle of operation in
oxygen hydrogen cutting.
17. Explain, orally and in writing,
the oxygen hydrogen torch underwater
18. Explain, orally and in writing,
starting and advancing the cut with
torch.
19. Describe, in writing, the principle of operation for
shielded metal arc welding.
20. Describe, in writing, the largest .diameter electrode
recommended for shielded metal arc welding operations.
21. Describe and demonstrate the preparation of an under-
water surface for welding.
22. Describe, orally and in writing, the importance of
thewelding current setting.
23.\ State, in writing, the set point(s) in terns of
operating above or below them for:

a. Figuring correct gas pressure at depth,
b. Polarity.

24. Describe, in writing, andodemonstrate safety pre-
cautions unique to underwater cutting and welding:

a. Trapped explosive gases.
b. Placing the diver between the ground and electrode.

25. Given a job analysis sheet for each project to be
completed during this unit; orally explain the following
aspects of the project:

a. What the project is.
b. The conditions under which the project will be

completed.
C. Standards which will determine success.
d. Row to perform the pFoject successfully.
e. How each project relates to a fleet diving job.
f. Particular skills necessary for the successful

completion of the project.
26. In an open tank with at least eight feet of water,
using the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System, practice each of

procedure for lighting

the techniques for
an oxygen hydrogen
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the underwater cutting methods used in completion of
projects for this unit. As many as three electrodes
ceramic) may be used for practice (determined by the

DAY 1 STUD" ASSIGNMENT

8

the
(one
student).

NAVSHIPS 0929-000-8010, Section I; Section III, Part 1;

Section IV, Part 1; Seution V, Part 1; Section VI, Part 1;

Section VII; Section VIII; Glossary.

STUDY QUESTIONS

1. What are the factors that make underwater cutting and
welding difficult?

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

f.

2. Which is the most popular and preferrdjethod of under-
water cutting?

3. Why is shielded metal-arc cutting the best method tc use

for cutting stainless steel?

4. To cut, it is essential that both sides of the material be

thoroughly cleaned.

a. True

b. False

5. Match the cutting method with one of its advantages:

1. No pre-heat time necessary.

110 2. Can be used to cut some
nonmetallic objects.

a. Oxygen-Hydrogen

b. Oxygen-Arc

c. Shielded Metal-Arc
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3. Skipped areas and slag can
be easily cut.

4. No source of fuel gam,
oxygen, or air required.

5. Torch is light and easy
-

to handle.

6. No danger existing due
to electrical shock.

6. Why is welding important in underwater work?

7. Define Oxygen-Arc cutting.

8. The electric arc in shielded metal-arc cutting, will
produce temperatures in range of about

to .. F depending on:
411...Mar.IM04111.1..M.rawilmI1

9. What function is performed by the shielding cup in
oxy-hydrogen cutting operations?

10. Complete the following:

injury or may result when adequate

are not followed in underwater cutting

and welding operations. Personnel in of such opera-

tions and their shall be thorcl..-ghly,familiar

with ll of the given in

Section of this m ual. All concerned shall be
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constantly on guard for not

by this manual.

4086

11. What are two other names for Underwater Shielded
Metal-Arc Welding?

12. In what situation would you use Oxy-Napp gas cutting
method for a fleet diving job? Why?

13. Define the following:

a. Cutting Tip:

b. Kerf:

C. Spatter:

d. Undercut:
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14. The drawing below illustrates the connections for
paralleling variable voltage D-C Generators. Label the
components. When would this procedure be used7,_,

f;
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DAY 2 ASSIGNMENT

NOISHIPS 0929-000-8010, Section II.

688

STUDY QUESTIONS

1. Who may engage in underwater cutting and welding opera-
tions?

2. Complete the,,tallowing: "The only safe way to handle

any electric circuit is

3. Under what circumstances could a standard electrode holder
approved for topside use be urad for underwaterework?

fir

4. What is-the minimum distance from the electrode holder
that Navy-approved splice-free cable must be used?

5. How is full protection obtained in the use of the
positive-operating sa ety switch?

6. After completing a cutting operation, the diver signals,

"Current Off." Answer the following questions about this
situation:

a. When does the tender repeat the given signal?

b. When does the diver lift the electrode froth his work?

7. How can it be insured that a single-pole switch is not
being shunted out?
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8. How should you test an oxy-hydrogen piping system for
leaks? What should never be used?

9. What should be accomplished before using an igniter?

10. What additional precautions in diver dress/equipment
are taken for cutting .and welding operations?

11. In what circumstances could a lighted oxy-hydrogen
torch be lowered to the diver?

12. How can you be sure that a compartment being cut into
does not contain explosive gases?

13. Having read the section of Underwater Cuttlag aad Weld-
ing Safety, write a general rule stating the most impor-
tant precautions for personnel and equipment.
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SA/ 3 ASSIGNMENT

NAVSHIPS 0929-000-8010, Section III

STUDY QUESTIONS

1. Why are A-C Welding Power Supplies not recommended
for underwater oxygen-arc cutting?

a.

b.

C.

7490

2. what is the advantage of uEing 2/0 cable for underwater
oxygen arc cutting?

3. Describe the bubble indication when determining the polar-
ity of a melding generator.

Bubbles will flow:

Bubbles will not flow:

The polarity is correct if:

4. What two steps can be taken to increase the life of
welding cable not in use?

a.

b.

5. What are the major disadvantages of ceramic-tubular
electrodes?

a.

b.

719
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toct

6. Label the picture above with the major components of the
underwater oxygen-Arc cutting torch and, below, describe the
function of the components.

a. Oxygen Valve

b. Electrode Grip

C. Insulator Coupling

d. Flashback Arrester
",4
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7. Describe a "Swafford" electrode.
,f`

8. What is the percentage ratio of reduction in cutting
speed to decrease in oxygen purity?

9. What is meant by "backflare?"

10. What are the major technique differences between oxygen--
arc cutting with steel tubular and ceramic tubular electrodes?

a.

b.

11. What 3 the maximum current usage recomnended for

oxygen-arc cutting operations for cast iron and non-ferrous

metals?

12. What would be the regulator pressure necessary for

operations at 150 feet, cutting 1/2" plate?
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DAY 4 ASSIGNMEAT

NAVFUTPS 0929-000-8010, Sections IV & V

STUDY QUESTIONS

1. What advantage would using a 400 amp d-c welding gower
suoply for metal-arc cutting instead of a 301 amp power supply?

2. Contact resistence can be kept to a minimum by:

3. Of the following statements regarding Shielded Metal-Arc
Electrodes, circle the letter of those that are true.

a. Waterproofing electrodes prior to use underwater is
necessary to protect the arc.
b. Dipping electrodes in shellac is often a satisfactory
waterproofing technique.
c. The number of dips depends upon the depth at which
the electrode will be used.
d. After dipping, excess coatings should be applied to
the tip to facilitate starting the arc.

4. How many electrodes would be required to cut 3 feet of
1/2" plate using 1/4" electrodes?

5. Shielded Metal-Arc Cutting is a (1) oxidation (2) melting
(3) consumed metal process.

6. What governs the operating efficiency of gauges, regulators.
hoses and torches?

7. For the underwater oxy-hydrogen cutting torch, what
function is performed by:

a. The outer envelope of compressed air:

b. The preheat flame:

c. The central oxygen jet:
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8. It is preferred that the underwater oxy-hydrogen cutting
torch be ignited topside.

a. True

b. False

9. "Never lower as ignited torch until it is certain that

the is and
....mr.r.n=11111.M1.16 mmonommadmmiN.

the clear in such a position that the

cannot possibly strike his

for it and is in

or

10. Complete the following:

Working Depth Approximate PSI Length of Gauge Pressures, PSI

Feet Water Pressure Hose, Feet Air H dro n Oxygen

10 100 55 55
ImaliMOOM......1...

60 90 110

125 54

mr..,m1==m ..110MIMime

,~1/0.

11. When igniting the oxy-hydrogen cutting torch underwater,

and all preparations have been made, the diver operates the

igniter but the torch does not light. What is his next step?

12. For proper adjustment of the oxy-hydrogen cutting torch,

what should the length of the oxygen bubble be? The com-

pressed air bubble?

13. What are the indications tor:

a. Oxygen too high:

b. Compressed air too low:

14. It is Dossfble, using a small horseshoe magnet underwater) to

distinguish steel, wrouaht trmi.

b False

NOTE : ASSMNA0W7 SWEET a -/444 Notts 8~1 3ezerEb ie Y A444-
m47eRI4L IS ,4144040.
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DAY 5 ASSIGNMENT

NAVSHIPS 0929-000-8010, Section VI

STUDY QUESTIONS

1. Write one general safety rule regarding the opera4kon
of the safety switch which would be applicable in all cutting
and welding operations.

2. For the following factors, write general rules regarding
cable used in cutting and welding operations:

a. Length of cable:

b. Connectors:

c. Life of a cable:

3. What brands of electrodes are currejly recommended for
underwater welding in all positions? they specifically
for underwater use only?

4. What effects are noticed when using Underwater Shielded
Metak-arc Welding electrodes and reverse-polarity direct
current?

5. What are five adverse conditions under which underwater

welding is deicult or impossible?

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.
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6. What was found in tests comparing the 3/16" electrode
to the 5/32" electrode?

7. When would a 5/32" electrode be preferred over a
electrode?-

8. List the current setting and time for a 12" busnoff,
using a Westinghouse Flexarc SW, 3/16" electrode, in an over-
head position.

a. Carrent:

b. Time:

9. How much weld metal is deposited tor 10 inches of elec-
troae consumed?

10. Is it better to weld toward yourself (the diver) or away
from yourself? Why?

11. In overhead welding, dripping beads indicate:

a.

b.

C.

12. Regarding patching: "The safest rule to follow is to use

a where practicable and when that is

impractical, to ...pply a patch with

and then to insure greater

4C
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TITLE: Underwater Cutting and Welding

INTRODUCTION

In the completion of the projects for this unit, keep in
mind all the rUles of diving rou have learned thus far in
your training - -work efficiently and effectively; uge line -
pull signals and voice communications correctly. Ian cutting
and welding operations, however, it is necessary that safety
be.stressed and stressed again. Having read the rules of
safety in the Cutting and Wetding Technical Manual, FOLLOW
THEM! Your adherence to these safety rules will be a part
of the determination of whether you have performed satis-
factorily or not, but, you should follow them for your own
well being.

REFERENCES

Diving Training Standards

Equipment and Material

NAVSHIPS 0929-000-8010

Diving Underwear and socks, Mk V Deep Sea Diving System,
Oxy-Arc Cutting Torch and Power Supply, Ceramic/Steel Tubu-
lar Electrodes, Tool Bag, Crescent wrench, Wire Brush,
Chipping Hammer and Steel Plate (3/8" to 3/4" plate).
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JOB STEPS

1. Oxy-Arc Cutting (Ceramic)

a. Diver uses prepep line-pull signals and descends
to bottom of open tank, carrying tool bag, crescent wrench,
wire brush and electrodes.

b. Position project plate on work bench with C-clamp.

C. Attach ground clamp to project plate.

d. Request electrode holder from topside.

e. Clean area of project plate where cut is to be made
with the wire brush.

f. Insert the electrode into electrode holder.

g. Place electrode on the project plate at the location
where the cut is to be made.

h. Close supplementary face plate.

i. Squeeze oxygen trigger.

j, Call for "Switch an."

k. Make the cut.

1. Call for "Switch off."

m. Secure electrode holder from cutting position.

n. Request topside retrieve electrode holder.

o. Put tools, cut project plate in tool bag, use proper
signals and return to the surface.

2. Oxy-Arc Cutting (Steel Tubular)

a. Steps to be completed are as described above.

3. Metallic-Arc Cutting (Shielded)

a. Complete steps la through 1k, above.

6798
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b. To stop cutting process, lift the electrode away
from the project plate.

(1) Leave a minimum of 3 inches of electrode not
consumed to a;5767.a-alitlaging the electrode holder.

,4

c. When cut is complete, call for "Switch off."

d. Request topside retrieve the electrode holder.

e. Put tools, cut project plate in tool bag, use proper
signals and return to the surface.

4. Shielded Metal Arc Welding

a. Diver uses proper line-pull signals and descends to
bottom of open tank, carrying tool bag. wire brush, chipping
hammer, crescent wrench and electrodes.

b. Position 6" X 6" project plate in clamping device
at 45°

c. Install grounding clamp on project plate.

d. Request electrode holder from topside.

e. Diver positions himself in welding position. Insert
electrode into electrode holder.

(1) CAUTION: Do not touch any part of diving
outfit with the electrode.

f. Diver places electrode on steel project plate in
position of desired weld and closes supplementary face plate.

g. Call for "Switch on."

h. Make weld across the plate.

i. Call for "Switch off."

3. Use a wire brush to clean the weld and then inspect
it.

k. Using steps 4e through 4j, make a second weid at
90° of the first weld in such a manner as to pass over the
first weld.

1. Make a third weld as above except that the weld must
pass over intersections of weld 1 and 2. CAUTION: Diver
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should leave a minimum of 3" of electrode not consumed to
prevent damage to the electrode holder.

m. Turn project plate over and center 4"X4" plate an
6"X6" plate and clamp them together.

n. Change electrodes.

o. Make first weld--top to bottam on one side.

p. Make second weld--top to bottom on remaining side.

q. Using new electrodes for each weld, make passes three
and four.

r. Reinforce each corner as in practice step 4L, above.

s. Remove welded plates from clamping device, secure
in tool bag.

t. Request topside retrieve electrode holder.

u. Using proper signals, carry tools and tool bag
(with welded project) to the surface.

700
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SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

1. Ceramic Electrode

a. You get one (1) electrode for use in practice and
project work. One inch may be used for practice and, any of
the required cuts should take no more than one inch,.

b. You may use the crescent wrench to help separate
the cut plate from the main plate.

2. steel Tubular Electrode and Metallic-Arc Cutting

a. You may have as many as three electrodes for prac-
tice, if necessary. You will determine how many. For exam-
ple, you may practice with one electrode, feel you have the
technique correct and are ready to make a cut for score.

b. Only one electrode will be used for the graded cut.

C. You may use the crescent wrench to hclp separate
the cut plate from the main plate.

3. Welding Project

a. Student gets one (1) practice electrode.

b. Once the project plates are clamped into position,
they must not be moved until the project is complete!

)1 I
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TITLE: Underwater Cutting and Welding

REFERENCES

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Volume I NAVSHIPS 0929-000-8010

NOTETAKING OUTLINE

A. Terms Relative to Underwater Cutting and Welding

1. Arc--A. circuit between the

and the

2. Ground-- pole on welding machine.

3. Connectors--A means of connecting two

( ') together.

4. Ignite Producing sufficient to

a torch.

5. Shielded--Cutting using type

6. Polarity-- of current flow, straight

polarity is from to

7. Switch on/off--The position of the

,n1110 giving the diver power to the electrode

8. water Proofing--To protect the covering from

by seawater.

9. Cut/burn off ratio-- linear inch of metal

per inch of electrode

10. Flashback--A recession of the into or

back of the mixing of the

11. Kerf--The from which the metal has been

ANIPN=111,..

by a process.

70.2

12. Supplementary Faceplate - Added to existing diving helmet
faceplate to prevent damage to diver's eyes.

731
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P. Oxygen-Hydrogen Cutting

1. Classified as

2. Rapid

3. Metal brought to

02 & Hydrogen.

4. Jet of pure

metal rapidly.

5. Cutting Torch

a. Type

(1) Harris 28, AirCo,

cutting process.

or rusting.

temperature with

directed at %eated area

b. Construction

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

knob.

knob.

chanber.

(5) Air

(6) Distance Shoe

c. Tips

(1) Size depends on

being cut.

(2) Not

6. Hoses

a. Oxygen Hose

(1) Color:

(2) Size ID, " OD.

knob.

of

'ff-10
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(3) Not for use on

(4)

b. Air Hose

(1) Color:

(2) Size:

(3) Not for use on

hand threads.

" ID,

(4) hand threads.

c. Hydrogen Hose

(1) Color:

(2) Size:

(3) hand threads,

7. Regulators

a. Oxygen Regulators

(1) --hand controlled.

(2) 0--

(3) Used to

HP; 0--

bottle

LP.

" OD.

to desired pressure.

(4) hand thread.

(5) Use for only.

b. Air Regulator

(1) Sane as regulator.

(2) Not for use for

c. Hydro4en Regulator

(l) stage-- controlled.

(2) 0 HP; 0-- LP.

2r)

704/
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(3) To reduce bottle pressure to desired pressure.

(4) hand threads.

(5) fitting.

8. Igniter

a. Electrical

1) Preferred method of light: .g oxy -hydrogen

(2) Power Supply:

(3) Must have

(4) Spark through to

(5) Must be dressed in

before using.

volts

contacts.

b. Friction Lighter

(1) For lighting torch

(2) Same as one used for lighting Acetylene

Torch.

9. Oxygen-Hydrogen Torch

a. Advantages

(1) is not necessary.

(2) equipment can be used.

(3) can be used because

equipment is portable.

(4) Can cut or easily.

b. Disadvantages

(1) Hydrogen is and undersireable

(2) Non-ferrous metals not readily oxidized.
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10. Oxygen-hydrogen Torch

a. Acetylene

(1) Underwater use:

(2) Considered unsafe at pressure above psi.

11. Principle of Operation

a. Cutting metal by means of the

of 02 with the metal at

only.

ture.

..111.I

tempera-

b. Temperature maintained by means of

obtained from combustion of hydrogen and 02.

c. Preheat maintained by a of

fram torch.

d. Lighting under water:

(1) Open to a bubble, note setting

then

(2) Open to a bubble,

note setting then secure.

(3) Open to a bubble,

4=.
(4) Open air and hydrogen to

(5) Light with igniter.

(6) If torch is moved more than 20', it must

e. Starting Cut and Advancing

(1) Lnsure

735-

706
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(2) Place on metal to

be cut.

(3) Hold torch in one place to

(4) Press trigger.

(5) Pull torch along

f. Safety Precautions

(1)

compartmenc.

.111.1.1Mr

of cut.

compartment and adjacent

off gases.

.11

(2) Gases Encountered

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

in top of

(3)

(4)

C. Cxygen-Arc Cutting,

1. Process

a. Rapid oxidation or

of metal being cut.

from electric igniter.
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b. Arc maintained by a

electric current.

c. forced through

to cut metal.

2. Navy Standard Cutting Electrode Holder

a. Nomenclature

(1) #200 modified valve.

(2) trigger.

(3) Made of ID fittings.

(4) assembly.

(5) Insert for

b. Function

(1) Designed to electrode.

(2) Delivers to electrode.

c. Safety precautions

(1) Must be completely

(2) Power to

(3) Only one

work can be

be made

will be

=i1/

for underwater

(4) Do not use type.

(5) Inspection of the electrode holder sliould

to

(6) Never the electrode so that is

the diver.

(7) Never get the

and the

708
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(8) Never change in the holder

when the is

3. Electrodes

a. Steel Tubular Cutting

(1) Steel Tube long X

diameter with bore.
--7

(2) Waterproof covering

...rmNrOr

(a) waterproofing

(b) Other Types.

(3) Steel tubes used because of

(4) Purpose of Flux

(a) Promotes easy and

of the

(b) Forms and maintains a

around the arc.

(c) Serves as an electpp,

of the electrode.

(d) Prevents arcing from the

(e) Waterproofed by manufacturer by

them in a lacquer.

(6) Advantages

(a) technique';'

(b) Ease of operation for

f metal being cut.
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(c)

(d) 4

of cutting.

cut.

(e) is within

a 300 amp welding generator.

against

(7) Technique

(a) electrcde in holder firmly

(b) Make a .1111

c--

(a) Hold electrode to sur-
MI,I,M.,=1,.11MIIIMIIMMMII

face to be cut.

(d) Use a motion.
Airml.M1=11.

(e) For non-ferrous metals over 1/4" thick,

use a motion.

at

at

(f) Pressure exerted:

1. Down to compensate for

2. Forward to the cut.

(g) For metal over 1/4" thick, hold electrode

(h) For metal under 1/4" thick, hold electrode

(i) Use

cutting non-ferrous metals.

(8) Emergency Use

(a)

Instead of when

heavy walaed steel tube.
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in electrode

(b)' extra strong pipe.

(c) Both will be long.

(d) Cover complete rod except end that

1. wraps of or

2. wraps of or

3. wraps of paper, or

4. wraps of paper.

(e) Sane

is used.

and

b. Ceramic Tubular Cutting

(1) carbide tip.

(a) diameter X long, with

bore.

(b) sheath sprayed on,

(c) Electrical sleeve

material.

AMW,m.NM.M.MW

with

(d) One end ground to diameter for

electrodc holder.

(2) Advantages

(a) Lang due to rate.

(b) Length allows to work in

Ac)

(d) Service life to minutes.
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(3) Disadvantages

(a) and easily

(b)

(4) Technique

(a) Same as steel tubular

(b) Do not apply a lot of to

C. Shielded Metal Arc Cutting

(1) A method of metal arc cutting

(a) Effected by

and pushing metal

(b) No needed...Imml=o-

with the heat of

(c) Standard welding used.

(d) Superior to cutting when cutting

plate less than 1/4".

(e) Superior when cutting

metal.

is welding.

(f) Temperature range from to

(g) Generator amps must be than

(h) Sane equipment as used in welding.

D. Underwater Welding

1. Electrodes

a. Sizes: or depending upon metal

cOeing welded, size recomnended.

b. Waterproofing

wa
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(1)

(2)

welding.

(3)

(4) Clear

1/2 lb. 1 gal. .

(5) Dip rad completely.

(6) Allow to dry.

(7) Grind for good cantact.

(8) Filler electrode used in arc

(a) Has which provides

for the metal fram the atmosphere.

1. Improves the properties of the

www.wra.m.r.

2.

C. Types Recommended

(1) Same as used

(a)

(b)

the arc.

when waterproofed.

(c) 37.

(2) All are Navy Grade Type for /

all position welding.

2. Uses and Limitations

a. Weld patches.

b. Weld

C. Welding leaking
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d. Must not be of irregular

e. Patch must fit of

f. No cap over

g. Thickness of patch is of no value if

has been weakened.

h. 2_5ay weld is considered

3. Techniques

a. Flatwell "Fillet"

(1) Set

(2) ° to ° angle.

(3) method.

(4) Slight pressure.

(5) Most technique.

b. Vertical Weld

(1) Set

(2) ° to ° angle.

(3) method.

(4) Slight pressure ° from position of weld.

c. Overhead Weld

(1) Set current.

(2) ° 0 angle.
MPM.NM

(3) Self-Consuming method.

4. Power Cable

a. Used to deliver from to

electrode holder.

/7/17'
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b. Cable lead.

(1) Size: minutes.

(2) ft length to prevent excessive

drop.

(3) Type m.i.

(4) Electrode holder last

(a) Used to give diver

maneuvering the electrode holder.

(5) All connectors should be

complete

feet

in

for

(6) Contact resistence kept to a minimum by

insuring connectors are and

(7) can cause current

leakage, and rapid deterioration of the

5. Ground Cable

a. Same size as power cable

b. Positioned as to work as possible.

c. Positioned so the diver will not get

and

d. Must be side of generator.

6. Knife Switch

a. operating disconnecting

switching electrode

(1) Electric or

(2) Designed to diver.
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(3) Switch

cutting or welding.

when diver is

(4) Switch is when changing electrodes.

(5) pole single throw

volt type.

amp .

(6) Switch is designed so that it cannot be

accidently.

to operate.

(7) Switch must be In a position

(8)
will operate the

knife switch and have no other job.

7. Generators

a. to electrode for welding

and cutting.

b. At least amp capacity.

c. ctrrent not recommended:
11=.~1,11011...

( 1)

(2) Requires greater

d. current recommended.
mm.....11.011110

(1) easier to maintain.

e. Straight Polarity.

(1) Work is

(2) Electrode is

(3) Current flows from

f. Reverse Polarity.

L;

7/4
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(1) Should

(2) Causes of0.1.M.MItilalMa..m.1=..=41mMINI011111IMIIMINN=..

electrode holder and lead.

g. Determining correct polarity.

container of

pole.

(1) generator.
J

(2) Connect electrode to

(3) Insert electrode in

(4) Place the tips of both electrodes in a

(5) Insure operator is properly

(6) generator.

(7) Hold tips one or two inches

(8) will flow from the

(9) Pract_cally none will flow from the

pole.

h. Types.

(1)

(2)

(3)

i. Generators Cutting.

(1) amp capacity.

(2) Recommended for Shielded Metal Arc Cutting

j. Wet Suit

(1) use only when welding or

electrical cutting. 74f-;
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(a) Suit must be of and .

(b) Not compressed below wet.

(c) Can be used .----
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TITLE: Diving Equipment Repair

INTRODUCTION

In past units in your diving course, you have learned the
various components of the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System--what
they are, what they do, and how they work. By now, you
should have gained a relatively high degree of expertise
in the Mk V System, This unit will provide even more know-
ledge, because during this unit, you will learn how to
repair the equipment.

The steo-by-step procedures contained within this Student
Guide (Information Sheets), have been extracted
from a previous Diving Evuipment Repair Instructor Guide.
They are ccntained herein as a supplement to the U.S. Navy
Diving Manual.

I. Air testing for repair.
A. Secure diving dress to blanked breastplate.

1. use same method as if placing on th'e diver.
2. Open air valve, do not exceed two (2) pourids.

air pressure.
3. Locate leaks and circle with chalk.
4. Secure air pressure.
5. Remove dress from blanked breastplate.

II. Repairing worn or torn dresses.
A. Insure area to be patched is dry.
3. Clean area to be patched, use Trichlorethelyne.
C. Trim loose threads.
D. Measure and cut patch, cut one (1) inch larger than

hole to be patched, rounding all corners.
Strip protecting cloth from patch and lay on a
flat board.
Roughen area with sandpaper or clean with wire
brush or benzine.
Apply three (3) coats of B.F. Goodrich #4 rubber
cement to both dress and patch allowing each coat to
dry until it is tacky.
Lay patch on the dress firmly and working fram center
out with a roller, remove all air bubbles.
Use shears to trim patch if edges curl or do not
otherwise stick.
Locate leak inside of dress and follow same pro-
cedure.
Do NOT use for twenty-four
Patching the crotch.
1. Crotch patches applied

with two exceptions:

(24) hours.

the same as other patches

'7 4 9
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a. A breastplate stand is used.
b. Pressurize suit to 1/2 pound.

(1) Pull suit over the stand as putting
an stockings an the foot.

(2) Follow same procedure as for outer patches.
M. Lacing flaps and grommets.

1. Mark dress top and bottom of flap(s) for Pipper
alignment of new flap.

2. Cut new flaps, strip protective cloth from patch
and apply to both patches as outlined before,
leaving 1 1/4" of the straight edge uncemented,
and place together, back to back.

3. After flap has set, cement area on dress and
remaining 1 1/4" of flap and follow proced!zres
outlined before.

4. When replacing grommets in flaps, #2B size
gramment should be used.

N. Repairing the rubber collar.
1. Cement tear together and sew using a herring-

bone stitch.
2. Fill the needle holes with cement and allow to

dry.
3. Cut patches for both sides, inner and outer,

cement and allow to dry.

III. Replacing gloves or cuffs.
A. Renewing gloves.

1. Insert wooden plug in sleeve, small end facing
down, should extend out about four (4) inches.

2. Loosen lower part of elbow patch and fold back.
3. Roughen outside of sleeve edge up about three

(3) inches.
4. Cut upper edge of glove.

a. Cut off one (1) inch to fit i size three
(3) dress.

b. Cut off two ;2) Lnches to fit a size two
(2) dress.

c. Cut off three (3) tnches to fit a size one
(1) dress.

5. Fold back two (2) inchts of glove gauntlet and
place glove up and over sleeve plug until it
touches sleeve.

6. Roughen folded area of glove and apply three
(3) coats.of cement to glove and sleeve.

,7. Roll glove gauntlet up over sleeve and roll out
all air bubbles.

8. Cut two (2) curved strips of patching cloth
using templates provided.

9. Roughen and cement same as for other patches and
apply evenly over joint between glove and sleeve.
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10. Turn dress inside out and apply other strip in
a like manner.

B. Renewing cuffs.
1. Insert wooden plug same as for gloves.
2. Follcw all steps outlined for replacing gloves

with the exception, "DO NOT TRIM OR CUT CUFF EDGE."

IV. Proper care dnd stowage of diving dresses.
A. Dresses have average cost exceeding $100.00
B. To get maximum use of diving dress, follow rules

listed.
1. Use new dresses for IWO

2 diving until patched
2. Use proper patohing procedures

a. Never patch wet
b. Patch both inside and out
c. Renew chafing patches when needed
d. Allow twenty-four (2*) hours before using

for dry tine
3. Never allow dresses to hang over the side of throw

on deck. Use hangers provided.
4. Never throw dresses or drop with hanger inside,

as it will cut the sleeve or dress.
5. Never stow dresses away wet or damp. Allow to dry

outside and inside. After each dive in salt water,
rinse off with fresh water.

V. Repairing Belts
A. To repair belt, remove weights and sew
B. To repair shoulder straps or renew, sew or cut off

old ones and cut new straps, double and sew.
C. To replace old buckles, remove weight, replace with

new buckle.
D. When changing weights, care must be taken to place

right and left weights on proper sides.
E. Care and maintenance

1. Remove all weights and backing grommet plates.
2. Use stiff bristle brush to remove accumulation

of dirt and oil from leather.
3. Apply thin coat of Nests Foot Oil to both sides of

belt and shoulder straps.
4. Wire brush and shine backing grommet plate.
5. Reassemble.

TI. Repairing Shoes
A. Repair bent or cracked toe cap, remove and

strike with a hammer,- or braze crack.
B. To repair cracked sole, remove and pubble solder.
C. To repair buckles or straps, remove and manufactv-

new.
D. Care and maintenance
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1. Remove toe cap and use a stiff bristle brush '
to wipe off accumulation of dirt and oil.

2. Apply a coat of Nests Foot Oil to outside
leather upper.

VIII. Maintaining the telephone/lifeline and hose
A. Making/up

1. MArrying lifaline and air hose
a. Use jigger to stretch out lifeline betwar,

jackstays four (4) feet off deck.
b. Connect air hose to 150 psi air manifold with

female coupling toward the diver.
c. Measure back from jack plug thirty-one (31)

inches and mark with chalk.
d. Measure back twenty-two (22) inches from

the first mark. Mark with chalk.
e. Place female coupling of air hose on first

mark, temporarily stop off.
f. At second mark, take eight (8) turns around

telephone/lifeline and air hose, take two (2)
turns between lifeline and air hose and tie
with square knot - square knot is hidden.

g. Continue every three (3) feet, leaving four
(4) inches of slack between air hose and
lifeline.

2. Canvas Boot
a. Used as chafing

(1) SL4ing canvas bcot on telephone/lifeline
and air hose
(a) Cut strip of #6 canvas fourteen (14)

inches wide and fifty (50) feet long.
(b) Double canvas and wrap around life-

line and air hose.
(c) Start sewing at second chalk mark

using a herringbone stitch.
(d) After sewing on fifty (50) feet piece

of canvas, secure.
(e) If desired, a "fancy knot" may be put

at ends of canvas boot and boot
painted. Soak canvas with water and
paint.

B. Testing
1. Telephone/lifeline and air hose

a. Visual
(1) Check points of wear a few

either end of cable due to
when under tension.

b. Mechanical
(1) Connect jacks to amplifier

reproducer.

inches from
bending at these

and diver's
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(2) Make verbal contact
(3) If no contact, test for short circuit

with nigger or Ohm Meter
(a) There will be a complete electrical

, circuit from the Metal sleeve of the
amplifier to the other plug through
the wires.

(b) If an open or short circuit develops
in the jack plug,.jack plus is re-
moved and check each wire until short
is found.. Repair and replace jack plug.

2. Air Hose
a. Visual

(1) Inspect hose at points of wear and at
each connection for loose couplings
and air bubbles under the rubber coating.

b. Mechanical
(1) Diving hose when manufactured, is'required'

to withstand a working pressure of 600 psi
and a proof pressure of 1200 psi held for
one minute. One length is selected at ran-
dom from each lot of the same date of manu-
facture as a repAsentative length and subjec-
ted to a burst pressure test of 2400 psi
instanteously.

(2) Hose in storage over three (3) years will
be surface inspected and hydrostatically
tested of 600 psi concurrent with an axial
tensile load of 25011ds held for one minute?*

(3) Hgee subjected to the burst pressure test
141111 rkot be used for diving. Remove
coupli:hgs and discard hose.

(4) Upon reaching five (5) years from date of
manufacture and annually thereafter up to

and including nine (9) years, hose shall be
subjected to the above testing, and.in addition,

,yeach year a randomly selected hose representing
each lot shall be subjected to a burst strength
test as in (1) above. This testing will con-
tinue until hose failure or until the hose
reaches the age of 10 years, whichever comes

first.
(5) Hose over three (3) years old will not be

used for diving at He02 facilities.

(6) If hydrostatic test cannot be made, the
hose should be subjected to a 350 psi air
pressure test with a concurrent elongation
load of 250 pounds on the coupling held for
one (1) minute.

ts

=4"* r7ze70 'f iIi rviaou.fac4"urer -Eezt heici -Ccr one
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(a.) If facilities aro not .available to

conduct the required tests and it is
necessary to use the hose, it shoUld
be subjected to a pressure at least
1001 greater than the maximum pres-
sure to be applied topside and held
for 'ten (10) minutes.
FORMULA: Test Presiure = 2(25 + .711))

C. Maintenance
1. Telephone/Lifeline

a. If bubble has formed in outer rubber covering
of cable.
(1) Puncture with a pin and wrap with several

layers of rubber tape, using'rubber cement
between each layer.

(2) Cover rubber tape with friction tape.
(3) Thoroughly shellac.

b. Vulaanize, if possible.
c. After repair and before returning c le to use:

(1) Open jack plug and inspect for leaks in
sealing compound

(2) If leaks are apparent, reseal b pouring
melting sealing compound or bees x into
open end of housing to within J4 inch
of plug.

d. Jack Plug Removal
(1) Unscrew gland nut at rear of plug housing.
(2) Remove packing
(3) Remove lock nut at front of plug housing

with spanner wrench.
(4) Heat plug housing to soften the sealing

compound.
(5) Slide plug housing b ck on cable away

from plug.

yr.

(6) Loosen connections to terminals and
remove plug.

(7) Melt solder which secures stainless, steel
core in the anchor plug, and remove the
wood screw wedge and anchor plug.

(8) The cable may be cut back to the damaged
end and communication tested.

Reassembly of jack plug
(1) Slide gland nut and jack plug housing

onto cable.
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(2) Remove two outer rubber coverings for a
distance of about four (4) inches, re-
move rubber covering of stainless steel
core for four (4) inches.

(3) Separate exposed strands, core and tin

thoroughly.
(4) Slip anchor plug over tinned strands and

core, bring up as close as possible to
rubber covering.

(5) Distribute strands and core around cir-
cumference of hole in plug and drive in
wood screw for wedge.

(6) Solder steel core and wedge securely
into anchor plug.

(7) Cut off loose ends of steel core even
with anchor plug, smooth with file.

(8) Bare ends of conductors and twist to-
gether into two (2) pairs, red with green
and black with white.

(9) Form eye in end of each pair and solder.
(10) Pull plug housing down over anchor plug

as far as possible. The length of con-
ductor should be about 1/4 inch out of

plug housing.
.11) Several turns of flax packing should

be inserted into gland and gland rr,-.1

screwed in tight.
(12) Place thin leather washer over cel

tors and attach conductors to pluq
terminals making sure that red and
green pi-Ars are connected to side terminal
and blck and white pair to center ter-

minal.
(13) Pour melted sealing compound or beeswax

into open end of housing to wiLhin 1/4
inch of plug seat.

(14) while sealing compound is still soft,
seat jack plug in housing, making cer-
tain that leather washer is properly
situated on seat.

(15) Screw in locking nut and pull up tight.

2. Repairing broken hose.
a. Hose is cut square and sealed with rutber

cement.
b. Slip three (3) hose clamps over end of the

hose.
c. Coat shank of coupling with rubber

and clamp in coupling vise.
d. Turn coupling vise handle unt.',.1 hose is a

against shank of coupling.
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VIII.

72 7
e. First clamp is placed in position and set into

a vise. Screw up on vise until clamps are
compressed, and clamp screw holes are in line.
Clamp screw is them screwed in place.

f. Repeat for second and third clamp.
NOTE: When storing hose on a jack stay always bleed

air pressure froTa hose and prior to using after
hose has not been used for some time, flush
hose thoroughly.

Air Helmet
A. Mk V, Mod 0

1. Renewing face plate glass and port glasses
a. Remove face plate guard. FoUr (4) 8-32

3/8w machine screws.
b. Remove old glass.
c. Clean face plate on port with wire brush

and scraper.
d. Prepare mixture of litharge and glycerin

or lead monoxide (red) and glycerin of
60/40 proportions.
(CAUltONs. Fast drying)
Place liberally in port ring.
Place glass in and tap in place firmly.
Scrape off excess litharge mixture and wipe
and clean with rag.

n. Replace port on face plate guard and allow
to dry at least eight (8) hours prior to use.

2. Replacing Secondary Exhaust Valve (Spitcock)
CAUTION: Heat Radiation
a. Use torch to melt solder from retalning

ring.
b. Unscrew retraining ring.
c. Use torch to melt solder frot/valve and helmet

shell.
Tne""^ new vmlvc is clean.
Insure helmet shell is clean around valve
recess.
Insert new valve and screw down retaining
ring.

g. Soft solder retaining ring and helmet shell.
h. Soft solder valve base to helmet shell.

NOTE: Caution must be taken not to use too much
heat as to melt soft solder on the retaining
ring and helmet.

3. Replacing Air Regulating Exhaust Valve
a. Remove 8-12 3/8" machine screws from valve

bonnet gard.
b. Unscrew valve bonnet.
c. Replace defective parts (use bright work

polish to clean and lap valve seat).

e.
f.

g.

r.
e.

fr
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4.

d.

e .

f.

g .

Reassemble valve.
Screw down valve bonnet.
Check valve for proper setting.
Replace valve bonnet guard and screw in the

2 8-32 screws.
Replacing safety latch.
a. T)rive out dowel pin using proper size

drift pin.
Use torch to melt solder from helmet and
latch base.
use torch to melt solder from backing plate.
rile down peened over stud.
Use drift pin to drive out stud and latch
base.
Clean area around hole for latch base.
Insert new latch base.
Place backing plate over latch base stud.
Use machinest hammer to peen over stud.
Solder over stud and backing plate.
Solde.: around latch base and helmet shell.

1. Place new dumb bell in latch base.

m. Insert dowel pin and Peen over both ends.

NOTE: Caution must be taken not to pinch dumb-
bell base when peening over dowel pin.

S. Replacing air and/or telephone goosenecks.
a. File off rivet heads.
b. Use torch to melt solder from gooseneck and

helmet.
Use torch to melt solder from backing plate
and helmet.
Replace gooseneck.

e . Insert through gooseneck and backing plate.

f. Peen over rivets.
Solder backing plate to helmet.

h . Solder around gooseneck and helmet.

6. Install telephone transceivers.in helmet.
a. Remove transceiver.

(1) Disconnect wires inside helmet.
(2) Remove the two bracket nuts.

(3) Lift-out receiver.
Removing the helmet gooseneck jack.
(1) Remove the two holding screws.
(2) Heat and remove sealing qompound.
'3) Remove jack from gooseneck.
(4) Clean gooseneck.
Replacing the helmet gooseneck jack.
(1) Solder a 12" insulated wire to each of

the terminals (If leads are not finished).

(2) Insert the jack in gooseneck.

(3) Insert the jack elerent, wires down into

the g000seneck and secure with two 3/8"

8-32 machine screws and nuts, trim and

b.

C.
d.
e .

f.
g.
h.
i.
1.
k.

C.

d.

b.

C.

e
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attach lead to reproducer and secure
unit in place.

(4) Test before resealing. Reseal with
sealing compound (wax or electrical
sealing compound. Place jack in contact
to keep from fouling).

d. Replacing tranceiver.
(1) Place transceiver in recess over studs.
(2) Replace two holding nuts on studs and

tighten mown.
(3) Splice and tape wires inside helmet.
(4) Test.

7. Renew helmet gasket in breastplate.
a. Removing old gasket.
b. Trimming new gasket.
c. Pitting new gasket.
d. Care and maintenance of gaskets.
e. Shimming of old gasket (gaskets are inter-

&angeable)(Recesses are different in depth).
8. Breastplate studs.

a. Use torch to remove solder from around stud.
b. Clean stud and stud hole.
c. Solder in new stlAd.

NOTE: CAUTION HEAT RI.jIATION.
EXPLAIN: Solder (50/50) is used on helmet and

breastplate because of its law melting point.
9. Breastplate padeyes.'

a. Use torch to melt solder from backing plate
.and breastplate.

b. File off peened over stud and remove backing
plate.

c. Clean padeye, backing plate and breastplate.
d. Insert padeye.
e. Place backing plate over stud and peen over.
f. Solder backing plate and stud to breastplate.
g. Solder padeye to breastplate.

Ix. HeO2
A. Standard mark V Air Helmet with modifications.

1. Canister goosenecks riveted to helmet and soft
solder.
a. Receive CO2 absorbent canister.
b. Left side - oPen to helmet.
c. light side - contains venturi, system

(pp.251, fig 2-34, pp.252, fig 2-35).
(1) Aspirator elbow - standard 02 hose threads

for aspirator hose one end, standard
1/4" IPS threads other. Use single layer
teflon tpe or 02 sealant to seal. Use
cresent wrench to remove.

(2) High pressure nozzle - receives aspirator
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elbow 1/4" IPS threaded end and screwed

into aspirator bofiy with 3/4" wrench.
Check nozzle with NO. 72 drill bit in-

verted in vise pin.
.

(3) nischarge nozzle (venturi).
(a) Screws into bottom of aspirator

body into canister.
(b) Metal to metal contact.
(c) Use 7/8" wrench to remove.

2. Canister.
a. Screws to helmet goosenecks with neoprene

or koroseal gaskets both sides. Left side

has canister screen recess

b. Take up nuts evenly by nand, to remove use

3" wrench.
3. Exhaust valve.

a. Standard air regulating escape valve.

b. Set 2 1/2 turns heavy.

4. Air escape channel and secondary exhaust.

a. Soft soldered to helmet.

b. Channel moved to top of helmet with secondary

exhaust.
c. Secondary exhaust three, pieces. Bottom

section screwed to dhannel with six (6)

8-32 3/8" machine screws with a rubber

gasket inserted.
d. Center.section screwed on by special wrench.

e. Top section screwed on hand tight only.

5. Secondary exhaust valve (spit cock) removed

entirely.
6. Safety ball locking Oevice (dumbbell) moved to

front where spit cock was.

7. Electric underwear gooseneck. (No longer used)

Rivetee to a backing ring, peened and soft soldered.

8. Lifting ring (Pdoye),
a. Riveted to backing ring, peened and soft

soldered.
b. Helmet with modifications and full cannister

weights approximately 103 pounds.

B. Associated equipment.
1. Air control valve.

a. Standard valve with hexagonal adaption for

hoka valve.
b. Hoke galve - special 1/4" IPS threads one

end, 02 hose threads other.

2. Hose leaders.
a. Standard diving hose leader, 3'9" long.

b. Aspirator hose - standard 5/16" 02 hose,

54" long.
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X. Lightweight mask repair.
Non-return valve.
1. nisassemble and check for
2. Replace faulty parts.
3. Clean.
4. Reassemble and test. P

B. Air supply valve.
1. Disassemble and check for
2. Replace faulty parts.
3. Clean and reassemble.
4. Tilhten down packing nut

C. Exhaust valve.
1. Disassemble and Check for defects.
2. Replace rubber disc if necessary.

Tighten retainer nut on mask.

defects.

defects.

and test.

g3/
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TITLE: Diving Equipment Repair - Mk V Deep Sea Diving
System Helmet

LESSON TOPIC OBJECTIVES

Terminal Objective

1. When the student completes this course he will be able
to, givin a Mk V Deep Sea Diving System Helmet, perform
the following maintenance so that the equipment may be
used in diving operations: Replace port glass, replace
breastplate gasket, and replace breastplate stud.
Additional maintenance items are to be accomplished
dependent upon time and equipment requirements.
a. Replace breastplate padeye.
b. Replace telephone jack in gooseneck.
c. Replace reproducer.
d. Chase threads on the Air Gooseneck, Telephone

Gooseneck, and Breastplate Studs.
e. Replace safety locking device.
f. Replace or lap in the Supplementary Exhaust Valve.
q. Lap in and adjust the Exhaust Valve.
h. Replace face plate-and gasket.
i. Test communications.
j. Make new lanyards for the breastplate eyelets and

install them.

Enabling Objectives

1. For each of the repAirs/maintenance requirements
listed above:
a. Orally state the common cause(s) of the equipment
damage/failure/leak which,would lead to repairing
or replacing the specific piece of equipment.
b. List, in writing, the tools needed for the speci-
fic repair.
c. Explain, in wziting, step-by=step pr---1"-^- for
effectina the repair or replacement.
d. Orally explain the importance of doing proper
repairs--including results if repair procedures are
not carried out properly.

STUDY ASSIGNMENT

Student Guide, Volume K, Information Sheet 11-1-1I
through 11-1-121, Job Sheet 11- -1J through 11-1-2J
U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Volume 1, paragraph 6.1.1.1 and
6.5.1.1.
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STUDY QUESTIONS

733

1. When replacing a port glass in the Mk V Deep Sea
Oiving System Helmet, which of the following is the mixing
ratio of litharge and glycerin?

a. two parts litharge to one part glycerin.
b. two parts glycerin to one part litharge.'
c. one part litharge to one part glycerin.-
d. none of the abovli

2. When replacing a safety latch, what tool is used to
peen over the stud?

3. When replacing a helmet gooseneck jack, which of the
following is accomplished first? Second?

Reseal with sealing compound.
Test.
Insert the jack in gooseneck.

4. What is vertigris?

5. How should helmets, breastplates, and associated
equipment be storee?

6. How can a hardworking spitcock be repaired?

7. How often should the exhaust valve be inspected? What
should you look for?
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\,..,,TITLE: Diving Equipment Repair - Mk V Deep Sea Diving
System Dress

LESSON TOPIC OBJECTIVES

e

Terminal Objective

1. When the student completes this course he will be ible
to, given a Mk V Deep Sea Diving System Dress, perform
the following maintenance so that the equipment may
be used in diving operations: Placing/replacing-Tloves,
patching a hole, air test dress before/after patching.
Additional maintenance items are to be accomplished
dependent upon time and equipment requirements.
a. Replacing lacing flaps.
b. Replacing crotch flap.
c. Repair and patch torn rubber gasket on collar.

cL Renew lead weights on Mk V Deep Sea Diving System
Weight Belt.
e. Renew straps and buckles on Mk V Deep Sea Diving .

System Shoes.
f. Clean and preserve Mk V Deep oea Diving System Shoes.

Enabling Objectives

1. For each of the repairs/maintenance requirements
listed above:
a. Orally state the common Cause(s) of the equipment
damage/failure/leak which would lead to repairing or
replacing the specific piece of equipment.
b. List, in writing, the tools needed for the speci-
fic repair.
c. Explain, in writing, step-by-step procedures for
effecting the repair or replacement.
d. Orally explain the importance of doing proper
maintenance to include results if repair procedures
are not carried out properly.

STUDY ASSIGNMENT

Student Guide, Volume K, Information Sheet 11-1-1I through
11-1-121, Job Sheet 11-2-1J through 11-2-3J
U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Volume 1., paragraph 6.1.1.2 and
6.5.1.2.

STUDY QUESTIONS

1. When repairing a torn Mk V Deep Sea Diving System Dress,
how large should the patch 6e?

4 ir
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2. A newly patched dress cannot be used for at least
hours.

3. What size gromnets are used in.-the lacing flaps?

735

4. When putting gloves on a diving dress, how much of
the glove upper edge should be cut for a size three dress?
Size one?

5. How is a diving dress checked for leaks?

6. How can you be sure the glove is in proper pozition
when repairing a diving dress?

7. When repairing/patdhing a diving dre!-, make sure the
area is clean and dry by using
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TITLE: Diving Equipment Repair - Mk V Deep Sea Diving
System Umbilical

LESSON TOPIC OBJECTIVES

Terminal Objective

1. When the student completes this course, he will be-able
to, given components of the Mk V Deep Sea Diving Sys-
tem Umbilical, perform the following maintenance so
that the equipment may be used in diving operations:
Marry lifeline/Air hose, and repair or replace jack
plug on lifeline, telephone cable. Additional main-
tenance items are to be accomplished dependent upon
time and equipment requirements.

Enabling Objectives

1. For each of the repairs/maintenance requirements
listed above:
a. Orally state the common cause(s) of the equipment
damage/failure/leak *hich would lead to repairing or
replacing the specific piece of equipment.
b. List, in writing, the tools needed for the
specific repair.
c. Explain, in writing, step-by-step procedures for
effecting the repair or replacement.
d. Orally explain the importance of doing proper
maintenance to include results if repair procedures
are not carried out properly.

STUDY ASSIGNMENT

Student Guide, Volume K
11-1-121, Job Sheet 11-
U.S. Navy Diving Manual
6.5.1.3.

9UnY WrcTInN_ c

, Information sheet 11-1-1I through
3-1J and 11-3-2J
, Volume I, paragraphs 6.1.1.3 and

1. When mazrying lifeline and air hose, how far back from
Lne jack plug should the first tie be made?

2. At what intervals are ties made on the umbilical of
a Mk V Deep Sea Diving System?

3. When nutting a convas boot on an utbilical, how large
0 the piece of canvas used?

.1

( .r)
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4. Hose stored for two years will be surface inspected

and

manufacturer's tests.
(a) Working Pressure -
(b) Proof Pressure -
(c) Buxst Pressure -

tested to of thepe, 111.

5. List 2 instances where air hoses could not be used
for diving.

1 .

2.

6. ,Nhen reassembling a jack plug, the length of condlic-

tor should be about out of plug housing.

7. When storing hose on a jack stay always

from hose and prior to using,

after hose has not been used fur sometime,

thoroughly.

8. Wlvet should be done to a new air hose prior to diving \

with it?

9. why is it most important to inspect the lifeline/
amplifier cable within 1 foot of either end?
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rITLE: Diving Equipment Repair - Mk V Deep Sea niving
System Non-Return Valve

LESSON TOPIC OBJECTIVES

Terminal Objective

When the student completes this course he will be able
to, given a Mk V Deep Sea Diving System Non-Return
Valve, perform the following maintenance so that the
equipment may be used in diving operations: Replace
the stem and sdat, and replace the spring and gasket.

Enabling Objectives

1_ For each of the repairs/maintenance requirements
listed above:
a. Orally state the common cause(s) of the equipment
damage/failure/leak which would lead to repairing or
replacing the specific. piece of equipment.
b. List, in writing, the tools needed for the specific
repair .77
c. in writing, step,by-step procedures for
effecting the repair or replacement.
d. Orally explain the importance of doing proper
maintenance to include results if repair procedures
are not carried out properly.

STUDY ASSIGNMENT

Student Guide, Volume K, Information Sheet 11- 1I

through 11-1-121, Job Sheet 11-4-1J
U.S. Navy Diving Manuail., Volume 1, paragraphs 6.1.1.1
and 6.5.1.3.

STUDY QUESTIONS

1. After reassembly of a "spr.Lng and sterna non-return
valve, an inspection. revealo ;21at the leather gasket nas
si,read into Lhe ail pasbaci. What would this Lndie*,ta?

)
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TITLE: Diving Equipment Repair - Mk V Deep Sea Diving its

System Air Control Valve

LESSON TOPIC OBJECTIVES

Terminal Objective

1. When the student completes this course he will-be able
to, given a Mk V Deep Sea Diving System Air Control
Valve, perform the following maintenance so that the
equipment may be used in diving operations: Lap in
needle valve, renew flax packing in packing gland and
adjust packing gland.

Enabling ObjeTtives

1. For each of the repairs/maintenance requirements
listed above:
a. Orally state the common cause(s) of the equipment
damage/failure/leak which would lead to repairing or
replacing the-specific piece of equipment.
b. List, in writing, the tools needed for the
specific repair.
c. Explain, in writing, step-by-step procedures for
effecting the repairs or replacement.
d. Orally explain the importance of doing proper
maintenance to include results if repair procedures
are not carried out properly.

STUDY ASSIGNMENT

Student Guide, Volume X, Information Sheet 11-1-11 through
11-1-11, Job Sheet 11-5-1J
U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Volume 1, paragraphs 6.1.1.3 and
6.5.1.3.

STUDY QUESTIONS

1. The Air Control Valve packing is adjusted so that the

valve will

....=.111==1 , but

enough so that it can be

to

by a wearing relatively clumsy
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TITLE: Diving Equipment Repair

INTRODUCTION

Properly maintained gear is safe gear. That is the truih

plainly and simply stated. If you inspect the diving gear

hmfore diving with it, many problems.will be iminated.

If it i3 fuund that repairs to diving equip= are neqes-

eary, and they are done properly, many problems will be

eliminated. One of the most important jobs a di'rer has is

maintaining his gear.

This unit is designed to provide you the knowledge
necessary to be able to make repakrs and a limited amount

of practical experience dependent upon tine and equipment

availability. Important to remember in this unit and on

your job in a diving locker; (1) follow the Planned
maintenance System (PMS) for routine periodic maintenance,
(2) inspect the equipment before (and after) each dive,

and (3) when maintenance must be perfomed, take your time

esid do it right. Your life or the life of a fellow diver

7;711-3epend upon it!

REFERENCES

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Volume 1
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TITLE: Diving Equipment Repair - Mk V Deep Sea Diving Sys-tem Helmet

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIAL

mk V Deep Sea Diving System Helmet needing repairc.slottedscrewdriver, hand wire brush, litharge and glycerin,breastplate gasket mandrel, sanding block, sandpaper, knife,scribe, breastplate gasket material, breastplate stud,50/50 soft solder, propane torch, flux, breastplate stand,1/2" X 12 thread die, wet rags.

1. Renewing face plate glass and port glasses.
a. Remove face plate guard. Four (4) 8-1.32 3/8"machine screws.
b. Remove old glass
c. Clean faceplate on port with wire brush and scraper.d. Prepare mixture of lithawe and glycerin or
lead monoxide (red) and glycerin of 60/40 proportions.

(CAUTION: Fast drying)
it. Plage liberally in port ring.
f. Place glass in and tap in place firmly.
g.4" Scrape off excess litharge mixture and wipe andclean with a rag.
h. Replace port on faceplate guard and allaw to dryat least eight (8) hours prior to use.

2. Renew helmet gasket in breastplate.
a. Removing old gasket.
b. Trimming new gasket.
c. Fitting new gasket.
d. Care and maintenance of gaskets.
e. Shimming of old gasket (gaskets are interchangecAble)(Recesses are different in depth).

3. Breastplate studs.
a. Use torch to remove solder from around stud.b. Clean stud and stud hole.
c. Solder in new stud.

NOTE: CAUTION! HEAT RADIATION

EXPLAIN: Solder (50/50) is used on helmet and breastplate
because of its low melting point.
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TITLE: Diving Equipment Repair - Nik V Deep Sea Diving
System Dress

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

Mk V Deep Sea Diving System Dress needing repair, #4 Good-
rich glue, D/C plug (5 3/4- to 3 1/2"), roller, trichlore-
tholyne, wire brush, scissors, Mk V Deep Sea Diving System
gloves, patch templates, patching material, breastplate
test stand, low pressure air system, Chalk.

1. Air
a.

b.

testing for repair.
SecureAlving dress to
(1) Use same method as
Open air valve, do not

blanked breastplate.
placing on the diver.
exceed two (2) pounds air

pressure.
c. Locate leaks and circle with chalk. If necessary,
use soap and water to locate leak.
d. Secure air pressure.
e . Remove dress-from blanked breastplate.

2. Repairing worn or torn dresses.
a. Insure area to be patched is dry. Dry for
a minimum of 24 hours befcre repairing.
b. Clean area to be patched, use Trichlorethelyne.
c. Trim loose threads.
d. Measure and cut patch, cut one (1) inch larger than
hole to be patched, rounding all corners.
e . Strip protecting cloth from patch and lay on a flat
board.
f. Roughen area with sand%paper or clean with wire
brush or benzine.
g. Apply three (3) ccats of B.F. Goodrich #4 rubber cement

to both dress and patch allowing each coat to dry until
it is tacky.
h. Lay patch on the dress firmly and workins fram
center out with a roller, remove all air bubbles.
i. Use shears to trim patch if edges curl or do not
otherwise stick to dress.
j. Locate leak inside of dress and follow same procedure.
k. Do NOT use for twenty-four (24) hours.
1. Patching the crotch.

(1) Crotch patches applied thb salw as other patches
with two exceptions:

(a) a breastplate stand is used.
(b) presurize suit to 1/2 pound.
1. Pull suit over the stand as putting on stockings

orT the foot.
2. Follow samelprocedure as for outer patches.

m. Lacin4- flaps and grommets.
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(1) Mark dress top and bottom of flap (s) for properalignment of new flap.
(2) Cut new flaps, strip protective cloth from patchand apply to both patches as outlined before, leaving1 1/4" of the straight edge uncemented, and place
together, back to back.
(3) After flap has set, cement area an dress and
remaining 1 L/4" of flap and follow procedures out-
lined before.
(4) When replacing grommets in flaps, #28 size gromnetshould be used.

3. Replacing gloves or cuffs.
a. Renewing gloves.

(1) Insert wooden plug in sleeve, small en4 facing
down, should extend out about four (4) inches.
(2) Loosen lower part cf elbow patch and fold back.
(3) Rougken oupide of sleeve edge up about three

inches.
(4) Cut upper edge of glove.

(a) Cut off one (1) inch to fit a size three (3)dress.
(b) Cut off two (2) inches to fit a size two (2)
dress.
(c) Cut off three (3) inches to fit a size one (1)
dress.

(5) Fold back two (2) inches of glove gauntlet and
place glove up and over sleeve plug until it
touches sleeve.

(6) Roughen folded area of glove and apply three (3)
coats of cement to glove and sleeve.

(7) Roll glove gauntlet up over,sleeve and roll out
all air bubbles.

(8) Cut two (2) curved strips of patching cloth using
templates provided.

(9) Roughen and cement sane as for other patches and
apply evenly over joint between glove.and sleeve.

(10) Turn dress inside out and apply other strip in a
like manner.

b. Renewing cuffs.
(1) Insert wooden plug sane as for gloves.
(2) Follow all steps outlined for replacing gloves

with the exception, "DO NOT TRIM OR CUT CUFF EDGE".

4. Proper care for and stowing diving dresses.
a. DresSes have average cost exceeding $100.00.
b. To get maximum use of diving dress, follow rules listed.

(1) Use new dresses for He02 diving until patched.
(2) Ude proper patching procedures.

(a) Never patch wet.
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(b) Patch both inside and out.
(c) Renew Chaffing patches when needed.
(d) Allow twenty-four (24) hours before using
for dry time.

(3; Never allow dresses to,han# ove the side or throw
on deck. Use hangers proiided.
(4) Never throw dresses or drop with hanger inside,
it will cut the sleeve or dress.
(5) Never stow dresses wet or damp. Allow to
dry outside and in. After each dive in salt water,
rinse off with fresh water.
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TITLE-i Diving EqUipment Repair'- Mk V Deep Sea Diving
System Umbilical

EQUtPMENT AND MATERIAL

74,5'

Mk V Deep Sea Diving System Umbilical components, 150 psi
air supply, marline, knife, chalk, Mk V Deep Sea Diving
System Air. Control Valve.

1. Making up
a. Marrying lifeline and air hose

(1) Use jigger to stretch out lifeline between jack-
stays four (4) feet off deck.
(2) Connect air hose to 150 psi air manifold with
female coupling toward the diver.
(3) Measure back from jack_plug thirty-one (31)
Inches and mark with chalk:
(4) Measure back twenty-two (22) inches from first
mark and mark with chalk. r.

(5) Place female coupling of airlose on first mark,
temporarily stop off.
(6) At second mark, take eight (8) turns around
telephone/lifeline and air house take two (2) turns
between lifeline and air hose and tie with square knot;
'square knot is hidden.
(7) Continue every three (3) feet, leaving fco,Ir (4)
inches of slack betwon air hose and lifeline.

2. Repairing/replacinu Jack Plug
a. Jack Plug ILmoval

(1) Unscre; gland nut at rear of plug housing.
(2) Remcve packing.

Remove lock nut-at front of plug housing with
spanner wrench.
(4) Heat plug housing to soften the sealing com-
pound.
(5) Slide plug housing back on cable away tnam
plug.
(6) Loosen connections to plug terminals and remove
plug.
(7) Melt solder which secures stainless steel core in
ths anchor plug, and remove the wood screw wedge and
anchor plug.
(8) The cable may be cut back to the damaged end and
communication tested.

b. Reassembly of Jack Plug
(1) Slide gland nut and jack plug housing onto cable.
(2) Remove two outer rubber coverings for a distance
of about four (4) inches, remove rubber covering of
stainless steel core for four (4) inches.
(3) Separate exposed strands, core and tin thoroughly.

774
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(4) Slip anchor plug over tinned strands and core,
bring up as close as possible to rubber covering.
(5) Distribute strands and core around circumference
of hole in plug and drive in wbod screw for wedge.
(6) Solder steel core and wedge securely into amtor
plug.
(7) Cut off loose ends of steel core even with anchor
plug, smooth with file.
(8) Bare ends of conductors and twist together
into two (2) pairs, red with' green and'black with
white.
(9) Form eye in end of each pair and solder.
(10) Pull,plug housing down over.anchor plug as far as
possible. The length of conductor should be about
1/4 inch out* of Iplug housing.
(11) Several turns of flax packing should be inserted
into gland and gland nut screwed in tight.
(12) Place thin leather washer over conductors and
attach conductors to plug terminals making sure that
red and green pairs are connected to side teiminal and

-black and white pair to center terminal.
(13) Pour melted sealing compound or beeswax into open

' end of housing to within 1/4 inch of plug seat.
(14) While sealing compound is still soft, seat jack
plug in housing, making certain that leather washer
is properly situated on seat.
(15) Screw in locking nut and pull up tight.
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TITLE: Diving Equipment Repair - Mk V Deep Sea Diving
System Non-Return Valve

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIAL

Mk V Deep Sea Diving System Non-Return Vaive, T Wrench,
Neets Foot Oil, Scribe, vinegar, cartridge.

7407

1. Stem and Seat Type
a. Using scribe, remove leather gasket from non-re-
turn valve.
b. Insert T wrench in slot or upper guide to remove
stem assembly.
C. Inspect disc and spring. Replace if necessary.
d. Soak all parts, except washer, in vinegar.

0, e. Apply Neets Foot Oil to washer.
f. Wipe all parts dry and reassemble.*

2. Cartridge Type.
a. Replace cartridge. Cartridge has an arrow indicating
Airection of air flow. ,

776
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TITLE: Diving gsuipment Repair - Mk V Deep Sea Diving
System Kir Control Valve.

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIAL'

Mk V Deep-Sea Diving System Air Control Valve, screw driver,
flax packing, adjustable wrench bright work polish, clean
rag, scribe.

1. Lapping Needle Valve, Renewing Flay. Packing in Packing
Glandand'Adjusting Packing Gland.
a. Remove valve wheel and bracket.
b. Remove capnut and stuffing 141= gland.
c. Use scribe to remove lead washers and flax packing.
d. Use wrench to remove stuffing box.
e. Remove copper washer and valve stem.
f. Inspect disc (600 angle) and seat.
g. If needed, lap in disc and seat with bright work

polish.
h. Clean disc and seat with clean rag before reassembling.
i. Screw valve stem into the stuffing box.
j. Place copper ring into the groove on top of

valve pody.
k. Insert valve stem into body and tighten stuffing box

wrench tight.
1. Insert first lead washer over valve stem.
m. Add new flax packing rings staggering the batts.
n: Insert second lead washer.
o. Insert the stuffing box gland and screw cap nut into

position.
p. Adjust so that valve will not tuxn easily.

Replace screws in bracket.
'r. Replace valve wheel.
s.. Replace locking nut.
t. Replace cotter key through locking nut.

7' 7
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TITLE: Hyperbaric Chamber Operation--

INTRODUCTION

Having progressed thts far in your diving training, youshould have cOme to realize that diving is an exacting anddangerbus bulkiness; In,this regard, we_hiele attempted to,(r)make you aWare, or conscious, of Ihe poxeniial for dangel. -in other words, make you safety conscious, and (2) prairide yotiwith sufficient knowledge so that when presented with a potentialhazard, you'll know how to react aud minimize the danger. Thetraining you have received in Medicine, and the importanceplaced on uldical knowledge throughout the diving community isindicative of the kind of'knowledge.you should stay abreast ofon your diving job.

Needed to comViete your.medical education is a familiari-zation with Hyperbaric Chamber operation. The Hyperbaric, orRecompressiOn, Chamber is used to treat diving injuries (decom-pression sickness, gas embolism) and is invaluable when it's,needed.. Within this unit,'you will receive instruction-on thetheory of recompression treatment, chamber design and operation:-.when you ,successfully complete this'unit, you will be able tooperate the chamber under the guidance of a diving supervisor -a qualification for Diver, Second Class.

This knowledge, like.the chamber itself, is something wehope you never have to use in an actual emergency situation.However, _the training you receive and the knowledge you acquire,alsc like the chamber, will be invaluable should the situationarise when nothing else will suffice.
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TITLE: Hyperbaric Chamber Operation

LESSON TOPIC OBJECTIVES

75/

Terminal Objective
1. When the student completes this course, he will be able to,
given a diving accident rtquiring treatment in the Hyperbaric
Chamber, perform the functions of an outside Hyperbaric Gliamber
Operator under the guidance df a diving supervisor.

Enabling Objectivee
1. Given a standard print of a Hyperbatic System:

a. Explain, in vtitinel, the functions of the major components
in t2rms of what they do for the system.

b. Describe/Show, by labelivg, the physical location of the
major components and their component parts.

c. Describe, in writing, the tource3 of power for the' supply
piping arrangement and communications components.

d. Orally describe the modes of control.
41. List, in writing, the protective devices for the major

orally, the-ratings of tha major compomencs.
g. Describe, in writing, the nominal pipe or valve size

used throughout the Hyparberic Chamber System.
h. List, in writing, the major materials used in the major

components and their component parts, and explain why.
i. Orally explain how the components and component parts

carry out their function(s).
op j. Describe, in writing, procednree for pressurization and
depressurization of the recompression chamber.

k. Describe, in writing, the administration of He02/02 to the
recompression chamber.

1. Describe, in writing, procedurespfor ventilation of the re-
compression chamber.

m. Orally state the setpoint(s) and ..-easons for the setpoint(s)
in terms of operating above or below them, 'for:

(1) The maximum working pressure for the chamber.
(2) Ventilation rate, 02, air.

n . Describe, in wtiting, the effects on this system due to the
air snd electrical sources.

o . Orally explain the safety precautions unique to tha operation
of the Hyperbaric,Chamber, to include the following:

(1) Use of fire retardant material inside the chamber.
(2) Release el dogs prior to depressurization of the chamber.

N.
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Enabling Objectives (Cont'd)

2. Under the guidante of the instructor, demonstrate procedures
for pressurization of the chamber, checking for leaks, and
normal operation of gauge,.

3. List situations common to diving, in writing, where the Hy-
perbaric Chamber would be required for medical treatment.

STUDY ASSIGNMENT

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Volume I, Paragraph 8.4, Tables 8-4
and 8-5.

STUDY QUESTIONS

1. Complete the following rule regarding recompression treatment:

"The effectiveness of treatment decreases with:

2. Upon reaching the surface following a working dive ar a depth
of 40 feet, the diver paAses out within 3 minutes of being aboard
the diving craft. There 'is no rrcompression chamber on board.
What alternatives are available to the diving ..uperviser?

3. In the c&se above, which would you personally recommend? Why?

4. List thr 0 ',see for the recompression chamber other than treat-
ment of decomp_ession si,l,ness and gas embolism.

a.

b.
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5. What is the chief advantage of a two-lock recompression
chamber over a one-lock chamber?

753

6. Recompression chambers must be able to achieve and main-

tain a pressure equivalent of feet ( atmospheres

absolute).

7. The outside tender has ultimate control of the chamber oper-
ation and may, at anytime necessary, override t4e inside tender's
controls.

a. True b. False

8. All gauges must be checked to insure accuracy:

a. before each diving operation.
b. weekly
c. monthly
d. annually

9. How many 200 SCF cylinders would be required for an air supply

to maiLtain a recompression chamber of 400 cubic feet capacity
and working pressure of 200 psi?

10. What are the requirements of the secondary air supply of a

recompression chamber?

a.

b.

11. The greatest single hazard in the use of a recompression cham-

ber is from . Why?

12. What is assumed by the rules on chamber ventilation?
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13. Why is continuous venting of the chamber undesirable?

14. Recompression chambers must undergo a pressure test:

a.

b.

C.
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TITLE: Hyperbaric Chamber Operation

REFERENCES

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume I

NOTETAKING OUTLINE

A. Recompression Chamber Theory

1. Situations Requiring Use of a Recompression Chamber

a. of diver's

and

(1) sickness

(2)

(3) and toxicity

b. Procedures

(1) Using

(2) Usimi

(3) =.

c. Equipment and

(1) gauges

(2) diving

(3) Lifeboat releases

d. Hyperbaric therapy for non-diving

injuries.

(1) Gas

(2)

(3) various conditions producing

755
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, 756 e. Diver Candidate Selection (Pressure and 02 Tolerance)

f. Various aspects of diver training

(1) dives

(2) trairing

2. Chamber design types and basic operaci.onal requirements

a. chambers most common

(1) Made of or

(2) Steel double lock chamber

(a)

(b)

2.

psi working pressure

cubic ft. total volume

cubic ft. inner lock volume

cubic ft. outer lock volume

(3) Aluminum double lock chamber (designed to replace

chambers)

(a) psi working pressure

(b) cubic ft. total volume

(4) Versatile

taneously.

in the

(a) Possible to treat casualties simul-

(b) Tenders can be and decompressed

lock during

b. Single Lock Chambers

(1) Few still in use

(2) Made of

lock treatment.

(a) psi working pressure
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(b) cubic ft. volume

(c) basic disadvantage is not being able to

tenders during the treatment.

c. Design Requirements (Navy use)

(1) MEDICAL Lock

(a) about

(b) used to

tnches in diameter

757

small items or .

during pressurization of the chamber.

(2) Capable of pressurizing to feet or

psig minimum.

(3) Rave a primary and secondary

(4) Have capability.

(5) Equipped with a and

system.

(6)

(7) Equipped with on each lock.

3. Air Supply Systems

a. No two alike (except requirement for primary and second-

ary source)

(1) Primary supply is commonly a of

'capable of pressurization up to psig.

(a) Range from

internal volume each.

(b) Should contain enough air to pressurize the

to cubic feet

chamber to "4 pressure

796
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(2) Secondary Air Supply (commonly a
=.10MilmINED

(t) Should be capable of taking chamber to

at a rata of PPM miiimum.mnie..... .11,1111.

(b) Usually connected to the chamber through a

or

I Both high pressure

2.

supply.

reserve.

3. Used to

can act as an
soMIM

the pressurized air

(c) Used to the primary air

b. Air supply lines must be painted

c. Exhaust lines must be painted or

d. Air must beet current standards (US Navy Diving Manual)

e. Chamber must be equipped with
. safety

set at the proper pressure for the chambur.

4. Chamber Piping System

a. Supply piping is referred to as high pressure from flasks/

compressor to the

from there tO the

(1) High Pressure Piping

and low pressure

(a) Usually made of to thick wall

pipe.

7 S
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(b) Must be tested to psi Th

(2) Pressure Regulator: EP air to LP air

(a) 3000 psi to psi

(b) point in the system and.must be

equipped with a

(c) Various manufacturers

(3) Low Pressure Piping

(a) Made from thick wall

or pipe.

(b) Tested to psi

b. Exhaust pipe is commonly made of or----------

galvanized

into

Or

c. Oxygen and Helium-Oxygen Piping

(1) . . Piping

(2) Regulators are commonly

(3)

d. Control Valves

type

inside the chamber splits gas

(1) Both and

(2) Located in the system

to air flow.
4

e. Color Coded

(1) Exhaust:

(2) Air Supply:

(3) Oxygen Supply:

(4) Helium-Oxygen Supply:

799
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5. Electrical, Lighting and Communication Systems

a. Must meet strict design and installation requirements

(1) All wiring must be of the

duty type, either cabla or in

(2) All switches and outlets must be located

the chambers.

(3) No or mechanisms that

are powered inside the chamber.

b. Chamber illumination - best accomplished by

lighting.

(1) Older chambers may have interior lighting that meet

these requirmonts:

(E) proof

(b) permanent

(c) no lighting

(d) Maximum watt light bulb

(2) Portable lights are available.

c. Communications

(1) Primary

(a) Diver's - as in Mk V, inside

(b) Diver's guided radio, or

models located outside.

(2) Secondary

(a)

(b) Standard

7 S 9

11.M.B1=.11=000.1. 11.
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6. Helium-Oxygen and Oxygen Supply

a. Gas is kept in standard cubic ft. bottles.

(1) At least .
bottles per bank.

(2) At least banks of each gas

b. Banks located close to chamber

c. Check prior to commencing

operations.

d. Gas to the 4 ver is controlled from

chamber with

(1) type

7. Chamber Control System

a. Dual System

(1) "Two-Way"Control:

(2) "One-Way"Control:

b. Two-Way Control has maximum flexibility

(1)

the

tender can control while

monitoring passengers/patients.

(a) pressure

(b) depth during treatment

switch !..o

(c) possible intolerance

(2) Upon reaching desired depth,

way control.

(a) Inside teuder can concentrate of

(b) Burden of

the outside tender.

7,90

tender can

is on
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174Na
c. One-vay control is for outside tender use in con-

trolling

is

d. Chamber "stand by" position

(1) Valvos are always in standby position when the chamber

(a) Provides for rapid in the event

1,an accident.

(b) Position is

(2) Outside the chamber

(a) All one-way valves are

for all chambers.

(b) All two-way valves are,/

(3) Tnside the chamber

(a) All two-way valves

(b) Eaualization valves

B. Recompression Chamber Safety and Maintenance

1.

of fire and/or explosion.

a. A fire can grow up to times faster than normal

b. Precautions to be taken:

(1) No or materials

in the chamber

(a) or

(b) materials or any

(c) No ;ppliances

increases the possibility

791
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(2) Exclude all unnecessary Combustible materials

(a) Volatile Hydrocarbon liquids, as:

1.

2. or solutions.

763

(b) or combustible

which may combine with under pressure.

(3) Rave passengers remove inducing

prior to ntering the chamber.

(a)

(b) or

chamber

(c) No at anytime

(4) Provide the chamber with flameproof

(a) only necessary equipment

(b) No wool or synthetic

(5) No fire extinguishers inside the

c. Keep and inside

chamber.

d. Keep in full view of occupants.

2. Recompression Chamber Maintenance

a. Included in Planned Maintenance System (PMS)

b. Painting

(1) Only on the inside

(a) old paint

(b) use paint only

(FSN 8010-577-4739, or equivalent)
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(c) Only one coat of primer (FSN 8010-165.4557

TT P -445)

(2) Exterior surface may have one coat of

and two costs of or

c. Air Systems are also on

d. Gauges are checked and tested

AMP

...01.,

C. Chamber Operation Technique

1. Pressurisation Pilaw'

a. A qualified must be

chamber during any chamber operation.

(1) or Diving Officer

(2) Diver

the

(3) Diving Officer

(4) Deep Sea Diving

(5) or Dives

S. Passengers must remain in an

position.

c. Patients should be in a

sible.

d. Hatch is secured with "dogs"

comfortable

position, if pos-

e. The tender ascertains that all riders ars "

to the and notifies

tender. (In case of an emergency, this procedurs.vould be

793
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f. Tile inside tender will tegin applying

to the chamber.

765

(1) Observe the passengers for any difficulty Ln

prassure.

(2) *Any difficulty noted, the descant and

up a few feet to allow equalization, then

. NOTE: If the same individual continually has

101

d;.fficulty, it may becnme necessary to place him ia the

for removal racher than aborting the entire run.

g. Rate of descent: normally feet per minute;

adjustable according to

before

h. If patient is to breath oxygen, he,should be doing so

on Table or

i. When deerred depth is attained, the tender

switches the control system to'the one-way system by

t he .111*

Ar

J. tender now has o'Perational control of the

chamber.

2. Bottom Phase

a. Ventilation .

(1) Venting is best but has disadvantages

(a) axcessively ale

(b) excessiVely on the air system

6
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(2) ventilation is used in accordance

with the fallowing requirements:

(a) When air or He02 is in use:

1.

at rest.

2.

cubic feet per minute fe-f each

cubic feet per minute for eaCh

man at (i.e. tender)

(b) When oxygen is in lase-, the exhausted

is exhausted-through the demand.mask directly 'into the chamber

dith,ich;i11,1ead quickly to levels of

man at rest.

man not at rest.

1. use cubic feet-per minute for each

cubic-feet per minute for each

(.) Provide standard

chamber occupant (FSN 2RD-4241-759-290-LF

mammonImm

has bean drtll.ed i

fox'each

3psure 'that a

ch one to prevent

(4) Where 02 levels can be monitored continuously, pro-

vida ventilation to keep levels below %.

(5) Where calculation of chamber ventilation has no \been

(a) vent out of when using

made:

air
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when on

(b) vent

(c) provide maximum

out of

76 7

the chamber when venting with this procedure.

(6)--,Mfechanics of Ventilation

(a) Slowly open

(b) Hold depth by opening

through

valve.

(c) Increase the volume of air moving through the

chamber by continuing to open the , and balancing the

with the valve.

(d) Secure the vent by slowly closing both valves,

while holding the steady.

b. Before leaving the bottom, insure that the

are on the chamber

c. Inform the tender that he is leaving the

bottom.

3. Ascent Phase

a. Controlled by the tender.

b. Rate depends upon of chamber.

(1) T_eatment Tables: FPMMINIml.

(2) Air Treatment-Tables: minute between stops.

(3) Surface Decompression

(a) 02: FPM

(b) Air: FPM
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(4) Decompression: FPM

c. Upon arrival at a ventilate

the chamber.

4. Time Keeping

a. tender keeps time on all evolutions by

using stopwatches.

b. Watches are and at the same

(1) Start both watches upon the surface.

(2) Upon reaching the bottom, notify the

of descent time and keep watches running.

(3) When leaving the bottom:

(a) and both watches

(b) Notify log keeper of

(4) Control rate of ascent with the
M111111.11Ml

. NOTE: When ascending at one foot per

minute on the Treatment Tables, do not the

ascent to balance lost time; stop the ascent, , and

Allow the time to catch up.

(5) Upon arrival at the , stop and start the

watches, again informing the of elapsed time.

(6) When leaving the stop, again stop and start the

watches. Repeat the procedure at'each stop.

(7) Upon arriving on the surface, stop the watches and

inform the log keeper of ascent time from last to surface.

797
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5. Log and Records Keeiing for Chamber Operations

a. Log must be maintained for recording any event

during chamber operations.

(1) treatment

(2) and

(3) decompressiov

tolerance teSt's

76 9

(4) Any other use, including and

tests.

b. Must be ACCURATE

(1) 9
of all occupants

(2.)

(3) Names of all personnel outside the chamber:

(1) tender

(b) supervisor

(c) officer

(d) operators

(4)

times.

(e) any other personnel concerned with the operation

record of events

(a) and

(b) personnel in and out

(c) time breathing is started and sl.opped

(d) any information pertinent to the operation

(5) All times are received from the tender

or the individual responsible for timekeeping.

(6) The log is an document.

CIOVIIIIMMIT POINTING OPPCM V? no-oselo



NAVAL SCHOOL DIVING AND SALVAGE

SCUBA Diver A-433-0023

Security Clearance: None

Lesson Topic 1.1 Physical Conditioning

20 Hours

INSTRHCTIONAL MATERIAL:

Student Guides

Standard Classroom Equipment

Physical Training Dress

REFERENCES:

H.S.Army 7ield Manual FM21-20

Manual of Physical Therapy - Kovacs

TERMINAL OBJECTIVE

1. When the student completes this course he
will have achieved and maintained a level
of physical conditioning sufficient to
allow him to participate, without undue
physical stress, in diving trainin, ac-
tivities.

799

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

1. During first week of physical training, run
continuously for five minutes and perform five
repetitions of each of the exercises included
in the Instructor Guide.

2. During the second week of physical training,
run continuously for ten minutes and perform

. ten repetitions of each of the exercises in-
cluded in the Instructor Guide.

3. During the third week of physical training,
run continuously for fifteen minutes and per-
form fifteen repetitions of each of the exer-
cises included in the Instructor Guide..

4. During the fourth week of physical training,
run continuously for twenty minutes and per-
form twenty repetitions of each of the exer-
cises contained in the Instructor Guide.

CRITERION TEST

Each day's physical conditioning period is a series
cf criterion t....sts allowing the individual to achieve
and maintain the conditioning level of the fourth
week's traininp.

HOMEWORK

Volume A, Student Guide, Information 'Sheet 1-1-11;
Assignrent Sheets 1-1-1A through I-1-5A

809



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

1. Introduction to the Lesson.

A. Establish Contact Introduce self and topic.

B. Establish Readiness Get students ready to learn.

C. Establish Effect Bring out the need and value
of the lesson.

D. Overview State the learning (Terminal
and Enabling Objectives.)

2. Presentation. Observe and take notes as
necessary.

A Physical fitness.

I. Anatomical fitness.

Possession of all parts
and organs essential to
diving. This is a func-
tion of the Medical De-
partment and is usually
done before a man is ac-
cepted into the diving
program.

2. Physiological fitness.

The diver's capacity for
performance and rapid
recovery.

r
3. To intelligently direct

the conditioning of the

human body, we must un-

c01 (1)
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derstand the way exercise
effects the several or-
gans and systems in the
body; and, we must know
the difference between fit
and unfit.

B. The three stages of physical
fitness.

1. Toughening stage.

Attaining physical fitness
is not an overnight process;
the body must go through
three (3) stages. The first
stage ts the toughening stage-
it last for about two (2) weeks
while the body goes through a
soreness and recovery period.
(EXPLAIN)

2. Slow improvement stage.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

After the body has passed through
the first stage of toughening, the
next stage is the slow improvement
stage. The blood circulation in
the muscles increases with exer-
cise, and the body as whole be-
comes more efficient physically.
The improveeent in performance
maybe between 6-10 weeks.

3. Sustaining stage.

(2)

O3
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Prior to this stage the
body has reached a level
of physical conditioning
established by exercises
in the first two stages.
It is necessary to con-
tinue exercising at about
the same level to retain
the condition developed.

C. Systems of the body affected
by exercise: The systems of
the body affected by exercise
included the skeletal, mus-
cular, circulatory, respira-
tory and the endocrine system.

1. The skeletal system.

a. Composed of about 206
bones, and furnishes sup-
port for the attachment
of muscles and protection
for the vital organs, such
as the brain, lungs, and
the heart.

b. Muscle action shapes the
bones and protects im-
portant joints in the body.

2. Muscular system.

Muscles are of three classi-
fications: Voluntary, invol-

untary an cardiac. Involun-

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(3)
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rary muscles are those
over which we have no
control. Voluntary mus-
cles are the larger ske-
letal muscles which ars
under control of the in-
dividual. Cardiac muscle
is found in the heart only,
and for all practical pur-
poses is an involuntary
muscle. For physical train-
ing purposes, with the ex-
ception of the heart, vol-
untary muscles are the most
important group.

3. The ciTculatory system.

The functions of the circu-
latory system aro to trans-
port blood to all parts of
the body, to remove waste
products for disposal, and
to deliver protecting and
repairing substances where
needed. The heart, veins,
arteries, and capillaries
for this system.

4. The respiratory system.

a. Respiration may be defined
s the process of drawing
air, or other breathing media
into the lungs to supply

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(4)
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oxygen; and to remove
CO2 from the blood.

b. The respiratory appara-
tus of man cousins es-
santially of the hinge
and the air passages
leading to them.

c. With xercise, our mus-
cles cells demand and -

absorb more oxygen and
produce more carbon di-
oxide. This increases
the carbon dioxide pans
tial pressure in our
blood, thus we breathe
faster and deeper during
exercises.

S. The glandular system.

a. The body contains several
ductless glands which as-
sists to control and regu-
late the body processes.
One of these glands is af-
fected by exercise and is
known as the adrenal gland.

b. Action of the adrenal gland.
The adrenal gland provides
two ecretions. Adronalin
enables men to work at a
higher level of exercise and

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

996
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to feel good while doing
it. Competition is fre-
quently one of the best
ways to increasing the
output of adrenalin.

The second output of the
adrenal gland is called
Hydrocortisone. This se-
cretion gives one a gen-
eral sustained level of
energy. Individuals1Who
have high output i
this gland are lqi
super energetic. ince

individuals differ in
thelr output of these
hormone substances this
fact should serveas
guide to be very care-
ful in the application
of the overload princi-

pls.

c. The theory. of "overload"
suggests that individuals
should not be subjected
to undue strain. Hence
the necessity br a well
co-ordinated physical
training program is ob-
vious. It is essential
then to plan regular
program and to carry it
out. Adjusting it to the

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(6)
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needs of the participants.
Better too little than to
much, is the key point of
the overload principle.

I. Summary - Review.

A. Physical fitness.
B. Thre stages of physical fitness.
C. Systems of the body affented by

exercises.
D. The overload principle.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

S 8
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1. Introduction to tht Lesson.

A. Establish Contact

B. Establish Readiness

C. Establish Effect

D. Overview

INSTRUMR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Introduce self and topic.

Get students ready to learn.

Bring out the need and value
of the lesson.

State the learning objectives.

2. Presentation. Observe and take notes as
necessary.

A. Total fitness for diving
iocludes technical, mental,'
and emotional fitness. If
any of these aro lacking,
diving effective.. suffers
proportionately. Without
technical fitness a diver
lacks the knowledge and skill
to dive; without mental and
emotional fitness, he lacks
the ability and confidence to
dive.

B. Physical fitness in a diver
means a whole and healthy body;
the caplcity for skillful and
sustained performance; the ab-
ility to recover from exertion
rapidly; the desire to complete
a designated task; and the con-
fidence to face an eventaulity.

509 (8)
810 ,Zia
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6

C. Benefits of exercise.

1. Muscle tone is *proved,
and at the same time, mus-

cle strenath and endurance
are built.

2. Cardio-respiratory endurance
or wind, is improved through

process of opening up dor-
mant lung capacity to absorb
greater amounts of oxygen.

3. Circulation of blood is spe-
eded and extended to a greater
portion of the body as the
force exerted by exercises
forces the blood to service all
parts of the body. The effici-
ency and effectiveness of the
lungs, heart, and blood-vessels
is improved.

4. Flexibility is maintained. A
wider range of muscular move-
ment is possible; and the ab-
ility is developed to accomplish
a greater number of physical
skills with rapidity.

5. Elimination of body waste seems
to gradually become more regu-
lated by long standing exercise
program.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

S
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6. Sleep is improved because
muscles are healthfully
tired after a bout of ex-
ercise. A product of sound
sleep is a relief of ten-
sions.

7. Eventual control of obesity
I. possfble by using up ex-
cessive amounts of fat pro-
ducing food elements.

8. Susceptibility to injury is
re4uced through exercise.
Muscles, tendons, and joints
are strengthened. Injuries
such ai hernia, batik strain,
and sprains are less likely
to occur if muscles are main-
tained in proper tone.

8. Confidence is developed by ac-
hieving progressively more dif-
ficult tasks as physical ability
develops.

D. Components of physical fitness.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

1. A sound body, free of disease
and defect, does not in itself
constitute physical fitness.
Before a diver can be considered
physically fit for diving, he
must develop the following traits
that are an important part of phy-

(10)
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sical fitness.

a. Strength - Every diver needs
enough strength to perform
the heaviest task he may en-
counter in routine and em-
ergency activities. Muscles
increase in size, strength
and firmness with equal ex-
ercise. Without work, they
grow flabby and weak.

b. Endurance - Each diver needs
sustaining power to maintain
his performance without undue
fatigue. There are two types
of endurance.

1. Muscular endurance-Muscular
endurance in characterized
by the ability,to perform

continuous Vork over long
periods of time.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

2. Cardio respiratory endurance
-The development of wind en-
durance is necessary to main-
tain muscular endurance. The
MaxiMUM effort a man can exert
over a period of time is li-
mited by his capacity babaorb
oxygen and expel carbon dioxide.

c. Agility. A diver must be able to
change direction quickly, and as
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faultlessly as possible. The
ability to react instantly,
to maintain orientation during
rapid changes of body positions,
may save his life.

d. Coordination. This is the abi-
lity to move all parts of the
body in a smooth, efficient,
concerted effort. A well co-
ordinated diver doss not make
useless movements. He moves
with precision and accuracy;
and thus, saves energy.

E. Principle, of physical conditioning.

1. Progression: Gradual progression
from a low state of fitness to a

higher state is possible through
application of a progressive pro-
gram.

2. Regularity. There is no easy or
occasional way to develop physical
fitness. Regularity of exercise
is a must, with daily exercise pre-
ferred.

F. Warm-up and cool-off period. It's a
fundamental physiological principle
that man should warm up gradually be-
fore taking strenous exercise. After
exercising, one should keep active by

(12)
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walking or performing some other
muscular activity until breathing
and temperature have returned to
normal; thus ending the cool-off
period.

3. Summary - Reviesi.

A. The need for physical training in
diving.

B. The benefits of physical training.

C. The components of physical fitness.

D. The principles of physical fitness.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

815
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MEMORANDUM

From: Training Department
To: All Students

Subj: Physical Fitness

DAY I. Classroom - First of two topics on physical fitness.
TITLE: The Body and Physical Fitness

DAY II. Classroom - Second of two topics on physical fitness.
TITLE: Concept of Developing PhysiLal

Fitness

DAY III. Start Physical Fitness Training in morning with all
other students.

STANDARDS: 1. The first week the student performs a minimum
of five repititions per exerise (see attached
sheets), and continuous running for five minutes.

2. The second week should show progression to ten
repitions per exercise and continuous running for
.ten minutes.

3. The third week should show progression to
fifteen repitions per exercise and continuous run-
ning for fifteen minutes.

4. The fourth week, the student should reach the
peak of his conditioning and be able to perform
twenty repitions per exercise and run continuously
for twenty minutes.
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touches chest. this is 4ene to prevemt low Back
strain.

Slc
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AND TICALASI OVERALL PLEXABILITY,

HRTEODS, Pushups end $ count body builder.
(a) Inhale' on bringing chst to grund; exhale when

pushing!.
(b) Touch chest to tho ground.
(c) Back strength.
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NAVAL SCHOOL DIVING AND SALVAGE

SCUBA Diver A-433-0023

Security Clearance None

Lesson Topic: 2.1 Decompression Charting

20 Hours

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS:

US. Navy Diving Manual, Vol. I

Student Guide

Standard Classroom Equipment

Overhead Projector

Transparencies

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

1. When the student completes this
course he will be able to,
Oven the following diving
situations:

a. Normal working dive to include
depth, job performed, bottom
time and water decompression.

b. Normal working dive to include
depth, job performed, bottom
time and surface decompression,
air.

c. Normal working dive to include
depth, job performed, )ottom
time, and surface decompression
02.

TERMINAL OBJEeTIVES(CON'T)

Perform necessary computations
correctly, select proper descent/
ascent rates, select proper
decompression schedules and, using
the information, complete the Diving
Chart and, if applicable, Repetitive
Dive Worksheet.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

1. Decompression Schedules

a. List the name of each table in
air and 02 decompresSion.

b. Explain the application of the
repetitive dive work sheet,
recompression chamber, breathing
medias, depth guages, and time
pieces.

c. Describe how the use of various
diving equipment affects
decompression.

d. Define selected terms as used in
air decompression.,

e. Describe the sequence:of
computation for determining the
decompression schedule for a
repetitive dive.

f. Describe the sequence of computation
for determining the selection of
the proper decompression schedule
and the rate of ascent to the
first stop.



ENABLING OBJECTIVES (CON'T)

g. Explain-the need for decompression
and decompression schedules.

h. Explain the limits imposed by the
utilization of oxygen for
decompression.

1. Describe the conditions under which
the need for additional decompres-
sion other than that computed would
be used.

Describe the fundamentals involved
in decompression when high
altitude diving.

k. Describe the most vital requirements
of breathing media composition,
depth and time.

I. Describe the basic types of
decompression tables.

2. Navy decompression Tables (Air) System

(7) Surface Decompression using 02

(8) Surface Decompression using air

(8) Nitrogen-Oxygen Equivalent Air
Depth Table

(10) Nitrogen-Oxygen Equivalent
Exceptional Exposure

(11) Oxygen Depth Time Limits

(12) Diving Charts

(a) Explain the function(s),
source of information
required for use, application
or use, and a description of
the component.

(b) Describe the physical location
of each component part within
the major component and explain
the application or use of the

a. Given the following:

(I) Decompression procedures

component part.

(c) Describe how each component
contributes to the control
accomplished by the use of(2) Standard Air Decompression
decompression schedule system.Schedu' s

(d) Work a dive using ttie Standard(3) No-Decompression Limits Decompression Schedule.

(4) Surface Intevral Credit (e) Work a repetitive dive using
the repetive dive worksheet.(5) Repetitive Dive Time Table

(f) Work a surface decompression
(6) Exceptional/Extreme Exposure dive using oxygen.

893 824



ENABLING OBJECTIVES (CONTID)

(g) Work a surface decompression
dive using air.

(h) Describe the use of the
Nitrogen Air Equivalent
Depth Table.

(i) Describe the use of the
Oxygen Partial Pressure
and Oxygen Depth Time
Limits.

(j) Given the maximum depth/
time limits for each
component and the maximum
partial- pressure limits,
state the setpoint(s)
and the reason for the set-
point(s) in terms of the
effects of operating above
or below them.

CRITERION TEST

Given the following diving situations:

Normal working dive to include depth,
job performed, bottom time and water
decompression.

Normal working dive to include depth,
job performed, bottom time, ancl
surface decompression.

Normal working dive to include depth,
job performed, bottom time and surface
decompression, 02.

59r

CRITERION TEST (CONTID)

Perform necssary computations
correctly, select proper descent/
ascent rates, select proper
decompression schedule and, using
the information, complete the
Diving Chart and, if applicable,
Repetitive Dive Worksheet.

HOMEWORK

Volume A, Student Guide

Day 2 - Assignment Sheets
2-1-9A thru 2-12A

Day 3 - Assignment Sheets
2-1-13A thru 2-I-26A



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

PRESENTATION:

1. Air Decompression

A. Discussion: Nitrogen

absorption during a dive

is directly related to

the partial pressure of the

inspired nitrogen, with

particular emphasis on

depth and time duration.

To prevent the development

of decompression sickness,

special tables have been

established. These tables

take into consideration

the amount of nitrogen absorbed

by the body tissues exceeds a

certain critical amount. The

divers ascent must be delayed

to allow the removal of excess

nitrogen through normal metabolic

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

BE VERY DELIBERATE

AND POSITIVE DURING

DISCUSSION.

(1)

527



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

processes. Decompression

sickness re: ;Its from failure

to delay the ascent and to allow

thi,s process of gradual desorption

to take place.

B. Definitions;

1. Single Dive Any dive

conducted after 12 hours

of a previous dive.

2. Repetitive Dive - Any

dive conducted within a

12 hour period of a

previous dive.

3. Depth When used to

indicate the depth of a

dive mans_ the maximum

depth attained during

the dive. Measured in

feet of sea water.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

(2).

STUDENT ACTIVITY
.44

ALL DEFINITIONS ARE 43

CONTAINED IN READING

ASSIGNMENT.

')!)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

4. Dive Schedule Specific

decompression procedure

for a given combination
d

of depth and bottom time.

As listed in the decom-

pression table; Normally

indicated in feet and

minutes.

5. Decomeression Stop -

Specified depth at which

a diver must remain for

a specified length of

time to eliminate inert

gases from his body

tissues.

6. Surface Interval - The

time which a diver has

spent on the surfacc

following a dive;

beginning as soon as the
93n

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

(3)

STUDENT ACTIVITY

ALL DEFINITIONS

ARE CONTAINED IN

READING ASSIGNMENT

8311



ITLINE OF INSTRUCTION

diver surfaces and ending

as soon as he starts his

next descent.

7. Residual Nitrogen - Nitrogen

gas, that is still disLolved

in a diver's tissues atter he

has surfaced.

B. Repetitive Group Designator

A 1.tter which relates directly

tc _he amount of Residual Ni-

trogen in a diver's body for

a 12 hour period after a dive.

9. Residual Nitrogen time - An

amount of time, in minutes,

which must be added to the

bottom time of a repetitive

dive to compensate for the

nitrogen still in solution

in a diver's tissues from a

previous dive.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(4)

932



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

10. Equivalent single dive

time - A single dive for

which the bottom time is

the sum of residual nitro-

gen time, and actual bottom

time of the planned repeti-

tive dive.

11. Single Repetitive Dive -

A dive for which the bottom

time used to select the

decompression schedule is

the sum of the residual

nitrogen time and the

actual bottom time of the

dive.

C. Diving Records Abbreviations

1. LS - Left Surface

2. RB - Reached Bottom

3. LB - Left Bottom

4. R Reach a stop

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(5)

833



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

5. L Left a Stop

it. RS - Reach Surface

7. TBT - Total Bottom Time

a. Computed from leaving

surface to leaving the

bottom

B. TDT - Total decompression

time.

a. Computed from leaving

bottom to reaching

surface.
1

9. TTD - Total time of Dive.

a. Computed from leaving

the surface to reaching

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

EMPHASIZE

the burface. 934
n. Table Selection

1. The following are decompression

tables 'Y

a. USN Standard Air DecompressiOn

Table
(6)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

b. No Decompreision

limits and Repetitive

Group designation table

c. Surfaqp decompression

table using oxygen

d. Surface decompression

table using air.

2. Each decompression table has

specific conditions which

justify it's selection. These

conditions are basically depth

and duration of the dive to be

conducted, availability of a

recompression chamber, availability

of an oxygen breathing system

within the chamber, and the

specific environmental conditions,

such as sea state, water temp., etc.

3. The residual nitrogen time table for

leputitive air dives provides

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT 4CTIVITY

(7)835



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

information relating

to the planning of

repetitive dives.

4. Ommitted Decompression

An emergency situation

reqqiring recompression

treatment. (discuised in

greater detail in Chap. 8)

5. Equipment: If available,

use a diving stage for all

in water decompression.

Plan SCUBA dives tc,

eliminate the need.for

decompression. If 442com-

pression is necessary in

SCUBA, tenders must rig a

descending line with markers

to identify the requited

decompression stops diTths,

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVIIV

(8)

836



'OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

E. General Use of Decompression

Tables

1. Rate of Descent

a. 75 FPN

b. Rounded off to next

greater whole minute

2. Rate of Ascent

a. 60 FPM (except Sur-U

02 Table)

F. Variations in Rate of Ascent EMPHASIZE, & REPEAT UNTIL

I. Condition - Rate of ascent ALL QUESTIONS ARE CLEAR

less than 60 FPM, delay BEFORE MOVING ON TO NEXT TOPIC.

occurs greater than 50 FSW

a. Procedure - Increase

bottom time by adding

to it the total time of

delay.

Decompress according to

new total bottom time.

2. Condition Rate of ascent

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(9)

837



3UTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

less than 60 FPM, delay occurs

less than 50 FSW

d. Procedure -.Increase the

first stop by the amount

of delayed time.

3. Condition Rate of ascent

greater than 60 FPM, No

decompression required,

bottom time places diver

within 10 mins. of

decompression schedule

requiring decompression.

a. Procedure - Stop at 10 ft.

tor the amount of time

gained.

4. Condition Rate of ascent

greater than 60 FPM, decom-

pression required.

a. Procedure - Stop 10 ft.

below first scheduled water

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(10)

8:38



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

stop, for amount of

time gained.

C. Oxygen use During Decompression

1. Oxygen decompression provides

significant savings in

decompression time as compared

to other breathing medias.

2. Oxygen partial pressure

limits must not be exceeded if

symptor.s of oxygen toxicity

are o be avoided.

3. No work is performed by diver

when decompressing on oxygen.

H. Selection of Decompression Schedule.

1. Schedules for all tables are given

in 10 ft. depth increments.

2. Bottom times for all schedules are

usually in 10 min. increments.

3. Depth and total bottom time

combinations form actual dives.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

*SHOW AND REVIEW 02 P/P

Limits & 02 Depth time

limits. State set points.

)339

ASK QUESTIONS



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

4. AlwayS select exact or

next greater depth.

S. Always select exact or

next greater time.

6. Do not interpolate

between decompression

schedules.

7. Do not alter or modify

decompression schedules

without prior approval

of a diving medical officer.

8. Diver's chest should be

located as close as pos-

sible to the stop depth.

9. Decompression stop times

begin when the diver

reaches the stop depth.

10. bo not include ascent time

as part of st(p time.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

8,10



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

11. If the diver was

exceptionally cold or

showed signs of extreme

fatigue druing the dive,

or if his work load was

relatively strenuous, the

next longer decompression

schedule should be selected.

This exception effects total

bottom time only, retain

same depth schedule.

I. Exceptional Exposure

I. Exceptional exposures arc.

shown in red on the USN

standard air decompression

table.

2. To be used for exceptional

or emergency cases only.

3. No repetitiCe diving

tollowing decompression for

ex4ptional exposure.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

EXCEPTION!!!

(13)

1

ASK QUESTIONS



DUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

4. Use of exceptional

exposure schedules requires

the authorization of the

Diving Officer.

J. Repetitive Dives

1. Any dive performed within

12 hours of a previous dive

is a repetitive dive.

2. The period between dives is

the surface interval.

a. 12 hour maximum

b. 10 mins. minimum

3. Decompression following a

repetitive dive requires

special consideration due to

the residual nitrogen from

the previous dive at the

beginning of the repetitive

dive.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(14)

ASK QUESTIONS



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

4., Refer to repetitive

group designator assigned

by either standard air

table or no decompression

table.

5. Determine residual nitrogen

time by using residual

nitrogen time table for

repetitive air dives.

6. Determine equivalent single

dive time

a. Residual nitrogen time and

total bottom time equiv-

alent single dive tim.e.

7. Decompression schedule is

selected according to new

equivalent single dive time.

a. Equivalent single dive times

which require the use of

exceptional exposure decom.-

pression schedules, should

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(15)

813

ASK QUESTIONS



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

whenever possible be

avoided.

9. If still another

repetitive dive is to

take place, the equiva-

lent single dive time

from the first repetitive

dive should be used t5

determine proper sche(oile

selection.

K. Surface Decompression

1. Definition: A technique

for fulfilling all or a

portion of the diverls

decompression obligation

in a recompression chamber,

rather than in the water.

This procedure is especially

814 desirable under the following

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

(16)

STUDENT ACTIVITY

.ASK QUESITONS

SEE REPET. FLOW

CHAhr FIG. 7 - 1



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

conditions;

a. To provide comfort.

and security for the

diver When one or more

of the following

conditions exist.

(1) Extremely cold

conditions

(2) Rough sea state

(3) Physical exhaustion

and etc.

2. Advantages of su:face

Decompression

a. Shorter exposure time

in water.

b. Maintainence of constant

pressure level (depth

control)

c. Close observation

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

816



-OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

3. There is no surface

decompression schedule for

use following an exceptional

exposure dive.

4. No repetitive diving is

allowed following surface

decompression

II. Air Diving Tables

A. USN Standard Air Decompression

Table and exceptional exposure

table.

I. Maximum depth and time

limits 190'/:60

2. The exceptional exposure

schedules are printed in

red.

3. All schedules must be

rigidly followed Lo insure

maximum diving safety.

4. Normal limits are not ex-

ceeded without prior approval (18)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

SHOW TRANSPARANCY

S17



I.

OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

of Diving Officer.

6. Obtain repetitive

Group designator from

last column reading

horimontally across.

7. If no decompression

dive, obtain repetitive

group designator from

no decompression table.

8. No repetitive group

letters are listed for

.!xceptional exposures.

9. Maintain good depth

control

10. I7a-re of ascent between

stops not critical between

stops less than 50 FSW. Delay

greater than 50 FSW could

result in excessive nitrogen

absorption.

40

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

WORK EXAMPLE dl

INTRODUCE DIVING CHART

!flOW TRANSPARANCY

(19)

ASK QUESTIONS

4411b

*STUDENTS COPY

EXAMPLE



"XITLINE OF INSTRUCTION

B. No decompression limits

and repetitive group

designation table for

no decompression air dives.

1. Provides group

designator for no

decompression dives

,only, should diver

make a repetitive

dive.

2. Each depth listed has

corresponding no

decompression ti,ie

limits given in minutes.

This is the

amenint of time a diver

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

8.19
may spend on the bottom

and surface without

decompression.

(2Q)

,

(STUDENTACTIVITY

ASK QUESTIONS



3UTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

3. Use the exact or next

greater depth and total

bottom time.

4. To find repetitive group

desiqinator:

a. Enter table on

exact or next

greater depth of

---exposure, follow

that line to the

right to the bottom:

time equal to or

next greater than

bottom time of the

dive.

b. The group letter is

located at the head

of the vertical column

reading upward.

ASK QUESTIONS



OUTLISL 'NSTRUCTION

C. Residual Nitrogen Time

Table for Repetitive Air

Dives

1. Surface interval

time are expressed

in hours and mins.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

2. each interval has two

limits

a. Maximum light

(top) not to

exceed 4 hours.

h. Minimum limit-

(bottom) at

least 10 mins.

J. Find repetitive qroup

letter from previous

dive on diagonal slope.

(22)

ASK QUESTIONS

zAr



OUTLINE or INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

4. Enter .table horizon-

tally to select the

appropriate interval.

5. Read downward to bottom

of table to obtain new

repetitive group letters.

6. Residual nitrogen times,

corresponding to the ASK QUESTIONS

depth of the repetitive

dive are given in the

lower portion of the table.

7. Continue reading downward

from r !titive group

letter to the row which

represents the depth of the

repetitive dive.

8. The time shown at the

intersection is the residual

nitrogen in minutes to be

applied to the repetitive dive.

/

EMPHASIZE

WORK EXAMPLE

INTRODUCE REPT.

DIVE WORKSHEET

(23)

STUDENTS COPY

EXAMPLE

C?

S53



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

9. There is one exception

to this table, in some

instances, when the re-

petitivu dive is to the

same or greater depth than

the previous dive, the

residual nitrogen time may

c:xceed the actual bottom

time of the previous dive.

In this event use the actual

total bottom time of the

previous dive as the

residual nitrogeh time in

determining equivalent single

dive Limo.

D. Surface Decompression Table Using

Oxycjen

,4

SHOW TRANSPARANCY

Fepth and time limits 170/40

2. kate of descent 75 PPM

d. Rounded off to next greater

whole min. (24)

ASK QUEpTIONS



3UTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

3. Rate of ascent

a. Water Stops: Use 25

FIIM to first water stop,

one min. between stops,

and one min. for ascent

from 30 ft. water stop

to surface.

b. No water Stops: Use 25

FPM rate of ascent to

surface. Round off to

nextgreater whole min.

4. Surface Interval

a. Must not exceed five

minutes

(I) Time from 30 ft.

water stop one min.

(30 FPM)

(2) Time to land diver on

deck and undress diver.

3 mins. 30 seconds

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(25)

ASK QUESTIONS



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(3) Time to descend

in recompression

chamber to 40 ft.

30 seconds (80 FMP)

5. Surfacing in Recompression

Chamber

a. Diver breathes oxygen

continuously and without

interruption during the

40 ft. chamber stop. Vent

Chamber regularly.

b. Take two additional mins.

to surface with diver still

on oxygen. (rate of ascent

20 PPM)

6. Total Decompression Time

a. Includes Al times from

leaving the bottom to

reaching surface the

second time.
(26)

ASK QUESTIONS



OUTLINE OP INSTRUCTION

b. This time may be

shortened only by

decreasing the amount

of time required to

undress the diver on

deck.

7. Oxygen breathing

a. Diver goes on oxygen

immediately upon

entering chamber.

b. Must have good ma,.ik

fit no leaks permitted

c. Oxygen breathing time

starts upon reaching

40 ft chamber stop.

d. Diver remains at rest

throughout oxygen

breathing period.

8. In event of oxygen toxicity

svmptoms or failure of oxygen

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(2 7)

S57

ASK QUESTIONS



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

supply, give

decompression in

accordance with surface

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

decompressahl air table

disregard all time spent W. WORK EXAMPLE

on oxygen.

F. Surface Decompression Table

Using Air

1. Maximum depth and time

190/60

a. Used when maximum

limits for surface

decompression using

oxygen are exceeded.

b. 02 Failure

c. 02 Toxicity Symptoms

kcite of descent

a. 75 FPM (water) rounded

to next greater !iol min.

b. 60 FPM (chamber)
c1/24

SHOW TRANSPARANCY

(28)

ASK QUESTIONS

STUDENTS COPY EXAMPLE

c (



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

3. Rate of Ascent

a_ 60 FPM - This rate

is used to first water

stop, between stops,

and to the surface in

the water and chamber.

4. Surface Interval

a. Time of ascent from last

water stop

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(1) last stop can be 10 ASK QUESTIONS

ft. or 20 ft. (60 FPM)

L. Time tor landing diver on

deck and undressing diver.

(1) Not to exceed 3 mins.

30 seconds.

c. 'rime to descend to first

chamber stop

(1) Can be 10 ft. or 22 ft.

WORK EXAMPLE STUDENTS COPY EXAMPLE

(29)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

5. Total Decompression

Time

a. Included all times

from leaving bottom

to ruaching Surface

the second time.

b. This time may be

shortened only by

decreasing the time

c1;4?..

riequired to undress

the'diver on deck.

F. Nttrogen-Oxyge SCUBA Tables

1. Thu fundamental principle

of decompression from

nitrogen-oxygen dives

is the establishmunt of

dI tqUiVdIent air depth.

2. Thu equivalent air depth

Is that depth at which

tilc partial pressure of

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

SHOW N2-02

STUDENT ACTIVITY

ASK QUESTIONS

TABLE-:---NWORK EXAMPLE STUDENTS COPY EXAMPLE

( 30)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCT

nitrogen in the

breathing bag.

3. Using equivalent air

s54

depth and the actual

bottom time of the dive,

.mo

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDEN' ACTIVITY

the decompression schedule

to be used is selected froM

the USN Standard Air

Dedompression Table.

4. The nitrogan-oxygeu.SCUBA

Tables provides equivalent

air depths for non-swimming

and swimming dives. Mixes

of 60%, 40% and 32.5% oxygen

are used.

5. Maximum allowable bottom times

for these dives are controlled

by the exposure limits of

oxygen partial pressure limits

table.

(31)

SHOW N2-02 TABLE

WORK EXAMPLE

ASK QUESTIONS

STUDENTS COPY

EXAMPLE

835



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

6. Exceptional Exposures

are to be used in

emergency situation only,

and must be authorized

by the commanding officer

of the diving facility

involved.

7. Non-swimming dive flow

settings are required in

ordnance disposal to

avoid excessive sourd

production in the water.

G. Nitrogen-Oxygen Repetitive

Dive Procedure

1. Using the equivalent air

depth, obtain repetitive

group letter from standard

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT'ACTIVITY

air table or no decompression

table.

(32)

866 k



OPTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

2. Determine equivalent

air depth for repetitive

dive.

3. Compute for repetitive

dive according to previous

instructions for repetitive

air

4. Omitted decompression

should be treated asan

emergency.

5. Surface decompression

tables can only be used if

the emergency surface inter-

val occurs at such a time that

water stops are not required or

have already been completed

according to whichever table

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

is considered most appropriate.

WORK EXAMPLE

PLACE ON CHALKBOARD

EXCESS
N2

ALLOWED

9(1)7

(33)

ALT DEPTH

STUDENT ACTIVITY

ASK QUESTIONS



3UTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

H. Decompression and

Altitude Diving

1. Standard Air Decompression

Tables are not safe for

altitude diving.

a. Before start of dive

N2 dissolved than

at surface

b. N2 dissolved at end

Of dive at alt'tude.

c. Body tolerates N2

at altitude.

d. EDU Report 6-65 will

allow calculation by

qualified diving med.

officer.

e. Only tables in circula-

tion are private property

of Dr. ALBERT BUHLMANN

Kantons Hospital

Zurick, Switzerland.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(34)
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SUMMA RY

Air Decompression'

A. Definitions

1. Single

2. Repetitive Dive

3. Depth

4, Dive Schedule

5. Decompres.sion Stop

6. Surface Interval

7. Residual Nitrogen

4. S. Repetitive Group Designator

9. Residual Nitrogen Time

10. Equivalent Single Dive Time

11. Single Repetitive Dive

B. Divng Reccrd Abbreviations

1. LS

2. RB

3. LB

4 . R-

5. L-

*,

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

859
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INS1RUCTOR ACTIVITY

6. RS 4/

7. TBT

8. TDT

9.. TTD

C. Table Selection

D. General Use of Decompression Tables

1. Rate of ascent

2. Rate of descent

3. Variatiors in rate of ascent

E. Oxygen use during decompression

F. Selection of decompression schedule

G. Exceptional txposure

H. Repetitive Dives

II. Surface Decompression

III Air Diving Tables

A. USN STandard Air Decompression Table

and exceptional exposure table.

B. No decompression limits and

repetitive group designation table

for no decompression air 'dives.

(35)

8 7 0

STUDENT ACTIVITY



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

C. Residual nitrogen

timetable for repetitive

air dives.

D. Surface decompression using

oxygen

E. Surface decompression using

(A

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

F. Nitrogen-Oxygen SCUBA Tables

G. Nitrogen-Oxygen repetitive

_dive procedurt,

H. Decompressic ,nd altitude

diving.

871



lAVAL srmion. nfVj.. AND SALVAGE -

SCUBA Diver A-413-nn23

Security Clearance: None

Lesson Topic: 2.1 Decompression Charting
2.2 Diving Formulas

4 Hours

INSTRDCTTONAL IlATITTALS:

0.5. Navy Diving 4anual, Vol. I

Student ruides

Standard Classroom Equipment

Films MT/WV) A/CB

Transparencies

,tfoyie Projector

Oyerbe4d Projector

4.

TERNr,TAL OBJECTIVE

1. Man the student completes this course,
be will be able to , given the following
diving situations:

Normal working dive to include &loth, job,
bottom time and water decompression. llormal .

working dive to include depth, job, bottom
time and surface decompression. Normal uorking
dive to include depth, job, bottom time and
surface decompression, 02.

Perforr necessary computations correctly,
select proper descent/ascent rates, select
proper decompression schedule and, using the
information, complete the Diving Chart and,
if applicable, Repetitive Dive Vork Sheet.

When the student completes this course, he will
be able to, given a diving situation and a sheet
containing formulas used $n diving, select the
applicable formula(s) and solve the problem posed
in the situation.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

1. DEFTNF and DESCPTBC, in writing, termR used in
niving Phrsics.

prmulr, in yrittng, the folloqing as to how the.,
affect the diver underwater:

a. Boyle's Law

h. ChArivs' Law

c. nalton's Inv

d. Denry's 1.av

3



ENASLITI nRJECTIVRS (fOHT41)

e. Heat Transfer

f. Sound Transmission

R. Light Fafraction

1. Orally 17XPLAIH the application
and use of all divine formulas.

CRITFSION T-FST

Hone

Hourvom

Volume A. Stwient Ciilih,, Ansionment Sheets
2-1-1A through 2-1-SA



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

InvinnvcTION TO TUE LESSON:

A

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUnENT ACTIVITY

1. Establish contact 1. Introduce self add
topic.

2. Establifel readiness 2. Get students ready to
learn. Create Interest.

3.. Establish effect 3. Bring out need and
value of the lesson.

4. Overview 4. State the Terminal
Objettive and, briefly,
the Enabling Objectives.

PRFSENTATTON: TAKE NOTES AS DEEMED
NECESSARY.

1. BASIC CONCEPT OF MATTER:

a. Physics is the science of
matter and energy and their
interactions.

b. Matter iS the substance of
which the universe is composed.

,

c. Energy is the force which worl,
upon and within the substance.

d. An element is the sinplist form
of matter which exhibits distinct
physical and chemical properties,
and cannot be broVen up into other,
more basic forms hy chemical neans.

75

C,

(1)

,6



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

e. The Atom is the smallest
particle of matter which
carries the specific
properties of an element.

Polecules are formed from
groups of atoms, and
usually exhibit different
properties than any of the
contributing atoms.

. THE THREE STATES OF MATTER:

1. Solids - Have definite
weight, shape, and volume.

2. Liquids - Have definite
volume and weight, but take
the shape of their container.

1. Cases - Have definite weight
and occupy space, but lacks
definite volme or shape.

h. The state in which a particular
substance exists depends upon
two factors:

I. PrinclpallysTempersture

2. Partially4Pressure

1. UNITS OF MEASUREIWNT

a. The metric system is currently
used in almost every country in
the world except the English
speaking ones, and it is widely

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(2)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

used throughout the
scientific community.

1. The principle unit of length
is the meter.

a. one meter 39.37 ins.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STVIENT ACTIVITY

h. 1000 meters 1 kilometer
(about .64 mi.)

c. For measuring smaller
lengths millimeter (um)
or centimeter (cm) are used.

2. The metric system uses its units
of length squared to measure area.

a. One square meter 10,000 sq. cm.

3. Units of volume Are units of length
cubed.

a. 1,nnA cubic centimeter 1 liter
(1,OOO cc)

h. 1 liter 0.001 cubic meters.

4. The kilogram is the standard metric
unit of weight and MASS. rot' smaller
masses the gram and milligram are used.

a. lnnn gma 1 Ifilogram 2.2 pounds

h. Innn milligrams *, 1 gram

5. The most commonly used metiic unit of
pressure is kilograms per square

centimeter. (kg/cm2)



OUTLINE OF INSTPUCTION

b. Fahrenheit and celaius
temperature scales.

1. Countries that use the
English system generally employ
the fahrenheit scale. Water
boils at 212.1, and freezes at
32.F,

2. Countries that use the metric
system, and most scientific
laboratories, use the celsius
scale. Water boils at 100.c
and freezes at 0.c.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDEXT ACTIVITY

3. Conversion of Temperature
Scales

a. Fahrenheit to Celsius VORK EXAMPLE

016/g (F-37)

(1) Substract 32 from v*
reading.

(2) multiply the result by
5/g.

b. Celsius to Fahrenheit NORIC EXAMPLE

IN.(9/5XC) + 12

(1) Hultiply q/5 X c reading

(2) Add 32 to the result.

sr? 9
(4)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION'

c. Peat energy is measured in
BTU's or calories.

1. BTU - British Thermal
Unit - is the amount of
heat needed to raise the
temperature of one kund
of water one degree
fahrenheit.

2. A calorie la the amount
of heat required to raise one
gram of water one degree
celsius.

d. Heat transfer is accomplished by
one of three methods, or by a
combination of them.

1. Conduction is the direct
transmission of heat from
molecule to molecule, or
through materials that are
in direct contact with each
others

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

2. Convection is the transmission of
heat by the movement of a liquOd
or a gas, an in an auto engine.

1. Radiation is the transmission of
heat by ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES of
ENERGY. Heat from the suny
electric heaters, and fireplaces
are primarily radiant heat.

8S1)

(5)
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=LINE nr ImsTRucTION

1. Pressure in Diving

a. Key Points
0.^

1. Pressure le defined as a
force acting upon a
pasticular area of matter.
It ls measured in poun4s
per square centimeter In
the metric system (KC/cm2)

2. Force is push or pull
measured in pounds.

1. Area is the surface that
force is exerted upon.

4. Any diver, at any depth,
must be in pressure balance
'with the forces at that depth.

S. Any consideration of pressure
obit always he thought of in
terms of attainings001

maintaining pressure balance.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

h. Types of Pressures
s

I. Atmospheric: The pressure of
the atmosphere, considered to
be constant at sea level, and
acts on all things in all
directions. At iea level the
atmosphere weighs 14.7 psi or
KG/00.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

2, Gage: Pressure
exerted on any submerged
.0bject. Gage pressure
is xero at sea level, and
is measured in psig.

INSTRPCTOR ACITVITY rrunn ACTIVITY

3. Barometric; Essentially
the same as atmospheric but
varying with weather conditions,
expressed in twos Of the
weight of a column of mercury
(standard pressure 29.92 ins, of
mercury or 760 millimeters of
mercury. (mmhe)

4. Ahanlotpt The total pressure
being exerted, gases.plus one
atmosphere. Measured as
pounds per square inch absolute
psia4

4. The composition of dry air

a. Component percent by volume

1. Nitrogen 76.084

2. Oxygen 20.946

3. Carbon nie*ide .031

4. Pare gases

a. Neon

b. Helium .003

c. Krypton

-ss2

(7)



iman OF IHSTRUCTIOH

d. Hydrogen

C. "Zenon

1. Radon nn3

g. Carbon Honoxide

5. Commonly Simplified as;

s. !iitrogen 7q

b. Oxygen 21 r4F1'AS1ZE

h. Oxygen (02)

I. Exists freely in
diatomic state.

2. Colorless, odorless, and
tasteless.

1. readily combines with other
elements. PIPPASI2C

4. Only gas that can sustain
life.

S. I6X minimum required to
sustain life at nea level.

6. Pro1onBa4 swpwire to oxy/Pin
it* harmful to the body.

IPSTRIICTOR ACTIVITY smila ACTIVITY

7. Superrtr combuntion, but does
not burn, r.atter can not burn

8S3unless orygen is present.

(8)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

C. Nitrogen (N2)

1. Physiologically inert.

2. Colorless, ordorless,
and tasteless.

i,qc4

3. Nitrogen narcosis is
a disorder resulting
from the anesthetic
properties of nitrogen
breathed under pressure.
Can result in a .loss of
orientation and pidge-
ment by a diver.

D. Helium (HE)

1. Exists in a monatomic
state.

2. colorless, odorless, and
tasteless.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

EMPHASIZE

3. Almoot totally inert and
insoluble in water. EMPHASIZE

4. Seven times lighter than
air.

5. Used in diving to elimin-
ate nitrogen narcosis in
deep diving operations.

6. Disadvantages

a. Voice distortion
Donald Duck Effect.

b. High thermal conductivity. (9)

.4)
STUDEivf ACTIVITY



OUTLINE or INSTRUCTION

E. Hydrogen (H2)

1. Exists in diatomic
state.

2. Colorless, odorless
and tasteless.

3. Rarely found in free
state on earth, but
very abundant in the
rest of the Universe,
the sun and stars are
almost pure hydrogen.

4. Lightest of all elements.

5. Violently explosive in
the presence of more
than 5.3% oxygen.

6. Hydrogen has been used
in diving, but the
hazards have limited its
use to little more than,
experimentation.

F. Neon (NE)

1. Exists in a monatomic
state.

2. Colorless, odorless, dila
tasteless.

3. Good conductor of elec-
tricity at very low
pressures.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

80S

8S7



OUTLINE OF IN4:TRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

8ss

4. Glows with distinctive
ordnge-red color.

5. Has been used experi-
menti64 in diving.

G. Carbon Dixoide (CO2)

1. Exists in a diatomic
state.

2. Colorless, odorless,
and tasteless in low
percentages, has an
acid taste and odor
in greater concentrations.

3. Natural by-prOduct of
respiration.

4. Foi divers the two maim
concerns with CO2 are
control of the quantity in
the breathing supply, and
removal of the exhaust
after breathing.

5. In high concentrations CO2
can be exte'emely toxic.

-

H. Carbon Monoxide (CO)

1. Exisils in a monatomic
state.

2. Does not occur in quantity
in the air.

3. Most commonly found in the
exhaust of internal combustion
engines.

STUDENT ACTIVITYclo



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

4. taghly poisonous to man.

5. Odorless, colorless, and
tasteless.

I. Water Vapor (H20)

1. Air contains water vapor
which is considered a gas,
and is responsible for
humidity in the divers air.

2. Problems from too much water
vapor in divers air supply.

a. Fogged up face plate.

b. Frozen air-lines.

c. Chilling of body.

3. Proble-s from too little
'water vapor in divers air
supply.

5. Gas lawb

890

a. Irritated sinuses

b. Irritated throat.

c. Dried out gaskets in
pumps and air-lines.

A. Kinetic theory of gases.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIIVTY STUDENT ACTIVITY

1. The basic explanation of the
behavior of gases under.all
variations of temperature and
pressure is known as the kinetic (12)

Cil

891



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

theory of gases.

2. Two factors related to
kinetic theory

a. Mplecular speed - A
temperature function.

b. Gas weight - Type gas
function.

C. A change in one of
these factors, must
result in some measure-
able change in the other
factors.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(13

3. The kinetic energy of any
gas at a given temperature
is the same as the kinetic
energy of any other gas at
the same temperature, con-
sequently the pressures of all
gases resulting from kinetic
energy are affected by the
same factors.

B. Doylet Law - Pressure-Volume INST. Show i Tell ST. Listens, take
Relationship (P/V) notes, ask questions.

Pi Vi=P2 V2
1. If the temperature remains

constant, the volume of P=Absolute Pressure
a gas will vary inversely V=Volume
as the absolute pressure, 1=1st state of container
while the density will 2=2d state of container
vary directly as the
pressure.

}3



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

2. Deals with

a. Squeezes

b. Air embolism

3. Pressure increase-
Volume decrease-
squeeze results, if
descent is uncontrolled

4. Pressure decrease-
Volume increase results
in air embolism if un-
controlled on ascent.

5. Density increases
directly with pressure
up to a point, at deeper
depths density increase
slows down, but gener-
ally, if the pressure
on a gas is doubled, the
density is doubled.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

C. Charles' Law-Temperature- INST. Show & Tell
Volume Relationship

1. If the pressure is kept Yi
constant, the volume of T1
a gas will vary directly
as the absolute temperature.

2. Deals with

a. Charging SCUBA bottles

b. Mixing & analyzing,
breathing medias.

V2
T2

T=Absolute Temp.
Add 4600 to temp.
reading for F° absol.
Add 273° to temp.
reading for C° Absol.

(14)

ST. Listens, take notes
ask questions.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

c. Recompression
chamber operations.

3. Volume increases with
temperature increase.

4. Volume decrease with
temperature decrease.

NOTE; It follows that if volume
rather than pressure is kept
constant, the absolute pres-
sure will increase in propor-
tion to the absolute temper-
ature.

D. General Gas Law - Combination
of Boyle's and Charles' Laws

1. Boyle's and Charles
demonstrated that with any
gas the factors of temp-
ature, volume and pressure
were so interrelated that a
change in any of these
factors must be balanced by
a corresponding change in one
or both of the others.

E. Dalton's Law - Partial pressure
Law

S96

1. The total pressure exerted
by a mixture of gases is the
sum of the pressures that
would be exerted by each of
the gases if it alone were
present and occupied the
total volume.

P1 V1 P2 V2
Tl T2

Formula discussed
during period on
formulations.

(15)

STUDENT ACTIVITY co

I"
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

2. To illustrate,
all cylinders are
assumed to be of
equal size.

a. 80/20 N2 02 mix =
80% N2 + 20% 02 =
Orginal Pressure. /

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

b. At sea level
(Atmosphere Absolute)

0.8 ATM=11.76 psi (N2)

0.2 ATM=2.94 psi (02)

1.0 ATM=14.70 psi Total
pressure exerted.

c. At 5 atmospheres absolute

4.0 ATM=73.5 psi Total
pressure exerted

d. Total partial pressure
exerted by 02 at 5ATM is
approximately equal to the
air pressure at sea level.

F. Henry's Law - Absortion Law

sqs

1. The amount of gas that will
dissolve in a liquid at a
given temperature is almost
directly proportional to the
partial pressure of that gas.

PLACE ON CHALK BOARD

41

(1)
899 "g

os-



OUTLINE OP INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

2. Very important in
the formulation of
decompression tables.
Three factors affect
gas absorption by
human tissues.

a. Depth of dive-

0 b. Time of'dive at
depth. EMPHASIZE

9t)()

c. Condition of the
body to supply and
return N2 to and from
the lungs.

3. Gas di-fuses and dissolves
in blood because of diff-
erences in partial pressures
between inhaled and exhaled
air.

G. Arch,imedes Principle - Laws of
Floatation iv Buoyancy

1. Any object wholly or-partially
immersed in a liquid is buoyed .

up by a force equal to the
weight of the liquid displaced.

2. Deals with:

a. Floatation

b. Blow-ups

c. Lifting capacities

d. Buoyancy (17)

A

STUDENT ACTIVITY al

1P4
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

3. The laws of
Floatation:

a. A floating body
displaces a volume
of liquid equal to
its' own weight.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

b. A body'sinks when the
weight of the liquid
displaced is less than
the weight of the body.

c. A submerged body remains
in t4uilibrium when the
,/eight of the liquid
displaced equals the
exact weight of the body.

d. A submerged body will
float when the body weighs
less than the volume of
the liquid displaced.

6. Energy in DivirP!

A. The effects of light rays under-
water consists principally of four
major changes in the divers ability
to perceive objjectives.

902

1. Intensity of light underwater is
altered by:

a. Light reduction due to
absorption

6. The brightness of the light.

SHOW MOVIES MN8749
A&B

Med. Aspect of Diving
Mech. Effects of Prensure

- (18)

Oc

CO
903



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY
Oc

c. As the diver
descends, the
quantity of light
decreases, but not
necessarily in
regular amounts
because of density,
salinity and turbidity
changes.

904

2. Color Absorption

a. Increases with depth

b. Different colors are'
absorbed out of the
visible spectrum as
the diver descends.

(1) In clean water,
red is removed
first. Red
objects appear black.

(2) Yellow is next, yellow
objects appear'blue.

(3) Green and finally blue
are removed with
progressively increasing
depth.

3. Light Diffusion

a. Light rays are scattered and
deflected in all directions.

b. Diffusion contributes to the
reduction in total 'illumination,

(10)

99:";



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

but at the same
time tends to aid
vision by spreading
the light evenly
through the water at
any given depth.

4. Light Refraction

a. Refraction causes
bending and mag-
nification of
objects underwater.

b. Distances appear
different underwater
due to refraction.

(1) Opjects appear
one-quarter cloi..1r

(2) In turbid water,
brightness dims,
causing an apparent
increase in the
distance, which gets
greater the farther
away the object is.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

B. Sound travels faster in water
than in air.

1. The speed of sound in air is
1,090 feet per second.

2. In water, sound travels four
times as fast.

91)6 3. Sound energy is greatly reduced
when it passes from one medium (20)
to another.

03
907



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

a. Divers cannot
talk to each other
easily through water.

b. Tenders cannot shout
to divers underwater.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY cio

(11

4. Appreciable amounts of He02
or high pressure air can
alter vocal quality to
produce a "Donald Duck"
effect in divers' speech.

APPLICATION

LI

III

IV

V

SUMMARY:

I. Basic Concepts of Matter

a. Physics

b. Matter

c. Energy

d. Elements

e. Atom

908 (21) mos



UTLINE OF INSTRUCTION'.----) INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

f. Molecule

g. Three States of Matter

1. Solid

2. Liquid

3. Gas

"A. Factors affecting state
of substances

1. Temperature

2. Pressure

II. Units of Measuremerlt

A. Metric System

1. Unit of length meter

2. Unit of length squared -
area

3. Unit of length cubed -
volume

4. Unit of weight - gram

B. Fahrenheit and celsius
temperature scales

9 II)
1. Conversion of scales

00
a. Fahrenheit to celsius 9 1_1 01

c=5/9 (F-32) P
(22)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

b. Celsius to Fahrenheit
f=9/5Xc)+32

III. Pressure in Diving

A. Pressure

B. Force

C. Area

D. Types of Pressure

1. Atmospheric

2. Gage

3. Barometric

4. Absolute

IV. Composition of Air

A. Nitrogen

B. Oxygen

C. Argon

D. Carbon Dioxide

E. Rare Gases

V. Gas Laws

A. Kenetic Theory

B. Boyles' Law
91

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(23)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

C. Charles' Law

D. General Gas Law

E. Daltons' Law

F. Henrys' Law

G. Archiemedes(Principle

VI. Energy in Diving

A. Underwater effects of
Light

1. Intensity

2. Aborption

3. Diffusion

4. Refraction

B. Underwater Sound Effects

1. Speed of sound in air

2. Speed of sound in water

3. Sound reduction when
passing from one media
to another.

914

4r,

4

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(24)



NAVAL SCHOOL DIVING AND SALVAGE

SCUBA Diver A-433-0023

Security Clearance : None

Lesson Topic: 2.2 Diving Formulas

6 Hours

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS:

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Vol. I

Student Guides

Standard Classroom Equipment

TERMINAL OBJECTIVE

1. When the student completes this
course he will be able to, given
a diving situation and a sheet
containing formulas used in div-
ing, select the applicable
formula(s) and solve the problem
posed in the situation.

916

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

1. Orally EXPLAIN the meaning of all
symbols used in diving formulas

2. Orally EXPLAIN the application and
use of all diving formulas.

3. DESCRIBE, in writing, the sequence
of computation for determining:

a. The area of a square/rectangle

b. The area of a circle

C. The volume of a cube

d. The volume of a sphere

e. The volume of a cylinder

f. Lifting capacity in fresh
water (in pounds)

g. Lifting capacity in salt water
(in pounds)

h. Compressor out-pile

i. Over-bottom pressure requirement

cut-off depth

K. Maximum oxygen percent

1. effective atmosphere

m. partial pressure of a gas (in ps

917



ENABLING OBJECTIVES (CONT'D)

n. Volume left after falling
(squee7e)

o. Volume increase after
blow-up (embolism)

p. Emergency hose test

CRITERION TEST

1. Given a diving situation and
sheet containing formulas
used in diving, select the
applicable formula(s) and
solve the problem posed in
the situation.

HOMEWORK

Volume A. Student Guide Assignment
Sheets 2-2-IA thru 2-2-3A



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

PRESENTATION:

A. Formula's for Area's

1. Area of a Square

A=LxW

A.-Area

L=Length

W=Width

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

INST. Demonstrates
all formula's

2. Area

A=1/4

1/4

02=

of a Circle

X 02 or A=TTX 12

= .7854

Diameter Squared

A=Area

IT=3.1416

R2=Radius Squared

B. Formula's for Volumes

1. Volume of A Cube

V=LxWxll

V=Volume

L=Lenyth

W=Width919
H=Height (1)

STUD2NTS listen
and ask questions

9,2()

.01010%



UTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

2. Volume of a Sphere

V=1/6 X D3 (1/6 =.5236

V=Volume

1/6 = .5236

D3=Diameter Cubed

3 Volume of a Cylinder

V=1/4 X 1)2 X L

1/4 =.7854

1)2 = Diameter Squared

L= Length

4. Volume remaining after

fall (squeeze)

DL f 33
Vol. Rem.

hA + 33

DL=Depth left from

INSI-JCTOR ACTIVITY

INST. Demonstrates

DA=Depth Arrived at
one/atmos

t33=To make both depths absolute

Vol. Rem. = Volume remaining

(2)

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Students listen

and ask questions.

oo

9(32 C°



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY (biri

S. Volume Increase after

Blow-up (air Embolism)

DL+33
= Vol. Inc.

DA+33

DL = Depth left from

DA = Depth arrived at

+33= one atmos. to make

depth absolute

Vol. Inc. Volume increase

C. Formula's for lifting capacities INST. Demonstrates Student listens and
1. L/C in F/W

asks questions

L/C = Vx62.4 - wt. of

lifting unit (1/U)

L/C = Lifting capacity

V = Volume

62.4 - wt. of 1 cu ft F/W

F/W = fresh water

9?4
U = Lifting unit

wt. = weight

(3)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

2. L/C in S/W

L/C V x 64 - wt. of

lifting unit (L/U)

L/C = lifting capacity

V = Volume

. 64 = wt. of 1 c. ft. (S/W)

S/W = salt water

L/U = lifting unit

wt. = weight

D. F4 Aula's for Air Requirements

1. Compressor output (minimum)

1) X 4.5 X N = CFM

(71i)1 i 1) = effective atmos. of

the dive (absolute)

4.5 cu. ft. - min. vent

requirements per man/min.

N = Number of divers

NOTE: Always calculate for

at least two divers - one

diving and one stand-by diver.

INST. Demanstrates

(4)

v

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Student listens

and asks questions



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTIJiA

2. Over bottom Requiremeat

OP + 33) x .445 + 50 or

100 psi OBR

(D 4 33) x .445 = psia at

bottom

+50 or 100 psi = required

over, bottom pressure

NOTE: It is desired to

have 100 psi over bottom

on dives deeper than 120 ft.

C. Formula's for 11e02 Diving

1. Cut off depth for 02

1.6 x 33 - 33
02%

02 = oxygen cut-off depth

1.6 x 33 = eff. atmos.

02% = t of 02 for dive

-33 = psig in ans.

02

9,

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

INST. Demonstrates

(1.6 x 33 = 52.80 ft.)

(5)

CX)

Student listens and

ask questions

92S



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

Max. 02

02
1.6 x 33
D t 33

02 = Max. 02 percent

for depth of dive

1.6 x 33 = eff. atmos.

of dive

D + 33 = absolute

depth of dive

3. Effective Atmospheres

of Dive

/F =if33 ) x 02%E
33

E/F = Eff. Atmos.

D 4 33 = Absolute depth

of dive

02 % = 02 percent used

for dive

33 - number of ft. in

1 atmos.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

1.6 x 33 = 52.80 ft.

(1.6 x 33 = 52.80 ft.)

(6)
q3n 5it.;



TLIN1:: OF INSTRUCTION

F. Miscellaneous Formula's

1. Partial pressure of a

(Jas

P/P (D + 33) x .445 x

% of gas

p/p = partial pressure

(D + 33) = absolute depth

of dive

.445 = psi exerted by

1 ft. S/W

% of qas =,= percent of gas

in question

2. Emergency hose test

(D + 33) x .445 + 50 or

100 x

(Hold for ;10)

D + 33 = Absolute depth

of dive

.445 = psi exerted by

1 ft. S/W

931

a

INSTE _TOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVII.

(1)

9 '32



MINE OF INSTRUCTION

5° psi ,= over-bottom req.
100

x2 gives 100% over max.

anticipated pressure

of dive.

APPLICATION

ITLl

IV

V

SUMMARY

I. Formula's for area

A. Square

B. Circle

II. Formula's for volume

A. Cube

B. Sphere

C. Cylinder

D. Vol. Remaining

after fall (squeeze)

qe13

INSTPUC R ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(8)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

E. Vol. Increase after

blow-up (air embolism)

III. Formula's for lifting

capacities

A. L/C in fresh water

B. L/C in salt water

IV. Formula's for air requirements

A. Compressor output

B. over bottoth requirement

V. Formula's for Ile02 diving

A. Cut-off depth for oxygen

B. Maximum oxygen per cent

C. Effective atmospheres

of dive

VI. Miscellaneous Formula's

A. Partial pressure of a gas

B. Emergency hose test

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

96 4

(9)



SCUBA Diver A-413-0021

Security Clearances None

Lesson Topic 3.1, Resuscitation

1 Hour

INSTPUCT1ONAL MATERIALS:

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Vol. 1

Standard Classroom Equipment

Student Guides

"MUST-ANN" RECORDING 14114,tY

AMON Resuscitator

Plastic Airways

NAVAL minn nimil AND samr

TERMINAL OBJECTIVE

1. When the student completes this course, he will
be able to demonstrate proper procedures for
the application of mouth-to-mouth and mechanical
(AMBN) resuscitation.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

1. Orally DESCRIBE emergency situations in which ar-
tificial reapiration/reauscitation would toe used.

2. Orally EXULAIN the necessity for maintaining free
unobstructed 4.1rway while administering artifiCal
respiration/resuscitation.

3. Orally EXPLAIN the procedures for proper adminis-1
tration of artificial respiration/resuscitation.

4* Orally DESCRIBE the use of the mouth-to-mouth me-
thod of artificial respiration/resuscitation using
a plastic airway.

CRITERION TESTp

Doing a recording "Resusi-Ann", demonstrate proper
procedures for the application of month-to-mouth and
mechanical CAMBU) resuscitation.

1101WVORK

_Volume A, Student Guide, Information Sheet 1-1-114
Assignment Sheets 1-1-IA and 3-1-2A.

9 3



OUTLINE OF IHSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

1. renaral considorations. On C/B Abbreviations

A. Definitions. ECK- External cardiac

1. Cardiopulmonary arrests massage.

the absence of functional PDIR - routh-to-mouth re-

ventilation and circula- susitation.

Lion in an individual not CPR - Cardiopulmonary re-

expected to die. suaitation.

2. Reausitation; hction taken

to restore cardiopulmonary

vital signs of breathiqg

and heartbeat.

B. Both cardi..c arrest and lad.

of reapiratiqn may occur in

the same victim.

1. Where both conditions exist

in the same pt. breathing

must be restored first.

a. If ventilation is not

started in 4-6 min. cere

(1)



=LINE wir INSTRuCTION

'bral anoxii. "Brain

Beath" that cannot he

reversed begins.

b. Such ventilation must

be swift and positive

to be effective.

2. E.C.H. can be delayed un-

til airway patency and

venti;ation have been re-

stored.

2. Pulmonary Reauitation.

A. Causes of pulmonary failure.

I. Hechanical blockage of air-

way.

a. Vatter-drowning

b. vomitus

c. blood

d. Yoriegn bodies-false teeth.

.,r
food portielos. etc.

INSTRUCTQR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

939 (2)



nummt nir risTRucTum INSTRUCTQR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

2. Paralysis of respiratory

system.

a. Damage to brain or spinal

cord.

1. Accidental trauma

2. Chemical action, i.e.

poisoning

b. Electrical shock.

1. Disruption of respiratory

muscla action due to trauma.

4. Reactioas to medicine, food,

etc. (anaphulactic shock).

D. Pulmonary resualtstion-Restoring

Breathing.

1. Follow the "ABC's" of resusita-

tiow.

a. "A".-maintain fairway. patency. I()

b. "B"..breathin& - insure re-

(3)



AMINE OF IUSTRUCTION

splratory exchange.

46.06
c. micardiac output -

check for pulse.

2. Maintaining an open or

patent airway.

a. Open victims mouth.

L. Grab lower jaw A

pull.

2..11111 tend to pull

tongue from back of

the throat.

I. Extend head backward

on the neck at the same

time.

c. Check for foriegn body-

false teeth, food chunks,

etC

INSTRPCTOR ACTIVITY STUDFNT ACTIVITY

Demonstrate on resust-

ann (explain each step).

Demonstr4te.

9 (4)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

1. flay be vomitus-or

food bolus(lump).

2. Turn pt on ono side

and strike sharply

between shoulder blades.

3. Remove with forceps

(tongs) or suction

it necessary.

INSTRucto IrTIVITy sTunEmT ACTIVITY

Demonstrate.

1. Pinch,vi-ctims nostrils. Demonstrate.

4. Apply mouth-to victims mouth. Demonstrate.

a. Cover mouth & nose of small'

child.

b. Hake certain you have a seal.
/

5. Exhale into PT's mouth. B.S.

a. Watch tor chest rise.

b. 1100cc to 1000cc is the mini-

mum amount required for ad-

otquate ventilation.

9 4 2_, (5)



MUNE OF INSTRUCTION

6. Repeat 10-12 timea per

min. for an adult; 20

times par Min. for child.

7. Continue HMR without in-

terruption.

a. If victim revives, watch

for further need of re-

spiratory assistance,

b. Person inIttating MNR

can be relieved if it can

lib done without interup-

tion.

c. Continua until medical

help arrives.

B. Mechanical reausitation "ArIBU".

1. The AMU ban/mask mechanical

INSTRUCTQR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

9 3 (6)

4.

$:')3



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

resusitator Is preferable

to 11.11.R.

a. More positive ventilation.

b. Provides a better (mouth

and nose) eal.

c. Superior esthetic qualities.

d. Can be utilized with A
2
hoe-

tie.

INSTRWTOR ACTWITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Shoit AVIlti bag to T/E

Pas8 around.

2. Operaled by manual compression Demonstrate en Resusi- Student individually demonstrate

of pliable rubber bag. ann. ventilation by Wilt.

3. Valuable tool for diving lockers. Correct mistakes as

3hou14 be on diving platforms/ necessary.

boats.

b. Keep one in or near chamber.

3. Cardiac resusitation. That action or

group of actions taken to restore heart

output and cerebral circulati,sn.

A. Csausea of Cardiai arrest.

(7)

9 4



°MUNI?. OF INSTRUCTIPH

I. Electric shock.

2. Traumatic shock.

1. Asphyxia

4. Comhination of injuries

visTruirum ArTIVIrt STUDENT ACTIVITY

or conditiona.

a. Wypoxia and ntic.

B. shock and embollum.

c. Trauma, shock and hemor-

rhage.

d. Almout eny traumatic com-

hination, If severe enough.

B. Recognition of cardiac arrest.

I. Ahuence of a pulse in major vehael.

a. Check carotid pulse at the side

of the neck.

h. Wrist pulse is mout commonly

nued, but can be difficult to

locate.



°MINE OF 1NSTRUCTIM INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITIF STITEtiT ACTIVITY

c. Femeral pulse id reliable,

but can he hard to find 1.

inaccensible. ('omen)

2. Cynnnete this condition of

blun-tinged slin, lips I. nail

beds, indicates circulation

failure.

1. If heart action has been in-

terrupted for more than 4 min.

damage to brain (cerebral) will

result.

a. Revival after 4 min. vill

probably display some per-

anent damage.

b. Extent of cerebral damage

is directly related to length

.1 time heart action has

stopped.

9emonstrate bow carotid

pulse le. taken:

Use reeust-anne.

9 16

(9)



nirrl.PW. OF liISTRUCTIOn

-C. Cardiac resualtation, the

restoration of cardiac suf-

ficiency and circulatory flow.

1. ECM - External cardiac mas-

sage.

a. Can arfiticially maintain

upto 30Z of blood flow'to

brain I. vital organs.

I. Maaaage should be continued

until revival, stopped by

nedical officer or doctor,

or until carotid pulse hafi

been absent for 15 min.

2. flethnd of application.

a. Checi: for carotid polite.

b. If cardiac arrest waa wit-

nessed, one initial sharp

hioo to the sternal area

MSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDITT ACTIVITY

a

Demonstrate ECU using

Pesuai-anne.,

9 A 7
(10)



OHTEPT or IrsTryrrlot!

may restore heart action.

c. Place victim on a rigid

alarface.

d. Kneel on either aide of

victim.

e. Place heal of either hand

on lower half of terum,

with fingers pointing to-

"fda oppooite armpit.

I. Place other hand over tbe

firat to give added force

in overcoming rib cage re-

sintanc2.

g. Get shonlders up over wrists

and locb your elbows.

h. Exert force dounwards, using

body weight to depress the

I-11) f.agi. 400- 1 1/2 Inr+P.,.

irsirlirTnr ACTIVITY STUDEIT ACTIVITY

S



OrTLIM: OF 1MSTRUCTi1l ITISTPITTOR ACTIVITY STPDFIT ACTIvITY

I. Release pres9ure.

Av Repeat the compressio7A-

releatie cycle.

1. Frequency should he about one

cycle per second.

D. Pheti, both respiratorr aod cardiec

arrest exist in the same victim:

1. Provide 3 quick ventilations.

2. Deliver one quid' blow to the

chekt.

3. tiepin FOI.

4, Alternate ECM and MMit on a ratio

of eight compressioam to one

ventilation.

Pecheck for carotid pulse every

I min.

6. Maintain this rhythm until revivalu

victirl is pronounced dead, or no

919
(12)



OUTLINE Ov INSTRUCTION IESTIWCTCP ACTIVITY STUDENT ACT1"ITY .

pulse is detected for

1S min.

7. Send for medical assistance.

E. Other advanced cardio pulmon-

ary resusitation techniques.

I. Electrical defibrillation-

a. Mat successful when ap-

plied within ln se,:onds

of,collapse.

b. A DC capacitor discharge

apparatt.s La Mied:

1. Paddles applied to

chest

2. 400 watt-seconds jolt

Is used.

3. 60-100 u-s for children.

C. Alternate dafihrillation w1th

ECU. r) -

( ))



OUTUINF OF INSTPPCTInn IlSTRPCTOR ACTIVITY nunrIT ACTIVITY

2. Drug therapy can be

utilized in conjunction

with E.C.M.

e. I.V. adminintration

of fluids and drugs.

b. lntra cardiac injection

can he used.

c. Some drugs administered

are:

1. EpluephizIne.

2. Isoproterenol.

3. Calcium chlnride.

4. Sodium bicarbonate.

S. tioreptnepitrine(levo phed).

6. iletaraminol(aramine).

Y. Atropine.

(14)

9 5



lAVAL SCHOOL f1vIr( A70) smArArr

MBA Piver p-411-An71

Security Clearance: UMW

Lesson Topic 1.2, Nemmorrhape Treatment.

1/2 Door

InST4UCTIONAL NATENIALS;

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Vol. I

Student Guides

"Pirsusi-AnN" pErminm DIPPIY

Standard Classroom Equipment

Bandage Haterial

Tourniquets

lj 5 2

TEBVIVAL OBIECTIVE

1. ;:ben tie student completes this course, he will
to demcgatrate the treatment of hemor-

rhage through tho utilization of pressure point
and:or direct prtosure methods.'

ruAntrn OBJECTIVES

1. MU, !:y pointing, the major pressure points of -

body.

2. Orally EXPLAIN the conditions that warrant the use
of a tourniquet.

1. Orally STATE the danger of loosening a tourniquet.

Orally EXPLAIN the pressure point method -! treat-
ment for a hemorrhage stressing areas of the body
where the netbod is applicable.

5. Ovally FrPLAIN the direct pressure method of treat
ment of henorrhage stressing areas of the body
where tie nethod is applicable.

CRITERION TEST

1. Using the "Pestssi-Anne" Recording Dummy as a vic-
tim with the instructor indicating hypothetical
wounds, demonstrate the treatment of hemorrhage
through the utilization of pressure point and/or
direCt pressure

HONEWORr

Volume A, Student Guide Assignmant Sheets 1-2 -1A and
3-2-2A.



OUTLINE OF TUNTWCTION.

1. Contrul of eassive Hemorrhage.

A. Types of Demorrhage.

1. Arterial Pleedinx.

A. Prikbt red blood color.

h. Jets or spurts of blood

coinciding with beart

beat or pulse.

2. Venman Pleeding.

a, Dila crimson color.

b. Steady Strear of blood.

R. location of lIermorrhage.

1. External bleeding is easily

seen.

2. internal bleeding is diffi-

cult to diagnose and more

difficult ot nanape. six"

of this event include:

a. Foist Clammy pale srin.

IVSTRUCTOP ACTIVITY ST1MF.NT ACTIVITY

Litit OA C.P. Tact notes ad necessary

(1)



rdnTinr or msinrrilnu

Veal. rapid pulse.

e. nepresmed blood pres-

sure.

d. Possihle fainting.

e. Presence of blood in vomituL

urine atool, or in coughed-

UP mucous.

INSTP1ICTOP ACTIvITY STUnriT ACTIV I Ty

1. Control of internal bleeding la

bebt left to trained medical per-

Rolm el.

C. Control of external arterial F. 'lenoua

Hemorrhage.

1. Pirect Preabure. Demon6trate ening "flautist- Obuerve

a. Pethod of choice. Ann".

h. Apply pressure directly over

the injury and apply firnly.

C. Use oterile bandage material

if it is available.

T54

(2)

4



0171.11F. OF In:1'14111'T Inn

d. Anything can he used in

emerpency.

2. Pressure points.

a. liethod of dnbioua value.

b. Points airs easily _for- Ann".

gotton.

c. difficult to

locate.

J. Effectiveness increases

when omp4 In conjunction

with direct pressure.

1. Totuniquet application. timmoustrate using Observe.

A. Applied above site of in- "Resusi-Ann".

jury.

.11STRUCTOR ACTIVITY sionurr ACTIVITY

Each student demonsfrate

procedure using "Pesusi-

. Chines entire blood supply

below site of application.

c. Amputation often results aH

4 of

r9 a

(3)



ilUTLINI" OF IASTNUCTION

I. neuerve tourniquet ap-

plications to situations

uhere liter amputation is

a likely possibility.

IN:SIM:MAP ACTIVITY fTUINNT ACTIVITY

(,)



SCDRA Diver A-411-o023

Security Clearances Hone

Lesson Topic 31, Shock Treatment

1 Hour

IHSTRUCTIOHAL VATEPTAL:

U.S. 'levy Diving Hanual,

Standar, Classroom Equipment

"RESHSU-Afitt" PITORUINC nrnlY

Student Culdes

HAvAL SCHOOL nivIlr pm SALVAor

TEW'IUAL marl%

1. Phan the student completes thin course he will
be able to demonstrate lie first aid treatment
for victims of shock.

EIABL1HO OBJECTIVES

1. Orally STATE the moat common cause of shock.

2. Orally DESCRIBE the ymptoms of shock.

3. Orally El:MAW the procedures for treatment of
victims of shock.

CRITER104 TEST

l'sing the "RESHSI-AHN" Recording Dummy as a hypo-
thetical victim, demonstrate the first aid treat-
ment for victims of shock.

Volume A, Student Guide Apaignment Sheet 1-3-1A.



OUTLINE OF INSTnI0CTIO4

1. Shiva' Ssndruele

A. Shock is defined as the ra-

pid depression of circolatory

body centers.

1. Fluid loss tu tissues due

to increased permeability

of vessel walls.

2. Resultant loss of n,, beat

and some 002 retention.

B. Types of shock.

I. Oligemic shock - lo4As of

blood.

2. Emotional shock.

1. Traumatic shock - result of

any injury.

4. Electrical shock.

S. Toxic shock - Action of some

poisons.

IrsrpprTnr ACMITY FTUWIT ACTIVITY

List on C.A. Take notes as necessary.

959

(1)



()Irrupt nr it,STRPCTInw TrsTrlIcToR ACTIVITY STIMINT ACTIVITY

C. Symptoms

I. Fyen are glassy and dtlated. Lint on C.B. Take notes as necessary.

2. Breathing ia rapid, becoming

shallow and irregulsr in

advanced shock.

3. Skin and lips nay he pale or

greyfah-blua.

4. Pentlessneee and aprehension.

D. Treatment. Demonstrate using "RUM- Individually demonstrate

1. Lay patient down and elevate ANNE" procedures.

feet.

2. Kees warm to conserve heat.

3. If concious, give him small

aips of soda bicarbonate by

mouth.

4. Reassure him 10 prevent from

viewing his injuries.

(2)

95 9



NAVAL SCHOOL DIVING AND SALVAGE

S CUBA DIVER A-433-0023

S ECURITY. CLEARANCE: NOME
LESSON TOPIC 3.4, First Aid Treatment

5 112 Hours

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS;

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, VOL. I
S tandard classroom equipment
Student guides
B andage. and splinting material
S tokes, Ridgid, and Sami-ridgid 4.tters
Reference; Handbook of the Hospital pmrps'

TERMINAL OBJECTIVE.

1. When tha student completes this course,
he will be ablA to, giver, a hypoLhetical
case requiring first aid treatment,
describe, in a sequence of steps,
appropriate action. Include, as a
minimum, name of injury/condition,
treatment and post-treatment.actions.

E NABLING OBJECTIVES

1. Orally STATE the three purposes of
first aid.

2. Orally DESCRIBE the conditions that
necessitate the rescue of an injured

. person prior to the administraticin
of first aid.

960

(I)

ENABLING OBJECTIVES (CONT'D)

3. 14a1ly STATE the goneral_firat aid rule.

4. DEVINE, in writing, terms used in first aid

5; Wounds;

a. Orally STATE the three basic rulea In
treating wounds.

b. Orally DESCRIBE the principles involved
In dressing wounds of the head, neck,
chest, abdomen and limbs.

6. Fractures:

a. EXPLAIN, in writing, how to immobolise
the following types of fractures:

(9 Simple

(2) Compound

(3) Greenstick

(4) Comminuted

(5) Impacted



1

ENABLING OBJECTIVES (CONT'10

b. DESCRIBE, la writing, the immobilisa-
tion and tranaportation.of parson
with fractured spina.

7. Boat vitimat

a. Orally DESCRIBE the trsatment tor heat
exhaurtion.

b. Orally DESCRIBE the treatment for a
victim suffering a heat stroke.

B. Burns:

a. DESCRIBE, in writing, the three degree.
of borne and how they are determined.

b. DESCRIBE. in writing, the immediate
firet aid treatment for burr:. victims.

9. Cold injuries:

a. Orally DESCRIBE the categories of cold
injuries.

h. DESCRIBE, in writing, the ireatment for
various degrees of cold injuries.

10. Personnel rescue:

a. Orally DESCRIBE each of the following
eLretchers and their uses:

(1) Neil-Pobertson

(2) Stokes

(3) Army litter

(2)

ENAILImo OBJECTIVES (COMT'D)

b. Orally DESCRIBE the proceduraa to be
followed to remove a victim of
electrical shock la term; Of your
own safety.

c. Orally DESCRIBE the procedures to be
followed to remove 4 victim overcome
by tozic fumes in teems of your own
safety,

DESCRIBE, in writing, the procedure far
treatment of 041144 hits.

12. Animal bites:

a. Orally DESCRIBE the najor concern in
all animal bites.

b. DESCRIBE, An writing, the treatment
for nimal bite..

CRITERICH TEST

t. Given two hypothetical cases requiring
'first aid treatment, describe, in a
sequence of steps, the appropriate action.
Include, as a minimum, name of injury/
condition, treatment and post treatment
actions.

HOMEWORK: Applicable Workbook (Student Guide)
Aseignment.

9 09



CUTL1NE OF INSTRUCTION

I. Genital Principles

A. Purposes of first aid.-

1. To save life.

2. The prevention of further

injury.

1. Preservation of vitellty En

an scdidept victim.

B. General rules for administration Emphasise

mumron ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Place purposes on.C/I Take notfs/complate

fill-ins.

953

of First *id.

1. Keep the paticAt in the

prone position unless

injury indicatea otherwise.

Determine the extent of

Victims injuries.

a. Cardfully remove

clothing from around

the wound.

b. Visually check for

further obvioup in-

juries A prinrity.

conditioas.
(3)

example



OUTLINS'OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY
4

o. Examine exPremities for

broken hops..

3. Do MOT attempt to move or

transport tits victim until

you have fully examined him.

4. Do NOT give an unconscious

victim anything by mouth.

a. Mhy block ailday.

b. Hay induce choking or

vomiting.

5. Try to prevent the victim

from seeing his injury.

a. May induce or deepen shock.

b. Hay sake further examination

difficult.

6. Reassure the victim.

a. Allay his fears.

b. Provide calming influence.

7. Act calmly, quickly sad efficiently.

(4) 9C35



OMANI OW INSTRUCTION

C. Definitions ueei in First Aid.

.1. first aid Is that iiction

taken to preserve life and

vitality and insure safe

removal to medical assistance.

2. A wound is 4 break in the

continuity of the skin that

results in an opening in the

skin.

3. A fracture is a broken bone

that is result of 4 trauma,

-

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY -STUDENT ACTIVITY _

4. Trauma is any injury to the

body and can be mental as

well as physical.

D. Emergency First Aid Priorities.

I. first priority must he accorded SNITAAJTE.

to respiratory failure.

956
(5)



OUTLINR OW INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

2. Cardiac resusitation to

restor blood flow to

vital organs If that heart

has stopped.

3. Nasally* arterial and/or venous

hemorrhage must be checked

effectively or serious and

possibly fatal blood loss

can occur.

4. Treat for shock.

a. Solar degree of shock I.

present in all trauma

cases, and should be

dealt with, even it no

symptoms are displayed.

b. Fatalities from shock have

4 occured as a result of

seemingly inconsequential

Injuries.

(37.

(6)
9

A.
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OUTLINI OP INSTRUCTION

5. Treat for burns, if necessary.

6. Check for and anage any

broken bones.

II. Wounds end Their Management.

A. Three basic rules of wound

management.

1. Stop bleeding.

2 Reassure skin continuity

close it up.

a. Weft sutures.

11110, (1) If quslifted;, or

(2) If further medical

attention impossible.

L. Butterfly.

c. Wound dressing.

3. Prevent infection.

b. Avoid contaminating

the wound

(7)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDRNT ACTIVITY

Place rules on C/111

9qs3
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OUTLINK OW INSTRUCTION

b. Clean before closing.

c, Use sterile or clean

dteising material.

B. types ot Wounds;

0

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVaY

List on C/B or us. Take note. as necessary.

I. Incision - made by sharp transparency.

object. Ths wound has
0-

'smooth edges.

2. Laceration - torn akin

'and tissue with ragged

and uneven edges.

3. Contusion - Bruise, under-

lying tissue say be torn
0

and bleeding with surface

unbroken.

4. Abrasion caused by scraping

the skip surface.

S. Punctute - usually small and

deep, caused by nails, stab

woUnds, bullets & snake bite.

(8)



CHITLINS OV INSTRUCTION

6. Crush wound usually involve.

extensive'demage to interael

structures, and the skin is

not normally broken, but if

it is, it is not the primary

consideration.

III. fractures - Broken Bones.

A. Vractures ire classified as

follows;

1. Closed or simple Bone

broken but skin is unbroken.

2. Open or compound - Sone

broken with part of the bone

exposed.

3. Greenstick - bent, cracked

but not broken all the way

throughlcommon in children.

4. Comminuted - crushed, splintered

or broken into several or many

fragments.9 7 1

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

List on C/B or use Take notes as necessary.

transparency.

(9)
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OUTLINE OF INSRUCTION

5. Impacted One fragment of

bone forcibly driven into

the other and remaining

fixed.

A. General Nanagemegt of Fractures.

l. Check for arterial or venous

bleeding that may be caused

by the fragments.

2. Immobilize the break.

TNSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

a. Splint.

b. Avoid movement of injury

until splint is applied.

c. It is often best to "splint

them as the lay" if

medical help is close.

3. Treat for shock.

10) 973
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IV. Burn Management.

A. Classification of urns is sad. Place on Chi;

according to extant of burned

urface and the depth of the

lesion.

1. Tote1 amount of eurface in

volved le calculated roughly

hy the rule of nines.

2. 152 involvement induces shock

(l02 in children.)

202 involvement endangers life.

302 total body are& Is usually

fatal.

3. Depth of lesion is referred

to in degrees;

a. 1st degree burn involves'

only the outer layer of

skin with redness and mild

pain.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

974

Copy diagram



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

b. 2nd degree involves

deeper skin layers with

blistering and more

severe pain.

c. 3rd degree burns destroy

all akin layers and can

involve deeper tissue.

Pain may be absent (nerves

deutroyed) and healing is

lengthy.

B. Yirut Aid for Burns.

1. Relieve pain if the means is

available.

2. Treat for uhock.

3. Prevent infection.

a. Remove soiled clothing

carefully.

b. Avoid ointments and lotions.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

4. Ice water baths tor areas

of involvement that amount

to less than 201.

a. Use to alleviate pain.

b. Continue until pain is

eons 30 min. to 5 bra.

if necessary.

V. Heat Casualties.

A. Hot enviornments require in-

creased circulation to the skin

to cool the body. Failure to

meet this demand and the de-

mands made at the same time to

perform work can produce collapse.

1. Heat stroke.

2 Heat exhaustion.

n
; )

(13)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

9 71 7
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OUTLINR Of INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDINT ACTIVITY

B. liest stroke is an mergency List on C/R or use Take notes as

calling for immediate attention. transparency necesmary

1. Symptom) include;

a. Causation of sweating,

high fever.

b. Weakness, headache,

diaainess.

C. Hantal confusion,

staggering gait.

d. Delarium.

a. Coma.

f. Confulsions.

g. Deev shock.

b. Circulatory collapse.

i. Death.

2. Temperature rise can be

fantastic - 105-106 end

as high as 108. Above this

damage to the brain occurs.

(14)
P.4



OUTLINS OF INSTRUCTION

3. Treatment la aimed at

reducing temperature rapidly.

e. Total immersion in ice

water.

h. Cool with fine mist or

spray.

c. Massage the extremities

during cooling.

J. Wrap in cool; wet sheet

or blanket.

a. Cot to medical attention.

C. Neat Exhaustion is not as severe .

nor does it carry the grave pro-

gnosis of heat stroke.

1. Symptoms.

979

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY 0
IA)

a. Faintness 4 palpitation List on C/4 or use Take nine. as

predominate. transparency necessary

b. Profuse sweating.

c. Nausea1 vomiting.

headache.
(15)



ANTLIIIR OV INSTRUCTION

d. Unconsciousness.

2. First aid.

a. Remove to cool

environment.

b, Give cool salt

water (0.U).

c. Take salt tablets ea a

preventative IMMO

VI. Cold casualties.

A. Cold injuries generally result

fro. the slowed or impeded blood

flow, nod tbs-severity of the

injury is directly related to

the intensiLy duration of ex

posure. sad other complicating

factors such 40 wind, watussa,

eat' trauma.

A. Basically, there ars two types

of cold injury,fressing and aon-

freezing, but it is rare when

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDRNT ACTIVITY

9S1
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(MUNI OW INSTRUTION

-811 of one condition exists

without some &ism of the othar

present.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUMM ACTIVI7

C. Cold injuries are classified by List on C/B nr. use TOILS IWO, WI

degree. transparency necessary

1. First degree - Chilblains.

a. Symptoms.

(1) Redness & Swelling.

(2) ItchiOg, Burning

dermatitis.

(3) Tingling 4 possibly

a deep ache.

b. Treatment.

(1) Liittle is required

aside from removing

and reversing victim.

(2) alumina' for more

erious cold injury.

(17)

9S2



OUTLINK OF ImsTauctiow

2. Second degree - Immersion

foot and trencbfoot.

a. Immersionfoot occurs from

erposnre to water 50°

or less for 12 hrs or

Illor.

INSTBUCTOR ACTIVITY STUMM ACTIVITY

b. Tronchfoot results from

exposure to cold nviron-

ment (not nacessa'rily

water) for from 3-14 days.

c. Symptoms are similar for

both:

(1) Affected part blauches.

tingles 4 gets numb.

(2) Swelling & cyanosis.

(3) Blisters (blabs)

(4) Intense burning pain

(5) Mauro-muscular changes

(10) 9S3



OUTLINE 01 INSTRUCTION

d. Treatment is the same

for both.

(1) Where tissue is not

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

maceratod, a dressing

is not required.

(2) During transport, or

if there is possibility

of tissue loss, band-

age loosely.

(3) Do Lot rupture blisters.

(4) Seek medical assistance.

3. Third Degree - Frost bite.

a. Occurs after brief ex-

posure Lo extreme cold.

(-200 V and below).

b. Symptoms.

(1) Burning, stinging,

and numbness.

(19)

9 94
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OUTLINR OF INSTRUCTION

(2) Grey or white waxy

color to affected part

due to ice crystals in

the skin, especially

over bony prominences.

(3) &lens.

(4) Deep aching pain.

(5) Limitation of motion.

(6) Possible subsequent

gangrene and tissue

loss.

c. Treatment.

(1) Rapid thawing in water

107° to 109° V.

(2) Ally pain.

(3) Prevent trauma to

injured part.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDINT ACTIY

(20) 955



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVI

4. Fourth Degree - Freezing.

a. Occurs after exposure

to temperatures below

-20°F.

b. Symptoms.

(i) Pallid yellow waxy

color caused by ice

crystals in tissues

of affected part.

(2) Skin will not move

over bony prominences.
:1

(3) Edema and duep pain.

(4) Loss of motion.

(5) Gangrene 10, tissue loss.

c. Treatment for freezing is

the same as for trout bite.

5. Avoid thawing a freezing casualLy

if the part will be re-exposed

to cold. Thawing and refreezing

an extremity seals its fate.

(21)

9S6
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OUTLINE OP INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

VII. Tiansibortation and Personnel Rescue.

A. Transporting an injured person Show strecther to

generally involves use of a class

stretcher or litter.

1. 14611-Robertson.

a. A semi-rigid litter.

b. In use, it wraps around

the patient like a

sunny.

C. Main nee la in trans-

porting a victim out of a

small space or through a

narrow opening.

2. Stokes Stretcher

a. A rigid1 basket type

litter.

b. Best and easiest Method

of moving victim.

(22)

Show ltretcher to

tAass



IUTUNK OW INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOE'ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(1) Safest for injureo man.

(2) Easy to carry.

c. Difficult to get through

the hatch or a recom-

pression chamber

3. Army Litter. Show litte; to class

a. Rigid, collapsable litter.

b. Best for field uee due to

its portability.

B. Personnel rescue In hazardous

enviornments.

1. Electric shock victim.

a. Remove casualty by loose

clothing, if possible.

L. Secure power if possible.

c. Insure that you do not

come in direct contact

with the victim until

power source ie removed

or disconnected.

011

9SS



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

2. Toxic gas or smoke casualties.

a. Do not enter a suspect

apace until it has been

de-gauged or rendered

afe.

b. If you must, use proper

protective equipment such

as an O.R.A.

VIII. Poistm wounds and animal bites

A. Snake bites.

1. Try to learn type oy snake

involved.

2. Use appropriate antivenom if

available.

3. Immobilise affected part.

4. Apply a tourniquet above the

bits that will block venous

flow.

5. Treat for shock

959
99()

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

List on C/R or use Take notes am necessary

transparency.

6. Get to medical asistance.

(24)



OUTLAWS or INSTRUCTION

B. Animal bites.

1. With mammal bites, the chief

concern is rabtos.

a. Any unproven mammalian

bite requires careful

handling.

b. Capture the animal alive

if possible.

c. Observe animal 8-10 days.

J. Established, symptomatic

rabies is 100% fatal. It

animal cannot be located,

rabies vaccination must

be instituted.

2. Non-rabid animal bites can be

treated as wounds.

a. Cleanse wound.

b. Bandage.

c. Seek medical attention.

(25)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY
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SCUIIA Diver A-41141021

Security Clearance: Hone

Season Topic 1.5. Diving Disesse/Injury Treatment
Part I

2 Pours

InTIUTTIOIAL HATFRIALS:

U.S. Navy Diving tfanusl

Standard Clasarnom Equipment

Student Guides

Overhead Projectpr

Tranaparenclee

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Partial attainment of thu tallowians

1. Viten the student completes this course he will
be able to demonstrate proper procedures for
the application of mouth-tomouth and mechani-
cal (AMP) resuscitation.

2. When the student completes this course he will
be able to demonstrate the tratment of hemor-
rhage through the utilization of pressure point
and/or direct pressure methods.

3. When the student completes this course he will
be able to, given a hypothetical case requiring
first aid treatment, describe, in a sequence of
steps, appropriate action. Include, as a minimum,
name f inj6ry/conditiom, treatment and pnat treat-
ment actions.

4. Men the student completes this course, he will
ha able to, given a hypothetical case involving
a disease/injury/conditions common to diving, des-
cribeoin a sequence of steps, appropriate action.
Include, as a minimum, name of disease/injury/
conditions, selections of proper treatment table,
if appropriate, treatment and poet treatment ac-
tions. If treatment tables are necesiery, make
correct log entries.

runInc OBJECTIVES

l. Circulatory and Respiratory System:

a. 1.ist in writing, the major organs in each sys-
4,

ten.

993



ENABLING OBJECTIVES (amen)

h. Given an illustration -of the ystems, TRACE
a drop of blond and a molecule of air
through the applicable system.

c. Orally DESCRIBE the interface of the two
systems and their'tsportsnce to diving.

d. DESCRIBE, in writing, the manner in which
elected conditions hinder normal operation
of the systems.

CRITERION TESTS

None

IIONLVONIC

Volume A, Student Guide Assignment Sheets
l-S-1A through 1-5-7A.

994
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OirT1.111' OF it:ST4t

PITPONCTIW TO 11:3s04

(IllFTFUCTAR ACTIVM Fll"'iT ACTIVITY

I. Establish contact. I. Introduce self I. topic.

2. FatablIsb readiness.

3. Establish effact.

a. State CA poliCiun.

2. Get studenta rrady to

learn.

a. PARS out handouts.

b. Insure students have

Piv Han.

3. Value of anatomy 6 phy-

siology of Neap. 4, Circ.

aysto4s to the student.

a. Aid in understanding

body mechanics.

Understand how n
2°

N21, CO2 affect the body.

c. Such knowledge can

prepare the T/F for btu

role 48 diver.

(1)

995



(Winx/F. nr Insmicrinti IHSTRUCTOP ACTIVITY sTmorlT ACTIVITY
fel

d. Facilltaie understanding

of the treatment,Procees.

4. Overview of lesson. 4. State the T.A. and enabling

1. Circulatory system.

A) Anatomy - Consista of 3

basic items.

1, Heart.

a. Atuated behind

breast bone (sternum)

b. Conaints of two punps.

I. Pump on right side

take* blood !rum the

venous system and

pumps it out into h

through the lungs,

then the pulmonary

circuit returns to

objective.

Place drawing C/B. Copy in Class notes.

996
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flItTEINE nF Ins TicncrInti IISTRITTOR ACTIVITY STI`DENT ACTIVITY

the left side of

the heart.

2. Pump on the left

aide propels the

blood from the lungs

Out into the body.

(This is known as

the systemic circuit).

c. Efficiency of the heart

is well known - works con-

tinually all of our lives

uithout stopping.

2. Blood vessels - the "pipine Place diagram of circ. system

system that carries the blood on r/B,

to the various tissues I. or-

pans throughout the body.

a. Arteries carry blood avay

froll the heart into systemic

(3)



OUTLTIF OP TOSTPOrTTAN

circulation.

1. Largest arter!I in

the aorta.

2. Arterieu diminish

in size as they get

further from the

heart and they in-

crease in number.

3. small arteries are

ItiscriireTny ArryvITY ntunri. ACTIVITY

known aa Arterioles.

4. Arterioles branch

out into the capil-

laries.

h. (apillatles are the small-

est awl most numerous of

the blood veAftels.

I. All body cells are close

to at least one capillary.



muff or INSTMICTIM1 IlSTPIWTOR ACTIvITY sTunra ACTIVITY

1. Can he as anall as

the diameter of one

red blood call.

c. Veins are blood vessels

that serve to return

blood to tha right side

of the heart.

1. Smallest veins are

called vanules.

2. Venulas increase in

biZe and diminish in

number.

3. Finally attaining suf-

ficient ales and known

as veins.

4. Largest vein is the van-

acava that flows directly

into the Right side of the

heart.
(5)
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orn.m. OF THSTRUcTION IlSITUCTOP ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

5. Some of the larger

veins have "check

valves" to prevent

backflow.

3. Blood. A fluid tissue that List on CO

has 4 main components. a. RBC

a. sox of the blood is b. PBC

liquid. c. Plasma

b. so; are solids (cells d. Platelets

A platelets).

c. About 5 quarts in the

average body.

4. a. red blood cella (PM's)

compriee about 457 of

total blood volume.

1. Carry most of the

WI
oxygen to cells and

tissues.

(6)

Copy in notes.



nirmnir ni nisTinImer

2. Transport CO, from

culls And tissues

to thn lungs.

1. Cemoglobin on the

PBC molecule binds

with 02 and releases

it to the cells where

It is utilized in the

oxidation of food to

produce energy and host

by Ch.: cell.

a. 0, rich hemoglobin

la bright red in

color - arterial.

b 0
2
poor hemoglobin

is 65 dull bluish

red - venous.

b. mate blood cells (UBC'si)

irsTrmon ACTIVITv STUDENT ACTIVITY



nrTET-r Or 1NsTrucTIAN

1. Fight idliAlle.

2. Body can rapidly

pro,luce WBC's to

fight off infectious

IrSTPITTO" ACTIVITY STVW7 ACTIVITY

agents.

1. Norual illIC/PBC ratio

lu 70A/1.

c. Plasna.

1. Liquid portion of the

Wood.

2. Coolu the tisAues.

1. Vehicle for RBC/WBC.

4. Carries other nutrients

to the cells.

d. Platelets - involved in the

clotting process in the

blond,

E. Physiology of the circulatory s!'stcri.

(8)



OPIUM OF TISTRUCTION

1. 1/ftnoos blood returns

from systenic circula-

tion to the right nide

of the heart.

a. Oxygen poor.

b. CA
2

rich.

2. This hlood is punped

into the capillary

bed In the lungs.

i. 0
2

taken up by the

b. COI given up hy the

S. 0, rich blood Is pumped

hack into the left side

of the heart.

4. rron here it is pumped

into the systemic cir-

PiSTNICTOP ACTiVITT STUN= ACTIVITY

Trace blood through

the circ. system on

C/R.

1 1)

(9)

T/r follow using diagram'

on figure 1-4, page 3-7

Duran.
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culatlon via the arterial

network.

S. Through the arteries to

the capillaries.

6. Here the RBC gives off its

0
2
to cells and picks up

the CO
2

produced by cellular

metabollem.

7. The blood then is transported

to the venous system and

eventually buck to the heart.

Anatomy of the respiratory system.

1. Respiratory system is divided

In three parts.

a. Passageways leading to the

lunge.

h. The lungs.

c. Accessory organs

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(10)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

2. Pasaagewaym leading to the

lungs.

a. Oral-nasal cavity conslute

of the mouth, nose and

minuses that serve to fun-

nel air down to the lunge, .

cleaning and either warming

or coiling it.

b. The trachea la a cartilliginous

tube that contains the larnyx

and directs air into the

bronchi.

c. The bronchi begins at the bot-

tom of che trachea, and branch

out into smaller and more

numerous bronchi.

d. The bronchi continue to divide

and become reduced in size un-

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Diagram of C/S

I I )95(11)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

til they become bron-

chiolda, which feed air

into the alveoli.

3. The lunge.

a. Divided into lobes con-

taining alveoli.

I. Left lung has 2 lobes.

2. Right lung has 3 lobea.

b. The alveolus la a tiny

air sac at the end of the

bronchiole.

1. About 300 million in the

lungs.

2. Present a large surface

area to inhaled air.

I. Site of gee absorbtion

and exchange.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Diagram on C/B

1096
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4. Accessory organs P structures.

D. Respiratory Physiology-consists of

breathing nechanics and gas ex-

change in the lungs.

1. Fechanics of hreathlfle.

U. Plpphragn, the major bieeth-

inn muscle rioves down and

the rib cage moves up and

onp:ards, creatiug a neg-

ative pressure in the lunas.

h. Air rushes into equalize the

preusure. filling the lungs.

c. The alaphrei;m relaxes, moves

np and the rib Cage falls,

cresting positive pressure,

and air lushes 01A.

2. Cab exaange.

IrsTrprior ACTIVITY SITPUrr ACTIVITY

niiigran on r/S.

yir1V7
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a. As air enters the lungs

it comas in contact with

the alveolar surface,

b. ni is quialv absorbed by

thu alveolar lining and dif-

fuses into the capillary bed

that is on the other side of

tbt alveolar surface.

c. The higher partial pressure

of the n
2

in the alveoli serves

to push n2 into nolutIon on dhe

red blood celln which Lave a

lower partial pressure of n7.

d. An the same time, the RIV: Ias

a higher partial pressure of

CA?, the product of cellular

metaboliam, And this rn, is

driven from the blood into

(14 )
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the lungs where a lover

prl.asure of CAI masts.

e. Thim gaa exchange occurs

very rapidly so that the

partial preseures of the

diesolved genes in the

blood that leaves the lungs

is almost the Rallia as the

pressures in alveolar air

at exhalation.

1. This gas exchange in the lungh

is Lnown as external respira-

tion.

4. As the oxygenated blood re-

enters arterial circulation,

it continues,to travel, oxy-

genatina variona tissues and

cells.'

imsTrmon ACTIVITY sfimri.AcTIVITY

1W9
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a. Cells have metabolized

and produced Mi., using

oxygen in the process.

h, Oxygenated blood then

approaches the cell and

a similar Rao diffusion

takes place, driven by

the high n2 tension in the

IVRC, and tha high rn2 ten-

sion within the call.

c. This gas exchange at the

cellular level is known as

inturnal rekiptration.

irsTpurron Armitry ST1Th1T ACTIVITY

Diagram on C/A.

1010
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NAVAL SCHOOL DIVING AND SALVAGE

SCUBA Diver A-4.11-0023 TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Security Classtication: None

Leueon Topic A.S, Diving Disease/Iniury Treatment
Part II

II Hours

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS:

U.S. Navy Diving Manual

Standard Clasuroom Equipment

student Guides

Ovelhead I.ru)ectur

Tianupdrencles

Reterence; Phyululogy and Medicine ot Diving,

Fennell tk Ellinct

1. When the student completes this course he will be
able to, given a hypothetical case involving a

disease/injury/conditioc common to diving, describe,
in a sequence of/steps, appropriate actions. in-
clude, as a minOmum, name of disease/injury/condi-
tion, selection of proper treatment table, if
appropriate, treatment and pout treatment actions.
It treatment tables are necessary, make correct
log entries.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

1. DESCRIBE, in writing, the symptons, causes, and pro-
per methods of prevention/treatment for selected
diver's diseases and injuries.

CRITERION TESTS

None

UOMPWORK

Volume A, Student Guides
Day I Assignment Sheets 3-5-8A through 3-5-12A
Day - Assignment Sheets 3-5-13A through 3-5-1bA



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

INTRODUCTION TO THE LESSON

1. Establish contact. Introduce self & topic.

I. State C/R Policies.

2. Establish readlneas. 2. Get T/E's ready to learn.

a. Pass out handouts.

3. Eatablish effect. 3. Value of Topic to T/E.

a. Knowledge may save life.

b. Understanding of topic

prevent accidents.

c. Aid the T/E in his role

as a diver.

d. Recognize possible cases

for recompression treat-

ment.

4. Overview of lesson 4. State T.O. and the enabling

objective.

!.3

(1)



CWTLINR OF INSTRUCTION

Divera Diseauea and Injuries

1. 1n-water medical emergencies.

A. Gas embolism-moat serious diving

emergency.

1. Caused by air that has bean

trapped during ascent.

a. With sufficient expansion

(volume Increase) the gaa

will rupture the alveolar

membrane.

b. Gad bubbles escape into

the capillary bed that sur-

rounds the alveoli.

C. This blood/bubble mixture

'aunt go directly to the lett

side ut the heart, and from

this point, the bubbles may

rapidly travel to the brain

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Diagram on C/B Baloon ex-

panding under pressure; as

pressure is decreased vol-

ume is increased.

Diagram on C/B.

Refer to circulatory pathway



nuntrr OF IUSITWCTIOF

producinr rapid ariptoms.

2. $ynptoms of gas embolism are

most commonly,very quick in

appearance, and dramatic in

nature.

a. The victim may become un-

concious without any warn-

ing or other symptoms.

This may occur even while

the diver is still in the

water or shortly (within 5

min.) after reaching the

surface.

b. Other signs and symptons

that will occur quickly

include;

1. nizziness.

Paralusia or calnes6

III the extremitius.

ISTPPCTOR ACTIVITY rTrnrnT ArmITY

111! 5

(1)
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1. )lurring of vision.

4. Convulsions, bloody,

frothy sputum.

5. Diver may have felt

4 "blow to the chest"

during asient, sign-

ifying lung-rupture.

c. These symptoms era the

sane as may he seen in

a stroke victim. It must

be remembered that they

occur.very quicEly in the

stricken diver.

d. The result of the air bub-

bles in the brain arteries

is death of brain cells as

they become 02 starved.

Since this tissue will not

INSTPUCTOD ACTIVITY sTrilmr ACTIVITY

11)1G
(4)



nornmE nF IlsTrucTInn AcTurrry STITrrr AmIVITY

renenratu, rapid treat-

ment monaures nuoit be

instituted to off set

the possibilities of

permanent damage'or a

fatality.

1. Anr diver, who has had a Stress this polnt.heavily.

source of gas at depth, Elaborate.

that s9rfaces unconsious

or becomes unconsious

within 05 after arriving

on the surface must be

assmed to have a gas em-

bolism, regardless of any

factor that may explain;
f 01 7

the condition.

.4. TreatNent of gas embolism.

a. "ecognition of symptomn.

(5)



nuTunr. OF ItISTrOCTUri

I. Immvdiate recompression

um' of the standard

T':STRITT(b^ rrvITY sirnr:T ArTIVITY

treatment tables.

I. Compress to 165' to

resolve the hables

causing: symptoms.

rtilllation of A (if

available) to facili-

tate the outward partial

pressure gradient of the

offendint gas.

C. Pospitalleatien ivy be re-

quired for ancillary treat-

ment.

S. Prevention of win embolism.

a. ledical screening to eliminate

perbonnel with history or

evidence of lung disease. 1 o
(6)
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I. "toper trainina of diving

personnel;

I. Alertness to Janners.

2. Proper utilization of

equipment.

c. Evaluation of diver's

physical condition prior

01 diving' fort

"lemporary reapiratory

problems as colds,

bronchitis.

2. nverall physical con-

dition.

B. .11rownthi; (or near-drowning).

1 Fatal hypoxia brought on by:

a. Panic or over-exertion

utlitele r .

h. Accidental loss.of breath lig

equipMent.

IlsTrverr ACTI"Tr7 STU7E77 .ACTIRITT

(7)



minor OF TI:sTrrerloo:

c. Any combination of these

factors may result in

drwoing.

2. Drowning in duep sea rig is

rare, only 1 cases ire known

due to loss of helmet.

a. Even with torn Suit, the

1W V diver to as safe as

long as he remains upright.

b. Upaide down diver uith

torn suit, spit cock open

or depressed chin huttor

is in trouble.

3Prowning in SCUBA or light-

weight gear is more common.

a. Cear is more easily lost.

b. Creater opportunity for

panic.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVIT" STUMM ACTIVITY

(8)



IleTLIMP (IF INSTRUCTUN

c. Ditching tear on the

bottom can result in

drowning.

d. Tenders could pull

lightweight mask.from

divers face."

4. Treatment of drovotna.

a. Restoration of respira-

tion.

I. PlontL-to-mouth reausi-

tation.

2. Artificial -reausitation.

h. restoration of heart heat

by closed-chest cardiac mas-

sage:

c. Piecing the revived victim

Linder hohpital care.

IIISTFITTO" ACTIVITY ETUIWIIT ACTIVITY

lo?

(9)



liv14r or mTnucTIou

War-drowning victimu

mar display delayed

pulmonary edema.

7 Unspitalization of near-

drowning mandatory re-'

gardlese of the severity

of the accident.

S. Prevention of drowning rests

principally in observation of

gafety precautions.

a. Physically fit awimmors and

divers rarely fall victim

CO drowning.

h. Tro ling in proper utiliza-

tion of diving equipment and

tbe safety measures to he

followed with each piece of

iluar should be emphasized.

I'm-NY:Tor AfTPITV sTomrr ACTMTY

1 i)c),-)

(10)



PTETqr nF insTeurTIA.,

C. lisrotranma (Squeeze)

I. Contrie0 by an imbalance of

pressures beween various

hollow spaces and organs

within ae body antrthe

surrounding atmosphere or

presnure.

2. Generally, the only typos

of squeezes that, present a

possible life-threatening

situation ate lung (thoracic)

squeeze and body squeeze.

a. BoOl squeeze results with

Ow deep-sea dress uhen

the air pressure to.the

diver inside the dress fails

to balance the exterior wa-

ter prestnirst.

r!STrrCTOP ACTIVITY STI7nr7r ACTIVITY

Illustrate on r/e.



orTcpir or P47vreloCTIO!'

J. Compressor failure or

cut airfibose A no non-

return.

2. Rapid fall of the diver

and his inabiiity to com-

pensate for the increas-

ing exterior water pres-

I'ISMICTOP ACTIvITY STI'Drwr ACTIVITY

sure.

. Tends to squeeze diver

into helmet F. breast-

plate.

b. Can positihly he fatal.

1. Sal& a fall can occur fol-

lowing h blow-up with rup-

ture of tht dresa . if the

tenders fail to take in

the diver'e slack Ra he ns-

Cendn.

(12)
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from pulronary

edera and pneu-

nonia.

3. Prevention of harnthranna.

a. Controlled descent.

1. Do not exCeed

1. Stop dencent if pain

occurs.

1. Abort dive if pain f

falls to clear.

h. Proper diver indoctrina-

tion and training.

4. 1:ar Agneeze. Ttr, types of TIluEtration, overlpy,

ear mineeze can result fruit transparancy or C.R.

an Imbalance of pressure. drawing of ear canal.

A middle-enr squeeze Is
1 0?5

a tetinit of a bloacd

enstacIlian

(14)

Copy in notes or lahel

draving in handqouts.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

1. Air apace formed between ear

drum (tympanic membrane) and the

mite of cioaure in the etas-

tachlan tube.

2. Fluid, mucoom, and

blood fill the apace

behind the drum to

equalize pressure.

3. It deacent la nut

utopped or the block-

age not cleared, a

ruptured edr drum

could reault.

4. .Symptona are pain

that Increarie upon

presduire increame.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY



nun-pl. or TirTrCTInn

a. Ruptureti dtur

could allou in

rush of cold

water which can

cause vertigo

vith momentary

nausea.

b. Pain usually

htops Olen drum

ruptures.

5. Prevention of miJdle-

ear oqueeze.

4. Insure ability to

clear (valsalva

maneuve4) prior to

Jiving.

Pse deconvstants

and/or antibistanines

i'mTrurily ArmITY s1rr-1 ACTIVIT?

(16)



nr rsTrrerwr

to dry mucous

mealbranee prior

to diving.

c. Use controlled

Jeticent (sec. I.

A.1.a.)

d. Abort dive if

neceesary.

h. g:xternal ear squeeze is

a result of bloaage of

the external auditory

canal.

1. Tight fitting hood

or oar piugs cause

an air pocket in the

external auditory

caws].

IN.:TPrrrOrt AcTivITy RTHPV!T ACTIVITY

Diagram as ulth I.C.4.

)

(17)



rrumr. OF INSTPUCTIV*; rIsTpurTnr ACTIWIre sTrnin. ACTIVITY

a. Elevated pressure

that in equalized

through the eusta-

chain tube creates

an area of.lop pres-

sure between the

plug and ear drum.

11. This press..re im-

balance forces the

drml ontuards cann-

ing pain.

2. P similar air pnchet can

he formed uhen the enst-

anhian tnhe hecomes bloclked

hile the diver is on the

hotton. The result is the

same, hut this does not

occur too often.

1. Prevention of an external

10(1..9.

(18)



nr ilsTrurTinN

ear squeeze.

a. Kever veer ear

plugs.

b. Vent tight-

fitting hoods.

c. Assure

to clear prior

to divinr.

C. Eat-problems will pre-

sent the majority of

medical problems in a

divinr operations. If

such problems occur IR

sufficient number they

could measurably affect

successful completion of

divinr operations.

InsTNTTOr ACTMTv rivrw.1 ACTIYITy

(19)



rTILTr r:qTerrTIor

5. race mash squeeze usually

Cduhda hy;

a. railure to equalize

pressure in the SCUPA

mask by nasal exhala-

tion.

h. Loss of air mnpply or

malfunction/mishandling

of pir control valve in

the lightweight (Jack

Brown) waHk.

6. Suit squeeza occur0 in dry

suit Jiving when an air poc-

ket Is Irapped In the folds

of the muit,

7. Sinus squeoz4 .

the minusesa v.Anatoslcall

ate hollow spaces located

INST"UCTOP rTIVTTY rmnrrT ACTIVITY

I

(20)
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within the hones of

tbe skull.

1. Lined vith PUCOUO

membianes.

q connected to the

nasal passagen

throunh narrou open-

inVm optia that

pre also nucnas-lined.

I. In upper respiratory in-

fections, sinuses may be-

come inflamed1 and tbe

maim blocked, forminp

an air pocket in tbe skull.

c. Those blocked sinuseb then

react to pressure increases.

1. The mucosa swell, filling

the cavity with blood nnd

INSTrrPTOr ArTTIIITy

nia3ram On r/r.

1 ir?,,r)

(21)

sTunt-rT ArTTAITy

rollov on rg. 1-1^

!Ian Figure 1-17.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

fluid.

2. Pain la intense, and

if clearing of the

sinuses cannot be af-

fected the dive is a-

borted.

d. Prevention of sinus squeeze.

I. Halt descent, come up

a few feet to clew:.

2. Use sluwer rate of des-

cent,

3. Utilize decongestants ta

antihistamines prior to

diving.

8. Tooth squeeze caused by improper

filling or gas pocket.

a. Can be extremely painful.

b. Intorm dentist that you

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

i ? 3



OUTLINE OF iNSTRIM:TION

are a diver and to tu-

moral againat pomaible

air pocket when fill-

ing teeth.

D. Inert gas narcoalm.

I. The phyalological phenoma-

non exhibited by (Some)

Inert gasea under increased

pressure, characterized by

an intoxicated condition in

the Jiver.

a. Depth at which nav..osia

from the inert portion of

the breathing media occurs

la variable:

1. Specific inert gas.

2. (liver susceptibility.

J. Concentration of Inert gas.

1NSTIWCTOR ACTIVITY

1_034

(23)

STUDENT ACTIVITY



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

%

b. Nitrogen narcosis - "Rap-

turd of the deep".

1. Can be expected to oc-

cur at 90" ur 4th ATH.

Absolute.

2. Sysptona increame with

depth;

a. 100'-150'; Light head-

edneuu, increasing self

confidence, loss of fine

descrimination some

euphoria.

b. 150'-300': Joviality E.

garrulousneam; perhapa

uome diziness.

c. 200'-250': UncontrOlablc

laughter, approaching hy-

sterla. Lou of mental

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(24)

(1.



OUTLINE OF /NSTKOCTION

Activity, peripheral

nuubuci & tingling.

laattantluu tu personal

udtety. Delayed re-

sponse to stimuli.

d. 250'-300': Depression,

impaired neuro-muscular

coordination.

e. .100-350': Anesthetic

properties begin to he-

cume appdfent.

3. Symptons disappear upon

return tu

a. WIth excessive exposure to

narcouiti, aurtesila last-

ing several buurs ham been

Seeli.

b. Extreme sleepiness is common.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(25)
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c. Argon ham demonstrated

increased narcosis activity.

d. Helium narcoals has nut

been seen even at 2000'.

2. The exact chemical nature of

inert gnu narcusiii is unknown,i

but there are several theories.

a. Memer-overton.

b. Molecular weight.

Oxygen toxicity: Oxygen in high

concentrations la often utilized

88 a breathing media. However,

prolonged exposure tu high partial

pressures uf oxygen can initiate

the syndrome known as oxygen tox-

icity:

1. 0 toxicity la caueed by in-

creased P.P. of 0
2

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

11117



oirmirr or InsTrrrilon

a. High 02 concentration.

h. Depth-even air in ex-

ce0h of 250' poses a

hazard. lavy air divinn

1:-; limited to 297'.

c. A cusibination of depth

On4 01 percentage.

2. Mxicity aymptoma are pre-

ceeded, ly A latent period.

a. Latent period varies

with the individual.

I. Also varleu accortUng to

depth and partial pres-

sure of 01.

1. Mere are two types of 02

toxicity that are of concern

to divert..

8. rUIVAIRArr 02 toxicity can Ike

rsTrucToP FITPFITT ArTIVITY

PP 02 at 250'1.3,16 406

PP gl at 217'ml.PR5 atn



PUTLI-V or 1-!-F"rr711":

:Tected to occur froll

depth of 20'0) 53'. (0.6

a(r, to l.f atm)

mTrrrTr.P ,r7T1'r-v rTrnT Arri7ITy

1. Symptons include, lung

irritation, fluid pTo-

auction and cellular dam-

age. r.ntlis have occured.

1. Exposure times that would

result in this form of n,

toxicity are quite lengthy,

and depth-dependant.

CNS oxygen toxicity in the form

th(o. to oost often seen in di-

Vera an 4 high-pressure trotters.

1. Occtirs usually in excl.:Ss of

51', bt han heen seen as

-shdllouer depths in sus-

ceptible 10ividua1s and un-

CNS Central
Nervous
System

(28)



n61171 or T-sTRDCTior

.bsal conditions.

2. (NS toxitity occurs

senetally before pul-

m(nary symptom are

seg.".

1"FITITTPP fTrrr:71.

3. Eymptoeh are princi- rkplain V.F."Z.T.I.P. acronym ropy in noteE.

pally CNS manifestation V - vision

and can he entirely ab- r unrs

sent or unnoticed all(t N - nausea

the diver go directly in- T twitching

to convulsions A nd nal I - irritability

seizure). n - dizziness

a. Muscular twitching,

mainly in the facial

m.Incles ar4und the

tips L Pyrrg,

11)41)
b. ausea, ubich may be

(2q)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

mild & Intermittent,

ix can go unnoticed

by inexperienced per-

sonnel.

c. Dizziness may go un-

seen In resting diver.

J. Visual or hearing dis-

turbances such us tun-

nel Vinton or ringing

in the ears tinnitus.

e. Anxiety, confusion or

iriltability marked

mood changes Au the

diver.

t. Usual tiltigue.

g. :.uck ot coordination

4. It must be remembeled that

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(30)



01:11.1NE OF INSTRUCTION

theae are only aymptons

and aigna lot oxygdn po-

isoning. The most in--

portant tesult (4 (hits

danger la the convulsion.

Death ham nut occured in

humanb . as the problem is

remedied prior to its

happening.

C. Treatment ot 0
2

toxicity.

1. Reduce the parttal pres-

sore or 0
2

to the diver.

a. Remove the mask.

b. Dectease the depth

of the diver.

2. it the diver goes into con-

vulsions, all that can be

dune LH ruduce the partial

INSTRUr.7:0R ACTIVITY. STUDENT ACTIVITY

CIO



01;11 PT At INIsTrivrrin-

pressure and prevent

VrTrITIOR ArTivTTy

fort injuring him-

self.

a. Restrain bin if neces-

sary.

h. Prevent him flaw hiting

his tongue.

c. Allow convulsion to sub-

Ode.

A. Prevention of n2 toxicity

in divers.

1. rnowledge of the daugera.

2. Proper training.

1. Adhere to the oxygen

iving table'(Table

11-2) vhen naing lnA,

n1 for diving.

1 41

(32)
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OUTLI'M nr IrsTrITT104 r$TrITTor ACTPITY synnrr ACTIVITY

r. Carl7oo diouide toxicity can be Placl-ou r/rt "mrirrAn1TA"

definod RA an excess of CO2 in

the tinsuea which la the retult

of eiaer a build-up or an ex-

cess of CO2 in the divers air

supply.

I. CaUROS of CO2 build-up in-

cludet

a. inadequate ventilation.

1. lnaufficient air flow

in MX V or lightweight

diving gear.

2. Controlled breathing in

SCUBA.

h. The 1ocrel4ed metabolic pro-

glut:Eton of CO
2

Jae to t.ver-

activity on the bottnu.

c. Contanination of the hrenthInE

(33)



OUTLINE OF INSTNUC11ON

media.

d. Failure of CO2 absorbent.

1. 11e0
2
absorbent fail-

ure (baralime).

2. Ciused & semt-cloued

circuit SCUBA's.

The progression of the toxic

build up in the body genarally

cfollows these steps:

a. Inadequate ventilation (fur

whatever real:ion).

b. Produces
.

CO
2
excess in diver's

dreas, mask, or mouthpiece.

C. This results in an increased

partial pressure of CO
2

in-

haled by the diver;

d. Elevit ing t he a intim t oI CO2

forced into solution In the

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(34)
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bloodstream (fleueryla

LaW).

e. Oueractivation of CP2

chemorecptors.

f. Causes excessive're-

sprirations that more

rapidly accelerate the

It .

Hpcn, or the quantity

of CO, dissolved in the

How, a rapid reduction

in the aa!ount of CO2 (that

is metabolically produced)

being carried away from

tissues begins.

h. The resultant CA
2
ekcese

at the cellular level of

the brain hepins to (its-

F:STRITT(r ACTIVITY S'EinErT ACTIV TY

I I )

0 5 )



nrruir or risTrrmot:

play CN3 t?pe symptoms.

I. Since the tinsues are

not 02 starved, removal

of the cause of the to-

xicity results id a re-

versal of the symptms.

1. Vhttn controlled breathing is

the reason for inadequate

ventilation; metabolically

produced CO, cannot he elimi-

nated at the rate it is being

produced. This produces the

excess in the bloodstream.

4. Excessive breathing resistance

can cause an increase in me-

tabolic CO
2
production that is

not exhaled at the came rate

as it is produced.

rmrpurTor ACTIvITT STITIVT ACTMTY

1017

(36)
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a. SrITA regulator Pict to

"Peavy".

b. rxcessive dead space in

the diver's epapnent.

5. It has been shown that ex-

perienced divers have in-

voluntarily "suhdued" their

CO, chemoreceptor sensiti-

vity.

a. May have retarded response

to 0
2

levels.

h. Possibly greeter hazard

than that faced by a non-

diver.

6. Fymptoms of CO2 toxicity in-

clude but are not limited to

these;

A- Pap1A shallow respiratiOns.

IASTRUCTir ACTIVITY Trumrr ACTIVITY

(37).
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b. Confusion1 disorientation.

INSTRITTIV ACITYTIT sTrnrrr ACTIVITY

c. Inaillity to think clearly.

d. Loss of conaciousness.

e. Ceneralized convulaions.

I. heath can result.fron cell

damage.

g. SYmptomh Are not reliable.

!lost comnon is respiratory

dispress.

h. Frequent 21I9 of impendinc

CO
7
build-up is a "foggy"

faceplate.

7. Treatment of mild en2 toxicity

consists of removal of the souree

of the offensive gas.

a. Resualtation with n, in nore

severe cases.

h. consider a Table 1.

1019

(38)



ormyr OF r'niPliCTION

R. Mile CO, toxicity-Ilypercapnia

l!IFTPITTAP ArTTIIITv STVIVIT ACTP/ITY

preftentri leas of a haxard thhn

hyposia . it can present tha

diver Oth other potential den-

sera.

A. increased auiceptahility ti

leconpresaion sicknesm and

nitrogen narcosis.

h. The.danger of initiating ox,

ygen toxicity ill a ponsibi-

11ty.

q, nypoxia is the general ten"

applied to the condition that

ariaoaaa a result of a lack

of oxygen to the tissues; a break-

down in the oxygen transport

mechanism,' or a cellular failure

to low the 0, transported to

tfssilvh.

05r)

(19)



ormtur or minurTim

1. Causes of hypoxia, include;

a. Airway ollatruction Or re-

striction.

b. Insufficient okygon in the

diver's breathing media.

1. 0, partial pressure to

the diver must he 0.16

Am (2.532 pal) or hypoxia

vill hegin.

2. 02 partial pressure of

0.14 (2.05f1 psi) vill

produce:

a. drOusinees.

b. Inability to think

clearly.

C. Mid euphoria.

I. Lose of fine muscle

canal- 1.

ElSTT1UCTOP ArTIVITY sTrw7T ACTIVITY

(40)-



ntrillnr Or ITSTeUCTIO

02 partial pressure

uf--0.17 ATM (1.7(4

psi) will produces

4. 0, partial pressures

oC 0.10 to 0.06 Alli

(1.470 to.0.882 psi)

will produce a ft.

unconsciousnesss any

partial pressure of

0
2
hollow this level

vill be rapidly fatal.

c. Diseases of theilungs and

accessory breathing ap-

paratus. such as:

I. Postulants.

2. Polio (breathing muscles).

3. Tuberculosis, etc.

I. Blood diseases or conditions

1"STWCTO" ACTIVITY swnrrr TV

4,1)-(1-
5 2



0111.1W. OF TrcIrrITTM1:

uhich interfere Wilt the

01 transport mechanism

include:

1. Carbon mnoxide pni-

snning.

2. Aneniar.

1. cyanide poisoning.

4. leol,Ania, etc.

e, inturfrance with blood

circulation.

f. Tu%ic conditions within

the body tinaues which

can prevent utilization

of oxnen at a cellular

level.

1. Chemical poisoning,

?. Disease processe that

inhibit cellular func-

tion.

TNFTrUCTOr .,.CT1"T1a' trrnmri ACTTVTyr

11 )5 3

(42)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

2. While the partial pressure

of 0
2
In the diver's media

must not fall below 0.16

ATA, It muat not exceed

1.6 ATA, or oxygen toxi-

city becomea a danger.

a. 1Z at 495' will yield

a !kartial pressure of

0.16 ATA.

b. lOZ 0
2
at thie depth

1.6 ATA and a dangerous

0
2

level.

3. Symptons include:

a. Rapid, full pulae.

b. Elevated blood pressure.

c. Rapid breathing.

d. hespiratory distress.

e. Pale bkin.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

On C/B

(495 t 33) x 0.01 0.16
33

(43)
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f. Flue color in lips, stin,

and fingernails - cyanosis.

NOTE; Nat in CO toxicity.

4. Treatnent.

a. Artificial resositation.

b. Maintain airva.y.

c. Administer 02.

d. Consider Table 5.

S. Prevention of Nypoxia in divers

consista principally of alert-

ness to conditions mud situa-

tions that are capable of de-

priving the diver of oxygen.

a. Air or media loss.

b. Trachael blockage.

C. Insufficient or incorrect

n
2
7 in breathing media.

P. Carbon monoxide toxicity in divers

IIISTPUCT9P ACTIVITY STITICKT ACTIVITY

Is o:mally the ren,olt of contiuttnateil

1055
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breathing media.

I. Sources of contamination
include;

a. Compressor xhauut
located too aear the
air intake.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

b. Wind shift that blows
the exhaust (or staa
gas) into the ictake.

c. Improper lubricating
oils used in the con-
presuor. The onloils-
currently authorize4 are;

(1) 2190T until
supplies exhausted

(2) 2135th - replaces
2.90T

(3) Prime oil "D"

(4) Castor oil.

2. Phyelological action of
CO conk/lets of the hypoxic
effect of the gas.

a. Combines with hemoglobin
200 times mo-e readily
than with 02.

b. Replacement of the 02 on
hemoglobin producee
hypoxia.

1056
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3. Very low concentrations
can cause symptoms.

a. Concentration of 0.002
ATA can prove fatal.
(.0021 by volume).

b. Low concentrations ab-
sorbed over a long
pAriod of time are
equally as dangerous
as high concentration
due to continuous dis-
placement of 02.

it?

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

4. Theoretically, depth has no
effect however, under pre-
ssure oxygen will be forced
into solution in blood plasma,
providin cells with necessary
02. As the pressure of 02 is
reduced, ttssue hypoxia begins
due to lesser partial pressure.
Diver may become unconscious
duririg ascent.

5. Due to the chemical nature of the
the toxicity, Lower concentrations
of CO prc.duce more predictable
symptoms than are normally seen
in hypoxia and hypercapnia.

d. Tightness across forehead.

b. Headache, from mild to
severe.

c. Neilsen.

d. Confusion 1057
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a. UniOnsclousness.

f. Death.

6. Treatment is essentially
the same as for hypoxia
and hypercapnia

a. Table 5 is very'de-
airable.

b. Reausitation.

7. Since the mechanism is
chemical, in this case
it is reversable, pro-
vided treatment begins
prior to any extensive
amount of tissue damage,
part4cularly the brain,
occurs.

. Asphyxia is detined as the
conditions of hypoxia and
hypercapnia at the Same time.

I. Causes of asphyxia inclidc,

a. Strangulation tb,e

blockage of Ci.ic air-

way 'Ize to trauma or
mechanical blockage.

b. Sutfacation.

c. Drowning.

d. Respiratory paralysis.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(' "
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2. The CO2 build-up and 02
starvation is certain if
the source is not
alleviated promptly.

3. Symptoma are essentially
the same as for hypoxl=a.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

4. Treatment of asphyxia in-
volves principally re-
susltation coupled with
removing causative factors.

II. Decompression sickness.
'fa

A. Can be most siwply and under-
standably defined as the con-
dition arising as a result of
insufficient decompression
followihg sufficient exposure
to pressuie. Historically,
decompression sickness has been
with us slate Siebe developed
the diving dress and Trigger
invented the Caisson. Many
attemps have been made to deal
with this malady, and todays
general concept la one of,first;
prevention of the disease
through correct application of
decompression schedules;
secondly for those who have con-
tracted the disease, is treat-
ment by recompression and
oxygen utilization.

B. etiology of decompresb:on sickness.

7y9
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1. At sea level the human
blood and tissue level of
nitrogen from the air
amounts to about 0.8 ATA
(partial pressure). This
level is the same through-
out the entire body. We
are nitrogen-saturated at
sea level.

2. With the application of
higher partial presaures
ot 112, am in diving or
any hyperbaric activity
more nitrogen is dissolved
in the blood and tissues
(Henry's Law).

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

a. Tha rate of absorbtion
by the body is escen-
tially depth and time at
depth dependant.

b. Other factors also in-
fluence the total amount
of nitrogen or other
inert gas being absorbed.

(I) Water tempperature -
cold water tends to
enhance 112 absorttion.

(2) Diver physical acti-
vity plays an import-
ant role. The more
active the diver, the
wore blood circulates
through the body and
correspdndingly greater , 1060
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amounts of Ras are
absorbed.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY FUDENT ACTIVITY

(3) Physical condition
of the diver can in-
fluence the rate of
sae absorbtion. The
tired, exhausted
diver having a
greater gas uptake
than the healthy,
rested diver.

(4) Dives less than one
atmospi.ere in depth
(33') do not result
in decompression
sickness within
practical diving
limits.

1. As long es the diver is on
the bottom, he is in no
danger from the bends.

4. Dives leas than one atmo-
sphere in depth (33') do not
result in decompression
sickness within practical
diving limits.

S. Upon ascent, the absorbed Soda pop
inert gas in the tissues, anology,
has a highter partial pressure
than the circulating gas, and
effects a reversal of Henry's
Law, forcing the absorbed

1 r
nitrogen out of the tissues.

I I' IS
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a. Normally the N2 will
leave the body vie the
lungs.

L. If ascent is too rapid,
01 decompression is omitted,
the gas may form bubbles
in veins.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDINT ACTIVItY

c. The bubbles can clump to-
gether (ago-regate), grow
larger and venous flow to
the lungs becomes hindered.

d. Thie tends to acclerate the
turther formation and
growth uf bubbles, which
may then lodge In a vessel,
starve blood flow, and
cause 'symptoms.

e. The most common site of
bubh.e location Is Ie the
joints.

6. Generally, the seriousnees
of decompression sickness is
dependant mpon the size,
number, and location of the
bubbles.

C. Diagnosis of decompression sickness
involves carefully evaluat!on of
several facture.

1. Such evaluation of possible
bends cases should he con-
ducted by the best qualified

individual present. /

10612
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2. Do not delay making the
diagnosis by awaiting the
arrival of "'more qualified"
,Iersonnel.

3. Decompression sickness
usually occurs shortly
atter the diver reaches
the surface.

a. 50% within 1st 30 min.

b. 85% within 1st hour.

c. 952 within 3 hours.

d. 12 delayed mare than
6 hours.

lc. The frequency of symptoms
follows the following
patturu, although it is
almost impossible to
accurately vedict the
onset 6 location of de-
compression sickness.

41 Local pain symptoms -89%

(1) Legs - 30%

(2) Arms 702

b. CNS bends symptoms 11%

(1) Dizziness (Staggars)
5.3%

-11)13
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(2) Paralysis 2.31

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(3) Chokes
(respiratory distress)

1.61

(4) Extreme fatigue and
pain 1.31

(5) Collapse and un-
consciousness 0.51

c. Ii is noteworthy that
true cases of brain in-
volvement in decompression
sickness are relatively
rare, dus to the pathway-
through both sides of the
heart and lungs fields -

loll, bubbles ust travel to
give true brain Symptoms.

5. Since decompression sickness
and air embolism have many
symptoms in common, the
biggest factor separating
the two is time of onset.

D. Pain only docompression sickness
utten begins with a feeling that
"something is wrong".

I. Progresses from mild pain and
Cdfi become unbearable.

2. Puin feels as it it is in the
bone or doop within a joint.

105,1
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3. This pain is usually
unaffected by -assage or
mild movement.

#0's

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

4. Can be aggravated or made
worse byhot aoaks, showers,
naths or localized heat.

5. in addition to pain, these
other symptoms may be pre-
sent, eirher alone or in
combination.

a. 'itching that is un-
relieved after 30 min.
on surface.

b. Swelling,

Skin ra6h.

6. Do not give affected diver
any druga to help the pain.
It will confuse treatment.

7. It may be difficult to d_e-
cide if a diver haa pain
only bands if he has expex-
ienced trauma underwater.

d. However, trauma can
mean increased blood
flow to a particular
area, Clith a greater
uptake of N2.

EXPLAIN
P Limn

tching
S welling
S kin rash

-I U..; 5r
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b. Always resolve any
doubt in favor of
the diver if in doubt-
treat.

B. Abdominal or trunk pain is
not simple bends.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

a. Easily confused with
gas pains.

'b. Hay be CNS involvement,
so treat it SS 4 serious
symptom.

C. CNS Symptoms of decompression
sickness generally include any
other symptom presented once
alt embolism has been ruled
out.

I. Treatment of CNS symptoms
must be initiated quickly,
as they may progress to in-
capacitation or permanent
Injury.

2.- CNS Symptoms include;

d . Weakness of mu'ucles.

o . Paralysis.

c. "Plum and needles" sensation.

d. Vertigo or dizziness.

e . Visual disturbances'.

10%
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(1) "tunnel vision"

(2) Blurred vision

f. Hearing disturbances.

8

(1) Ringing in ears
(tinnitus)

(2) Hearing loss.

Collapse and Uncon-
sciousness.

h. Chokes or difficulty
in breathing.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

1. It must be emphasized that
treatment must be started
as soon as the evaluation
or diagnosis of a serious
symptom is made. Delay may
result in permanent damage
or a fatality. Do not wait
for medical assistance. If
necessa ry complete examina-
tion of the patient at treat-
ment depth.

F. Treatment of decompression sickness
involves the application of re-
compression and the administration
of oxygen and slow decompression.

1. Initial recompression is to
reduce bubble size.

-1.0(.37
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2. The administratton of 02
lb preferred method of de-
Reusing the blood and
tibuueu.

1. Air treatment la to be
utilized only in the ement
02 is unavailable, or for
uome other reason, cannot
be administered safely.

d. Cduualty to 02 system
during tr'.atment.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

b. Oxygen tolerance test
hue not been given, and
PT may have trouble with
oxygen - civilians.

4. Removal of bubbles reatoreu
blood flow to affecte4 tisaues
and th!- oxygen increases the
outward gradient of 112.

5. General treatment rulea.

a. Treat promptly,

b. Do not delay treatment.

c. If in doubt, treat.

d. Follow treatment schedule
accurately.

e. Hold diver 6 hrs atter
treatment; 24 hrs if
prompt return cannot be
uusured.
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III. The unconscious aiver.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

A. Ln unconscious diver presents
an emergency situation that
requires prompt remedial action
by topside personnel. There
are three periods during and
after a dive when such a sit-
uation may arise.

1. While on the bottom.

2. From leaving the bottom to
within 5-10 min. after
surfacing.

3. 10 min to 24 hrs after
reaching the surface

B. Diver unconsious on the bottom.

1. Nay result from a number
of reasons.

a. Loes of air supply.

b. Hypercapniz

c. Carbon monoxide toxicity.

d. Oxygen toxicity.

e. Asphyxia.

f. Hypoxia.

/1.
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2. Kegardless of the cause,
immediate action iv
necessary.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACIIVITY

a. It diver is in deep sea
guar and communication
ie lost;

(1) Try hand signals,
check phones, look
for bubbles.

(2) Send down standby
diver or use another
Jiver on the bottom
to check.

(3) bring affected diver
to his lst stop at
60 FPH and attempt to
regain communication.
If he remains uncon-
acious, judgement is
needed in order to de-
cide next move. Remem-
ber you cannot help the
Jiver until he is on
the surface.

(a) ConsAder depth.

(b) Consider time at
depth.
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(c) Weigh coneequences
ot possible "
" explosive de-
compression
against an un-
conscious and
possible not
breathing diver.

b. An unconscious scuba diver
on the bottom most likcly
will not be subject to
explosive decompression
due to design limitations
of the equipment.

(1) Bring the diver up
to the surface at
60 FPM.

(2) Resusitate with
oxygen or mouth to
mouth methods.

(3) Observe for signs
of bends or air
embolism.

c. A light weight diver will
generally not be working
at extreme depths. Thu
considerations for the
diver in "Jack Brown" or
KMB are the same as for
a acuba diver.
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C. A diver who becomes unconscious
during astent, or within 5 min.
of arriving on the surface.

I. Can be uuffering from any
of the following.

a. Air embolis.

b. lausive decompresuion
sickness.

c. Carbon monoxide
poisoning.

d. Carbon dioxide
poluoning-

e Asphyxia.

f. Hypoxia.

2. All of the above conditions
can be moat effectively
handled by recompresuing
the diver at once to a
depth appropriate to the
symptoms presented.

3. flowever, it in much safer
to conaider the diver to
he buttering from the most
aevere malady, air embolism,
and treat accordingly.

D. The diver who becomes comatobe from
10 min. to 24 hre after
aurfacing.

1072
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1. C2uses may include:

a. Air embolism.

b. CNS Decompression
sickness.

c. Traumatic injury
suffered while on
the bottom.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDY ACTIVITY

2. After 5-10 min. on the
surface, it is unlikely
that the diver will be
suffering from air embolism.
However, it must be con-
sidered as a possibility
up to 10-15 min. after
a dive.

3. The most likely caul, for the
diver's condition is CNS
bends, if other explana-
tions. for his unconscious-
ness are not available.
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Lesson Topic 3.5 Diving Disease/Injury Treatment

Pert III
4 Hours

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS:

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Vol. I

Btanderd Classroom Equipment

Student Guides

Overhead Projector

Transparencies

Reference: Physiology and Medicine of Diving,

Bennett and Elliott

TERMINAL OBJECTIVE

I. When the student completes this course, he
will be able to, given hypothetical case
involving a disease/injury/condltion common
to diving, describe, in a sequence of steps,
appropriate actions. Include, an a minimum,
name of disease/injury/condition, selection
of proper treatment table, if appropriate,
treatment and post treatment actions. If
treatment tables are necessary, make correct
log entries.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

1. Treatment Tables:

a. Orally LIST the tables weed in recom-
pression treatments (except saturation)A

b. EXPLAIN, in writing, the application of
selected equipment and devices used in
recompression treatment.

c. DEFINE, in writing, selected terms used
in recompression treatment.

d. Given selected conditions, DESCRIBE, in
writing, the sequence of steps for treat-
ment.

e, EXPLAIN, orally, the need tor recomprese(
sion treatment and treatment tables.



minimr OBJECTIVES (CONT'D)

f. Orally DESCRIBE the fundamentals involved
in selecting the proper treatment tables.

g. DESCRIBE, in writing, the symptoms of
oxygen poisoning.

h. DESCRIBE, in writing0 the most frequent
errors related to treatment.

I. Orally DESCRIBE the fundamentals in-
volved in recompression treatment in
th4 water.

1. DESCRIBE, in writing, the most vital
features of hyperbaric chamber use.

L. Orally DESCRIBE the two basic types
of treatient tables.

I. DESCRIBE, in writing the precautions
that must be taken when transporting
divers requiring decompression treat-
ment.

m. Orally DESCRIBE the eecompresSion of
treatment tenders.

n. EXPLAIN, in writing, the function(s) of
the components below in terms of what
it does for the system; Bourse of infor-
mation required for its use; describe
the components; and explain the applica-
tion or truest

(I) Treatment table for decompression
sickness end air embolism.

(2) Treatment table for minimal revamp-
pression OL breathing.

o. For each treatment table component (sec-
tion), DESCRIBE, orally, the physical
location and application or use.

p. Given the following, STATE, the aetpoint
(s) and reasons for the setpoint(s) in
terms of the effects of operating above
or below them.

(1) Rate of ascent of each table.

(2) Ratt: of descent for e3ch table.

(3) time/depth limits for each table.

q. Orally DESCRIBE the effect on the treat-
ment table system due to the Ilyperbaric
Chamber system.

r. Orally DESCRIBE the safety precautions
unique to the treatment table system.

(1) Accurate time and record keeping.

1076



CRITERION TESTS

Given three hypothetical cases involving disease/
injury/conditione common to diving, describe, in a
sequence of steps, appropriate actions. Include,
as a minMmum, name of disease/injury/conditions,
selection of proper treatment table, it appropriate,
treatment and post treatmeet actions. If treatment
tables are necessary, malte correct log entries.

ROMBOOKK

Volume A, Student Guide:

Day 2 - Assignment Sheets 1-5 -1P' through 3-5-20A

Day 3 - Aealgnment Sheets 1-5-21A ...tough 3-5-27A
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1. General considerations of treatment.

A. Oxygen is the preferred breath-

ing ewdla for all treatments

where recompression is indica-

-'\ ted.

C.) Extensive research and over

10 years of practical ex-

perience in treating cases

of decompression sickness

and str embolism fiave proven

the superiority of owlen

for treatment.

(2) The air treatment tables

have s high rate of fail-

ure:

a. lA - 1.S2

b. 2A 3.2X

c. 1 222

INSTRWTOR ACTIVITY

f

4, (1)

40,

STIMENT ACTIVITY

4*
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d. 4 25%

(1) The theorettas1 basis for

treatment is a two phase

approach.

a. Initial repressurization

to treatment depth to el-

iminate or reduce bubbles.

(1) hile depth for tables

5 and 6

(2) Inns for Table-1A'

(3) 165 for 2A, 3.4. 5A

and 6A. .

b. Senond phase involves re-

moval of all absorbed inert

gas by slow ascent.

c. The oxygen tables features

the return to 66' for use

of oxygen.

I4STRUCTQl1 ACTIVITY SWUM ACTIVITY

1079
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(1) Eliminates additional

inert pas uptake or ab-

sorhtion.

(2) Dramatically increases

the outward partial pres-

sure gradient of tissue

INSTRIICTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

and blood inert gas.

(3) Encourages normal elimi-

nation of dissolved gases

through the lungs.

N. The schematic (flow chart) approabh

to treatment.

(1) Starts with two basic facts:

a. Divers complaint

b. History of exposure to pres-

aura.

(2) A diagnosis may now be made. 1 th

(3)
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e. The diver hap treat-

able injury or ha do.. not.

(1) Any doubt must be re-

fiolvmd In favor of the

diver by treating him.

(2) Such a'-decisIon to treat

should be made by the

moat qualified person

present on tha scene.

b. The treatable injury must

fall into one of three ca-

tegories:

(1) Pain only bends.

(2) Serious symptoma of de-

compression sickness.

(I) Air (Gas) embolism.

c. If a diving medical officer

1081
(4)
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is not on station for

treatment of a serious

symptom or gas embolism

it is desirable to con-

tact one of the follow-

Ings

(1) Nearest diting medi-

cal officer

(?) Navy Experimental

raving Unit

(3) Naval School Diving

A Salvage

d. Do not delay treatment

waiting for Medical as-

sistance.

(3) Once symptoms have been ca-

tegorized, the sost vital

point of treatment is now

IMTPlICTOP ACTIVITY STUDDIT ACTIVITY
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considered: the availability

of oxygen.

a. If oxygen is available.

(1) Troia pain only bendn

on Table S'or 6 de-

-

pending on time of

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY, STUDENT ACTIVITY

relief at 64'.

(2) Treat seldom' symptoms

of decompression sick-

ness on Table 6.

(3) Treat gas embolism on

SA or 6A depending on

time of relied or modera-

tion.

(4) Avoid committing a pio.

tient to the air tables

unless there la not re-

lief at 64' for bends or

1093 (6)
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no moderstion of

gas embolism symptoms

at MVP.

b. If n2 is not available for

treatment, or for some rea-

son cannot.be used:

(1) For pain only bends,

use lA or 2* depending

on depth of relief.

(2) For serious symptoms

or gas embolism use

table 3.or 4 depen-

ding on time of relief

of symptoms.

(4) This approach and these guide

lines will cover the first 10

minutes of treatment.

IHFTPITTOR ACTIVITY STMENT ACTIVITY

I
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s. In most cases relief

will be obtained.

b. Rubbles will be reduced

or eliminated.

c. The appropriate.treat-

ment table will have

IMSTRUCTO ACTIVITY STIMENT ACTIVITY

been selected.

2. Oxygen breathing treatment tables.

A. Treatmen; Table 5 - 115 minutes.

(I) Used tor pain only bends

that are completely relieved

within In min..st 60'.

(2) Start oxygen breathing on

the, surface.

(1) Descent rate is 25

breathing 02.

(4) Oxygen breathing time is

two 20 min. periods, se-

I 055
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parated by 5 min. of air.

(5) It oxygen toxicity symptoma

develop, use bhe following

procedure:

a. Renove the mask, and

wait for all symptoms

to subside.

b. Wait an additional 15

min.

C. ROMANI schedule at the

point of interruption.

d. Repeat as often as

syoptoms ars displayed.

(6) Rate of ascent ts one foot

per minute breathing 02,

to 30 feet.

(7) If the patient displayed

02 symptame at 60 ft.,

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

10%
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upon 'arrival at In ft.

utilize the In ft. sche-

dule for Table 6.

(8) Travel from 10 to the

surface is at pne foot

per min.

(9) PetaIn the patient tor

6 hours close to the

chamber in case of a re-

currence.

(10) Tenders during oxygen

treatment.

a. Dust be qualified tender

inside the chamber during

treatment.

(1) Diving HM.

(2) First Class Diver

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STIMENT ACTIVITY

10S7
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b. Tender breaths chamber

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

air throughout the treat-

ment unless the treatment

constitutes a repetitive

dive for the tender1 in

this instance, he breaths

A
2
for the last 30 min. of

ascent.

B. Trestmen; Table 6 - 285 minutes.

(1) Used for vin only bends that

is unrelieved in 10 min at 60

ft.

(2) Used for all serious symptoms

except gas embolism.

(1) Descent time is 25 PPM unless

PT I. in serious distress.

mi. Start n
2
on the surface 6

daring descent.

4,4°

1 S
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b. Handle oxygen yrptomc

the ame as for Table S.

c. Ascant time is one VPH.

(4) Same rulas apply to the 'tender.

(5) Tabla 6 may be lariathened.

a. 20 min 0
2 and 5 min air at

601."

b. 60 min 02 and 15 min air at

c. Either or both may be 'wad.

C. Traatmant Table SA - 154 minutes.

(1) Usad only for gas embolism

symptoms that are relieved with-

in 15 min at 1651.

(2) Rata of descent is as fast as

possible.

a. Remain at 165 the full IS

min.

10S9 (12)
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b. All symptoms must be

clear before electinft

to use Table 5A.

(3) Ascend from 165' to 60'

26 F141 or in 4 minutes.

(4) Upon arrival at 60', com-

mance breathing 02 as par

schedule on 5A.

(5) From 60'' to 10', and 30'

to surface use on foot per

minute.

(6) Handle 02 symptoms the same

as for Table 5 - switch to

6A at 30' tor any 02 symptoms

encoutered et 60' on SA.

(7) Tender follows same rules as

for Tables 5 and 6.

INSTRPCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

)::1)
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O. Treatment Table 6A - 319 Min.

(1) liaad only for treatment of

gas amholism aypptoma that

have moderated within 30

min. at 1651.

(2) Rats of descene,is as fast

an posaibla.

a. Symptoms must show posi-

tive signs of clearing

prior to 30 min. at 1651.

h. No moderation of symptoms
4

commits patient to treat-

ment Table 4.

(3) Ascend from 165' to 60° at

26 FPH Or in four minutes.

(4) Upon arrival at 60', go on

oxygen.

raTnucTop ACTIVITY 'STUDENT ACTIVITY

.---hr9
(14)
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(5) Remainder of treatment is

the same as for Table 6.

(6) Tenders follow same proce-

dure as on 5, 6, and SA.

(7) Oxygen toxicity spaptoma

are treated thio same as

Tables 5, 6, and SA.

.(8) Table 6A may also be len-

therld.

a. 60 min 0
2

and 15 min

air at 60'.

b. 20 min 02 and 5 mil

air at 60'.

ic. Either or both may b

used as thought necelaary.

I

Air treatment Tables.

A. Not effective in treating decal"-

pression sickness or gas embolism

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY slimEnT ACTIVITY

)

(15)
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as oxygen should be.,esed only if:

(I) Oxygen is not available.

(2) Oxygen therapy is net indicated.

a. PT known to tolerate oxygen

poorly.

. b. PT has not had n
2
tolerance

test; civilians

NOTE: In either case, diving HO may authorize

A2-

(3) Failure of n
2
system during treat-

went.

(4) Water treatment.

(5) Treatment situations where oxygen

therapy has failed to-relieve symp-

toms.

B. Table selection depends on symptom:.

(1) Pain only bends symptoms.

1093
(16)
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a. Table selection depends

on depth of relief rather

than time of relief as on

n2 tables.

b. Tables IA and 2A are used

for pain only decompression

sickness.

(2) Serious bends symptoms and gab

embOism.

a. Treated on Tables 3 or 4.

h. Selection depends on time

of relied at 165°.

c. Gas embolism symptoms are

handled in the same way as

serious decompression sick-

C. Table IA - Pain wily bends.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(17)
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(1) Depth of relief must he lose

than 66'.

a. Descent rata in 25 PPM.

h. ascent rata is one min.

between stops.

(2) Time at 1118' includes descent

time.

(1) Also used for omitted decom-

pression.

(4) Not used for air embolism.

D. Table 2A - Pain only bends.

(1) Treatment depth is 1651.

a. Descent rate is 25 FPN.

h. Ascent rate is one min.

between stops.

(2) Time at 165' includes des-

cent time.

INSTPPCTOR ACTIVITY STUDFNT ACTIVITY

1 1195

(18)
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(1) Not used for air embolism.

(4) Used when symptoms do not

clear prior to 66'.

(5) If pain only sumptoms are

not relieved after 30 min

at 165 : complete table 2A.

a. no not extend time at 1651.

b. PT may not have decompres-

sion sickness.

c. There may be residual or

permanent damage causing
.

the pain.

E. Table 3 - Serious bends or gas em-

bOism.

(1) Treatment depth is 165°.

a. Descent rate is as fast as

possible.

INSTPITCTTI ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(19)
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b. Ascent rate is one min.

between stops.

(2) peed if ustoma era relieved

within 10 min. at 1651.

(1) Time at 1651 inclaides descent

time.

(4) Symptoms unrelieved after in

min. at 165° use Table 4.

F. Table 4 Serious bends or gas em-

bolism.

(1) Treatment depth is 1651.

s. Descent rate is as fast as

possible.

b. Ascent rate is one min. be-

twhen stops.

(2) Time at treatment depth includes

travel time.

(1) Time spent at 1651 is variable. I J 9 7

4sP

(20)
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A. hust 1.e at least 31') min.

h. Murat not exceed 120 min.

c. Anytime after 30 min. PT

may be brought up, provid-

ing relief is Complete.

(4) If symptoms are unrelieved, or

relief ir incomplete after 120

min.bring him out on Table 4.

a. May not have bench'.

b. Hay hays permanent damage

that will not 'benefit by

more time at 165'.

G. Omitted decompression. This oocurs

when the diver comes to the surface

at a rate faster than 60 PPM, missing

his scheduled decompression stope.

(I) Can be catssed by any of the fol-

lowing:
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-can -uawirg---

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STITENT ACTIVITY

(1) HIM

(2) win2 Rig

b. Loss of air Pupply.

c. Injured or unconscious

diver.

(3) On a dive requiring decompression

stops:

a. Ufe surface decompression

(1) Only if all water stops

have been completed.

(2) Or Ii na water stops

were required on the ap

plicable sur "D" table.

b. Use Table 5.

c. Use Table IA if 0
2
la not

available.

d. Observe diver closely for

signs A symptoms of the bends.
(22)
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(4) It the diver has symptoms

upon arrival treat him ac-

cordingly.

(5) If no chamber is available,

use Table IA in the water.

a. Uater treatment is a last

resort.

b. Normally, seek the nearest

Oumber even at a great dis-

tance.

(6) If water depth is insuftlnient

for Table lAs .

a. Use standard air decompression

Table for depth 6 time of the

dive.

b. Repeat all stops deeper than

4n41.

(23)

STUDENT ACTIVITY
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c. Take one min. between stops.

d. At 40' remain for 1/4 of In'

cot time.

c. At 1,16 remain for 1/3 of 10'

stop time.

f. At 20$ remain for 1/2 of 10'

stop time.

s. At 10' remain for 1 1/2 of 10'

stop time.

(7) Use deep sea rig (P1K V)

H. Use of Helium-Oxygen mixtures in.

treatment.

(1) Utilization of Ne02 is desirable

when:

s. Symptoms are low to clear.

b. PT has difficulty breathing.

(2)011e02 mix may he used in place of

sir not 112.

1 101
(24)
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(1) Use 60-20 mixture only.

4. Recurrences. Can be defined as the

reappearance of any symptom(s) of de-

compression sickness or gas embolism,

ither during or after treatment.

A. Ceneral considerations.

(1) A recurrence I. evidence that

the original course of treatment

Was Insufficient, and may be due

to any number of reasons.

a. Table selected provided in-

sufficient time for complete

bubble elimination.

b. Depth of selected Table was

unsufficient to reduce bubble

size.

c. Possible error in treatment.

(1) Delay by the diver in reporting
1 I, 02

(23)
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his ymptoms.

(2) Failure by diver to

report ell his symptoms.

(1) Failure of treatment

personnel to recognize

serious symptoms.

(4) Delay in getting diver

to treatment.

() Failure to treat adequately.

(2) In Navy divers, working in the Havel

Diving nvironment, recurrences are

relatively raze.

a. nenerally, Navy divers are a

young healthy, and vigorous

personnel group.

b. They receive mosethorough training

In winch", and physics than their

I I 93 (26)
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civilian counterparts.

c. Navy diving operations are

most often conducted in

close conjunction with ad-

equate treatment facilities.

d. Civilian divers, treated by

the Navy for humanitarian

reasons, contribute the ma-

jprity of recurraace statistics.

B. Hanagement of recurrences. Current

practice indicates that recurrences

are treated on Table 6 or Table 4.

(1) The basic question is whether or not

oxygen is available.

a. A
2
available. Treat all re-

currancea, during and after

treatment, on Table 6,

b. n, not available, recurrances

(27)
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ust be handled on Table 4

based on theiHWee_of onset.

(1) recurrence during treat-

moot go to 165°, U84 Cull

Tabl 4.

(2) Recurrence following treat-

4

ment go to depth of relief,

165°Ral1mum and bring PT out

on Table 4 from that poini.

(2) Recurrences of gee embolism are

elan treated on Table 6 (or4), vice

6A.

(3) Bring patient out on 6 (or 4) re-

gardless of relief of symptoms.

Further delay in getting the pa-

tient to hospitalization Is detri-

mental. Condition probably semi-

permanent.

1195 (28)

STUDENT ACTIVITY
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(4) nn not take PT from table 6

to table 4 to treat unrespon-

sive recurrence.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY



NAVAL moot. DIVI4G AND SALVACE

SCUBA Diver A-431-OA21

Security Clearance; Hone

Lesson Topic 1.6 Dangerous !latrine Life

1 D.Ar

DISTBUCTIONAL MATEOTAL:

U.S. navy Diving !'anual, Vol. I

Standard Classroom Equipment

Student Cuiden

Overhead Projector

Trancpnrenc:es

16mte Projector

Film 041ID6q7, "Dangerous Mirine Life"

Beferences: 1. NWTP124, HandbooL of DangertAis

Animals for Field Personnel

2. Poisonous and Venomous Harine

Animals, Halstead, 1965

TEPVINAL OBJECTIVE

1. I:hen the student completes this course, be will
be able to, given pictures/illustrations of
marina life, identify with correct name, de-
scribe danher (if any) to divers, describe, in
a sequence of steps, appropriate medical actions
and precautions to avoid contact.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

1. For each of the following species, DESCBTBE, in
writing, the physical characteristics, habityt
and precautions to avoid contact, danger to dl-
vers (if any).

a. Sharks
b. Barracuda
c. Groupers
d. Moray Eels
e. Killer Males
f. Sea Lions
r. Barnacles and Mussels
h. Giant Clams
I. Jelly Fish
j. Corals
k. Octopus
1. Cone Shells
m. Sea Urchins
n. Stincrays
o. Venomous Fish
p. Sea Snates

1 107



ENABLING OBJECTIVES (CON'D)

2. DESCRIBE, in writing, the procedures for
treatment of snake hites, venomous fish
stings, stingray wounds and jelly fish
stings.

3. DESCRIBE, in writing, the treatment for
bites from shark and barracuda.

CRITERION TESTS

1. Given three (1) pictures/illustration of
marine life, 6dentify with correct name,
describe danger (if any) to diverz. 4e-
scribe, in a sequence of steps, appro-
priate medical actions and precautions
to avoid contact.

HOMEWORK

Volum* A, Student Guide Information Sheet 1-6-1I;
Assignment Sheets 3-6-1A and 1-6-2A.



(Wallr 4W irsTellrTIW:

I. Sea SnaLeN

A. reneral Comment

1. nver in different species Lien-

titled.

a. all are venomous.

I. all should he considered Oan-

rerous.

2. rsually found in the vestern

racific, hut one specie(' ranres

from Fast Africa to nexico F.

Central America.

3. To date, no sea mnaltes have been

IlSTPUCTor ACTIVITY ST1ITWIT ACT I V1TY

tound in the Atlantic or lediter-

ranean.

Phymicai Characteristics:

I. All seA snaVes have a flat paddle-

like tall.

2. They are air breathers and most

surface.
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3. Psually are quite colorful

with rings or stripes on

body and tail.

4. Extremely aRile in the

water.

S. Very few species are am-

phibious.

Symptoms of Sea Snake bite.

1. 1/2 - 1 Hour- Generalized

aches and pains.

2. 1-2 Hours- Pain becomes more

acute.

3. Change in victims urine

color due to destruction of

red blood cella.

4. Unconciousness.

5. Reepiratory collapse.

6. Death.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUPENT ACTIVITY

Show slide or other representation

point out physical characteristics.
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D. First Aid for Sea Snake bite. List on C.B. or use transparency.

1. no not try to "suck-out" the

venom. It is absorbed to quickly.

2. Immobilize the victim and the

affected part.

3. Apply a tourniquet to block ven-

ous flow.

4. Capture/kill the snake if possible

to aid identification.

S. Only 22 of those bitten show sy-

mptoms, wait 1/2 to 1 Hour before

beginning antivsnom therapy.

6. Get victim to medical attention

&C Once.

2. Sharks and Shark Attack.

A. General Information.

1. 2SO known species of sharks, and

27 of these are proven dangerous

to men.
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2. Sher ,. exist in all oceans and

latitudes, hut can be found

predominatly in waters between

30°W and 3005 latitudes where

water temperatore is

3. Since 1958, there have been a-

bout 100 repor.ted attacks per

year, with an average of 50

deaths:.

a. Shipwreck victims go unre-

I4STRUCTOP ACTIUM STUDENT ACTIVITY

ported.

b. Hay raise the sm mortality

rate.

B. Some of the more dangerous species Show slides. Take notes.

are:

1. Great White Sharks

2. Mako Shark

3. Blue Shark 1 t 2
(4)
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4. Dusky Shirk

5. Tiger Shark

6, Whit, Tip Shark w,

C. Precautions to avoid contact.

1. Chemical repellents, only

marginally effective, hut

id morale.

2, Some aharks divplay terri-

torial perogatives.

a. Hay aggresilvely defend

particular area.

h. Definite hazard to diver

uho must work in such a

area.

1. In shark waters, wear dark,

non-raflseitive clothing (wet

suit) that reflects light poorly.

4. Tha "Shark Screen", a bag-like

container has proven most ef-
I I t 3
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fective in shark waters. : Draw picture on C/B.

5. Ho defense is 1002 certain.

D. First Aid for shark bite. List on CA. or use Take note.

1. Handle the victim as 4ou would transparency.

for massive wound lacerations.

2. Traumatic amputations are likely.

a. Ilassive hemorrhage

b. Utilize tourniquets if neces-

wiry.

1. Treat for shock.

4. Get victim to medical attention

as soon as possible.

3. Cnne shells. Show slides. Take Notes.

A. Several species have caused death.

1. Corms Geograpitus prohabl, the

most dangerous - 4 fatilities.

2. Cnnus Striatus - 1 Fatality ItA
3. Cnnus Textile - 2 Fatalites

(6)
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4. Rongh mortality rate of

257 of cases reported in

medical literature fron

1910 to date.

R. Location of venomous conee.

1. Generally in the indo-pacific

area.

2. Heavy concentration in the Phil-

lipens, and Australia.

Itismcmirk ACTIVITY STUMM ACTIVITY

1. Those cones dangerous to man are Take notes.

primarily sand or rubble inhab-

itants.

4. The shell is buried in sand with

just the sipitou emerging.

S. Host injuries occur due to mis-

handling.

C. Symptoms of Cone Shell poisonings List on C.R. or use trans- Take notes as necessary.

parency,
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1. Similar to wasp or hornet sting.

2. Numbness around mouth(may include

the entire body).

3. Motor Paralysis - nerves.

4. Total Muscular paralysis.

S. Reapiratory collapse.

6. Death.

D. First Aid treatment.

Mostly Symptomatic.

2. No antivenom currently available.

3. Treat for shock.

4. Artificial Respiration.

S. Get to medical attention.

4. Poisonous !Urine Life.

A. Nethods'of poisoning(toxification)

1. Ingestion of poisonous flesh.

4. Known as ciguatoxic poisoning

b. Very large mumber of species

.involved.

Take notes.
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c. Specific species of fish

may he dangerous so eat

only at certain times of

the year.

d. Many Marine animals can

I. lethal in this way:

1) Polar Bear

2) Walrus, Segal. and Se-

lions.

I) bargain shark species

2. Nschanical Poisoning.

a. Usually as a result of

stepping on or near she

animal.

t. Usually the poison is a

defensiva weapon of the

animal.

1) Stomata'

2) Sting rays

r

InsTolurro ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

1 1 41, 7

(9)
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c. Certain Animals can in-

flict painful wounds -

fire coral and jellyfish -

/

by just brushing against

them.

h. Poisonous Rish Show slides of the Take notes.

I. Hany species are known to be various toxic fishes.

capable of poisoning humans,

usually through poison glands

at the base of spines projecting

from the backbone.

a. Stone fish

b. Lion fish

c.,Scorpion fish

d. Wcever fish

e. Zebra fish

t. Toad fish

g. Catfish (some species)

INSTRUCTQP ACTIVITY STHDENT ACTIVITY

(10)
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2. other species have poiswous

glandular secretions that may

render their saliva or flesh

dangerous to humans.

a. Lamprey

h. !Wray Eel

C. !hagfish

d. Trigger fish

3. Treatment of this type of

toxicity consists of;

a. Ice water soaks to delay

abuorbtion of venom.

b. In severe envenomations,

a tourniquet nay be in-

dicated.

c. Treat for shock.

d. Cot to medical attention.

C. Sting Rays. Almost all Species

lliTINTerOP ACTIVITY

List on C.D. or use

transparency.

1 1 1. 9

STImENT ACTIVITY

Take notes.
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possess a well-developed sting- Show elides of various Take notes.

ing appartus, awl many of these rays.

also inject a venom into the

wound.

I. Approximately 1501) cases .of

stingrpg "Attack" each year.

a. Rays bury themselves in

shallow, sandy bottoms.

h. Most victims are waders

who step on the ray and

are stung in the lower

leg or foot.

2. Symptoms.

a. Punr_ture or laceration.

Pale, when 'Ain, later

cyanotic .

c. Swelling.

d. Tissue necrosis. I L.2"

e, Vomiting, dial-den.

MSTPUCTOP ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(12)
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t. %sae paralysis & Death

(Rare).

I. First Aid.

a. Immobilize affected part.

b. Treat tor shock.

c. Transport victim to medical

aid,

D. Jellyfish. A general term ap-

plied to several coelenterates.

1. Hany species can be harmful

and a few have caused fatali-

ties.

a. Sea Wasp

h. Fortugese Han-of-war

c. Vairious 4ydroids

d. Sea Anenome

2. Mechanism of invenomation ia

via any small nematocysts

ACTWITY

List on C.B. or use

transparency.

qhow slides 01 Jellyfish.

Sea wasp in Halstead Plate

XXX Vol T.

1 01
(13)

SWUM ACTIVITY

Take notes.
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contained in the long trailinp

tentacles that cone in contact

with the victim and poinon on

contnrt.

3. Pound in all temperate waters.

The portugeae man of war han

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STITENT ACTIVITY

an inflated bladder that floats

and the tentach:s may trail

IS or 20 ft.

4. Symptoms - Vary somewhat ac-

cording to species but follow

a general pattern.

a. Stinging, burning sensation.

b. Red welt, which may form

blisters, at poinice of contact

with tentacles.

C. Mode & abdominal cramps.

d. Abdominal rigidity.

(14)

Take notes.
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e. Loss of mensstion of touch

and temperature.

f. riausca, vomiting.

11. Pespiratorr distress.

h. Oilerium, convulsions 4

death.

5. Virst Aid. No specific antidote List on C.B. or

tor exists for this type of toil- use transparency.

city. Some remedies work in some

areas and not in others.

a. Hot soaks may destroy some

poison of smallek jellyfish.

b. Heat tenderizer has occasionally

proven of value.

c. Antihistamines - aztifed, beneoryl

may be effective.

d. Treat for shock.

e. Get to medical attention.

1 1,?3
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E. Poisonous Coral.

1. A few Varieties of Coral

are known to inflict pain-

ful stings in victims that

merely touch or brush a-

gainst them.

2. Such wounds are slow to heal.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Show slides of corals. Take notes

3. Two such varieties are:

a. Fire coral

h. El12c horn coral

4. Symptons are an immediate

stinging sensation, welt for-

mation and itching.

5. Left untreated, the wound may

ulcerate, and complications arise.

a. Cellulitis

b. Lymphangitie

c. Swelling of affected part.

d. Lymph glands become swollen.
(16)
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e. revar & Palatine are comnon.

6. Cxtreme pain may become a com-

plicating factor where a small

leg scratch will render the

victin unable to walk for weeLs.

Pain is out of proportion to the

injury.

7. First Aid

a. Cleanae wound thoroughly.

b. Use'an antiseptic.

c. Seek medical attention.

F. Sea Urchins.

1. Little is known of the ven-

enous nature of these animals,

except that there are about 30

species that apparently possess

a venom apparatus.

2. The prevention of sea urchin

IMSTRITUA ACTIVITY STMENT ACTIVITY

List nn C.B. or use transparency.

Take notes.

Show elides. Take notes.

(.1)
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poisoning reyolvea arouna

ayol.tance.

a. Do not handle any sea

urchin with spines.

A
I. Leather, rubber or can-.

yas gloves afford little

or no protection.

3. Sea urchins are found in al-

most all oceans, hut pradominate

in trOpical seas.

4. Symptoms of toxication include:

a. Intense burning and pain.

b. Partial motorparalysis.

c. Ceueral paralysis up to 6

hours.

d. Vespiratory distreaa.

e. Deaths have been reported.

5. Treatment - First Aid.

MSTRIICTOP ACTIVITY STUPFNT ACTIVITY

List on C.D. or use trap-

parency.
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Weal!, symptomatic.

h. Do not attempt to

remove spines.

c. Remove victim to medical

aid.

C. Pctopus nhow alides. Take notes.

1. Host of the species of octo-

pus possess a venom apparatus

In their salivary glands. One

death in a diver reported.

2. Octopi inhabit almost all oceans

of the world.

1. Normally shy and retiring animals,

they will flea when approached.

m. Uill awim away in a cloud of

h. Host hites occur as a result

of careless handling.

11:?7
(19)
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4. Host bites are mild in nature,

producing inconclusive symp

toms:

a. Stinging sensation like bee

INSTRUCTqR ACTIVITY STPDENT ACTIVITY

sting.

b. Tingling sensation.

c. Swelling & redness.

d. Numbness of month h tongue.

e. Blurring vision.

f. Complete muscular paralysis of

arms & legs in a few cases.

Healing is rapid & uneventful.8-

S. First Aid List on C.B. or use

a. Thoroughly cleanse wound, transparency.

b. Gat medical attention.

H. Barnacles and Mussels.

1. Barnacles will grow on almost Show slides. Take notes.

any under water object.
1 PS

(20)
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2. Provide a diver with a

possible mechanical hazard

from cuts & abrasions.

a. Uat suite afford some

protection.

b. Cleanse barnacle cuts

carefully to avoid inv.

faction.

3. Meuels also can cut a diver

4. At certain times of the year,

they can be tokic to eat.

I. Giant Clams

1. Usually found in subtropic

or tropical waters.

2. Hay weigh 2no-lno pounds,

no much as 700 Vbs. reported.

3. Have been known to trap diver

a,

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Show slides.

(21)
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by closing ita halves on

a hand or foot.

4. Victim may be releaa4d by

severing muscle that holds

the halves together.

J. Barracuda

1. Found In all subtroPical

tropical wazers.

2. All barracuda can b4e, but

the giant barracuda Is the

most dangerous due to size

and ferocity. 1.

3. The bite is usually a straight

line slash type of laceration.

4. Attsatted by anything that en-

tera the water.

INSTRUCT(iR ACTIVITY STUMM' ACTIVITY

Show slides. Take notes,

a. Barracuda are extremely cur,-

bout,.



OUTLINE of INSTPIICTIO3

b. Bright, shiny objects

most likely to he etruck-

regulators, knives 4 tanks.

S. Handle barracuda wounds in the

same manner as shark bites.

K. Groupers - Sea Bass

1. Preeent m possible hazard

to divers due to their large

size - up to 12 ft. weighing
a

7no lbs.

2. Inhabit tropical F. suhtro-

plcal waters.

3. Bold, very lurious and rav-

enous feeders have caueed

several fatalities in divers.

4. Handle as for shark bite.

L. Horsy Eels.

1. Large vicious eel that can

INSTRUCTTI ACTIVITY STUHEHT ACTIVITY

Show slides.

'3 I
(23)



OUTLiNE OF IHSTRUCTIAN DISTPUCTOP ACTIVITY STUMM ACTIVITY

be up to In ft long. Show slides. Take-notes.

2. Extremely powerful Jaws

Inflict crushing bite

that may not he released

until killed.

I. Inhabit tropical & ub-

tropical waters, hiding in

crevices in coral, caves,

& bottom wreckage.

4. Will attack if provoked.

5. Tcemit injuries as you would

a shark bite.

H. Killer Whales. Show slides.

1. Large, distinctive and in-

telligent mammal.

2. Inhabits all oceans, but pre-
I I .r.? 2

fens colder climates.

(24)



OUTLINE or IVSTPKTION IISTITCTOP ACTIVITY

1. A voracious feeder, but

there is nb redrdad in

stanco of hunan attack.

4. Knom to travel In packs.

S. If sighted, leave teeter.

I. Sea Lions.

1. Large marawals ordinarily

found In colder waters.

2. They are curious, and very

fast and apile In the s!ater.

1. Nye been Lnolm to snap at

svinmers diverri durinr

Bating seanon.

4. Avol3 ::antact durinp 1.fe.tdinp

setwon or if omg arc I% tl.e.

Ater.

Shot, slides.

1 I 3

s.

FTUPEHT ACTIVITY

Take notes.
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NAVAL SCHOOL, DIVING AND SALVAGE

SCUBA DIVER A-413-0023

Security Clearance: None
Lesson Topic: 4.1 Visual signals

4.4 Planning
4.11 General Safety Precautions

2 Hours

Instructional Materials:

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, VOL. 1

Student Guides

Standard Classroom equipment

Peferences: NAVSHIPS INST. 9940.16A
NAVSHIPS 0994-009-6010,
Navy Diving Operations li,..ndbook

Open Circuit SCUBA
Semi-closed circuit SCUBA
Closed circuit SCUBA
Film, "Open Circuit SC lA "
open, semi-closed 3nd closed circuit

S..;BA principles transparencies
ovel'.ead projector

T1'RM1NAL OBJECTIVES

411.. Partial attainment of the following:

1. When the student complet,.!s this course
he will be ahle to demonstrate, withottt errLr,
all visual aignals used while diving open
,ircuit SCUBA.

11

2. When the student completea this course
he will be able to, given a typical
fleet SCUBA diving task, illustrate
proper planning procedures by outlining
steps necessary for a successful
completion of the task.

3. When the student completes this course
he will be able to demonstrate a know-
ledge and understanding of safety pre-
cautions applicable to the open circuit
SCUBA diving training activities.

ENABLING OBJEcTIVES;

1. LIST all visual signals used when
diving open circuit SCUBA.

2. DEFINE, in writing, all visual signals
used when diving open circuit SCUBA.

3. Use appropriate visual signals during
diving tr,ii :Ins activities using open
circuit SCUJA.

4. Orally STAT'S: the main advantages/
disadvantages of using open circuit SCUBA.

S. Orally DESCRIBE the application and/or
use of open circuit SCUBA diving.

6. DEFINE, oFdlly and in writing, terms
used in open circuit SCUBA diving.

1 1_



ENABLING OBJECTIVES (CONT'D)

7. Orally STATE the most common and
second most common diving accidents
in the use of open circuit SCUBA.

8. Orally DESCRIBE the minimum number
of personnel required when diving
open circuit SCUBA.

9 Orally DESCRIBE normal and maximum
working depth limitations for open
circuit SCUBA.

10. Orally DESCRIBE the reason for using
the Buddy System when diving open
circuit SCUBA

11. orally DESCRIBE the safety precautions
to be followed when diving open
circuit SCUBA:

a. Dressing the diver.
b. During the dive.
c. Decompression.

CRI1ERION TESTS.

I. DemOnstrate, without error, all visual
signals used while diving open circuit
SCUBA

HOMEWORK

Volume C, Student Guide, Assignment
SIIP.-tm 4- -1A anfl 4-I-2A

i 9C)



OUTLINE oF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

I. Introduction to the lesson I A. Introduce self and
Topic

a

A. Establish contact

B. Establish readiness B. Get students ready
tu learn.

C. EstaiIlish effect.

h. OVERVIEW: When you complete
this lesson topic, you will
be able to:

I. Describe three types ot
SCUBA.

2 Desctibe general uses for
SCUBA.

List the advantages and
disadvantages of SCUBA.

C. Bring out the need
and value uf the
material being
presented

D. State learning
objectives

4. State the 1st and 2nd
must common SCUBA casualties.

Describe the minimum numbe4
of personnel necessary for
diving SCUBA.

b. Select the proper decompression E. State information
tables used when diving SCUBA necessary tO guide

the students conduct.

11'),

(1)

1. Questions to
clear up misunder-
standing..



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

D. OVERVIEW (CONT'D)

7. Demonstrate visual hand

signals used in SCUBA

diving.

B. State reasons for using

the Buddy System.

9. Demonstrate verbal commu-

nications procedures while

using SCUBA.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

II. Presentation.

A. 'Review of principle laws of Ask fur volunteers to

diving, explain and give appli-

1. Boyles' Law - The cation for SCUBA.

pressure and volume

of a gas are inversely

related

a: Application Free

ascent.

(2)

Respond to questions as

directed. Take notes as

necessary



OUTLINE oF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

2. Charles' Law - The Ask for volunteers to

amount of change in explain and give appli-

either volume or cation for SCUBA

pressure is directly

related to the change

in.the absolute tem-

perature.

a. Application

Charging of SCUBA

cylinders

j. Dalten's Law The total Ask for volunteers to

pressure exerted by a explain and give appli-

mixture of gases is cation for SCUBA.

I I 41iI i't

4
equal to the sum of the

pressures of each of the

different gases making

up the mixture - each'

gas acting-as if it

alone was present and

occupied the total volume.
(3)

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Respond to questions.

Take notes as necessary.

Rewond to questions.

Take notes as necessary.



oUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

4. Archimedes Principle - Ask for vollinteers to L:espond to questions.

any object wholly or explain and give appli- Take notes as necessary.

partly immersed in a cation for SCUBA.

y fluid is buoyed up by

a force equal to the

weight of the fluid

displaced by the

object.

. Review of Diving Terminology. Ask for volunteers Respond to questions.

I. Composition of Air to define terminology

a. Nitrogen 78.084 and, if applicable, its

b. Oxygen 20.946 direct relation to SCUBA

(s Carbon di'oxide 0.033 diving

d. Argon (inert)- 0.934

e. Rare gases 0.003

.. 2. Pressure Force per

unit area.

(4)

Take notes as necessary.

I '



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

3. Atmospheric pressure

14.7 PSI weight I. square

inch of sea water 33 ft

high

4. Gauge pressure weight

Ata

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITYr

o f the water surrounding

the diver.

5. Absolute pr.essure - weight

o f the water surrounding

the diver plus the weight

o f the atmosphere over that

water.

b. Partial pressure The

pressure contributed by

any gas in the mixture is

proportional to the number

o f molecules of that gas

in the total volume.

J



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUC1OR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

/. Absolute temperature -

The temperature at which

all molecular motion

would cease.(-459./2°F).

8. bottom time - Time from

when a diver leaves the

surface till ,he leaves

the bottom.

9. Decompression time - Total

time ot surfaLing including

any stops.

W. Total time Timt from When

a diver leaves the surface

till he arrives track on the

surface.

II. Surface interval The time

wych a dIver'has spent on 6

the surtace t&l1uwiu a dive.

begins as soon as the diver
p.

surfaces and ending as soon

as he starts his nexl.clowent.

11_15 (6)



OUTLINE.OF INSTRUCTION

12. Residual Nitrogen Time -

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY ETUDENT ACTIVITY

The amount of time, in

minutes, which must ba

added to the bottOm time

of a repetitive dive to

i:ompensate for the nit-

rogen still in solution in

divers tissues from a pre-

vious dive.

IL Equivalent: single dive

time. - Residual nitrogen

time added to bottom time

of repet4tive dive.

14. RepetitiVe dive any dive

conducted within a 12 hour .

period ot a previous dive.

15. Decompression stop

Specified depth at which a

diver mos: remain for a

specifieJ length of Lime

\'(7)



qUTL1NE-OF ri'RUCTION INISIRUCTOR 'ACTIVITY

to eliminate inert gases

"from his body.

C. Sell Contained Underwater List on C/D

Breathing Apparatus (SCUBA) Request students aid in

1. Advantages: constructing list.

Rapid deployment.

U. Portability

(, illnimum support.

d. Excellent horizontal

and vertical mobility.

t- hinimum bottom dis-

tuOiance.

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Respond to request by

offering advantages for

SCUBA.

2. Disadvantages. Ltst on C/11 Respond to instructor's

d. Limited endurance Request student's aid request by ofterimg dia-

depth 6 duration, in constructing list, advantages to using,SCUS

b. Breathing resistance. Take notes as necessary

c. Limited physical pro-

tection.

d. Influence by current

1 knot maximum.

0

1 1 1

(8)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

e. Lack of communi-

cations.

I. Three types of SCUBA I. on C/R

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

open circuit

semi losed circuit

closed circuit.

a. Open Circuit Scuba Show Vugraph of open

(1) Advantages as circuit SCUBA principles

compared to Explain open circuit

other SCUBAS. principle

(a) Open Circuit

SCUBA is

readily avail-

able-any SCUBA

shop,

(h) Uses compressed

air ONLY.

(2) Disadvantages as

It 4:icompared to other

SCUBA.
(9)



m 01;TLINE OF INSTRUCT!ON

SY-

(a) Duration

Because of the

open circuit

principle.

(3) Restrictions.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

CARDINAL RULE

(a) Depth. NEVER MAKE A DECOMPRESSION

(1) Working- DIVE IN SCUBA.

60 Ft for

60 min.

(2) Maximum

130 Ft for

10 Min.

(3) EMERGENCY -

The total

time and

Depth of a

SCUBA dive

(Including

decompression).

(10)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

must never

exceed the

duration of

the dpparatus

in use. Dia=

dt! 154PY

reserves.

(b) Current-

1 knot max.

(c) Diving Team

Min. 4 men.

(1) Supervisor

(2) Diver

(3) Tender/

Timekeeper

(4) Standby

Diver.

1:50



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

b. Semi-closed Circuit Show vugraph of semi

SCUBA (MK VI) closed circuit principles

EA) General description EXPLAIN - Semi-

of semiclosed cir- closed circuit principles

cult principal

(2) Advantages as

compared to other

SCUBA.

(a) Effective

utilization of

mixed gas supply.

(b) Reduced sur-

face bubbles.

(3) Disadvantages as

compared to other

SCUBA.

(a) Uses aply He02

or 14202 mixture!. 5

hard to obtain

or mix.
(12)

STUDENT ACTIVITY



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

4. Restrictions.

a. Work limits I1e02

(I) Normal-130'/35 min

(2) Max 200'/30 min.

b. Work limits - N202

(1) Normal-130'/30 min.

(2) Max 170/30 min.

c. Current I knot max.

d. Diving team.

(1) 1 Diver Minimum

4 men.

'(2) 2 Divers min.

6 men

(3) FOD/UDT/SEAL

Min. 4 men

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

O. Closed Circuit SCUBA Show vugraph of closed

(02 Emerson) circuit SCUBA principal.

I. General description

(131
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OUTLINE OF INST$UCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

of,closed circuit Explain closed circuit SCUBA

principle princip'e

2. Advantage as compared .

to other SCUBA.

a. No surface bubbles.

b. Long duration due

to closed circuit

principle.

I. Disadvantages us com-

pared to other SCUBA.

a. Limited to shallow

depths.

b. 02 tr xlcity haz.ard.

4. Rtbri-tiona

a. Work limits.

(i) Normal 25'/75 min

(2) Mdx -40'/I0 min

b. Current-1 knot max.

c. Diving team.

STUDENT ACTIVITY



MIMI*: OF INSTRUCTION

(1) 1 Diver-Min.4 Men

(2) 2 Divers-Min 6 Men

(3) EOD/UDT/SEAL

Min. 4 men

E. t;eneral Uses of SCUBA

1. Inspections; hull, dry-

docks, piers, etc.

2. Searches hull, ocean

or hartor bottom.

1. Lig.bt underwater work

patching, removing screws,

untouling cables, etc.

4. Clandestine Operation -

attackspinfiltration

F. Most common cause of SCUBA

db Ilia 1 t les.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

List on C/B

I. Drowning Explain over breathing

a. Exertion

b. Overbreathing

C. Panic
(11-A51



()Unita oP INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY°

G. Minimum number of personnel List on C/Ii

necessary for diving SCUBA

I. Diving supervisor

2. Diver

I. Standby diver

4. Attendant/timekeeper

H. Buddy System Explain Buddy System

I. Eye'or line contact thoroughly:

with buddy. Emphasize importance of using

2 If a single diver is Buddy System AT ALL TIMES.

used he should be

tended by a surface

line.

i. A surface line should I 155
also be used-when diving

as buddy's if conditions

seem particularly hazardous.

(16)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

I. Select proper decothpression

tables.

I. SCUBA dives involving

decompression DANGEROUS

are dange.rous.

2. SCUBA dives involving STRESS SAFETY.

4

STUDENT ACTIVITY

decompression should EMPHASIZE

never be made except

as e last resort.

I. The total time and

depth of a SCUBA dive

(including decompression)

must never exceed the

duration of the apparatus

in use Osregarding. ay

reserves.

Visual hand signals Call on students to show Demonstrate hand signals
1. Numbers 0 - 9

2. Hold everything

signals when asked

(1.7) 1157



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

3. All right.

4 . P I ck Inc

S.
47),

Emergency

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

b. Lets go up.

. What time.

B. Ear trouble.

9. Air trouble.

10. What direction

II. how deep.

12. All signals should be in

a forceful and exaggerated

manner so that rhere can

be no ambiguity.

EVERY SIGNAL MUST BE

ACKNOWLEDGED.

III. Pecap of lesson III. Recap of lesson ask

A. Advantages of SCUBA questions of students

1 t r;B. Disadvantages. -from todays lesson

C. Types of SCUBA

(18)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

D. Advantages and disadvan-

tages of open circuit SCUBA.

L. Restrictions fur open

circuit SCUbA.

F. General uses of SCUBA.

G. Buddy System.

AV. Movie Preview - Open Circuit

f

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

IV. Preview Hovie

SCUBA #

A. Observe the following;

1. Advantages and

1111P.
disadvantages.

2. Uses of SCUBA.

1. 3 types of SCUBA.

4. SCUBA accessories.

S. Brief explaination

of cylinders and

regulators.

h. Dressing of diver

mistake of placing

weight belt on first.

Point out mistakes

1V5(1

(19)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

7. luddy system and

number of divers

requited.

Mistake (4 divers vice 3)

8. Safety precautiona.

9. Pre-eive checks.'

10. Method of swimming.

11. Mask clearing.

12. Emergency ascent. Mistake -

above heed

not holding hands

when arriving on

the surface.

STRESS EXHALATION.

(20)
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Standard Classroom Fquipment
Open Circuit SCUBA:

Face mask
Swim fins
Life vest ("F III, ITT)

. rldre n)

Strobe light
Divees lipht
Knife
Yet suit
e!flinders

Ponble nose regulator
Single nose regulator
Pony and 1,uovl1ne
Weight belt

Guage
Conpatis

S. PTVVT t" /.1trat

neptb nuace.
FuO(ly Line

vat-h
Snorkel

gpecial Tools for regulator ;epair.

TFRW!Al. OPJITTIVE.

1. l'hen the student completes this course he will
be able to demonstrate proper inspection and
maintenance procedures (in accordance with Plan-
ned Maintenance System requirements) for the
following open circuit srvrit equipment and re-
lated underwater accessories; cipen circuit
SCUBA cylinder and manifold assembly, Single
Pose peculator System, nouille Pose Regulator
System, Life Jaci-et, Diver4ight, and Vet Suit.

OBJECTIVCS:

1. Orally explain the function(s) of each component
and the component parts for each piece of equip-
ment and underwater accessory.

2. Given a standard print of each component, show
the physical location of each component and com-
ponent part.

3. List, in writing, the major materials used, EX-
PLAIlING wi.j, for each component and selected
component ports.

4. List, orally, the protective devfce(s) found on
the open circuit SCUBA cylinder and manifold s-
sembly, single and double hose regulator, and

ItS2,



ENABLING OBJECTIVES (CONT'D)

life jacket and DESCRIBE the protective
provided by each. Objective so that it may be ueed in open cir-

cuit SCUBA Diving training activities.

5. orally LIST the positton(s) and function(s) CRITERION TESTof each position for the Air Reserve Assem-
bly and block/mhut 9ff valve of the cylinder I. Demonstrate proper inspection and mainten-and manifold assembly system. ance procedures (in accordance with

Planned Maintenance System requirements)
for the following open circuit SCUBA equip-
ment and related underwater accessories:
Open circuit SCUBA cylinder and manifold
assembly, Single ho.e regulator system,
Double hose regulator system, Life Jacket,
Divers light, and wet suit.

b. Orally DESCRIBE the nominal pipe or valve
size for the elbow assembly and block/
shut off valve.

7. Given a standard print of the components,
DESCRIBE, orally, the flow path of the
breathing media through the cylinder aad
manifold Assembly and single/double hose
regulator systems.

B. For cylinder operating pressure, reserve
air suppLy, safety disks and plugs, and
over bottom pressure, STATE, orally, the
major parameters and reasons for them,in
terms of effect(s) of operating above/
below them.

9. Orally DESCRIBE the interrelacion of the
systems.

10. Orally DESCRIBE inspection/maintenance
procedures for each component part with-
in each peice of equipment.

11. PERFORM, under instructor guidance, In-
spection/maimtenance (in accordance with
Planned Maintenance System requirements)
on the equipment listed in the Terminal1 1

to

HOMEWORK

Volume C, Student Guide:

Diving Accessories - Information Sheet 4-2-11,
wrist depth gage instruction, Assignment
sheets 4-2-1A, 4-2-2A, 4-2-3A, 4-2-4A,
4-2-5A and 4-2 6A.

Cylinder and manifold assembly- NAVSHIPS TECH
Manual 0994-008-0100, Assignment sheets
4-2-7A and 4-2-BA.

Double Hose Regulator - Assignment Sheet 4-2-9A.

Single Hose Reguiator - Assignment Sheets
4-2-10A and 4-2-11A.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

1. Introduction to the

lesson:

A. Establish Contact.

B. Establish Readiness.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Introduce self and topic.

Gewstudents ready to learn.

1. Motivate.

C. Establish Effect. Bring out the need and value

of the material being presented.

D. OVERVIEW: Upon comple- State Learning objectives.

tion of this lesson

you will be able to

describe the following

SCUBA accessories.

1. Mask

2. Fins

3. UUT and MK III lite vest

4. Weight Belt

5. Knife- Cres/K-Bar

6. HP Guage 1 t

(1)



OUTLINE OV INSTRUCTION

7. MK 13 MOD 0 Flare

8.-Oompass

9. Depth Gauge

10. Wet Suit

11. buddy Line

12. Light

13. bouy

14. Watch

15. Strobe Light

It). Snorkel

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

State information necessary

to guide the students conduct.

1. Questions

2. Pay close attention au

you will be wearing this

equipment.

f

(2)



OUTLINE OP INSTRUCTION

2. Presentation:

A. Protective and Safety Ac-

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

cessories used in open

circuit SCUBA diving.

Must he Navy Approved (NAV:-

SHIPS 9940.16A).

1. Wet Suit (Wood, booties, Show actual object and Listen, observe closely

mitts). discuss, or use slide/ and take notes as necessary.

a. Closed cell neoprene transparency presentation.

1/8-1/2".

b. Protects diver from

cold water, long ex-

poaure in moderate

temperatures, chemical

and bacterial pollution,

hazards of marine life and

underater obstacles.

(3)

1 1c1)(.3



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

c. Should be proper Demonstrate.

fit. Not too loose

or tight as to re-

strict ovement or

be uncomfortable.

d. Principle: allows a Show on C.B.

thin layer of water

to come between the

wet suit and akin

and la warmed by

body heat.

e. Should rinse Huit

in fresh water after

use.

f. Hint*:

1. Remove suit carefully. Demonstrate.

2. Weakest points are,
,

around sippers.

(4)



AlITLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

3. Should apply

silicone to

sippers on a

regular basis.

2. Lite Vest: Mandatory Show object and discuss Observeolisten end take

item . or use slide/transparency notes as necessary.

a. Modified UDT lite presentation.

preserver.

1. 18 gram CO2

cartridge.

2. Oral inflation

tube.

3. Automatic in-

flation device

4. 19 lbs. posi-

tive bouyancy

at 18 ft.

(5)



OUTLINE OY INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

5. Not effective over

36 ft.

6. Main function is

to keep head up-

right in a floating

position.

7. The only item of Emphasize.

open circuit SCUBA Demonstrate.

not secured with

a quick release.

b. MK III Yoke Type Show object and discuss

1. 4 31 gram CO2 or use slide/transparency

cartridges. presentation.

2. 2 oral inflation

tubes.

3. 2 automatic in-

flation devices.

a. one for each

chamber.

1 r

. (6)

Observe, listen and

take notes as necessary



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

4. 19 lbs positive

bouyancy at 200

ft.

5. 55 lbs positive

bouyancy on sur-

face.

b. If 18 gram CO2

cartridge acciden-

tally used, vest

has 12 lbs positive

houyancy at 200 ft.

7. No quick release.

I. Knife.

a. Should be corrosion re-

sistent metal (stainless).

h. Should have plastic, hard

rubber or wood handle.

Emphasize.

Show object and discuss

or use slide/transparency

presentation.

Observe, listen and

notes as necessary.

(7) .11"



I t-

1

OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

c. Nay be single or

double edged. Pre-

fer double edge with

knife blade and saw-

tooth.

d. Scabbard should hold

the knife with a pos-

itive but easily re-

leased lock.

e. Kay be worn on: UDT

life vest, hip, leg,

wet suit. Never on

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

the weight belt.

4. Mark 13 Mod Flare (Day Show object and discuss Observe, listen and take

/Night): use sli e/ transparency notes as necessary.

a. Used only in case of presentation.

emergency.

-*.-b. Smooth end (day) emitts

*P%

(8)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

90 secs. of red-

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY
ZS

STUDENT ACTIVITY

crange smoke.

c. Ring of raised

beads (night) e-

mitts 90 secs. of

brilliant red light.

d. Never carry the flare

by the pull ring.

1. Tape to knife.

2. Burn hazard. Emphasize.

3. Hold eway from

body.

5. Strobe Light.

a. Emitta a bright flash Show object and discuss. Observe, listen and

approx. once ench se- take notes as necessary.

cond.

b. Emergency use only.

c. Rubber covered push switch. Demonstrate.

(9)

r
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OUTLINE OF 1NSTRUCTIuN INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

b. Compass Show object and discuss

a. Used for underwater or use slide/transparency

navigation. presentation.

b. May be worn on the

wrist or swim board.

c. Some models are ra- Emphasize.

diation hazards.

d. Use a good band to

prevent loss.

7. Depth Guages.

a. Used to determine Show object and discuss

depth of dive, or use slide/transparency

presentation.

b. Hust be accurate

within 1 ft.

50 ft and 3 ft from

SO-300 fr.

c. Must be checked fur

(10)

Observe, listen and take

notes as necessary.

Observe, listen and take

notes as necessary.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

accuracy every 6

months or when

malfunction is

suspected.

1. Should be checked

before use on a

dive if new.

d. Phosphorus dial for

easy reading in lim-

ited visibility.

1. radiation hazard. Emphasize.

8. Watch Show object and discuss Obsetve, listen and take

a. Phosphorus dial for or use slide/transparency notes as necessary.

easy reading in li- presentation.

mated visibility.

b. Rotating bezel for

indication elasped

time of dive.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

c. Watch and depth

guage should be

worn on the same

arm as they are

closely related.

9. Diving Light

a. Used to illumi-

nate divers way

or job.

b. Must be water-

proof and depth

tested.

10. Face Mask

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Show object and discuss

or use slide/transparency

presentation.

Observe, listen and take

notes as necessary.

Show object and discuss Observe, listen and take

a. Primary purpose use slide/transparency

ls to protect presentation.

diver's eyes 41

and nose from water.

b. Secondary purpose

( 12 )

notes as necessary.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

is to provide max-

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

faun visibility.

c. Lens ust be of

tempered or shatter-

proof safety glass.

d. Insure proper fit, Damonstrate

hold mask to face,

inhale gently and

remove hand. Mask

should remain in

place.

C. Adjustable straps

used to secure mask.

II. Swim Fins.

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Show object and discuss Observe, listen and take

a. Increase the ef- or use slide/transparency notes as necessary.

ficiency of the presentation.

diver.
4

b. Various degrees of

(13) 11S5



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

of rtettability &

design of blade.

c. 2 basic types of

blade.

1. Straight

2. Offset

d. Fixed strap, ad-

justable strap &

shoe socket.

e. Normally wear foot

gear (booties) to

prevent irratat1on

and blisters.

U. Snorkel

a. Breathing tube

which allows diver

to swim face down

in the water. Less

tiring.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Draw on C.B. or show.

Show object and discuss

or use slide/transparency

presentation.

(14)

Obberve, listen and take

notes as necessary.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

B. Useful for searching

in shallow depths.

(Conserve SCUBA).

c. Variety of Models.

111. Weightbelt

a. Used to overcome

the positive bou-

ancy of most divers

and the bouyancy of

a wet suit.

6. Must have a quick

release buckle op-

erable by either

hand.

c. Made of rot and

mildew resistent

fabric (nylon web-

bing).

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Show object and discuss

or use slide/transparency

presentation.

(15)

Observes listen and

take notes as necessary.

1 S



oUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

d. Weights should have

smooth edges so as

to not Irrate divers

skin or damage pro-

tective gear.

e. Weights come In va-

rious sizes and de-

signs to suit each

individual diver.

t. Take time to properly

adjust weightbelt(for

near neutral bouyancy).

g. Weight belt most often

lost during water exit/

entry.

14. Bouy and bouyline

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Show object and discuss Observe, listen and take

or use slide/ transparency notes as necessary. -.....

presentation. . %

(16)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

a. Used in poor vial-

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

bility or when sa-

fety of diver is

in question.

b. Never attach to a

piece of equipment

which may be ditched.

c. Hay be of any float-

aide material; painted

wood, sealed bottle,

life ring or innefrtube.

15. Buddy Line Show object and discuss

a. 6 to 10 ft long. or use slide/transparency

b. A must at night or presentation.

in conditious of

poor visibility.

c. Any line used in

SCUBA operations

(17)

Observe, listen and take

notes as necessary.



OUTLINE OV INSTRUCTION

9,1

should be strong

and have neutral or

slightly negative

bouyancy. Nylon,

dacron, and manila

are suitable.

16. Nigh Pressure Guage

a- 0-3000 psi.

b. Nas yoke fitting to

attacl, to cylinder

manifold.

c. Has a relief valve

to bleed oft the

pressure after se-

curing cylinder va-

lue-

d. Should be calibrated

or compared with other

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Shnw object and discuss

or use slide/transparency

presentation.

(18)

Observe, listen and take

notes as necessary.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTkUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVICT

known-accurate

guages perfodicafly.

I/. Queationa on accessor- Answeu 4 Amk/answer qu

Is. . I I ' UI.1 I I noceasary.

y

1 1 "`;

(19)



:AMINE OF INSTRUCTION

1. Introduction to the lesson

A.

0.

C.

D.

Establish contact

Establish readiness

1. Personal experience

Es4mblish effect

Overview:

Upon completion of this
lesson you will be able
to demonstrate proper
inspection and mainten-
ance procedures (In
accordance with planned
maintenance system re-
quirements) for the Open
Circuit SCUBA Cylinder
and manifold assembly
System

ENABLING OBJECTIVES:

1. Orally explain the funetion(s)
of the major components and
component parts for the cylinder
and manifold assembly system.

1 0-

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Introduce self 6 topic

:et students ready to learn

Bring out the need and value of
the material being presented.

State learning objectives

State information necessary
to guide the students conduct
during the lesson.

a. Notes
b. Questions
c. Information needed

(20)

2. Given a standard print of the cylinder
and manifold assembly system,show the
physical location of each component and
component part.

1



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

ENABLING OBJECTIVES (CONT'D)

3. List, in writing, the major
matetials used, explaining
why, for each component and
selected component parts.

4. List, orally, the protective
device(s) found on the cylinder
and anifold assembly system
and describe the protection
provided by each.

5. Orally list the position(s) and
function of each vosition for
the Air Reserve Assembly and
block/shut off valve of the
cylinder and manifold assembly
sys;.ems.

0
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

6. urally describe the nominal
pipe or valve size for the elbow
assembly and block/ahut off valve.

7. Gfven a standard print of the
cylinder and manifold assembly,
deacribe, orally, the flow pdth
of the breathing media through
the system.

8. For cylinder operating pressure,
teserve air supply, safety disks
and plugs, and over bottom pres-
sure, state orally, the major
parameters and reasons for them,
in terms of the effects of operat-
ing above/below them.

(21)

ENABLING OBJECTIVES (CONT'D)

9. Orally describe inspection/maintenance
Procedures for each component part.
within the cylinder and,manifold assemilly.

10. Perform, under instructor guidance, in-
spection/maintenance (in accordance with
planned maintenance system requirements)
on the cylinder and manifold assembly
so that it may be used in Open Circuit
SCUBA Diving training activities.

1 A2



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

II. Presentation.

A. Cylinders Steel, High List on C/B or use slide Observe & take notes

Pressure. presentation as necessary.

1. Filled with compressed air.

a. Never fill with oxygen.

b. Explosion, diver poisoning.

2. One or more used.

3. Working pressure - 2250 PSI

4. Approximate volume:

72 cu ft at 2250 PSI

S. Under D.O.T. Reguldtions

(formerly I.C.C.)

a. Must be hydroatItically

teated every 5 yrs.

b. Tested to 3750 PSI

1 2/3 times the working

pressure.

1.6



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

R. Cylinders, aluminum, high pressure

1. Filled with compressed air

a. Never fill with oxygen

b. Explosion, diver

poisoning.

2. One or more used.

3. Working pressure 3000 PSI

4. Approximate volume -

90 cu ft at 3000 PSI

5. Under NAVSUIPS control

a. Oust be hydrostatically

tested every 3 years.

b. Tested to 5000 PSI

1 2/3 times working

pressure.

b Information stamped on

cylinder:

a. Test plessole

(24)

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Observe 6 take notes

as necessary.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

6. Information stamped on

bottle neck.

a. Working pressure.

b. Serial number

c. Month/year of most

recent hydrostatic test.

4. Hydro facility cymbol.

I. All cylinders under the

planned maintenance system

(PHS).

a. Annual requirements in

use or stored.

(1) Bottles broken down

and internally inspected.

(2) Repair as necessary.

b. Bottles in use inspect

weekly. 12()

(1) Maintain at 1500 PSI

minimum.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(23)



ourLINE OF INSTRUCTION

b. Working pressure.

c. Serial number.

d. hydrostatic test date

c. Rockwell hardness test.

f. Actual measured wall

thickness.

g. Minimum wall thickness

permitted.

/. Cylinders in use - inspect

weekly.

a. Maintain 1500 PSI min.

C. Teat/Inspection of Cylinders

0
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Demonstrate -ising cutaway Observe and take notes

I. All cylinders (in use or or actual cylinder as necessary.

storage) broken down and

inspected every 12 months.

2. It water or particulate

matter is suspected to have

entered cylinder, it must

be inspected before sub-

sequent use.
(25)

1297



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

3. Inspection, cleaning, and

testing procedures -

NAVSNIPS INST 9940.16

4. Safety Regulations H.P. Gas

Cylinders.

a. NAVSHIP TECH, HAN 9230

b. SCUBA Cylinders Table

5-2, Diving Manual

5. Inspection will be a scheduled,

systematic evolution:

a. Bleed down bottle.

b. Remove manifold.

c. Inspect visually.

(1) Aided by inspection

light.

d. Look for:

(1) Corrosion.

(2) Pits - 1equiL98 _lylirot

(26)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(3) Visible accumulation

jelly-like subscance.

(4) Inspect threads and

0-ring seating sur-

face.

6. Cleaning Procedure.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Demonstrate or explain

a. Place wash banked gravel thoroughly.

and water in cylinder.

(1) 4 qts gravel and

2 qts water in steel

cylinder.

(2) 5 qtb gravel and

2 1/2 qts water In

aluminum cylinder.

b. Run cylinder about its

axis.

(1) Until interior is

clean.

1.291>

(27)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(2) Do not try to remove

pits or protrusions.

(a) If pits are pre-

bent, hydro cylinder.

(3) If cylinder won't clean

up, destroy it

c. Once clean.

(1) Empty and wash out

thoroughly.

(a) Use a mild deter-

gent and warm

water.

(2) Rinse with -arm fresh

water.

(3) Dry with clean com-

pressed air.

/. Hydrostatic Test-

a. Test facilities
1

Observe and take

notes as necessary

(28)



ouTLINE oF INSTRUCTION

(1) Commercial firm -

qualified to per-

form D.O.T. tests.

(2) Authorized Naval

Commands.

b. Test is water jacket

method.

(1) Measures expansion

characteristics.

c. All failures must be

physically destroyed.

8 Replacement of cylinders.

a. Comprehensive test

records most be kept.

b. Previoub test hibtory

and costs are important

factors in determining

cylinder teplaccment.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(_9)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

D. Manitold-aigh Pressure

I. Passes air from cylinder

to regulator.

2. Consists of following:

a. Cylinder valve

on/off valve.

U. nigh pressure blow-out

plugs/disks.

(1) One (I) on single

manifold.

(2) Two (2) on twin

manifold.

(3) Two typeri.

(a) Actual lead

filled plug.

One piece design

2. Rating stamped

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

Show equipment

on the head.

(30)

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Observe and take

notes as necessary



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(b) Safety disk, plug

assembly.

1. Two piece de-

sign safety

disk and

safety plug.

2. Safety disks

color coded.

d. 2250 tank

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

BLACK blows

at 3400 PSI.

b. 3000 tank

RED blows

at 3900 PSI.

(c) Never use incorrect IMPORTANT-EMPHASIZE

plugs or disks.

(d) Destroy uncoded dis.a.

1 '11 , (e) PLUGS ALWAYS POINT IMPOR1ANT. DEMONSTRATE

AWAY FROM DIVER.

(31)

STUDENT ACTIVITY



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

c. reserve Valve Mechanism.

(1) Gives warning of low

air supply.

(2) Provides diver with

air to surface safety.

(3) Holds back 300-500 PSI.

(a) Twin cylinders

left bottle only.

(b) Spring loaded

check valve.

(c) Manual override.

(4) As air pressure in

tank decreases.

(a) Valve slowly closes.

(b) Causes regulator to

breathe hard.

(c) Diver pulls down

reserve lever.

(2)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

(d) valve opens - supplying

remaining 300-500 psi

air.

(5) Never assume reserve IMPORTANT. EMPHASIZE.

will work.

(a) Could be damaged

during the working

dive.

(b) Could be accidently

accuated earlier.

(6) Divers, in pairs, must IMPORTANT. EMPHASIZE

surface immediately,

if either goes on

reserve air.

(7) Reserve valve must be DEMONSTRATE

down for:

(a) Charging.

(b) Gauging.

(31)

)

0 .o.
STUDENT ACTIVITY

1219



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRJCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(c) If left up during

charging, only right

cylinder will fill

with air.

d. Trace air flaw cylinder to Demonstrate using equipment, Observe and take notes

regulator. chart, C/B or slide as necessary

(1) Right cylinder to

regulator.

(a) Air exits bottle

via elbow assembly.

(b) Passes by safety

blow-out plug.

(c) From elbow into

center yoke.

(d) Passes 1,1) to nipple

disk assembly of

cylinder valve.

(34)



ouTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(e) Air flow is con-

trolled by cylinder

valve.

(2) Left cylinder via re- Demonstrate using Observe and take

serve assembly. equipment, chart, notes au necessary.

(a) Air exits cylinder C/B or slide.

via elbow assembly.

(b) If 500 PSI or more,

it unseats disk of

reserve assembly.

(c) Flows by unseated

disk, and safety

blow-out plugs.

(d) Flows through the

).) channel housing

500 PSI reserve

spring.

(35) 1 2°, 3



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(e) Through insert

holds 500 PSI

in place.

(f) Exits reserve

valve assembly.

(g) Enters center yoke.

(h) Continues to seat

& disk assembly

of on/off valve.

(i) Air flow is con-

04)I1ed by cylinder

valve.

(3) Manual overridc, re- DEMONSTRATE using

serve assembly. equipment, chart,

(a) At 300-500 PSI, C/B or slide.

spring pushes

disk closed.

(36)

tZ..)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(b) To physically

override disk,

oush reserve

handle down.

(c) Reserve stem

rotates 1800.

(d) Pint, Plunger

assembly has two

grooves.

2. Deep

(e) Resurve stem is

in deep groove

reserve up.

1. This allows

spring to hold

pin plufiger

assembly away

from disk.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

(37)

,
STUDENT ACTIVITY 60



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

I

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

a. 500 psi

spring controlls

disk and air

flow.

(f) 1800 rotation DEMONSTRATE

reserve down.

I. Reserve -item in

shallow groove.

2. Pin 1 plunger

StIllelbly IS

physically

holding disk

op_n allowing

air flow.

3. Diver is on

reserve air.

(38)

1,''9
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTiON

E. Repair of Manifold.

I. Never attempt reppirs on IMPORTANT EMPHASIZE.

a charged bottle.

2. Bleed down before starting

any repairs.

ose Tech Manual and correct IMPORTANT.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY (j)

diagrams.

a. Lo not attempt repairs

by memory.

4. Haintaln a clean organized

wGrk area.

5. DO NOT use oil or grease

tor lubrication.

IMPORTANT- EMPHASIZE

a. Dow corning Oxygen and breathing

b. Flora Lub air system approved

6. Use correct and clean tools.

I. Use correct replacement parts.

H. Always test after any repair

is pade.

(39)

AO
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9. Take your time. do it

right.

a. Consider the consequences

of a malfunction on the

bottom.

QUESTIONS

1

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Answer any quest.ons Ask questions as

Time permitting, have students they occur to you.

trace air through the cylinder/manifold

dtisembly - orally.

I

(40)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

I. Introduction to the Lesson Introduce self and topic

A. Establish Contact Get students ready to learn

B. Establish Readiness

1. Personal experience

C. Establish Effect Bring out need and value of

the material being presented.

D. OVERVIEW STATE LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this

Lesson Topic you will be

able to demonstrat proper STATE INFORMATION NECESSARY

inspection and maintenance TO GUIDE THE STUDENTS CONDUCT

procedures (in accor(Jance DURING THE LESSON.

with plained maint_endnce a. NOTES

system requirements) for the b. Questions

open circuit SCUBA double c. Information needed

hose regulator.

(41)

STUDENT ACTIVITY

I 2 `? 5
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

1. Orally explain the function(s)

of each component and the

component parts of the open

circuit SCUBA double hose

regulator.

2. Given a standard print of the

open circuit SCUBA,double hose

regulator, show the physical

location of each component and

component part.

I. List, in writing, the major

materials used, explaining why,

for each component and selected

component parts of the open

circuit SCUBA double hose regulator.

4. List, orally, the protective device(s)

found on the open circuit SCUBA double

hose, regtIlator and describe the protec-

Lion provided by each.

(42) 1 2 `',



OUTLINE OP INSTRUCTION

5. Civen a stand'ard print of open

circuit SCUBA components, describe

orally, the flow path of the breath-

ing media through the cylinder and

anitolu assembly and double hose

regulator.

6. arally describe the interrelation

of the systems.

J. Orally descilbe inspection/

maintenance procedures for each

component part within the open

circuit SCUBA double hose regulator.

8. Perform, under instructor guidance,

inspection/maintenance (in accordance

witL Planned Maintenance System

requirements) on the open circuit

SCUBA double hose regulator so that

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY -4)

lt may be used in open circuifit SCUBA

.(4 3)

12.09
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OUTLINE or INSTRUCTION

diving training activities.

PRESENTATION

A. Principles of Double Hose

Regulators.

INST;ZUCIOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

I. Reduces high pressure air USE chart, slide, or Observe and take

to a pressure usable by chalkboard to illustrate notes as necessary.

diver at depth.

2 Two stage reduction

d. High pressure or first

stage - reducing valve

(1) Reduces H.P. Air to

a constant I10(t/-5)

psi over bottom

pressure.

b. Low pressure or second

stacy! - reducing valve

(1) Reduces 110 psi over

bottom to exactly ambient

water pressureat
C)

(44)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

operating dwth.

(2) Upon demand,

delivers al, divers

lungs.

(a) Diver inhales-creating

a pressure imbalance

(b) Pressure imbalance

between divers lungs

and ambient water nrp-

ssure, forces diaphragm

to move.

(c) This opens_low pressure

flow valve allowing air to

flow to diver.

B. Principle Parts

1. Regulator

d. 1st and 2nd stage located inside

regulator box.

2. Inhalation Hose

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

(45)

Use chart, slide or

actual equipment to

show location.

,
STUDENT ACTIVITY g.)

Observe and take

noles as necessary.

)4



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

a. Hose on right side.

3. Mouthpiece

a. Relatively watertight

channel into divers mouth.

b. Contains two Check valves.

(1) right side

(a) allows air into Use chart, slide or

mouthpiece actual equipment to

(b) prevents air from demonstrate

entering into inhalation

hose.

(c) opens on inhalation

(d) closes on exhalation

(2) Left side

(a) hose on left 8ide

(b) channels exhausted air

back to regulator and

out

1. has flapper valve in

(46)

1 ;2

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Observe and take

notes as necessary.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

regulator bax/end

of hose prevents water

from entering hone

C. Air Flow-Double Hose Regulator

1. H.P. Air to Intermediate Pressure

a. Enters sintered filter

b. Passes by:

(1) spring block (11)

(2) High pressure seat,

spring (12)

(3) High pressure seat assembly (13)

(4) Pin and Pin support (15 & 16)

C. Air is now in intermediate

prossure chamber.

d. Pressure reaches 110 psi

(1) depresses diaphragm

(2) diaphragm depresses diaphragm

spring.

(3) allows H.P. seat spring to close



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

U.P. seat assembly

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(4) Remains closed until

Intermediate pressures

drops below 120 psi

e. Pressure drops below 110 psi

(1) Diaphragm can no longer

hold diaphragm spring

(2) Spring expands, moving pin

and pin support linkage.

(3) Overrides H.P. seat sp;ing,

opening H.P. seat.

(4) Allows H.P. air to flow into

intermcdjate chamber until

ild Vsi is reached.

(5) 110 psi diaphragm and spring

are depressed.

Co) H.P. seat spring closes H.P.

seat assembly.

(48)

102 '17



OUTLINE Of INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(1) L.P. seat assembly

(2) L.P. seat spring

(3) Horse shoe lever

(4) L.P. Diaphragm

d. Diver inhales

(l), Pulls partial vacuum in

L.P. chamber.

N
(2) L.P. diaphragm collapses

toward pressure decrease

(3) Pushes horseshoe lever

(4) Accuates L.P. seat assembly

(5) L.P. valve opens, air refills

L.P. chamber.

(6) Diaphragm returns to normal

position.

(7) L.P. seat spring closes L.P.

valve.

D. Advantages and Disadvantages of Double

Hose Regulators.

(50)

ig1/41



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

f. Overbottom Pressure

(1) Controlled by

diaphragm ,ispring and

adjustment screw

(2) by means of an adjust-

ment screw (18)

(3) Spring tension is set

(4) Designed to work at

psi (+ or -5)

110

(5) Attach a guage to

intermediate chamber

(6) Turning adjuutment screw

sets overbottom pressure.

2. Intermediate Pressure to Breathable

Air

a. Air exits intermediate pressure

chamber via L.P. valve assembly.

b. Breathable air is now in chamber.

C. L.P. Valve assembly

(49)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

1. Advantages

a. Resistent to freeze up

b. Air in inhalation hose is

at a pressure equal to

surrounding water pressure.

(1) Should a rupture occur,

slow leak instead of

rapidly depleted air

supply

c. Bubbles exhausted behind

diver doesn't affect visibility.

2. Disadvantages

a.- Placing second stage below diver

causes free flow

(1) effectg working on your back

b. Two hoses offer increased water

resistence

c. Warm weather causes soft goods

(flapper, check valves) to Stick

together.
(51)

) g51)

STUDENT ACTIVITY



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION '

d. Hygene problems with

mouthpiece and hoses.

E. Repair of Double Hose Regulator

1. Disassemble and repair mal-

functio#ing regulator

a. Use proper tech manual

(1) NAVSHIPS 394-0065

(2) U.S. Diver Regulator

Repaii Manual

b. use of tools

INSTRUCTOR ACTIV+TY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(1) H.P. Block assembly guide

(2) Overbottom pressure test
\,-.-

uage

(3) body spanner-wrench

(4) body wrench/vise

(5) circlip pliers

c. Diaassembie

DEMONSTRATE

(52)
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.06ThTNE di INSTRUCTION

Nam.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY. OUDENT ACTIVITY

2. General Procedures Usiqg teolh mantl, explain CeSERVE-Ousition

a. insure 411 pressure eachrstep of disassembling, as necessary

is bled down. inspectiOn and reassembling

b. clean organized work

ar9a
\

c. proper tech manual

d. proper tools

e. Replace all fiber washers,

gaskets and 0-rings

(1) Do not reuse old soft

goods

f. use correct replacement

parts *only.

g. use approved lubricants

h. take your time.

/2-5-.3 /1254
(53)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

I. Introduction to the Lesson

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

Introduce self and

A. Establish Contact topic

B. Establish Readiness Get steldents ready to

1. Personal Experience learn

C. Establish Effect Dring out the need and

D. Overview value of the material

Upon completion of this being presentedi

,.., lesson topic you will be State learning objectives

able to demonstrate proper

inspection and maintenance

piocedures (in accordance

.410, with Planned Malntenance

Syutem Requirements) for the

epen circuit SCUBA Single

Hose Regulator.

State information necessary

to guide the students

conduct during the lesson-

a. Notes

b. Questions

c. Information needed.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

1." Orally exp.lain the function(s) of

each compohent and the component

parts of the open circuit SCUBA

single hose regulaton.

2. Given a Standard print of the

open Fircuit SCUBA single hose

regulator,, show the physical

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

location of each component and component

part.

3. List, in writing, the major materials

used, explaining why, for each component

and selected component parts of the

open cilcuit SCUBA single hose regulator.

List, orally, the protective device-(s)

found on the open circuit SCUBA single

hose regulatpr and describe the protec-

tion prGvided by each.

5. Given a standard print of open circuit

(55



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

SCUBA components, describe,

orally, the flow path of the

breathing media through the

cylinders and manifold assembly and

single hose regulator.

6. Orally describe the interrelation

of the systems.

7. Orally describe inspection/maintenance

procedures for each component part

within the open circuit SCUBA single

hose regulator.

H. Perform, under instructor guidance,

inspection/maintenance procedures

(in accordance.with Planned Maintenance

System requirements) on the open circuit

SCUBA single hose regulator so that it

may be used in open circuit SCUBA diving

training activities.

(56)



OUTLINE OF TNSTRUCTION

II. PRESENTATION

A. Principles of Single Hose

Regulators

1. Reduces hicjI pressure

air to pressure usable by

diver at depth.

2. Two stage reducer

a. First Stage -

Reducing Valve

(1) Reduces H.P.

air to constant

125 (+/-5) psi

overbottom pressure.

b. Second Stage - Reducing

Valve

(1) Reduces 125 psi

overbottom to exactly

ambient water pressure

at operating depth.
1 12';`-.

IWTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

Use chart, slides, or

actual equipment to

show location of components

(57)

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Observe

notes as

and take

necessary

1259



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(2) Upon demand,

delivers air to

divers lungs.

(a) diver inhales--

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

produces pressure

imbalance between

divers lungs and

ambient water

pressure.

(b) imbalance acts on

diaphragm, opening

L.P. flow valve

(c) allows air to flow

to diver

B. Principle Parts Show Parts Observe and take

1. 1st Stage (Highipressure) notes as necessary

a. separate unit

b. fastens to manifold by yoke

2. Intermediate Pressure Hose

1 ',2i;) (58) 1231.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

a. delivers 125 psi

air between stages

b. male end and o-ring

to 1st stage

c. female end and o-ring

to 2nA stage.

3. 2nd Stage (low pressure)

- Box contains:

a. Low Pressure reducing

mechanism

(1) L.P. flow valve

(2) lever

(3) diaphragm

b. Rubber mouthpiece

(1) snaps for holiday

band (throw away)

c. Exhaust valve - allows

air out, keeps water out

(1) built into bottlm ct

19e9
(59(



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

2nd stage box

(2) Exhaust tube or

channel

d. Purge button

(I) Located on top of

L.N. box

(2) Mechanically over-

rides L.P. Stage

(3) Physically depressed

(a) causes L.P.

flow valve to

deliver air.

(4) Quickly clears regu-

lator.

C. Air Flow - Single Hose Regulator Use chartf slide, or

1. H.P. Air to intermediate actual equipment to

pressure demonstrate.

a. H.P. air enters via sintered

filter

12'33

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(60)

Observe and take

notes as necessary

120



°MANE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

b. Passes by or through:

(1) H.P. Block

Assembly

(a) spring (16)

(b) block (18)

(e) 0-ring (17)

(2) H.P. Seat Assembly

Spring (19)

(3) H.P. Seat Assembly

(if open)

(4) Pin and support (76,8)

c. Air now at intermediate

pressure (125 psi)

(1) H.P. Diaphragm depresses

(2) Diaphragm' spring (2)-

preadjusted to 125 psi

tension

(3) This allows H.P. seat

assembly spring to close
1 .)er-

)
(61)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTIOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

H.P. seat as-

sembly.

d. Pressure drops below

125 psi.

(1) 125 psi spring ex-

pands, moving pin

and pin support link-

age.

(2) Overrides H.P. seat

assembly open.

(3) Pushes H.P. seat_ as-

sembly open.

(4) Air enters IM chamber/

hose until 125 psi.

(5) 125 psi diaphragm and

spring are depressed.

(6) H.P. seat assembly is

closed by HP, seat as-

(62)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

sembly spring.

1

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

0. Overbottom Pressure.

(1) Controlled by dia-

'phragm spring and

adjustment spring.

(2) Blir adjustment screw.

(3) Tension set at 125

psi.

(4) Regulator designed

to work at 125 psi.

(5)' Attach guage to in-

termedidte port oe

hose-turn adjustment

screw to set overbottom

pressure.

2. Intermediate Pressure to Breath-

able Air.

a. Air exits intermediate pres-

sure hose via L.P. valve assembly.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(1) Located in L.P.

stage box.

b. Breathable air now

in L.P. chamber.

c. L.P. valve Assembly

(flow valve).

(1) nipple

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVTTY

Use chart, slide or Observe and take notes

actual equipment to as necessary.

demonstrate.

contains L.P. seat

(16).

(2) L.P. disc (22) and

disc retainer assem-

bly (23).

a. rasher

b. lever

C. spacer

d. lock nut

(3) L.P. disc spring.

((64)2.C.'S



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(4) L.P. diaphragm.

4. Diver inhales.

(1) 'pulls partial

vacuum in L.P.

chamber.

(2) L.11),, diaphragm

collapses toward

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

pressure decrease.

(3) Movement pushes lever

on disc retainer as-

sembly.

(4) Qii.sc retainer assem-

bly lifts L.11,. disc

from seat. ille

(5) L.P. flow valve is

open-air flows to diver.

(6) Diver stops inhaling or

exhales.

0,

(65 C



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY.

a. diaphragm returns

to normal position.

b. L.P. disc spring

c..oses L.P. disc on

to seat.

e. Exhaust Valve.

(1) Located on bottom of L.

P. chamber.

(2) Simple rubber disc.

(3) Opens during exhalation.

(4) Ambient water pressure

keeps it closed otherwise.

f. Purge Valve.

(1) Manually operated button.

(2) Overrides L.P. diaphragm.

(3) Opens L.P. flow valve, clears

regulator.

1

1 *42 .14 I)
(66)

19,



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

D. Advantages/Disadvantages of List on C.B. Observe and take notes

Single Hose Regulator. as necessary.

1. Advantages.

a. Second stage is always

at approximately same

pressure as lungs.

1. Does not have free

flowing tendency.

b. Purge valve allows im-

mediate clearing.

c. Buddy breathing easier

(purge valve s, hose).

d. Reduced water drag.

e. Stronger intermediate

hose.

t. Generally more rugged

piece of equipment.

2. Disadvantages.

(67)



OUTLINE OF INSTKUCTION

a. Bubbles sometimes

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

obscure visibility.

b. Susceptible to freeze

up.

E. Repair of Single Hose Regulator.

1. Disassembfe and repair a mal-

functioning regulator.

a. Use proper tech manual as

guide.

1. NAVSHIPS 0994-008-100.

2. U.S. Divers Regulator Re-

pair Manual.

2. Usc of Tools. Demonstrate proper Observe.

a. Overbottom pressure guage. use of tools.

b. Circlip pliers.

3. Disassembly, Inspection & Re- Use tech manual (NAV

assembly. SHIPS 0994-008--13C)

as a guide. Explain

(68)



1

OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

4. Same general rules

apply as before.

INTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

each step as you disassemble, Observe. Ask

inspect, reassemble single quest*ons as neces-

hose regulator. sary.

(69)

/273
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kiaVAL SCI:OOL DIVING AND SALVAGE

SCUBA DIVER A-433-00Z3

SECURITY CLEARANCE: 0,1NE

LESSON TOPiC 4.3 OPEN CIRCUIT SCUBA TERMINAL OBJECTIVE:

CHARGING. 1. When the student completes this course

I 1/2 HOURS he will be able to demonstrate open

INSfRUCTIONAL MATERIALS: circuit SCUBA charging procedures

U.S.Navy Diving Manual, VOL. I. without error.

WAVSHIPS INST. 9940.16A ENABLING OBJECTIVES:

STUDENT GUIDES 1. Orally DESCRIBE a typical diver's

OPEN CIRCUIT SCUBA CHARGING breathing air system by tracing it

CHECK LIST from the compressor/flask through the

SCUBA CYLINDERS charging lines to the open circuit SCUBA

CHARGING SYSTEM cylinders.

2. Given a standard print of a typical

diver's breathing air system, LABEL

the physical location of the major

components using the proper nomenclature.

r,

1275



ENABLING oBIECTIVES: (Cont'd)

J. Orally DESCRIBE the interrelation of

Chatles' Law with charging open

circuit SCUBA.

4. Given an open circuit SCUBA

chai4ing checklist (tor the

available system) prepare, activate

and secure (after charging) the air

supply delivery system.

CRITERION TEST.

I. Given an open circuit SCUBA

(barging checklist for the available

sylitem, demonstrate, as a member of

a team, proper open circuit SCUBA

chalging procedures without error.

HOMEWORK.

Volume C, Student Guide, Information Sheet
4-3-11, 4-3-21, 4-3-31, and 4-4-411

Assignment sheets 4-3-1A and 4-3-2A; and
Job sheet 4-3-1J

1 2,-6



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

I. Introduction to the Lesson: I.A. Introduce self and

A. Lstablish contact topic.

B. Establish readiness B. Get students ready to

C. Establish effect learn.

D. t/VERVIEW: Upon completion C. Bring out the need and

of this lesson fou will be value of the material

able to: being presented.

I. Describe a typical D. State learning objectives.

divers breathing air E. State information necessary

system. to guide the students con.-

2. Describe the interrelation duct.

(it Charles' Law with charg- I. Questions.

ing open circuit SCUBA 2. This lesson will be graded

I. Given an open circuit and each diver must

SCUBA charging checklist, successfully and safely

prepare, activate and charge for grade.

secure (after charging

cylinders) cite air supply

delivery system.

121441.,

(1)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

II. Presentation

A. Procedures for charging

SCUBA cylinders.

1. Two men (buddies)

are required as a

charging detail

2. Insure there is suf

ficient pressure in

the HP banks. Minimum

of 2000 PSI reading on

the master gauge

3. Determine what type of

cylinders will be

charged i.e. 2250 PSI

or 3000 PSI cylinders

NOTE; NEVER MIX BOTH TYPE CYLINDERS CAUTION

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

A. Explain and show each

step in charging.

STRESS SAFETY.

IN THE SAME CHARGING LINE

1 2-4c

WHY? Because of the

different pressures

involved.

(2)

A. Observe closely as

students will be

charging for the next

two weeks.

1'279



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

4. Insure all charging

hoses are securely

lucked in the H.P.

fittings, and that

the hoses are attached

to the units tu be

tilled and all secondary

relief valves closed

5. All reserve valves on

the cylinder manifolds

in the down position.

6. Main relief valve on

the rack closed.

1. Open all on/off mani-

told valves.

8. One man positioned at the

main charging valve, the

other at the main relief

valve.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

EMPHASIZE

(3)

1 A



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENVACTIVITY

9. Insure that all other CAUTION - EMPHASIZE

personnel are kept away

from the immediate

icinity of the charging

hoses and fittings. (Fur

safety reasons-should

d home auddently dis-

connect from the coup-

ling while loaded with

H.P. air

10. Slowly open main charging

valve and begin charging

at a rate NOT to exceed

40_LELJEtE_Elintite.

HISTE: The charging man will nut leave CAUTION-EMPHASIZE

him station for any reason

until main charging valve

has been secured.

II. Upon reaching maximum
1291

rated PSI, main charging

(4)



OUTLINE OE_INSTRUCTION
Li
11. (Cont)

valve is secured

12. Ali on/ofl manifold

valves oce closed;

rese e handles are

placed in the up(off)

position.

11. it.ellef 'valve man will

sound-off with "Bleed-

ing Uown" and open

the relief valve sluwly,

'insuring that his body

is away from the outlet

aide of the vctive from

where the residual H.P.

air will be exhausting.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

EMPHASIZE: SOUND OFF

14. All charging hoses are die-

connected from the SCUBA (_

A s,tr'

and maskingx.tape is placed

1200



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

14. (Cont'd) over the inlet

urfice on the manifolds

this will denote "charged

cylinder" to other per-

sonnel not involved with

the charging detail.

IS. Charging procedures are V

secured at this Lime

III. Charging ior grade QUESTIONS?

A. Lath student will charge Charging for grade Charging tor grade.

for grade. A. Supervise each student A. Each student will

b. Pretered time for grading charging before charg- charge for grade be-

ts alter days diving or ing on own. fore being allowed

during lunch time if diving to proceed on his own.

is carried out before lunch.

IV. Summary and cp:estions.

11)c:1

(f)

PC4



NAVAL SCHOOL DIVING AND SALVAGE

SCUBA DIVER A-433-0023

SECURITY CLEARANCE: NONE

LESSON TOPIC 4.4 PLANNING

I Hour

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS:

U.S.Navy Diving Manua, Vol I

Student Guides
Standard Clasaroom Equipment
NAVSH1PS INST. 9940.16A
Ship Repair Safety Checklist
(Appendix. F, U.S.Navy Diving
Manual, Vol. I)

TERMINAL OBJECTIVE.

1. When the student completes this
course he will be able to, given
a typical fleet SCUBA diving task,
illustrate proper planning pfoce-
dures by outlining steps necessary
for a successful completion of
the task.

ENABLING OBJECT1V:;S:

Orally DESCRIBE the application
and/or use ot open circuit SCUBA
diving.

1 :2 c 5

ENABLING OBJECTIVES (Cont'd)

2. Orally DISCUSS, with class members,
procedures necessary for proper
planning of the 130 ft. qualification
dive.

3. USE the pre-dive checklist contained
in the U.S.Navy Diving Manual, Vol. 1,
for planning the 130 ft. qualification
dive.

CRITERION TEST

1. Given the night hull inspection as a

typical fleet diving task, demonstrate
planning procedures by outlining, in
writing, steps necessary (including
appropriate checklists) fur successful
completion of the task, without error.

HOMEWORK

Volume C, Student Guide, Information Sheet
4-4-1I; Ass inment Sheets 4-4-1A, 4-4-2A,
and 4-4-3A.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

I. Introduction to the lesson

A. Establish contact A. Introduce self & topic.

B. Establish readiness B. Get students ready to

1. Personal experience. learn.

C. Establish effect. C. Bring out the need and

value of the material

being presented.

D. OVERVIEW: Upon completion of this D. State learning objective.

lesson you will be able to plan a

successful SCUBA operation.

INSTRUCTORS ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

41P

E. State information neces
sary to guide student

conduct during class.

1. Notea.

2. Queslions.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

II. Presentation.

A. SCUBA operation

1. Define objectives.

2. Collect and analyze data.

3. Establish operational task.

4. Select diving technique.

5. Select equipment and supplies.

6. Select and assemble the diving

team.

/. Make final preparations and

check all aafety precautions.

B. Start operation.

B. Define objectives B. Cover each step and

INSTRUCTORS ACTIVITY

II. Presentation.

A. Name the eight steps

in planning of a

SCUBA operation.

I. Why the operation is being

undertaken?

2. What is to be accomplished.

(3)

discuss.

1. Objective

Checklist page 4-4

Diving Manual

12SS

STUDENT ACTIVITY



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

C. Collect and analyze data of

environmental emergency

assietance, and resources.

1.. Knvironmental.

a. Surface conditions.

(1) Surface conditions

can be obtained from

numerous sources.

(a) Weather messages.

(b) Charts.

(c) Log Books.

(d) Ships equipment.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(e) Tide tables.

(f) OP Orders

(g) Notice to Mariners(etc)

b. Underwater conditions.

(l) Underwater conditions

will have a major in

fluence on the selection

(4)

1 '2S9



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

of divers, diving

technique and equip-

ment to be used.

The conditions of particular concern are:

(a) Depth

(b) Type of bottom

(c) Tides and currents

(d) Visibility

(e) Temperature

(t) Pollution

(g) Obstacles or hazards

2. Assistance and emergency - 3types

of assistance may be required.

a. Emergency assistance in the

event of an accident or

serious illness.

h. Additional equipment, personnel,

supplies or services.

I

(5)

41.

STUDENT ACTIVITY



OUTI.INE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

c. Guidance, authorization

ur decisions from higher

dommand.

(1) These should include

location response time

and a contact to each

of the following:

(a) Recompression

chamber.

(b) Air transportation.

c) Sea transportation.

(d) Hospital.

(e) Diving Medical Officer

(t) Supplies

(g) Communications.

(h) Diving Units

(i) Command

29 1

(6)



OUTLINE OF IN5ATJ'CT1ON

D. Eatabliah Operational Task -

A basic outline for the oper-

ration so that all tasks in

an operation will be apparent.

This should be done for even the

most routine task. In developing

the outline the following points

should be taken into consideration.

I. Pre-dive and post-dive activities

and safety.

2. Preparation, transit time to the

site.

3. Bottom time Ili always at a premium.

Factors affecting bottom time in-

clude depth, decompression re-

quirements, number of divers, size

of support craft, and environmental

condition.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITy

1 29°

(7)



3UTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

4. Number and scope of repeti-

tive dives in a given period

of tins.

S. if divers have been inactive

they should have a work up,

otarting shallow and pro-

gressing to deeper depths.

b. Plan to work night and day

while weather permits, pro-

vited sufficient divers ard

available.

7. Using different diving techniques

require different levels of

aupport.

8. The number of divers working

at any one time should be kept

to a minimum.

(8)



OUTLINE OF INSTgUCTION

9. Topaide support personnel

(boat operators, winch oper-

ators, and anchor watch, etc)

should be properly selected

and briefed.

10. Any schedule must be flexible

to accomodate unexpected

cowplications, delays, and

changing conditions.

11. A diving operation is not

complecA when the'objectiwe

had been et. The following

must be completed.

a. Recovery, cleaning,

inspection, repair and

stowage of equipment.

b. Disposition of any mat-

erials brolet up during

the operation.

(9)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVIrY STUDENT'ACTIVITY



a

r

or.

JUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

c. Debriefing the divers and

other team members.

d. Analyze the success of

the operation, as planned

and carried out.

e. Preparation and submission

of all required reports.

t. Restocking expended

materials.

g. Insuring readineas of the

unit to respond to the next

assignment.

E. Select proper diving technique

I. Brief recap of SCUBA

restrictiona.

a. Working limits.

Normal 60 ft/60 min.

. liaximum - 130 ft/I0 min.

r

(10)

INS RUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Cardinal Rule

No Decompression

1295



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

b. Current I knot maximum.

c. Diving team - Min. 4 divers.

2. Information from the environ-

mental checklist and type

of work should be taken into

consideration.

If safety factors are against

the use of SCUBA select a

different type of diving

equipment.

F. Select equipment and Supplies

1. All equipment used In SCUBA

diving must be Navy approved.

'1'he '4 main requirements for

divers breathing media.

a. The ,air must conform

to established standards

of purity.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Chapter 5 Diviug Manual.

41e



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

b. Adequate volume must be

available.

c. The flow to the diver must

be sufficient.

d. A back up must be avail

able.

I. Diving Support Craft

a. Must be seaworthy in

design and condition.

b. Nita be equipped with

required lifesaving and

other safety gear.

c. Must be in good repair,

with a reliable engine.

d. nust have ample room for

the divers to dress and

rest.

C. st provide adequate

shelter and working area

tor the bupport crew.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(12)



lUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

I. Hust be able to safely

carry all equipment re-

quired for the operation.

g. Uust be properly manned

by a well trained crew.

4. For SCUBA diving an inflat-

able rubber boat or runabout

may be used. It can move

swiftly from diving scene to

support craft.

InLiule diving boat is equpped

with items listed in Diving

Manual Vol. page 4-23/4-24

on Diving Boat equipment

checklist and diving boat

safety checklist.

G. Select and assemble the diving team.

1. The Diving Officer.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACT1VTY

(13)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

a. Is in charge of all diving

operations and training

undertaken by the command.

h. Is responsible for the

requalification and safe

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

diving practices of all the

divers assigned.

c. Should be a qualified

diver.

d. Is responsible for the pre

paration of basic plans fur

a diving operation subject

co final approval by the

Commanding Officer.

C. C9ord1nates his activities

with other departments.

I. Insures a thorough briefing

ot all personnel involved.

g. He is primarily responsible

1299
(14)



JUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACT1ViTY STUDENT ACTIVITY

tor safe conduct of all

diving operations.

4 The Diving Supervisor The

man in charge of the actual

diving operation and NO DIVING

OPERATION MAY HE CONDUCTED
ga

WITHOUT HIS PRESENCE.

a. May be an officer or

enlisted selection is based

on the order of seniority.

(1) Master Diver.

(2) First Class Diver.

(3) Deep Sea Diving Medical

Technician.

(4) Second Class Diver.

b. Must be a qualified diver

of demonstrated abilities

and experience In whom the

Commanding Officer has full

confidence.
(15)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

Assists the Diving Officer

in preparing for the oper-

ation. Using his training

and experience plots the

operation step by step.

d. Oe must consider equipment

requirements and back up

requirements.

e. lie should be familiar with

the team to evaluate divers

qualifications and physical

fitness.

t. Inspects all equipment to

be used.

g. Conducts pre dive brietinga.

h. Monitors progress and up-

dates instructions to work-

ing diver.

I. Informs Diving Officer ald

(16)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

1:391



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

and Commanding Ofticer of

progr.ess and any change to

original plan.

When mission complete,

analyze the results and

prepare reports for higher

authority and any required

report from equipment logs

co individual diving re-

cords.

I. Diving Personnel.

a. Must be qualifieA for

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

equipment being used and

depth of dive.

h. Must keep topside personnel

advised as to bottom con-

aitiolls and any developing

problems which may indicate

needed change to plan.

(17)

1 11



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

Using' SCUBA he must keep

track of bottom time him,-

self.

d. The diver is responsible

for the gear he will use

and must make sure it is

in good repair and ready

for use.

e. The standby diver is

fully qualified In the

equipment used and the

depth of diving and be

ready to enter th'.t water

immediately.

I. Buddy Diver should always

he used when diving ECUBA.

(1) Each diver keep track

ot depth and time.

(2) They are jointly

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY



lUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

assigned for the

wimeion.

(3) Each should watch out

tor the safety and

wt_il being of the

other.

(a) Nitrogen narcosis.

(b) Decompression

Sichness.

(c) Carbon Dioxide

poisoning.

(4) The diver should keep

his buddy In sight at

all times.

4. Surface crew.
4

a. Tender is the member of

the surtace crew who works

most cluely with the

divee.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(19)
304



lUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(I) He checks the Jiver

over before entering

the water.

(2) He constantly tends the

line to eliminate slack

(or tension

(I) Uses line pull signals

for communication.

(4) Keeps supervisor In-

formed of depth and

movement.

(%) Remains alert for any

. signs of an emergency.

(b) Should be a qualified

diver; if not a diver,

it is the responsibi-

lity ot the Diving

Officer and Diving Sup-

e.1vAsor to ensure he is

(20)

1:395



OUTLINE oF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

throughly and properly

instructed in his duties.

(7) A substitute tender must

be briefed on the job

prior to taking over

the line.

h. Timekeeper.

(1) He maintains worksheets

and fills out the diving

log.

(2) He records diver's

bottom time, decent

time, Jepth the dive,

and monitors the decom

pression profile.

(i) He usually operates the

communication.

(4) Notifies supervisor of

lapsed time.

(21)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(5) Must have d copy oi
dro;

the USN Standard De-

compression Tables.

(b) Must be d qualified

diver.

(7) Most not be assigned

additional responsi-

bilities.

(B) Should not keep time

on more than 2 divers

for accuracy.

(9) In SCUBA operations the

Diving Supervisor often

adsumeu the duties as

timekeeper.

u. Diving Medical Officers

and Diving Medical Corpsmen.

(1) Regularly assigned to

provide medical advice

(22)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY_

and treatment to diving

personnel on a routine

basis.

(2) They instruct mumbers

./6f the diving team on

emergency medical pro-

cedures and flrat aid.

(i) Medical Officer is man-

datory when diving be-

low 170 feet.

(4) They certify the fitness

of the divers.

(S) Observe conditions of

suffaCc suppoit per-

sonnel for fatiqe,

overexposure and heat

exhaustion.

H. 'ake tinal pteparattons and check

all safety precantions.

(2))
Lios



OUTLINE op INSTRUCTION

1. Prior to commencing actual dive

the Diving Officer and Diving

Supervisor must review and

satisfy themselves that all

appropriate preparations

have been made. In review

these are:

a. A comprehensive diving

plan has been prepared,

and all data to the

missicip has been collected

'and analyzed for its

impact on the operation

and safety precautions.

b. A task schedule has been

plepaved with diving

agnments clearfy de-

lineated and the sequehce

of events determined.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(24)



OUTLINE OP INSTRUCTION

C. Requirement's for L.Ath sche-

duled and emergency logistics

support has been arranged.

d. Required equipment has been

obtained, checked for proper

operation and is on station

ueady to wie.

t2 Emerqency equipment has been

chucked for condition and is

ready for use.

t. Ali personnel have buen

notified of their assign-

muntb and a comprehunsive

briufing has been held.

'fte general safety check-

list has been reviewed

(appewlix J).

ynsita emergency check-

list Ihis Leen prepared

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(25)



OUTLINE OP INSTRUCTION

and posted.

i. The Diving Officer and Diving

Supervisor have been given

appropriate authority by the

Commanding Officer.

The qualifications and phy-

sical condition of all divers

have been reviewed and certi-

fied.

K. Personnel are on station

ready to work.

I. The ship or support craft

is properly moored and an

anchor watch set.

m. Weather conditions are

satisfactory for diving

operations.

n. Higher authority has been

notitied of the operation,

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(26)



OUTLINE OF INt;TUUCTION

other snips in the vicinity

and the liarbor Master has been

nolitied (it appropriate).

Proper visual signals are

displayed.

P. The Officer of the Deck has

been notified, he in turn

notifies the Commanding

Officer and the Engineering

Officer and has been given

"Permission to commence

Diving Operations".

(1) If diving on or around

d ships hull d Ships

PepAir Safety Checklist

must be completed. The

following iLems are con-

tained in lhe chc:cklist.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STLWENT ACTIVITY

(27)
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OUTLINE oF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY'

(a) Word to be passed over

the IMC every 30 min.

"There are Jivers work-

ing over the side, do

not operate any equip-

ment, rotate screws,

cycle rudder, planes

or torpedo tube shutt-

ers, take suction from

or discharge to sea,

blow or vent any tanks,

aCtivate sonar or under-

water electrical equip-

ment, open or close any

valves or cycle trash

disposal unit before

checking with the

Diving Supervisor",

A

(i)) It is followed by the

cm, 1 3



OUTLINE Or INSTRUCTION

Supervisors IldMc IId

rate.

(c) Upon completion ot Div-

ing Operations, pass

this word over the IMC-

"Diving Operations are

completed, normal and

routine work may bo

carried on in accord-

ance with previous

instructions".

(d) The time, ship, and

date diving opIrations

aro to commence.

(e) Nature ot diving oper-

ations.

(t) Diving operations will

commence wit i 1 the signa-

ture of the following

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(29)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

personswl (as required)

has been obtained.

(g) Repair activity Re-

pair Officer, CDO, 00D,

SQD, OPS. Officer.

(h) Ships alongside 0011

of all ships alongside.

Insure the ships are not

getting underway and

main circulating pumps

are not open.

(i) Ship being work(td on

Enginc:erinj Officer,

00D.

()) Insure the following is

tagged out rudder,

planes, torpedo shutters,

trash Aisposal unit, tank

blows, tank vents, shaft

(30)

') I 5



OUTLINE 0F IN!;14ilk7T10N

locked, sea suctions,

Se'd discharges, umder-

water electrical equip-

ment, sonars U/W elec-

INSTRUCTOH ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

tlical equipmunt not

listed.

(k) Issue appropriate diving

signal is displayed and

reqw) ved on completion.

(1) The checklist wiii be

siqned by the Diving

Supervisor betore com-

mencinq divinq he is

satisfied it is safe. QUESTIONS



oUTLINL INSTRUCTION

D. Lnter the water and line

up 9U" to target.

L. Commence swimming un signal

and have 20 mins. t9

completu

IV. Hc4ap why make a 1000 yard

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Instructor and corpsman in Student rep. step

workboat, assistant instruc enter the water and

tor in runabout. line up 90° to target

B. Give signal to go and B. On signal commence

the students have 20 swimming to target and

minutes to complete complete within 20 min.

C. Instructor will pick C. At end of swim enter

up students ar the end workboat.

of swim in the workboat.

D. Runabout will moniter

advance swimmers and

workboat will follow up:

(2)

1:31,S



NAVAL SCHOOL, DIVING AND SALVAGE

SCUBA DIVER A-433-0023

SECURITY CLEARANCE: NONL

LESSON TOPIC 4.6 Underwater Compass Swim

6 Hours

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

U.S. 14,1vy Diving Manual
NAVS1IIPS INST 9940.16A
UDT Handbood
Student Guides
Standard Classroom equipment
SCUBA Face mask
SCUBA Swim fins
Lite vest
Wet stilt
Wor k boat
Runabout boat
Diving Flays
Knife
Flares
AMBU
Regulator
Twin 90's dr 72's SCUBA cylinders
Compass

f

TERMINAL OBJECTIVE

1. When the student completes this course
he will be able to, in open water, swim
500 yards underwater with open circuit
SCUBA, as a member of a team, on a com-
pass course arriving at a designated
point.

ENABLING OBJECTIVE

1. DEMONSTRAT1] the setting and use of an
underwater compass.

2. SWIM 500 yards underwater with open
circuit SCUBA, as a member of a*team,
on a compass dourse, arriving at a
designated area.

CRITERION TESTS

1. In open water, swim 500 yards underwater,
using open circuit SCUBA, as a member of
a team, on a compass course, arriving at
a point designated by the instructor.

HOMEWORK
Volume C, Student Guide, Information Shee
4-6-11, 4-6-21 and 4-6-31; Assignment Sheet' 0
4-6-1A; Job Sheet 4-6-1J and 4-6-2J.



()MIA NE OF I NST KLICT1 Ott. INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

1. INtroduction to the lesson: I.A. Introduce self & topic

A. Establish contact.

B. Lstablish readiness B. k;et students ready to

C. Establish effect learn

D. OVERV11.14' Upon completion 1. Motivate.
of this lesson you will C. Bring out the need and

be able to: value of the material

I. Explain the procedures being presented.

tor the use of an under- D. State learning objectives

wat.:r compass in diving

with open circuit SCUBA

E. State information necessary

to guide the students con-

2. Demonstrate the use of duct.

au underwater compass 1. Questions

while swimming with 2. The project is graded and

open circuit SCUBA. the divers must arrive at

11. Presentation. a designated point.

A. Parts ot compass Use chart tu show location Observe and take notes

1. Lubbers line as necessary

a. Permanently fixed on

face of compass

(1)
I 3`),.



oUTLINE of INSTRUCTION

b. Aligns compass

Divers body.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

2 Compass card Use chart-to show Observe and take
notes as necessary

4. Inside oil filled location

compartment.

b. 4 points, Nurth,East,

:iouth, West

North usually marked

by arrow.

4. North on arrow

always points°to

Ma. north-

e. Diver totates under

iompass card.

(1) Explain,

Exawple Ship

Allow l& to settle

out a few seconds.

(2)

1



OUTLINE 0: INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

3: Compass bezel Use chart to show location

a. Turnable like

watch bezel.

b. MArked by dut, arrow

ur

c. I:eference point shows

course deviation.

Compass case.

4. Holds parts of

compass.

b. Bearing circle.

10° increments

360° total.

Explain reverse

numbering

aystem

c. Plastic or rubber

material.

Use chart to show

(3)

1

STUbENT ACTIVITY

111



OUTLiNF OF INSTRUCTION

S. Wrist strap

d. Obber or nylon.

b. 1 piece strap

(Explain)

c. Positive buckle

B. Use of Underwater Compass.

1. Worn on wrist or swim

board.

a. Describe swim

board.

2. Line up lubbers line

with body.

I. Line up lubbers line

on ob).!ctive.

a. Let compass card

settle.

4. Rotate bezel, Aligning

Bezel Mark with magnetic

North (N-Compass Card)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Use chart to show

Demonstrate step by step

and use chart to show.

(4)



Commenee swimming.

Keep lubbers line

and body in tine.

b. Keep Betel mark

and North lined up

L. Keep compass level.

Laying out course

a. Never perpendieular

to current.

b. Explain set caused

by cross currents.

Explain tevertke course.

1. Subtract 1800 from

orlinal course

Compsss Swims (500 yards) Questions on use of

I. Lay out compass course. compass.

Students dress 1. Lay nut compass course

j. Enter the water from with or against the

workboat and swim for current, never across.

designated target.

I .3'),,c;
(5)

6.1

Compass Swims

1. Dress in open circuit

SCUBA with buoy.

2. Take initial bearing

from workboat.

3. Enter the water.



uUTLINE INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

4. On ccmpletion swim 2. Check out divers and put 4. Check bearing.

to workboat in water 5. Commence swim.

3. Assistant instructor in 6. On completion swim

runabout following first to workboat if close.

swimmers 7. Straighten equipment

4. Pick up swimmers at end for off loading.

pf swim

5. Critique on swim to

correct problems.

(6)
1.3(3S



NAVAL SCHOOL, DIVING AND SALVAGE

SCUBA DIVER A-4i)-0023

Security Clearance: None

Lesson Topic 4.7 - Clearing, Ditching
and Donning Open Circuit SCUBA

17 Hours

INSTRUCTIoNAL MATERIALS:

U.S.Navy Diving Manual
NavShips Inst. 9940.16A
SCUBA face mask
SCUBA swim tins
Life vest
Snorkel
Wet suit top (it water temp is
below 780)
Double 90's or 72's SCUBA cylinders
Rvyulator.
Weight belt and weights
Knife

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

1. When the student completes this course
he will be able to demonstrate proce-
dures for clearing open circuit SCUBA
without error.

2. When the student completes this course
he will Le able to demonstrate proper
procedures for ditching and donning
open circuit SCUBA., in accordance with
thc? U.S.Navy Diving Manual.

1 3 (

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES (Cont'd)

3. ;:hen the student completes this course
he wil; be able to, in open watex, swim
to a depth 1/4,:*: 130 feet using open circuit
SCUBA.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES:

1 In a swimming pool, first at a depth of
four feet and Ehen at a depth of at least
nine feet, using open circuit SCUBA,
DEMONSTRATE:

a. The ability to breathe underwater.
b. The top pressure face mask clearing

procedure.
e. The side pressure face mask, 'clearing

procedure.
d. Single/double hose regulator clearing

procedure.
e. Buddy breathing.

2. In a swimming pool, first at a depth of
four feet and then at a depth of at least
nine feet, using open circuit SCUBA,
DEMONSTRATE ditching and donning proce-
dures in accordance with the U.S. Navy
Diving.Manual, Vol. I.

1330



LNABLING OBJECTIVES (Cont'd)

3. In a swimming pool,at a depth of
at least nine feet, using open
circuit SCUBA, DEMONSTRATE the
front step method of water entry.

4. In d swimming pool, at a depth of
at least nine feet, using open
circuit SCUBA, DEMONSTRATE the
ability to remain submerged under
adverse conditions by properly
res_ponding to instructor imposed
emergency situations (i.e. eli-
mination of air supply, removal
of equipment, etc.) in accordance
with Diving Training Standards.

S. In open water, at a depth of at
least ten feet, using open cir-
cuit SCUBA DEMONSTRATE:

a. The ability to breathe unOer-
water.

--1). The top presure face mask
clearing prccedure.

C. The side pressure face mask
clearing prodedure.

d. Regulator clearing procedure.
e. Buddy breathing,

6. In open water, at 4 depth of at
least ten feet, using open cir-
cuit SCUBA, DEMONSTRATE the
tiont step method of water entry.

7. In open water, at a depth of at least
twenty feet, using open circuit SCUBA,
and proper tools, COMPLETE the Single
Flange Project in accordance with
Diving Training Standards.

8. In open water, at a depth of at least
twenty feet, as a member of a two-man
team, using open circuit SCUBA and
proper tools, COMPLETE the Two-Man
Flange Project in accordance'with
Diving Training Standards.

CRITERION TESTS.

1. In a swimming pool, at a depth of at
least nine feet, using open circuit
SCUBA, ditch and secure all SCUBA gear
(except rife vest), surface, recover
and don gear, clearing the mask and
regulator, in accocdance with the U.S.
Navy Diving ML,nual.

2. In open water, swim to d depth of 130
feet using open circuit SCUBA.

HOMEWORK

Volume C, Student Guide:

Day 1 Assignment Sheets 4-7-1A, 4-7-2A,
and 4-7-31i"\Job Sheets 4-7-1J,
4-7-2J, 4-1-3J, and 4-7-4J.



HOME WOUK (CoNT'D)

Ddy 2

Day 4

Ddy 8

- Assignment Sheets (Phase II) 4-7-1A and
4-7-2A; Job Sheets (Phase 11) 4-7-1J,
4-7-2J, 4-7-3J, 4-7-4J and 4-7-5J.

Assignment Sheet (Phase 'III) 4-7-IA;
Job sheets (Phase III) 4-7-IJ,
4-7-2J, 4-7-3J, 4-7-4J, 4-7-5J and
4-7-6J.

Job Sheets (Phase IV) 4-7-1J and
4-7-2J.



oDTLINE IN INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTORS ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

I. Introduction to the lesson. 1.

A. Establish contact A. Introduce self & topic

B. Fstablish readinesii: B. Get students ready to learn

1. Personal experience 1. Motivation

C. Establish effect. C. Bring out the need and value

of the material being presented.

D. oVERVIEW: Upon completion D. State learning objectives.

ot this lesson you will be E. State information nccessary to

able to demonstrate pro- guide student conduct during

ticiency by surface swimming the !esson.

with a mask, snorkel, fins, 1. Notes.

and lifejacket. 2. Questions.

3. Ilkformation testaLle.

11. P esentation: 11. Presentatfon

A. With tins, mask, snorkel, Explain to the students Student listen closely.

life vest. how each exercise is to

B. Clear snorkel with at,isk on. be conducted

C. Cleat mask 6sing 2 methods.

1. Front method.



OUTLINE IN INSTRUCTI6N

2. Side method.

D. Clear musk and snorkel.

E. Swim Oth snorkel

F. Water entry with fins, mauk,

snorkel, life vest.

(,. Water entry mask on bottom.

III. Instructor Rep Step

Clearlog snorkel.

IV. Nodent Rep Step

Clearing snorkel.

1

40
INSTRUCTORS ACTIVITY

Queationa.

A. Demonstrate clearing

snorkel by submerging

until anorkells

loaded, surfacing and

exhaling through the

unorkel to blow out the

watei.

Instructor obserVe students Student will submerge

and correct mistakes until snorkel is flooded,

surface and exhale

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Student observt: close)y

(2)

through the snorkel to

blow out the water.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION.

V. lustrucvor Rep Step

Clearing mask

1.39,L;

INSTRUCTORS ACTIVI-2Y

A. Demoostrate clearing

mask using front method.

1. Fill mask in place,

lean head back, use

slight pressure on

the top of mask and

exhale through the

nose until mask is

clear.

B. Demonstrate clearing

mask using side method.

I. Fill mask in place,

lean head to the side,

apply pressure to the

side on top exhale

through the nose until

(3)

STUDiNT ACTIVITY

Continue until student

becomes proficient in

clearing the snorkel.

Student observe closely.



0U1I.INE 0F INSTRUCTION

Vt.' Student RepStep

Clearing mask.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY
C)

mask is clear.

Instructor observe students A.Student will.su6-

and correct mistakes merge and fill mask,

surface, using the

front method, and

exhale through the

nose until mask is

clear. Practice

(4)

clearing until pro-

ficient.

Do Clear mask using

front method while

submerged.

C. Student will submerge

and fill mask,surface

using the side method

exhale throughthe

nose until wask is

clear.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Practice clearing

until proficient.

D. Clear mask using

the side method

while dubmerged.

VII. instructor Rep Step for clearing A.Submerge, fill mask and Students observe closely.

mask and snorkel snOrkel with water, sur-

face, clear snorkel by

exhaling rapidly

through mouth, then

clear mask using side or

front method.

VIII. Student Rep Step for clearing

mask and snorkel

1 3 4')

Instructor observe closely

and correct mistakes

(5)

ow-'""

Student will submerge,

fill mask 6 snorkel,

surface, clear snorkel,

Clear mask. Practice

clearing an3rkel 6 sesk

until proficient.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

IX. Instructor Rep Step SwimMing

with saorkel only.

X. Student Rep Step - Swimming

with snorkel only

Xi. Instructor Rep Step - Water Entry

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

A. Swim face down using

snorkel only, mask

pulled down around

neck.

Instructor observes

closely and correct

mistakes

A. Step to the side of

the pool.

B. One hand on mask.

C. One hand on waist

strap of life vest

to simulate cylinder

harness.

D. Lean slightly forward.

E. Take large step into

water.

F. Upon surfacing indicate

(6)

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Student observe closely.

Students swim face

down using snorkel

only, mask pulled down

around neck.

Students observe.

1315



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

XII. Student RepStep - Water Entry.

XIII. intitructur Rep Step Water

Entry, Mask on bottom.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

to Instructor/supervisor

Okay.

Instructor observes students A. Students step to side

and corrects mistakes.

A.Step to side of the

of the pool, mask on

bottom.

B. Proper water entry.

C. Clear mask on bottom.

D. Surface and signal

Okay.
(7)

of pool.

B. Une band on ask.

C. One hand on waist

strap .af life vest.

D. Lean slightly forward..

E. Take large step into

water.

F. Upon surfacing indicate

to instructor/super-

visor okay.

Students observe

13 7



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

XIV. Student Rep Step Water Entry,

musk on bottom.

XV. Summary

INSTRUCTOR ACTIV4TY" gTUDENT ACTIVITY

Instructor closely A. Step to the side of
4

observe s udents and

correCt mistakes.
A

Question students on

why we did the above

steps and answer any

questions%

(8)

the pool, mask on

bottom.

B. Proper water entry.

C. Clear mask On bottom.

U. Surface & signal okay.

Ask any questions and

answer questions asked

by instructors.

13 4,9



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

I. Introduction tt. the lesson: I.A. Introduce self-& Topic

A. Establish contact

B. Establish readine'..s: B. Get students ready to
legrn.

I. Hotivate.

C. Establish effect. C. Bring out the need

and value of the mat-
,

erial being presented

D. Overview: Upon completion of D. State learning objectives.

this lesson you will be ablc E. State inforration necessary

to demonstrate proficiency in to guide student conduct

breathing underwater, clearing during the lesson.

facemask using front and side 1. Questions.

method, regulator clearing 2. Testable.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

1. Personal experience

procedures, water entry, and

ability to swim using SCUBA

equivmcni.

(9)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

II. Presentation:

A. Breathing underwater with

SCUBA in shallow end of pool.

B. Clearing face mask using froot

and side methods.

C. Clearing of regulator

U. Water entry in SCUBA

equipment.

E. Ability to swim in SCUBA

equipment.

III. Inatructor Rep Step Breathing

under water with SCUBA equip..

went.

7.)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

Explain to stude-its how

each exercise is to be

conducted.

Instructor Rep Step

Breathing underwater

with SCUBA equipment.

A. Enter water by

backing down ladder,

mask around neck,

fins in hand.

(10)

STUDENT ACTIVITY ft)

Students listen closler.

Students enter water

using ladder, using

mask observe instructor.



OUTLINE 0F 1415TNUCTIoN

IV. Student Rep Step - Breathing

underwater with SCUBA equipment

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

B. rut mask on, regulator

in mouth and submerge.

Sit faith back to side

of pool.

Observe students and

correct mistakes

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Student gepStep - Breath-

ing underwater using

SCUBA Equipment.

A.Enter water with SCUBA

mask around neck, fins

on arms, back down

ladder and take a place

on the pool edge.

B.Place mask on face,

regulator in mouth,

floe on arm.

C.Submerge with back to

side of pool.

1355



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUTOR ACTIVITY

V. Instructor Rep Step - Clearing

mask using front and side methods

VI. Student RepStep - Clearing mask

using front and side methods.

VII. Instructor Rep Step - Regulator

clearing procedures.

Demonstrate front and

side methods of clear-

ing mask using SCUBA

Observe students and

correct mistakes.

Instructor Rep Step -

Regulator clearing pro-

cedures.

A. Double hose.

I. Submerge.

(12)

STUDENT ACTIVITY

D. Continue.till ail

students appear

comfortable.

Observe closely.

Student RepStep clear-

ing mask using front

and side methods.

A. Students clear mask

using both methods.

B. Continue until

proficient.

Observe instructor

clearing regulator.

1_ 3 5



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

2. Remove mouth piece

from mouth to

flood.

3. Place mouth piere

in mouth.

4. Roll to left side.

5. Squeeze off the in

halation hose(right).

6. Blow through the

mouth piece which

forces the water out

the exhaust tube(left

hose).

7. Release inhalation

hose and take a

shallow breath. There

may be water still

trapped in the mouth

piece.

(13)

I35g

STUDENT ACTIVITY



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

VIII. Student Rep Step - Regulator

Clearing procedures.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

8. If water remains.

blow again.

B. Single hose regulator

I. Submerge.

2. Pemove mouth piece

from mouth to flood.

3. Press purge button as

you pu. mouth piece

in mouth.

Observe students and correct Student Rep Step -

mistakes. Regulator clearing

procedures.

A. Double hose.

1. Submerge.

2. Rempove mouth piece

from mouth and

flood.

3. Place mouth piece

in mouth.1;361)

(14)



OUTLINL OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

B. Single hose

(15)

STUDENT ACTIVITY

4. Roll to left side.

5. Squeeze off the

inhalation hose

(right hose)

6. Blow through the

mouth-piece which

forces the water

out Lhe exhaust tube

(left hose).

7.. Release inhalation

hose and take a

shallow breath.

There may be water

still trapped in

the mouthpiece.

B. If water remains,

blow again.

B. Single hose 5)

1. Submerge. 13C2



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

IX. Instructor kep Step - Water entry

*4

Instructor Rep Step-

Water entry

A. Crep to the edge of

the pool In SCUBA

gear.

B. One hand holding

mask and regulator.

C. One hand balding waist

strap of SCUBA her.. ss.

D. Leaning slightly for-

ward;Aake a large step

into the pool.

(16)

STUDENT ACTIVITY

2. Remove mouthpiece (343

from mouth to

flood.

3. Press purge button

as you put mouth-

piece in mouth.

Students observe on

edge of pool.

1 .3



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

X. Student Rep Step - Water entry.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

E. Check out buddy

F. Signal supervisor

okay.

Observe students and Student RepStep - Water

correct mistakes. Entry.

A. Step to the edge of

the pool in SCUBA

gear.

B. One hand holding mask

and regulator.

C. One hand holding

waist strap of SCUBA

harness.

D. Leaning slightly

forward, take a

large step into the

pool.

E. Check out buddy-straps

reserve-leaks.

(17)

13%



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

Xl. Instructor Rep Step - Swimming in

SCUBA

XII. Student Rep Step Swimming in

SCUBA

XIII. Summary

130-'

XT. Instructor RepStep-

swimming in SCUBA

A. Explain proper

swimming techniques

and demonstrate

1. Legs straight.

2. Arms at side.

A. Observe Students and

Correct mistakes

XIII Question Students

on why we did the

above steps and

answer aniquestions

(18)

STUDENT ACTIVITY

F. Signal supervisor

okay.

XI. Instructor Rep Step -

Swimming in SCUBA.

A. Listen and observe

from the side of

the pool.

Student RepStep -

Swimming in SCUBA

A. Commence Swimming

using proper tech-

niques until pro-

ficient.

Ask questions as neces-

sary. Respond to ques-

tions as directed.

1.3c3S



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

I. Introduction to the lesson: I.A. Introduce self and

A. Latablish contact topic.

B. Establish readiness: B. Cot students ready

1. Personal experience to leargpw

1. Motivate.

C. Establish effect. C. Bring out the need and

value of the material

being presented.

D. OVERVIEW: Upon completion D. State learning

of this lesson you will be objectives.

able to demonstrate pro-

ficiency in buddy breathing.

E. State information neceo-

nary to guide student

conduct during the

lesson.

1. Questions.

2.6 Testable.

(19) 3c,9

STUDENT ACTIVITY



(AIME OF 13STMICTIM

I. Buddy breathing is strictly

P:STITTOR ACTIVITY sTunr.r.T ACTIVITY

Explain to Ftudents how each Students line up at the shal-

an emergency procedure (lose vi eNercise la to 1,e conducted, low end of the pool1 and listen

air or other malfunction). That closely.

meat he practiced in advance of

the need so that every diver

is thoroughly familiar with

the procedure. Its' a sharine, of

of a buddys' air supply.

a. Remain calm and signal the nemonstrate procedures as Observe

problem to the buddy hy 41qcussed

pointing at your mouthpiece.

b. Do not grab for the buddys'

mouthpiece. The diver

places hie hand over the

hand which the buddy IA

using to hold the mouth-

piece.

(20)
1371



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

The diver and his buddy

should hold on to each

other by grasping a

strap or free arm.

c. The buddy moat make the

first move by taking

the mouthpiece from his

mouth after taking a

breath and pasaing Lt

to the diver. The di-

ver will then guide it

to'hia mouth. Both di-

vers will maintain di-

rect hand contact on the

mouthpiece.

d. he mouthpiece muy have

flooded during the

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION,:

transfer. It must be

cleared either by use of

the purge button (single

hose) or exhaling sharp-

ly before a breath Is

taken.

e. The diver should take two

full breaths (exercising

caution in the event that

all of the water has not

been purged) and hand the

mouthpiece back to the

buddy. The buddy should

then take two breaths, and

the cycle is repeated.

f. The diver taking the breaths

may become more bouyant than

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

Emphasize CAUTIONARY

Measures

(22)

STUDENT ACTIVITY



norruP11: or 11STRUCTIM

the other. The divers

must he careful not to

drift away from each

other. If using a double-

hose regulator the mouth-

piece !'AY be kept slightly

higher than the regulator

so that free-flowing air

will keep the mouthpiece

clear.

g. The divers should repeat

the hreathinp cycle and

estahlish a smooth rhythm.

Un attempt elould !le made

to surface until the cv-

die is stahilized and the

proper signals have heen

exchanped.

INSTPUrTM ACTIViTY STME7T ACTIVIT/

(23)

1 , "



OrTI.INE OP TISTPUCTInN

h. During *scent the diver

without the mouthpiece

MIST exhale slowly to

offset the effect of de

creasing pressure on the

lungs.

2. Instructor Pep Step

3. Student Rep Step

-14

lEsmrTor ACTIVITY

f7TPF4E cArrint:

STUDENT ACTIVITY

nuestions

Instructor Pep Step Instructor nep Step

a. Two instructors submerge a. Student Submerge and observe

slid demonstrate the front closely.

op front method

h. Side to side method b. Ask Questions on completion

c. Piggy hack method of airlift-

ming lath the diver who lost

air on the back of the diver

vho ham air.

Student Pep Step Student Rep Step

(24)

1 .3"T. )



IMP

0171.P1. OF PISTNICTIO"! r!sTPurror ArTIVITY STPW:T ACTIVITY

s. Observe students closely a. Students submerge and com-

h. Correct wistakes mence buddy breathing using

the front to front method.

Continue until proficient.

b. Use the side fo Bide method

until proficient.

c. Use the piggy hack method

swimming around the pool un-

til proficient.

A. Pecap Recap "ecap

nuestions on why we con-

ducted ibis exercise.

P... 0" IP

(25)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY'

I. Ascent, Emergency (Ditching). Explain to the students

If a diver is suddenly wit:1- how the exercise is to

out dir or if his SCUBA is be conducted.

entangled he must make an

emergency free ascent. The

proper procedure is:

Ditch weight bell.

b. if the SCUBA has become

entangled and must be

ditched, trip the quick

release buckles on the

waist and one shoulder

strip (left shoulder

preferred for single

hose regulator) and roll

the SCUbA oft the other

arm. An alternate method

is to trip waist strap

dhd flip the SCUBA over
1.3-(4

!''..

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Students line up at the

shallow end of the pool

and listen closely.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

the head and pull out from

underneath. Exercise care

that hoses do not tangle

on the neck. Some single

hose units have neck straps,

they tend to complicate the

ditching procedure and

should not be used.

c. NEVER DITCH THE SCUBA

UNLESS ABSOLUTELY NECES-

SARY. During ascent, the

pressure differential be-

tween the air in the

cylinders and the air in

the medium pressure chamber

of the regulator will in-

Crease. This may permit

some of the air remaining

in the cylinders to be

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

EMPHASIZE

tp



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

supplied to the diver.

d. If a diver is unconscious

and his buddy has trouble

carrying him to the surface,

he may inflate his life vest

to lighten the load the

buddy should never lose dir-

ect and secure contact with

the diver.

e. During Ascent - Exhale EMPHASIZE: Give example

continuously. Let the of embolism to get point

expanding air in the lungs across.

freely escape.

2. Pool Procedures QUESTIONS QUESTIONS

a. In a seated position the Pool Procedures.

diver pulls the quick Explain pool procedures

release straps on the for ditching and donning.

SCUBA.

(1) Waist_ strap - for over

0".



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

the head removal.

(2) Waist and left shoulder

straps - for off the

righ,t shoulder removal.

b. Holding the manifold with

one hand the diver pulls

the SCUBA up and over the

head while guiding the

tanks with the other hand.

C. Once over the divers head

he shifts his grip to the

ct7.ter of the t4riks and

low,1-3 them between his legs.

d. Release the weight belt and

place on the SCUBA below the

waist to hold it on the

bottom.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

1.3F3



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

e. Shift to d face down position,

legs away from the SCUBA,

keeping ds low as possible

to prevent free-flow of

regulator.

f. Staying as low as possible

remove swim fins and place

one under each cylinder,

to prevent them from

floating away.

g. The diver then removes his

mask and places it on top

of the SCUBA.

h. He then takes a breath,

turns off his SCUBA and

tucks his mouth piece under

the manifold.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

i. The diver assumes an upright

position and commence exhal-

ing and starts his ascent.

Ile must continuously exhale

during ascent.

1. Breathe, submerge and don

in revere procedure of

ditching.

3. Instructor Rep Step

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

QUESTIONS

Demonstrate each step in

proper sequence.

a. Submerge.

b. Assume sitting position.

c. Unfasten waist strap.

d. Lift SCUBA over head and

place in front, between

legs.

Submerge and observe

instructor.



OUTLINL OU 1NSTP4h:TION

\/

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

e. Remove weight belt and place

over SCUBA.

f. Assume face down position,

remOve swim fins, and place

one under each cylinder.

g. Remove face mask and place

on top of SCUB2-1,.

n. Take a breatn, turn off

SCUBA and place mouthpiece

under the manifold.

i. Stand up, oegin exiialing and

begin ascent exnaling con-

tinuously to the surface.

j. Get a breatn of air and

submerge.

k. Don equipment in reverse

order of ditcning.

STUDENT ACTIVITY

13.9c?



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

4. Student Rep Step

. INSTRUCTOR AbTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Student Rep'Step Student Rep Step

Observe students in ditching

and donning An the shallow end buddy commence

of the pool. practice ditching

and donning in the

shallow end of the

pool using proper

sequence.

Instructor will insure that b. After both buddys

student is exnaling prior to have successfully

leaving bottom of pool and completed ditching

that he continues to exhale and donning in the

all the way to the surface, shallow end, move

QUESTIONS to the deep end

a. Together with

r". \

of the pool for more

practice.

QUESTIONS

A3

(JJ
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1423 /
X.11NC "."?..UNING STANDARDS

SK: "AR"ASSMT (4.7, "home ITT) UNIT: .. SMIATA

2.

r.;

alarAL DESCRIPTtnN: A. i merher of a t am using open circuit SCrRA cluinrent,
in a swimmine pool, student divers will remain suhmerled
while respondinR to instructor imnosed emerrenc7 situntLIns.

CcNDITp72:

STANDARDS:

1. ENVIRWHENT

2. %FIT

3. EQUIPMENT

4. OTHER

1. PERFORMANCE

3. EQUIP,IM3T

1

Swinrinr, Pool

1

deepest area at
nine feet,least

1. ripen Circuit
srrnA near
(nouhle Rose
7e,,u1ators)

\

..

. ,

1. Perain suhrer-
ned until exercise
is over or both
team memher ex-
haust their pri-

- ..

!,7one

'Ione

_.



DitOrrTtrPifF:

1. Teams will make a normal water entry - air valve secured at
the stop valve, face mask on the bottom of the pool at the. .

deepest eart.
a. After entr7P, divers turn air on, clear regulator.
h. pecover, clear and don faeemask.
c. Team members check ench other for equipment alignment

and operation. ake adjustments am necensarY.
A. After determining' everything is "Co", hoth team memhera

sienal the instructor and swim aff as a team.
".C31991 e:r1.1.1 Cirrlt th. pnol in a counter-clockwise Airection
remaining stihmerped.
Testis members ignore any activity regardinp other tears.
At no time will team members engage in harraesment of other
CORMS.

Team members will assist each other during the emergency
situations which will he irposed hy the instructors. Remember -
this is the culmination of your SCUBA training in the pool, and,
as such, is testing ynu on your acquired skill and knowledge
srmiA equipment and ynur understanding of emergency prncedures.

TncTrrr,:nr rftnrrnuREs:

1. 7nllowine situations are to he imposed on the student divers
in order to test their knowledge and skill. Tnstructnrs
should not hecome sn nyerly enthusiastic luring harrassment
that there would be a Possibility of equipment damage or an
accident involving a student. KEEP TIF. SITrATTONS REALT5TTC.

a. Tlood/Remove Pacemask
h. Loqs of air (bv squeezing hose or securing valve)
C. rndo strans on the cylinder harness
I. Imes of weight belt
e. Loss of swim fins
f. Ruddy Breathing
g. Life Jac!:et Inflation (Last Resort)

YTh rwt T:

This exercise aids the student in develnpine confidence in himself
am a mrsA diver and in his equipment.

SKILL!7

,'roficienc,. in the use of 'CUT3A enuipment.

1 30°



Ia33

SPFCTAL iNSTRITT/ONS:

1. no not black nut facemakka.
2. At least one member of a team must have air at all tires.
1, 'Alen hoth teem members are on reserve, divers will orally

inflate their life jackets, come to the surface, and swim
until the horraesment exercise is completed.

4. Itudent divers ate not allowed to rest on the side nf the
swimminp ponl (in oi out nf Water) At any tire durin7
harrassment.

130 '?

(36)



TASK: srmax FLANGE

C;n761. pESCItIPTICN:

cONDITIONS:

STANDARDS:

DIVING TILAINING STANDARDS

%./

Pipe/ ange
Section Gasket

UNIT: 1. SCUBA

2.

3.

/2341-

Diver descends to the bottom , disassembles and reassem
bles, with gasket, the Single Flange Project.

1. ENV/RONMENT

2. DEPTR

3. EQUIPMENT

4. OTHER

1. PERFORMANCE

rzce

3. EQUIPMMNT

T" "*q..,........MM11....10......=1111............a..........11......P
Open Water

at least 30 feel

...........

...Open Circuit
SCUBA gear.

2. Tool bag & 2
openend wrenc es.

None

...--------------.....
.

=1=IMPIMMIIlilM.

None

Within 20 minutes

1. Bench marks
alifned.

2. At least six

nuts and holts
wrench tight.

,



/235
PROCTDMS:

1. Disassembling:

a. Descend project to the bottom.
h. Diver descends to bottom using descent line. Use proper

visual signals.upon entering the water and line-pull
signs1s when leaving the surface and thereafter until
returning to the surface.

c. Diver removes nuts, bolts and gasket.
(1) Put nuts and bolts in the tool hag.

d. Us* line-pull signals and sand for square mat*.
e. Secure gasket to square mark and send it topside.
f. Recover gasket from topside.

2. Reassembling:

a. Reassemble flange in reverse order making sure bench marks
are aligned and gasket is in place.

wyv nn TT:

To acquaint the student with minor jobs underwater and the requirementfor a water tight flange fitting.

cYTTIS NEFITTI:

1. Basic mechanical skills.
2. Be ahle to overcome the restrictions created hy the SCUBA systems.

SPrCIAL INSTRITCTIONS:

1. Time starts when the diver reports he is on the bottom and has
located the project.

2. Time stops when the diver signals for the project to be hauled
topside.

Tnstructor must fnsist on proper line-pull signals throughoutthe dive.

(iS)



p.m= TRAINT.NG STANDARDS

Tonim PATCTI PROJECT UNIT: l SCUBA

le

3.

OpERAL DESCRIPTTON,I Dive: removes and replaces a strong hae in a
Tooker Patch.

CONDITIO4q:

F:ANDARDS:

1. ENVIRONMENT

2. DEPTH

3. EQUIPMENT

4. OTHER

L. PER2ORMANCE

2. TIM

3. EQUIPMEIT

^ 'N 1'1

/423 lo

_

Open Water

i

at least 20
feet

1. open circuit
SCUBA

None

one

,

within 10 minute,

/ ---.

1. Patch proper-
ly seated.

...,-. i

(39)
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/.237

rrncrnImrs:

1. Place the ,prhject an the bottom on a project whip.
2, ni4or descends to bottom and 1pcstes the prnject.
1. Divar'removes two wing nuts frpm patch studs.
4. niver removes the strong bliek.
S. nivor requests square mark. from topside, secures strong

hack to square mark and sends it topside.
A. RecefVe stronit back from topside and reassemble project.

1. Cives student experience securing tookar patch such aS are
used in port holes during saivage operations.

culls
1. liaaic mechanical

srrcTAL r1ST7rCTIONS:

1. Tire starts when diver reports that he is on the bottom (via
Lingpull signals).

2. Time stops when diver reports that he is leaving the bottom.

(4(t)



DIVTNG TRAINING STANDARDS

ASK: TWO "'AN rtAncr Ma: 1. SCUBA

2.

3.

CENERAII. DUCRT7TION: nivers'locate and reassemble a double flange .

CONDITIONS:

STANDARDS:

1. ENvmoNma

2. DEPTR

3. E.QtriPmErr

4. OTHER

1. PER.FOR.mma

3. EQUIrENT

/.238

Open water

1.P.,P
at leaF.t 20
feet

1. Open Circuit
srUBA

2. Tool Bap,

1. Wrenches

1

.

lone

..

lone

--....

II

Within 25
minutes

..

Seven nuts and
bolts are to he
wrench tight. -

1 )



12 39

PRprEDVIIES:

Wrrf DO IT:

1. place project on the bottom'on A project whip.
2. Two divers descend to the bottom snd locate project.

a. Divers will use proper linepull signals throughout dive.
3. Each diver disassembles a flange and removes the rubber gasket.
4. Diver 101 requests a square mark from topside.
5. niver Al secures both gaskets to the square mark and sends them

topside.
A. Recover gaskets.
7. Both divers replace and secure the gaskets with ten nuts and bolts.

Teaches the student diver team work while assembling/disassembling
pipe sections.

SPFrIAL tNCTRPCTIONS:

1. Time starts"when both divers report that they are on the bottom.
2. Time stops when diver Al calls for the projecc to be hailed

topside.
3. Instructor must insist on proper linepull signals throughout

the dive.

(42)



NAVAL SCHOOL DIVING AND SALVAGE

SCUBA DIVER A-433-_623

SECURITY CLEARANCE; NONE

LESSON TOPIC 4.9 - Night Bottom Search

8 Hours

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Volume I
Student Guides
-NAVSHIPS INST. 9940.16A
Open Circuit SCUBA
Face Mask
Swim Fins
Wt-t Suit
W ight Belts
I fe Vest

ite
Flare
Strobe Light'
Cylinder and Manifold Assembly
Regulator
Depth Gauge
Diving Light
Circling Line (Buoy, Buoy line
weight, swim line)
Jackstay line (2 buoys, 2 buoy
lines, 2 weights, swim line)

Tending Line
Object ot Search

TERMINAL OBJECTIVE

1. ,When the student completes this course,
he will, in open water, at night, using
open circuit SCUBA, as a member of a

140

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES (CONT'D)

two-man team, recover a specified object
from a depth of at least 30 feet using
a circling line, within- thirty minutes.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

1. Orally DEFINE terms used in circling
line, jack stay and surface tended
methods of bottom searching using open
circuit SCUBA.

2. Orally EXPLAIN the usage of the circling
line, jack stay and surface tended
methods of searching.

3. DEMONSWRATE procedures for assembling
equipment and setting a circling line.

4. Using circ,ling line and jack stay
techniques, CONDUCT searching exercises
during daylight hours, recovering a
specified object from the bottom.

5. Use proper surface tended searching
procedures and signals during open
circuit SCUBA training activities.



LESSON TOPIC 4.9 Night E:Atom Search (Cont.'d)

CRITERION TEST

I. Open water, at night, usin, open circuit
SCUBA, dS a member of a two-man team,
recover a specified object from a depth of
at least 30 feet using a circling line
within thirty minutes.

HOMEWORK

Volume C, Student Guide, InforMation Sheet
4-9-11 thru 4-9-51; Assignment Sheet 4-9-1A;
Job Sheets 4-9-1J thru

1A ti.)



OUTLIUL OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTORS ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

1. introduction to the lesson I. Introduction to the

A. Establish contact lesson.

B. Establish readiness A. IntroduLe self

I. Petsonal experience and topic.

C. Establish effect B. Get students ready

D. oVERVIEW: Opon successful to learn.

completion of this lesson 1. tiotivate.

you will, in open water, C. Bring out the need

dt night, using open circuit and value of the

SCUBA, as a member of s two material being

man LejM, recover d specified presented.

object trom a depth of dt

least 10 feet using a circling

line, within 30 min.

II. Presentation

A. 3 main searxhing methods.

1. Teuded search small

to .ntermediate areas 1 4

(1)



OUTMINE. oF INSTRUCTION

. Restricted by

length ot tending

line.

b. Restricted by

placement of diving

platform.

2. ritcling line search

a. Small to intermediate

areas.

h. Tended or untended.

INSTRUCTORS ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

I. lack stay search.

a. Intermediate to

longer artali.

R. Tended seych.

1. Surfaced tended from

diving platform.

a. Use stand..rd Navy

seatching signals.

Use chart to show Observe and take,

(2)

notes as necessity



OUTLINE oF INSTRUCTION

b. Tending line long

enough tu cover

search area

c. Tending line kept

taut.

d. Answer all signals.

C. Circle line search

1. Describe components. Illustration. Locate

INSTRUCTORS ACTIVITY STUDENT ACT1VIrY

a. Buoy - purchased

or improvised.

b. Buoy line strong

enough to retrieve

c. Clump hsuld

hoistable.

(1) Heavy enough

diver woni

accidently drag

it.

each component

14`1(i)



OUTLINE of INSTRUCTION

d. Circle line or swim

line.

(1) 20' long (ours)

(2) Knotted every 5'

0) Must rutate free

on buoy line.

e. The marker buoy

Hatld moveable.

re(hod 1.

a. Diver descends on

buoy line.

h. Locates swim line.

c. Diver searches,

1640 sweep on

lst knot.

d. Diver moves out

to 2nd knot

(1) Seorches 360°

sweep.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Show on chart.

/4(43

(4)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

e. Continue until

object is found.

3. Method 2.

a. Diver descends buoy

line.

b. Locates swim line.

c. Swims to last knot.

d. Commences 3600 sweep.

(1) Searching 4

dragging swim line

low, attempting to

snag object.

e. Move in I knot, after

each 360° sweep, until

object is found.

4. Method 3.

a. For good visability

only.

b. One diver swims at

2nd knot.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

1( )



OUTLINE oF INSTRUCTIoN

c. Other diver swims

at 4th knot.

d. Divers make 360° sweep.

D. lack stay search.

I. Describe components.

a. 2-buoys purchased

or improvised.

b. 2 buoy lines - strong

enough to return

clump.

c. 2 clumps hand

hoistahle.

(1) Heavy enough

diver won't

accidently drag

them.

d. JacEstay or search

line.

(1) Long enough for

desired search.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(6)



OUTLINE Of INSTRUCTION

(2) Bottom couditionti,

visibility influ-

ence length.

2. Method 1 Rectangular

search.

d. Diver descends buoy #1.

b. Searchs along jackstay

line to buoy #2.

c. Moves Bnoy #2 in

direction of search

d. Search back to buoy #1.

e. Moves buoy #1 in direc-

tion of search.

t. ContinuL until object

ls recovered.

g. Distan::e buoy is moved

is influenced by:

(1) Bottom conditions

(2) Visabillty.

INSTRUCTORS ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

3. nethod 2 Circular

Search.

a. Buoy #1 is

stationery.

b. Buoy 02 is mobile.

c. Diver descends

Buoy #1

d. Searches out to

Buoy #2.

e. Move buoy #2 in

direction of search.

f. Search back to Buoy #1

g. Search back to Buoy #2

U. Move buoy #2 in direction

of search

i. Continue until object is

found or 3600 sweep.

INSTRUCTORS ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(8)
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OUTLINE oF INSTRUCTION

III. Open water evolutions.

A. Circling line.

1 4 1

INSTRUCTORS ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

open water evolutions A. Circling line.

circlir line 1. Prepare equipment.

I. Transport students '0 2. Drop weight with buoy

search area line and buoy.

2. Drop search object 3. Diver(s) enter the

into area water and swim to

3. Commence time the buoy.

4. Stop time when diver 4. Signal okay is descend.

arrives on the surface 5. On arrival at weight

with the object attach swim line.

6. Commence one of Ole

searches in the

presentation.

7. Upon finding object

attach line and bring

to the surface.

8. Have next diver ready

(9)

to go when diver

comes up ladder.



OUTLINE oF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

B. lack stay search B. Jackstay search

I. Transport diveru

to the search area.

2. Manuever boat while

laying jackstay.

3. Drop search object

(10)

in water.

STUDENT ACTIVITY

11. Continue until all

divers have made

a search.

Jackstay Search

1. Prepare equipment.

2. Lay jackutay- Drop

No. 1 weight with

buoyline, buoy and

jackstay line attached.

3. When line is payed out

lower No 2 weilfht over

thz: side. Keep a strain

on buoy line until all

slack la out of the

jackutay line, then

let go of the buoy line

with buoy attached.

4. Divers enter the water

and swim to the buoy,

1414



OUTLINE IN INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTORS ACTIVITY

4. Recover dlver(s)

when on the surface

1 4 1

STUDENT ACTIVITY.

Signal okay and

submerge.

5. Commence search as

pre planned. Hoving

weights in the pre-

planned direction.

6. On locating search

object, surface.

7. Next diver(s) be

ready to go when the

first set comes in

lc) the boat.

8. Continue until all

divers make a sarch.

/ 4 !



1 ,2 S 3
prvnic TRAL3L4G STANDARDS

TASK: 4TCJIT UNDFRWATER vEARCR UNIT: 1. SCUBA

2.

3.

diP air
..01

gneal_MCRIFT/OH: Surface tethered SCUBA diver recovers an object
from the bottom during the hours of darkness,
using a modified circling line technique.

;CNDITTOnS:

STANDARDS:

1. OVIRCHMLTD

2. DEPTH

3. EQUT:PMEIT

4. OTHEa

1. PERFORMANCE

2. TTY2

3. Egurrinn

er 1

Open Water

at least 10
feet mi,

1. Open Circuit
SCUBA

,-...--....,.....--1,---.--.......---.....N
1. At night
2. Surface

Tethered

..

1. "lust find

object and bring
it to the surface

.

t:ithin 20 minute*

Hone

,

I 1

.

,

(12)



ponrFnms: 4

r7:

Ic25+

1. The instructor will plant the descenellineswrith attached buoy
marker. Circling line will be attached to the clump.'

2. Tethered SCUBA diver enters the water, gives proper signals
and swims to the descent line.

1, iver uses proper lint..pull signals and descends to the bottom.
4. niver locates circling line aA begins searching pattern.
S. Tender will move the diver, via line-pull signals, in a pattern

mf 16n deerees as illustrated below.

/7111"6 NOTT.: It is important that_the

(.3 jai

tender instruct the diver to change
direction at the position indicated

lw"Peli
by the dotted line in order to pre-
vent fouling of lines.

A. 11= the diver finds the object, he will notify the tender by
line-pull signals. Tender will standby to assist the diver in
coming to the surface and securing the object of search.

7. niver uses proper line-pull signals and comes to the surface
bringing the object with him.

1. This project gives the student experience in searching for objects
on the ottom at night using SCUBA gear and circling line technique.,

2. 7his project increases the student's confidence in 'himself and
the SCUBA gear.

cTTLLS Nr7PED:

1. Proficiency in the use of SCUBA gear.

cPECTAL IrTITUCTIONS:

1. nhject of the search will be at least as large as one half a SCUBA
!iottle.

2. object will be placed or the bottom hi, the instructor.
1. Ttme starts when the student leaves the surface.
4. Time stops when the student returns to the surface with the object.
5. Instructors should not insist that students use searching line-pull

sigmas. This is to he a surface teathered Jearch (vice iurface
tended). The tender's function is one of safety only.

14



t:URA DIVER A-431-0021

Security Clearance: None

NAVAL SCHOOL DIVING AND SALVAGE

Instructional Material (Cont'd):

open Circuit SCUBA Equipment (Cont'd)

lesson Topic 4.10 Underwater Hull
lnspettion

Instructional Material:
r.S.Navy Diving Manual, Vol 1

Student guides
Standard classroom equipment
NAVSH1PS INST. 9940.16A
Underwater Works Techniques Manual, Vol.I

yrs

Life vest
Knife
Flare
Strobe light
Cylinder and manifold assembly
kegulator
Depth gauge
Diving lights

Terminal objective

#1 When the student completes this course
Itc he will be able to, as a member of a

ovcthvad ptolector
Franspalency of: Ship hull

Submarine hull
Propellars
Rudders and shafts
Inspection reports

opcu circuit SCUBA Equipment:

tacemask
Swim tins
Wet suits
Weight belts

team, in open water, at night, using
open circuit SCUBA, conduct, a detailed
underwater hull inspection uf a designated
craft. File a written report with the
instructor which specifies prupellars,
shafting, rudders, sonar equipment, under-
water fittings, and general hull.conditions
to include .pplicable measurements, marine
gruwth and )ther specifics as instructed.

ENABLING OB!ECT!VES

1. Orally explain the function(s) of d

detailed underwater hull inspection.

1 4,,M



2. Given an illustration of a typical
Navy submarine and surface vessel,
LOCATE points included in a detailed
underwater hull inspection, describ-
ing measurements taken and conditions
observed during such an inspection.

3. Given a description of a typical
surface vessel hull, WHITE an in-
spection report using proper ter-
minology, measurement data and
organization.

4. In open water, in daylight, as a member
of a team and using open circuit SCUBA,
CONDUCT a detailed underwater hull in-
spection on an available craft. Pro-
vide a verbal report to the instructor.

CRITEklON TEST

As a membur of a team in open water at
night, using open circuit SCUBA, conduct
a detailed underwater hull inspection of
a designated craft. File a written report
with the instructor which specifies pro-
pellors, shafting, rudders, sonar equip-
ment underwater fittings, and general
hull conditions to include applicable
measurements, marine growth and other
specifics as instructed.

HQMEWORK

Voume C, Student Guide, Information Sheet
, 4-10-11 thru 4-107101; Assignme..nt Sheets
4-10-lA and 4-102A; Job Sheet. 4-10-1J
thru 4-10-4J.

I.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

1. Introduction to the lesson: introduction to the
lesson. Introduce self

A. Establish Contact: and topic.

B . Establish Readiness: Get students ready to learn
Motivate

1. Personal experience.

C. Establish effect: Bring out the need and value
of the material being presented

D . Overview: When the student Stat,e learning objectives
completes this lesson topic,
he will be able to, as a
member of a team, in open
water, at night, using open
circuit SCUBA, conduct a de-
tailed underwater hull
inspection of a designated
craft. File a written re-
port with the instructor
which specifies propellers,
shaftings, rridders,
equipment, underwater fittings
and general hull cundit.ions
to include applicable measure,
ments, marine groweh and State Information necessary
other specitics as instructed, tu guide students conduct

during the lesson.

II. Presentation.

A. Hull Inspection.

I. Complete examination of
underwater hull.

. Access condition of hull.

b. Discover damage to hull.

(1)

4 ,)0



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTIDN

2. Ships hulls have various
configurations.

a. Basic hull inspection
techniques are the
same.

1. Hull inspections normally
Involves many departmctnts.

4. May include UDA1S under-
walef televi.oion sucvey.

5. Always review last hull
inspection report.

O. Ose SHIP REPAIR SAFETY
LIST.

d. Lociate diving boat in
closest possible pro
ximity to work.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

b. Take tidal currents into
consideration as to boat
location & starting
point.

I. U/W llglits are a must.

R. Typical Holl Inspection Route.

Pudder, Inspect fotiowing:

d. iludder clearance.

(1) Distance,hetween
top of rudder &

(2)

al '11



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(2) Measure with in-
side calipers.

b. Rudder ',lugs.

(1) 2 or 4, located
at corners

(2) Insure they are
secure.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITI

c. overall physical
condition.

(1) Paint.

(2) Gomjus, scrapes,
dents.

(3) Cracked welds.

(4) Damage from foreign
object.

Inspect rudder post
retainer ring.

(1) Check bolts.

(2) Check locking wire.

(i) Supports packing gland,
tallure causes flooding.

(3)

14?"1



OUTLINE tt.' INSTRUCTION

2. Vropeller(s) 6 strut
assembly.

a. Dunce cap.

(1) Insure its secure

(2) Check cover plate
for looseness.

h. Propeller(s)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(1) Inspect each blade
tor:

(a) Nicks.

(b) Dents.

(c) Cracks.

(d)

(c) Curls.

(2) Inspect faces for
cavitation effects.

(a) inilicatud by
small pock marked
holcu.

(3) Determine overall
condition.

(a) Sea growth,
barnnacles

(b) Corrosion.

h1



OUTIINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(' I) Reporting propeller
damage

(a) Numbering blades.

(1) Start at
lifting padeye

41';plug.

(2) Blades are
number 1-2,
etc,going
clockwise.

(3) Standing Aft.
looking-for-
ward.

(I1) Distingush between
leading 6 trailing
edge.

(c) Point out hub.

(d) Use a slate If
necessary.

-WARNIN.(;: Do NOT bump blades with SCUB% BOTTLES

c. Rope'guards (forward)

(1) Fxplain purpose

(2) Illustrate them.

Li) Inspect for.

(a) Loose screws,
general sec urity

(5) I 4 (),I;



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(b) Wire or line
inside.

d. Struts (Primary ks Secondary)

ii1) Struts support
Shaft.

(2) Inspect following.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(a) External Damage,
uverall physical
condition.

(b) Condition of zincs.

1. Overall security.

2. Line or wire inside.

e. Shatt.

(1) inspect as following.

(a) External damage,
Overall physical
condition

(b) Inspect protective
rubber coating.

t. Stern tube

(I) Inspert. tolluwIng:

(a) Aft flir water.

(b) External damage,
overall physical
condition. ler7( r



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

8-

lii..TRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(c) inspect dead
lights.

Look tor
wire or
line.

Look at
shaft.

Repeat as of propellers
require.

1. ENGINEERING SPACES

a. Safety precautions.

(1) Insure diver can
surface safely.

(a) 2' clearance
minimum

(2) Insure suctions/
discarges are
sec.:riter.d.

b. LeeL & bilge keel

Inspect tor damage.

Check zincs, on or
near bilge keel.

C. Sed suctions.

(1) Main cirLulutinl
pump suction.

(7)

14`).S



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(a) I id ships
large.

JNSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(b) Inspect for sea
growth and fouling.

(c) Inspect security
of grating.

(2) titin inspection scoop.

(a) Forward of main
circ. pump suction.

(h) Inspect,8or sea
growth and fouling.

(c) Inspect %.iecurity
of graLing.

(3) Other suctiAns and
discharges'.

(a) Inspect for sea
growth and fouling.

(b) Inspect.security
of grating.

d. Sonar Dome.

(I) 2 types.

(a) Hull configured
mount.

(b) Keel mounted.

144-1.14
(8)

'1111.p.



oUTLINE oF INSTRUCTIoN

(2) inupect iollowing.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

External damage,
overall physical
condition.

1. Sea growth.

). Dents, cracks,
scratches.

All welded
joints.

All bolts &
tairing strips

5. Peeling paint.

(b) Cover entire
dowe.

(1) Fact:.

(2) 1101t0m.

(3) Both sides.

C. Fl&w or stern.

(I) Inspect following

(a) Damage, over
physical
condition.

1 4HULL INSPECTION IS,PONE

(9)



obiLINE. oF INSERUCTIoN

C. Hull inspection Report.

I. List items to be inspected.

INSTRUCTOR, ACTIVIV1 STUDENT ACTIVITY

2 Includes didgrdwu to show
damage.

lokaJillb following.

4. Rudder

h. Propelles(m)

c. Struts, shift, stern
tubes, iair waters.

d. Sea chests/suctions

C. Zincs

f. Sondr dome

8- Hull

h. Gene'ral EL:mark-a

4. Made up locally (different for)

U. Surface sli)s.

b. Submetlurts

14 1
I (1U)



OIVING TRAINTNG STANDARDS

TA%": Underloater iuli Inspection

.-
111111111

UNIT: 1. SCUBA./ -,YMIIIr

,.
2.

3.

Cs:NEPAL DESCRIPTION: Team of divers conduct a detailed underwater hull
inspection-of an available craft, taking appropriate
measurements and filing a subsequent report.

CTID3TI:ONS:

17ANDARDS:

I. EYV/RONMENT

2. DErof

3. VIUTPMENT

OTHER

1. PERFORMANCE

1 TIME

3. EOUTT'n!iT

Open Water

at least 20
feet

. Cpen Circuit
SCITBA

. Measuring
Instruments
(see reverse)

. !Zight
.

1:one

None

. File an accur-
ate report on
specified
equipment.**

** Accuracy may lie checked with ship's blueprints.

4 ,)
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PROCFDURES:

General: Although active fleet ships have a wide variation in hull size and
cunfiguestion, hull inspections are generally quite similar in procedure. It
is possible to describe a technique for hull in,v.mttions applicable in most
respects to all ships. As is true In the case U. underwater tasks,
thorough planning is the key to successful execu,',11 of the job. This is
especially important in tha case of hull inspections since the entire under-
water hull and all Ippurtenances are included, with most of the ship's activ-
ities involved. Accordingly, the preparation of the plans in written form
is especially desirable.

Task: Underwater hull inspection involves the exasanation of the entire
exterior underwater hull and appurtenances to determine the condition and
the need for repairs. When available, it includes closed circuit television
coverage of the inspection to assist the evaluation of the inspection.

Yhen tidal current is not a factor, the inspection may start at the
stern or at the bow depending on preferences or physical conditions. When
tidal current is a factor, the direction is chosen on the basts of facilita-
ting the work:and providing the best security for the diving team and the
hoat. In this description the inspection is started at the stern because
thiA is the preference of most tender mnd repair ship divers. Two diVers are
usually used, each inspecting half of the ship from stern to the bow and
with one diver working to port End ane to starboard.

The divers will generally take their air supply fram the air flasks in
the hoat, in a fleet job. This is a matter of equipment availability, con-
dition of the equipment, boat storage, working space and preference.

Technique: Prior to beginning inspection, the patt.underwacer hull history
should he reviewed with particular atte revious paint conditions,
gouges, dents, scrapes, appurtenances and any other points requirlig scrutiny.

(1) Tee-out procedure
(2) Provide lights as required

Rudder:

Take rudder clearance measurements with inside calipers for comparison
with previous readings to determine sag. Heasurement is made between the
forward uppermost part of the rudder and the nearest hull surface. See
illustration for representative examples of clearances.

Check the rudder plugs. Sometimes there are four, sometiMes rwo - one
at the top and one at the bottom. Insure that the plugs are in place snd
secure.

Check the overall physical apprearance for (packs in the welds, cracks
in rudder surfaces, gouges, scrapes, and any marks "lich iddicate the rudder
has contacted some foreign object.

(12) 1 4 73



Sound the mdder far possible flooding by tapping on the surface. (Secure
plugs and a good physical Opearance should. indicate that there has not been
any flooding, but the tapping test provides added insurance).

Check the rudder post retainer ring bolts with their aesociated safety
wiring. These should be secure since they retain the rigg which supports the
packing gland around the post.

Propellers:
Check the dunce cap to insure that it is secure in place.
Check the cover plate halves aft of the propeller for their physical

appearance and security.
Locate the eyebolt-fitting plug in the hub of the propeller. Insure

that the plug is in place and secure. Use this plug iS a Standard or zero
point for numbering the blades on the propeller. Number each blade in
succession clockwise as the propeller is viewed from the stern towards the
bow. The first blade is 11, the next is 12, the next 13, and so forth, until
all blades are numbered. The purpose of numbering the blades is to compare
the previous reports on blade conditions with the current inspection findings.

Check the overall physical appearance of each blade starting with 4l.
Inspect the peripheral edge for nicks, curls, chips, cracks or other apparent
damage. Use the ruler to measure apparent damage as prnc-icable.

Inspect the face and back for cavitation effects. These effects can be
identified by little pocked holes on the blade surface.

Check the rope guard forward of the propeller for security in place and
corrosion.

Struts to Stern Tube:

Check the external primary strut housing and primary strut for apparent
damage, such as gouges, nicks, cavitations, etc.

Several types of ships have zincs located on the hull above the V-shape .

of the main strut rynning fora and aft. As the inspection progresses from the
propellers, check the zincs. (Zincs may be bolted or welded in place).
neteriGration is usually most severe at the after end. Note the percentage

!of zincs remaining.
vas

Check the fairwater halves at the forward end of the primary strut for
rigidity, security and any apparent damage. Fairwaters are in two halves and
are usually secured by screws or welded or both.

Swim forward on the shaft taking constant note of the Protective Rubber
Coating (PRC) conditions. This coating may be sprayed rather than wrapped
like tape.

Inspect the fairwater c.:t of the secondary strut in the same manner as
the inspection of the other fairwater in step above.

Inspect the external secondary strut housing and secondary strut. This
is a repeat of the first step of strut inspection.

Repeat step above for inspection of the fairwater forward of the secondary
strut housing.

Continue up the shaft and check the PRC conditiot ill the way to the stern
tube fairwatir.

Check the fairwster on the stern tube, as above.
Inspect the external housing of the stern tube. Check the dead lights

in the stern tube to see if it is clear within the tube. Peed lights are
oblong holes which have a race track shape. (Same ships do not have dead
lights).

(13)
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Note:

I! one diver is conducting the inspection, duplicate steps for the
rudder, propeller, and struts on the opposite side at this time.

Regardless of the number of propellers (1 or 4), the number of struts
(1 or 2) or even if the propeller is configured directly to the hull, the
sequence indicated for the rudder, propeller and struts need be modified
only to the extant of eliminating those steps which are not applicable.

Zngineering Underwater Space:
Prior to diving for inspection of engineering underwater spaces, check

again to Insure free water around the hull for diver safety. A minimum
positive clearance of two feat should be assured.' This clearance is not a
problem in those situations where a ship is at anchor or "Med" moored
(stern to the pier) or nested together with camel standoffs.between the
nestcd ships.

Inspect the bilge keel. The illustration shows that the Lilge keel is
generally located in the center half of the ships, usually extending from
the After most engineering fireroom forward to the area abreast of the ship's
bridge area. Check the bilge keel for apparent damage. The leading or
forward edge usually is the part which is most susceptible to roll back or
damage. As the inspection progresses along the bilge keel, check for the
ruaterial condition of the zincs. In some cases, zincs may be at either end,
or one end only, or in the Middle, or just above the bilge keel end parallel
to it. Note the percentage of zincs remaining.

Next, proceed to the vicinity of the main scoop injection and locate it
by hsving a member of the ship's force sound the hull with a 'slow, steady
tapping noise from within. Check for marine growth or anything which may foul
the gratings. Check the gratings for security..

Repeat the same procedure for the main circulation punp suctions.
Inspect any other hull openings in the engineering spaces as specifically

requested by the ship or which may be seen along the inspection route.
2ote: If only one diver is performing the inspection (not in school situation)
duplicate the Engineering Underwater Inspection for the otherside, including
bilge keel and zincs. Them proceed forward to the bow area to inspect.phe
sonar dome, as applicable.

If two divers are inepectina, one diver proceeds to the sonar dome on the
side fte is inspecting. The other may secure.

Sonar Dome (As Applicable):
While proceeding forward to inspect the sonar dame, locate the draft mark-

ings on the bow. Follow the markings downward.to the :sonar dome at the keel.
Inspect the dame. Check the face, the bottom, the port and starboard sides
for general freedom from growth, scratches, marks, and damage. Alsn check
the condition of the fairing strip where bolts secure the dame to the hull.
The older types of sonar are bolted to the hull; the newer or later models
are either welded to the hull or configured as part of the hull at the bow.
Note: If the,sonar dome is configured to the hull at the bow-, swim forward
from the bilge keel to the shipls keel. Inspect the keel for bad growth,
peeling or loose paint forward to the hull configured sonar.

(14)
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Inspect the hull configured Sonar dome. Check the faci, the bottom,
the port and starboard sides for general freedom from growth, scratches,
marks, pitting and other apparent damage.

Ship's Keel and Stem:

Men the keel mounted sonar dome inspection is completed, extend for-
ward and rvim alongside the keel, inspecting for bad growth, peelinr or
loose paint.

Follow the keel up to the stem. Inspect the stem for mmy distortion
or other apparent damage. Inspection is completed; clear the water.

Complete and submit the required inspection report in accordance with
directions from the instructor.

WRY Do IT:

This gives the student experience in performing a task that
he will be required to perform as a diver as well as building
his confidenct:in "the use of SCUBA gear through its use and
the night environment.

57ILLF NPEDED:

in the use of the neasureing instruments.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:

1. nepending upon the size of the class, it may he necessary to give
1 ream of two divers a specific portion of the underwater hull inspection
as maposed to the entire inspection. This does not circumvent the intent
of the project so long as both divers are required to nerform measurenents
and to file a report.

Frccedures for
Manual, Volume
Ships, pp 215 -

this projett are extracted from: Underwater Work Techniques
1, Underwater Inspection, Maintenance and Repair of Naval-
223.

?

(15)
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i.275

UNDETWATER HULL mrptcritnN REPORT

An inspection of the underwater bull of the USS
was performed on with the following condi:ions noted:

Rudder

Clearance measurement:

Plugs:

Sounding:

Posts:

Surface Condition:

Remarks:

Propeller

Condition of each blade (by number):

Dunce Cap:

4ope Guard:

Remarks:

Bilge Keel

Condition:

Remarks:

Struts:

Condition:

Remarks:

144
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ir

rairwaters

Condi tion:

Remarks:

Stern Tube /

Rousing:

Remarks:

Sea Chests

vemarks:

!incs

Missing:

Deteriorated:

intact:

lemarks:

Sonar

Surface condition:

Welded Seams:

Remarks:

Paint:

Growth:

Dents, damage:

Remarks:

General Remarks:

,r1r

(20)
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. NAVAL SCHOOL VIVING AND SALVAGE

.SCUBA Diver A-433-0023

Security Chorance: NOne

Lesgon Topic 4.11 General Safety Precautions

3 1/2 Hours

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS:

ti.S. Navy Diving Manual, Vol. I

Stuient Guides

Standar'd Classroom Equipment

Safety Center SCUBA Diving Slide

PRESENTATION (includes script)

References: NAVSHIPS INST. 9940.16A
Diving and Salvage .

Safety Notes 1971/72

TERMINAL OBJECTIVE

Partial attainment of the fol-loAng:-

1. When the student completes this
course he will bv able to dron-
strate a knowledge 'and understand.--
ing of safety precautions required
in the use of open cirtuit SCUBA
through the strict adherence to
and usage of safety precautions
applicable to the open circuit
SCUBA diving.training activities.

A

w NOTE:, Safety is an integral phase
of all diving thebry, syistems
and practical activity. It
is difficult to separate items
in,order to enumerate specific
safety precautions asiEnabling
Objectives for this Tifrminal
Objective. Therefore, many
items of safety-will be found
in their respective sections
concerning theory, systems and
practical diving operations.
The following safety items are
those not specifically elaborated
upon elsewhere.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

1. Orally DESCRIBE the.specific safety
precautions involved in the
following possible diving situations
using open circuit SCUBA:

a. diving on ships in a nest

b. diving usi.g explosives

c. diving on a submarine hull'

d. diving during propellor changes

e. diving in heavy currents

f. diving in extreme cold water

g. diving in polluted water

h. diving in enclosed spaces

(specifically to elaborate

14 44



'ENABLING OBJECTIVES(CONT'D)

upon the danyers of toxic gases)

KITERION TEST

None

-.HOMEWORK

Volume C, Student Guide Information
Sheet 4-11-11



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

1. Introduction to Lesson

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

I. IntroductiAt to Lesson

A. Establish Contact A. Introduce self and

topic.

B. Establish readiness

1. Personal experience

B. Get students ready

to learn.

C. Establish effect C. Bring out the need

D. Overview: Upon completion

of this lesson you will be

able to describe the specific

safety precautions involved in

th,t following diving sttuations:

1. Diving on ships in a nest

2. Diving using explosives

3. Diving on el submarine hull

4. Diving during propeflor changes

5. Diving in heavy currents.

6. Diving in extreme cold water

(1)

and value of the

material being

presented.

1 4 4J;

STUDENT ACTIVITY



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

7. Diving in polluted water

8. Divirlin enclosed spaces

II. PRESENTATION

A. Ships in a nest

1. Ship repair safety list

a. filled out, signed,

adhered to

b. All ships will be

tagged out

2 . Code Al fa

a. Displayed by ship

being worked on

b. Displayed out board ship

c. and as necessary

3. Camels

cs. Describe Camel

b. Must be between ships

4. Betthing or shifting berth

a. No ships will shift berth

b. or come along side during

Diving ops.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

SHOW & EXPLAIN ITS

(2)

USE

1 4

a



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITI

5. Maintain tree access

to surface

a. Use surface tend or

descent line

6. Diving Platform

a. Close as possible to

work area.

7. Diving Supervisor

a. Must brief divers

and shies personnel

of Diving operation.

b. Communications must

be maintained with all

personnel concerned.

B. Diving Using Explosives

1. Supervisor must have complete

control.

a. Accomplished by retaining

1. Firing key

2. Time fuse

( 3 )



OUVANE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

2. 300 PSI Shock Wave or

Greater.

a. Will damage lungs

b. Will damage intestines

c. 300 PSI shock 1 lb.

charge - 48 ft. from diver

3. Anticipation of under water

Explosion

a. Leave water if possible

b. If not float face up

c. Keep head, chest,

intestinal cavity up

6. out of water.

C. Diving on Submarines

1. Nuclear Submarines

Radiation Hazard

a. Contact radiological officer,

plan dive.

b. Wear water proof film badge

(4)14 49



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

2. All submarines

a. Use ships repair

safety list.

O. Propellor Changes

1. Quiet Moor is

highly desirable

2. Secure work stage

adequatcly

1. Diving team and

crane operator must be

througMy briefed.

4. Illustrate chain fall

method

a. Diver controls chain fall

b. Fall stowed in oil bath

5. SHIPS REPAIR SAFETY LIST

a. Must be used

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY. STUDFNT ACTIVITY

ILLUSTRATE



ObrLINE OF INSTRUCTION

E. Heavy Currents

1. 1 knot - Max. SCUBA Ops.

2. U e tending line

3. Have safety boat available

4. TOP PHYSICAL CONDITION

S. Stay clear of under strain.

6. Hip Tide

a. Ride it out, do not

fight

B. Approach job sight from

down stream

F. Open Sea Diving Ops.

1. Gather all available

ii:formation.

a. Navagation Charts, depth,

bottom conditions.

2. Monitor. weather reports.

A. Hadio/Comm with base

4. Safety Boat

S. Minimum Moor 2 Point Moor

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

ILLUOTRATE

(6, 1451

STUDENT ACTIVITY



3UTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

6. 1st Divers Down

check anchors

7. TOP PHYSICAL CONDITION

8. Emergency Plan for

casualty

a. Emergency check

list 4-13 DVM

G. Cold Water Diving Ops

I. TOP PHYSICAL CONDITION

2. Use proper protective

gear

a., DVM- Page 4-10

fig. 4.9

3. SHORT bottom times

a. Accustom diver to cold

water slowly

4. Respiration rate higher

than normal

Increased danger of

CO2 build up

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

ILLUSTRATE

(7)

1452.
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

5. Water Entry

Enter slowly

a. Increased danger of

uncontrollable

hyperventilation

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

b. Can lead to

unconsciousness.

6. Do not neglect topside

personnel.

H. Diving Polluted Waters

1. Sources

a. Sewer discharges -

b. Industrial discharges

chemical/high temperature

c. Petroleum leaks skin

irritation

2. Use protective clothing

3. Guard against ingestion of

water

4. Appropriate prevention

medial procedure.

Discuss

(8)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

a. Shot card up to date

5. Increased vulnerability to:

a. Ear intections

b. Skin infections

6. Extreme warm water ops.

a. Be alert for heat exhaustion.

I. Closed spaces

1. SCUBA is never used to enter

closed space.

All closed spaces must be:

a. Vented before entered

b. Water circulated

c. Inspected for 112 S Gas

(1) Hydrogen sulfide GAs

(2) Produced by decOying

organic material.

(I) DEADLY

(a) Explosive

(b) Poisonous

(c) Small amounts - rotten egg ordor



3UTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(d) Larye amounts-

no odor

(e) colorless

III. SHOW SLIDE PRESENTATION

FROM NAVAL SAFETY CENTER

ON SCUBA ACCIDENTS.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

QUESTIONS

QUESTIONS ON SLIDE

PRESENTATION

77 5

(10)



NAVAL SCHOOL DIVING AND SALVAGE

Diver, Second Class A-433-0022 TERMINAL OBJECTIVE (cont'd)
Medical Deep Sed Diving Technician A-433-0020
Ship Salvage Diving Officer A-4N-0011 major components correctly and
Deep Sea (He02) Diving Officer A-4N-0010 explain the function of each.

Security Clearance: Unclassified

Lesson Topic: 5.1, Mk V Deep Sea Diving
System

5 Hours

INSTRUCTION MATERIALS:

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Vol. T
Student Guides
Standard Classroom Equipment
Mk V Deep SL?cl Diving System:

Helmet
Non-Return Valve
Air Control Valve
Diving Dress
Cutaway uf Air Hose
Cutaway of Lifeline
Shoes
Weight Be1t

Mk V Doop Sea Diving System Chart
Film: ri49915A

TERMINAL o4)EcTIVE

1. When tin: student complets this
coui:ie he will be able to, given

illustration of the Mk V Deep
Sea Diving System, label all

1 4 7; `;

ENABLING OBJECTIVES:

1. EXPLAIN, in writing, the function(s)
of the major components of the. Mk V
Deep Sea Diving System, in terms of
what they do for the system.

2. DESCRIBE, in writing, the functional
and physical location of each of the
major components of the Mk V Deep
Sea Diving System.

3. LIST, in writing, the protective
devices for the major components of
the Mk V Deep Sea DiVing System.

4. DESCRIBE, through illustration,
the flow path of the breathing media
through the Mk V Deep Sea Diving
System.

5. -Orally DESCRJBE the three types of
surface supplied diving rigs.

6. Orally EXPLAIN the application of
the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System.

7. STATE, in writing, the minimum num-
ber of personnel necessary to dive
the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System.

1 4 5



ENABLrNG OBJECTIVES (coned)

B. LIST, in writing, the advantages and
disadvantages of the Mk V Deep Sea
Diving System.

9. STATE, orallyc the maximum and working
depths for the Mk V Deep Sea Diving
System.

10. STATE, in writing, the methods of
communication used with the Mk V
Deep Sea Diving System.

CRITERICN TEST

Given an illustration of the Mk V Deep
Sea Diving System, label all major compo-
nents correctly and explain the function
of each without error.

HOMEWORK

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Vol. I, Chap. 1
and Chap. 6, para. 6.1.1

(2)



113OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITYI.

I. IrItrodution

A. Fstahlish Ciintact

B. Estahligh Readiness

C. Establish Effect

D. Overview

II.Presentation

A. Types of Surface Supplied Diving Rigs

1. Mk V Deep Sea DiVing System

2. Lightweight

3. Mk V Mod I (He02)

4. Surface Supplied means breathing

media is supplied to the diver by

means of a hose from the surface.

1 4 r:

t.

Introduce self and topic

Get atudents ready to learn

Bring out the need and value
of material

State Learning Objective3

Show pictures, illustra- Observe and take
tions of each notes as necessary

Point out

R. Flow path of breathing rnedia Diagram on C/11 or use
chart

1. Low Pressure Air Combressor -

a. Through a filter - nerove impurities

to ths -

b. Volume tank - air is cooled and stowed

until needed - through a ( 3 ) 1 '.0'



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

C. Luffer sponge filter into the hose

to the diver.

2. High Pressure Air Compressor through Diagram on C/B or use chart

a reducer to a low pressure volume tank.

3. Diving Air must meet: 1

List on C/B; Explain
terminologya. Established Standards of Purity

filtered

b. Adenuate volume

c. Adequate flow rate (cfm)

(1) Proper ventilation of helmet

or mask.

d. Overbottom pressure

(1) Up to 120 ft - 50 lbs over

(2) Over 120 ft - 100 lbs over

e. Back up System

C. Application of the Mk V Deep Sea Diving

System

1. Operations in deep water

a. Normal working depth - 190' for 40 minutes

(4)



IUTLINF OF INSTPUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIvITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

b. Maximum working depth - 250 ft for Errhasize

90 minutes (exceptional exposure)

2. High degree of protection and stability

a. Heavy Salvage work

b. Underwater Construction

D. Advantages List on C/11
4

1. Unlimited Air Supply

2. Maximum physical and thermal protection

3. Voice and line-pull communications

4. Work in current up to 2.5 knots

5. Variable buoyancy

E. Disadvantages List on C/H

I. Slov deployment

2. Poor mobility

3. Large Surface Craft and crew renuirement

a. Minimum 6 personnel

4. Cumbersome (190 it,$)

Aft



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

F. M*jor Components of the Mk V Deep Sea

Diving System

1. Umbilical

a. Hose

(1) Provides surface supplied air

to diver.

(2) Fittin9s on the hose are se-

cured with three (3) hose

clamps. Tested at regular in-

tervals. No strain on hose.

(a) Fittings are 17 thread4

per inch.

(3) Fild is secured to diver's

breastplate with line.

(4) 50' length 1 1/16" outside

diameter, 1/2" inside diameter.

(5) Made of sinking type, vulcanized

rubber tube reinforced.

b. Lifeline and Amplifier Cable

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVIT1

Show Air Hose Cutaway

Emphasize: No strain

Show cutaway of lifeline

( 6 )



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(1) Provides safety to-diver

(a) means of puliino diver un.

(b) Communications between'topside

and diver

(2) Runs from surface to diveA breast- Show on chart

plate where it is secured with a

line and connected to left goose-

neck of helmet.

(a) Takes the strain off air hose

(b) Tied (married) to air hose Explain term "married"
in relation to air hose/
lifeline

(3) Breaking Strain 2500 lhs and

with coupling installed 100 lbs.

(4) Core consists of 3/16" corrosive

resisting steel cable coated with

high grade rubber cover.

(a) 4 electrical wires for 7omnuni-

cation.

(b) Cover is oil resistent neoprene

(7)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(5) 200' and 600' lengths.

2. Air Control Valve Show Air Control Valve

a. Function

(1) Provides a manual means for diver

to control air into the helmet at

a rate he requires.

(2) Turn toward diver more air. Demonstrate

Turn away from diver - less air.

h. 1,ocation - part of hose group Show on chart

(1) Ahove the hip on the left front

of the diver.

(2) Within easy reach of left hand.

(3) Connected to end of air hose from Show on chart

the surface and'the three foot end

of hose to the helmet.

(4) Secured to breastplate with flexible

link on valve. 0,5

c. Protection Devices

(1) Hand wheel is provided with se-

(8)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

curing nut with a cotter pin

going through nut and valve stem.

(2) Securing bracket to hold packing

nut in place.

(3) With valve all the way open, a

minimum of two (2) threads will

he engaged.

d. Material

(1) Bronze - because of use in salt

water.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Show on Air Control Valve

Demonstrate

(2) Two male fittings for hose

connectors.

3. Hose Leader

a. Function
show Pose Leader

(1) Provides a means of connecting

the air supply from control valve

to non-return valve on helmet.

b. Ratings

(1) 3' length, 1 1/16" outside dia-

meter, 1/2" inside diameter.

(9)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

c. Material same as 50' air hose.
A

(1) sinking type

(2) vulcanized rubber tubing re-

inforced.

4. Non-Return Valve Show Non-Peturn Valve

a. Function and Protection Provided

(1) Prevents loss of air from diving

helmet and dress, in case of

air supply loss or hose rupture.

(2) Prevents possible fatal squeeze

to the diver.

(3) One way check valve for helmet.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

b. Location

(1) Attached to helmet gooseneck

(air hose fitting)

c. Two Types bodies are made of

brass. Female end has a leather

washer.

(1) rprinq and Stem - leather wash-
!

Show on Chart

(10)



OUTLINE OF INFTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

er seat and a spring. Show

(2) Cartridge has cartridge and Show

"0" ring seal.

S. Helmet/Breastplate Show helmet

a. Function

(1) Fits over diver's head to pro-

vide protection.

(2) Air Supply enters through goose-

neck on right back side of helmet

and is circulated around diver's

head.

(3) Houses speaker fa' communication Show on helmet

with topside located upper left

front of helmet.

(4) t:ecured to Breastplate by inter- Show on helmet

rupted screw joint at base.

b. Protective Devices

(1) Ports - 4 heat treated'glass view

ports.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACT.IVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(a) Front port is on a hinge pin

and can he opened. In c1ose0

position, it is secured with

beveled wing nut.

1. Ruhher gasket and knife edge

forms water tight seal.

(b) Ports have toldn bronze guards

to prevent breakage.

(2) Safety Lock (Dumbell) Show on helmet

(a) Prevents helmet from turn-

ing on breastplate and

coming off.

(b) Located on back or-hglmet.

(c) Fits into recess on breastplate Demonstrate

and locked into "down" position.

Peld close0 by Ewing hale and

6cotter nin on breastplate.

Fxhaust valve

a. Fuhction is to release excess air pressure

14 c.(i
(12)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

from the helmet and diving dress.

b. maintains at least 1/2 lb over

bottoll pressure in the suit when

valve is opened 2 1/2 turns.

c. nand wheel cannot be opened .more

thin five (5) turns from closed

p)sition (safety).

d. Provides a controlled one way check

valve to expel air without allowing

w;.itcr to enter.

o. ('han Button on iiiside is controlled

1),!.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Demonstrate

sli il!;1(19 lips to pull in to retain Demonstrate
Emphasize: Never hold

d!r. / chin button with teeth

"! in,- chin tn push to exoftl air.

.(it. -II robin hron,o. 'Two (2) internal

NOS are hrasT;.

',1!0!,lentary rxt;aqq;_ ;ilve (pitcoclf) ,,how on helmot

14 ;Al3)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

(1) Minor Buoyancy corrections Explain

(2) Auxiliary exhaust when the diver

is working on his right side.

Explain

(3) Expulsion of water collecting in

the bib of the, diving dress.

Explain

b. Located on lowei left front of he met. Show on helmet

c. Is a 1/4 turn lever type.

d. Open while diver is on the surface.

8. Breastplate Slice; hreastplate

a. Secures helmet group to diving dress

(1) Fits over---aiver's head and rests

on shoulders.

(2) Helmet is screwed on and form Show

a watertight seal by a leather

gasket recessed in top o: the

brestplate.

b. Two (2) Padeyes are locateo :)1-1 .tror.t Show

with signal halyar.: tlirough e441:, I

(1) Air host:. 13 ..'112(1IUd ri .,Ltt

a

'14)

STUDENT ACTIVITY



mITLINF OF INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(2) Lifeline/Amplifier Cable is secured

on right.

c. 12 - 1/2" studs evenly spaced around Show

breastplate to accept the rubber

collar of the Mk V Diving Dress.

(1) Four (4) bronze straps (2 Iront, Demonstrate

2 back) are used to make a water-

tight seal between the breastWate

and the diving dress.

(a) Serialized not interchange- EMPHASIZF

able with other breastplates.

(2) Wing Nuts 12 each, bronze Show

GO Four (4) flanged wing nuts

are used at breastplate straP

joints.

(b) Fight (H) rocililar wing nuts

are used. Ono on Bastard Stud
4

is used to secure flexible

link of Air Control Valve to

breastplate-

Show Bastard Stud.
Explain



vs.

OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

d. Material

(1) helmet and Breastplate made of

spun copper and tinned.

(2) Fittings made of tohin bronze

(qunmeta.l).

.TNSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(a) Non-corrosive metal

(h) All fittings are soft soldered

tr) the helmet.

q. Mk V Deep Sea Diving System Rress

Function provides a dry working

envitonwent and protection from

un,lerviter ()fleets. Used with div-

111,1 un,lorwear, provides protection

tIoni c,Ad.

1.. I?, rlf-orcoA at sprific areas of stress. Point out

(1) Crotch

( )

(I) Ylhows

(4) Toos

Slow drPss (or picture)

1 4 3

(16)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUcTioN INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

c. Cones in three (3) sizes - marked by Point out location of
gromets

the number of gromets located in the

back part of the bib.

Yl) No. 1 - small (one gromet) for

divers 5'7" 5'9".

(2) No. 2 medium (tw) gromets)

for divers 5'9" 5'11".

(I) No. large (three gromets)

for divers 5'11" and up.

Pave either cuffs or gloves cemented Shov gloves and wrist
straps

to dress. Dress, with gloves, is held

to diver's wrist by straps.

(1) th.creases air in the glove -

,!asier to work.

TT of dres has d rubher collar

cemenLed in. Fitted with

hob..s tc accept the htua:;tplatte

Pr,vides a vatr.rtight seal

k v'ton i .,!-;;; arid

Point out collar

1 4(9



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

f. Bih is to catch small amounts of water show Bib

and to allow it to he expelled through

the Supplementary Exhaust Valve.

Lacing Flaps are located on the back Show flaps and laces

side of leg to prevent accumulation

of air in lower part of dress.

(1) Always laced with rawhide prior

to entry into the water.

h. Dress is made of vulcanized sheet

rubber between cotton layers.

(1) Waterproof-

(2) Strong

(I) Relatively Lightweight,

10. Weight Belt 84 Ills, Ten 7 172 lb

lead weights

d. ni!gative buoyancy .

in low tt.ound

. fleld in place by shoulder strap

a1;(1 jock strap.

Show weight bOt

Show optimum position.

(18)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(1) Jock Strap is to hold weight belt Point out Jock Strap.
Emphasize importance by

down on the diver's shoulders, thus example.

holding helmet down.

(2) Jock Strap is a separate piece of Emphasize importance
of testing before

equipment from the weight belt. diving.

Tested each day before use by

applying a strain of at least

160 lbs.

d. Weight Belt is made of double water-

proofed leather.

(1) Belt and Jock Strap must be wiped

down after each day's diving with

Neets Foot Oil to preserve leather.

11. Shoes

t. Provide negative buoyancy and assist

in pieventing diver's feet from

raisinq hioher than his head.'

orw size only - 35 lhs per pair

Show shoes or cutaway
of shoes

cd!,t hronzc safet,7 toe, lead bottom Point out items as
Oiscussed

(19)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

sole, wooden inner sole, steer hide

tops.

III.3ummary

a. Umbilical

b. Air Control Valve

C. Hose Leader

d. Non-Return Valve

e. Helmet/Breastplate

(1) Ports

(2) Exhaust Valve

(3) Fafety Lock

(4) Supplementary Exhaust Valve

(5) Breastplate

f. Dress

g. Weight Belt and Jock Strap

h. Shoes

14-47

INSTPUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Using chart, or diver
mock up (Jake),ask student
to locate and tell function
of each.

Answer questions as
necessary.
Show film 10459151
Mk V Diving System

(20)

Respond to
questions.

Ask questionfi as
necessary.

14Th



MK V DEEP SEA
DIVING SYSTEM

UMBILICAL

HOSE LEADER ,

NON-RETURN VALVE

tIELMET

AIR CONTROL VALVE

EXHAUST VALVE

DRESS

WEIGHT BELT

SUPPMENTARY j:XHAUST
(SPIT COCK)

I(itsfnt i ty t hi )-ic,ve 1 is ted
comr,onen ts of the Mk V

Do, Di yin(' System by
dr,wi ng cm ci r row f rom t he

ti corioon.nt to the iv-:p ro--
;)ri att ctire of tho (-onit)6nent.

( 2 1 )
V, 0 9f) t



NAVAL SCHOOL DIVING AND SALVAGE

Diver, Second Class A-433-0022
Medical Deep Sea Diving Technician A-433-0020
Ship Salvage Diving Officer A-4N-0011
Deep Sea (He02) Diving Officer A-4N-0010

Security Clearance: Unclassified

Lesson Topic: 5,2 Mk V Deep Sea Diving
System Diver

11 Hours

Instructional Materials:

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Vol. I
Student Guides
Standard Classroom Equipment
Diving underwear
Mk V Deep Sea Diving System

W/gloves
Pipe square and wrench
Single Flange and wrench
Open tank
Film KN9915 C

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES:

1. When the student completes this
course he will be able to, as a
diver using the Mk V Deep Sea
Diving System in an open tank
with a minimum of eight feet of
water.

TERMINAL OBjECTIVES (cont'd)

b. Demonstrate all line-pull
signals except those used in
searching.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES:

1. DESCRIBE, orally, the application of
equipment associated with the Mk V
Deep Sea Diving System.

2. Orally, DEFINE the terms ventilate
and circulatee

3. Orally STATE the safety precautias
associated with the Mk v Deep Sea
Diving Systems.

4. LIST, in writing, all line-pull
ksignals (except searching) and
'EXPLAIN the use of each signal.

5. USE the proper line-pull signals
in all training dives.

6. Tn an open tank, at a depth of at
least eight feet, using the Mk V
Deep Sea Diving System, PERFORM
functions/actions comprising the Mk
V Orientation Dive (as described
in Diving Training Standards)
as directed by the instructor
through the phone talker.

a. Demonstrate an ability to use
the Mk V Deep,Sea Diving System 7.

in the underwater enviornment. 1 '1 c'';

In an open tank, at a depth of at
least eight feet, using the Mk V



ENABLING OBJECTIVES (cont'd)

Deep Sea Diving System, COMP1ETE
the pipe square project in accord-
ance with Diving Training Standards.

8. In an open tank, at a depth of at
least eight feet, using the Mk V
Deep Sea Diving System, COMPLETE the
Single Flange Project in accordance
with Diving Training Standards.

CRITERION TEST:

1. As h diver, using the Mk V Deep Sea
Diving System in an open tank with
a minimum of eight feet of water:

a. Demonstrate an ability to use
the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System in
the unde ,ater enviornment.

b. Demonstrate all line-pull
signals except those used in sear-

d()MEWWW:

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Vol. 1,
pard h.1.3, 6.4.3, 6.4.4, 6.4.5,
6.4.9.

14-.1
(2)



OUTLINE OF IASTRUCT7ON

I. Introduction

A. Establish Contact

B. Establish Readiness

C. Estab1ish Effect

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Introduce self and topic

Gkt students ready to
.irn

Bring out need and value
of material.
State information necessary
to guide student conduct
during class.

D. OvorvicA4 State Learning Obiectives

TI.Presentation

A. Equipment associated with tik V Deep Sea Observe and take notes
as necessary.

Diving System

1. Descending Line Show actual equipment,
transparency or use C/B

el. 3" manila rope

(1) Left lain cable prevents diver

from spiraling around descent line:

h. Us,d to guide diver to bottom/surface

1 `and to pass equipment.

c. May he tied to underwater object or

co14
weight.

(3)

o.)



DUTLINF OF INSTRUCTION

2. Distance Line

a. 60, of 15 thread.

b. Tied to bottom end of descending line.

c. Used for searching and finding descent

ling.

3. Stage

a. Used to put divers in the water or

bring them out.

4. Stage Line

a. 3" or 4" manila or nylon.

h. Marl.ed at 10' intervals. ExPlain

c. Used to raist-/lower decorpression

INSTRUCTOn ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Show actual equipment,
transparency or use C/B

lb

Show picture or draw
on C/B

stacyv.

5. Diving Ladder Show Acture or draw
on C/B

a. Used when entering/exiting water

along side a small boat:.

b. Made of galvanized steel.

6. Descending Weights Show picture or draw
on C/B

a. Placed on bottom of descent line

to hold it in place. (4)

149A



OUTLINE OF INSTitticT1t)1 INSTRUCTOR A'CTiV1TY STUDENT ACTIVITY

h. 50 And 100 1+ cafa.., iron.

7. Unch.rwAtel 1 i9ht!; ,.SkitICr equipment, trans-
parency or oicture.

a. mai increase range of visiton.

h. 11,111,1 held, botterv operated.

(1) Medium pressure up to 150'

e. Lloctric

(1)150' 100 watt photo bulb

(2) 500' - 1000 watt photo bulb

d. Li(gliti,/Must be turned on and off Emphasize

1

underwater because of thermal shock

to bulb.

B. To()I Hay

a. of convas with drain holes.

r" :4..1 over divet's arm nr sent

1.)s(:ont line.

1 '."N opqm end 14(?5

Show equipment

-Fhow eauipment

(5)



DUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

c. Used to connect diver's air control

valve and non-return valves.

10. Telephone Wrench

a. 2" open end wrench

b. Connects telephone/amplifier to

helmet gooseneck.

11, Uorsecollar

a. Cushion for breastplate

h. Fits over divcr's head

C. Pelps prevent calcium depositg

on shoulders.

B. Ventilate/Circulate

J. Ventilate allows fresh supply of

air into dress.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Show Telephone Wrench

Show Borsecollar

Show film 11(N9915C
(Use of(the Mk V
Deep Sea Diving System)

a. Open air control valve and depress Emphasize: More air away
from me, Less air to me.

chin button.

2. Circulato - return to normal flow.



OUTLINK OF INSMUCTION

3. When used:

a. When diver first reaches the bottom.

b. At intervals during work.

C. In the event of a CO2 buildup.

d. Normally directed from topside,

IAA taken as needed.

C. Safety Precautions

1. Mrtst have a standby diver dressed

topside and 1::.:i4ay to go.

2. It diving 170' and over, must have

a chamber and Diving Medical Officer

available.

3. Tokt air sAmPles

4. Backup Air system

S. Do mA ye a man who does not feel

well.

6. Plan the dive thoroughly.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Diver should inform
topside.

Emphasize: Standby diver
should have similar capa-
oilities.

Give examples.

14c"J 4

7. Must have adequate air supply for depth

of dive.
(7)



u.)
oUTLINF oF INSTPUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

D. Projects

1. Using Diving Training Standards, explain Encourage students to Questions as necessErv
look at projects on the

each prol .(!t. to he completed. surface try them, if
possible.

(8)

14C9
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SWIMMER TRAINING AND QUALIFICATIONS

Extracted fro:e Bureau of Naval Personnel Manual

1. :.aval ectizitios engaged in qualifying swimmers shall
utilize the current edition of American Red Cross Swimming and
Water Safety Manual as the authoritative text for the swimming
procedures, strokes, breaks, holds, etc., described in this
article.

2. To qualify as a swimmer, third class, a member must enter
the water feet first from a minimum height of five feet and
remain afloat for five minutes. During this time he must swim
50 yards using any stroke or combination of strokes. This
test.should be taken by all members as early as possible in
their trainire7 parine. Those who are able to enter the water
as orescribed aed float for five minutes, out are unable to swim
the required 50 yards will be classified as swimmer, fourth
class and should be given instruction in fundamental swimming
skills with a view to achieving a swimmer, third class quali-
fication as soon as practicable. In every case, a swimmer,
fourth class in a "swimmer who needs help" and should continue
to receive additional instruction in fundamental skills.
Such members should not be recycled or held back in their
training schedule for this reason alone. Those members who are
enable to enter the water as prescribed and/or are unable to
float for five mieutes are to be classified as non-swimmers
and shall be given instruction in fundamental swimming skills
with a view to achieving designation as a swimmer, fourth class
thus eeeting the minimum water survival qualification for
service in the Navy. The test for swimmer, third class is the
effecial .7:avy Standard 2asic Swimming Test. While the mini-
eam swimeeng civalif'ication is geimmer, fourth class, the
,tta.:nment of swiTner, third class designation at the earliest
practicable tiere remains a firm basic goal for all members who
have not attained that level of swimming proficiency.

3. A prerequisite eo qualification as. swimmer, second class,
ie sueaessful completion of test for swimmer, third class.

o qualify as a swiemer; second class, a member must enter the
water iftet firs!: from a minimum height of 10 feet and remain
afloat f.or 10 minutes. 'Luring this time he must swim 100
yards and ese the three basic survival strokes (side stroke,

strske, and breast stroke) for a minimum distance of 25
eards each. ThLs swi:ener is classified as one who can "take
care of Ilimsel" withcut assistance in a swimming survival
situation.

4. A prerequisite to qualificaeien as swimmer, first class,
is seccessf'il comeletion of tese for swimmer, second class.
To _:ualify as a swimmer, first class, a member must be able
to do each of the followine.

14 '
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a. Aprproach a pen:on of approximately his own size while
in the water, demonstrate one break or release, get him in
a carry position, and tow hip 25 yards.
b. Enter water feet first and immediately swim under
watr 25 yards.

Swimmer is to break the surface twice for breathing during
this distance at Intervals of approximately 25 feet.
This requirement simulates abandoning ship. Jumping from
excessive height is discouraged.

c. Remove trousers in water, inflate for support and
remain motionless for a minimum of one minute.
d. Swim 220 yards using any survival stroke or ccmbina-
tion of survival strokes desired. This swimmer is classi-
fied as one who not only oan "take care of himself" with-
cut assistance in a swimming survival situation, but is
able "to help others" in case of emergency.

5. make entry of swimmer qualifications of Page 3 of the service
record.

1 4'11



DIVING TRAINING STANDARDS

DIVING COMMUNICATIONS STANDARDS

13Q0

UNIT: 1. Orientation

2. Underwater
Basic

Following are standards to be used when grading, observing,
and/or teaching Diving Communications.

LINE-PULL SIGNALS

1. In accordance with the U.S. Navy Diving Manual, line-
pull signals should be:
a. Sharp, distinct pulls.
b. Strong enough to be felt by the diver.
c, Not so strong as to pull the diver away from his

work.
d. Given after all slack has been taken from the line.

NOTE: if the instructor is in doubt as to whether or not
tenders are giving proper line-pull signals (as
above), place your hand on the line and check for
slack, distinctness, etc.

".70ICE COMMUNICATIONS

As a Phone Talker:

Color code first at all times with the exception of
telling the diver to circulate.
EXAMPLE: "Red Diver. Coming to your first stop."
EXAMPLE: "Circulate, Red, Circulate."

2. Insure that the diver repeats the given order verbatim
to the phone talker. Repeat the order if not given
back verbatim.

3. Reneat, to the diver, any communication from the diver,
verbatim.

4. Speak slowly and distinctly. Lower the normal pitch
of the voices.!

5. Keer, conversations brief and simple.
O. Avoid other radio terminology (i.e. Roger, Over and Out,

wilco, etc.).
No profanity.

As a Diver

1. Relay information to topsj.de on status of diver and/or
task when change occurs.
Communication s. initiated by the diver begins with
"Topside, this is (color code) ."
EXAMPLE: "Topside,==Tied Diver - on the bottom."

142



13a1

3. Repeat orders given by topside, verbatim.
4. Speak slowly and distinctly. Lower the normal pitch

of your voice.
5. Keti) conversations brief and simple.
6. Avoid othar radio terminology (Roger, Over and Out,

Wilco etc.).
No profanity.



%roe

DIVING TRAINING STANDARDS

TASK: Familiarization five

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Diver descends
and completes
ance with di-

:3NOITIONS:

STANDARDS:

Nome

1. ENVIRONMENT

2. DEPTH

3. EQUIPMENT

4. OTHER

UNIT: 1- Orientation

a bottom of the open tank
various maneuvers in accord-
rections from the instructor.

"`I I T
Open Tank

at least
feet

8

Mk V System

----....-
NONE

1. Without
1. PERFORMANCE difficulty

2. Good use o
line-pull
signals

2. TIME

EQUIPMENT

NONE

NONE

4 1



13D3
PROCEDURES:

1 Primary
a. Diver enters the water using the ladder.
b. Diver closes Supplementary Exhaust Valve

hefc)re descent.
C. Di-er reports leaving the surface and

arrieal on bottom.
(1) Lineepull signals.
(2) qoice Communicatioas

d. Ventilate Diver.
e. Circulate Diver.
; Have diver stand in center of open tank

facing Red Port.

System Checkout: Have diver
a. r:)pen Supplenentary Exhaust Valve (wait

approximately ten seconds).
b. se Supplementary Exhaust Valve
C. :_ec.'ire Air Control Valve.
d. Open Air Control Valve.
e. Lie down on back, stomach, and on right

side (in order).
(1) While on right side, have the diver
open and .close Supplementary Exhaust Valve

4 Crawl around open tank twice.
g. Lie down in center of tank, pull in chin

button and come to a standing position
without using ',lands.

h. Make a controlled ascent.
(1) Pull in chin button.
(2) Increase air with Air Control Valve
(3) Break surface with helmet and remain in
a yertical position for 30 seconds.

1. Secure from S,-stem Checkout.

3. Commanications Checkout
a. iiave diver initiate/respond to the following

line-pull signals:
(1) 2-1 (I" understand/answer the telephone)
(2) 3-2 iMore air)
(3 4-3 (Less air)
(4) Ali emergency signals.

b. Have diver give proper line-pull signals
and c,2me to surface.

Close Supplementary Exhaust Valve on
surface and proceed up the ladder.

14..Y DO I::

To familiarize students with the Mk V Deep Sea Diving
System, the effects of water pressure on the body,
and use cf line-pull signals.

SK:LLS NEEDED:
Ncne

SPECIAL INSTRUCTICNS:
None

1.1(L-)



PROCEDURES:
1. Disassembling

a. Descend project to bottom.
b. Diver removes nuts, bolts and gasket.

(1) Put nuts and bolts in tool bag.
c. Use line-pull signals and send for square

mark.
d. Secure gasket to square mark and send it

topside.
e. Recover gasket from topside.
Reassembling
a. Reassemble flange in reverse order making

sure bench marks are alined and casket
is in place.

/304

WHY DO IT:
To acquaint the student with minor jobs under-
water and the requirement for a water tight
flange fitting.

SKILLS NE:MED:
Basic mechanical
Be able to overcome the restrictions created by

the Mk V and SCUBA systems.
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Time is to start when diver reports he in on
the bottom and has located project.

2. Time is to be stopped when diver calls for
project to be hauled topside.

,. Instructor 7 st insist on use of proper line-
pull signals and voice communications through-
out all training dives.

140;



13S
TASK: Single Flange

%ewe

.111111,

GE1'TERAL DESCRIPTION:

STAN7AROS:

DIVING TRAINING STANDARDS

UNIT: 1. Orientation

Underwater
Basic:

3. SCUBA

niver descends to bottom of open tank/open
water, disassemble and. reassemble, with
gasket, the single flange prolect.

1. ENVIRO::ML-AT

2. DEPTH

3. EQUIPMENT

1. PERFORYANCE

2.

T ror ",40T07" 3

Open Tank Open Water Open Water

at least 8
feet

at least 20
feet

at least 20
feet

Nik V System
Tool Bag
2 open-end

wrenches

Mk V System
Tool Bag
2 open-end
wrenches

SCUBA gear and
wet suit

Tool Bag and 2
open-end wrenc

:;()NE

Murky water or
faceplate
blacked out NONE

I

Use proper
line-pull
signals

60 Minutes

Use proper
line-pull
signals

NONE

es

60 minutes 30 Minutes

1. 3ench marksl: Bench marks
alined. alined.
2. At least 6 2. At least 6

nuts and bolts nuts and bolts
wrench tight wrench tight.

1. Bench marks
alined.
2. At least 6 I

nuts and bolts
wrench tight



TASK: Pipe Square

DIVING TRAINING STANDARDS

UNIT: 1. Orientation

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Diver takes pieces of pipe square in tool baq
to the bottom of the open tank and assemblesthe square.

=D7TIONS:

ENVIRON!TENT

2. DEPTH

3 . EQUIP:1/4SNT

4. OTHER

STANDARDS:0.11
1. _PERFORMANCE

2. 71:''7

Imre

r-
' UNIT 3

Open Tank ,....

w-- -

at least 8
feet

Mk V System
Tool Bag

NONE

Use proper
line-pull
signals

15 Minutes

Hand tiqht

14

I
1



1342'7
PROCEDURE

. Place three long pipes along side each other
on the deck.

2. Place four elbows in similar area.
3. Hold one long pipe and secure one elbow to each

end and then back the elbows off one complete
turn.

4. Screw remaining long plpes (2) into secured
elbows.

5. Secure the remaining elbows (2) to the two
pipes, being sure that elbow openings are lined
up.

6. Remove short pipe from tool bag and screw into
open elbows.

7. Screw union end on one short pipe.
B. Place union ring on remaining short pipe with

threads facing the center of the joint.
9. Screw tail piece onto saae pipe as union .

ring with seat facing joint.
10. Screw union ring onto union end of opposite pipe.

WHY DO IT:
To acquaint the student with minor jobs in the under-
water environment so that he develops an appreciation
for working in the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System.

SKILLS NEEDED:
Basic Mechanical Skills

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Time starts when diver removes the first piece

of pipe from the tOol bag.
2. Time stops when diver reports the project

complete.
3. Instructors must insist that proper line-

pull signals and voice communications be used-
at all times.

14 q9



NAVAL SCHOOL DIVING AND SALVAGE

Diver, Second Class A-433-0022 TMMINAL OBJECTIVES (cont'd)
Medical Deep Sc(i Diving Technician A-413-0020
Ship Salvage Diving Officer A-4N-0011 searching).
Deep Sea (11e02) Diving Officer A-4N-0010

Secority Clearance: Unclassified

Lesson Topic:

II Hour::

5.3 Mk V Deep Sea Diving
System Tender

INSTRIJCP10NAL MATERIALS:

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Vol. 1

Stud.!nt Guides
Stand.Aid rlassroom Equipment
l'ract I C:t. I 1 110

Film #KN991513
2 Mk V Deep Sea Diving Systems
Diving Telephone System
Diving Log
(41NAV Form 9940-1
Exhaust_ Valve Cutaway

b. dress a diver in a Mk V Deep Set
Diving System, withing 15 minutes,
so that he may safely enter the
water.

c. demonstrate proper telephone
communication procedures and phrase-
ology, in accordance with Diving
Training Standards, under in-
structor guidance.

d. demonstrate proper inspection
procedures for exhaust and non-
return valves to insure safe opera-
tion.

e. demonstrate maintenance of the
diving log (including OPNAV Form
9940-1) under instructor guidance.

Nc,n-P,.tuin Valve Cutaway
Underwoar

TritM!NAL MIECTIVES:

1. Wh'n ti,t2 student completes this
, he will be able to, as a

i of a team tending a diver

ENABLING OBJECTIVES:

1. LTST, in writing, all line-pull
signals (except searching).

2. EXPLAIN, in writing, the use of all
ii _-pull signals (exc.,?.pt searching)

A Mk V Deep Sea Diving Sys- 3. EXPLAIN, orally, proper phraseology
tt.!;11

A.

in an opcn tank:

d,!mon!-Arale all b2nder-to-

of voice communication used when
diving.

di r 1 signals (except 4. EXPLAIN, orally, proper operation of

I



ENABLING OBJECTIVES (cont''d)

of the div:ng telephone used for voice
communi cat i on when diving .

5. Orally EXPLAIN the proper procedures
for dressing a diver in a Mk V Deep
Sea Diving System so that he may safely
enter the water.

6. As a member of a team of Iwo tenders,
PRACTICE dressing a diver in a Mk V
Deep Sea Diving System.

1. Orally EXPLAIN the inspection procedures
fo: the exhaust and non-return valves on
the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System in-
eltOing the importance of the operation
and frequency.

8 PRACTICE.' the operation of the telephone
used in voice communicat ion during diving
opt! rat i on . PRACTICE proper phraseology .

1A<ACPWE, under instructor guidance,
tul;pucting thu exhaust and non-ruturn
vilve!, 01 the MK V Duep Diving

10. orilly i:XPLAIN the reasoe for main-
J log of diving operzitions

(iecluding OPNAV Form 9940-1).

11. Olally EXPLAIN the proceduies ft)r
coliriittirly the log containing infor-
m. H,d) & n diving activities, (inclucling
UPIJ%V Fotm 9940-1).

1.7,.i,) (2)

111..

ENABLING OBJECTIVES (cont'd)

12. PRACTICE, under instructor gui-
dance, entering information in
a typical diving log and OPNAV
Form 9940-1.

CRITERION TEST

1. As a member of a team tending a
diver using a Kk V Deep Sea Div-
ing System in an open tank:
a. demonstrate all tender-to-
tender line-pull signals (except
searching) during diving training
activities, without error.
b. dress a diver in a Mk V Deep
Sea Diving System, within 15
minutes, so that he may safely
enter the water.
c. demonstrate proper telephone
communication p..-ocedures and
phraseology, in accordance with
Diving Training Standards, under
instructor guidance.
d. demonstrate proper inspection
procedures for exhaust and qon-
return valves to insure safe div-
ing operations,
e. demonstrate maintenance of the
diving log (including OPNAV Form
9940-1) under instructor guidance.

110MEWGRK

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Vol 1, Table 6-3
para 6.3, Figure 6-36, Appendix B.,
para 6.4.8

15'



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

I. Introduction

A. Establish Contact

B. Establish Readiness

C. Establish Effect

D. Ove-view

li.Presontation

A.fliving Logs and OPNAV Form 9940-1

I. Doling this first week instructors will

instruct you on station on filling out

tht. divin4 log. You will enter the

inforp ition in the log as vca are in-

!Iru(74ed. During Underwater Basic,

Vf-Ai \!ill receive classroom instruction

tht! diving log and OPNAV Form 9940-1.

You will be responsible for filling both

out from that time on.

Introduce self and topic.

Get students ready to
learn
Bring out need and value
of material being pre-
sented.
State information neces-
sary to guide student
conduct during class.

State Learning Objectives

Show Green Log Books and
OPNAv Form 9940-1

(3)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY (X)

B. Cominunications Take notes as necessary.--

1. Voice Communications: Primary means of

communications for Mk V Deep Sea Diving

System.

a. Through cone type loudspeaker mounted

in the Mk V Helmet, connected electri-

cally through the diving cable, to an

aw)lifier topside.

2. Phraseology is important.

a. During Orientation, Phone Talker will be

told by the instructor what to say to

tilt! diver. DO NOT DEVIATE. REPEAT Emphasize.

VERBATIM.

b. Diver should also repeat verhatim any Fmphasize.

(-1)latialn1 cation receiviA from phone talker.

Shows understanding.

(;uitielines

Topside

(1) Use color code first excent to

0

(9)

15n,;



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

tell diver to "circulate".

(2) Insist that diver repeats order

verbatim.

(3) No profanity.

(4) Repeat any conversation from the

diver verbatim.

b. Diver

(I) Always identify yourself.

Example: "Red Diver,
Begin Project"; or
"Circulate, Red, Cir-
ulate".

Emphasize

Example: "Topside, Red
Diver heginning project"

(2) Pepeat orders received from the Fxample: "Circulate, Red,
Circulate".

Phone Talker verbatim.

(i) Keep conversation to a minimum.

(4) No Profanity Emohasize

C. DO NOT use standard radio terminology

(i.e., Roger, Over-and-Out, etc.)

4. I.inc-Pull Communications: Back up for

phone in use of Mk V Deep Sea Diving

System. J 5 9 7
(5)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

a. Givcn by tender or div.er by pulling Example: Tether line
when using SCUBA.

on the umbilical or other designated

line.

b. Used at all times even though voice Emphasize

communications are available.

c. Standard Signals Demonstrate as discussed Observe and ask
auestions as

(1) From Tender to Diwr necessary.

(a) I Pull "Are you all

right?"

(b) 2 Pulls - "Going Down"

During ascent, 2 pulls mean

you have come up too far; ao

back down until we stop you.

(c) 3 Pulls - "Standby to come up"

(d) 4 Pulls come up"

(e) 2-1 Pulls - "1 unclerstand", or

"Answer the telephone"

(6)
1 5044



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(2) From Diver to Tender

(d) I Pull "I am all right",

or, during descent, "I am

on the bottom"

(b) 2 Pulls "Lower", or "Give

me slack"

(c) 3 Pulls "Take up my slack"

(a) 4 Pulls "Haul me up"

(e) 2-1 Pulls - "I understand", or

"Answer the telenhone"

(f) 3-2 Pulls - "More air" By tender ventilate

(g) 4-3 Pulls - "Less air" By tender circulate

(,3) Emergency Signals

(a) 2-2-2 Pulls - "I am fouled

and need the assistance of another

diver"

(1.) 3-3-3 Pulls "I am fouled but csn

clear myself"

15i
(7)



OUTLINE OF INTRUCTIoN INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(c) 4-4-4 Pulls "Haul me up

immediately"

ALL SIGNALS WILL HP ANSWERED AS

GIVEN ExcEPT FoR EMERGENCY f:IGNAL

4-4-4.

(4) Special signals from the diver:

(d) 1-2-3 Pulls "Send Ine a square-

mark"

(h) 5 Pulls - "Send me a line"

(c) 2-1-2 Pulls "Send me a slate"

(5) Standards for use and grading line- Demonstrate

pull signals (from Diving Training

ItAndAtds)

(a) Tender

1. Sharp, distinct pulls.

2. Stron9 enough to be felt hv

the divpr.

3. Not str(mq enough to oull diver

away trom work.
(8)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

4. Given after all slack has

been taken from line.

(b) Diver

1..Correctness

2. Sharp, (listinct pulls.

3. ,-;trong enough to he felt hy

:tender.

(6) Practice.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Pair up students with
short piece of line
between them. Designate
one as the diver and one
as the tender. Practice
line-pull signals one
at a time.

C. VAlve Inspect ons Demonstrate

1. Exhaust Valve

Set each dive.

L. Colrect setting is 2 1/2 turns from

fully closed.

c. Cl1t. 17 (qtin button tor excessive play.

(1. T(711 diver prior to closing faceplate Demonstrate

that the Exhaust Valve is set.

( 9 )

Respond to directions
by instructor. Practice
line-pull signals us-
ing knowledge and
standards learned.

Observe and ask
questions as necessary.

;



oDTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

2. Nen-keturn Valve

Chucked before each day's diving

activity.

(1) Smoke Test Iilow cigarette smoke Demonstrate

through female end. Look for es-

caping smoke through male end.

(?) 1.oi4 Pressure Air Test use Demonstrate

1/2 to 3/4 lb of air pressure

through female end of the valve

and place in a bucket of water.

Check for escaping buhbles through

male un(1 .

f,how fiirKtJl
(Tenaer's duties
an0 dressing pro-
cedures)



oUTIANE OF INSTNUCTIOr

D. Dressing Procedures

1. Begin with diver wearing diving under-

wear and socks.

2. Put on diving dress.

3. Lace flaps on hack of legs.

4. Tenders assist diver with shoes. Diver

sits down on bench. Tenders lace,

tie and buckle shoes.

5. Position breastplate between bib and

rubber gasket. Place brass shims on

studs whyre. brales join.

Place the Pour breastplate straps

(brales) over the breastplate studs.

Install lug nuts hand tight on all studs.

7. Using socket wrench, tighten all lug

nuts. Ilse alternate tightening sequence.

tteHove luo nut from bastard stud and

place it (han0 tight) on stud above.

1;-

INSTRUCTOR ACT XVI Ti STUDENT ACTIVITY

Instructors demonstrate Observe and ask
using student as diver questions as necessary

Fmnhasize: Not too tight
to cut circulation. Stow
ends after tying.

Tie with sauare knot. Stow
ends under leather straps.
Buckles to outside.

Stow lanyards out of the
way behind the diver's
neck.

Insure hrales are properly
located. Emphasize: NOT IN-
TERCHANGEABLE. Lug nuts with
flange at brale

Tenders keep hand between
breastplate and diver while
tightening. Insure that rib
of rubber gasket is outside
the In-ales.



OUTIANF OF It1TRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

H. Place wrist straps on diver's wrists. Insure correct position
of shoulder straps. In-

9. With diver sitting, tenders position sure jock strap is posi-
tioned before buckling.

wei(iiit belt. liuckle strps in back.

10. Diver Etands, placing hand over bastard Jock Strap should not he
too tight (voice change)

stud. Tender behind feeds jock strap or too loose able to
lift helmet a good dis-

tht(mAh the diver's legs to front ten- tance off shoulders.

del. Diver bends forward for buckling

ot jt)(k

II. hivel sits on bench. One tender steadies Put lanyards down on hrerlst-
plate away from the collar.

diver while other tender places helmet Insure faceplate is closed
while puttina helmet on.

in poition. Lower over head carefully.
Check alignment and insure
proper seating of helmet.

1

,1?. kdck t trider braces the diver while

tit;nt tcAtder turwi the helmet into

pt),1.1t-1:M.

1.3. IY1,1 tender secures the safety lock. Insure proper position of
cotter pin.

14 11()Iit tt'ildct St-COLO:; lWilLY()1 Truie coirect, positioning
of air control valve.

valve to bastard stud. Tighten

1 5 1
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTORACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

luq nut with socket wrench.

15. Secure lifeline/telephone cahle and Take two turns around
cahle and hose each dir-

air hose to 1,reastp1ate by tyino off ection from padeye and
secure with a square knot.

with lanyards.

16. Set Fxhaust Valve 2 1/2 turns from 'rell Diver

fully cled position. Open Supple7

mentary Exhaust Valve.

17. Close faceplate and secure with swing

nut.

18. Front tender holds umbilical, rear Emphasize: Diver must NEVER
be left unattended.

tender holds helmet goosenecks. Pat

dzvez two times OD helmet signal

to stand up. Lead diver to ladder or

staqe.

19. Onestions on procedures.

20. Practice by students.

151'1

Group students in teams of Follow learned pro-
three. All should 'yet an cedures to dress a
opportunity to dress a di- diver in a Mk V
ver. Instructor observe and Deep Sea Diving
correct: as neccssary. :4167tem.

1) 1 f /

(13)



NAVAL SCHOOL DIVING AND SALVAGE

Diver, Second Class A-433-0022
Medical Deep Sea Diving Technician A-433-0020
Ship Salvage Diving Officer A-4N-0011
Deep Sea (He02) Diving Officer A-4N-0010

Security Clearance: Unclassified

Lesson Topic: 6.1 Mk V Deep Sea Diving
System

r t101.11

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS:

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Volume I
Studt.nt Guides
Standard Classroom Equipment
ML V Deep Sea Diving System:

Helmet
Non-Return Valve
Air Control Valve
Air Hose and Fittings
Lifoline and Fittings
Dress
Weighthult
Shoe:;

TLBMINAL OBJECTIVES

When the student completes this
course he will be able to, given
a Itst of Mk V Deep Sea Diving
System component parts, demon-
strate a knowledge of the func-
tion of each, by mitchiag the
component part with its functional
description.

1 3 I

ENABLING OBJECTIVMS

1. EXPLAIN, in writing, the function(s)
of the component parts of the Mk V
Deep Sea Diving System in terms
of what they do for the system.

2. DESCRIBE, by illustrating, the
functional and physical location
of the component parts within the
major components.

3. EXPLAIN, in writing, how the com-
ponent parts carry out their
function(s).

4. Orally DESCRIBE.the major materials
used to construct selected compo-
nent parts and EXPLAIN why the
,particular material is used.

CRITERION TEST

Given a list of Mk V Deep Sea Diving
System component parts, demonstrate
a knowledge of the function of each,
by matching the component part with
'its functional description.

HOMEWORK

Student Guide, Volume C, Information
Sheets 6-1-11 through 6-1-41
Assignment Sheets 6-1-1A and 6-1-2A

1 5



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

I. Introduction

A. Establish Contact

B. Establish Readiness

C. Establish Effect

D. Overview

II. Presentation

A. Umbilical

1. Standard Deep Sea Hose--carriLs

breathing media from supply to ?*ver.

a. Air Hose Fittings.

1. Male/female to secure two

lengths of hose or secure

hose to helmet/air supply.

2. Made of brass to prevent

corrossion.

b. Hose Washer--used when securing

hoses together or to helmet for

I 5 watertight seal.

(2)

Introduce self and topic.

Get students ready to learn.

Bring out need and value of
material being presented.

State learning objectives.

Use actual equipment Take notes as necessary.
cutaways, or charts to
illustrate points.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

1. Made of leather.

2. Check when setting up station.

3. Neets Foot Oil used to preserve

washer and aid in making seal.

2. Lifeline/Telephone Cable--voice and line-

pull communicaliens.

a. Secured to breastplate by lanyards. Damonstrate securing
lifeline to breastplate.

3. Tneumohose--depili medsuring device; Show location.

iccords depth of diveL. Explain effect of depth
and pressure.

a. 5/16 I.D. oxygen hose.

4. Seizing Stops--used to marry air hose,

prie'nmohose and lifeline.

a. (hies marlin every 4 feet.

5. Hose Cover--protects the pirst 50' of

unbilical from chaffing and fouling.

a. Made from #2 canvas sewn with

herring bong' stitch.

R. Air Control Valve

(3)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

1. Hand Wheel

a. Used to turn air on or off.

)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

- Use actual equip- Take notes as necessary.
ment, cutaway or chart
to illustrate points.

I. Made of brass to Prevent corrossion.

2. Bracket.

a. Secures cap nut in place. Demonstrate

b. Made of brass.

3, Cap Nut

a. Applies pressure on the stuffing

box gland.

b. Made of brass.

4. Stuffing Box Gland

a. Applies pressure on flax packing.

b. Made of brass.

5. Packing

a. Form water/air tight seal.

b. Made from 1/8" square flax. Pass a piece of flax
around class.

7. Stuffing Box.

a. Accepts packing.

b. made of lead--sufter metal

(4)

15 -)I)



OUTI.INE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUUSIOT ACTIVITY

confotms better to the stuffing box.

9. Valve Stem

a. Opens and closes air passages.

10. Body

a. Houses valve stem.

b. ,Has a_ir fittings for hose and
\

hose lead4r.

c. Has the padeye.

11. Securinq Padeye. Demonstrate.

a. Secures a'r control valve to

breastplate at bastard stud.

12 . Val ve Jamming

a. Explanation of jamming open or Demonstrate.

or closed due to:

1. Hitting the hand wheel.

2. Icing.

b. X-valve.

1. Cannot be jammed.

1;1541'1'



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

C. Hose Leadercarries breathing media

from air control valve to helmet.

1. Standard Deep Sea Hose.

a. 3 feet and 3afeet 9 inches in length.

b. Double female fittings.

1 5'.

.INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Use actual equipment
cutaways, or charts to
illustrate points.

c. Leather hose washer at each end. Emphasize. Check washers
each diving day.

D. Non-Return Valve prevents squeeze. Use actual equipment Take notes as necessary.
cutaways or chart to

1. Cartridge Types illustrate points.

a. Body-houses cartridge; contains

fittings for connecting to helmet

and air hose leader.

b. Valve Cartridge--holds 0-ring

in place to form non-return seal.

c. 0-Ring forms seal.

2. Stem and Spring Type.

a. Body--houses functional parts;

contains fittings for connecting

.to helmet and air hose leader.

(6)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

b. Valve Guide--keeps valve in line.

c. Stem Guide (upper) --keeps stem

aligned.

d. Spring--returns stem and valve to

seat when air pressure 'decreases.

e. Valve Stem--guides washer to seat.

f. Stem Washer.

I. Forms seal.

2. Made of leather.

g. Washer--forms seal.

h. Locknut--keeps washer in position.

i. Stem Guide (lower) --keeps stem in

line.

E. Helmet

1. Body

a. Protects the diver.

b. Acts as compartment for breathing

153"

5

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUECNT ACTIVITY ,

Use actual eq
ment, cutaway
to illustrate

media.

c. A body to attach other component parts.

(7)

uip- Take notes as necessary.
or chart
point.

1531.



DUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

2. Swing Bolt and Wing Nut.

a. Secures face plate in place

during a dive.

3. Faceplate.

a. Allows diver to see out of front.

b. Open while diver is being dressed/

undressed.

c. Made of brass and heat treated glass.

4. Viewports.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

_Demonstrate.

a. Allow, diver to bee out sides and
-

top of helmet.

b. Made of brass and heat treated glass.

c. Guards (Made bf brass).

1. Help hold dam: in place.

2. Prevent accidental breakage.

5. Spit Cock (Supplementary Exhaust

a. Allows for fine adjustment in buoyancy.

b. Allows diver to take in a small

amount of water to spit on a fogging

1_522 (8)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION
0

faceplate.

c. Secondiry exhaust when working on

diver's right side.

d. Located on left side of helmet.

e. A lever which moves up (open) or

down (closed).

f. Made of brass.

4

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

6. Helmet Locking Device (Dumbbell).
p-

a. Placed in the down position and Demcinstrate.

'locked with cotter pin once hel-

met is in place on breastplate.

b. Prevents helmet from turning free

of breastplate.

C. Made of bres;.

7. Air Hose Gooseneck.

a. Attachment for air hose.

b. Allows Alir to enter helmet.

8. Communication Gooseneck.

a. Attachment for lifeline/telephone cable.

(9)

1533
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9. Transceiver Recess.

a. Holds transceiver in a position

where it does not bump diver's

head.

10. Exhaust Valve Body

a. Holds exhaust valve.

11. Zincs.

Detailed explanation of
the exhaust valve later
in I.G.

a. Prevents corrossion of metal Explain how/why.

on helmet.

b. Next to faceplate on 14:ft side.

12. Air Deflector Channel

a. Channels air over parts AO pre- Show flow of air.

1.ent fogging and annoyance.

13. greastplate.

a. Distributes weight of helmet over

diver's shoulders and provides a

means of a watertight seal between

helmet and diving dress.

1, studsserve to seal breastplate

1514 (1"
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)UTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTMTY STUDENT ACTIVITY

to diving dress. Point out bastard stud and
explain why it is longer.

(a) Made of brass.

2. Straps--fits over dress at

the studs, for seal.

3. Washer--used at joint of straps.

(a) Prevents tearing of dress.

(b) Aids in providing an even

seal.

(c) Made of copper-malable and

corrosion resistent..

4. Gasket--keeps joint between helmet

and breastplate watertight.

(a) Made of leather.

(b) Shimsmu be needed to Emphasize that shims
should only be used for used

Make minor height ad- and worn gaskets.

justmants on gasket:

(1) Made of chart paper.

5. Wing Nusts--assure a water-

tight seal.
15°,5

(11)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

6. Eyelets--devices'used to

secure lanyards to breast-

plate.

7. Lanyards--used to secure

lifeline and air hose to

breastplate.

(a) Made of signal halyard.

(b) 36" in length.

14, Reproducer

Demonstrate'.

a. Provides two-way voice communi- Use actual equip- Take notes as necessary.
ment, cutaways, or,

cation between diver and top- charts to illustrate
points.

..4,14de.

b. Located inside the helmet--

upper left between top and left

port.

c. Speaker is made of fiber and a

magnet to collect and transfer

.sound vibrations.

(12)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

15. Exhaust Valve

a. Adjusting Hand Wheel:

1. Adjusts pressure of_i4x

remaining in the system.

2. Located between and slightly

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY LI)

Use actual equip- Take notes as pecessarygl
went, cutaways, or
chaits to illustrate
points.

below right port and faceplate.
go ,

b. Secondary Spring

1. Safety valve for normal

operatiOns.

2. Begins to open at 2 pounds

pressure.

c. Secondary spring following disc.

1. Enables the secondary spring

to be dekessed when over 1/2

poundi of pressure is applied.

d. Adjusting sleeve set screw.

1. Holds adjusting sleeve in

proper alignment..

e. Retainer Ring-prevents adjusting

(13)

151q



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

hand whee' from unscrewing from Demonstrate.

exhaugt valve honneb.

f. Bonnet.

1. Inside threads for hand wheel.

2.. Prevents hand wheel from jam-

ming when closed.

g. Bonnet Guardsecures bonnet in

place.

h. Primary valve spring.

1. Allows 1/2 psi to remain in

dress. 9

i. Adjusting Sleeveallows adjust-

ment of primary spring.

j. Stem Valve Discacts as seat

to valve body, keeping air in

dress.

k. 'Valve Stem - -carries the valve disc ,

away from seat when springs are

154
(14)

0



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

depressed.

1. Chin Button. Demonstrate.

1. Allows diver to adjust buoy-

ancy inside the helmet.

2. Helps prevent accidental blowups.

F. Diving Dress

1. Rubber Gasket-forms junction with Use actual equipment,
cutaway or slide.

breastplate.

2. Cuffs.

a. Made of rubber.

b. Provide a watertight seal around

wrists.

3. Gloves.

a. Prevent injury and guard against cold.

4. Wrist Straps. CAUTIOM Wrists straps
cannot be too loose or

a. Used to: too tight.

(1) Prevent hands from slipping EXPLAIN.

from glOves.

(2) Adjust length of sleeve.

.1511
(15)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(3) Can be used with cuffs to

temporarily secure a pair of

gloves.

b. Made of leather.

5. Laces.

a. Used to tie legs of dress to

prevent excess air pockets.

b. Made of leather for strength

and flexibility.

6. Grommets

a. Prevents laces from tearing dress.

b. Made of brass.

7. Body.

a. Protects diver.

b. Aid in forming watertight area for

diver.

8. Chafing Patchesprotects dress at

critical areas.

(16)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

1.1

4116



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

9. Bib.

a. Serves to trap anywater that Explain how.

may enter the helmet through the

valves.

G. Weight Belt.

1. Belt--A means of placing weights Use actual equipment,
cutaways or charts to

2.

around diver uniformly,

Weights.

a. Provide negative buoyancy.

b. 10 weights of 7 1/2 pounds each.

illustrate points.

3. Shoulder Strapsprevents weight belt

from shifting.

4. Jockstrap.

a. Prevents helmet and breastplate

from rising off diver's shoulders.

b. Made of leather bar flexibility and

durability.

H. Utility 'Tool--used for plying, hacking, Pass tool around.

(17)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

sawing, or cutting.

I. Shoes

1. Lead Sole.

a. Overcome positive buoyancy.

b. Aids diver in remaining upright.

2. Hardwood Upper Sole--a means to

secure lead sole to leather uppers.

3. Uppers--a means to secure weight

to diver's foot securely.

4. Lacing.

a. Assists in securing shoe to

14,

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Use actual equipment,
cutaway or charts to
illuottate point.

foot.

b. Made of signal halyard because of e

its strength and flexibility.

5. Leather Straps.

a. Assists in securing shoe to foot.

b. Aids in preventing lace6 from

becoming tangled. 151,4

(18)



OUT1ANE OF INSTRUCTION

6. Toe Guard--protects diver from injury.

III. Questions and Summary

mr101

(19)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Ask questions as
necessary.

1: zN
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NAVAL SCHOOL DIVING. AND SALVAGE

Diver, Second Class A-433-0022
Medical Deep La Diving Technician A-433-0020
Ship Salvage Diving Officer A-4N-0011
Deep Sea (He02) Diving Officer A-4N-0010

Security Clearance: Unclassified

Lesson Topic: 6.2 Mk V Deep Sea Diving
System Diver

12 1/2 Hours

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

U.S. Navy Diving Manual
Student Guides
Mk V Deep Sea Diving System
Projects-Materials for:

Searching Project
Single Flange Project
Seventeen Stud Pontoon Project
Tooker Patch Project

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

1. When the student completes this
course, he will be able to, as
a diver using the Mk V Deep Sea
Diving System, in open water at
a depth of at least twenty feet:
a. Demonstrate all searching
line-pull signals and proper
response to tender's searching
line-pull signals during the
execdtion of the Searching

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES (cont'd)

Project in accordance with
Diving Training Standards.
b. Demonstrate a profi-
ciency in the use of the Mk V
Deep Sea Diving System by
successfully completing, in
accordance with Diving Train-
ing Standards, any two of the
following projects: Single
Flange, Seventeen Stud Pon-
toon, or Tooker Patch.
c. Use proper voice and'line-
pull communications during
all training dives.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

1. LIST, in writing, all searching
line-pull signals, and EXPLAIN
the use of each.

2. Uging a short line between
two persons, DEMONSTRATE all
searching line-pull signals.

3. Using a short line between two
persons, DEMONSTRATE the correct
response (movement) to the
tender's searching line-pull
signals.

4. Orally EXPLAIN the Searching,



ENABLING OBJECTIVES (cont'd)

Single F,i!icie,.Seventeen Stud Pon-
toon,, an. Aaoker Patch Projects
in accordance with Diver Training
Standards.

5. Orally DESCRIBE operation and
communication procedures for use
on the Mk V Deep Sea Diving Sys-
tem Phone Itiring normal operations
ii.e. immitorinG the dive, ,Inder-
/Alter cLtting and welding and
monitor in., the Priem%) fathommLor).

6 ocAliy U;ESCRIBE operation and
cc.mmwii.::ation procedures for use
on Lile A V Deep Sea Diving Sys-
trn Phone during abnormal situations
ti..2._loss of pcmer, loss of com-
wuni,:atious, loss of (yinge 1:ead-
ing3).

.10TKki0IN TEST

os A %liver lising the Nik V ')ee;, Soca
Sys',-epl, in t:oen water at i depth

Last r_..v:tratv feet:

Deml.strate all searching
12t10-p1,11 sitInals during thc exeou-
Li.,,n of the Searching Project in
,iccordance with Diving.Training
-17andards.

h. Demonstrate a proficiency
in the_ use of th Mk V Deep Sea Diving
Systeiu ;)1, successfully completing,
in accordance with Diving Training

(2)

4,9

ENABLING OBJECTIVES (cont'd)

Standards, any two of the following
projects: Single Flange, Seven-
teen Stud Pontoon,. or Tooker Patch.

C. Use proper voice and line-
pull communications during all
training dives.-

HOMEWORK

Student Guide, Volume C Assign-
ment Sheets 6-2-lA through
6-2-3A Job Sheets 6-2-1J
through 6-2-7J

1 5 5



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

I. Introduction

A. Establish Contact

B. Establish Readiness

C. Establish Effect

D. Overview

II. Presentation

A. Projects

1. Searching

a. Line-pull signals (in Instructor

Guide-Tender).

2. Single Flange, Seventeen Stud

Pontoon, and Tooker Patch.

B. Voice and Line-pull Communications

1. Review line-pull signals (Diver

to tender).

a. .1 pull-"I am all right" or "I

am on the bottom."

(3)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Introduce topic and self.

Get s udents ready to learn.

Bring out the need and
value of the material being
presented.

State learning objectives.

Explain the project Observe and take notes as
in accordance with necessary.
Divklag Training Stand-
ards.
EMPHASIZE: Must attain'
a satisfactory on this
project.
Explain the project in
accordance to Diving
Training Standards.
EMPHASIZE: Must attain
satisfabtory performance
any two of these projects.

Ask tudents for Respond to questions as
defi itions of line-
pull ignals.
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OUT6NE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

b. 2 pulls-"Lower" ot "Give me slack."

c. 3 pulls- "Take up my slack."

d. 4 pulls-"Haul me up."

e. 2-1 pulls-"I understand" or "Answer

the phone."

f. 3-2 pulls-"More air."

g. 4-3 pulls-"Less air."

h. Emergency Signals.

1. 2-2-2 pulls-"I atn fouled and need

the assistance of another diver."

2. 3-3-3 pulls-"I am fouled but can

44

clear myself."
es.

3. 4-4-4 pulls-"Aaul me up immediately."

i. Special Siqnals from the diver. Also covered in Mk V Deep
- 4ea Diving System Tender

1. 1-2-3 pulls-"Send me a, InstructGr Guide.

square mark."

2. 5 pulls-"Send me a line."

2-1-2 pulls-"Sènd me a slate."

*et



OUTLINE OF.INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

j. Searching Signals.

2. Voice CommuniFations

a. 4Relay information to topside on

status of diver and/or task when

change occurs.

b. Communications initiated by

the diver begins with "Topside,

this is, (color code)

c. Repeat orders given by topside

verbatim.

d. Speak slowly.and distinctly.

er the normal pitch of your

v ice.
c-..
N.

e. Keep conversations brief and simple.

f. Avoid oth,er radio terminology. Example: "Roger, Over-and-
out, etc."

g. lipo Profanity.

III. Sumary and'Questions
.

Ask questions as necessary.
- -

--.....

CO
.

6'

As in Mk V Deep Sea Diving
System Tender Instructor
Suide.

Emphasize that this is a
graded evolution.

Example: "Topside, this
is Red Diver-on the bottom."

(5)

5 4
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TRA,1:ING STA:.:DARDS

UNIT: 1. Orientation

2. Underwater
Basic

ic.,T:',;NS STANDARDS

Following are standards to be used when grading, observing,
and/or teachin,;. DivLna Communications.

LINE-?ULL.1.11.m1.

1. In ac.cordance with the U.Sj tiavy Diving Manual, line-
pull signals ihould be:
a. Sharp, distinct pulls.
b. Strong enough to be felt by the diver.
c. Not so strong as to pull the di-:er away from his

wok.
d. Civen aft: all slack has been taken from the line.

NOT":: if thz instnIctor is in doubt as to whether or not
tenjar3 ana giving proper line-pull signals (as
above), 71ace your hand on the line and check for
slack, dizt_inctness, etc.

VOICE COMMUNICATIONS

As a Phone Tal!:.er:

1. Clor code first at all times with the exceptlon of
t.:.1linci the diver to circulate.
EXAY2LE: Coming to your first stop."

".1',Lrculate, Rad, Circulate."
2. Insure t:hat tne diver repeats the given order verbatim

to the phone talker. Repeat the order if not given
tack verbatim.
Reeat, to t!le diver, anv communication frium the diver,
verbatim.

4 Speak s:owly anl distinctly. Lower the normal pitdh
of the voi(!es.

5. Xeep conversatIons brief and simple.
6. Atoifa other r-Adio terminology (i.e. Roger, Over and Out,

7. p:ofanity.

I. Relay Lnf:Dr-lation to topsi:le on status of diver and/or
task when ..:hange occurs.

by t:le diver begins with
is

Red Divr - on the bottom."



3(.6
3. Repeat orders given by topside, verbatim.
4. Speak slowly and distinctly. Lower the normal pitch

of your voice.
5. Iteep conversations brief and simple.
6. Avoid other radio terminology (Roger, Over and Out,

Wilco etc.).
7. No profanity.

0.

1_ 5 5 7
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T` t: Searching

DIVING TRAINING STANDARDS

0 Buo9

iog

DIVIN
PLAT FORM

UNIT: 1. Underwater
Basic

2. Lightweight
Diving

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Diver responds correctly to searching line -
pull signals by moving in direction indicated
by diving tenders.

NONDITIOS:

STANDARDS:

1. ENVIRONMENT

2. DEPTH

3. EQUIPMENT

4. OTHER

1. PERFORMANCE

2. TIME

3. EQUIP!SNT

Open Water Open Water

at least 20
feet

at least 20
feet

Mk V Deep Sea
Diving System

Mk I Mask and
Hot_Water suit

Murky water or
with faceplate
blacked out

Murky water or
with faceplate
blacked out

,

Correctly re-
spond to all
searching linel-
pull signals

Correctly re-
spond to all
searching lin
pull signals.

30 Minutes 30 Minutes

Submerge port-
able buoy two
times by hand
pulls while
standing on
the bottom

0
-

Submerge port-
able buoy two
times by hand
pulls while
standing on
the bottom

,

-
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PROCEDURES:

1. Diver descends to bottom.
2. Diver reports on bottom and ready to go on

searching.pattern.
3. After the project is complete, use proper

line-pull communications and cone to surface.
WHY DO IT:

To give the student experience and training in
techniques of finding objects on the bottom in
dark water.

SKILLS NEEDED:
Sense of direction
Nominal proficiency in Mk V Deep Sea Diving System

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Diver should be allowed a maximum of .three

minutes to become oriented on the bottom
before beginning searching pattern.

00.1.0

01

1 5 r:,7



SK: Single Flange
'oar

GENERAL DESCRIPTION:

STANDARDS:

DIVING TRAINING STANDARDS

UNIT: 1. Orientation

Underwater
Basic

3. SCUBA

niver descends to bottom of open tank/open
water, riisasnemble anti reassemble, with
gasket, the single flange project.

1. ENVIRONMENT

2. DEPTH

3. EQUIPMENT

4. OTHER

1. PERFORMANCE

2. TTI'M

3. EQUIP".:NT

=T 3
Open Tank Open Water Open Water

at least 8
feet

at least 20
feet

at least 20
feet

Mk V System
Tool Bag
2 open-end

wrenches

Mk V System
Tool Sag .

2 open-end
wrenches

SCUBA gear and
wet suit

Tool Bag and 2
open-end wrencl'

NONE

Murky water or
faceplate
blacked out NONE

Use proper
line-pull
signals

Use proper
line-Pull
signals

NONE

es

60 MinuteS 60 minutes 30 Minutes

1. Bench mark4l. Bench 7:arks
4Lined. 'alined.
2. At least 6 2. At least 6

nuts and 'oolts nuts an-1. bolts
lwrench ticht wrench tight.
1

1. Bench marks
alined.
2. tt least 6
r..:zs and bolts
wrench tight

1560
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PROCEDURES:

1. Disassembling
a. Descend project to bottom.
b. Diver removes nuts, bolts and gasket.

(1) Put nuts and bolts in tool bag.
c. Use line-pull signals and send Dor square

mark.
d. Secure gasket td square mark and send it

topside.
e. Recover gasket from topside.

2. Reassembling
a. Reassemble flange in reverse order making

sure bench marks are alined and gasket
is in place.

WHY DO IT:
To acquaint the student with minor jobs under-
water and the requirement for a water tight
flange fitting.

SKILLS NEEDED:
Basic mechanical
Be able to overcome the restrictions created by

the Mk V and SCUBA systems.
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Time is to start when diver reports he in on
the bottom and has located project.

2. Time is to be stopped when diver calls for
project to be hauled topside.

3. Instructor must insist on use of proper line-
pull signals and voice communications through-
out all training dives.

1 5
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DIVING TRAINING STANDARDS

Seventeen Stud Pontoon

Ain
CoNNOCT

UNIT: 1. Underwater
Basic

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Remove/replace patch so that pontoon may be
floated by using air.

CONDITIONS:

STANDARDS:

1. ENVIRONMENT

2. DEPTH

3. EQUIPMENT

4. OTHER

1. PERFORMANCE

2. TIME

3. EQUIPMENT

UNIT 3

Open Water
--....._

at least 20
feet

1. Mk V System
2. Tool Bag

. Wrenches

Murky water or
blackened face
plate

.

Use proper
line-pull
signals

60 Minutes
.-

1. At least 13
nuts wrench
tight
2. Pontoon
must float for
3 Trdnutes afte
blowup.

.
...i



PROCEDURES:

WHY DO

SKILLS

13r7a

1. Place project on bottom on the project whip.
2. Diver descends to bottom on the project whip.
3. Diver loosens all nuts.
4. Remove all nuts With the exception of those on

the four corners. Place nuts in the tool bag.
5. Remove three of the remaining four bolts and

place in tool bag.
6. Back off remaining nut to within two threads

and request square mark from topside.
7. Secure line to rubber gasket, remove final

nut and patch and send gasket to surface,.
8. Recover gasket, set in place, and put four

corner nuts in place. Screw dowm hand tight.
9. Place remaining nuts on studs and screw down

hand tight.
10. Secure all nuts wrench tight beginning with

center nut on each side and work toward
corners.

11. Request air
pontoon.

IT:
Gives the student
patches.

NEEDED:
Basic mechani,zal

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Time starts when diver has been On bottom three

minutes.
2. Time stops when diver reports leaving the bottom.

hose from topside and attach to

experience in removing/replacing

1 5 f:3
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41.03K: Tooker Patch

DIVING TRAINING STANDARDS

UNIT: 1. Underwater
Basic

2. SCUBA

GEMERAL DESCRIPTION: Diver removes and replaces a strong back in
a tooker patch.

CONDITIONS:

STANDARDS:

1. ENVIRONMENT

2. DEPTH

3. EQUIPMENT

4. OTHER

1. PERFORMANCE

2. TIME

3. EQUIPMENT

Open Waterf Open Water

at least 20
feet

lt least 20
feet

. Mk V System 1. SCUBA gear
&nd wet
suit

Murky water or
blackened faca
plate

1

Use proper
line-pull
signals

.

NONE

.

25 Minutes 7 Minutes

Patch properly
seated

.

Patch properly
seated

_ _.



PROCEDURES:

WHY DID IT:

SKILLS

SPECIAL

1. Place project on the bottom on project whip.
2. Diver descends to bottom on the project whip.
3. Diver removes two wing nuts from patch studs.
4. Diver removes strong back.
5. Diver requests square mark from topside,

secures strong back to square mark and sends
it topside.

6. Receive strong back from topside and reassemble
project.

Give student experience securing tooker patches
such as are used in port holes during salvage
operations.

NEEDED:
Basic mechanical

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Time starts when diver reports that he is on

the bottom.
2. Time stops when diver reports that he is leav-

ine the bottom.

1371+

sfts,

VI
rI

Nemo
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DIVING TRAINING

SK: Timber Hitch and Half Hitch on a

STANDARDS

Spar UNIT: 1. Underwater
Basic

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Diver pulls timbAr
hitch backed with a
timber, and returns

:0YPITIONS:

1. ENVIRONMENT

2. DEPTH

3. EQUIPMENT

4. OTHER

STANDARDS:

1. PERFORMANCE

2. T:ME

3. EQU:PMENT

rl-vTm

to the bottom, ties a timber
half hitch around the
it to the surface.

r-s Tr"
,___........

Open Water

at least 8
feet .

1. Mk V System

Murky water or
face plate
blacked out.

1. Without
error

13 Minutes

1. Timber hitc
and half hitch
lust not slip
ff when timbe

xeag7.L's the
lsurrace.

.



PROCEDURES:
1. After descent, diver pulls ipar down with

project line and straddles timber(
2. Diver ties a timber hitch backed with a

half hitch around timber.
3. Hold on to the line just below the half hitch

and 30,t timber float upward.
4. Give proper line-pull signals and return to

the surface.
WHY DO IT:

1. To familiarize the student with handling
lines and wood underwater.

2. To 410w the student to gain- confidence and
dexterity in the Mk V System.

SKILLS NEEDED:
Hirsic Marlinspike Seamanship

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
la Tine starts when timber leaves the surface.
2. Time stops when diver leaves the bottom.
3. Students should try tying timber hitch and

half hitch while on surface (opportune time
would be while they are dressed in the Mk y
waiting to be put in water). .

4

1 5 (3
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NAVAL SCHOOL DIVING AND SALVAGE

Divert-Second Class A-433-0022
Medical beep Sea Diving Technician A-433-0020
Ship Salvage Diving Officer A-4N-0011
Deep Sea (11e02) Diving Officer A74N-0010

Security Clearance: Un4assified

Lesso4 Topic: 6.3 Mk V Deep Sea Diving
gysteM Tender

12 1/2 Hours

' INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL:

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Vol.
Student Guides
Mk V Deep Sea Diving System
Normal Classroom Equipment
Short piece of line per 2 students
Surface Supplied Diving Operations

Pre-dive Checklist
Diving Log.
OPNAV Form 9940/1 per student

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

1. When the student completes this course,
he will be able to, as a member of a
team tending a diver using the Mk V Deep
Se3 Diving System in open water:

a. Given directions by the topside su-
pervisor (Instructor), guide the
diver 'through the Searching Project
(in accordance with Diving Training

--Standards) by using correct search-
ing line-pull signals.

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES (cont'd)

b. Use correct telephone and
line-pull communication pro-
cedures throughout all train-
ing dives.

c. Dress a44ver in a Mk VIDeep
Sea Diving System, within
twelve minutes, so that he
may safely enter the water.

d. Under instructor guidance,
prepare the Mk V Deep Sea
Diving Systei for daily use
and secure the gear upon
completion of daily diving
activities.

e. Demonstrate correct mainten-
ance of the Diving Log (in-
cluding OPNAV Form 9940/1)
without. error.

15430
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ENABLING OBJECTIVES

1. LIST, in writing, all searching line-
pull signals.

4
2. Using a short line between two per-

sons, DEMONSTRATE all searching line2
pull signals.

3. DESCRIBE, orally, operatiofi and
communication procedures Aor the use
of the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System
Phone during normal operations
(monitoring the dive, underwater cut-
ting and welding, and monitoring the
pneumo fathometer).

4. DESCRIBE, orally, operation and com-
nwnication procedures tor use on the
Mk V Deep Sea Diving System Phone
during abnormal operation (i.e. loss
of power, loss of communications, loss
of gauge reading).

5. DESCRIBE, in writing, correct proce.p
dur,L.s for maintaining a diving log during
normal/abnormal operations as des-
cribed in 3 and 4 above.

6. urally EXPLAIN the function of
OPNAV Form 9940/1.

7. Orally EXPLAIN the funotion of the'
Repert Overlay and Report Form of
the ol-NAV Form 9940/1.

8. DUS,'RTBE, in writing, the proper
comIdetion of the OPNAV Form 9940/1,
during normal operations, without
error.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES (cont'd)

9. Orally EXPLAIN the steps and
equipment checkout involved in
securing the Mk V Deep SQA
Diving System from daily use
(particular attention to cleaning
and stowage).

CRITERION TEST

1. As a member of a team tending a
diver using a Mk V Deep Sea Diving
System in open water:

a. Given directions by the topside
supervisor (Instructor), guide
the diver through the Searching
Project (in accordance with
Diving Training Standards) by
using correct searching line-
pull signals.

b. Use correct telephone and line-
pull communication procedures
throughout all training dives.

c. Dress a diver in a Mk V Deep
Sea Diving System, within twelve
minutes, so that he may safely
enter the water.

d. Under instructor guidance, pre-
pare the Mk V Deep Sea Diving
System for daily use and secure
the gear upon completion of daily
diving activitiett5p.,,

/

Co



HOMEWORK

Student Guide, Volume C Assignment
Sheets 6-3-lA Lhrough 6-3-4A

15"2
(3)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

I. Introduction

A. Establish Contact

B. Establish Readiness

C. Establish Effect

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Introduce Topic and self.

Get students ready to learn.

Bring out need and value of
the material being presented.

D. Overview State learning objectives.

II. Presentation

A. Communication Procedures

1. Normal Conditions.

a. Monitoring the dive.

1. Tender will normally "feel" Demonstrate.

the diver by taking up slack,

getting the feel of the diver's

movement and then giving more

slack.

2. Phone Tender will initiate con-

versations with diver at the

direction of the topside super-

15".4:3 visor.

(4)

Take notes and ask
questions as necessary.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVrTY

3. Line-pull and Phone Tender Emphasize

will monitor diver constantly.

4. Both tenders will respond to

diver as necessary.

b. Underwater tutting and Welding.

1."3afety precautions make it

desirable to have as much voice

contact with diver as possible

during the time the knilfe switch

(a) Possibility exists that the

diver could be electrocuted.

2. As a rule, if phone talker has Emphasize.

had no communication from

diver for 1-1 1/2 minutes Time is dependent upon
welding/cutting electrodesafter "switch on," he should being used and their rate
of burn.

put knife switch in "off" po-

sition and query diver.

c. Monitoring the Pneumo fathometer.

(5)

1575



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

1. Constant monitor during Note: Purge Pneumo
fathometer once per 10 ft.

descent and ascent, on descent. Do not purge
on ascent.

2. Bottom conditions will dic-

tate whether constant monitor-

ing on the bottom is necessary.

(a) Slat bottom or rough,

muddy, etc.

2. Abnormal Conditions.

a. Loss of power/communications.

1. Go immediately to line-pull

Urinals. Keep in mind that

they may not always work.

(a) Depth, current, bottom or

work site communication.

2. Check the rising bubbles

of air.

3. Listen for sounds from

the diving helmet.

(a) If sounds are not heard,r
(6)

Take notes and ask
questions as necessary.

,



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY. STUDENT ACTIVITY

circuit may be out of

order. If the flow of

bubbles seems nornal, diver

may be all right.

4. If sounds are heard, but diver

does not respond, assume he is

in trouble.

5. If another diver is on the

bottom, have him investigate or

send down the standby diver.

6. If there is doubt about the

diver's condition, do not hesi-

tate to start bringing him to

the surface. The standby divei-

can meet him on the 'way, or

communication may be restored.

Loss of Gaur Readings.

1. Most serious when depth and



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

time of dive require,decom- Explain. .

pression stops.

2. Action,..

(a) If using a diving stage,

marks on stage line could

be used.

(b) Lengths (50') of hose could

be used.

(c) Best niethod would be to

lower a measured and marked

line to the diver.

I. sl.Lding shackle on Puts burden of maintaining
propr level on diver.

de3cet line held in

positiOn at stop level.

.2, Lel diver hold weighted

end dufing ascent.

3. As dire-tcd by torside Emphasi ze that there are

supervisor.

1579
( 8 )

110 otetiidardized procedures
for this instance.



(7)

OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

3. Procedures

As a PhoilD Talker.

1. Color code firit at all

times except when telling

the diver to circulate.

2. Insure that the diver repeats

the given order verbatim to

the phone talker. Repeat the

order if not given back ver-

batim.

3. Repeat, to the diver, any infor-

mation from the diver, verbatim.

4. Speak slowly and distinctly. Demonstrate.

Lower the normal pitch of

the voice.

5. Keep converLations '-rief and

simple.

6. Avoid oLher radio terminology

Explain that these Take notes and ask
are also the stand- questions as necessary.
ards for grading line-
pull/phone tenders.
EXAMPLE: "Red Diver
coming to first stop."
EXAMPLE: "Circulate,
Red, Circulate."

(9) 15 o,



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(i.e. Roger, Over-and-out,

etc.).

7. No profanity.

b. Line-pull Signals

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Take notes and ask
questions as necessary.

1. Searching Line-pull Signals. Explain reasons for
searching signals.

(a) 7 pulls-"Go on/off

searching signals." All signals must be
iiiii.47-a7--olippcs Tye .

(b) 1 pull-"Stop and search

where you are-.'

(c) 2 pulls-"Move directly

away from the tender if given

slack or move toward tender

if strain is taken on the life-

line."

(d) 3 pulls-"move to your Emp;lasize: Directions
are from facing the tender.

rignt." (facing tender).

(e) 4 pulls-"Move to your

left." (facing tender).

(10)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

2. Searching Signals (with

circling line). Explain when to use.

(a) 7 pulls & 1 pull same as

above.

(b) 3 puIls-"Face the weight

and go right."

(c) 4 pulls-"Face weight

and go left."

3. Special Signals from the May ask students to explair
definitions or when signals

diver. (review) would be used.

(a) 1-2-3 pulls-"Send me a

square mark.

(b) 5 pulls-"Send me a line."

(c) 2-1-2 puils-"Send me a

slate."

4. Grading Line-pull Signal Dmonstrate as explaining.

Tenders.

(a) Sharp, distinct pulls.

(11)

15S1



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(b) Strong enough to be felt

by the diver.

(c) Not so strong to pull

the diver away from his work.

(d) Given after all the slack

has been taken from the line.

5. Practice Line-pull signals.

(a) Searching

as "move left,

etc. (vice 3

signals- -Give

" "move right,

pulls - -4 pulls

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Pass out'short
pieces of line.
Pair up students.
Designate one as
one as diver.

Students pair up-one
tender, one diver.

tender,
Place short piece of line
issued by instructor be-
tween the pair.

Instruct which line-
)pull signal the ten-
der should give the
diver. Diver should
respond by repeating
signal, and appropri-
ate movement.

(12)

Designated tender give
line-pull signals as di-
rected.
Designated diver will
answer the line-pull signals
and then move accordingly.

Observe student progress
and correct mistakes as
necessary.

Switch student roles and
practice. Switch diver/tender roles

and/Tem4t.
r )



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

B. Prepare/Secure the Mk V Deep Sea Diving

Syste

1. Introduction to Pre-Dive Checklist. Appendix K, Diving
Manual, Volume I.

2. Instructions for students.

a. Each morning/afternoon a team of 1. Assign team of four
students for each morning.

4 students and one instructor 2. Following to be accom-
plished each morning under

will prepare Mk V Deep Sea direction of the instructor.
a. Perform aggicable Perform under direction

Diving System for use. portions of the Surface of the instructor.
Supplied Diving Operations
Pre-Dive Checklist to pre-
pare the Mk V Deep Sea
Diving System.
b, This should include
everything from hoisting
the diving flags to pro-
perly aligning the air
system to accomplishing
all inspections of the
diving equipment.

C. Diving Log

1. Noimal Diving Operations.

a. 1<i4pt on diving station in regu-

lar green hard-backed notebook.

b. Left column:

1 5 S (13)

Illustrate on C/B. Take notes as necessary.

5 S



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

1. Diver: (Name)

2. Tenders: (tames)

3. Media: (Air, He02)

4. Dress: (MI- V, KMB-9, etc.)

5. Depth: (in feet)

6. For School only:

(a) Instructor: (lead instructor's

name)

(b) Project: (single

flange, etc.)

(c) Remarks:

c. Right Column:

1. LS: (Time Left Surface)

2. RB: (Time Reached 'Bottom)

3. LB: (Time Left Bottom)

4. RS: (Time reached surface, or

decompression stops, if necessary)

5. TDT: (Total Decompression Time)

(14)

15'39



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

6. TBT: (Total Bottom Tine)

7. TTD: (Total Time of Dive)

B. For School Only:'

(a) Project Time:

d. First dive of the day will have

following entry written across the

top: "Non-Returns and Jocks (if

applicable) Tested by: (name)" Emphasize that only the
equipment actually tested

2. Abnormal Operations. should be entered.

a. Accidents, incidents, etc.should

be entered in the "Remarks" section

of the log, to include:

1. Description of event--keep brief.

2. Actions taken.

D. OPINV Form 9940/1, Diving Log Accident/ Distribute 9940/1 Take notes and ask
and overlay to each questions as necessary.

Injury Report student. Createqlor-
mal dive situatioh,for

1. Background. use in completing the
form.

a. PrIrmal report for reporting diving

(15)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

information for data machine pro-

cessing.

b. Filled in by all Navy diving

activities, military and civilian,

excluding submarine school students

in escape training, unless an acci-

dent or incident is incurred.

c. Forward to:

Commander
Naval Safety Center
Naval Air Station
Norfolk, VA 23511
ATTN: Code 88

d. Must be sent within ten(10) days.

e. In case of death, forward to:

Armed Forces Institute of Pathology
Washington, D.C. 20012
ATTN: Marine Bropathology Branch

Plus one copy to Naval Safety

Center (above).

2. Completing the 9940/1.

1 5
(16)

Use actual form,

ftwaft

CO
Take notes and ask
queMeno as necessary4D11

r-



3UTLINE Oi INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVirfrj STUDENT ACTIVITY

a. Six (6) lined multi-spaced form chart, or tra4parency
to demonstrate as

filled in with the aid of an explaining.

over-lay.

1. Lines completed by the (a group is any number
of divers making that same

first diver of the group. dive)

(a) Other divers of that group

fill in only line 1-2 if

everythipg else is the same.

(b) If any variations,

line 4-5 will be completed.

2. If decompression schedule is

not followed or an accident/

injury occur, line 1,2,6 with

a narrative of events will be

used.

(a) For recurrence--a separate

9940/1, line 1-6 and narrative

is used.

(17)

150



)UTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(b) Line 1 and 2 wii4, be as

first 9940/1.

3. For normal or routine dives,

narrative is not required.

4. The overlay contains self

explanatory instructions

and code symbols.

(a) Use ona #2 pencil.

(b) Use only one symbol.

per block.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITV

5. Line 1
4

(a) Completed on all 9940/I's.

(b) Blocks 2-3: Month

(c; Blocks 4-5: Day

(d) Blocks 6-7: Year

(e) Blocks 8-13: Unit I.D. Code Give school as example.
(0 Blocks 14-15:

(g) Blocks 16-17: total number

5 05 (18)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

of divers in the group. Note: Any item using
two blocks where one-

(h) Blocks 18-19: position number is used must be
preceeded by a zero

of diver in that group. (01, 02, 03, etc.)
Note: If blocks 16-17
has number of divers as
10, then 10 reports
must be submitted.
Note: All 9940/1's
of a group are stapled
together.

6. Line 2

(a) Completed on all 9940/1's.

(b) Blocks 20-33: Activity Give for school, as example.

Code.

(c) Blocks 34-42: Social

Security Number.

(d) Blocks,43-56: Diver's Note: Leave space be-
tween name and initials.

last name, first and middle Use on1S, spaces provided
for name.

initial.

(e) Blocks 57-58: Diver's

Age.

(f) Blocks 59-60: Diver's

(19)
1: l"A..)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

Height (in inches)

(gY Blocks 61-63: Diver's

Weight

(h) Block 64: Male or

female

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(i) Block 65: Marital Status

(j) Block 66: Diver's Race

(k) Block 67: Branch of

Service

(1) Block 68: Diver's Build

(m) Block 69: Class of Note: When Y is used in
line 1-6 explain in remarks,

Diver "line 2-Block 69 Y Foreigh
Student."

(n) Block 70: Number of

dives in last 24 hours

7. Line 3

(a) Blocks 20-24: Time,

locale, Zone

(b) Blocks 25-35: Locality

(20)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(c) Blocks 36-39: Depth 10 feet would be written
0010

in feet actual

(d) Blocks 40-41: Average

wave height

(e) Blocks 42-44: Current

speed in knots

(f) Blocks 45-47: Air tempera-

ture F°

(g) Blocks 48-50: Water sur-

face temperature

(h) Blocks 51-53: Water bottom

teruperature.

(i) Blocks 54-57: Visibility

on bottom

(j) Block 58: Type of bottom Note: Open tanks and
pressurized pots are Y

8. Line 4 (with explanation)

(a) Block 20: purpose of dive

(b) Block 23: Is D/S, He02, L/W

(21)
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OUTLINE OF rNSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVrTY STUDENT ACTIVITY

fill in B, SCUBA is either

C or D

(c) Block 25: Ty7±e of equip-

ment

(d) Block 27: Type of dress

(e) Block 28: If diving under-

wear is used, fill in Y (with

explanation)

(f) Blocks 29-41: Breathing Note: An air dive is
He 00 N2 79, 02 021, Y00.

media

(g) Blocks 42-45: Maximum

depth of dive

(h) Blocks 46-52: Bottom time

(i) Block 53: Breathing mix Note: P unless any
changes to the diver.

(j) Block 54: Breathing mix

supplied by air (D)

(k) Block 55: Tools used,

any tools Y (with explanation)

(22)

1599



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(1) Block 56: Type work,

explain diving stage. No work

(m) Block 571 Diver performance

9. Line 5

(a) Block 20: Decompression

Schedule

(b) Blocks 21-24: Depth on

partial pressure table

(c) Blocks 25-28: Time,

explain (table 1-10) a

dive 149' for :08 is 150/10 or

0150/0010

(d) Blocks 29-33: Repetitive

dive interval

(e) Block 34: Type decompression

(f) Block 35: Location of

decompression

(g) Blocks 36-53: Decompression

(23)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STOteNT ACTIVITY

Note: Fill in the
scheduled and actual time.
Round seconds to next

(h) Block 54: If schedule greater minute.

was followed or not

(i) Black 55: If accident

occured or not

10. Line 6

(a) Filled out only for

accident, injury, or medical

information. Overlay gives

specific details

11. Narrative

(a) Required if decompression

schedule is not followed or

ac,:ident occurs

(b) Signature of Diving Super-

visor and Diving Officer will be

in lower portion of narrative

lines

1610a)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

3. Scoring the Logs Emphasize: This is
part of this unit's

a. Station Logs

1. Will be checked by instructor

following each dive.

(a) AcCuracy of information.

(b) Completeness of information.

(c) Ledgibility.

b. 9940/1's.

1. Will be checked by instructors

each morning for dives made the

preceeding day.

(a) Accuracy of information.

(b) Completeness.

(c) Ledgibility

E. Sununary and Questions

STUDENT ACTIVITY

a
grade.

Ask questions as
necessary.

OPO 110 i-21111



NAVAL SCHOOL DrVING AND SALVAGE

Diver, Second Class A-433-0022 ENABLING OBJECTIVES (cont'd)
Medical Deep Sea Diving Technician A-433-0020
Ship Salvage Diving Officer A-4N-0011 Pre-Dive Checklist.
Deep Sea (He02) Diving Officer A-4N-0010

Security Clearance: Unclassified

LESSON TOPIC: 7.1 Surface Supplied Diving
Operation Pre-Dive
Checklist

9 Hours

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Vol. I

Student Guides
Standard Classroom Equipment
Mk V Deep Sea Diving Sy3tem

TERMINAL OBJECTIVE

1. When the student completes this
course he will be able to, as a mem-
ber of a four-man team, complete
the applicable items of the Surface
Supplied Diving Operations Pre-
Dive ChecklisL to prepare the Mk V
Deep Sea Diving System for daily
use and secure the gear upon com-
pletion of the daily activities.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

1. ()tally EXPLAIN the use of the Sur-
face Supplied Diving Operations

2. DEMONSTRATE the correct procedures
for completing, the items necessary
for preparation of the Mk V Deep
Sea Diving System for daily use.

3. Using a standard print (illustra-
tion) of the school's diver's
breathing air system:
a. LABEL the print with correct
symbols to show all major compo-
nents.
b. For the major components:

(1) EXPLAIN, in writing their
function.
(2) LIST, in writing, the pro-
tective devices within the sys-
tem.
(3) DESCRIBE, in writing, the
protection provided by each
device.
(4) LIST, in writing, the ratings
of applicable major components
and materials used in their
contruction.

4. Orally DESCRIBE the maximum stand-
ards for breathing air and the rea-
sons for the standards.

5. Orally STATE the setpoint(s) for
cleaning, test and calibration of
gauges.



ENABLING OBJECTIVES (cont'd)

6. STATE, in writing, the safety pre-
cautions necessary to insure air
purity.

7. DEMONS//4RATE the correct procedures
for completion of items necessary
to secure the Mk V Deep Sea Diving
System from daily activities.

CRITERION TEST

As a member of a four-man team, complete
the applicable items of the Surface
Supplied Diving Operations Pre-Dive
Checklist to prepare the Mk V Deep Sea
Diving System for daily use and se-
cure the gear upon completion of the
daily activities.

HOMEWORK

Student Guide Volume G, Assignment
Sheets 7-1-1A through 7-1-5A.

(2)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

I. Introduction

A. Establish Contact

B. Establish Readiness

C. Establish Effect

Introduce self and

topic.

Get students ready to

learn.

Bring out need and value

of material being pre-

sented.

D. Overview State learning objectives.

II. Presentation

A. Diver's Breathing Air System Emphasize: The air Observe and take notes

(3)

system taught here as necessary.

is fcr the school only.

Although there mai, be

similarities, the air system

for their command will probably

be different in design or com-

ponent40,
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

1. Genel A

a . Compressor

1. High pressure.

2. Rated 3000 psi.

b. Filter

c. Hiuh pressure banks

a. 3 banks.

d. Reducer

1. Reduced to 150 pci.

e. Volume tanks

1. 150 psi.

f. Manifold

1. Bays.

2. 5 air connections.

Luffer Sponges.

11. Diver's umbilical.

High pressure Compmssors

a. 2 (41 & #2) available.

4"; ;)S

(4)

\

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Use drawing (attached) to

diagram on C/B, transparency

or chart to illustrate.



3UTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

b. Made by Chicago Fneumatic.

C. Used to maintain air pressure in

high pressure banks.

d. Rated 3000 psi.

e. Not a constant service

compressor.

f. Electrically driven.

q. 4 stages.

h. Located in Compressor Room

(Building 214).

1. High pressure alarm goes off at

3000 psi.

3. High Pressure Air Flasks

a. 3 banks.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Explain.

Use drawing (attached) to

b. 8 flasks per bank, diagram on CA, transparency

c. Each flask has a valve for indi- or charts to illustrate.

vidual control.

d. Hydrostatic testing at 4500 psi.

(5)

I)



OF INSTRUCTION

e. Do not have relief valves.

4. Low Pressure Air Compressors

a. Nol in use at school.

b. On board YDT 14 & 15 with Bendix

Filter.

1. 150 psi.

2. Manufacturer I&R.

c. Usually portable or Salvage Com-

pressor.

d. Constant Service Compressor.

5. Volume Tank (Low Pressure).

a. Used with L.P. Compressor.

b. Used with reduc.....A H.P. Air.

6. $,:gh Pressur.t Piping

a. Usually H.P. thick wall copper tubing.

1. 1/8" wall thickness.

b. CPV* valves normally used. *Combination Pump Valve.

c. 3000 psi working pressure.

d. Relief Valve installed 3300 psi.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(6)



OUTLINE OF 1NSTIWCTION

Telited at 4500.psi.

f. Used from H.P. Compressor to H.P.

Be.c.ks to Reducer.

7. Low Pressure Piping.

a. (2arries normal diving air pressure.

b. Copper, steel or brats tubing.

c. 150 psi normal pressure.

d. Te,Aed to 1 1/2 times working pressure.

e. Relief Valve lifts at 10% over

work pressure.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

8. Filters Show.

a. Funtion--e1irdnate dust, oil

from

1). 1\0) types.

1. Betweencompressor and banks/

volume tanks.

(a) Cwio, Bendix.

(b) chantiodble

2. Bofore going to diver.
1.

(7)



OUTLINE of. Ir1:.11ific' to4 INSTRUCTOR ACTiVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(-) Luffer--sponge or fiber;

cicahed with .oap and water.

9. Pret,ule Redue.Jrs

Horwz.11y dome type. Show.

b, Niannfactured by Grove Co.

hiqh pressure air to de-.

sio.ni lc-vier pressure.

, set at any lo1.7er pressure.

:.!anurcturcd by Grove C.

I. Diret control of air pressure.

Useo with mixed gas diving to

over-bottoai pressure

dining del;nt anci &scent.

Hior

Moisture Separator.

1. Collect:; moisture from system

:after leaving compressor.

lh c)

"h. kelief Valves.

(8)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY,

1. Relieves pressure from system

when it rises above working

pressure.

2. Set at 10% over working pressure.

c. Gauges.

1. Installed in system for direct

pressure reading.

2. Calibrated according to PMS Re-

quirements.

d. Crow's Foot.

1. For diving more than one diver

(maximum of three).

o. "T" Fitting.

1. Diver's thread on one end, torpedo

thread on the other.

2. Double male.

t. "S" Fitting.

1. Double male.

2. 3/4" pipe thread on one end, diver's

(9) 16 t



coorLTNE OF INSTRUCTION

air thread on the other.

g. Double Male Fitting.

1. Diver's air thread.

h. Double Female Fitting.

1. Diver's air thread.

i. Oil Separator.

1. Removes oil from system after

compressor.

j. Heaters and Coolers.

1. Used to maintain desired

temperature.

2. Steam or water used.

3. Tube Type.

B. biver's Breathing Air Standards.

1. Must conform to the following:

a. Oxygen 20-22% by volume.

b. Carbon Dioxide 300-500 parts per

Million; .03-.05% by volume.

c. Carbon Monoxide 20 parts per million

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

-.1 4
(10) 4;.



OUrl:INE OF INSTRUCTIOt4 INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

MAXimum, .002% by volume.

d. oil, Mist, and Vapor 5 milligrams

per cubic millimeter maximpm.

e. ,Solid and Liquid Particles--not

detectable except as noted above

under Oil, Mist, or Vapor.

f. Odor-not objectionable.

2. Insure quality by:

a. Using U.S. Navy approved diving

compressors only.

b. Use only app,roved lubricants.

c. Have air analyzed regularly.

d. Insure moisture is drained from

compressors periodically While

running.

e. Air stored in flasks will be

drajned and recharged annually.

f. Never put a diver in the water if

air is in question.



t

OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

C. School Air System Checkout

Divinq Station Set-up

,ding Procedures for Diving Station

1. tivide class into teams of 4 students.

These will be responsible for.setting

(12)

Walk through air
system used for
diving bay/platform
used for Underwater
Advanced.
Begin with compressors
and end with diving um-
bilical.
Point out all filters/ air
banks, high pressure lines,
reducers. etc.
Emphasize safety and tag-
out procedures.

4:
STUDENT ACTIVITY

(A)
Follow instructors through
air-system checkout. Ask
questions as necessary.

Using the Surface Follow instructor through
Supplied Diving diving station set-up
Operations Pre-Dive procedures. Ask questions
Chucklist (Appendix as necessary.
K, U.S. Navy Diving _

Manual, Vol. I),
attached, complete all
items necessary to set
up station for Mk V
Deep Sea Diving System
operations.
Emphasize safety, thorough-
ness of inspections, and
completion of all necessary
checklist items.

Emphasize items to Ask questions as necessiry.
be checked each day.



UTL1NE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT AcIlvin

up/securing equipment for daily

diving activities.

2. Instructors will accompany team al;

they complete Surface Supplied Diving

Operations Pre-Diva Checklist each

morning/afternoon.

3. Teams should be graded satisfactory if:

a. All items of checklist are com-

pleted.

b. All safety inspections are properly

completed.

c. The Mk V Deep Sea Diving System

is ready/secured at completion of

checklist.
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SURFACE-SUPPL1ED DIVIiqG OPERATIONS
PRE-DNE CHECKLIST

PRE-DIVE CHECKLIST

A. !Mali Preparation
1. Check that, for dives over 170 feet.

a recomprettion chamber and diving
medical officer are present on the
diving station.

2. Verity tOat -the proper signals indicat-
ing underwater, operations are being
conducted are properly displayed.

3. Make sure that eli personnel con-
cerned or in the vicinity have been
informed that diving operations are
underway.

4. Determine that all valves, switches,
controls and equipment components
that influence the diving Operation
are properly -tagged-our to prevent
inadvertent shut-down or activation.

B. Equipment Preparation
1. Assemble all members of the diving

team as well as support personnel
(winch operators. boat crew, watch-
standers. etc.).

2. Assemble and lay out all equipment
that may be ysed on the dive, either as
primary equ pment or standby spares
for the dive (or standby diver). This
should inci e all accessory equip-
ment and tools.

3. Check all equipment for superficial
wear, tears, dents. distortion or any
other apparent discrepancies.

a 4. Check all masks, helmets, viewing
ports. faceplates, seals, and visors for
broken glass or plastic.

a 5. Check all belts, laces, and lanyards
for wear and renew as needed.

C. Desp-Sea Outfit
1 . Check the rubber gasket on all hel-

met facepiates for wear.
3 2. Check ;he interior of the helmet' to

insure triFt all controls and combo--

SURFACE-SUPPLIED AIR DiVNG CPERATICNS

1 3.

4.

5.

6.

nents are dry and free of verdigris.
Pay special attention to terminals for
the diver's communication system.
Chec.:-. the threads on the Oose-
necks on the aack of the nexnets for
breokage, ve igris or wear.

Check ths fety lockifig eevice on
the hel t for freedom of action,
'and v ify that the locking gate on
the b ripstplate recess has a brass
cott pin,
Ch 1.c/that all studs on the breast-

te are free of distortion or damage
to threads...;

yerify that eaciti. heimet and breast-
plate combinatiOn-41as four copper
washerS and twelve Wing nuts. (4
wing nuts should be flanged).

7 qieck serial numbers on the breast-
Atte brales (straps) to insure that
the proper brales are matched to a
corresponding breastplate.

8. Check the operation of the air non-
return valve (smoke test).

9. Check the packing on the air control
valve. Verify presence of the cotter
key.

10. Check the freedom of movement of
the spitcock and verity that the nut is
loose but not coming off.

1 Check the freedom, of movement of
both the handwItieel and chin-button
on the air exnauti valve.

I 12. ,..Check thersliving dress for wear or
tears. Pay particular attention to the
rubber collar gasket. bib, and cuffs.

'13. Check leather. weights, and grom-
mets on The weignted bed:or wear
or tearing. Pay particular attention
to the jockstrap.

14. Check that helmet cushion or suit-
able padding ,s avalabie for place-
ment on dyer $ snculders before
breastplate is attached.

K-1



D. Lightweight Diving Outfit (Standard Mask)
I Check the lightweight dry dress for

rips or excessive wear.
2. Check the lightweight diving belt for

wear.
3. Check mask tor general appearance

or discrepancies in frame and seal.
Check mask straps.

7 4. Check mask air non-return valve
(smoke test).

E. Lightweight Diving Outift (Diver's Mask USN
kik 1)
,7!7'1--.-P Check wet suit. for tears or excessive

wear.

= 2. Check faceplate and seal on the Mk I
mask.

3. Check that face seal and oral-nasal
mask are properly attached tO the
main mask body.
Check that all metal components are
properly secured to the fiberglass \
body.

:7 5. Inspect the mask for loose mounting
bolts or excessive dents or damage

Z. 6. theck that the nose clearing device
slides in and out easily.

= 7 Check mask straps for wear. Gage the
"bail-out" bottle.

7 8. Check fhppers. weight belt and
other accessory equipment according
to SCUBA equipmentshecklists in
Chapter Five.

f. F. General Equipment
L: 1. Check that all needed accessory

equipment. tools. lights, special sys-
tems. spares. etc. are on scene arid in
e,orking order. In testing lights, all
tests should be conducted with lights
submerged in water and extinguished
before the removal to prevent over-
riating aria failure.

2. Erect the divin§ stage or attach the
diving ladder In the case of the stage.
6e careful to insure that the shackle

I 418

connecting the stage line is securely
fastened with the shackle pin seized
with the wire to prevent opening. Se-
cpularcee.the air-hose bulwark roller in

:3 G. Preparing th Air Supply
1. Cheek that a primary and suitable

back-up supply is available with a ca-
pacity in terms of purity, voL:rna, and
supply pressure to completely serv-
ice all divers and accessory equip-
ment throughout all pnases of the
planned operation.

2. Determine that proper personnel are
available to operate and stand watch
on the air supply

2:11 3. Compressors
a. Determine that sufficient fuel,

coolant. lubricants, and anti-
freeze are available to service
all components throughout
the operation. All compres-
sors should, be fully fueled.
lubricated and serviced twith
all spillage cleaned up com-
pletely).

b. Verify that the appropriate op-
erating and service manuals
are on hand

c. Check ma,ntenance and re-
pair logs to insure the suita-
bility of the compressor ;both
primary or back-upi to sup-
port the operation

d. Verily that all compressor
controls are properly marked
and any remote yalying is
tagged-off witn 'Diver s Air
Supply-Do Not Tc,ucri' signs.

e. Make sure that the comores-, sor is secure in the divIng
craft and will not oe subject
to operating angles that will
exceed 15 degrees.

t. Venfy that the r)ii !n the corn-
_ pressor .s or a type that-is

K-2 S NAVY DIV.NG MANUAL
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proper for the particular com-
pressor and is not petroleum-
based. Check that thee com-
pressor oil does not overflow
the "Fill" mark or contamina-
tion of the air supply could
result from fumes or oil mist
Check that the compressor
exhaust is 'vented away from
work areas and, specifically,
does not foul the compressor
intake.

h. Check that the compressor
intake is obtaining a free and
pure suction without contam-
ination. Use pipe to lead
intake to tree suction is nec-
essary.

Check that compressors are
not covered during operation.
Check all filters, cleaners, and
oil separators for cleanliness.

K. Bleed off all condensed
moisture ftom filters and the
bottom of volume tanks (accu-
mulators). All manifold drain
plugs should be checked.
Check that all petcocks are
closed.

m. Check that all belt-guards
are properly in place on drive
units,

n. Check all pressure-release
valves, check valves, and au-
tomatic unloaders. Make sure
that the wing nut on the un-
loader is in the compressing
position.
Verify that all supply hoses
running to and from the com-
pressor have proper leads, do
not pass near high-heat areas
sucn as steam lines, are free
of kinks and bends. and are
not exposed On deck in such
a way that they could be roiled

SURFACE-SUPPLIED AIR DIVING OPEP.ATIONS

over, damaged, or even sev-
ered by machinery or other
activities.

+1. Activate the Air Supply
0 1. Compressors

7.1 a. Make sure that. ail run-up and
warm-up procedures are
completely followed.

b. Check all petcocks, filler
valves, filler caps, ovsrflow
points, bleed valves, and drain-
plugs for leakage or malfunc-
tion of any kind.

c. Soap-test all valves and con-
nections.

d. Verify that there is a pressure
gage on the air receiver and
that it is functioning properly.,
and that the compressor is
meeting its delivery require-
ments.

e. Check that the air supply is not
being delivered below purity
standards smell, taste), or in
excess of 95°F.

In all cases where compressors
are used as a back-up either
to a .shipboard system, cylin-
der bank. or another compres-
sor the back-up compressor
will be kept wiping through-
out the diving operation.

0 2. Cylinders
a. Gage all cylinders for proper

safety.
I:: b. Verify the availability and suit-

ability of the reserve cylinders.

c.. Check all rnanifolding and
valving for operation:

d. Activath and check delivery.

3. For all supply systems, double check
''Do Not Touch" tags.

K-3



L Air Hoses
1. Check that ail nce3e -aye a Celia,.

lead and are not subject to heating or
aamage.

2 1 that no wngth used ex-
ceeis five yeor i.i ago from 'tne Jae
of manefaceare age is mareea on
each !enuth 4" from the era). Air hose
used orfASR ;Auxiliary Submarine
Rescue) ve.sels may not exceed 3
years of age in any length.

3. If possible, make sure that the hose
(or any length) has not been used in
burst test program. No length in-
volved in such a program may be part
of an operationat hose
Check that noj es. floe irea of moisture
oackirg material. er criik

111 5. Soap test hose .zonnect;cns after they
have been hooked t u ti) the air supply
and pressurize()

a 6. 'Check that the neweett i or oest) hose
length ,s the sectccin nearest the
surface. since that .s !re region in
which the hose will oe subjected to
the greatest pressure change.

2 7 Check tnat all tie-ofN, and the canvw-
chaffing over the first length of hose
are in proper condition

3 if rnssible. check gacs t 11.0:.E'-

iength connectices

J. Test of EgJipment with Activated Air Supply
a 1 Ho;K-up ail at( ho,=es 10 heirnets

MdsKs, charrt=aff, ni rn3ke connec-
tions between .r oly and
primari supply M,1r,)1.i.

3 2. Verify fio dnd mas;,.ss.

a 3 Check ah ext)i11-3: and atr contro;
valves.

2 4 1-4:.-; old...Jo arid test

M 5. Check air tiow free-)
back-up 1.ipiphe to

A C; Detach .1. r..)ses Mat 1:-;d1rif
to chamee- MaiNe se;,.;

ply ,s completely .?hei cff ant' rlo air it,

/40.0

leaking to chamber, depleting the air
sepply.

L: K. Recompression Chamber Checkout (Pre-
dive only)

1. Check that the chamber is completely
free and clear of all combustible
materials. This includes paint cans.
retuse. matches. lighters. etc.

a 2 Check primary and back-up air sup-
ply to chamber as weli as ail pressure
gages.

6. Check that the chamber is free of all
odors or other contaminants,

II 4. Check the chamber oxygen supply,
and that suitable numbers of oxygen
masks are rigged for at least two
divers, one tender, and one medical
assistant.

a 5. Verify the presence of a sanitary
bucket in the chamber in case of
sickness.

6. Verify that the medical kit is com-
pletely outfitted and in the chamber

II 7. Check all doors and seals.
8. Verity that all chamber electrical fit-

tings are fitted with armoured cable
and special lighting fixtures and
bulbs. All switches should be on the
outside of the chamber.

Preparations
Verify that all necessary records.
logs, and timesheets are on the diving
station.

a 2 Check that appropriate decompres-
sion tepees are readily at hand.

Ci 3. Verify that all air supply systems
have a voiume tank or accumulator
installed in the air supply line between
the supply source and the diver's hose
connection. An oil separator must be
installed between the tank and tne
connection.

2 4. Place the dressing bench in position,
make sure 4na; :rva d:ver vvi.i nOt nave
a long way to travei to teach the diving
ladder or stage

L Final
i.

K-4 U S NAVY CIVNG MANUAL
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NAVAL SCHOOL DIVING AND SALVAGE

Diver, Second Class A-433-0022 ENABLING OBJECTIVESMedical Deep Sea Diving Technician A-433-0020Ship Salvage Diving Officer A-4N-0011 1.Deep Sea (He02) Diving Officer A-4N-0010

Security Clearance: Unclassified

Lesson Topic: 7.2 Mk V Deep Sea Diving
System Diver

11 Hours

INSTRUCTIONAL MATEPIALS:

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Vol, I
Student Guide
Mk V Deep Sea Diving System
Materials for Projects:

Angle Desctt.
Tunneling
Hogging Line
Two Man Pontoon

TERMINAL OBJECTIVE

1, Waen the student completes this
course he will be able to, asa diver,
1:sing a Mk V Deep Sea Diving System

op:a water at a depth of at least
L,e7nt.r e.t, demonstrate increased
pluficiency in the use of the-Mk V
rC &=24 Diving System by successfully
cowl-Ling, in accordance with DivingTLL .in9 Standards, any three of the
tol)Lwin9 projects: Angle Descent,
Tunnelinq, Hogging Line, and Two. Man
Pontoon.

e!5

Given a job analysis dheet on each
project to be completed during this
unit, orally EXPLAIN the following
aspects of the projects:
a. What the project is.
b. The conditions under which the
project is to be completed.
c. Standards which will determine
success.
d. How to perform the project
successfully,
e. How each project relStes to a
fleet-diving job.
f. Particular skills necessary for
successful completion of the project.

CRITERION TEST

1. As a diver, using a Mk si Deep Sea
Diving System in open water at a
depth of at least twenty feet,
demondtrate increased proficiency
in the use of the Mk V Deep Sea
Diving System by successfully com-
pleting, in accordance with Diving
Training Standards, any three of
the following projects: Angle
Descent, Tunneling, Hogging Line,
and Two Man Pont,lon.

HOMEWORK

Student Guide Volume G, Assignment Sheets
7-2-1A Job Sheets 7-2-1J through 7-2-5J.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

I. Introduction

A. Establish Contact

B. Establish Readiness

C. Establish Effect

D. Overview

If. Presentation

A. Projects

1. Use Diving Training
Standards to explain each
project to be completed.

1 6' ), 7

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Introduce Topic-Diver
Instruction on weekly projects.

Get students ready.to learn.
a. Tell'story, or ,

b. Brief background, or
c. Situation.

Bring out the need and-value
of the material.
a. Diving Skill.

0

State learning objectives.

Encourage students to
look at the Two Man Pon-
toon on the surface--try
them: if possible.

(2)

Questions as necessary.
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%so' TA s x Hogging Line

DIVING TRAINING STANDA.RDS

1111459 ...r...4111

UNIT: 1. underwater
Advanced

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: The diver will demonstrate his ability and
proficiency with the 24k V Deep Sea Diving
System by traveling a predetermined distance on
a hogging line while maintaining the correct
bouyancy condttions.

CONDITIONS:

STANDARDS:

1. ENVIRONMENT

2. DEPTH

3. EQUIPMENT

4 . ':111.FIE*

1. PERFORMANCE

2. TIME

3. EQUIPMENT

T 3
Open Water ,.

at least 20
feet

1. Mk V System

NONE

_
, .

1. Maintain
bouyancy, crcss
the distance
and return.

.

6 Minutes
,.

NONE

,



I 4Ql-i-

PROCEDURES:
14 Diver enters the water and adjusts the Mk V

System to 4s near,neutral bouyancy as he needs
(as judged by student).

2. Swim to hogging line.
3. Beginning at Point A, proceed along hogging

line hand-over-hand until aiver
reaches point B (see drawing).

4. Clear surface with helmmt enough to make
'eye contact with instructor at point B.

5. Immediately return, in the same fashion, to
point A.

WHY DO IT:
Gives the stndent the opportunity td increase his
proficiency in attaining bouyancy in the Mk v
Deep Sea DiVing System.

SKILLS NEEDED:
Physical stamina
Proficiency in the use of:
Air Control Valve
Exhaust Valve
Chin Button

SPECIAL ENSTRUCTIONS:
1. Time starts when diver signals for tenders

to give him slack and he is on tne hogging
line at Point A.

2. Time stops when the diver returns, to Point A
and can be seen by the instructor.

3. Students should be given a maximum of three
trials at completing this project. Each time
he should begin at Point A.
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I 4 S
S.

TASK: Two Man Flange

DIVING TRAINING STANDARDS
.

GENERAL DESCRrPTION:

UNIT: 1.Underwater
Advanced

2.SCUBA

Locate, disassemble and reassemble a double
flange by two divers.

CONDITIONS:

1. ENVIRONMENT

STANDARDS:

2. DEPTH

3. EQUIPMENT

4. OTHER

1. PERFORMANCE

2. TIME

3. EQUIPMENT

11;1,7 T 1 UNIT 3
1

Open water
T

Open water f

at least 20
feet

at least 10
feet

1. Mk V System
2. Tool Bag
3. Wrenches

1. SCUBA gear
.& wet suit

2. Too: Bag
3. Wrenches

.

1. Murky water
or blackened
face plate

_ 4

NONE

...........____,.....

27 Minutes

....-

NONE

44...m.............

20 Minutes
_

Seven nuts &
bolts are to
be wrench
tight

I P41

Seven nuts &
bolts are to
be wrench
tight



PROCEDURES:
1. Place project on bottom on project whip. 't

2. Divers (two) descend to bottom on project.whip.
3. Each diver disassembles a flange and removes

the rubber gasket.
4. Diver #1 requests a square mark.
5. Diver #1 attaches both gaskets to the square

mark and sends,them topside.'
6. Recover gaskets.
7. Both divers replace gaskets &nd secure them

with ten nuts and bolts.

Teaches student divers team work while assembling/
disassembling pipe sections-

SPECIAL rNSTRUCTIONS:
1. Time starts when both divers report on the

bottom.
2. Time stops when diver 41 calls for project to

be hoisted topside.
3. Instructor must insist on proper line-pull/

voice communication procedures during com-
pletion of the project.

WHY DO. IT:



1 1-1-Z1.

TASK: Two Man Pontoon

DiVING TRAINING STANDARDS

.

UNIT: 1. underwater
Advanced

110

.GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Two divers remove and replace three patches
on on a pontoon so that it may be floated.

CONDITIONS:

1. ENVIRONMENT

2. DEPTH

,3. EQUIPMENT

STANDARDS:

4. OTHER

1. PERFORMANCE

2. Tule

3. EQUIPMENT.

Open Water

at least 20
feet

i2f. Mk V System
. Too/ Bag

3. Wrenches

11

1. Murky water
or blackened
face plate ,

Use proper
line-pull
signals

dir

116 min. (50°1)
62 min. (50-)
...
Pontoon must
float on sur-
face for at
least 3 minutes.

L____11111__________________________

,

.
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PROCEDURES:
1. Place project on the bottom on4project wtip.
2. Divers descend to bottom on the prolect whip.
3. Diver #1 removes "J" bolt patch, requests

square mark, and sends the patch topside.
4.. Diver #2 remOVes the large end patch and

sends gasket topside on a_iguare mark.
5. Diver #1 begins removing4smk11 end patch by

reaching through "J" patch access. ,

6. Diver #2 enters the pcntoon through t4e largL
end aemess and helps remove the small inside
patch.

7. OROB the patch is removed, Diver #2 removes
gaskei and gives it .to'Diver #1 (outside) Who,
in turnp.sends it topside.4*
When the instructor sights #e small gasket,
he will immediately retu4p1l gaskets to
Diver #1.

9. Small ehd gasket is given to Diver #2 (inside)
for reassembly. '

10. Diver #1 Should begin replacing ."d" bolt patch.
11. After installing inside patch, Diver #2 exits

the pontoon and reassembles the outside
larga end patch.

.14. When all patches are in plate and tigh.t, Diver
#1 sends for an air hose and connects it to
the pontoon.:

wHY DO IT:
. To give the student experience in working with other

divers planning and actually working in the. water.
SKILLS NEEDED:

Mechanical
Communication

SPECIL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Time starts when Diver #1 begins removing %I"

holt patch.
2. Time stops when air hose is connected.
3. If water temperature is below 50 degrees,

time on project is decreased to 62 minutes.
Do not remove/replacethe inside (small end)
patch.



%roe

DIVING TRAINING STANDARDS

Descent

ostO ;OM
guar sew

UNIT: 1. Underwater
Advanced

;,..
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Diver descends to a descent line clump on

on angle, pulls shackle down with a pennant,
and secures shackle to descent line.

CONDITIONS:

1. ENVIRONMENT

2. DEPTH

3. EQUIPMENT

STANDARDSt

4. OTHER

1. PERFORMANCE

2- TIME

3. EQUIPMENT

!I TT

Open Water

at least 20
feet

/. Mk V System

1. Murky water
or blackened
face plate

----......--------.........------....

.
.

Use proper
line-pull
signals

.

,

30 Minutes
,

Shackle must
be secured to
descoht line
so'that it can
be drawn up by
topside person
nel.

.

.

.

,

,

,

.

.
.

3?5
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1430
PROCEDURES:

1. Diver makes himself slightly positive and
swims to descent Une.

2. Descend on descent line until diver madhes
the bottom. Diver receives bitter end of
shackle pennant prior to leaving the surface.

3. Back out on descent line until diver reaches
clump.

4. When on the clump, spread feet apart, facing
barge, and plant feet firmly./ Diver makes
himself heavy. ./

Pull in shackle pennant until diver receives-
. .shackle, laying all line received between legs.

:Do not move feet. Tenders will feed shackle
on retreiving-line. /

Z. When the diver receiies shackle, he will re-
move the pin from the-shackle and secure the
shackle to the descent line.

7. Give proper signals fox tenders to retreive
shackle.

8. Diver returns to the surface after receiving
word that shackle is on' the surface.

WNY DO IT:
This project gives the student a realistic sit-
uation, and experience, is descending on an angle,
which will often occur in open sea work.

. SKILLS NEEnED:
Basic mechanical
Operation of the Mk TSystem

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONSt
1. Time starts when diver leaves the Surface on

the descent line.
, 2.° Time stops when diver signals to tender that

' the shackle is Secured to the descent line.
3. Diver will get three trials at swimming to

descent line.

16`)r
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%we
DIV:NG TRAINING STANDARDS

TASK: Tunneling UNIT: 1. Underwater
Advanced

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Diver creates a hole ten feet deep and a
tunnel thirty feet long in the bottom of a
river/channel.

CONDITIONS:

1. ENVIRONMENT

2. DEPTH

NNW

STANDARDS:

Amy'

3. EQUIPMENT

4. OTHER

1. PERFORMANCE

2 . TIME

3 ECUIPME. NT

T 3

Open water

at least 20
feet

. Mk V System

. Excavating
Nozzle and
2 1/2" watet
hqse----"---.....-----,

-,..

Use proper
line-pull
signals

15 Minutes

NONE



/4302.
PROCEDURES:

1. Diver descends to bottom on descent line.
Nozzle to be secured to diver.

2. Upon arrival an bottom, put diver on searching
signals and back him out twenty to thirty
feet from diving platform.

3. Diver straddles hose and inserts his wrists
into the loops secured to the nozzle. .

4. Diver requests water pressure to the hose and
begins to rotate the nozzle in a circular
motion.

5. When diver completes the hole and tunnel, he
recuests topside to secure water pressure.

6. Diver buries nozzle into the bottom of the
river/channel.

7.-__Diver returns to the surface.
8. Next diver descends to bottom using the water

hose as a descent line.
WHY DO IT:

To give the student experience in the use of an
excavating nozzle and hose in the underwater
environment.

SKILLS NEEDED:
Physical stamina 0

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Time starts when diver requests water pressure

be turned on.
2. Time stopsIwhen diver requests water pressure

be secured.
3. Instructor will observe churning in water and

estimate distance achieved during time allowed.



NAVAL SCHOOL DIVING

Diver, Second (lass A-433-0022
Medical Deep Sea Diving Technician A-433-0020
Ship Salvage Diving Officer A-4N-0011
Deep Sea (He02) Diving Officer A-4N-0010.

Security Clearance:

Lesson Topic: 7.3

10 HOW'S

Unclassified

Mk V Deep Sea Diving
System Tender

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS:

O.S. Navy Diving Manual, Vol. I
Studcnt Guides
Mk V :Feep Sea Diving System

TERMINAL OBJP:CTIVES

1. when the student completes this
course he will be able to, as a
member of a team tending a diver
using a Mk V Deep Sea Diving System:
a. Use correct line-pull and tele-
phone communication procedures
throughout all training guides.
b. Dress a diver in a Mk V Deep
Sea Diving System, within twelve
minutes, so that he may safely
enter the water.
C. Demonstrate proper maintenance
of the Diving Log and OPNAV Form
9940/1.

1619

AND SALVAGE

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

This is a continuation of skills and
knowledge developed during previous
unito.

CRITERION TESTS

1. As a member of a team tending a
diver using a Mk V Deep Sea Diving
System:
a. Use correct line-pull and tele-
phone communication procedures
throughout all training divesz
b. Dress a diver in a Mk V Deep
Sea Diving System, within twelve
minutes, so that helm? enter the
water safely.
C. Demonstrate pfroper mainenance
of the Diving Log and OPNAV,Form
9940/1.

HOMEWORK

Student Guide Volume G, Assignment Sheets -

7-3-1A.

1



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

I. Intiroduction

A. Establish Contact

B. Establish Readiness

C. Establish Effect

D. Ovt.rview

1I. Presentation

A. Line-Pull/Voice Commu-
nications.

1. Reiterate grading
standards for each as
necessary.

B. Dressing the Diver

I. Time limit-12 minutes.
2. Standards-so that he
may safely. enter the water.

C. Log Maintenance

1. Includes Diving Log
and OPNAV Form 9940/1.

lt311

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

Introduce topic-Tender
instructions for the weekly
diving evolutions.

Get students ready to learn.
a. Tell story or
b. Brief background or
c. Situation.

Bring out the need and value
of the material.

-e"

STUDENT ACTIVITY

State the learning objectives.

Emphasize that students
will be scored on their
PEE-romance.

Emphasize that this will
be a team (2 man) timed
and graded evolution.

Emphasize that this will
be a graded evolution.

(2)

Questions about grading
or communication pro-
cedures as necessary.

Questions as necessary.

Questions Concerning
Diving Logs as necessary.

GPO 00147S



NAVAL SCHOOL DIVING AND SALVAGE

Diver, Second Class A-433-0022
Medical Deep Sea Diving Technician A-433-0020
Ship Salvage Diving Officer A-4N-0011
Deep Sea (ie02) Diving Officer A-4N-0010

Security Clearance: Unclassified

Lesson Topic:

15 Hours

8.1.2 Lightweight Diving
System Diver

8.2.2 Lightweight Diving
System

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS:

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Vol..I
Student Guides
Standard Classroom Material
Chart/Transparency of Mk I Mark
Mk I Mask and associated equipment
Hot Water Suit
Clayton Diving Heater System
Chafing Gear

TERMINAL OBJECTIVE

1. When the student completes this course
he will be able to, as a diver, perform
the following functions:
a. In an open tank, with a minimum
of eight feet fo water, using the Mk I
Mask, demonstrate emergency air change -
over procedures.
b. In open water, at a minimum depth
of twenty feet, using the Mk I Mask and

1613

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES (cont'd)

Hot Water Suit, complete the Search-
ing Project in accordance with
Diving Training Standards.

When the student completes this course
he will be able to, given the Plan-
ned Maintenance System (PMS) re-
quirements for the Mk I Mask, correctly
perform the necessary maintenance.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

1. °Tally explain the procedures for ,

dressing a diver using the Mk I Mask.

2. Describe, orally, the prevailing
conditions (including indications
received by the diver) which would
prompt a diver using the Mk I Mask
to use the procedures for emergency
air change-over.

3. Demonstrate correct procedures for
emergency air change-over, using
the Mk I Mask System.

4. Explain, orally, the Searching
Project, in accordance with Diving
Training Standards, to include
standards, how to perform eat pro-
ject, and particular skills needed
for successful completion of the
pxoiect.

i61,1



ENABLING OBJECTIVES (cont'd) ENABLING OBJECTIVES (cont'd)

5. Orally explain the function(s) of the
major components tn terms of what they
do for the system.

6. Given a standard print of the Mk I
Mask, describe, by labeling, the phy-
sical location of the major components
and their component parts.

7. Orally describe the sources of power
for communications used with the Mk I
Mask System.

8. Demonstrate and orally describe the
modes of control for the side valve
and second state dial-a-breath.

9. List, in writing, the ratings for the
umbilical and emergencpbottle assem-
bly.

10. Describe, in writing, the major mater-
ials use, explaining why, for the major
componenti and their component parts.

11. Orally explain the function(s) of the
component parts in terms of what they
do for the components.

12. Explain, orally, how,the component
parts carry out their function(s).

13. Demonstrate and orally describe the
modes of operation and the flow path

of the breathing media through the
Mk I Mask, in each mode.

14. State, in writing, the maximum depth
without come home bottle, without
open bell, and diving °on air using
the Mk I Mask; and reasons for these
maximums.

15. Orally describe the effect on this
Mk I Mask'System due to the umbili-
cal, emergency bottle assembly,
diving heater system, open diving
bell system and breathing media
source.

16. Explain, orally, the unique safety
precautions of using on 120 VAC
for recharging battery if amplifier
is equipped with a rechargeable
battery.

CRITERION TESTS

1. In an open tank, with a minimum of
eight feet of water, using the Mk I
Mask, demonstrate emergency air
change-over procedures.

2. In open water, at a minimum 4epth of
twenty feet, using the Mk I Mask and
Hot Water Suit, complete the Searching
Project in accordance with Diving
Training Standards.

(2)



CRITERION TESTS (cont'd)

3. Given the PMS requirements for the Mk
I Mask System, correctly perform the
necessary maintenance.

HOMMOlet

Vblume S, Student Guide, Assignment Sheets
8-2-4A through 8-2-8A; Job Sheets 8-1-3J
through 8-1-63.

(3)



OUTUNE OF INSTRUCTION

I. Introduction to the lesson.

A. Establish contact.

B. Establish readiness.

C. Establish effect.

D. Overview.

II. Presentation

10c

A. Bc. qnd

a

1. Mk I Dive Mask is.the ninth genpration

of a commercial divers face mask

system designed by Bev Morgan and

U.S. Divers Co.

2. The system was recently (1975) used

to establish the werld's orn sea dive

record at a depth of 114Q feet.

(Experimental Diving Unit personnel,

(' Panama City, Florida)

3. 'The Mk I Mask was designed to provide

the diver with extremely comfortable

(4)

,

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

"Introduce self and iopic.

Get students,,ready to learn.

Bring out need and value of
material being presented.

State learning objectives.
Terminal'and Faabling

(13

CP
16 1.9



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

a

165.0

and durdble life support and communi-

cation systems.

4. Unlike the Jack Browne Dive Mask, the Explain.

Mk I Mask is so designed so as to

eliminate the possibility of face

squeeze.

Depth Limitations for air.

a. Maximum--190'.

b. Below. 130'--use of an Open Diving

Bell is mandatory.

c. Below 60'--a come home bottle is

mandatory.

d. Depths may be _further. restricted by:

(1) Bendix filter.

(2) Activity Air Supply.:

6 KMB 8 & 10 require a side block Retrofit

and will not be used for diving.
*

a. KMB's 8 & 10 will be called into a

central location for retrofit in

(5')

-

16-21



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION ,
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

the future. (Ref. NAVSEACOM ltr,

Nov. 1975, ser. 11526).

7. Those KMB-9 fixed and serialized by NAVSEA

are the only version of the KMB series

authorized for use in air di4ing.

a. This mask will have a designation

of Mk I, Mod T.

b. Two other versions of the KMB.

(1) Mk I, Mod 0--MILSPEC Procurement

issue in Spring, 1976.

(2) Mk I, Mod S--Battelle Saturation

System Retrofit.

B. Mask Assembly Follow on page 21
of KMB-9 Manual."

1. Frame (main body).

a. Fabricated of a non-corrosive rigid Why would we make it out
of plastic?

plastic (cycolac).

(1) Cycolac will not carry an elec- Pilots and motorcycle
helmets, lawn mower

trical charge. bodies etc.

b. Function: Supports the seven basic

(6)
7



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

P parts.

(1) Face port.

(2) Side valve assembly.

0) Demand regulator (second stage).

(4) Main exhaust assembly.

(5) Hood and face seal.

(6) Communications.

(7) Oral-Nasal mask.

Note: Each item will be discussed
separately.

2. Lens "0" Ring.

a. Fabricated of a rolled rubber.

b. Function: to form a watertight seal

for the face port.

c. "0" Ring has a tight fit.

3. Face Port.

1654

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

What is an "0" Ring?

STUDENT ACTIVITY

a. Fabricated of 1/4" acrylic plastic. Why use plastic vice glass?
With heat treatment glass
could still shatter.b. Scratches easily.

c. Never Dull or scouring pawder paste

(7)

spoll1120
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

win remove most scratches.

'd. Not reversible.

e. Function.

(1) Vision for the diver.

Explain. One side is flat.

(2) Wide non-disto:_ed field of vision.

4. Port Retainer

a. Chrome plated brass.

b. Secured with 15 chrome plated

brass screws.

c. Functions.

(1) Secures face port and "Ow Ring

in place.

(2) Maintains pressure on the "0"

Ring for a watertight seal.

What is a port retainer?
Why are the parts on the
KMB mask chrome plated?
Easy to keep clean and
maintained.

(3) Supports the nose clearing device.

5. Nose Clearing Device.

a. Chrome plated brass.

'b. Attached to the bottom of the port

retainer.

1656

Why have a nose clearing
device?



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY:f

c. Padded rod that protrudes through
(A)

the frame (main body) into the oral-

nasal mask.

d. Padded with neoprene rubber.

e. May be bent to fit the nose better.

f. When donning mask always pull out on

the nose clearing device.

g. Should use the lips in conjunction

with clearing device Par better

seal.

h. Function: to assist the diver in

equalizing his middle ear.

i. Three "0" Rings and a nut form the

watertight seal around the stem.

(1) One "0" Ring goes on before the

port retainer.

6. Main Exhaust. 1t;
7

a. Located at the bottom of the frame Point out.

(main body) under the' second stage
it3';(3

(9)
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regulator.

b. To purge water from the main cavity Explain.

of the mask.

C. Main Exhaust valve. Point out.

(1) Fabricated of rubber.

(2) One way check valve (non-return).

(3) Seat tor the valve is molded Point out.

in the main body.

d. Exhaust oover is fabricated of a

chrome plated metal.

e. Removal of this cover permits

access to the exhaust valve.

f. Cover channels exhaust back away

from the diver's face.

g. Cover is secured in place by two

chrome plated brass screws.

7. Communication Posts.
4k

'a. Located on bottom right hand side

of the frame.

(10)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION iNSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT-ACTIVITY, ,f:

b. Components that make up the communi-
...r:

1602

cation posts.

(1) Two oommunication posts.

(2) Two washers.

(3) Four nuts.

c. Connects;rs for head phones and mike.

d. Connections for waterproof connectors

(marsh marine fitting). (Marsh marine

fitting will be discussed later in'the

lesson.)

8. Side Valve Assembly.

a. Located upper right hand side of the

frame.

b. Bypass manifold for the emergency

gas supply, gas for steady flow valve

and supply to second stage regulator.

c. Contains the on/off valve to gas

supply to the inside Of the mask.

d. Contains three connections.

;11)

1C3

It
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(1) Regulator hose assembly.

'(2) One-way valve body.

(3) Emergency supply valve.

e. Contains .an unobstructed passage for Illustrate on C/B

the.gas supply througli.the center of

the side valve body for all modes of

operation.

9. Side Valve Body

a. Upper section of the side valve

assembly.

b. Contains gas passages for all modes of

operation.

c. Attachment for three threaded fittings.

(1) Regulator hose assembly.

(2) One-way valve body.

(3) Emergency supply valve.

d. Contains on/off valve for the steady

flow system.

e. Securing device for the muffler and

(12) 1 60,5



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

I ti

deflector.

4
f. Two threaded fittings secure side

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITYQ STUDENT ACTIVITY 4=

valve body to the frame.

g. Side valve body is held in place

with two bolts.

h. Fabricated of a corrosion resis-

tent steel.

i. All connections are made of chrome

plated brass.

10. Gasket.

a. Located between side valve body and

the frame.

b. Fo*-ms a watertight seal between side

valve body and the frame.

t: Fabri.;ated of 1/36" neoprene rubber.

11. Muffler Sp')nge.

a. Inside of mask on the right hand side.

'b. Synthetic sponge.

c. Traps moisture.
1

(13)
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d. Muffles noise.

12. Deflector.

a. Cover for the muffler sponge.

b. Chrome plated brass.

c. Contains six deflection holes and

one securing hole.

d. Deflects air across face port.

13. Regulator Hose Assembly.

a. First connection on side valve body.

b. Rubber hose with chrome plated brass

1 ti

40fittings.

c. L.P. Hose.

d. Supplies L.P. air to the second stage

regulator.

14. One-way Valve Body.

a. Middle connection on the side valve

body.

b. Chrome plated brass.

c. Double male fitting.

(14)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Why have air deflected
across face port?

Refer to drawing or chart.

Explain.

1609
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(1) 1/4" pipe into side valve body.

(2) 9/16"-18 male 02 fitting for um-

bilical connection.

d. Contains seat for one-way valve (non-

return).

15. One-way Valve (non-return).

a. Located inside the one-way valve body.

b. Made by Kepner Prod. Co%

C. Made of brass.

d. Poppet type valve.

e. Discard unit if it will not pass func-

tional test.

f. Direction of flow arrow stamped on the

outside of valve.

g. Tested prior to each days diving. Explain.

h. Procedure for testing. 4
s .

(1) Do not attach the umbilical.

(2) Connect up tha emergency air supply

valve.

1670
tibp
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(3) Secure steady flow valve.

(4) Open emergency supply valve.

(5) Check for leaks at the umbilical

connection.

16. Emergency Air Supply Valve.

a. Last connection on the side valve body.

b. Chrome plated brass valve.

c. On/off valve for emergency air supply.

d. Hookup for the emergency 71.2 cu ft bail

out bottle.

Drilled out to 3/8" ID to receive the

hose from the first stage regulator.

17. Demand Regulator.

a. Modified ConshelfXII.

b. Modified to contain the dial-a-breath.

c. Located on the front of the frame

below the face port.

d. Chrome plated brass casings.

e. CRS springs.
(51

1. (16)
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f. Diaphragm made of rubber. (Y1

g. Rubber one-way valve.

h. Rubber exhaust channel.

i. Supplies the diver with the breathing

media while on the demand mode during

the inhalation cycle. Explain.

j. Supplies diver withisteady flow

of air when required using the

dial-a-breath..

k. Secondary exhaust.

1. Contains a second means of clearing

a flooded mask or a small amount of

water from the mask.

18. Operation of Conshelf XII

a. Supplied with air from the side valve

body.

b. While_in primary or emergency mode. Explain.

C. Air flows through the L.P. Hose to

the second stage regulator.
1

)
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d. Air is checked at the second stage

regulator by the disc and retainer.

e. As diver inhales, the diaphragm is

drawn against the lever (called a

horseshoe).

(1) This action retracts the disc

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

and retainer

nipple.

The inlet nipple contains the

seat for the disc and retainer.

Retracting the disc and retainer

allowsvair to flow to the interior

of the regulator.

Air is then inhaled by 11eg4liver.

Air is then exhaled back into

the regulato.. and out the se-

condary eXhaust.

f. Supplied with two standard springs.

,1) Light spring is locaied on the

from the inlet

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(18)

What does secondary
exhaust prevent?
CO2 build up.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

inlet side.

(2) Heavy spring is located in the

dial-a-breath.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Note: Spring and piston and spacer will
be replaced in the near future. Two
springs will be added in place of the spring.

g Both springs exert a force which tend

to hold disc and retainer closed.

(1) Spring tension varies by the use

of the dial-a-breath.

(2) Turning in increases tension.

(3) Backing out releases tension.

h. If dial-a-breath is secured air will

still flow to the diver.

i. With both standard springs inothe

regulator will handle a ralige of

inlet pressures up to 180 psi.

Ideal for surface supply pressures

,of 150-180 psi.

k. Higher pressure range can be arrived

(291

Explain.

Explain. KMB-8.

Explain.
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at by changing the spring on the

inlet side to a heavier spring.

(1) Same spring that is on the

dial-a-breath side 180-300 psi.

1. Purge button is located in the center

of the second stage regulator.

m. Purge buttcn is a manual over ride

for the springs. Explain.

n. Exhaust port is located on the

bottom of the regulator.

(1) Made of hard rubber.

(2) Sec'mdary exhaust.

(3) Clanne1s bubbles away from

diver's face. Explain.

19. Oral-Nasal Mask.

a. Oral-nasal mask is located inside

of the frame.

(1) Attached to the second stage

regulator.

tri
( 20 ) 1 S I
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(2) Reduces dead air space in the main

cavity of tile mask.

(3) Prevents CO2 build up.

(4) Air is inhaled from second stage

regulator into oral-nasal mask.

(5) Exhaled back into the oral-nasal

mask.

(6) Out through the secondary exhaust

port of the regulator.

b. Contains microphone for\communications.

c. Contains a one-way rubber check valve.

(1) Air from steady flow valve flows

into the main part of the mask.

(2) Through the one-way valve into the

oral-nasal mask.

(3) On exhalation cycle exhaled gas

seals one-way valve.

(4) Exhaled gas exhausts out the

secondary exhaust.

44;
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(5) All other air is expelled out

the main exhaust.

20. Communications.

a. Microphone is located in the oral-

nasal mask.

b. Right and left headphones are loca-

ted in the hood pockets in their

respective places.

c. Components of system.

(1) Two earphones.

(2) Microphone.

(3) Two communication posts.

(4) Washers (two).

(5) Nuts (four).

(6) Packing gland.

(7) "0" Ring.

(8) Waterproof connector.

d. Waterproof connector is a four

terminal connector.

t22)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Explain.

16E5
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e. Marsh marine fitting.

(1) 4 pin connector.

(2) Shielded neoprene rubber covered

bronco cable.

(3) 4 cable no. 16.wire.

f. Normally only two wires are used.

g. Spare wires booked up along side the

other two (this keeps them out of the

way).

h. Spare wires are used for a back up

set.

i. Spare wires can be used for a more

complex system.

Marsh marine fittings are the primary

waterproof connectors used.

k. Communications can be hooked up with Explain.

r's '

bare wire connections. I

'1. Bare wire connectors produce a slight

loss of signal.

1 t; (23)
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II)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

m. Male fitting on diver's mask.

n. Female on the umbilical end.

o. wires go through a packing gland that

in secured into the main frame.

p. Packing Gland and "0" Rings form the

watertight seal.

q. Wires are hooked up to communication 1(

posts.

r. Topside are bare wire or bannana

plugs to communication box.

B. Earphones are bone conductors.

21. Hood and Face Seal.

a. Fabricated from neoprene rubber and

open cell foam.

b. Open cell foam forms a comfortable

cushion that pushes the sealing

surface of the neoprene against

the diver's face.

c. Open cell foam will not compress

(24)

STUDENT ACTIVITY

1659
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with pressure.

d. Hood oontains built in pockets which

are open to the interior of the mask.

(1) Pockets retain the earphones.

(2) Air from the mask equalize the

old type earphones.

(3) Heli earphones and mikes are com-

pletely sealed and do not require

equalization.

e. Hoods have a zipper installed for

ease of donning.

22.. Retainer Bands.

a. Two bands.

b. Fit around the hood and face seal

combination.

c. Holds hood and face seal to the frame.

d. Two screws hold the bands together.

e. Five spider hooks. Explain.

f. Chrome plated brass balls.

16;i o
(25)
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(1) Small rods standing on the

retainer band hold the balls in

place. Explain.

23. Head Harness Spider.

a. Five straps.

b. Made of .rubber.

c. Used to secure the mask to the

diver's head.

24. Emergency Bottle.

a. A bottle of compressed gas

corresponding to the breathing

mixture being used on the dive.

b. If main gas supply fails diver

can utilize this bail out system,

c. Standard 71.2 cu'ft bottle is used.

(referred to as a 72 cu ft).

d. Bail out bottles are not required Note: Required to use bail
out bottle inside submarine

up to 60'. ballast tanks and wrecks.

e. Bail out bottle is required 60' and

(26) 16'91
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below.

f. The standard backpack forla single

72 cu ft bottle is used.

25. First stage regulator.

a. First stage regulator from a Conshelf

XII single hose regulator

b. Regulator ip set at 125 psig.

c. Safety valve in the low pressure

side will release at 200 psi. Explain.

d. Safety feature. Explain.

26. Umbilical.

a. Gas supply hose. NAVSEA System

(1) Hewitt-Robbins, Inc. NO-23-0152. Letter 1526 Nov. 1975

(2) Gates-Rubber No 6C3 or equiva-

lent in size.

(3) One continuous length.

b. 3/8" II), 3/4" OD.

c. Smooth bore.

d. 9/16" by 18.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

a

(27)
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e. Minimum working pressure 800 psig. Explain.

27. Flow path of gas.

a. Primary mode.

(1) Air supply from topside.

(2) Comes through umbilical.

(3) Into the one-way .valve body.

(4) Passes through the one-way valve

(non-return).

(5) Into the side valve body.

(6) Passes through the regulator

low pressure hose.

(7) Then into the second stage regulator.

(8) Into the oral-nasal mask.

(9) CO2 exhausts out secondary exhaust.

b. On the primary mode the steady flow

on/off valve is secured.

c. Emergency supply valve is in the

closed position.

d. Bail out bottle open. Explain.

(28) 169";'
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28. Emergency Mode.

a. Air from 71.2 cu ft bail out bottle.

b. Through first stage regulator and hose.

c. To the emergency supply on/off valve.

d. Through the side valve body (air to

both steady flow valve and second

stage regulator).

e. Into the low pressure regulator

hose.

f. To the second stage regulator.

g. Into the oral-nasal mask.

h. Exhaust out secondary exhaust.

1. Steady flow system is a emergency

mode.

j. May be operated on surface supplied

mode (primary mode). Explain.

k. Steady flow used for:

(1) Clearing face port (CO2 build up).

(2) Clearing flooded mask.

(29)
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1. Going on emergency mode.

(1) Notify topside.

(2) Stop all work.

(3) Standby for instructions.

C. Preventive Maintenance

1. Minimum maintenance.

a. Depends on the type water.

b. Type of job.

2. Daily maintenance.

a. Visually inspect both interior and

exterior.

b. Face seal saturated with water-

squeeze out.

c. If mask is not to be used any more

Chat day remove hood and face seal.

d. Remove any dirt or sand from the

interior of the mask.

(1) Keep from scratching fice port:

e. Check all moving parts.

(30)
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(1) Emergency supply valve handle.

(2) Dial-a-breath.

(3) Nose clearing deVice.

(4) Non-ieturn valve.

(5) Steady flow valve.

f. Communications System.

(1) Mike and earphories.

(2) Communication posts.

(3) Bare wire connector.

3. Monthly (or between jobs).

a. Inspect hood and face seal for tears.

b. Inspect spider for tears.

c. Inspect and test:

(1) Earphones.

(2) Microphone.

(3) Wire connectors.

d. Remove muffler and deflector

assembly.

e. Remove nose clearing device.

(31)
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(1) Lubricate shaft.

(2) Lubricate "0" Rings. Use Flor-a

lube.

f. Lubricate main exhaust valve.

g. Remove exhaust tube.

(1) Lubricate second.stage reg4ator

exhaust valve.

h. Remove second stage regulator clamp.

(1) Remove cover assembly.

(2) Unscrew handle.

(3) Drop out spacer, wring and piston.

Clean, lubricate, and reassemble.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

III. Summary and Questions Ask questions as
necessary.

1 7"1 (32)
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TASK: Searching

DIVING TRAIN:NG STANDARDS

2 Buoy

top'

DivIN ea
PLATFORM

UNIT: 1. Underwater
Basic

2. Lightweight
Diving

GZN7.7AL DESCRIPTION: Diver responds correctly to searching line-
pull signals by moving in direction indicated
by diving tenders.

. .

=.11..111

ENV7aC:4-=

2.

3. 7QUIPYNT

1. OR:Lz,N=

2 -

UiT 3
1

1
I

I Open Wat4r I Open Water

at least 20
feet

at least 20
feet

Mk V Deep Sea
Diving System

Mk I Mask and
Hot Water Suit

murky water or
with faceplate
blacked out

Murky water or
with faceplate
blacked out

...-

Correctly
spcnd to all
searching line
pull signals

30 Minutes

Correctly re-
spond to all
searching lin
pull signals.

30 Minutes

Submerge port-
able buoy two
tines by hand
pulls while
standing on
the h,Lttom

Sutmerge port-
able buoy two
times by haund
pulls while
standing on
the bottom



PROCEDURES:
1. Diver descends to bottom.
2. Diver reports on bottom and ready to go on

searching pattern.
3. After the project is complete, use proper

line-pull communications &ad come to surface.
WHY DO IT:

TO give the student experience and training in
techniques of finding objects on the bottom in
dark water.

SKILLS NEEDED:
Sense of direction
Nominal proficiency in Mk V Deep Sea Diving System

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Diver should be allowed a maximum of three

minutes to become oriented on the bottom
before beginning searching pattern.

SPECIAL

1 7 !
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NAVAL SCHOOL DIVING AND SALVAGE

DiveL., Second Class A-A33-0022
M.1dical Deep Sea Diving Technician A-433-0020
:;Itip Salvage Diving Officer A-4N-0011

Sea (11e02) Diving Officer A-4N-0010

Security Clearance: Unclassified

Losson Topic: 0.2.3 Lightweight Diving
System (Open Diving
Bell)

1 Hour

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Vol. i

S(udent Guides
Standard Classroom Equipment
Chaft/Tiansparency of Open Divi g Bell

TERMINAL OBJECTIVE

1. Whun the student completes this course,
he will be able to, given the Planned
Maintenance System illmS) requirements
tor the Lightwaight Diving SyLtem (in-
cluding open Diving Bell), correctly
partorm the necessary maintenance.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

I. Orally explain the funcLion(e) of
the major components and their com-
ponent parts.

2. Givn an illustration of a typical
open Divinq,Doll, locatet by labling,

ENABLING OBJECTIVES (cont'd)

the major components.

3. Explain, in writing, how the major
components carry out their function(s).

4. List, in writing, the major ma-
terials used in constructing an open
diving bell and explain why.

5. Orally describe the flow path of the
breathing media through the system
and the pressurization of the hull
body.

6. Orally explain the safety aspects
of maintaining the bell in an upright
position during operation.

CRITERION TEST

None at present due to limited equipm.int.

HOMEWORK

Student Guide, Voluma H, Assignm...na
Sheet 8-2-9A and 8-2-10A

1 '7 9
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I. Introduction

A. Establist Contact

B. Establish Readiness

r. Establish Effect

D. Overview

II.Presentation

Introduce self and topic.

Got students,ready to learn.

Bring out need and value of
lesson.

State Learning Objectives

A. General Description Take notes as necessilny

I. The Diving Bell is comprised of five

subsystems.

4. Structural

b. Acrylic Dome

c. Gas

Communications

c. nallast

The bell is used as a transfer stage and

diver's refuge for divers working from the

surface to a maximum of 100 feet.

(2)
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a. Piovides a semi-diy cnviionmont and

alli.as diver removal of'diver's hats.

b. Ooniqued for shipboard %nie whole d

communication sy:itt!m, soui.-ce of breath-

inq IthI id (cinter ,Jas or air), 'and a

cf mu: tor heAndlinq ate

ihis its Own umbilical cimoc:cLions forC.

and communication lines.

(1) Compatible Willi standard Navy umbilical.

P. Description of AnaembliN

1. Structulo: The F.:11 haH loui major weldments.

d. VraMo t i ctit (main slinctnial weAdwent.).

b. Skirt: weldmusit

(1) (las, commun I ets t I (111:1 sysLem and dome are

motintAld on tkiif woldment.

C. Dock wpidmvnt (plaifoim tor divera)

d. ixays (6141Cu fOL lead wkightu below

deck)

(3)



otrel. I NE or 1 NSTIWCTiOti

2. Acrylic Dome -

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STIMENT ACTIV vry

a. Folmod fitim a shceL of 1/2" acrylic plastic.

b. PaLlially enclosed.y&uge for diver.

0c. Minimm u obstruction to visibility 1 Use chart, transparency or
or draw on C/B_

1. (ias System Breathing gas passes through
a skirt penetrator and is dis-

Three modules attached 10-interior of/tributed through 1/2" copper
tube.

skirt.

(1) Riqht dewater and mask.

(J) Ltt dewaler and mask.

(l) Center master valve and mask

wit )i pittssuro gamic.

b. Four vents in low.:r portion of

skirt.

(1) Expelled 9ds is carried to the

exterior apex of the boll dome.

4 . (N rfuldUfl i CAI ions

:Mow on ('hart or C/B

a. Walerploof speaker with interconnecting Use dhart, transparcncy
or draw on C/B

wirinq h) a cow unication connection on

1 7 '_ 3
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OuTLINE oF IM;TRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDNT ACTIVITY

the oxlecior of the skirt:

h. Speal,cu mounted on. uppor skirt ring.

e. All boll virthq encased in copper tubing

and fittings.

d. Vcii t. tine from speaker to top of dome for

pressure equalization.

5. Ballast.

d. 241.lead bars with handles.,

b. Approximately 130 lba each

Hole in one end tor securing bolt

d. Any inmther can he used to establish a

di:sired ballast condition. Hell shipped in crate as 4
complete unit includinq
flashlights and chargers.

c. Inspection and Adjustment

I. Upon receivinq the hctj 1 and Letore each

dive;

An liii i.ti heck or the bell should

he maAto to insure that no major struc-

luta! clamant: has occured. Special

(5)
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attention should be given to inSpee-

king tor damage to the dome.

h. With tho bell gas and communication

ay:items connected, set gas pressure

at 215 psi and turn on the communication

system.

c. Enter the bell and check 411 valves and the

ocal/n4a41 masks to be certain that they are

opetilting properly. Tile dewaterinq valves

and mask valves should be opened one at a

ime. ken each-mask valve is opened the

appl opriale mask should be tested for ade-

quate flow.

d. Check the communication system to be certain

that there is clear two way communication be-

tween the surface and the boll.

2. Atter'extended periods of storage or shipment:

ct. The bell nhould be winned by a diver and put

in the water. Lower the bell until the Lop

(6)
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ot the ilium: in about One foot below

the water.

h. Fill the dome completely with air and

with the venting (Jan turned off check

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

the flanqe area visually for leaks.

c. With the _bell back on deck, remove the

non-return valve on the bell exterior

and teat to be certain it will not pass

flow against the check.

d. inspect the porous filters for excessive

corrosion. Remove 'them to'be certaln

they will pass 9as freely. If they are

btiooked, they faioult1 be replaced.

D. Functional Operation

1. The belt is connected to nource of breath-

inq media and a topside diver intercommunk-

cation nyatem. The inteTconnections are

made with 'a standard Navy umbilical. A

cr,ine is usctd to handle the lien while on

S.



OUTLINE OW IN:;TUUCT1ON
INSTPUCTOU ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

deck and in the water. The Loll can trans-

poUIL two divers to and from a work site, pr0

101 t: hem with d hreat Iii mnj med i a and communi-

cat ion with the surface.

E. Support Eunipment MO Services

1. Clear working area on deck.

2. A crane (5 ton capacity) Precaution: Overside clearance
of 10 feet necessary for handling.

1. Standard Navy umbilical tor communica-

tion ana gas 'supply.

4. Tag tines for handling bell.

5. Shackle's, Luenbuckles, and chains for

moving heti with crane and making , Al

fast to deck when not in use .

F. Preparation tor use

a 1. Attach tag lines foi handling..

2. Move boll t dive station and remove hercu-

lite covt,r.

). Attach the umbilical to bell (both gas and
4

i!ommunications)

1'71:7 (8)
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OUTLINE or INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STU6-ENT ACTIVITY

Net qas pressure 100 psi over 14ottom

piessurc.

4. Tie umbilical to lifting framu to prevent

strain on connections.

opeiatinq Procedures

I hell dewater systems

upciated by d central valve (DWV-1) and two

valves below the porous filters (DWV,-2 and

With ond valves open, the system can he op-

erated by thebentral valve alone.

c. If the central valve is open the two end

valves will operate the dewater system

indepen(ently.

Aa the hell i descendiny the dewater

system c.in he operated lo keep the water

level betow the lower rinit.

Al) On ascents it will help eliminate

foqqrny in the dome.

Oe

M



'OUTLINE 0F INt;THUCTION 1NS1RUCT614 ACTIVITY :iTODFNT ACTIVITY

e. Whit the hell is at the working dvpth,

it lho divers ,ire breathing the bell

atmosphere, the dewater system should

be ()polled s 1 to allow a low veloc-

ity flow to continuoUsly enter the

bell.

f. Wneu the $01 coimmulication system is

\

being usedA this system should be turned

Ott to cliMillate excess noise.

Whehever the deVater system has been off

for A peliod of time, (approximately one

minutr!), it should be luilicd on again

with a high velocity flow fol. puruinq

the bell.

2. hallast

4. All 24 ballast bars in place give a

ncaative buoyany of PAO lbs.

b. 125 lb negaCive buoyancy each bar.

c. Adjust_ from 1500 lbs positive to 1500

(10)



oUTLINE Or INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY4

lba heqative as ilesired for operation.

1. Handling

. Liftinq at top of main structural maj.co.

lifting point weIdment.

(I) Launch weight approximately 4,300 lbs.

b. Four padeyes near deck for tag lines for

handling launching and recovery of hell.

c. Atter entering water, hell attached to

descending line.

(1) guides to work slle

(2) prevents movement from currents

(3) prevents rot:at:ion

4. Ascent and Descent

a. Maximum ascent rale - 60 fpm

.b..Maximum descent rate 75 fpm

c. Use descending line whenever possible.

5. 01,11 Nasal Masks

a. For emergency breathing.

b. Individual Supply lineu (MV-1,
MV-3)

17(-21)

Use chart, transparency, or
draw on C/B
Scott Aviational Nasal Mask



OUTLINE OV INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVI.TY

c. When in use, ceatral gas valve iu open,

the individual control valves for each

mask are used to pressurise the mask.

6. Toot Rack and Lights

Tool rack for small tools and parts.

b. Large tools secured to deck or to hook

provided on skirt exterior.

c. Two hand held diver's lights secured.

7. Post Dive Maintenance

a. After each dive, the hell should he

thoroughly washed down with fresh

water inside and out.

b. The oral nasal masks should be blown

dry and removed for storage in a dry

area.

c. The diver's lights should be removed

and placed on chargers.

d.-The las system should be blown out.

e. Bcp1ace Herculite cover.

(12)



OUTLINE OF INTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY. STUDENT ACTIVITY

8. !tell Mlinlenance - the hell haH heen de-
,

signed to ad maintenance free as pos-
,

aihle. Maintenance will be required on the

following items:

a. polls: All bolts should be inspected on

a regular basis to assure a secure attach-'

ment.

(I) Dome hold down bolts ate particularly

critical and should be checked every

Iwo days during regular operations.

(2) Tho hold down bolts should he torguc.1

to 25 ft lbs.

b. Dome: If desired, small scuff marks can

he removed by polishing with a huffing

wheel "and a polish such as DuPont No.7

Auto Polish and Cleaner.

(1) Altilopts to polish larger scratChes

will create a thin spot in the acrylic.

If any cracks appear in the dome, replace

tl le dome. (13)

1 '7 4.-
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

c: Painting us required to atleviate rust

-problems particularly areas of ballast

trays and lift eye.

(1) Touch up con'Sisting of light sanding

and then a coat of Amercoat 1135.

d. Mufflers: The porous mufflers in the de-

watering systems should he checked on a

rugular basis for corrosion.

(1) Once a week, witty regular use of the

bell, Lhe porous filter mufflers should

be removed and then attached to the end

of an air hose and placed in water with

a low pressure flow through them.

(2) If the muffler is clean it will bubble

freely, if it does not, the muffler

should be replaced.

e. Check Valves: The gas systeir has three -

check valves.

(1) The Main Check Valve on the exterior

17°,3
(14)
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tiUTI.INF INSTRUCT1ON 1NSTRUeTt)it ACTIVITY STUDNT ACTIVITY

a

of Chet skirt shoUld be removed and-

puossurized in the opposiLa direc-

tion and then inserted in water to

be certain that the flow is checked

by the 4a1ven.

t. Vent Tubes: All veni tubes uhould he

securely attached and free from shaip-

bends.

(1) The plug at the top end of the speak-
.

er vellit should kle inspected each week

9

to assure Iae flow.

Speaker: The apoaker should be opened once

a week duringtrogular-operations to check

for water accummulaticin in the Nise.

(I) If the gasket on the front plate dries

out or claoks, ii should be replaced.

t 1 .Summai y

A. Hull Body (upper structure).

I. umbilical connections

179.4 (15)



OUTLINE or I NSTliUMON INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY :M1(0E:NT ACT] V [TY

2. LJft btu Padeye.

3. Dome "

4. Ballast Platform.

R. Built-in Breathing System Manifold

1. Supply Valve

2. Vent Valve

3. nellUllo Regulator Outlets

4. SCUM Regulator

C. Communications

1. Diver 9 s Reproducer

2. Male Telephone Conneption.

D. Umbilical

I. Standard Deep Sea How.

2. Air Hose Fittings

3. Lifeline/ToleOlione Cahle

4..Pneumo PGUO

5. Seizing Studs

6. Hose Cover

7. Lower i nq/Retrieving Li ne

17(?5

(16)
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NAVAL SCHOOL DIVING AND SALVAGE

Diver, Second Class A-433-0022
Medical-Deep Sea Diving Technician A-433-0020
Ship Salvage Diving Officer A-4N-0011
Deep Sea (He02) Diving Officer A-4N-00l0

Security Clearance: Unclassified

Lesson Topic: 8.2.4 Hot Water Suit

2 Hours

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL

U.S. Navy Diving Manualv Volume I
Student Guides
Standard Classroom Material
Hot Water Suit

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

1. When the student completes this course
he will be able to, given the Planned
Maintenance System (PMS) requriements
tor the Hot Water Suit, correctly
pe-form the necessary maintenance.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

1. Orally explain the function(s) of the
major components in terms of what they
do for the system.

2. Given a 3tandard print of the Hot Water
Suit, describe, by labeling, the physical
1Gcation of the major components and their
component parts.

3. Demonstrate the operation of the velcro
,

1
.1

,

41

I) strips.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES (Cont'd)

00
En

4. List, in writing, the rating(s) of
the tubing within the Hot Water Suit.

5. List, in writing, the major materialw'
used in the major components and their
component ,parts and explain why.

6. Orally explain the function(s) of the
component parts in terms of what
they do for the components.

7. Orally explain how the component
parts carry out their function(s).

8. Demonstrate hOw and where the control
function is accomplished.

9. OrallY describe the effect on the
Vot Water Suit due to the Clayton
Diving Heater System and the Mk I
Mask System.

CRITERION TEST

1. Given the Planned Maintenance System
(PMS) requirements for the Hot Water

.Suit, correctly perform the required
maintenance.

HOMEWORK

Volume Hi Student Guide, Assignment
Sheet 8-2-11A.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

I. INTRO9VCTICN

A. Establish contact

B. EstaLlish Readiness

INeTRUCTOp ACTIVITY STUnFNT. ACTIVITY

Introduce self and topic.

Get students ready to learn.
Classroom procedures.

C. Ectablish Effect Bring out'need and value
of material.

D. Overview State Learning Objectives

II.Presentation

1 7

A. Introduction to Hot Water Suit Use acivai equipment, Observe and take
transparency or chart to notes as necessary.

1. A new concept of diving, used by show during discussion.

Saturation Divers, but will soon

be asOd by all divers in the fleet.

2. Allows divers to enter colder water

with longer bottom times.

3. Advantages

a. Divers stay more alert.

ab. More effective performance.

c. Need nct wdrry About getting

cold and not being able to

finish the job.

(2)



OUTIANE OF INSTRUCTICN

IP

'1)

4, Usage

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

a. mk..J. Mask

// b. Clayton (or similar)- Diving Heater.

B. Construction

1. Nylon covered

a. /4* thick

b. On both sides for strength.

c. Loose fitting

(1) Lets water circulate to.keep

diver warmer.

2. Hood

a. Bui4t into suit.

b. Difficult to get seal when

using the Mk .1 eak.

c. Can be modified n or47.to

use Mk I Mask.

3, Hot Water Tubing

a. ramente4 inside of suit.

(1) 1/4" ID X 1/16" wall thickness

(3)

Use actual equipment,
transparency or chart.

f

Explain: Because of
double hood.

I 7



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVrrY STUDENT ACTIVITY
A

b. Tubing has Nenprene Covering

(1) Holes in the tubing are out of

the side of the tubing.

(a) creates better water cir-

culation.

4. Zippers

a. Made of Nickel Silver

(1) Corrosion Reisistant

b. On front and down legs of suit.

5. Neoprene Gloves

a. Elbow Length

(1) Tubing on the suit extends 6"

to 8" below arms of suit.

,(2) Tucked down inside' of the

'gloves to provide hot water,

to hands.

b. Glove'liand

(1) Made of 1/16" material for

flexibility.

(4)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

6. Neoprene Boots

a. Knee Length

(1) Tubing extends 6" to 8" below

the legs on suit.

(2) Tudlied down inside of boots to

provide hot water for the feet.

7. VELCRO Strips

a. Velcro hogkr-is sewn on outside of Show hooks and piles

the arms and legs.

b. Velcro pile is sewn inside of gloves

and boots to match the velcro hooks.

(1) ,The hooks and piles prevent gloves

and boots from slipping off and

loosing hot water.

8. Hot Water Control Valve Minifold

a. Main body is made of polyvinyl

chloride (PVC).

41) Non-Corrosive in saltwater

Use actual equipmenti
transparency or chart.

(.5)

1713.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

b. Uot water tubing connectors are made

of brass.

(1) Rust resistant and corrosive resistant.

c. Three rotary valves made of PVC

(1) Non-corrosive

(2) Used to control flow of hot water to

the suit.

(a) ToP--Valve is 0-100% flow

1. Bypass

2. Controls flow to arms and

legs.

(b) Middle Valve

1. Controls the flow to the

front of the body.

(c) Lower Valve

1. Controls tkle flow to the

rear of the body.

9. Harhess

a. Used as a safety lifting sling and

will lifta diver in full dress.

1714 (6)
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WTLINF) OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

b. Crosses legs, cheat and back which Show
f

has lifting eye.

c. Made of Nylon sewn and cemented to

suit for strength.
S.

10. Hot Water Hose

a. 1/2" ID Rubber Hose

b. Hose is buoyant in water

c. Snaptite fitting on diver's end Show

(quick disconnect).

C. Maintenance

1. Maintenance recommended 10 to 50 hours

of operation.

a. Inspect.and clean

(1) Suit

(2) Boots

(.3) Gloves

(4) Hose

b. Varies due to,;

(1) Work being done. 175
(7)



OUTLIAE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(2) Type of bottom.

(3) Water being pumped through the

suit.

c. Inspect and clean Control Valve

Manifold

(1) Check for smooth operation

(2) Lubricate with silicon grease

as necessary.

d. Inspect and clean all zippers

(1) Check for corrosion.

(2) Lubricate with silicon grease

or "Zipper EZ" as necessary.

0. Removal of Crude Oil - breaks down

neoprene if not removed

(1) Use hot deteigent ilolution or

Borax°

.
(2) Rinse thoroughly with fresh

water.

f. Removal of Tar 1716



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(1) Any unhibited Menthol Chloroform

applied to a cloth.

(2) Scrub with detergent solution

or Boraxo

(3) Rinse with fresh water

g. Solventst Avoid Contact with Hot- Emphasize

water Suit

(1) Methyl Ethyl Ketone (MEK)

(2) Lacquer Thinner

(3) Acetone

(4) Toluene - will affect neoprene

with long exposure.

D. Repair of Hot Water Suit

1. Similar to normcl wet suit repair

a. After cementing rips or tears, use a

blind stitch.

(1) If not used, a 1 inch overlap

patch should be used.

(9)
1717



OUTLINC OF INSTRUCTION

III.Summary

A. Usage

1. Mk I Mask

2. Cltiyton Diving Heater System

B. Suit Construction

`1. 1/4" double 'nylon suit

2. Hood (modification)

3. Tubing

4. Zippers

5. Neoprene Gloves

6. Neoprene Boots

7. Velcro strips

8. Hot Water'Control Valve Manifold

9. Harness

10. Hot Water Hose

C. Maintenance

1. Inspecting and Cleaning Procedures

D. Repair

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIOITY

Ask questions as necessary

Apo 00 .a7



NAVAL SCHOOL DIVING AND SALVAGE

Diver, Second Class A-433-0022
Medical Deep Sea Diving Technician A-433-0020
Ship Salvage Diving Officer A-4N-0011
Depp Sea (11e02) Diving Officer A-4N-0010

Security Clearance: Unclassified

Lesson Topio: 8.3 Clayton Diving Heater
System

12 Hours

INsTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

H.S.Navy Diving Manual, Volume I
NAVSH1PS 0994-007-5010
Student Guides
Standard Classroom Enuipment
Chart/Transparencv of Clayton Diving

Heater System
Clayton Diving Heater

,TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

1. When the student coMpletes this course,
he will be able to, as a member of a team
tending a diver in open water, using Mk I
Mask and Hot Water Suit Systems, demonstrate/
explain startup/shutdown procedures (as
applicable) and operate the Clayton Diving
Heater System (or other Navy approved lo-
cally avuilable similar equipment).

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

1. Orally explain the function(s) of the major
components and component parts in terms of

ENABLING OBJECTIVES (Cont'd)

what they do for the systsm.

2. Given a standard print of the Clay-
ton Diving Heater System, describe,
by labeling, the physical location
of the major components and their
component parts.

3. Describe by illustration, the sources
of power for the major components.

4. Describe, orally, the protection
Provided and the ratings of each
of the major components.

5. Orally explain how the component parts
carry out their functiOn(s).

6. Describe, in writing, the major ma-
terials used in the component parts
and explain why.

7. Describe, by illustration, the flow
path of sea water through the sea
water supply system.

8. Describe, by illustration, the flow
path of steam from the auxiliary
steam inlet to the auxiliary outlet.

9. Describe, by illustration, the flow
path of fresh water through the fresh
water and steam systems.

1740



ENABLING OPJECTIVES (Cont'd)

10. Describe, hy illustration, the fuel flow
through the fuel system to the burner.

11. Orally describe lighting off/securing pro-
cedures.

12. Describe, by illustration, the location
at which the following is monitored:
opeEating steam pressure, maximum tem-
perature to the diver, and sea water
inlet pressure and flow.

13. Orally describe the effect on this system
due kb a ship's auxiliary steam/condensate
system, fire main system and electrical
source.

14. Orally describe the effect on the Diver's
Hot. Water Suit due to the operation of the
Clayton Diving Heater System.

CROIERION TEST

1. As 4memher of a team tending a diver in
open water, using Mk I Mask and Hot Water
Suit Systems, demonstrate/exnlain startup/
shutdown procedures (an applicahle) and
operate the Clayton Diving Heater System
(or other Navy approved locally available
similar equipment).

HoMEW0141(

Volume H, Student Guide, Assignment Sheets
0-3-1A through 0-3-6A

1711 (2)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

I. Introduction

A. Establish Contact

H. Fstablish Readiness

C. Estahlieh Effect

D. Overview

Introduce self and topic

Get students ready to learn

Bring out need and value of
material being presented.

State Learning Objectives

II.Presentation

A. General Description

I. The Clayton Diving Heater System is a self-

contained unit which includes a closed system

heater, sea water pump and heat exchanger.

2. Temperature Control Valves automatically

blend the delivery temperature of sea

water for one (1) to four (4) divers.

J. If required, the unit is also equipped

to use an alternate source of heat,

such as "ehip's sleams instea6 of the

integral heater.

4. The unit may be separated if desired.

(3)

. .1713



OUTLINE OF' IW;TPUCTION .INSTROCTOR ACTIVITY .STUDENT /WTI ITY

a

I 7 4

5. The Clayton Diving Heater System will develop

ita full ratW pressure within 5 minutes from

a cold start at the rated capacity of 550,000

BTU/Hr. The diving heater will deliVer'2 to

10 gallons per minute of heated sea water

within an adjustable temperature range of

95* to 195° under all conditions of sea

water delivery pressure (65 to 125 psi) flow

rate.

6. Temperature and pressure gauges are located

throughout the system at various inlets and

outlets.

7. The complete system is mounted on a welder]

skid frame.

8. Standz.rd equipment includes safety devicen

for protection against water failure, ex-

cessive pressure and electrical overload,

however, an attendent must be present during

operation of the Unit.

(4)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

B. Sxstems

1. Freshwater and Steam System

2. Sea Water Supply System

3. Fuel System

4. Electrical System

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

C. Freshwater and Steam System Components

1. Fremhwater Makeup Inlet Show on Chart

a. Fills the system with properly

treated water.

b. Allows the operator to add make-up

water as necessary.

c. Located below the heater feed water

pump.

2. Make-up Water Valve

a. Allows operator to add make-up water

to tho systtem.

h. Located on the fresh water make-up

inlet.

3. Peat Exchanger Drain Valve

(5)

Explain Make-up
Water

Show on chart

Show ony1 chart
Valve T

Take notes as necessary

1 71



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

a. Allowu operator to drain heat exchanger.

b. Located below the heating unit.

4. Fresh Water Pump

a. Diaphragm-type pump.

b. Designed to deliver a fiked volume of

water into the system during operation.

c. Electrically powered.

d. Located between the heat exchanger and

heating unit.

5. Pump Holad Drain Cock

a. Used to drain Freshwater Pump

b. Located on inlet and outlet side

Pump.

Question: Why drain Respond to question
heat exchanger? as directed.
1. Cold
2. Clean
3. Stowage

Show on chart

Show on chart
Valve N (2)
Question: Why
drain pump?

of 1. Cold
2. Stowa e

6. Pump Bleed Valve

a. Used to allow trapped air to escape

from pump.

h. Located on the Intake Check Valve Cap.

(6)

Show on chart
Valve P (2).

Question: Why
is it necessary
to bleed off
trapped air?
1. Pump won't prime.
2. Damage pump.
3. Damage unit.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

7. Water Sample Valve

a. Used to obtain water sample for test.

h. Located behind Fresh Water Pump.

8. Relief Valve

a. Allows excess steam pressure to vent

off into the atmosphere.

b. Located on top and to the rear of

the heat exchanger.

9. Coil Drain Valve

a. Used to drain heating coil.

b. Located behind Freshwater Pump.

10. Coil Feed Valve

a. Allows steam heated in the boiler

to pass into the heat exchanger.

h. Located on the side near the top

of the Burner unit.

11. Wet Tube Heating Coil

d. dter that is to be heated passes

through this coil.

(7)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY (34

Show'on chart
Valve AC

Show on chart

NOTE: This is a
Safety Device.

Show on chart
Valve C

Show on chart
Valve A

Show on chart

nreen coil inside
Heat Exchanger

1751
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

b. Located inside the Heat Exchanger unit.

12. Auxiliary Steam Shutoff Valve Show on chart
Valve Z

a. Used to secure steam when unit is being

used with "ship's steam".

b. Located on top and to the rear of the

Heat Exchanger.

13. Auxiliary Steam Reducer Show on chart
Valve Y

a. Used to regulate steam pressure.

b. Located on top and to the rear of the Question; Why
do we need a

Heat Exchanger. reducer?
1. Unit is de-
signed to oper-
ate at a set
pressure.
2. Prevent dam-
age to unit.

Show on chart14. Heat Exchanger

a. Where water is heated which will be

pumped to the divers.

b. Operation - steam from the boiler enters

'the heat exchanger and flows around heat-

ing coil, heating the water.

0



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

15. Heat Exchanger Relief Valve

a. Allows excess pressure inside heat

exchanger to vent off.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY 0

Show on Chart

b. Located on top of heat exchanger. NOTE: This is a
safety device.

16. Heat Exchange Vent

a. Used during Lighting Off to allow

trapped air to escape.

b. Located near the top and to the

rear of the Heat Exchanger.

17. Heat Exchanger Pressure Gauges

a. Allows.operator to monitor pressure

inside of heat exchanger.

h. Located on the Mixing Panel.

18. Heat Fxbhanger Sight Glass

a. rnahles operator to see level of water

inside heat exchanger.

I. Located on side of Heat Exchanger.

(9)

Show on chart

Show on chart
Gauge P

Show on Chart

Question: Why do
we need a sight
glass?
1. Proper operation.
2. Damage to unit

1



"OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

19. Heat Exchanger Shut Off Valve Show on chart
Valve M

a. Allows water to return to boiler.

b. Located below the fresh water pump..

QUESTIONS ON STEAM OR FRESq WATER SYSTEM

D. Sea Water Supply System Components

Sea Water Pressure Reducer Valve

a.'Regulates sea water pressure

Show on Chart
Valve K

Ask questions as
necessary.

Ouestion: Why do
we need a reducer
or regulator?
1. Firemains usually
have too muoh pressure.
2. Possible damage to
the unit.

2. Inlut Temperature gauge Show on chart
Gauge T

a. Allows operator to see temperature

ot sea water.

b. Located on Sea Water Supply Pump.

3. Inlet Pressure Gauge

a. Allows operator to monitor supply

'pressure.

b. Located on Mixing Panel.

6

(10)

Show on chart
Gauge P

Question: Why
is it important
to have an inlet
pressure gauge?
1. Proper operation
of the unit.
2. Prevent damage



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY (q.;1

4. Supply Pump Show on chart

a. Used to supply sea water into the sea

water system.

S. Heat Exchanger Coil Show.on chart

a. Sea Water passes 'through this to be

heated.

b. Located inside the Heat EXchanger.

6. Heat Exchanger Temperature Gauge

a. Allows operator to monitor temperature

of the Heat Exchanger.

fi. Loca ted et the top and to the rear

of the Mixing Panel.

Show ori chart
Gauge T (above
F Valve)

Question: Why
would we want
to know the
temperature?
1. Prevent damage
2. Could he the
first sign of
trouble.
3. Econcmy

7. Tt.mperaturc Rec:xlatcr Show on chart
Valve J (5)

a. used to raise: er lovfx the water temper-

ature to the diver(s).

h.. Located on the Mixing Panel.

e. Works by allowing cold water to be added

179 S or neduced to the heated water being pumped

(11)

1 759
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

to the diver(s).

8. Regulator Temperature Gauges

INSTRUCTOR-ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Show on chart
Gauge T (Above

a. Enables operator to monitor the water J Valves)

temperature being pumped to the divers.

b. Located on the Mixing Panel.

9. Sea Water Outlet Safety Shut off valve

a. The Safety Shut Off Valve will auto-

matically close when the heated sea

water temperature is not within set

Show on Chart
Valve WT
NOTE: This is
a\Fafety Device.

b. Located behina Mixidg, Panel. alb-

c. Mirka through the principle of Liquid Explain.
-,

Volume Change. With a variation in

temperature, the liquid in the Sensing

Tube, located in the Outlet S ety

Sh4 Off Valve, expands or ccthtracts

cat sing the bellows to actuate the

! switching mechanism.

10. Outlet Valve Pressure Gauge 1116

(12)

Show on chart
Gauge P on 4 Valve
Manifold

1 7
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,OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY ie.)/

a. Allows operator to monitor hot water

pressure to diver(s).

b. Located on Mixing Panel.

11. Outlet Valve Manifold Show on chart

a. Connection for Hot Water Hose

b. Located on the Mixing Panel (near

the bottom).

QUESTIONS ON SEA WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM

E. Fuel System

1. Fuel Tank Show on chart

a.'Holds fuel for boiler.

t. Usually portable.

c. Should be of sufficient ste.

2. Fuel Filter

a. Clement-type cartridge

b. Located betwcen fuel tank and fuel

pump.

3. Fuel Pump

a. Supplies fuel to the burner

(13)

Show on chart

Ask questions as
necessary.
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

4. Burner Control Valve Show on chart
Valve R

a. Used to increase or decrease the fuel

supply to the Burner.

b. Located between the Fuel Pump and the

Burner.

c. Also used as a Fuel Bypass.

d. Can he used as an emergency Shut off

for Burner.

5. Fuel Pressure Switch

a. When fuel pressure rtses, the fuel

pressure switch closeipand energizes

the Combustion Control Switch.

b. Located in the Fuel Line between the

Fuel Pump and the Burner.

6. Fuel Pressure Gauge

a. Allows operator to monitor fuel

pressure.

7. Burner Manifold

a. Location for mixing of fuel and air.

b. Located at bottom of Burner.

(14)

Show on chart

Show on chart

Show on chart
1 7'5
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th
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

.1)

S. Blower Show on chart

a. Supplies air under pressure to Burner.

b. 1/2 HP, 115/230 V, 1725 RPM

QUESTIONS ON FUEL SYSTEM Ask questions as
necessary.

F. Electrical System Components

1. Heater Starting Switch

a. Located on Main Power Panel next to

Heater.

h. When switch is on, it engergizes:

(1) Heater Motor

(2) Feedwater Pump

(3) Blower

(4) Ignition Transformer

(5) All Safety Switches in the system

Show on chart
Switch D

2. Thermostat Switch Show on chart
Switch V

a. Located on side of Heater.

b. This is a Safety Switch.

c. When coils inside Burner expand the

switch shuts off the Burner to prevent

( 15 )

1
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

damage to the unit.

3. Steam Pressure Switch Show on chart

a. Located within the Burner.

b. Contacts on switch turns Burner controls

on/offl

c. Switch goes on when a drop of 10 psi

occurs in steam pressure.

d. Switch shuts off when steam pressure

excedes operating limits.

4. Heater Motor Show on chart

a. Located to the rear and to the right

of the iteater.

b. Motor has 1/2 HP, 115/230 V, 60 HZ

at 1725 RPM.

c. Supports 3 other Components:

(1) Fuel Pump

(2) Feedwater Pump

(3) Blower

5. Sea Water Riposte/ Motor Show on chart

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(16)
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a. Loated below Mixing Panel.

b. Drives a centrifugal pump in order to

boost s;a water pressure.
4

C. 1 HP, 115/230 V, 60 HZ

d. Pumps 2 1/2 to 10 GPM @ 70 psig Show on chart

e. Switch for Pump located above Mixing

Panel.

6. High and Low Temperature Limit Controller Show on chart

and Temperature Gauge

d. Located on Mixing Panel.

h. Allows operator to select a high and

low temperature.

c. This is a Safety Device.

d. It temperature rises or falls past

settings the Audible Alarm sounds.

7. Audible Alarm
Show on chart

a. Located within the Electric Panel

. Box above Mixing Panel.

b. This is a Safety Device.

(17)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

c. Indicates something in wrong.

d. Controls Actuator Valve

(1) When alarm goes off, Actuatoi

secures water going to divei..

8. Audible Alarm Switch On/Off and Reset Show on chart
Switch AA

Switch Switch AB

a. Located on same panel ab Alarm,

above Mixing Panel.

b. These two switches reopen the

Actuator Valve when temperature(

is hack to normal.

c. must be manually operated.

1II.Summary-'

A. Fresh Wdter and Steam System

.1 r

1. Fresh Water Inlet Makeup

2. Make-up Water Valve

3. Heat Exchanger Drain Valve

4. Fresh Water Pump

5. Pump Head Drain Cock

(18)

.1
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6. Pump Bleed Valve

7. Water Sample Valve

B. Relief Valve

.
9. Coil Drain Valve

10. Coil Feed Valve

11. Wet Tube Heating Coil

12. Auxiliary Steam Shut Off Valve

13. Auxiliary Steam Reducer

14. Heat Exchanger

15. Heat Exchanger Relief Valve

16. Heat Exhanger Vent

17. Heat Exchanger Gauges

18. Heat Exchanger Sight Glass

19. Heat Exchanger 'Shut Off Valve

B. Sea Water Supply System

1 Sea Water Pressure Reducing Valve

2. inlet Temperature Gauge

3. Ielet Pressure Gauge

4. Supply Pump

(19)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY in



OUTLINE OF INSTReCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

5. Heat Exchanger Coil

b. Heat Exchanger Temperature Gauge

7. Temperature Regulating Valves

8. Regulator Temperature Gauge

9. Sea Water Outlet Safety Shut Off Valve

10. Outlet Valve Pressure Gauge

11. Outlet Valve Manifold

C. Fuel System

I. Fuel Tank

2. Fuel Filter

3. Fuel Pump

4. Burner control Valve

5. Fuel Pressure Switch

6. Fuel Pressure Gauge

7. Burner Manifold

8. Blower'

D. Electrical System

I. Heater Starting Switch

2. Thermostat Switch

3. Steam Pressure Switch

(20)

11:'
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4. Heater Motor

5. Sea Water Booster Pump

6. High and Low Temperature Limit Controller and Gauge

7. Audible Alarm

B. Audible Alarm Switch and Reset

IV.Practical Work

A. Start-up Procedures Use Checklist (attached)
to demonstrate

B. Operating Procedures Use Checklist (attached)
to demonstrate

C. Shut-down Procedures

D. Student Operation: During completion of the

Searching Project using Mk I Mask and Hot

Water Suit, have students perform start-up,

operaOng, and shut-down procedures. After

initial staLt-up, have second student describe

start-up procedures as well dB shut-down

procedures. Last student of day's diving

will shut down boiler.

,

11 (21)

Use Checklist (attached)
to demonstrate

Use Checklist (Job
Sheet) in Student
Guide for Start-up,
Operating, and Shut-
down procedures.

7 `7*9



CLAYTON DIVING HEATER STARTING,OPERATING AND SFUT DOWN

1. start Heater with Switch (n) on Electrical Controls

151(0

PROCEDURES

Panel.

CAUTION
Be sure fuei lines are open and fuel is circulating through
system. If operated without fuel, the Fuel Pump wIll quickly
score and be damaged beyond repair. On initial start, dis-
connect return line to fuel supply container to check flow
and thus be certain that fuel is circulating.

2. Remove pipe plug from Chemical Fill Elbow marked "Add Chemic41".

3. Open fresh, soft or treated Make-up Water Valve (s).

4. Prime Water Pump Valve Housings by opening Pump Bleed Valve
(P) on Intake Check-valve caps until air is expelled. If Pump
fails to prim9,1 loosen Intake Valve Caps two turns (Check Valve
Wrer.oh furnished) to eliminate air; then tighten. When Plant
is started initially,.after storage, or if it has been idle
for a long time, remove Intake and Discharge Valve Caps from
Feedwater Pump Housings and wipe the Discs and Seats with a
clean cloth to insure proper seating. Be sure Check-valves are
installed into the same port from which they were removed.

5. If.Pump fails to prime upon initial start, or if Plant is started
when completely dry, close make-up Water valve (S) and remove
Intake Valves from FeedwaterPumo; then open Make-up Water Valve
(s) just lona enough to allow Water Pump. Columns to fill com
pletelv. When Pump Columns are full, replace ('heck-valve caps
and reopen Water Valve (S).

6. Check Mater Pump for prime by throttling Coil Feed Valve (A).
If pump is primed, pressure will rise on Heater Feed Pressure
Gauge when Valve is nearly closed. Reopen Coil Feed Valve (A)
after check.

7. Allow system to fill with soft, fresh, make-up water until level
is maintained approximately 1/2" in Gauge Glass (5). This is the
cold water level, when heated the water level will be maintained
between 1/2 and 3/4 full in Gauge Glass (5). Close inspector's
Gauge Valve (13) after correct level in Heat Exchanger has been
reached and system is balanced.

NOTE
Approximately 9 gallons of water is reauired to fill the system
when cold.

8. Add 4 ozs of Clayton Manufacturing Company water treatment chemi-
cal 1-A dissolved in 1 quart of warm water to the Heat Exchanger
through Pipe Elbow (3) marked "Add Chemical". Reolace pipe plug (3).

NOT!
If pressurized fresh water make-up line is not available the
necessary amount of water may be introduced into the svstam
through Pipe Elbow (3).
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CLAYTON DIVING HEATER PROCEDURES (CONT'D)

9. Once per,week, add 4 oss of Clayton Manufacturing Company water

treatment chemical A-1 to the system.

IMPORTANT
Following correct Chemical treatment instructions will
insure oxygen, dissolved solids, and alkalinity control.
For treatment details see Feedwater Treatment 'Sheet
(R-5235) in Clayton Diving Heater Technical Manual.

10. Open at least on, Cea Water Supply Valve (J) and start Sea Water
Booster Pump (4) with Switch (r). %

NOTE
Never operate Pump without adequate supply of sea water
(minimum 12 gpm). Adjust Sea Water Pressure Reducing Valve
(K) for 40 psi delivery.

11. After starting Pump, press Reset Switch CAB) to silence alarm,

and open Safety Shut-off Valve.

STARTING BURNER

NOTE
on initial start, actuate Renet .(B) on Combustion Control

before starting Burner. This will insure that the Control
is set for a normal Burner start.

12. Pe sure the correet cold water level is being maintained in

the Gauge Glass (5), then fully dlose Burner Control Valve

(?). Burner will ignite when fuel pressure rises above 10 psi.

13. A:low Plant to operate for 3 minutes then check water level

in Heat Exchanger Water Level Gauge (5). Drain exCess water

(above 3/4 full) by opening Heat Exchanger Drain Valve (T).

If more water is needed to maintain normal, correct level

in Heat Exchanger (1/2 tO 3/4 full), open Make-up Water Supply

valve (s) and close Shut-off Valve (M) between Heat Exchanger
and Water Pump. IMPORTANT: After water level is obtained

open Valve (M) and close Make-up Water Supply Valve (S).

14. Open Inspection Valve (13) for 10 seconds to bleed air from

system at each start up.

AUTOMATIC OPERATION

15. The Steam Pressure Switch (SPS) will open and shut off the

Burner when steam pressure rises to the adjusted maximum cut-,

out pressure (50 psi). When steam pressure drops to about 10

psi below the maximum, the Steam Pressure Switch will auto-

matically cut in and restart the Burner.

16. Burner failure will actuate the Combustion Control to safety

shut off about 45 seconds after failure. To restart Burner,
wait 2 or 3 minutes for the thermal element to cool; acutate

the Reset (3) on the Combustion Control.

I 7 Q - Re. -



CLAYTON DIVING FEATER OPERATING PROCITURES (CaNT'D)

17. Low water or water failure will actuate the Thermostat' Control

to stop the Burner. If the Burner shuts down due to thermo-

static action find and correct the cause of insufficient water
before resuming operation.

13. The Reset Sutton on the front of the Thermostat Switch CV)

must be pressed to restart the Bilrner.

CAUTION
Be sure an adequate &mount of water is in the system and

thus eliminate any possibility of damage.

PERIODIC, OVERNIGHT, OR WEEKEND SHUTDOWN

19. Shut-off Burner by opening Burner 475ntrol Valve (R).

20. Set lower temperature limit, on Temperature Limit Controller

(G), to lowest setting.

21. Allow heater to operate for five minutes then turn off Switch

(0 and E).

22. F1'ash sea water systems with fresh water by usina fresh water

at the sea water inlet and operating Seawater Pump.

NOTE
Tt mav be necessary to hold in on Safety Shut-off Valve

Reset Switch (AR) if fresh water temperature is too low.

* Numbers and letters in parentheses refer to Figure 4-1,

Clayton Diving Heater Instruction Manual NAVSHIPS 0994-007-5010

3$00 .0 1.279



NAVAL SCHOOL DIVING AND SALVAGE

Diver, Second Class A-433-0022
Medical Deep Sea Diving Technician A-433-0020
Ship Salvage Diving Officer A-4N-0011
Deep Sea (11e02) Diving Officer A-4N-0010

Security Clearance: Unclassified

Lesson Topic: 9.1 Underwater Tool

30 Hours

INSTRUCTIoNAL MATERIALS:

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Vol.
Student Guides
Standa (1 Classroom Equipme.nt
Mk I P sk and Related System
Unden ter Tools:

Drill
Tap
Wrenches
Velocity Power Driver
Studs
Hydraulic Piling Saw
12" X 12" wood for sawing

Overhead Projector
Transparencies
16mm Projector
Film MN9915D

TERMINAL OBJECTIVE

1. When the student completes this
course, he will be able to, in
an, open tank, with at leasit
eight feet of water, using the
Mk I Mask ond appropriate under

17'23

TERMINAL OBJECTIVE (cont'd)

water tools, complete the following
projects in accordance with Diving
Training Standards: Three Hole
Flange, Drill and Tap, and Under-
water Piling Saw (Hydraulic).

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

1. Orally DEFINE/EXPLAIN terms relative
to the use of underwater tools.

2. Orally DESCRIBE a surface supplied
hydraulic set-up and the basic
operation" of selected underwater
tools.

3. Orally DESCRIBE how the underwater
tools work with selected attach-
ments.

4. Orally DESCRIBE the special insula-
ting and safety requirements for
underwater electric tools and lights.

5. Orally DESCRIBE loading and firing
procedures and teshniques for using
the velocity power driver.

6. For the velocity power driver,
pneumo-hydraulic grinder and drill:
a. Orally EXPLAIN the function(s)
of each tool in terms of what they
do for the system.
b. DESCkIBE, in writing, the
sources(s) of power.



ENABLING OBJECTIVES (oont'd)

c. Orally DESCRIBE
control.
d. Orally LIST the
devices and ratings

the modes of

protective
for each tool.

7. Given a job analysis sheet on each
project to be completed during this
unit, orally EXPLAIN the following
aspects of the proIct:
a. What the prOje is.
b. Conditions under whiCh the pro-
ject is to be completed.
c. Standards which will determine
sudicess.
d. How to perform the project
successfully.
e. How each relates to a fleet
diving job.
f. Particular skills necessary
for the successful completion
of the proiect.

CRITERION TEST

In an open tank, with at least eight
feet of water, using the Mk I Mask
And appropriate underwater tools,
complete the following projects in
accordaece with Diving Training
Standards: Three Hole Flange, Drill
and Tap, and underwater Piling Saw
(Hydraulic).

17S4
(2)

HOMEWORK

Student Guide, Vol. I Information
Sheets 9-1-11 through 9-1-371,
Assignment Sheets 9-1-1A through
9-1-3A, Job Sheets 9-1-IJ through
9-1-6J.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION
IP

I. Introduction

A. Establish Contact

B. Establish Readiness

-

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Introduce self and topic.

Get Students Ready to Learn

1. Pencil and paper
2. Room condition
3. Periods
4. C.R. Procedures

C. Establish Effect Bring out need and value of
material.

D. Overview

II.Presentation

A. Terms and Definitions

1. Hydraulici operated by employing water

or other liquid.

2. Pneumatic; Operated by air.

3. Explosive Tool: an inert device used in

conjunctibn with an explosive to perform

work.

State Learning Objectives

Listjerms on C/B or use Observe and take
trangsparency notes as necessary.

4. Torque; that which tends to produce

rotation.

5. Pump; an apparatus used for transferring

17.S5 (3)

ate
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

a liquid; or, verb, to transfer a liquid.

6. Compressor: a machine by which gas (air) is

compressed so that its expansion may be util-

ized by a source of power.

7. By-Pass: alternate route or detour. Give example related
to diving.

B. Underwater Tools Show actual tools or use Observe and take
transparency/chart/pic- notes as necessary.

1. Hand Tools ture as appropriate

a. Sorew Driver

(1) Phillip's best.

(a) better grip

(b) better torque

(c) sometimes used with adjust-

,able wrench for tightening

or loosening.

h. Hammers

(1) Various sizes required larger

than used-on surface for same job.

(2) Various types

(a) Ball peen, Sledge, Machinist

(9)
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4

c. Rachet wrench and sockets

(1) Used for removing bolts on grating

(2) Quicker than using adjustable wrench

d. Crescent (adjustable) wrench

(1) Adjustable to various sizes

(2) Tendency to round bolt heads

(3) Sometimes used with screwdriver

a. Hacksaw

(1) Often works better with teeth pointed Explain.

toward diver.

(2) Useful to have teeth ground on one

side to cut nylon line.

f. Portable hoists and chain falls

(1) Used for moving objects inta place

(2) Lowers heavy objects from the surface

g. Allen Wrenches

h. Files

2. Pneumatic Tools

a. Hest suited for shallow water work (-5(0)

(5)

1799

Give example (changing
ship's screw)
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b. Air pressure driven

c. Advantages

(1) Smaller than equivalent electric

tool

(2) Cheaper than equivalent hydraulic

tool

(3) Available through Government supply

system

(4) Not° harmed by rapid'reversals or

stalling

d. Disadvantages

(1) Noisy

(2) Air Bubbles hamper visibility

(3) Excessive maintenance

(4) Required pressure and compressor

(fictm) increase with depth.

e. Tools usiAj rotating air motors

(1) Drills not recommended for diving Drill bits grab metal
and spin diver.

operations

(6)
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(2) Impact Wrenches

(3) Chain and Circular Saws

(a) dangerous in limited visibility

(4) Grinder

(5) Hull Scrubber.

f, Tools using reciprocating pistons

(1) Chipping hammers

(2) Reciprocating Saw

(a) ,Iseful for cutting wood or

metal

(3) Pavement breakers and jackhammers

g. Use and Maintainenance

(1) Tools with unpressurized air spaces

(a) may fail to operate if spaces

flood

(b) flooding can sometimes he avoided

through continuous operation (tape

trigger down).

091 (7)
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(2) Tools with control valve ou the ex-

haust side of the motor.

(a) preferred* oVer those with control

valve on inlet side

(b) does not flood when pressurized

but not operating

(c) few tools made

(3) In-line oiler

(a) should be used

this way

at all times

(b) recommend water-displacing oil

(4) Storing overnight

(a) operatre in a

oil or diesel

in the oil

(b) Swedish Navy

bucket of light

oil and leave it

tools

in the oil running

(5) Before placing in storage

underwater;

(a) disassemble

are left

slowly.

after use

(8)
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(h) clean

(c) oil

(d) reassemble

(e) test

h. Air Required List on C/H Observe and take notes
as necessary

(1) Most require iniet pressure of

90 psig and 5-30 scfm on surface.

(2) Pressure at compressor (10% variation

allowable)

(3) Undersized compressor will not main-

tain-90 poig and allow tool to work

efficiently.

(a) volume tank Explain.

(4) Fluid friction increases with scfm

and distance. Also increases as

hose size decreases. SHOW FILM ON AIR AND
dHYDRAULIC TOOLS

3. Hydraulic Tools

a. Characteristics List on C/B or use
transparency

(1) Tool resistence creates pressure.

( 9 )

1 79
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(2) Tool torque results from pressure

supplied (psi).

(a) torque rotational force

(measured in toot pounds).

(3) Tool speed results from flow rate

(gpm)

(4) Friction losses become heat.

(5) Hydraulic power of tool:

HP px4psi9

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(6) Friction losses.

(a) Hose size and psi available at

the tool are not affected by having

components submerged.

(7) Hydraulic fluids

. (a) Thick (high viscosity) fluids are

desirable for good lubrication ind

efficient tool/pump operation.

(b) Thin (low viscosity) fluids mini-

mize friction losses in components.

17(?:i
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(c) M.L-H-56061s (Cherry Juice)

1. Aircraft hydraulic fluid

2. Medium Viscosity

3. Tools 40-60% efficient

4. Flammable

(d) Tool develops hydraulic pressure

1. Low pressure at tool and

high pressure at pump

hova size must be increased.

(0) Components needed for power source. Refer to drawing/picture/
transparency

(a) R3servoir stores fluid.

(b) Temperature gauge - records

temperature of fluid,

(c) Filter protects pump and tools

(d) Pump positive displacement,

vane type.

(e) Diesel Engine air cooled,

electric start

(f) Relief Valves two - one

1796
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set at 2000 psig, one variable

500-2000 psig.

(g) Flow controller controls nem

to the circuit 2-12 gpm.

(h) Pressure gauge pressure in

tool circuit (before hose).

(i) Flow meter flow in hose to

tool

(9) Advantages List on C/8

(a) smaller than equivalent elec-

.tric or pneumatic tools.

(b) not harmed by stalling

(c) less affected by depth

(d) no bubblus - little noise

(e) low maintenance required

(10) Disadvantages

(a) not in government supply system

(b) expensive ($500-1,000 each)

1 707
(12)
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(1l)Open-Center hydraulic tools com- Show tools or picture
of tools as appropriate

mercially available (usually re-

quire special seals).

(a) Impact wrench

1. Most useful

2. For bolts up to 3" diameter

studs.

3. Also preferred for drilling

(b) Chain Saw

Effective but dangerous Emphasize.

2. Piling cut - safer if used

with clamp-on bracket.

(c) Grinder- one of the 1,ost useful

1. Abrasive saw attachments are

too underpowered for use

underwater.

(d) Drill - not recommended as a

hand tool because of spin when

bit binds.

179S
(13)
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(e) Sump Pump when used with pre's-

suve-balanced nozzle and 10'

'lire hose, great jetting tool;

produces 200 gpm.

(f) Tamper has not been evaluated

underwater. May be useful aR

large chipping and rod driver.

(g) Hull Scrubl)ers

(h) Cutters (wire andrope

C. Units ot Hydraulic Power Tools in Package

drawn tor salvage Utie ffom ESSM Pool

1. AckleV- MOD6 11S-OC Impact_ Wrench Show actual tool, drawing
or transparency

pipe).

a. Designe&for use underwater with f.in-

pact sockets up to one inch.

b. can be used tor drill)og and tapping

holes up to 5/0, diameter.

specifications:

(li chuck 5/8" quick-cLancle hex drive

Jacobs type

(14)
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(2) Maximum Chuck speed 850 rpm.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(3) Flow rate to tool 4-6 gpm.

(4) Operating Pressure 1000-2000 psig

(5) Weight 10 1/2 lbs

(6) Torque 250 ft lbs

d. Nut Running

(1) Use 5/8" hex to 1/2" square adapter

in order to incorporate standard im-

pact sockets.

(2) Can be used in forward or reverse

for tightening or loosening bolts.

(a) CAUTION: Wrench will twist heads

and strip threads in mild steel

bolts if excessive impacting

occurs.

e. Drilling and Tapping

(1) Use same procedure d8 topside

(a) Drill pilot hole first

(b) Follow with tap drill.

"(15)
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1. use carbon or high speed

steel ill bits.

2. do not allow drill to impact

as it will cause drill bit

cutting edge to flake off.

3. start drill to speed before

contacting metal surface to

INe drilled.

a. minimizes drill motor

impacting.

(c) Tews should be run in .slowly

without reversing direction.

1. discard Laps after 4-6 uses

.s they are likely to break.

2. coat with water resistent

t. Maintenance

yrease pLior to usage to re-

duce breakage.

12-01 (16)
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(1) Daily

(a) Wash otf with fresh water

(b) Spray with WD-40

(2) Pre-storage

(a) Remove hammer case and replace

water-resistent grease on'im-

pact mechanism (never disassemble

the impact hammer assembly).

(b) Grease the Jacobs Chuck with

water resistent grease (Stalube

GS-41).

(c) Reassemble and test

q. Plolonged use .anderwdter

(1) Never allow drill to he left in con-

tact with anv dissimilar metal as

excessive and rapid corrosion of

the aluminum casing will occur.

(17,
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2. Ackley MOD 13 HS-OC Impact Wrench Show actual tool, drawing
or transparency

a. Designed for use underwater with im-

pact sockets from I 1 1/2"

b. Used for running nuts and holts only.

c. Specifications

(1) Maximum speed 850 rpm

(2) Flow rate to tool 4-4 1/2 qpm

(3) Operating pressure 1000-2000 psig.

(4) Impact frequency - 1700 hlows pei

minute.

(5) Weight 13 3/4 lbs

(6) Torque - 375 tt lbs

d. Nut Running

(1) Uses 3/4" square 0;ive impact sockets.

(a) held in place by strand of #12 gauge

copper wire inserted through socket

and square drive of tool.

I. Twist ends together and bend over

to minimize change of wire tearing



OUTLINE OF IUSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

diVer's hands or equipment.

(b) Very difficult to change under-

water.

e. Maintenance

(1) Same as with Ackley MOD 6 HS-OC

-Impact Wrench.

3. Ackley MOD 24 HS-OC Grinder Show actual tool, drawing
or transparency

d. Designed for use underwater with

grinding wheel and wire brush.'

D. :;pecitications

(I) PoWer Hating 4-6 hp

(2) V OW Rdtt ITO tool (--10 gpm

(i) Nultor Speed 455 rpm

(4) Wt!ight 14 lbs

Maximum grinding wheel diameter 7"

(o) :;11(ift size 5/0" x 11" unc thread.

operating Procedures

(19)

Ho I
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(1) Mien using larger grinding wheels

it may be difficult to handle tool.

(a) Decrease flow rate at pump

(h),Ideal flow rate produces drag

force of ROO-1000 psig when

grinder is rotating.

(c) Decreasing flow rate also de-

creases available shaft horse

power at tool.

d. Grinding Wheels

(1r Specifically formulated for under-

'water use.

(a) Abrasive grains larger_and softer

than on wheels used topside.

(L) Whoel sharpens self hy fracturing

iridividual grains to 'expose new

sharp edges and by spallinq off

whole dull grains.

Surface wheels can he -used hut

,mair.e work go slcolqh..- (20)
I. 0
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C. Maintenance

(l)Daily and Prestorage - wash with

fresh water and spray with WD-40.

f. 'Repair

(1) Reliable and seldom needs repair

(2) If unit fails to operate;

(a) Check to see that hose couplings

are mated together and that hy-

draulic oil is flowing to tool.

(1) If tool still does not operate,

must be disassembled.

I. Refer to MFG Operating Manual.

4. Ackley MOD 7 HS-OC Chain Saw Show actual tool, drawing
or transparency

d Not supplied with Hydrau.lic Tool

Package.

h. Designed for use underwater fok-Cutting

bulwarks, pilings or large wooden struc-

tures.

1S01)

(21)
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c. Specifications

(1) Cutting capacity: 0-21 inches

(2) Flow rate to tool gpm

(3) Chain Speed 3000-3500 fpm

(4) Operating pressore 1000-2000 psig

(5) Weight 7 lbs

(6) Automatic Bar and Chain Oiler

built in.

d. Operating Procedures

(1) As if you were operating topside.

e. Maintenance

(1) Daily and Prestorage*: wash off with

fresh water and spray with WD-40.

(2) Roller nose on chain saw bars should

he greased with water resistent grease

after evry operation.

1897 (22)
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5. Onan Powered Hydraulic Pumping Unit Show actual equipment, Observe and refer to
chart or transparency. Student Guide.

a. 4 cylinder diesel driving variable If actual equipment available,
instructor should demonstre%te

pressure, variable flow pump. and explain preparation, start-
ing, operating and shutdown

(1) Mounted on tork truck skid procedures.

assembly.

b. Preparation

(1) Check level of hydraul ic oil

diesel fuel and diesel lube oil

(dipstick inSide oil fill cover).

(2) Connect hydraulic lines to tool dnd

power source.

()) Close flow control valve by turning

clockwise until it stops. Be sure

locking knob has not engaged before

(low control valve is completely

closed.

. s t Zit tiny

(I) Above 55' F (air temperature)

(a) Push the PREHEAT hutton and hold
tor 20 seconds.

(23)
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(b) Continue holding PREHEAT button,

push the FUEL SOLENOID switch to

"ON" and press the START switch.

(0 Release the START switch and

PREHEAT button after the engine

starts and reaches speed. Lube'

oil pressure should read at least

20 psi.

(d) When the engine is to be restarted NOTE; The PREHEAT switch
is part of the starting

after short periods of shutdown, circuit and must be de-
pressed along with the

preheating is usually not necessary. .start switch to provide
power to the engine starter

(2) Below 55"FAair temperature) motor.

(d) Reter to NAVSHIPS Ttich Manual 0994-

013-1010, paiagraph 2.3.1.6

d. StoppIng

(1) Turn FLOW CoNTWL km& and PRESSURE

CONTROL knob clockwise until closed.

(2) Turn oft FUEL .t;oLENOID switch.

(3) Discoanect tool and hydraulic hose.

1.

.1

4
(24)
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(4) Replace dust caps on all quick

connect fittings.

(S) Wash all equipment which has Note; Do not wask down
dies.1.l unit until it is

Ileen exposed to salt water or completely cool.

spray with fresh water.

C. Operation

(1) Setting Maximum Operating Pressure.

Most hydraulic tools are designed

tor a maximum pressure of 2000 psig.

For these tools, the PRESSURE CON-

TROL KNOB-should he turned clock-

wise until it stops. For hydraulic

tools with maximum pressure below

2000 psiy, use the following pro-

oedures:

() ctart thf.. eruOne.

(1) Disconnect the hydraulic line at

the power source.

(c) Open the FLOW CONTROL knob Ltinter-

(25)

.P3 10
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

clockwise) one-half turn.

(ci) Turn the PRESSURE CONTROL knob

(counter clockwise to decrease

pressure, clockwise to increase

pressure) dntil the pressure

gauge shows the maximum recom-

mended working nressure for the

tool.

(e) With the PLOW CONTROL knob still

open., turn off the diesel engine

by pushing the KIEL SMLENOTD switch

to its OFF position._When the pres-

sure gauge indicates 0 psi, turn the

FLOW CONTROL knob clockwise until it

stops. Reconqect the high-pressure

hose and start'the diesel .engine.
0

(2) Setting FloW Hate. The pump begins to

pump hydraulic fluid as soon as the

engine is started. The rate-of-flow

\.
18!.1

(26)
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0

may further be varied with the FLOW

(GPM) CONTROL knob. Therefore, initial

and gross flow rates should he estab-

lished by increasing the engine rpm

with the throttle. To get the correct

Llow rate for 4 tool:

(a) Connect the tool to the power unit.

(b) Start the enciine.

(c) Open the FOW CONTROL knob (counter-

clockwise) until the correct flow

rate (from tool manufacturer's

handbook) is indicated on the flo.:,

gAuge on the front control panel.

(3) Changing Tools. Before a new tool can

be hooked to the power unit', the pres-

sure in the hydraulic linen must be

llowed to drop to 0 psi. This is most

uasily accom ished by the following

e
tfrooedures:

(27)
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41.

(a) With the diesel running, close

the FLOW CONTROL knob completely

(turn clockwise).

(b) When the pressure has dropped to NOTE: If a tool becomes
accidently disconnected'

0 psi, disconnect the tool from durinc, operation, imme-
diately shut off diesel

the hydraulic lines' and replace engine. Leave FLOW CON-
TROL knob open until

with new tool. pressure drops to 0 psi.
Close FLON CONTROL knot'

(0) Reset flow rate ati outlined a),ove.(turn clockwise) and re-
connect tool,

D. Diver-Powered (Hand Pump) Hydraulic Tools/ Show actual equipment, chart Observe anJ take

Porta Power or transparency. hotes as necessary.

l. Are suitable tor small )obs or emergen-

cies.

2. Small, relatively cheap system with a

heavy work capability.

J. CuLters.and jacks small enough to be han-

dled by divers require small volumes (less

than a pint) of high pressure (2000-8000

paiq) hydraulic fluid.

Component Function

(78)
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a. Pump

(1) Sealed and compensated reservoir

stores fluid.

(2) Piston pressurizes fluid.

(3) Check valve prevents return flow

of fluid.

(4) Check valve protects against over-

pressure.

(5) Bypass valve allows fluid to return"

to reservoir.

b. Hose - conducts hydraulic fluid to tool.

c. Couplings connect hose to pump and tool.

d. Tool - does the work; spring or load re-

turns fluid to pump.

5. Best power source is d two-stage manual pump.

d. Modified to pump on the up stroke.

b. Pumps used below 30 feet should have pres-

sure compensated reservoir.

c. Pump can either be at the job site or

(29)

18'5
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on the surface.

6. Cutters Available Show actual equipment,
chart or transparency

a. Wire rope (1 1/8 inch diameter and

2 1/2 inch diameter)

b. Steel bar to 5/8 inch diameter.

c. 3 inch diameter copper and aluminum

wire.

7. Cylinders are available for both pushing

and.pulling.

U. These pumps and tools require some main-

tenance.

a. Change oil (MIL-H-6083C) regularly.

b. Store jacks and cutters with cylinders

extended to fill inside with oil; must

protect rams from damage.

9. A device to convert medium pressure (2000

psig) hydrhulic fluid to 10,000 psig is

riow 1,eing developed commercially. This

will permit the use of high pressure

1811i (30-,1
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cutters with a surface supplied power

source.

E. HIC Porter MOD HRC 118 Cable Cutter

1. Treated with black oxide and molybbdenum

disulfide coating to reduce corrosion.

a. Renumbered by MFG to M0D36262 because

of special coating.

2. Will not work with powered hydraulic unit.

d. Does not produce enough pressure to

operate.

b. Does not allow cutter to retract due

ia back pressure in return hose.

c. must be used with diver actuated

hand pump.

d. operate as required - will accommodate

up to 1 1/8 inch diameter wire rope.

e. Atter pump and cutter are returned to

Show actual equipment,
chart or transparency.

the surface:

(1) Extend cutter blade.

. (31)
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r'
(2) Let cutter blade retract 1/4 to

1/2 inch.

(3) Disconnect pump.
4

(4) Install plUgged male coupling in

female coupling on cutter.

(5) WARNING: If this procedure is not

followed, the useful life of the

cutter will be drastically reduced.

3. Maintenance

a. After each use, wash with fresh water

and spray with WD-40.

b, If cutter is disassembled:

(1) Repack spring cavity 30% full with

Neverseet (PSU 8030-251-3980)

(2) Refill cutter with MIL-H-6083C Hy-

draulic V1uid.

c- Cutter blade is designed to have 1/64

inch flaton cutting edge. no not sharpen

to knife edge.
1819

(32)
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F. HK Po-rter MOD 1770 MCK Bar Cutter

1. Capacity

a. 11/16 inch for soft metals and mild

steel.

b. 1/2 inch diimeter for hardened steel.

2. Operational Proceudres - same as that

for cable cutter.

I.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Show actual equipment,
,r%ari or transparency

G. Enerpac RC 106 and RC 1010 10 Ton, Jacks Show actual equipMent,
chart or transparency

and RU 106A 5 Ton Self Contained Jacks

I. RC 106

a. Rated capaoity 10 tond

b. Hydr'aulic Pressure applied 8960 psi.

c. Plunger stroke.6 1/4 cinches.

.2. RC1010

a.. Hated capacity 10 tons

b. Hydraulic pressure applied 8960 psi.

c. Plunger stroke 10 1/4 inches.

3. BU 300A

d. Rated capacity 5 tons
(33)
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b. Plunger stroke-5 1/2 inches.

C. Diver operated.

d. No connections; self contained.

4. All rams use MIL-H-6083C oil.

5. A variety of attachments can he used

with rams.

a. All attachments rated at 5 tons.

b. Made of special alloy steel.

6. Maintenance

a. Wash off with fresh water.

b. Spray any exposed threads with

Neverseez

c. Spray units with WO-40

H. Diver Operated Hydraulic Bump Luerpac MOD

1580-2

1. Modifiedmmercial pump.

a. Pumps on upstrok,: instead of down

gtroke.

2. Can be operated underwater by diver or

Show actual equipment,
chart or transparency

(34)
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on deck by topside personnel.

a. Supplied with 10 ft. lead hose for

underwater use.

b. Has depth pressure compensator built in.

c. When operated topside, use 100 ft. lead

hose.

(1) Takes twice as many stvkes due to

expansion of braids of 100 ft. lead

hose.

3. Installed on aluminum hase with knee rests

--
and toe holds.

I. Hydraulic Pulling Cylinder Bruning MOD 4000 Show Actual Equipment,
chart, or transparency

1. Rated at 5 tons

2. Supplied with 10 ft.of special alloy steel

chain.

a. by movinq chain hook after each retrac-

tion, it is possible to move load 6 inches

per cylinder stroke.

3. Depth limit 150 ft due to air pressure in

accumulator. 18"!
(35)
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a. Accumulator is used to extend rod

cylinder after retraction.

b. Maintain charge at 70-91) psig.

c. Automotive type tire valve.

4. Maintenance

a. wash off with fresh water after use.

b. Make sure cylinder rod is retracted.

c. Spray with WD-40.

J. Electric Tools

1. A limited number of electric tools are

available for underwater use.

a. Battelle Laboratories made several

5/0 tip tools with adapters for drill-

ing, impacting, grinding and hole saw-
_

ing. Some of these are under evaluation

liy NAVSHIPS Code 00C (SUPSALV).

L. Underwater electric lights are often

used for inspection and photography.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT'ACTIVITY.

Show actual tools, chart
or transparency.

(36)
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4

0

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUnkiNT ACTIVITY

c. Submersible Puna ate often in the water

.simultaneously with divers.

d. Underwater electric cutting torches and

weiding equipment.

e. Submersible electrohydraulic power sources

2. Shock Hazard

a. Current, not voltage, kills..

(1) Low 7oltage systems are safer only

because the insulation is less likely

to break down.
)k

(2) If there i3 an insulation defect a

12 volt DC system is as deadly as a

400 volt three-phase system.

b. Safety bircuit Breakers (ground fault

deteCtors).

(1) To protect the diver. This type of

device should interrupt the current

in 25 msec (0.025 sec) in case of a

short or at a 5 ma (0.005 amps) if

189.137)
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111

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY,

the insulation.is slowly deteriora-

ting.

(2) Commercially available for 110 vac

equipment.

(3) A Safety Device suitahle for three-

phase AC underwater devices is not

commercially available.

c. The change of a diver receiving a para-.

lyzing. or lethal shock can be reduced ,

by not placin4 his head or his chest.

'between the electrinal device and the

9round (usually,the work or ship).
t

d. Fresh water can be more dangerous he-

'cause the human body is a better con-

.

Actor than fresh water.

K. Power Actuated Projectile unit (Stud Gun)

1. Nava Ordinance Laboratory, White Oak, Md.

-has evaluated two guns for use by Navy:

(38)
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1895

a. Mk 24.or Mk.26 MOD 0,Kit

Lightliduty

4 types of

Can be used
.

Operated in

Show Equipment

studs - all 3/8" diameter

to 300 ft,

any position.

To he fired,underwater, it must he

loaded.underwater.

h. mk 25 or Mk 27 hion 0 Kit

(1) Heavy Duty

(2) 4 classes of studs from 1/2" to

' 11/16"

(3) Can be used tO 1000 ft depth

.(4) Operated in any position

(5) Has 6 detachable luirrels.

(6) Barrels must be loaded topside only.

(7) Barrels may be connected to drive

Show. Pguipment

unit underwater

2. Several power velocitli drivers are commercially

avAilab1e, most of these, are designed to install

(39)

(11

Observe and take notes
as necessary

18M
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a '1

3/8 inch didmetqr and smaller studs.

NJThese guns are Oually limited to 100

fL. or less Widerwater.

3. Use

a. Studs are a fast pethod of installing

fasteners. A Wtudfcah be installed in

20% of the time it take$ to install

dn equivalent drill-and tap fastener.

b. Pullout stLength of single'atuds have

averaged 80%of,.the manuf4cturOr's values..
. ,

Padeyes and patches reoutring.more thanC.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY' STUDENT ACTIVITY

one stud may not he stronger than a single
0

stud. The firkhg vibration appears to

loosen previously driven studs:

d. The studs are very brittle and will often Emphasize.

1)redk off if strUck with a hammer or other'

similar object.
L

e..Normally, 10% of the studs will fail to

"40Y
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fire, creating an ordinance dispn,!.1

problem.

f. Power velocity guns must be completely

disassembled and cleaned prior to star-

age.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

4. Firing Procedures Demonstrate without Observe. Pefer to
firing. Student Guide for

a. open barrel and check for ohstructions. steps to procedures.

(1) Use barrel cleaning rod.

b. Select proper cartridge for gun and job.

(1) Color coded base

(a) Yellow 1/2" plywood to 1/4"

steel, 1/2" wood to concrete,

1/8" metal to concrete.

(b) Green 1/4" steel to 1/4" steel,

1/2" plywood to 1/2" steel.

(c) Red 3/8" steel plate to 3/8"

steel plate, 1/2" plywood to 5/8"

sleel plate.

(d) Black - 1/2" steel to 1/2" steel

(41)
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f

c. Place cartridge in barrel.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

d. Close barrel and pull barrel safety

Alide closed.

(1) Hold barrel-closed.

e. Select proper area to fire stud.

(1) When patching underwater, it is Draw on C/B

recommended that a 3/16 to 1/4 inch

thick rubber gasket be sandwiched

between patch plate and vessel, and

studs he driven approximately 4 inches

*wart and ed9e listance he at least

1 inch.

(2) Ose a centering disc when stud is to

he driven into a pre-drilled hole.

Place in the recess of muzzle.

(3) Use a head washer in recess of muzzle

it fastening thin or soft material to

thicker or harder material.

f. Barrel muzzle end must tle held perpen-

(42)
1830
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dicular to work area.

(1) Safety device will not allow firing

at angles over 8 degrees.

g. Push gun to work (must have minimum down

torce of 5 lbs)

h. Pull trigger straight up into handle.

(1) This cocks and fires the gun.

5. Safety Precautions PMPIIASI7E

Never point a gun, loaded or unloaded

at anyone.

b. Never load or fire without checking

for Obstructions in the barrel.

c. Select proper cartridge for muterial

and gun.

(I) Too heavy a shot will go through

material.

d. Always check or know the material to

be studded.

(43)
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et. Never attempt to drive studs through:

(1) Tool or spring steel.

(2) Brick, glass, glazed tile or other

brittle material.

(3) Any material you cannot identify.

6. Firing

a. Have each student fire a velocity Observe and instruct Each student completes
as necessary. Be es- velocity power driver

power driver into plate on surface. pecially alert for firing procedures as
unsafe practice. Cor-per Student Guide pro-
rect immediately. cedures.

III. Sununary

A. Explain projects for the week

B. Answer questions

(44)

Ask questions as necessary
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TASX: Three Hole Flange

DIVING TRAINING STANDARDS

UNIT: 1. Underwater
Tools

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Diver will secure a flange to a metal plate
using a velocity power driver, test for air
leaks, and remove the flange, grinding the
securing studs off after removal.

CONDITIONS:

1. ENVIRCMCNT

2 . DEPTH

3 . EQUIPMENT

4. OTHER

STANCARDS:

1. PERFORMANCE

2 . TIME

3. EQUIPMENT

T ny

Open Tank

at least 8
feet

1. Mk I Mask
System

2. Tool Bag
3. Center Punch

4. Hammer
5. Velocity Pow-

er Driver
6. Grinder

1. Use proper
safety precau-
tions

20 Minutes

1. No leaks
during air
test.



PROCBDUISSt
I. Diver descends to the bottom with center punch,

hemmer, vnlocity power driver, three. hole
template, quiet and the required nuts in a
tool bag.

2. Diver places the metal template on metal plate
and center punches for required three holes.

3. Put studs in place using the velocity power
driver.
a. Diver requests permission for each of the

following steps:
(1) Loading.
(2) Firing.
(3) Checking Bore.
(4) Reloading.

4. Diver secures gasket and flange to metal
plate with proper nuts.

5. Diver requests air hose from topside.
6. Diver secures air hose to flange.

a. Instructor will air test flange for leaks.
7. Diver renoves the air hose from the flange.
8. Diver removes flange and gasket from metal

plate.
9. Diver requests grinder from topside.

10. Diver removes studs from metal plate with
grinder.

11. Diver sends grinder topside and returns to
surface.

WRY DO IT:
To give the student experience in working with
underwater tools.

SKILLS MEEDED:
Basic Mechanical

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Time starts when the diver begins center

punching the first hole.
2. Time stops when the diver reports that the

project is complete (after grinding off studs).
3. Instructor will insure that strict adherence

to safety rules is maintained.

15Cli+
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TXSIts Drill and Tap

GENERAL DESCRIPTION:

CCNDITIONS:

canna TIAINING STANDARDS

Diver drills and taps two holm' in a metal
plate in order to secure a flange. Removes
flange and grinds bolts off using grinder.

1. ENVIRONMENT

2. DEPTH

3. EQUIPMENT

4. OTHER

STANDARDS:

1. PERFORMANCE

2 . T:24E

3. EQUIPMENT

tirrrir 2
Open Tank

_

at least 8
feet

1.c1Mask k
System

2. Hydraulic
nrill

3. Tool Bag
4. Tao & Wren
15. Hammer
6. Center Pun-
7. Template

,

1. Use proper
line-pull sig-
nals

15 Minutes

NONE

.



P ROCZDURZ5
1. Dxver descends to the bottom with tool bag

containing equipment used in the project.
2. Diver plapes template an 1/2" metal plate and

center punches for too holes.
3. Drill and tap holes.
4. Socuxe flange to metal plate with bolts.
5. Remove flange.

NNY DO IT:
To give tha student experience in the use of center
punch, drill and tap in securing items to metal.

SKILLS NEEDED:
Mechanical

SPECIAL rNSTRUCTIONS:'
1. Time starts when the diver center punches the

first hole.
2. Time stops when the second bolt is ground

off flush with the metal project plate.

1837
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TUX: RvAraulic
Chain Saw

DIVING TRAINING STANDARDS

GENERAL DESCRIPTION:

oprolla

CONDITIONS:

STANDARDS:

12 X3.2"

1. Underwater
Tools

Diver will cut a one inch slab frOm 12" X 12"
timber using the hydraulic chain saw.

1. ENVIRCMENT

2. DEPTH

3. EQUIPMENT

4. OTHER

1. PERFORMANCE

2. TIME

3. EQUIPYZNT

Open Tank

_

at least S
feet

1.
2.

.

Mk V System
Hydraulic
Chain Saw
Grease Pencil

NONE

-

1. No more than
1/2 inch in angle
from start to
finish of cut.
2. Use proper
safety orecautions

5 Minutes
,

.

NONE

,
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Pam:nous :
I (0 8

1. Diver drain' a line an the timber using the
grease pencil. Line should be one inch from.
end of the timber.

2. Diver uses proper line-pull signals to receive
gam from topside.

3. Diver lines up Chain saw with grease penc41
line on the timber.

4. Press trigger on chain saw. =TICK: Chain
saw blade must be moving prior to engegIng .
timber.

S. When timber slab floats free, release trigger
and send the saw to surface.

WHY DO IT:
To give the student experience in using the
hydraulic chain saw underwater.

SEMIS NEEDED:
Mechanical

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Timm -e.4rts when diver begins making the line

an mbor with the grease pencil.
2. Time wtops when the cut slab floats free.
3. Stress safety procedures and operations when

using the hydraulic dhain saw. Do not hesitate
to stop the student should he be conducting
himself in an unsafe manner.

4. Cut slab should measure no more than 1 1/2"
. at any point.
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.7ASX: OVeihead iatCh

Drvm TRArNraGSTILWIARDO

Lightwght
niving

GENERAL DESCRtPTION: Diver removes/replaces patch and rubber gasket
suspended frqm overhead. 111

CONDITIONS:

1. ENVIRONMENT

2. DEPTH

3 EQUIPMENT

4. OTHER

STANDARDS: .

1. PERFORMANCE

2. TIME

3. EQUIPMENT

UTMTT 1

Open Tank
1.62'11411''' .4 4

at least 8
feet

,-......,

.

...

1. Mk I Mask
System

2. Tool Sag
bl. Wrench

.

NCNE -

,

l. Use proper
line-pull
signala

. (

24 minutes

1. All nuts,and
bolts wrench..
tight

1 34 i)



1570
PROCEDURZS:

1. Diver dieoands to the bottom and then positions
hismeelf an a hogging line.

2. Diver ramoves 14 bolts and places them in the
tool bag.

3. Removing the =Its from the project:
a. Remove one of the nuts from the project.
b. Loosen remaining nut in order to4a11ow the

patch to drop slightly away from project.
c. Pull rubber gasket off of stud and swivel

gasket 180*.'4

d. Push plata back on stud and replace nut
covering enough threads to hold the plate
in place.-

e. Remove remaining loosened nut from project
and remove gasket.

f. Hold gasket out of water sc that the
instructor can see it.

q. Replace the gasket by reversing the removal
-process.

WHY DO IT:
This gives the student experience in working with
patching jobs foiand on the bottom of most vessels.
Provides experience In working on hogging line and
having the.job above the diver.

SKILLS NEEDED: tfl
Basic Mechanical
Proficiency in the uss of the Mk 1 Diving System

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Time starts when the diver plaCes the wrench

on the first bolt.
2. Tine stops when'the diver reports that the

project is complete.

1811_
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TASK: HacksaW

DIVING TRAINING STANDARDS

UNIT: 1. Lightweight
or Under-
water Tools

CENER.AL DESCRIPTION: Diver cuts off piece of metal using a hacksaw
from either a piece of pipe ot angle irsn.

CONDITIONS:

STANDARDS:

1. ENVIRONMENT

2. DEPTH

3. E=PMENT

4. OTFXR

1 . PERFORMAN=

2 . T I ME

3. EWIPMENT

tr`Frr"

Open Tank

_

at least 8
feat .

. Mk I Mask
System

. Hacksaw

NONE

7 minutes

NONE



PROCEDUMS:
1. Diver positions angle iron or pipe on work

bench.
2. Saw through the project angle iron or pipe

using a hacksaw. Cut approximately one inch
off main project metal.

WRY DO IT:
This will give the student experience in using the
hacksaw underwater.

SKILLS NEEDED:
Mschanical

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Time starts when diver begins cutting.
2. Time stops when diver finishes cut.
3. Time will continue in the event a blade change

is required.
4. Caution divers not to use two hands or apply

too much pressure to the saw. Either w111 cause
the blade to break, thus causing delay.

NOTE: rhis nroject is to be useA in instances when class size
is small enough or the class is proficient enough to
have time remaining in the unit after all required nro-
jects/classroom have been completed.

loo 00 1.17.
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NAVAL SCHOOL DIVING ANO SALVAGE

Diver, Second Class A-433-0022
Ship Salvage Diving Officer A-4N-001l
Deep Sea (He02) Diving Officer A-4N-0010

Security Clearance: Unclassified

Lesson Topic: 10.1 Underwater Cutting
and Welding

30 Hours

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS:

NAVSHIPS 0929-000-8010
U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Vol. I
Student Guides
Standard Classroom Equipment
D.C. Welding Generator
Knife Switch, Tvpe K Infusible
Welding Cable, Size 2/0
Welding Cable, Size 1/0
Type TRXF, 10 ft. Attached to holder
Male Connector
Female Connector
Supplementary Faceplate
Grouping Clamp
Weightid Wire Brush
Chipping Hammer
Scraper
Electrodes
Electrode Waterproofing Materials
Steel Tubular Electrodes
Ceramic Electrodes
Oxygen Waterproofing Materials

1. Celluloid
2. Acetone
3. Waterproof laguer

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS (cont'd)

Oxy-hydrogen Underwater Cutting Torch
Hose, 5/16° ID, red, green, and black
Oxygen Regulator
Hydrogen Regulator
Underwater oxy-hydrogen cutting-torch igniter
Valve Wrench
Protective Clothing
Oxygen in Cylinders
Compressed Air
Diving Tool Bag
Steel Plate 4

Mk V Deep Sea Diving System w/gloves
-02 Manifold
Work Bench w/clamp
Films MN7851A, MN7851B, MN7851C
Diving UncTirwear

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

1. When the student completes this course
he will be able to, in an open tank
with at least eight feet of water, using
the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System,
successfully complete any three of
the following projects in accordance
with Diving Training Standards: Oxygen
Art Cutting (Ceramic Rod), Oxygen
Arc Cutting (Steal Tubular Rod),
Shielded Metal Arc Cutting, Shielded
Metal Arc Welding.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

1. DEFINE/EXPLAIN, in,writing, terms rela-
tive to underwater cutting and welding.

18 4



ENABLING OBJECTIVES (cont'd)

2. Orally DESCRIBE the types of cut-
ting aild welding that will be used
in completion of the projects during
this unit.

3. DESCRIBE, in writing, the variouu
materials used in underwater cutting
and welding.

4. Orally EXPLAIN the function(s) of
the various methods of underwater
cutting and welding used in completion
,of the projects for this unit.

5. For each of the types of underwater
cutting and welding used in comple-
tion of the projects during this
units
a. EXPLAIN, in writing, the func-
tion(s) of the component parts in
terms of what they do for the indi-
vidual components.
b. DESCRIBE, by illustration, the
physical location of the component
parts within each of the major com-
ponents.
c. Orally EXPLAIN how the component
parts carry out their function(s).
d. LIST, in writing, the ratings
and specifications.of selected com-
ponent parts.
e. Di-SCRIBE, by illustration, the
source(s) of power for selected
component parts.
1. orally DESCRIBE the protection

ENABLING OBJECTIVES (cont'd)

provided the system by applicable
component parts.
g. DESCRIBE, in writing, the major
materials used in construction of
selected component parts, and
EXPLAIN why the particular materials
are uMed.

6. DESCRIBE, in writing, the important
features of each of the various cut-
ting processes used to complete the.
projects of this unit.

7. Orally DESCRIBE the procedure for
determining the polarity of a weld-
ing generator if polarity markings
are illegible.

8. Orally EXPLAIN a simple schematic
diagram of a typical arrangement for
oxygen arc cutting.

9. Orally EXPLAIN the preparation of
an emergency tubular electrode.

10. DESCRIBE, in writing, the advan-
tages of steel tubular electrodes
versus the advantages of ceramic
tubular electrodes.

11. Orally DESCRIBE-cutting techniques
for oxygen arc for thick and Chin
steel plate using the steel tubu-
lar electrodes.



ENABLING OBJECTIVES (cont'd)

12. DESCRIBE, in writing, the principle
of operation for shielded metal arc
cutting.

13. DESCRIBE, in writing, the proper
metallic arc cutting technique for
steel plate less than 1/4 inch thick
and for plates greater than 1/4
inch thick.

14. EXPLAIN, in writing, the advantages
of oxygen hydrogen cutting.

15. Orally EXPLAIN why hydrogen and not
acetylene is used as a fuel gas.

16. DESCRIBE, in writing, the principle
of operation in oxygen hydrogen
cutting.

17. EXPLAIN, orally and in writing, pro-
cedure for lighting the oxygen hy-
drogen torch underwater.

18. EXPLAIN, orally and in writing, the
techniques for starting and advan-
cing the cut with an oxygen hydro-
gen torch.

19. DESCRIBE, in writing, the principle
of operation for shielded metal. arc
welding.

20. DESCRIBE, in writing, the largest
diameter electrode reconurended for
shielded metal arc welding opera-
tion.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES (contsd)

21. DESCRIBE and DEMONSTRATE the prepara-
tion of an underwater surface for
welding.,

22. D4SCRIDE, orally and in writing,
ttie importance of the welding cur-
rent setting.

23. STATE, in writing, the setpoint(s)
and reasons for the setpoint(s) in
terms of operating above or below
them for:
a. Figuring correct gas pressure at
depth.
b. Polarity.

24. DESCRIBE, in writing, and DEMONSTRATE
safety precautions unique to under-
water cutting and welding:
a. Trapped explosive gases.
b. Placing the diver between the
ground and electrode.

25. Given a iob analysis sheet for each
project to be completed during this
unit, orally EXPLAIN the following
aspects of the project:
a. What the project is.
b. The conditions umder which the
project will be completed.
c. Standards which will determine
success.
d. How to perform the project suc-
cessfully.
e. liow each project relates to a
fleet diving job.

(3)
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ENABLING OBJECTIVES (cont'd)

t. Particular skills necessary
for the successful completion
of the proiect.

26. Irk an open tank with at least eight
feet'of water, using the Mk V Deep
Sea Diving System, PRACTICE each of
the underwater cutting methods used
in completion of the projects for
this unit. As many as three elec-
trodes (one ceramic) May be used
for practice (determined by the
student).

CRITERION TEST

1. In an open tank with at least
eight feet of water, using the Mk V
Deep Sea Diving System, successfully
complete any three of the following
projects in accordance with Diving
Training Standards: Oxygen Arc
Cutting (Ceramic Rod), Oxygen Arc
Cutting (Steel Tubular Rod), Shielded
Metal Arc Cutting and Shielded
Metal Arc Welding.

HOMEWORK

DAY 1 - Information Sheet: 10-1-11
Assignmant Sheet: 10-1-1A through

10-1-6A
Job Steps: 10-1-1J through

10-1-5J

HOMEWORK (cont'd)

DAY 2 - Assignment Sheet: 10-1-7A
through 10-1-BA

DAY 3 - Assignment Sheets: 10-1-9A
through 10-1-11A
Review Job Sheets as necessary

DAY A - Assignment Sheet: 10-1-12A
through 10-1-14A
Review Job Sheets as necessary

DAY 5 - Assignment Sheet: 10-1-15A
through 10-1-16A
Review Job Sheets as necessary

1817
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

I. Introduction

A. Establish-Contact

B. Establish Readiness Get Student ready to learn

Introduce self and topic

Classroom procedures, etc.

C. Establish Effect Bring out need and Value of
material

D. Overview State Learning Objectives

II.Presentation

A. Define terms relative to underwater cutting Use C/B or transparency Take notes as neces-
sary.

and welding

1. Arc a short circuit between the

electrode and the work.

2. Ground - positive pole on a welding

machine.

3. Connectors - a means of connecting two

welding leads (50') together.

4. Ignite - producing sufficient heat to

light a torch.

5. Shielded covered. Shielded Metal Arc

Cutting cutting with covered electrodes.

(5)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

6. Polarity - direction of current flow.

a. Straight Polarity - from negative to

positive.

7. Switch On/plIf - the position of the

knife switch giving the diver power to

the electrode holder.

8. Waterproofing - to protect the covering

from deterioration by seawater.

9. Cut/Pumn Ratio - 1 linear inch of metal

cut per inch of electrode consumed.

10. Flashback a recession of the flame

into or back of the mixing chamber of

the torch.

11. Kerf - the space from which the metal

has been removed by a cutting process.

B. Oxygen, Hydrogen Cutting Prior to (I2, show movie Observe and take
on Oxy-Hydrogen Cutting. notes as necessary.

1. Classified as Oxygen cutting process. Use actual equipment,
transparency or chart.

2. Rapid Oxidation or Rusting.

(6)

I boil
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

3. Metal brought to kindling temperature with

02 and Hydrogen.

4. Jet of purrs 02 directed at heated .area cuts
.

metal rapidly.

5. Cutting Torch

a. Type

(1) victor, Harris 28, Airco, KG

b. ronmtruction

(1) gydrogen Knob

(2) Oxygen Knob

(3) Compressed Air Knob

(4) ,Mixing Chamber

(5) Air'Jacket

(6) Distance Shoe 3/16"

c. Tips

(1) Size depends upon thickness

of metal being cut.

.(2) Tips not interchangeable.

(3) Pg 5-6 Welding & Cutting Manual

for chart on sizes.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

6. Hones

a. Oxygen Hose

(1) Green

(2) Size - 5/16" ID, 9/16" OD

(3) Not to be used on 02.

(4) Right-Handed thread'

b. Air Hose

(1) Black

(2) Size - 5/16.! ID, 9/16" OD

(3) Not to be used on 02

(4) Right-Handed Threads

c. Uvdrogen Pose

(1) Ped

(2) Size - 5/16" ID, 4/16" OD

(1) Left-Hended Threads, Notched

I
7. Regulators

a. Oxygen Regulator

(1) Two stage - hand controlled

(2) 0-3e0OHP, 0-100LP

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Show notched fittings

Show 02 and Hydrogen
regulators

1 8 CO)
aof



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(3) To reduce bottle pressure to desired

4pressure.

(4) Right-Handed thread

(5) Pee for 02 only.

h. Air Regulator

(1) Same as 02 regulator

(2) Not for use on 02.

c. Hydrogen Regulator

(1) Two stage - hand controlled

(2) 0-2500HP, 0-10(MP

(3) To reduce bottle pressure to

desired pressure

(4) Lett-Manded Threads

(5) Notched Fitting

Igniter

a. Electrical Igniter

(1) Lighting oxv-hvdrogen torch

underwater.

(2,) Preferred method of lighting

torch.

Shot', electrical igniter

(9) 1854

6
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(3)_Power Supply - 120 volts

(4) Must have a ground

(5) Spark through to electric

contacts.

(6) Must be dressed in D/S Dress

before using.

b. Friction Lighter

(1) For lighting torch topside

(2) Same as oI used for lighting

Acetylene torch.

9. oxyOwn-Hvdrogen Torch

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Show friction lighter

4. Advantages

(1) Flectric current is not necessary.

(2) Shallow water equipment can be used.

(3) Equipment portable can be used in

a small boat.

(4) Can cut line or cable easily.

b. Disadvantages

(1) Hydrogen is undktsireable deck cargo

(10)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

10. Oxygen-Hydrogen Torch

a. Acetylene

(1) Underwater use for emergency only.

(2) Considered unsafe at pressures

above 15 psi.

11. Principle of operation

a. Cutting metal by maans'rTtMmical
reaction of 02 with the metal at

elevated temperatures.

h. Temperature maintained by means of

gas flame obtained by a bubble of

air from torch.

12. Oxygen Hydrogen Torch

a. Lighting underwater

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(1) Open air to a 3" bubble, note setting,

then secure.

(2) Open hydrogen to a 3" bubble, note

setting, then secure.

(3) Open oxygen to a 2 1/2" bubble,

leave open. dj"



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(4) Open Air and Hydrogen to previous

settings.

(5) Light with electric igniter.

(6) NOTE: If torchfis moved more

than 20, mast he readjusted.

13. Oxygen Hydrogen Torch

a. Starting cut and advancing

(1) Iniure proper flame

(2) Place distance shoe on metal to

be cut..

(3) Hold torch in one place to

preheat metal.

(4) Press 02 Trigger.

(5) Pull torch alona desired line of

cut.

14. Oxygen Hydrogen Cutting

a. Sdfeiy Precautions

(1) Ventilate comPartment and adjacent

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Explain depth adjustment

compartment into which cut is being

made: 1857
(12)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(a) Vents otf gases

(b) Drill hole in top of compartment.

(2) Gases Encountered

(a) Gasoline

(b) Fuel Oil

(c) Paint

(d) Ammo

(e) Hydrogen Sulphide

(f) Unburned Hydrogen from torch.

(3) Falling pieces of metal being cut.

(4) Shock from electric igniter. Review Oxy-Hydrogen Torch
and process.

C. Oxygen Arc Cutting

1. Oxy Arc Cutting Process

a. Rapid Oxidation or Rusting

b. Arc maintained by a straight polarity

DC electric current.

c. 02 forced through hole in rod to cut

metal.

Prior to #3, Show movie of
*oxygen Arc Cutting and Weld-
ing process.

1 H59 (13)



3UTIANF. OF 1NbTRUrT1ON

Standard havy Cutting Electrode Holder

a. Nomenclature

(1) 0200 modified 1/4 Globe Valve

(2) Oxygen Trigger

(3) Made of 1/4" ID pipe fittings

(4) Check Assembly

(5) Insert for tubular rod.

b. Function

(1) Designed o grip electrode.

(2) Delivers power to electrode.

c. Safety Precautions

(1) Must be completely insulated.

(2) Power to electrode holder only
*

when diver is cutting.",

(3) Only one approved for underwater

work can be used.

(4) Do not use springless type.

(5) Inspection of the electrode

holAer shoule he made prior to

each operation.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Dr4, on C/B. Show
electrode holder.

1859
(14)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(6) Never hold the electrode so that

it will be pointed toward the

diver.

(7) Never get between the electrode

holder and the ground.

(8) Never change electrodes in the

holder when the current is on.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY,

3. Electrodes

a. Steel Tubular Cutting

(1) Steel Tube

Pass Around steel tubular
rod

(a) 14"

1/8"

long,

bore.

5/16" dia.,

(2) Waterproof Flux Covering

(a) Ct Pink Waterproofing.

(b) Other types

(3) Steel tubes used because high

melting point.

(4) Flux covering similar to that

on welding rod.



OUTLINF OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIvITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(5) Purpose of Flux

(a) Promotes easy starting and

maintenance of the arc.

(b) Forms and maintains a protective

sleeve around the arc.

(c) Serves as electric insulator.

(d) Preventa arcing from the side'

of electrode.

(e) Flux is waterproofed by manufacturer

dipping them in a thermoplastic

laquer.

(6) Advantages

(a) Cutting technique is simple awl

readily mastered.

(b) Ease of operation for all thick-

nesses of metal being cut.

(c) Rapid rate of cutting.

(d) Neat and trim cut.

(e) Power requirement is within a



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

300 amp welding generator.

(f) Superior to ceramic rod Cutting

up to 3/4" because of cost.

(7) Technique

(a) Seat electrode in holder firmly

against rubber gasket.

(b) Make dry Tun.

(c) Hold electrode perpendicular to

surface to be cut.

(d) Use dragging motion.

(e) Non-ferrous metals over 1/4"

thick, use sawing motion.

(f) Pressure exerted in two directions -

4 down to compensate for burning off

and forward to advance the cut.

(g) Over 1/4" thick metal, 90°

(h) Under 1/4" thick metal, 450
-.

(i) Use air inste4d of 02 when cutting

non-ferrous metals.

18c.7 (17)



3UTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(8) Emergency Use

(a) 5/16" heavy walled steel tube.

(b) 1/8" extra strong iron piPe.

(c) Both will be 14" length.

.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(d) Cover complete rod except that

which fits in electrode holder.

1. 3 wraps of masking tape, or

2. 4 wraps of newspaper, or

3. 3 wraps of wrapping paper, or

4. 4 wraps of writing paper

(e) Same power source and machine

setting is used.

b. Ceramic Tubular Cutting Show ceramic rod

(1) Silicon Carbide Tube

(a) 1/2" dia, 8"long, 1/8" bore.

(b) 1/32" steel sheath sprayed on.

(c) Electrical sleeve saturated

with waterproofing mater4al.

(d) One end ground to 0.525" dia.

(11)for electrode holder.

-



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTIUN

(2) Advenes

(a) Longer life due to slow burn

off rate.

(h) Length allows to work.in

confined spaces.

(c) Lightweight

(d) Service life 10-12 minutes.

(3) Disadvantages

(a) Brittle and easily broken

(b) Expensive

(4) Technlque

(a) same as Steel Tubular

(b) Do not apply a great deal

of pressure to rod.

c. Shielded Metal Arc Cutting

(1),A method of metal arc cutting.

(a) Effected by melting with the

heat of an arc and pushing

metal away.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

It

Review Oxy Arc Cutting

184 (19)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(h) No 02 needed. .

(c) Standard welding electrode holder

used.

(d) Superior to 02 cutting when Explain

cutting plate less than 1/4".

(e) Superior when cutting non-ferrous

metals.

(f) Temperature ranges from sonn to

80000.

(4) Generator amps must be higher than

in welding.

(h) Same equipment used as in welding.

D. Underwater Welding

1. Welding Electrodes

d. Sizes

(1) 3/16" or 5/16"

(2) Depends upon metal being welded.

.(3) Larger size recommended.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

h. Waterproofing

(1) Sealac

(2) Ilcilon

lb
(3) Celluoid 1/2 lbf.1 gal acetone

(4) Clear laquer

(5) Dip rods in completely.

(6) Allow 24 hrs to dry.

(7) Grind both ends for good

contact.

(8) Filler metal electrode used in Show welding electrode

arc welding.

(a) Has thi,A covering which

provides protection for

the molten metal from the

atmosphere.

1. Lnprove the properties of

weld material.

2. Stabilizes the arc.

c. Types Recommended



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIvL.W

(1) Samels used for topside except for

waterproofing.

(a) Westinghouse Sw

(b) Alternex

(c) Fleet Weld 37

1. Lincoln Manufacturer

(2) All are Navy grade III Type for

AC/DC all position weleing.

2. Uses ane Limitations

a. Peld small patches.

h. Welding cracks, seams and butts.

c. Welding leaking rivets.

d. Must not be of irregular shape.

e. Patches must be made to fit contour

of hull.

f. No cap over .1/16".

g. Thickness of patch is qf no value

if primary support structure has

been weakened. Emphasize

(22)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

4. Any weld Underwater is temporhy. Emphasize

3. Technitmes

a. Flatweld "Fillet"

(1) Set current

(2) 15 to 45 degree angle

(3) Self-consuming method

(4) Slight downward pressure

(5) Most desireable

b. Vertical Weld

(1) Set current

(2) 15 to 45 degree angle

(3) Self-consuming method

(4) Slight pressure 90 degrees

from position of weld.

c. overhead Weld

(1) Set current

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STWENT ACTIVITY

(2) 35 to 55 degree angle

13) self-consuming method

(23)
tsqs



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTIOW--._,_

4. Power Cable

a. Used to deliver current from generator

to electrode holder.

b. Cable Lead

(1) Size 2/0 minimum size recommended.

(2) 50 ft. length to prevent excessive

voltage drop.

(3) Type TRXF MI C-915.

(4) Electrode Holder last 10 feet 1/0

(a) Gives diver flexibility in

maneuvering the electrode holder.

(5) All connectors should be taped for

complete insulation.

(6) Contact resistance kept to a

minimum by insuring connectors

are tight and clean.

(7) Poo_ insuluation causes current

leakage, and rapid deterioration

of the copper cable.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(24)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

5. Ground Cable

a. Same size must be used as the lead.

b. Positioned as close to work as possible.

c. Positioned so the diver WILL NOT

get BETWEEN THE GROUND AND THE WORK. EMPHASIZE

d. Must he the positive side of generator.

6. Knite Switch

a. Positive operating disconnecting safety Show actual equipment,
transparency or chart.

switching electrode lead.

(1) Electfic welding or cutting

(2) Protects diver

(3) Switch is on only when diver is

welding or cutting.

(4) Switch is off when changing

electrodes.

(5) Single pole, single throw 300 amp

250 volts K type.

(6) Position so that it cannot be

(25)
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3UTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

accidently engaged.

(7) Svitch must he in a closed position

to operate.

(8) Phone Talker will operate Knife Switch, EXPLAIN and
EMPHASIZE

and have NO-0{HER JOB.

7. Generators

a. Power supplied to electrode for

welding and cutting.

b. At least 300 amp capacity.

c. AC Current not recommended.

(1) Dangerous

(2) Greater skill required.

d. DC Current recommended

(1) Arc easier to malntain.

e. Straight Polarity

(1) Ground is positive

(2) Electrode Negative

(3) Current flows from work to

electrode.

1871

Reminder: "RF positive
you have a ground"

(26)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

f. Reverse Polarity

(1) Should not be used.

(2) Cause deterioration of electrode

holder and lead.

g. Determining Correct Polarity Demonstrate, if possible

(1) secure Generator

(2) Connect electrode to ground cable

(3) Insert electrode in holder

(4) Place the tips of hoth electrodes

in a container of salt vater.

(5) Be sure operator is properly EMPHASIZE

insulated.

(6) Light off generator.

(7) Hold the tips one or two inches

dpdrt.

(8) Bubbles will flow from the negative

pole.

(9) Practically none will flow from the

positive pole.

1 Cr° (27)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

h. Types

(I) Lincoln

(2) Hobart

(3) Westinghouse

i. Generators Cutting

(1) 400 amp capacity

Wet Suit

(1) Emergency use only when welding

or electrical cutting.

(a) Must be free of holes and

tears.

(b) Not compressed below 50 wet.

(c) Can be used only once.

ITI.Summary and Questions Ask auestions as necessary

18-1 (28)
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TASK: Oxy-Arc Cutting
(Ceramic)

DIVING TRAINING STANDARDS

UNIT: 1. Underwater
Cutttng and

- Welding

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Diver will make a aut in steel plate using the
oxy-arc method and ceramic electrodes.

CONDI7ICNS:

1. -ACNMENT

STAN=ARDS:

2. DEPTH

3. EQUIPMENT

4. OTFZR

1. PERFOR.MANa

3. EQUIPMENT

y---.-......--7----

Open Tank

_.

at least 8
feet

1. Mk V System
2. Oxy-arc Cute-

ting Torch
3. Ceramic elee-
---trodes
4. Tool Bag
5. Crescent

Wrench and/or
hammer

. Wire Brush _

NONE

,

NONE

1. Following
lengths of
cut:
7"/3/8" to

5/8" pla--
6"/3/4" pla-

CV



PROCEDURES:

WHY DO

SKILLS

Co0a

1. Position project plate on work bench with C-clamp.
2. Attach ground clamp to project plate.
3. Request electrode holder from topside.
4. Clean area of project plate where cut is to be

made with a wire brush or scraper.
5. Lnsert the electrode in the electrode holder.
6. Place electrode on the project plate on the

location where the cut is to be made.
7. Close supplementary face plate.
8. Squeeze oxygen trigger.
9. Call for "Switch on.,"

10. Maks the cut.
11. Lift the electrode from the project plate.
12. Call for 'Switch off."
13. Put cut project plate in tool bag and return

to the surface.
IT:

This skill is required
salvage operations,

NEEDED:
Basic mechanical

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Student will get only one (1) ceramic electrode

for use in practice and project work. One
inch may be used for practice &nd any of the
required cuts should take no more than one
inch.

2. Students should attempt to make their cut within
1/2" on the edge of the project.plate.

3. Students may use a wrench or hammer to help
separate the cut plate from the main plate.

SPECIAL

4

for emergency rescue and

AM%

41+Mkt
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TASK: Oxy-Arc Cutting
(Steel Tubular)

DIVING TRAINING STANDARDS

UNIT: 1. Underwater
Cutting and
Welding

GENLRAL DESCRIPTION: Diver will make a cut in steel plate using the
oxy-arc method and steel tubular electrodes.

iloo

STANDARDS:

ow+.

1. ENVIRONMENT

2. DEPTH

3. EQUIPM2NT

4. OTHER

1 . PE RPORMAN

2. TIME

3. EQUIP!ENT

CM"Per 1 t TT

Open Tank

at least 8
feet

. Mk V System

. Oxy-arc Cut-
ting Torch

3. Steel Tub.
--F6.1.aatxtades-
4. Tool Bag
5. Crescent

Wrench and/
or hammer.

. Wire Brush
---_-__------.

NONE

NONE

1. Following
lengths of
cut:

w

l0"/1/4" pla e
8"/3/8" pla
6"/1/2" ol

, ,

. t

r,1
CPI



PROCIDURES:
1. Position project plate on work bench with

C-clamp.
2. Attach ground clamp to project plate.
3. Request electrode holder from topside.
4. Clean area of project plate where the cut is to

be made with a wire brush or scraper.
5. Lnsert the electrode in the electrode holder.
6. Place electrode on the project plate on the

location where cut is to be made.
7. Close supplementary face plate.
8. Squeeze oxygen trigger.
9. Call for "Switch on.

10. Make the-cut.
11. Lift the electrode from the project-plate.
12. Call for "Switch off."
13. Put cut project plate in tool bag ahd return

to surface.
WHY DO IT:

This skill is required for emergency rescue and
salvage operations.

SKILLS NEEDED:
Basic mechanical

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Student will get three electrodes for practice,

if necessary. This is to be determined by the
student. for ey-mple, he may practice with
one electrode, cetermine that he can make the
cut., and inform the instructor that the next
cut will be for score.

2. Students should attempt their cut within 1/2"
of the edge of the project plate.

3. Students may use a wrench or hammer to help
separate the cut plate from the main plate.

4. One electrode will be used for the final cut.

/444
MN%

#104%
rot
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DIVING TRAINING STANDARDS

TASK: Metallic Arc Cutting
(Shielded)

UNIT: 1.Undorwater
Cutting and
Welding

GENERAL DESCRrPTION: Diver will make a cut in steel plate using
the metallic arc process.

STAN:ARDS:

1. ENVIRONMENT

2. DEPTH

3. EQUIPMENT

4. OTHER

1. PERFOR.MAN=

2. TIME

3. EQUIPMENT

T",

Open Tank

_

at least 8
feet

1.

2.
.

Mk V System
Tool Bag

I

Electrode
Holder

,

.

.

Shielded me
tal Arc Ele
trodes.
Crescent wr
and/or h
T.74,... r..."-u.

nch
r

-----------------------------
NONE

NONE

See'Special
Instructions
on Reverse

,



OP
PROCEDURES:

1. Position project plate on work bench with C-clamp.
2. Attach ground clamp to project plate.
3. Request electrode holder from topside.
4. Clean area of project plate where the cut is

to be made with a wire brush or scraper.
S. Insert electrode into electrode holder.
6. Place electrode on the project plate on the

location where cut is to be made.
7. Close supplementary face plate.
8. Call for "Switch on."
9. Make the cut.

10. To stop cut, lift electrode away from project plate.
a. leave a minimum of 3" of electrode not
consumed to avoid damaging the electrode holder.

11. When cut is completed, call for "Switch off."
12. Put cut project plate in the tool bag and

return to the surface.

AIN
1 8 '

ncy rescue and
and salvage operations.

SKILLS NEEDED:
Basic Mechanical

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS!
1. Students will get three electrodes for.practise,

if necessary. This is to be determined by the
student. For example, he may practice with one
electrode, determine that he can make the cut,
and inform the instructor that the next cut
will be for score.

2. Students should attempt their cut within 1/2"
of the edge of the project plate.

3. Students may use a wrench or hammer to help
'separate the cut plate from the main plate.

4.. 300 amps current using 3/16" electrodes.
400 amps current using 1/4" electrodes.

S. Standards: Student must make one of the
following cuts:
a. Using 3/16" electrodes:
1/4" plate - minimum of 3" using ane electrode.
3/8" plate - minimum of 2" using one electrode.
1/2" plate - minimum of 1" using one electrode.
b. Using 1/4" electrodes:
1/4" plate - minimum of 5" using one electrode.
3/8" plate - minimum of 3" using one electroal.
1/2" plate'- minimum of 2" using one electrode.

4,

1 8 '

7

,\

ger 011111/4

,\

I (DO 4,

AIN

ger 011111/4
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TASX: Welding a
latch

DIVING TRAINING STANDARDS

UNIT: 1. underwater
Cutting and
Welding

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Diver will weld a steel patch on a steel plate
and air test the weld for leaks.

2:ND:TIONS:

STAN:AADS:

1. ENVIRONMENT

2. DEPT!!

3. EQUIPMENT

4. OTHER

1. PERFORMANCE

2. TIYZ

3. EQUIPMENT

Open Tank

at least 8
feet

1. Mk V System
2. welding Ele

trode hoide
3. Wire brush

.

. Chipping 4a
mer

. Crescent
wrench

.

NONE
,

NONE
,

,

1. No more than
tWelve holes
ander air Prev-
sure.

,

NNI
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PROCEDURES:

1. Position 6". X 6" project plate in clamping de-
vice at 45°.

2. Install grounding clamp on project plate.
3. Request electrode holder from topside.
4. Diver positions himself in welding position,

insert electrode into electrode holder.
CAUTION: Do not touch any part of diving
outfit with the electrode.

S. Diver places the electrode on steel project
plate in position of desired weld and closes
supplementary face plate.

6. Call for "Switch on."
7. Make weld acrosss the plate.
8. Call for "Switch Off".
9. Use a wire brush to clean the weld and then in-

spect it.
10. Using" the above procedures (4 through 9),

make a second weld at 90° of first weld and in
such a manner as to pass over the first weld.

11. Make a third weld as above except that the weld
must pass over intersections of welds 1 and 2.

12. Turn project plate over and center 4" X 4"
plate on 6" X 6" plate and clamp them together.

13. with a new electrode, diver makes the first
weld down the remaining side - top to bottom

AloNon either side. m
14. Using a new electrode, make the second weld down

the remaining side - top to bottom.
15. Using new electrodes for each weld, make passes

three and four.
16. Reinforce each corner as in practice step 11,

above.
17. Ramove welded plates from clamping device,

sw:ure in tool bag, and return to the surface.
WRY DO IT:

This is required skill for performing underwater
repairs to steel vessels and for salvage and rescue
operatiQns.

SKILLS NEEDED:
Basic Mechanical

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. .Student will get on.J.y one practice electrode.
2. Once the project platcm are clamped into position,

they must not be moved until the project is complete.

";
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I.

NAVAL SCHOOL DIVING AND SALVAGE

Diver, Second Class A-433-0022

Security Clearance: Unclassified

Lesson Topic: 11.1 Mk V Deep Sea Diving
System Helmet

7 Hours

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL:

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Vol. I

Standard Classroom Equipment
Student Guides
Mk V Deep Sea Diving System Helmet
Slotted 8" Screwdriver
Hand Wire Brush
Litharge and Glycerin 60/40
Breastplate Gasket Mandrel
Block of wood and Sandpaper
Knite or Scribe
Breastplate Studs
50/50 soft Solder
Propane Torch
Flux
1/2" Die

TERMINAL oBJECTIVE

1. Whon the student completes this course
he will be ahlP to, given d Mk V Deep
Sea Hiving System Helmet, perform the
tollowing maintenance so that the equip-
ment may be irsed in diving operations:
Replace port glass, replace breast-
plate gasket., and replace breastplate
stud. Additional maintenance items

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES (cont'd)

are to be accomplished dependent
upon time, and equipment require-
ments.
a. Replace breastplate padeye.
b. Replace telephone jack in
gooseneck.
c. Replace reproducer.
d. Chase threads on the Air
Gooseneck, Telephone Gooseneck
and Breastplate Studs.
e. Replace safety locking device,
f. Replace or lap in the Supple-
mentary Exhaust Valve.
g. Lap in and adjust the Exhaust
Valve.
h. Replace face plate and gasket.
I. Test communications.
j. Make new lanyards tor the
breastplate eyelets and install
them.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES.

I. For each of the repairs/maintenance
requirements listed above:
a. Orally STATE the common cause(s)

. of the equipment damage/failure/leak
which would lead to repairing or
replacing the specific piece of

b. LIST, in writing, the tools
needed for the -specific repair.
c. EXPLAIN, in writing, step-by-
step procedures for effecting the
repair or replacement. s

4



ENABLING OBJECTIVES (cont'd)

d. Orally EXPLAIN the impoitance of
doing proper repairsincluding
results if repair procedures are not
carried out properly.

CRITERION TEST

1. Given a Mk V Deep Sea Diving System
Helmet, perform the following main-
tenance so that the euuipment may be
used in diving operations: Replace
port glass, replace breastplate
gasket, and replace breastplate stud.

HOMEWORK

Student Guide, Volume K
Assignment Sheets 11-1-lA through
11-1-2A.

a

(2)



Tools for Mk V De4p Sed Diving System Equipment and Repair

Slotted 8" Screwdriver
Wire Brush
Litharge and Glycerin 60/40
Breastplate gdsket mandrel
Block of wood and sandpaper
Knife or scribe
New B/P stud, 1 3/4" or 2 1/2"
50/50 soft solder
Propane Toich Flux
Breastpldle stand
1/2" die (12 threddr
Clean rags
Padeye and hacking plate
File and hammer
Slotted 6" screwdriver
Open-end wrench
'Beeawdx and idddle
Aioltimeter
#0-12 thread sCields
Telephone test box (diver's anti))
Punch
Drift pin
1" ()pen tnid wrench
New springs
Bright wmk polish
12" adjustable wrench
Needle nose pliers
3/0" halyard
Sail rwtnt!, nuclkfie, palm
IX air supply (150 psi)
Chalk
J4 B.F. G(#441lich glue
5 1/4" to i 1/2" D/C plug
Roller
Trichloietholyne
Scissois
D/S diving Gloves

Patch templates
Patching material
1128 grommets
#2B grommet die
3/8" gasket punch
Stud shim
Neets Foot Oil
Marline
Air control valve
#6 canvas
Paint
1/8" line white
Spanner wrench
Wire cutter and stripper
Wood screw
"T" wrench
Flax packing

Tools needed for individual jobs are not
listed in the instructor guides but will
be referred to in the procedures for
those jobs.

(2489;



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

I. Introduction to the lessoo.

A. Establish Contact

B. Establish Readiness

C. Establish Etfect

D. Overview

Mark V Deep Sea Diving System llelmet

Introduce self and topic.

Get students ready to learn.

Bring out need and value
of material.

State learning objectives.

A. Replace Port Glass Use Helmet_ T/A.

u1Q7'

1. Failure Due to:

a. Glass breaking.

b. Litharge and glycerin seal

breaking.

2. Procedures: Demonstrate using Observe. Take notes as
actual equipment or necessary.

a. Remove faceplate guard; four T/A.

H-32 1/8" machine s,crews.

b. Remove old glass.

c. Clean faceplate on port with wire

brush and scraper.

d. Prepare litharge and glycerin Mixture change dependent

(3)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

mixture. upon temperature and
humidity. Do not let

e. Place mixture liberally in port come in contact with
skin.

ring.

t. Place new glass (or ,cleaned one).

in port ring and tap in place.

g. Scrape off excess litharge mix-

ture and wipe and clean with rag.

h. Replace port. or faceplate guard Testing this particular
terminal objective may be

and allow to dry at least eightMaccomplished by:
1. Having the student

hours prior to use. aCtually perform the work
on a helmet needing repair

J. PracCical work. or a designated T/A helmet, or
2. Have the student des-

41. Each student should accomplish cribe the necessary steps
while demonstrating as much

these procedures. as possible.

B. Replace breastplate gasket.

I. Failuie due to;

4. Leather wom--age.

b. Improper care.

cdfi he shimm.!d up. (3) shims

(1) chart paper.

Gasket T/A. Pass T/A around.
Show class two reasons
for gasket-7use T/A.
1. Contiol travel of helmet.
2. Watertight seal

(4)
18(39



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

d. mpropu r storage.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

2. Procedures: Use T/A.

a. lienove gasket with knife or scribe.

b. Check new gasket in breastplate

for fit.

I. Not all.breastplates are same,

requird different thicknesses.

c. It necesse.ry, remove gasket from Rough side up.

breastplate and insert in mandrel.

d. Put sandpaper around wood block.

e. Sand gasket evenly.

t. Check fit..

clean B/P gasket channel with

4ire brush.

1. Practical work.

z

J. acti student ..7hecks a helinet dnd Observe 4nd instruct Each atudent checks at least
as necessary. one helmet and replaces or

hre.AslpiaLe tor fit. repairs as necessary.

C. ituplace breastplate stud

1 8
1. Failure due to:

(5)
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4

OUTLINE OF I NSTRUCT ION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STIMENT ACTIVITY

d. Tightening wing nuts too tight.
b. Careless handling of helmet and

breastplate.
Stripped threads.

Procedures:

a. Place breastplate in ti/P stand. Demonstrate.

b. Put. wet rags armuld the area

ot tki.-1 to be iemoved. Used to reduce area of
heat conduction.

c. Beat area of stud with torch Apply direct heat to stud.
Explain heat conduction--

i 1 soller is me/ ted. ProceSs by which energy (heat)
is transferred from molecule

a. Remove stud and wire brush old to molecule.

C.

solder by adding more heat.

Install new stud. Wire brush before installing.
t. Beat atea add glux and solder. Not acid core solder.
g. use B/P strap

alignment.

to check for

h. chase B/P stud threads with Use T/A show students how
to check alignment.

1/2 " die.
3. Practical work.

(6)



&MINK OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

a. Each student replaces a breast- Observe and instruct Replace B/P stud.
as .necessary.

plate stud..

D. Replace brt;astplate. padeYe.

1. Failure due to:

d. Heavy strain on,padeye. Use T/A and demonstrate
heavy strain.

b. Dropped breastplate.

. 2. Vtocedure:

a. Itemove solder from back ing, plate

and breastplate.

b. File off peeped over stud and

femove backing plate. 4

C. Clean padeye, backinq plate

and breastplate.

d. Insert padeye.

Place backinq plate over

stud and peen over.

t. Solder backing plate and stud to

bleastplate.

g. Solder padeye to breastplate.

(7)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

h. Explain heat conduction.

3. Practical work.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

J

a. only if equipment is available.

E. Replace telephone transceiver and jack. Use T/A. Take notes as necessary.

1. Failure due to:

a. Water or moisture in transceiver.

b. Broken wire.

C. Inoperative speaker.

2. Procedure:

a. Disconnect wires inside helmet.

b. Remove (2) bracket nuts.

c. Litt out transceiver.

d . Remove (2) hold i II screws f rom

tp)oseneck jack. -Use jack plug clement and
transceiver for T/A pass

e. Heat and remove beeswax. around to class.

f. Remove jack from gooseneck.

y. Clean gooseneck,

h. keplacing solder 12" lead from

transceiver to new jack element.

1W)i (8)
1895-



OUTLINE IF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTI VI TY

i.. Replace 'two screws in e lenient .

vol ti me te r for checking continuity.

K. me t new beeswax for sea 1 i ng. Wax to be poured from
inside the helmet.

I. Replace jack cover.

m. Replace t ran see i ye r in recess,

over studs .

n . Repl ace (2 ) holding nuts on

studs then ti gh ten .

3, [rc1icai work .

a . I t equipment needing repair is

awl i lable and time permits, assist

students in comp le ling task Use

procednres outlined above .

V. Replacin.j i i r or telephone gooseneck Take notes 'as necessary.

1 1 lire due to:

a. !Wavy sirain on gooseneck. Show T/A with heavy strain.

dr' h. :it ripped th reads On gooseneck

c. Ca:reless handling of helmet. Show cross threading
gooseneck threads.

(9)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

2. Ptocedules:

A. File off rivet heads. Use T/A to demonstrate
or explain.

b. Melt solder from backing plate

aed helmet.

c. Melt_ solder from gooseneck and

helmet.

d. Replace gooseneck and backing plate.
On Air Gooseneck, check

C. Insett rivets and peen over, heat effects on air
channels inside.

t. Solder backing plate to helmet.

Solder around gooseneck and helmet.

1. Practice:1 work.

d. If equipment needing repair

available And time permits, assist

students in completing task. Use

plocedures outlined above.

Replace safety locking device.

1. Failure due tO:

d. Caleless installaiion or remov-

ing hat from breastplate.

Use T/A to show.

Observe and take notes as
necessary.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION iNsTRucroft ACTIVITY F STUDENT ACTI vITY

2. Procedures:

Drive out dowel pin. Use 'T/A to explain
procedures.

b. Melt solder from backing plate.
c. 'Me It sol de r f Tom he lmet and

latch dome.

u. File down pdened ovex stud.

e. Drive out stud and latch base.
f. Clean area around hole for 1tch

base.

y. Insert sew latch 'base.
h. .P lace back ing 1) late over la tch

base stud.

1. %Peen over latch base stud..

j. SoLder over stud and backing plate.
k. Solder around tatch base and

he Inlet she l 1 .

I . Place new dumbbe ll in latch base. Caution.
m. insert dowel pin and peen over. Care must be taken hot to

pinch dumbbell base when
peening over dowel pin.

,
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIV Ty STUDENT ACTIVITY

3. Practical work.

a. If equipment needing repair iM
#

available and time permits, assist

students in completing task.

H. Replacin% supplementary exhaust valve.

(Spit cock)

I. Failure due to;

a. Diver hitting it sharply on bottom.

Use T/A to show. Observe and take notes ds
necessary.

b. Carelessness in handling helmet.
'rot*,

2. Plocedures: Use T/A to explain
procedures.

a Melt solder from retaining ring.

b. Unscrew retaining ring with 1"

open end wremch.

Use only I" open end
wrenct to avoid damage
.to bonhet,.

C. Melt'solder from valve and'helmet

shell.

d. insure area Lo be soldere.d is clean.

e. Insert new valve oind screw *awn re-

taining ring.

t. Solder retaining ring and lielmet shell.

(12) 19n2



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Solder valve base to helmet shell.

1. Practical work.

A. If equipment needing repair is

available and Lime permits assist

students in completing task.

I. Lap in, and adjusting ihe.Air Regulating Use T/A to show. Observe and take notes as
necessary.

1 :?

Exhaust ValV3.

1. Failure due to:

a. Unskilled personnel lapping in and

adjusting the valve.

b. Dirt and debris caught between

the disc and seat.

.0. Weakening of the primary and

secondary exhaust valve spring.

?. Procedures:

a. kemove screws trom VAlVe bonnet Use T/A to explain
and demonstrate.

guard.

b. Unscrew valve bonnet and body.

Use 1" open et:4.i wrench so as not:to

(13)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTLON INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

damage bonnet.

C. Unscrew chin button from valve stem

and disc.
'

d. Use bright work polish to clean

parts and lap valve disc to valve

seat.

e. Replace springs if necessary.

t. Loosen stem adjusting sleeve to

approximately 3/16" then tighten

screw.

q. Replace stem through stem guide and

screw on chin button.

h. Insure secondary spring is in place

and screw valve body and bonnet to

helmet.

1. W.:place SefeWS in valve bonnet

Chuck va:ive setting by cracking

valve 1/4 turn open tap chin button

Li 0 5
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ouTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

to insure it started to open.

k. If valve has not started to open,

the valve must be disassembled and

the stem sleeve readjusted,

3. Prackical work.

a. Each student wilt tap in, adjust, Instruct and advise Each student will perform.
as necessary.

reassemble and check an exhaust

valve.

3. Replace faceplate and qasket.

1. Failure due to: Use T/A or actual Observe and take notes as
equipment to show. necessary.

a. Worn countersunk recess in

faceplate. .

b. Broken lugs on faceplate.

c. Woin or broken rubber gasket.

2. Proceduies:

d. Itulm)ve cotter, pin from hinge pin.

b. Remove h inge pin from lugs.

Remove.old faceplate and replace

with new one.

(15)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

-
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUUENT ACTIVITY

d. Replace hinge pin.

Replace cotter pin through hinge

pin then brad over.

f. If new gasket is necessary, it is

easily removed from fgceplate wi-th

knite. Clean area and replace with

new rubber gasket.

Practical work.

a. If equipment needing repair is

and.Lime permits, assist

students in completing task.

K. Renewing bleastplate lanyards.

1. Failpie due -to:

d. Age.

b. Excessive use, wear.

2. Ploceduies:

a. Cul d piece of signal halyard

approximately 48-54 inches long.

Selve. each end approximately 1

(.16)

Pass a worn lanyard Observe and take notes as
through class. necessary.
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'OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

inch with sail twine.

C. Insert new line ln breastplate eyelets.

3. Practical work.

a. Each student will renew replace
s Observe"mnd instruct Each student will renew

a lanyard. as necessary: and replace a lanyard.

III. Summary

A. Assign practical work dependent upon time

and equipment availability.

B. Answer questions.

190

Ask-questions as necessary.



NAVAL SCHOOL DIVING AND SALVAGE

Diver, Second Class A-433-0022

Security Clearance: Unclassified

Lesson Topic: 11.2 Mk V Deep Sea Diving
System Dress

7 Hours

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS:

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Vol. I

Student Guides
Standard Classroom Equipment
Mk V Deep Sea Wving System Dress
4 Goodrich Glue
D/C Plug 5 3/4" to 3 1/2"
Roller
Trichloretholyne
wiee brush
scissors
D/S Diving Gloves
Patch Templates
42S Gromaets
12B Grommet Die
Lacing Flap Template (Mk V)
3/9" Gasket Punch
Breastplate Stand
PatChing Material
Crotch Patch Template (Mk V)
Sail Twine and Needle
Sewing Palm '

Stud Shim
Nests yoot. Oil
Screw Driver
Mk V Deep Sea Diving System Weight Belt
Mk V Deep Sea Diving System Shoes

TERMINAL OBJECTIVE

1. When the student completes this course
he will be able to, given a Mk V Deep. .

Sea Diving System Dress, perform.the
following maintenance so that the equip-
ment.may be used in diving operations:
Placing/replacing gloves, patchirig a
hole, air test dress befOre/after
patching. Additional maintenance items
are to be accomplished dependent upon
time and equipment requirements.
a. -Replacing lacing flap.'
b. Replacing crotch flap. .

c. Repair and patch torn rthiper gasket
on collar.
d. Renew lead weights on' Mk V Deep
Sea Diving System Weight Belt.
e. Renew straps and buckles on Mk V
Deep Sea Diving System Shoes.
f. Clean and preserve Mk V Deep Sea
Diving System Shoes. .

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

1. For each of the repairs/maintenance
requirements listed above: - -

a. Orally STATE the comaon cause(s)
of the equipment damage/failure/leak
which would'lead to repairing or re-
placing the specific piece of equip-
ment.
b. LIST, in writing, the tools neeaed
for the specific repair.
c. EXPx,AIN, in writing, step-by-step
prOcedures for effecting the repair or
replacement.



.ENABLING OHjECTIVES (cont'd)

d. Orally EXPLAIN the importance of
doing proper maintenance to include
results if repair procedures are-not
carried out properly.

CRITERION TEST

1. Given a Mk V Deep Sea Diving Sistem
Dress, perform the.follcowing mainten-
ance so that the equipment may be
used in diving operations: Plpcing/
replacing glove's, patdhing a hole, air
test dress before/after patching.

HOMEWORK
.11

StUdent 'Guide, Volume K,
Assignment Sheets 1I-2-1A
and 11-2-2A.

1913

(2)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

U. Presentation

A. Air testing dreuS before patching.

I. Failure due to:

a. Non Appl.icable.

2. Procedures:

a. Place dress on breastplate stand

as you would on a diver.

b. Open air valve and blow up dress.

(1) Do not exceed 2 poly pressure.

c. Locate leak and chalk.

d. Secure air and nemove dress.

3. Practical work.

a. Each sthdent will air test a

dress for leaks.

B. Placing or replacing a glove on D/S

Diving Dress.

1. Failure due to:

a. 'All D/S dresses come from

1914 (3)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Use actual equipment Take notes as necessary.
to demonstrate.

If necessary, use soap
and water.

Each student will air
test a-dress for leaks.

Use T/A or actual Take notes as 'necessary.
equipment to show.

1915



OuTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

9 !

manufacturer with cuffs.

b. Glove damage due to continuous

underwater use.

C. A bloW up could blow a glove.

2. procedures;

a.. Dry minimum of 24 hours.

b. Insert D/C pApg from inside of

sleeve approximately 4" extending

from sleeve.

c. Gloves will be trimmed (cut from

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Use T/A to explain. Take notes as necessary.

gauntlet) according to size of

dress being patched.

(1) 3" off of 11 dress.

(2) 2" off of 12 dress.

(3) 1" off of 31 dress.

d. Place glove on D/C plug, rolling

it back-two inches at the top. 191.7
e. 'Insure the glove is flush with

sleeve and that glove and sleeve

(4)



OUTLINE or INSTRUCTION

I.

seams are, sligned.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY
41*,

t. Clean area with trichloretholyne.

-y. Roughen area with wire brush.

h.. Apply 3 coats of 14-Goodrich to

glove and sleeve allowing each

coat to become tacky before apply-

ing the next coat.

i. After the third coat is applied,

roll the part,of. the glove turned

OnvIfl . un over the aleevn.

J. Roll vigorously with the roller

working from ttie center.

wurn sleeve inside out.

1. Using tealplate cut curved stiip

firom patching cloth.

m. Strip protective cloth from patch

and lay on a flat board.

n. .Roughen area for applying patch.

o. Apply 3 coats of glue to curved

(5)

19 9
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

strip and area meeting at sleeve

and glove.

(1) Allow each coat to become

tacky before applying the

next coat.

p. Apply curved strip evenly, over

joint between glove and sleeve.

q. Turn sleeve right side out and

ballad the same,procediares.

3. Practical work.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIViTY

.40

0

a. Each student should accomplish Observe and assist Accomplish procedures to
as necessary. place/replace gloves.

these procedures.

C. Patching hole in 0/S avipg Dress

1. Failure due to;

a. Excessive wear.

b. Improper stowage.

2. Proo.idures:

Use T/A to show.

-

Take notes as necessary.

a. 'Dry for minimum of 24 hours. AWN! T/A to explain/ Take notep as necessary.
ir demonstrate procedures.

b. After finding hole, trim loose threads. 194 I)
(.0(6)
Aa. ,



OUTLINE (JV INSTRUCTION,

c. Cut patch 1" larger than hole

.t.o be patched.

(1) Round all coral's.

d: Strip protective cloth and-lay

on flat board.

e. Roughen area to be imtched.

f. Apply 3 coats of glue allowing

each coat to become tabky before

dpplying the next;

U. When ready, lay patbh evenly over

4000e and prelim firmly.

h. Use roller and working from center

outward roll out all bubbles.

i. Any edge oE patch that does not

adhere, trim off.

(1) Do not try to re-glue.

J. Allow 24 hours to dry before

'testing and using.

3. Piackyal work.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY-

0

(7)
1921



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION, INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

a. Each student should perform pro- Observe and instruct Each student patches a
as necessary. hole in D/S Diving Dress.

cedures.

1900

D. Repidcing lacing flap on D/S Diving Dress Use T/A to show. Take notes as necessary.

1._ Failure due to:

d. Excessive use of the dress.

b. Over tightening of the laces.

2. Procedures:

a: Dry for minimum of 24 tiours. Use T/A to explain Take notes as necessary.
or demonstrate pro-

b. Using lacing flat template, cut cedures.

two lacing flaps from patching

matnrial.

c. To remove old flap, pull around end

patch from lecing flap.

d. Bench mark with chalk both ends

of lacing flat to insure proper

alignment of new lacing flap.

e. Pull off old lacing flap.

I. 'Take the two new lacing flaps,

(8)



OUTLINE OV INSTRUCTION

strip protective cloth and lay

on flat board,

g. Apply ihre.., coats of 14 Goodrich

and glue flap pieces together.

Leave 3/4" unglued along straiqht

edge.

h. Allow ample time for glue to set

up before punching holes for

grommets.

i. After punching holes for grommets

12B grouwet using grommet

die.

Clean area for lacing flap on dress

with trichloretholyne.

k. Use wire- brush to roughen area.

(1) lie sure not to remove chalk Emphasize.

mark.

I. Apply 3 coats of 14 Goodrich glue

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(9)

1924



OUTLINE or INSTRUCTIOV INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

to area for lacing flap on dress and

on new lacing fJap.

(1) The unglued 3/4" area is butter- Drawjacing flap to
show butterfly or

flied to make 1 1/2" surface show actual equipment

which is the part glued to dress.

m. After glue is applied, place lacing

flap on dress using chalk mark for

alignment.

n. Ilse roller to roll out air huhhles.

o. Cut lacing flap -end patch

p. Remove protective cloth and 1 y on

flat board.

q. Clean area to be patched on dress

with Trichloretholyne, then wire
A

brush.

r. Apply 3 coats of 14 Goodrich glue to

patch and dress6

s. place and patch on dress and roll

out bubbles.-

Draw end patch on C/R
or show actual equipment

.19'n (")

v.
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oUTIANE -OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY LP
...:3

t. Allow 24 hours to dry before testing use.

'I. Practical Work

a. If equipment needing repair is avail4ble Observe and in- Each student replace
struct as neces-lazing flap on D/S

and time permits, student should complete sary Diving Dress

task.

E. Replacing Crotch Patch

1. Failure due to:

a. Repeated use of D/S Diving Dress

2. Procedures

a. Dry for a minimum of 24 hours

b. Place D/S diving dress on breastplete

stand and apply 1/2 lb of air.

c. Remove old crotch patch

d. Clean area with Trichloretholyne.

e. Roughen area with wire brush.

f. ,thsing crotch patch template and

patching material, cut out new patch.

q. Remove protective cloth and lay on

flat board.

Vse eauipment, picture
or chart to show

1 9 ?



oUTL1NE OF IMSTRDCTION

h. Apply 1 coats of 44 Goodrich glue

to !latch and dress.

i. Place patch on crotch area of dress

and roll out bubbles.

j. Secure air and remove dress from

breastplate stand.

k. Allow 24 hours before testing and

using.

3. Practical Work

a. If equipment needing repair is

available and time permits, each

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Observe and instruct Each student replaces
as necessary. .brotch patch on D/S

diving dress.

student should replace crotch

patch.

F. Repair Torn Robber Gasket on rollar Ilse actual equipment,
chart or tr7nsparency

1. Failure Due to:

a. Repeated use of dress

h. Diver using smaller dress than

pecessary.

c. Carelomq removal of breaRtplate.

19?S
(12)

N..
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olITLINE or INSTRUCTIOti

2. Procedures

a. Dry for d minimum of 24 hours.

b. Glue torn area of collar together.

c. Sew torn area using herring bone stitch. Demonstrate

3...0101,01clical Work

I 931)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIvITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

a. If equipment needing repair is available Observe and in- Each student repairs
struct as neces- torn ruLber gasket on

and time permits, assist_ student in sary. collar.

completing task.

G. Clean and Preserve D/S Diving Shoes Use actual equipment
to show

1. Failure due to:

a. Reneated use in uater.

b. Improper use of Neets Foot Oil on

shoe.

2. Procedures

a. Wire brush leather lightly to remove

dirt and soiled oil.

b. 1nHpect

c. Coat Lightly with Neets Foot Oil.

( 1 31 1931
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

3. Practical work

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

a. It equipment needing repair is Observe and instruct Clean Diving ShGes
as necessary

available and time permits, assist

students in completing task.

1I1.Summary

A. Assign Practical Work dependent upon time

dnd equipment requirements.

R. Answer questions

1922

(14)

Ask auestions as
necessary



NAVAL SCHOOL DIVING AND SALVAGE

TERMINAL OBJECTIVE (oont'd)
itp-ms are to be a
i/ems are to be accomplished depend-_

,ent upon time and equipment require-
ments.

Diver, Second Class'A-433-0022

Security Clearance: Unclassified

Lesson Topic; 11.3 Mk V Deep Sea Diving
System Umbilical

5 Hours

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS:

u.S. Navy Diving Manual, Vol. I
Lifeline and Air Hose (Mk V)
StAndard Classroom Equipment
Student Guides
150 psi air supply
MaAine
Knife
Air Control V..tve
16.Cenvas
Sail Needle
Sewing Palm
Sail Twine
Paint
1/8" Line, whiat

TERMINAL OBJECTIVE

1. When the student completes this course
he will be able to, given components
of the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System
Umbilical, perform the following
maintenance so that the equipment
may be umitlAn diving operations:
Marry.lifeline/air hose, and repair
or.replace jack plug on lifeline,
telephone aable. Additional maintenance

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

1. For each of the repairs/maintenance
requirements listed above:
a. Orally STATE the common cause(s)
of the equipment damage/failure/leak
which would lead to repairing or
replacing the specific piece of
equipment.
b. LIST, in writing, the tools
needed for the specific repair.
c. EXPLAIN, in writing, step-by-
step procedures for effecting the
repair or replacement.
d. Orally EXPLAIN the importance of
doing proper maintenance to include
results if repair procedures are
not carried out properly.

CRITERION TEST

i. Given components of the Mk V Deep
Sea Diving System Umbilicall'perform
the following maintenance so that
the equipment way be used in diving
operations: Marry lifeline/air
hose, and repair or replace jack
plug on lifeline, balephone cable.

HOMEWORK

Student'Guide, Volume K, Assignment Sheets
11-3-IA and 11-3-2A.

1935



V.OUTLI4E OF ININRUCTION

11.Presentation

A. Marrying Lifeline ind Air Hose

I. rairuee due to:

Repeated use ot the lifeline and

air hose.

h. Outdated hose in use.

C. Hpae cannot meet,required tests.

2. 'Procedures

a. Secure lifeline to an availahle

stancion,or similar item.-

h. Take up slack, and secure other end
.1*

so that is 4 ft..off, deck.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUMM ACTIVITY

t,

Use actual equipment Observe. Take notes as
or T/A necessary

Use T/A or actual Observe
equipment to de-
monstrate.

C. Connect one end of hose to air manifold.

d. Put Air Control Valve at other end and

e

pressurize to 150 psi.

chalk mark 31 inches back of jack

plug on lifeline.

f. Stait air hose fitting at chalk mark

on lifeline.

1936
(2)

17,k



;.-OUTI,I NE OF I NSTRUCT iON I NSTRUCTO P. ACT I V LTY STUDENT ACTIN I TY

191S

41. Mtiasure back 22 inches from first chalk

mark and make first marriage.

011 marry together using eight turns of

marline and two inner turns between

lifeline and air hose, then tie with

square knot.

h. Repeat marriages every 4 ft. with a

4 inch catenary in air hose.

(1) Lightweight hose is married every

3 ft.

I. The amount unmarried for topside hook

up is determined by the distance between

air manifold and communication .jack on

diving station.

The length of making up a lifeline and

air hose is determined ibv the shin or

diving conunanci .

Prai!ticai Work

a. Each ntudent perfolms procedures.
May use shortened piece of hose.

Observe apd instruct. Each student will make
as necessary. up lifeline/air hose.

( 3 ) 1939
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pUTLINIE or INSTRucTioN

B. Placing/Replacing Boot

1. Failure due to: Use actual equipment Observe.Take notes as

or T/A necessary.
Repeated use of lifeline/air hose.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

h. Making up new lifeline/air hose.

2. Procedures

a. Cut a strip of 116 canvas 13" wide

and 47 long.

11. Fold canvas so that hoth sides meet Demonstrate with piece
of paper.

at center.

c. start i)oot at first permanent marriage

on lifeline/air hose.

d. Fold hoot around lifeline/air hose.

e. Using needle and sail twine, sew

canvas tight using herring hone stitch.

t. Use 1/8" line, put a turks head at each

end ot canvas.

g. Sopk canvas in water to tighten.

h. Paint canvas the desired color code,

before it completely dries. /4(
(4)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

3. Practical WOrk

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

a. if equipment needing repair is Observe and instruct Complete procedures for
as necessary7 making hoot for umbi,lical.

available and time permits, assist

students in completing task.

C. Replace/Repkir Jack Plug

1. Failure due to:

a. Improper handling

b. Improper storage

C. Usage

2. Procedures

a. Unscrew gland nut at rear of plug

housing.

b. Remove panking.

c. Remove lock nut at front of plug

housing with spanner wrench.

d. Heal. plug housing to soften the

sealing compound.

e. Slide plug housing back on cable away

trtim cable.

Use actual equipment
or T/A to explain/
demonstrate procedures.

(5) lo

Observe.Take notes
as necessary.

1943



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

f. Loosen connections to plug terminals

and remove plug.

g. Melt solder which secures stainless

steel core in the anchor plug, and

remove the wood screw wedge and anchor

plug.

h. The cable may be cut bacl' to the dam-

, aged end and communications tested.

1. Reassembly:

(1) Slide gland nut and jack plug

housing onto cable.

(2) Remove thi3 two outer rubber

coverings for a distance of about

4 inches; remove the rubber cover-

ing of the stainless steel core

also for 4 inches.

(3) Separate the exposed strands,

clean and tin thoroughlt.

1914

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(6)
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OUTIA.NE or lusermonoN

(4) Slip anchor plug over the Lin

strands and cole, Lhen bring up

as close as possible to the

rubber covering.

(5) Distribute strands and core around

circumference of hole in plug and

drive in wood screw wedge.

(6) Solder the steel core and wedge

securely into anchor plug.

(7) Cut off loose ends of steel core

even with anchor plug and smooth

with a file.

(0) hare ends of the conductors and

twist together into two pairs,

red with green and black with

white.

(9) Form an eye in the end of each

pair and solder.

(10) Pull plug housing down over

.19 44,5

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(7)



OtrrIA NE OF INSTRUCT ION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY.

anchor, plug As far an possible.

Length of conductor should he

about 1/4 inch out of plug housing.

(11) Several turns of flax packing should

be inserted into the gland and gland

nut screwed in tight.

(12) Place thin leather washer over con

ductors and attach conductors to

plug terminals making sure that

red/green pair is connected to the

aide terminal and black/white to

khe center terminal.

(11) Pour melted sealing compound or

1+ecswax into open end of housing

tcs within 1/4 of plug seat.

(14) While sealing cowpound is still soft,

seat the jack plug in plua housing,

making certain that the leather

waaher is properly seatw-11946

(8)



OUTLINE UV INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(15) Screw in locking nut and pull up

tight.

3. Practical Work

a. Each student ,should perform Observe hnd instruct Student repair/replace
as necessary. lack plug.

procedures.

III . Stumnary

A. Assign practical work dependent upon time

and equipment availability.

h. Answer questions

A

194:7
(9) -

Ask questions as nece sary.

191S
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NAVAL SCHOOL DIVING AND SALVAGE

Diver, Second Class A-433-0022

Security Clearance: Unclassified

Lesson Topic: 11.5 Mk V Deep Sea Diving
System Air Control Valve

5 1/2 Hours

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS:

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Vol. I
Student Guides
Standard Classroom Equipment
Screw Driver
Flax Packing
Adjustable Wrench
Bright Work Polish
Clean Rag
Scribe

TERMINAL OBJECTIVE

1. When the student completes this course
he will be abla to, given a Mk V Deep
Sea Diving System Air Control Valve,
perform the following maintenance so
that the equipment may be used in
diving operations: Lap in needle valve,
renew flax packing in packing gland
and adjust packing gland.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

1. For each of the repairs/maintenance
requirements listed above:

ENABLING OBJECTIVES (cont2d)

a. Orally STATE the common cause(s)
of the equipment damage/failure/leak
which would lead to repair/replace-
ment of the specific piece of equip-
ment.
b. LIST, in writing, the tools needed
for the specific repair.
C. EXPLAIN, in writing, step-by-step
procedures for effecting the repair or
replacement.
d. Orally EXPLAIN the importance of
doing proper maintenance-to include
results if procedures are not carried
out properly.

CRITERION TEST

1. Given a Mk V Deep Sea Diving System
Air Control Valve, perform the
following maintenante so Chat the
equipment may be used in diving opera-
tions: Lap in needle valve, renew
flax packing in packing gland and
adjust packing gland.

HOMEWORK

Student Guide, Volume K
Assignment Sheets j't



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

II.Presentation

1951-

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

A. Lap in Needle Valve, Renew Flax Packing, Use actual equipment
or T/A to explain/

and Adjust Packing Gland in Air Control demoniitrate procedures

Valve

1. Failure due to;

a. Repeated use

2. Procedures Demonstrate

a. Remove valve wheel and bracket.

b. Remove capnut and stuffing box

gland.

C. Use scribe to remove lead washer

and flax packing.

d. Use wrench to remove stuffing box.

e. Remove copper washer and valve stem.

f. Inspect disc (6(P angle) and seat.

(J. If needed, lap in disc and seat with

bright _work polish.

h. Clean disc and seat with clean rag

before reassembling.
(2)

Observe.Take notes as
necessary

1.952



nUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

i. Screw valve stem into the stuffing box.

j. Place copper ring into the groove on

top of valve body.

k. Insert valve stem into body and

tighten stuffing box wrench tight.

1. Insert first lead washer over valve

stem.

m. Add new flax packing rings staggering

the batts.

n. Insert second lead washer.

o. Insert the stuffing box gland and

screw cavnut into position.

p. Adjust so that vllve will not turn

easily.

q. Replace screws in bracket.

r. Replace valve wheel.

s. Replace locking nut.

t. Replace cotter key through locking nut.

1953 (3)
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OUTI.INE or' INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

3. Practical Work

a. Each student performs procedures. Observe and instruct Repair Air Control Valve

as necessary.

B. Planned Maintenance System (MS) Requirements Use PMS cardsoor T/A
to show.

for the mk V Deep Sea Diving System

I I . Summary

A. Assign practical work dependent unon

time and equipment availability.

B. Answer questions

(4)

Use most,current PMS
requirements

Ask questions as necessary.

1955



Diver, Second Class

,Security Clearance:

'Lesson Topic: 12.1

30 Hours

NAVAL SCHOOL DIVING AND SALVAGE

A-433-0022

Unclassified

Hyperbaric Chamber
Operations

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Vol. I

Student Guide
Standard Classroom Equipment
Hyperbaric Chamber

TERMINAL OnaECTIVES

1. When the student completes this course
he will be able to, given a diving
accident requiring treatment in the
Hyperharic Chamber, perform the func-
tions of an outside Hyperbaric Cham-
ber Operator under the guidance of

diving supervisor.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

1. Given a standard print of a Hyper-
baric System:
a. EXPLAIN the function (s)of the
major components in terms of what
they do for the system.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES (cont'd)

195

b. DESCRIBE/ show the functional and
physical location of the major compo-
nents and their component parts.
c. DESCRIBE, in writing, the sotirces
of power for the supply piping
arrangement and communication compo-
nents.
d. Orally DESCRIBE the modes of
control.
e. LIST, in writing, the protective
devices for the major components.
f. LIST, orally, the ratings of the
major components.
g. DESCRIBE, in welting, the nominal
pipe or valve size used throughout
the Hyperbaric Chamber System.
h. LIST; in writing, the major mater-
ials used in the major components
and their component parts, and EXPLAIN
why.
i. Orally EXPLAIN how the components
and component parts parry out their
function(s).
Jr DESCRIBE, in writing, procedures
for pressurization and depressuriza-
tion of the recompression chamber.
k. DESCRIBE, in writing, the adminis-
tration of 11e02/02 to the recompres-
sion chamber.
1. DESCRIBE, in writing, procedures
for ventilation of the recompression
chamber.



ENAHI4NG oUJECTIVES (cont'd)

m. Orally STATE the setpoint(s) and
reasons for the setpoint(s) in terms
'ot operating above/below them for:

(1) The maximum working pressure
ot the chamber.

(2) Ventilation Rate, 02, air.
n. 1)ESCRIIIE, in writing, the effect
on this system due to the air and
electrical sources.
0. Orally EXPLAIN the safety pre-
cautions unique to the Ryperbaric
Chamber, to include the following:

(.1) Use of fire retardent mater-
i 1 inside the chamber.

(2) Release of dogs prior to depres-
surization of the chamber.

2. under the guidance of the. instructor,
DEMONSTRATE procedures for pressuri-
zation of the chamber, checking for
leaks, and normal operation of gauges.

3. LIST situations Comm i to diving, in
writincl, where the Hyverbaric Chamber
would be required for medical treat-
ment.

HOMEWORK

Student Guide Volume L Information
Sheet 12-1-11 Assignment sheet

, 12-1-IA through 12-1-4A

CRITERION TEsp

1. Given a hypothetical diving accident
requiring treatment in the Hyperbaric
chamber, perform the functions of an
outside Hyperbaric Chamber Operator
under, the guidance of a diving super-
visor.

(2)"
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OUT L I NE C:11? I NST RWT I ON

I. introeAuction

A. Estahli=h ContaCt

B. Establish Readiness

C. Establish Effect

D Overview

II.Presentation

A. Pecompression Chamber Theory

I. Many ,situations may arise during or

after diving operations that require

the use of a recompression facility.

a. Treatment of diver's diseases or

1

injuries.

(1) Decompression Sickness

(2) Gas Embolism

(3) CO2 and CO Toxicity

b. Surface Decompression Procedures

1) Surface Decompression using

Oxygen.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Introduce self and topic

Get Students ready to learn
Classroom procedures, etc.

Bring out need and value
of material

State Learning Objectives

\,

Mav quiz students Take notes as necessary

(3)



0UTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTTVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(2) Surface Decompression usi101itir.

(3) Helium-oxygen Surface.Decomnression.

c. Equipment Teraina and rheaout .

(1) Wrist Depth Gauges

(2 Diving Watches for watertight

integrity.

(3) Lifeboat hydrostatic'releases.

d. Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy for Noh-diving

injuries

(1) Gas Gangrene

(2). Tetanus

(3) Various conditions producing

anoxia aripoxia).

e. Diving Candiciate Selection - Pressure

02 Tolerance Tests

t. various aspects of Diver Training

(i) oualification dives

(2) Chamher Training



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

2. Chamber design types 4nd basic operational

requirements

A ,

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITA

a. Double lock CTI'mbers are the most coM-

monly used type in the Navy.

(1) Fabricated from steel oi aluminum.

(2) Steel Double Lock Chamber

(a) 200 psi working pressure.

(b) son cubic ft total volume.

1. 350ecu ft inner lock volume.

2. 150 cu ft outer lock volume.

(3) Aluminum double lqck chamber was

designed to replace single lock

steel chamber.

(a) 100 psi working pressure.

(b) 227 cu ft total volume.

(4) Double Lock Chambers are versatile.

(a) Possible to treat 2 casualties

simultaneously.

04 'renders can be ch4ngoe and
.I. :5 b

(5)

4



Onvi.INE OF 1NSTROCTION

decimpressed in outer lock

during inner lock treatment.

b. Single Lock Chambers

(1) Very few still in Navy use.

(2) Fabricated from steel.

(a) 100 psi working pressure.

(h) 250 cu ft in volume.

(3) !ids basic disadvantage of being

unable to change tenders during

treatment.

c. All Navy Chambers have similar

design requirements.

(1) Medical Lock

(a) jthout le" kn diameter.'

(b) Used to paHs small articles

in.and out during pressuri-
/

zation,of main cliambe:".\se

li) All navy chambers must he capahle

oe pressurization to 165' or

19q2

0

INS"PUCTOR ACTIVITY SPUDWITACTINITY.

(6)

If



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

73.425 psig .as a minimum.

(3) must have a primary and secondary

dir supply source.

(4) Should have oxygen treatment

capability.

(5) Must he eauipped with both a

one-way and two-way control

systems.

(6) Must have communications.

(7) Must be equipped with gauges on

each lock.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

3. Air Supply System for Chambers Take notes as necessary.

a. Design requirements are for a

primary and secondary air sup9ly

tor all Navy chambers. No two air

supply systems are exactly alike in

meeting basic requirements.

(l) Primary air supply is commonly Place diagram on C/B of
typical air system, use

a hank of H.P.cylinders capable transparency or chart.
(See 12a and 12b this
Instructor Guide)

(7)
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NAVAL SCHOOL DIVING AND SALVAGE

Diver, Second Class A-433-0022

Security Clearance: Unclassified

Lesson Topic: 11.3 Mk V Deep Sea Diving
System Umbilical

5 Hours

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS:

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Vol. I
lifeline and Air Hose (Mk V)
Standard Classroom Equipment
Student Guides
150 psi air supply
Marline
Knife
Air Control Valve
#6 Canvas
Sdil Needle
Sewing Palmil
Sail Twine
Paint
1/0" Line, white

TERMINAL OBJECTIVE

I. When the student completes this course
he will be able to, given components
of the Mk V Deep Sea Diving System
Umbilical, perform the following
maintenance so that *he equipment
may be used in diving operations:
Marry.lifeline/air hose, and repair
or replace jack plug on lifeline,
telephone cable. Additional maintenance

TERMINAL OBJECTIVE (cont'd)
items are to be a
items are to be accomplished depend-
ent upon time and equipment require-
ments.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

1. For each of the repairs/maintenance
requirements listed above:
a. Orally STATE the common cause(s)
of the equipment damage/failure/leak
which would lead to repairing or
replacing the specific piece of
equipment.
b. LIST, in writing, the tools
needed for the specific repair.
c. EXPLAIN, in writing, step-by-
step procedures for effecting the
repair or replacement.
d. Orally EkeLAIN the importance of
doing proper maintenance to include
results if repair procedures are
not carried out properly.

CRITERION TEST

1. Given, components of the ek V Deep
Sea Diving System Umbilical, perform
the following maintenance so that
the equipment may be used in diving
operations: Marry lifeline/air
hose, and repair or replace jack
plug on lifeline, telephone cable.

HOMEWORK

Student Guide, Volume K, Assignment Sheets
11-.3-1A and 11-3-2A.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.Presentation

A. Marrying Lifeline and Air Hose Use actual equipment Observe. Take notes as
or T/A necessary

1. Failure due to:

a. Repeated use of the lifeline and

air hose.

b. Outdated hose in use.

c. Hose cannot meet required tests.

2. Procedures

a. Secure lifeline to an availahle

stancion or similar item.

h. Take up slack and secure other end

uo that lifeline is 4 ft. off deck.

c. Connect one end of hose to air manifold.

d. Put Ait Control Valve at other end and

pressurize to 156 psi.

e, Chalk mark 31 inches hack of jack

plug on lifeline.

1.9C6 f. .Stait air hose fitting at chalk mark

on lifeline.

Use T/A or'actual Ohserve
equipment to de-
monstrate.

(2)



OUTLINE OV INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY
(1.)

q. measure hack 22 inches from first chalk

mark and make first marriage.

(1) marry together using eight turns of

marline and two inner turns between

lifeline and air hose, then tie with

square knot.

h. Repeat marriages every 4 ft. with a

4 inch catenary in air hose.

11) Lightweight hose is married every

3 tt.

i. The amount unmarried for topside hook

up is determined by the distanCe between

air manifold and communication jack on

diving station.

The.length Of making up a lifeline and

air hose is determineti bv the RHO or

diving command.

3. Practical Work

d. Each student performs procedures.
May use shortened piece of hose.

p

Observe and instruct Each student will make
as necessary. up lifeline/air hose.

(3)

1959



OUTLINE Of INSTRUCTION

B. Placing/Replacing Boot

1. Failure due to:
or T/A necessary.

a. Repeated use of lifeline/air hose.

b. Making up new lifeline/air hose.

2. Procedures

a. Cut a strip of 16 canvas 13" wide

and 47' long.

b. Fold canvas sd that i-oth sides meet Demonstrate with piece
of paper.

at center.

C. Start hoot at first permanent marriage

on lifeline/air hose.

d. Fold boot around lifeline/air hose.

C. Using,needle and sail twine, sew

1 9 ;* I

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Use actual equipment Observe.Tak'e notes as

canvas tight using herring bone stitch.

f. Use 1/8" line, put a turks head at each

end of canvas.

U. joak canvas in water to tighten.

h. Paint canvas the desired color code,

before it completely dries.

(4)



OUTLINE OF INsTRuCTION INSTRUCTOR ACI IVPY STVDENT ACTIVITY

3. Practical Work

4. If equipment needing repair is

available and time permits, assist

students in completing task.

C. Replace/Repair Jack Plug

I. Failure due to:

a. Improper handling

b. Improper storage

c. Usage

2. Procedures

a. Unscrew gland nut at rear of plug

hot:al:lo-

b. Remove packing.

C. Remove loCk Hul at front of plug

housing with spanner wrench.

d. Heat plug housing to soften the

sealing compound.

e. Slide plug housing back on cable away

from cable.

01

Observe and instruct Cowplete procedures for
as necessary. making boot for umbilical.

Use actual equipment
or T/A to explain/
demonstrate procedures.

(5)

Observe.Take notes
as necessary.

19'73



OUTLI OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

f. Loosen connections to plug terminals

and remove plug.

g. Melt solder which secures stainless

steel core in the anchor plug, and-

remove the wood screw wedge And anchor

plug.

h. The cable may be cut back to the dam-

aged end and communications tested.

i. Ructssamtay;

(1) Slide gland nut and jack plug

housing onto cable.

(2) Remove the two outer rubber

coverings for a distance of about

4 inches) remove the rubber cover-

ing of the stainless steel core

also for 4 inches.

( ) Separate the exposed strands,

I9P7,1clean and tin thoroughl*. '

(6)



OUTLINE or INSTRUCTION

Oft
(4) Slip anchor plug over the tin

sttands and core, then bring up

as close WI possible to the

rubber covering.

(5) Distrlbute strands and core around

circumference of hole in plug and

drive in wood screw wedge.

(6) Solder the steel core and wedge'

securely into anchor plug. ,

(1) Cut off loose ends of steel core

even with anchor plug and smooth

with a file.

(8) hare ends of the conductors and

twist. together into two pairs,

red with green and black with

white.

(9) Form an aye in the end of each

pair and solder.

INSTRUCTOR AtTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(10) Pull plug houaing down over

1975
(7)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

anchor, plug'as far as possible.

Length of conductor ihould be

(*Pout 1/4 inch out of plug housing.

(11) Several turns of flax packing should

be ,inserted into the gfand and gland

nut scrcwed in tight.,

(12) Place thin leather washer over con-

ductors and attach conductors to

plug terminals making sure that

red/green.pair is connected to the

side terminal and' black/white to

the center terminal.

(13) Pour melted sealing comipound or

1.eeswax into open end of housing

to within 1/4 " of plug seat.

(14) Wh11e sealing compound is still soft,

meat the jack plug in 'Nue housing,

making certain that the leather

washer is properly seated.

1 9 7 6



OUTI,WE OV INSTRUCTION

(15) Screw in locking nut and pull up

3. Practical Work

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

a. Each student should perform Observe and instruct Student repair/replace
as necessary. jack plug.

procedures.

I I I . Summary

A. Assign practical work dependent upon time

and equipment availability.

B. Apswer questions

IN.

(9)

Ask questions as necessary.

19 h7
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NAVAL SCHOOL DIVING AND SALVAGE

Diver, second Class A-433-0022

Security Clearance: Unclassified

Lesson Topic: 11.4 Mk V Deep Sea Diving
System Non-Return Valve

5 1/2 Hours

;NSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS:

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Vol. I
Student Guides
Standard Classroom Equipment
Mk V Deep Sea Diving System Non-ReEurn

Valve
T Wrench
Neets Foot Oil
Scribe

TERMINAL OBJECTIVE

1. When .the student completes this course
he will be able to, given a Mk V Deep
Stet Diving System Non-Return,Valve,
ty-lrforM the following maintenance so
that the equipment may be used in
diving operations: Replace the stem
and seat, and replace the spring and
gasket.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

1. For each of the repairs/maintenance
requirements listed above:.
a. Orally STATE the common cause(s)
of equipment damage/failure/leak
which would lead to repair/replacement

ENABLING OBJECTIVES (contsd)

of the specifio piece of equipvent.
b. LIST, in writing, the tools needed
for the specific repair.
c. EXPLAIN, in writing, step-by-
'step procedures for effecting the
repair of replacement.
d. Orally EXPLAIN the importance of
doing proper maintenance to include
results if procedures are not carried
out properly.

CRITERION TEST

1. Given a Mk V Deep Sea Diving System
Non-Return Valve, perform the
following maintenance so that the
equipment may be used in diving
operations: Replace the stem and seat,
and replace the 'spring and gasket.

HOMEWORK

Student Guides, Volume K
Assignment Sheet 11-4-lA



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

If.Presentation

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

A. Replacing Siem, Washer, Spring and Gasket Use actual equipment
or T/A to demonstrate

of the Non-Return Valve and explain procedures.

1. Failure due to:

a. Improper upkeep.

h. Excessive usdae. and worn narts.

2. Procedures Demonstrate

d. Using scribe, remove leather gasket

ttom Non-Return Valve.

b. Insert T wrench in slot or upper

guide to remove stem assembly.

C. Inspect disc and spring. Replace if

necessary.

d. Soak all parts, except washer, in

vinegar.

e. Apply Neets Foot Oil to washer.

t. Wipe dry then reassemble.

q. NOTE; New type Non-Return Valves Cartridge has arrow
to indicate air flow

need only new cartridge.

(2)

6vuerve. T,Ake not,is
'As neces3ary.

19S2



OUTLINE OF 1WTRUCTION

3. Practical WOrk

Each student perform procedures.

II I .Summary

A. Ass i9n practical work dependent upon time

and equipment requirements.

B. Answer questions

INSTRIICTOR ACTIvITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Observe and instruct Each student repair a
as necessary Non-Return Valve.

.(3)

Ask questions as necessary.



NAVAL SCHOOL DIVING AND SALVAGE

Diver, Second Class A-433-0022

Security Clearance: Unclassified

Lesson Topic: 11.4 Mk V Beep Sea Diving
System Non-Return Valve

5 1/2 Hours.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS:

U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Vol. I

Student Guides
Standard Classroom Equipment
Mk V Decp Sea Diving System Non-Return

Valve
T Wrench
Neets Foot oil
Scribe

TERMINAL OBJECTIVE

ENABLING OBJECTIVES (cont'd)

ot the specific piece of equippient.
b.- LIST, in writing, the tools needed
for the specific repair.
c. EXPLAIN, in writing, step-by-
step procedures for effecting the
repair ot replacement.
d. Orally EXPLAIN the importance of
doing proper maintenance to include
results if procedures are not carried
out properly.

CRITERION TEST

4 1. Given a Mk V Deep Sea Diving System
Non-Return Valve, perform the
following maintenance so that the
equipmant may be used in diving
operations: Replace the stem and seat,
and replace the spring and gasket.

1. When the student completes this course
he will be able to, given a Mk V Deep
Sea Diving System Non-Ret,nri Valve,
perform the following maintenance so
that the equipment may be used in
diving operations: Replacethe stem
and seat, and replace the spring and.
gasket.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

I. For each of the repairs/maintenance
tequirements listed above:,

.a. orally STATE the common cdusa(s)
cif equipment damage/failure/leak
*Iiich would lead to repair/replacement

110MEWORK

Student Guides, Volume K
Assignment Sheet 11-4-1A

1 9 °M



OUTLINE OF'INSTRUCTION

1

II.Presentation

A. Replacing Stem, Washer, Spring and Gasket

of[the Non-Return Valve

I. Failure due to;

a. Improper upkeep.

b. Excessive psatio, and worn narts.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Use actual equipment
or T/A to demonstrate
and expiain procedures.

2. Procedures nemonstrate

a. Using scribe, remove leather gasket

from Non-Return Valve.

b. Insert T wrench in slot or upper

guide to remove stem assembly.

c. Inspect disc and spring. Replace if

necessary.

d. Soak all parts, except washer, in

vinegar.

e. Apply Neets Foot Oil to washer.

f. Wipe dry then reassemble.

g. NOTE: New type Non-Return Valves Cartridge has arrow
to indicate air flow

need only new cartridge.

(2)

Observe. Take notes
as necessary.

1 s



OUTLINF,OF INrTRWT1ON

J. Plecticel Work

a. Each student perform procedures.

1 1 y

A. Assign preCtical work dependent upon time

end equipment requirements.

B. Answer quesLions

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

47

Observe and in46-uct Fitch student repair' a
as necessary Non-R441nrn Valve.

,

(3)

Ask questions as necessary.

f.

19311
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11v0.1NF OF INSTPUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

of pressurization up to 3000 psig.

(a) Volume of cvlinArs varies, but

therrange from 7-12 cu ft

intern volume.

(b) Should contain enough air to

pressurize the chamber to

design pressure twice.

(2) The secondary (or reserve) air-

supply is commonly a H.P.compressor.

(a) Should be able to take the

chamber to its working pres-

sure at a rate of at least

SO fpm.

(M Usually connected to the chamher

*:hrough a volume tank or reducer.

1: Roth reduce the hi9h prensure

produced to usable limits.

2. Volume tank can.act as an

emergency daddiVe.1071
(8)



OUTLINE oF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

3. Cools the piessurized air.

(c) Also used to charge the primary

air banks to 3000 psi.

Air Supply Lines (LP. and L.P.) must he

painted black.

Exhaust lines must he pointed silver or
4-

aluminum.

d. Air quality must meet current stanOards

established by MIMED.

(1) Oxygen 20-22% by volume Place on C/R, use
transparency or chart.

(2) Carbon Dioxide, (CO2) 0.03

0.0%t by volume or 300-500 parts

per million.

(3) Carbtr. 'onoxide 0,002% by volume

or.20 parts per million.

(4) Oil, mist, vapor 5 milligrams per

milliliter maximum.

U0 odor not objecrril-leable.

(9)
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otITLINE OY INFTPUCTTON

e. ch,mher must be equippee with H.P.

safety valves set at the proper

pressure for the chami,er.

4. Chamher Piping System

Supply Piping System is referred to

CY

as H.P. from the flasks or compres-

tior to the pressuie regulator, and

L.P. rrom the regulator to the

chamber.

(I) High.pressure piping

(a) usually made of 1/2" or 3/4"

thick wall steel pipe.

(Y) must he tested to 4500 psi

(1 1/2 times )000 psi work-

ing 1ressur6.

The pressure regulator iS a

device that reduces h.P. air to ,

L.P. air.

(a) Reduces 3000psi to 0-600 psi..

(2)

19(?3

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDFNT ACTIVITY

Place on C/B, use
transparency or chart
(See 12a an0 12h this
Instructor Guide)

(10)
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oUTLINE IMiTRUCTI0N
c."

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITy/ STUUKNT ACTIVITY

G4:florally tlfl: weakest point in

the system and must be equipped

with a bypass in case of failure.

(c) Manufactured hy various companies

according to NAVFAC specifications.

(3) Low Pressure Piping

( ) Fabricated from 1 1/2" thick wall

steel, bronze or copper pipe.

(h) Must lie tested to 9n0 psi (1 1/2

times 60n psi working pressure).

h. Exhaust Piping System is commonly made

of 2 1/2" or 3" galvanized steel,.bronte

or copper.

c. Oxygen and Helium oxygen PitAng

(1) Both are 11.P: piping, usually 1/2"

(2) Pt:gill ators art: nu.),it._ comonly the

"hos!pital" type available from

loderal stock.

Show on draw/Ing of
air supply system
(See 12a aAd 12h this
Instructor Guide)
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.OUTLthir OF INSTRUCTION TNSTRUCTOR AorIvrrir STUDENT ACTIVITY

(i) Manifold inside thut chamiler splits
gas into demand mast's.

d. rimtrol Valve

(I) V,;Ives for I.oth supply and

exhaust.

(2) Located wherever needed in the

system to direct air flow.

e. Color Coainy of piping and valves.

(1) Air (H.P. or L.P.) Supply Black

(2) Exhaust - Silver or-aluminum

(3) Oxygen Supply green

(4) Helium-Oxygen Orange

5. Electrical, Lightin4, and Communication
-

Systems

a. All internal chamber wiring muSt meet

strict design and installation

requirements.

(1) Must he heavy duty type, either

armtu-ed cable or in condni t.
19n

show on drawing of
air supply system
(See 12a and 12b this
Instructor Guide)

,(12)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVAT

(2) All switches and outlets for chamber

(I)

must be located outside the chambez.

No appliances of service mechanisms

that are electrically powered inside

the chiimier.

h. Chamber illumination is best accomplished

by exterior lights.

(1) older chambers May 11,4ve interior

liqhting that moet these requirements:

(a) piessureploot

(L) permanently it:stalled

(c) not tlourescent

(d) maximum 40 watt bulbs

(2) Portable eXterior lights now

avai lable.

c. Chamber Communications

(1) Primary System
r °

(a) Oiver's Reproducer in each

lock same as Mk V.

1999

6plain heat build-uP
with higher wattage

(13)
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OUTLINE OF tNSTRUCT1ON
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(b) Diving amplif.-r, guided radio

or Helle models, located outside.

(2) Sec.mdary Communications

(a) Leather/rawhide or lead mallet.

1,) Standard Diver's Hand Signals.

6. Helium-Oxygen and Oxygen Supply

a. Gas is'kept in standard 200 cu ft gas

1%ottles.

(1) At least two bottles per hank.

(2) At least two banks of each gas.

b. hanks located close to the chamber.

c. hank pressure checked prior to

commencing living oPerations.

d. Piping is high pressure as previously

expfained.

e. Gai to the diver is controlled from

outside the chamber with regulators.

f. Demand tegulabor masks'supply the L.P.

qas to the diver as he nee(ls it.

Exnlain why pressure is
checked prior to nornal
diving.'

(14).
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own. I NI: OF 1 N,ST k'T lON

4

IrCTRUCTUR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

7.. Chamber Control System Diagram one and two-way
supply and exhaust on C/D,

a. All Navy chambers are equippedwith .or use transparency/chart.
A

a dual sysitem of control valves.

(1) The "Two-Way" (ontrol yalves allows

operatfion of the-chamber from hoth

insi:16 and out.:ide.

(2) The "Ono-Way" control valve allow

operation from outside the ohamber

b. The tWo-way control system allows
,

maximum flexipility i9 chamber operations.

(I) Allows inside-operator to control

descent as he is in the best position

(0 monitor patients/passengers.

(aTualiaing or pressures.
a

(b)' kelief Aepth*during treatment:,

(c) Observidg fo'r possible pressure

intolerance.

(2) Upon reaching Nesired depth, outside

- (1.5)

)
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ouTLINn OE IWTHUCTIoN INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

tender can 4hitt to one-way system. fhow shift from two-
way to one-way control

(a) Frees inside tender to concen- on C/s, .transoarency
or chart.

trate on patients/passengers.

(b) Places burden *of decompression/

treatment on topside personnel.

one-way control is for outside tender

use in controlling ascent.

d. Chamber m5tand-by" position.

(l) Chamber valves are always in the

stand-by position when the chamber

iirpot in use.

(a) Provides tor rapid de cent in

the event of an emerge

(h) Standby position is same for

all Navy chambers:

(2) outside the chamber:

(a) All one-way valves - closed

(b) All two-way valveS - open

(3) Inside the chamber
o n

Illustrate

(16)
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OUTLINE oF IN:;TRDCTIoN IN6TRUCTOlt ACTiVITY STUDENT ACTIVI'I'Y

(a) AII two-way.volves closed

(b) Equalization valves closed

h. Pecomplessiou Chamber Satety and Maintenance

I. high Pi.essure ail increases the possibility

ot tilcs and explosion.

A rhicidttr f i grow up. to 6 times

taster under piessuie.

b. Extleme caution nust I tal'en whenever

chamber is opercitinq.

(1-) No fire or tire producinq material.

(e) Matcheis or 1itffiter

(b) Liqhted ci9arettes, cigars,

pipes or any open tlame.

(c) No portable e;ectric appliances

.reqardloss of power rating.

8

(2) Exclude all unnecessary coribus,tible

ma64rial.

(a),Vnlatile hydrocarbon liauids with

low fliipn noints subh as;

2.
(17)



OUTLINE or INSTROCT1W4

Gasoline

2. Alcohol dnd alcoholic

solutions

(b) Oils or combuStible lubricants

which may comWrie explosively

with oxygen Under pressure.

(3) !lave passengers remove static-

kt inducing clothing prior to entry

into the chamber.

a.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY sTonAINT ACTIVITY

(a) "maible Knit" Synthetic qdrirlents

(b) Nylon or Wool

(c) No-shoes worn at any time

14) Provide the chamber with flame

proof bedding material.

(a) Only that which is necessary

(b) No wool,or synthetic blankets

(5) insure that'there are no chemical
!'

tire extinguishers inside the°

chamber,

V

(18)



ILITLINE OF IN5TRUCT1ON

c. Keep water and sand buclfeLs inside

the chamlmr.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY !:TUDENT ACTIVITY

d: Veep "Warning" signs posted in full N,4

of occupants.

2. Chamber maintenance

a. Planned Maintenance System (PMS)

includes Recompression Chambers.

h. Chamber Paintinq

(1) Only one coal of paint on inside. FSN's on C/B, transparency
or chart

(a) It in doala, remove old paint.

04 Repaint wfth fire retardant

paint only (FSN8010-577-4739

MIL-P-17970) or equivalent.

(c) Use only one coat of primer

(FSN 8010-165-8557 TT-P-645)

or equivalent.

(2) Exterior surface may have one nrimer

coat and 2 coals of white or grey

(mi14-F-17972).

2E05 (19)



UTLINE or I NSTRUCT I ON INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITV

c. Air systems are als-1 on PMS schedules.

d. Gauges are cheaed and tested annually.

C. Chamber Operation Te.chnigne

1. Pressurization Phase

a.0Must Lave a qualified tender inside

during any chamber operation:

(L) Salvage or 1102 Diving Officer

(2) Master Diver

(3) Dilling Medical officer

(A) medical Deep Nea Diving Technician

DM8491,11492,6493/5111.

(5) Saturation Diver or First Class

Diver.

b.,Passenciers must remain in an uncramped

comiortable position.

C. OatientS should be lying in the prone

position whenever possible.

d. The hatch is secured with "doys" on

the,doors: 2 fi

Illustrate on C/11,
transparency or chart.
May also use actual
equipment.

(20)



MINE Or fOTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

e. Th.t tender ascertains that all riders

Ale "Featly to leave the surface" and

notifies the outside tender of the

fact. 'On case of ewergencies, i.e.

ticiS emllolism, respiratory distress,

or insufficiency, this procedure

may he eliminated).

The inside tender'then begins to

apply pressure eo the cheimber.

(I) (thserve passengers closely for

any difficulty in equalizing

pressure.

(2) it difficulty is noted, stop the

aseent.and hack up a few

feet to allow equalization,

then continue.

# .

tIOTE: it the sdme initividudl continually has difficulty
equalizing, it May hecome necessary to place him
in thu outer lock toe removal rather than aborting
the entire run.

(21)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

g. The. rate of descent in most cases is

25 FP4, hut this may be speeded up

or slowed, denendiny upon the cir-

cumstances.

(I) Gas embolism

(2) Pespiratory'disEress

(3) Deep training dives

h. ff patient is to hreaepdoxygen, he

bliould begin doing so beiore leaving

the surface on Table 5 or 6.

i. When the desired depth is attained,

the outside tender Switches the

control system from two-way system

to the one-way system by securing

the two-way supply valve.

j. Outside tender now has operational

control of the chamber.

2. Bottom Phase

4. Ventilation of the cirtIgx

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY'

(22)
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INSTRUCTOR...ACTIVITY S DENT ACTIVITYOUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION,

(1) Claitinuous venting-is best but

has disadvantages:

( ) Excessively loud; may produce

hearing damage.

(it) May bit an excessive demand

on a limited air supply.

a (2) InteTmittent ventilation, according,

to the following'requirements is

O.

comAr'cr7T-Nsed;

(I) When air or 11(202 is in use:

f. 2 cu 1t. Tr minuCe for each

man at rest.,

2. 4 qu tt per minute for each

Man not at rust (e.g.tender)

(b) When oxygen iu in use, the ex-

haled 02 is exhausted through

the demand mask directly into

LW.: chamber atmosphere, which

will lead to high levels of

02 quickly.

2i0 (23)
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OMINE or INSTRUCTION

.0"

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITi

1 Use 12.5 cu ft per minute-

for each man at rest.

2. 25 mik_ft per.minute for each

man not at rest.

(1) Provide standard stock ear protectors

for each chnmber occupant FSN-2RD-42A1-
%I

759-3290-U.50. Insure that a small hole

(1/64") has been drilled in each ear4
piece to ,provent possible external

ear squeeze.

(4) In chambers where 02 levels can be

continuously monitered, provide

ventilatios to keep 02 level below

22.5%.

(5) Where' oalculation of cOanilier yen-

.

tilAtion has not heen made, a standard

rule of 'thumb 'may he applied:

(a) Vent one minute nut of five, when

msinq air.

0201 (24)



OUTLINE OF tNSTRUCTION, INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(h) Vent two minutes hut of five
if

when on 02.

(c) Provide maximum air flow through

the chamber when venting with

this proceduLe.

(6) Mechanics of Ventilation

(a) Slowly open meaust valve

Demonstrate

(b) Hold depth IT opening supply

valve.

(c) increastl the volume of air moving

through the chamber by continuing

to open the exhaust and balancing

the depth with the supply valve.

(d) Secure the vent by slowly closing

the exhaust valve and the supply

valve, while holding depth steady.

h. heforc leaving .the bottom, insure that

the "dogs" are released on the chamber

door.

(25)
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i. Ascent. Phase

a. Asct,nt and ail

ts

stops are controlled hy

the outside tender using the one-way

control'system.

b. 'Cite of ascent depends upon the use

of the chamber.

(1) Oxygen treatment tables - 1 fpm

(2) Air Treatment tables - 1 minute

between stops.

(3) surface Decowpression

(a) 02 20 fpm

(b) Air 60 fpm

. (4) Air decompression 60 fpm

C. tlilon arrival at a decompression stop,

ventilate the chamber.

4. wimekeepina during chamber operations

a. outside tender times all evolutions

with two stop watches.

b. Both watches are stopped and started

2 4 ,2

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

Demonstrate

(26)

STUDENT ACTIVITY

r`



AUTLINE OF ItOTROCT1ON

/

41. the same time. Do not use one watch

tot one part of the evolution and one

watch fiar total time of dive.

(1) Start both watches upon leaving

the surface.

(2)-Upon reaching the beltom,-notify

1041 keeper of descent time. lnth

watches lemain running.

(t) Oben leaving the bottom:

(a) Stop an0 start both watches.

(b) Notify log keeper of total

bottou'liWo.

141 Contl:ol rote of ascent by slowing

INSTRWPOlt AVTIVITY. !:TUDEUT ACTIVITY

or speeding up ascent with the one-

way exhaust valve.

NOTE: When ascending at one fpm on the oxygen treat-
menet tables, do not slow the ascent to compensate
for lost. time. Slop the chamber, veptilate, and
allow the time to cdtch up.

(5) Upon arrival cft the stop, stop and start

the watches, infolming log keeper of

L7)
2013
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elapsed time.

(6) When leaving,the.ston, again stop

dnd stdrt the watches. Repeat the

procedure for each stop.

(7) Upowarrival,on the surface, stop

the watches and inform log keeper

of ascent time from last stop to

the surface.

c. always use 2 stopwatches in case One

'breaks or stops running.

S. hoe and records for chamlwer operations

a. A log must be kept of any and all

events dUriny rhamber oPerAtions.

(1) Recompression treatments

(Z) Pressure and 02 Tolerance tests

(3) Surface Decompression

(4) Kray other use of'the chamber

including. chamber and qaUge tests.

20 4

,

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVI74
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OUTLINK INSTRUCTION nkisroui!roR A

I. The Usj must acelirateiy reco'rd all. events

of .an ()perditi(n.

*

ITY fiTUDENT ACTIVITy

(11. Name, rate, SsAN bf all occupants. .Put exarple on c/al
or use tKanspatency

(2) Purpose of'the operation.

(3) Names of all pe(tionnel outside the

chamber.

"id) outside _Tendfvr

. (b) Divinn !zuoeevisor

(c) Diving Officer.

(a) Comprotisol Operators'

(e) Any other tiersonnel connected

with the operation.

(4) Chronological record of bvents as

they occur.

(a) Ascent, descent., bottom and

atop Lilies.

(1) Personnel lovking in and out.

(c) Time oxygan breathing started

dna stopped.

(29)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(d) Any information pertinent to

the operation.

(5) All times are received from outside

tender, or the individual responsible

for timing'of events.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

16) Accurate record keeping is essential

as the log is an official document.

D. Practical Applications of Chamber Operations

1. The following stations will be manned by ,

students during each chamber run;

a. Chamber Operator (outside tender)

b. Phone Talker

C. Log Keeper

d. Supervisor

2. Practical Performance

a: Chamber Operator

0

hy all students

4-

Monitor student
vity and assess
ee ability.

(30)

acti- 1. Check for adequate
trin- air supply,.

. a. Primary'
b. Secondary

2. Pressurize chamber
to 60 feet.

2i) s. -4:71



OUTLINE OF 1NSTRUCTIoN INSTRUCTOR ACT IV ITY STUDENT ACT.11/ Ty

b. Lo(J Keeper

c. Phone Talker

GIhrs .270

For steps 4 and 5,
have trainee ex-
plain where rates
of ascent would he
used.

Monitor and assess
ability %

( 3 )

a. noq doors
b. Start: watches
C. Insure p rope r seal
d. Desrent. at 75 fpm
to. 60' using one-way
system.
e. inform time keeper .

of travel time.
3. On bottom, ventilate
chamber.

a. Upe proper ventila-
tion plrOeftdUIPS.
b. maintain depth
one foot.
c. Stop and start
watches when leavin9
bottom..
0. Tpform log keeper
o- totol h,o-tom time,

A. Psceltd from 60 to
50' at rate of 1 fpm.
5. Ascend from 50' to
40' at 10 fpm.
6. Ascend from 40' to
surface at 60 fpm.
7. Inform log keeper of
total travel time.

1.. Accurately record spll'
tirTs given by operator.

a. Li time from 24
hr clock.
4b. Add times given to

th4s time so that all
time notations in log
are-by 24 hr clock.

I. Relay all messages
going in and out of cham-
ber using primary comm.

2 1 9


